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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This Program Environmental Impact Report (EIR) assesses the environmental impacts
associated with the development of the Nipomo Community Park Master Plan (NCPMP),
proposed by San Luis Obispo County Parks (County Parks). This EIR is an informational
document that is being used by the general public and governmental agencies to review and
evaluate the proposed project
The purpose of the Executive Summary is to provide the reader with a brief overview of the
proposed project, the anticipated environmental effects, and the potential mitigation measures
that could reduce the severity of the impacts associated with the project. This chapter
includes an impact summary table, which summarizes the impacts and mitigation measures.
The impacts and mitigation measures are discussed in detail in Chapter 4, Environmental
Impact Analysis, of the EIR. This chapter also identifies the various alternatives analyzed as
part of the EIR. The details of the alternatives analysis can be found in Chapter 5, Alternatives
Analysis, of the EIR. The reader should not rely exclusively on the Executive Summary as the
sole basis for judgment of the proposed project and alternatives. The EIR in its entirety should
be consulted for information about the project’s environmental impacts and associated
mitigation measures.
This EIR was prepared in accordance with State and County of San Luis Obispo (County)
administrative guidelines established to comply with the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA). In compliance with the CEQA Guidelines, the County, as the Lead Agency, prepared
an Initial Study for the proposed project and solicited comments through distribution of a
Notice of Preparation (NOP). The results of the Initial Study and comments received in
response to the NOP were used to help direct the scope of the analysis and the technical
studies in this EIR. Copies of the Initial Study, NOP, and the comments received in response
to the NOP can be found in Appendix
A number of federal, state, and local governmental agencies require an environmental
analysis of the proposed project consistent with the requirements of CEQA in order to act on
the project. These agencies include the County, the California Department of Fish and Game
(CDFG), Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB), the California Department of
Forestry and Fire Protection/County Fire (CAL FIRE), and the San Luis Obispo County Air
Pollution Control District (SLOAPCD).

A.

PROJECT LOCATION

The project site is located in the unincorporated community of Nipomo, within San Luis Obispo
County, California (refer to Figure ES-1). The proposed project consists of two connected
park areas, Nipomo Community Park (NCP), including the Nipomo Native Garden, and Mesa
Meadows (refer to Figure ES-2). The project site is located northwest of the Pomeroy Road /
West Tefft Street intersection, approximately one mile west of U.S. Highway 101 (US 101).
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Figure ES-1. Regional Location Map
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Figure ES-2. Project Vicinity Map
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NCP is an approximately 137-acre angular parcel bounded by Pomeroy Road and West Tefft
Street to the east, Osage Street to the west, and the Tejas Street neighborhood to the south.
The approximately 22-acre Mesa Meadows open space area is located within two parcels
adjacent to, and immediately southwest of, NCP, on the northwest corner of Mesa Road and
Osage Road. The total park and open space area is approximately 159 acres, comprised of
four parcels (Assessor Parcel Numbers [APNs] 091-313-049, 091-313-050, 092-121-085, and
092-121-086).

B.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES

The primary goal of the NCPMP is to establish the long-range plan for Nipomo Community
Park and Mesa Meadows. The objectives of the NCPMP are to:


provide a range of passive and active facilities and use areas to meet the recreational
needs of the community;



maintain and upgrade existing recreational and community facilities and amenities;



effectively manage current and projected levels of park uses;



provide amenities that are aesthetically consistent with the regional character of the
area;



provide a community recreation center within the unincorporated community of
Nipomo;



incorporate infrastructure and circulation improvements to meet existing and estimated
future (2025) motor vehicle transportation warrants;



apply adaptive management strategies, including the use of improved technology, to
address new planning and management issues as they arise;



consider and support active citizen input in the decision-making process; and,



periodically review and update the NCPMP through a public review process
(approximately 15-year intervals), including consideration of the changing needs of the
community when evaluating existing and potential new amenities.

C.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The proposed project under consideration in this Program EIR includes the proposed NCPMP
(refer to Figure ES-3). The plan includes a variety of recreational opportunities, including the
expansion of existing facilities, the addition of new facilities to the park, active recreational
uses including multi-use sports fields, passive recreational uses and open space, and
improvements to infrastructure (see Table ES-1).

1.

Existing Facilities

Existing major amenities in the park include: four sports fields accommodating baseball,
soccer, and football (5.3 acres), including one lighted field; four lighted tennis courts (0.6 acre);
a 0.7-acre dog park; 6,534-square foot playground; group and individual picnic areas (9,433
square feet); the 12-acre Nipomo Native Garden including trails and planted areas; open play
area (9.3 acres); 1.1 acres of paved trails/walkways; and, 4.3 acres of dirt and spur trails.
Infrastructure within the park includes: 1.2 acres of drainage improvements including basins,
two acres of roads; 3.1 acres of parking; 3,155 square feet of restrooms and a maintenance
ES-4
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building (consisting of a shop, office and restroom); two host sites (1,284 square feet); and, an
air quality monitoring station. In addition, 7,134-square foot Nipomo Library is located within
the park, and is accessed from West Tefft Street. An existing, temporary pre-school and
fenced outdoor play area occupies approximately 4,050-square feet within the park. The preschool is proposed to remain until a new pre-school is approved onsite, or elsewhere in the
community of Nipomo.
Existing recreation and infrastructure cover approximately 15 acres or approximately 11% of
the park. The remaining 130-acre area (including Mesa Meadows) is generally a natural area
consisting of oak woodland and coastal scrub, annual and ruderal grassland, and trails. Public
recreation at Mesa Meadows includes a roughly one mile Class I bicycle path and contiguous
equestrian trail. The site also contains native and non-native vegetation. The trail system at
Mesa Meadows connects into the trail system of NCP.

2.

Proposed Facilities

The NCPMP proposes approximately 15.96 acres of new recreational uses within the NCP
area, 3.96 acres of new open play area (turf), and 7.57 acres of new infrastructure.
Approximately 27.5 acres of existing undeveloped area and dirt trails would be converted to
accommodate these new uses (refer to Table ES-1). The proposed project includes the
expansion of the following existing uses: 4,000-square foot expansion of the library near West
Tefft Street; an additional 8,276 square feet of playground, including a play structure and open
play area near Osage Street and Camino Caballo; 19,000-square foot expansion of the offleash dog park; an additional 14,400 square feet of tennis courts; and additional three acres of
paved and unpaved trails/walkways including a separate equestrian trail; restoration of spur
trails; an additional four acres of open play area (turf). In addition, the NCPMP includes an
additional 10 acres of multi-use sports fields. The type of sports to be accommodated would
be determined at the time the need for added fields arises. The maximum intensity of use
would likely be youth soccer. The area could accommodate about six youth soccer fields. The
fields are proposed to be lighted.
Proposed new amenities include a skate park or community pool (10,000 square feet) near
West Tefft Street. Additional new facilities would be located near the center of the park,
including: a 5,227-square foot amphitheater (gazebo/informal stage); basketball courts (10,000
square feet); handball courts (4,000 square feet); horseshoe pits (1,800 square feet); and,
8,400-square foot swimming pool and deck (if not constructed near West Tefft Street). A
paved walkway (11,280 square feet) is proposed along Osage Street. The NCPMP includes a
36,000-square foot community center/gymnasium to be located within the park.
The total area for the proposed community center/gymnasium and associated improvements
would be approximately two acres. A conceptual schematic of the community center is shown
in Figure ES-4.
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Table ES-1. Master Plan Existing and Proposed Amenities
Facilities

Existing (sf)

Proposed (sf)

Total (sf)

Amphitheaters

0

5,227

5,227

Basketball Courts

0

10,000

10,000

6,534

8,276

14,810

0

36,000

36,000

Dog Parks

31,988

19,000

50,988

Group Picnic Areas

9,433

0

9,433

Handball Courts

0

4,000

4,000

Horseshoe Pits

0

1,800

1,800

Skate Park

0

10,000

10,000

231,633

439,520

671,153

0

8,400

8,400

Tennis Courts

26,404

14,400

40,804

Trails/Walkways (paved/unpaved)

50,724

127,373

178,097

Osage Street Walkway (paved)

0

11,280

11,280

Volleyball Court

0

0

0

356,716

695,276

1,051,992

5,689,881

-1,113,510

4,576,371

Open Play Area (Turf)

399,805

172,498

572,303

Trails (dirt)

190,200

-84,276

105,924

6,279,886

-1,025,288

5,254,598

Basins

54,900

108,900

163,800

Library Building

7,134

4,000

11,134

137,166
(325 spaces)

183,388
(422 spaces)

320,554
(747 spaces)

4,050
(temporary)

0

4,050
(permanent)

Two Host Sites

1,284

0

1,284

Restrooms/Maintenance Buildings

3,155

1,490

4,645

Roads

89,036

32,234

121,270

Subtotal

296,725

330,012

626,737

Recreation Area

Playgrounds
Community Center

Sports Fields (Turf)
Swimming Pool/Deck

Subtotal
Open Space
Open Space (undeveloped)

Subtotal
Infrastructure

Parking
Pre-school
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Figure ES-3. Nipomo Community Park Master Plan
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Figure ES-4. Community Center Conceptual Schematic
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3.

Access and Parking

Access
There are two motor vehicle entrances to NCP. One entrance is located on Pomeroy Road,
offset and east of Juniper Street. The second motor vehicle entrance is located on West Tefft
Street, adjacent to the Nipomo Library, offset and south of Orchard Avenue. Pedestrian,
bicyclist, and equestrian trail access into NCP is located off of: Osage Street (near Charro
Way), Camino Caballo (near Osage Street), and at the northern terminus of La Serena Way.
NCP is accessible from a number of collector and local streets including: Camino Caballo,
Mesa Road, Osage Road, and Tejas Place. The trail system within Mesa Meadows is
accessible from Charro Way, Tejas Place, and Amigo Place; this trail system connects with
the NCP trail system immediately east of the Charro Way and Osage Street intersection (refer
to Figure ES-3).
Major road improvements proposed for the NCPMP include: the re-alignment of existing park
entrances on West Tefft Street and Pomeroy Road; installation of a traffic signal at the realigned Pomeroy Road/Juniper Street intersection; construction of a westbound left turn
pocket and an eastbound right turn pocket on Pomeroy Road; and improvements to Osage
Road, including road widening for consistency with County road standard A-1(d) (two 11-foot
wide travel lanes, with six-foot shoulders on each side, for a total width of 34 feet), and
construction of a trail within the road right-of-way. The project includes construction of a sixfoot wide, paved, multi-use trail and parallel equestrian trail creating a loop around the park.
The County General Services Agency will coordinate with the County Public Works
Department prior to preparation of construction plans for road improvements in order to
confirm that road improvements will meet the standards applicable at the time of actual
development. In addition, there may be opportunities to incorporate design features that
would avoid or minimize ground disturbance, and associated impacts to mature oak trees,
drainage infrastructure, and the community. The NCPMP does not include a specific phasing
plan because amenities would be constructed as funds are available. The Public Works
Department was consulted to assess the appropriate timing for implementation of road
improvements. The Public Works Department determined that major road improvements
would be required prior to construction and operation of any high-traffic generating facility,
including the permanent pre-school and administration building, sports fields, community
center, amphitheater, swimming pool, and skate park (Richard Marshall; March 7, 2006).
Proposed uses that would not generate a substantial amount of new trips may be constructed
prior to implementation of access and road improvements, such as open turf areas,
playgrounds, dog park, handball courts, tennis courts, basketball courts, internal roads,
parking areas group picnic areas, trails, restrooms, and stormwater improvements.

Internal Circulation and Parking
Internal vehicular access within the park is provided by a loop road, which connects the West
Tefft Street and Pomeroy Road park entrances. Additional paved access is provided for the
existing ballpark area. An additional paved loop road is proposed to provide access to
proposed facilities and parking areas in the center of NCP. The park currently provides 325
parking spaces within several parking lots located within the southeastern portion of the park.
The parking area for the Nipomo Native Garden, located adjacent to Osage Street, includes 10
automobile spaces and two bus spaces. The proposed NCPMP includes an additional 386 to
422 spaces, including seven equestrian pull-through spaces (refer to Table ES-1).
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4.

Park Programs and Operational Activities

In addition to the proposed facilities discussed above, the following activities and facilities are
proposed as part of the NCPMP: removal of diseased trees and replacement tree planting
program; utility infrastructure additions and maintenance; and a cellular communication
repeater station. Tree removal would be required to accommodate access improvements at
Pomeroy Road and Juniper Street, and Osage Road widening and pathway improvements.

Utility Infrastructure Additions and Maintenance
Water Supply
Water service is currently supplied to NCP through a contractual Water Service Agreement
(WSA) executed between the NCSD and the County (recorded May 29, 1984). The WSA
states that the NCSD will provide water to the park for the purposes of irrigation, sanitation,
and miscellaneous uses. The County proposes to continue receiving water from the NCSD to
serve the park, potentially including the use of recycled water.

Wastewater
Wastewater disposal for the park is currently treated by individual septic systems for four
existing restroom facilities. The project includes two additional restroom facilities to serve park
visitors. Effluent disposal and treatment could be accomplished by two methods: septic tanks
and leachfield systems, or fiberglass holding tanks that are regularly pumped and maintained.

Stormwater Management
The project site currently receives stormwater flow from adjacent developed areas, which is
directed into existing onsite stormwater basins (1.2 acres). Existing drainage improvements
include earthen drainage channels, v-shaped concrete swales, culverts, and unlined infiltration
basins. An engineered drainage system is located within Mesa Meadows, including multiple
24-inch corrugated metal culverts designed to convey stormwater runoff from the residential
development into four infiltration basins located adjacent to Mesa Road. The proposed project
includes the following drainage improvements to manage stormwater flow during rain events:
(1) construct a new basin in the center of the southern half of the park, and (2) install a
drainage pipe along Pomeroy Road within the existing drainage swale.

Cellular Communication Repeater Station
One repeater station is currently located at NCP on an existing light pole that illuminates the
field. A second repeater station was approved by the County in 2009. The second station is
located in the same vicinity as the existing station.

5.

Master Plan Implementation

Project Phasing and Funding
The Master Plan does not establish a phasing plan, although the estimated timeframe for
completion is 20 years. Once a master park plan is adopted, County Parks staff will go back to
the community to determine priorities. The timing, type, and extent of infrastructure
extensions, offsite improvements such as traffic signals, and earthwork would depend upon
the type, extent, and cost of the first new facilities to be implemented, including associated
infrastructure. The overall estimated cost to construct the Master Plan is shown in Appendix A
Nipomo Community Park Master Plan
Final Program Environmental Impact Report
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(Master Plan), which is based on conceptual design characteristics. The cost for any
particular element could go up or down once the more detailed design is developed. It is
possible that the Nipomo community, a concessionaire, and/or a community organization may
be a partner in the development of the community recreation buildings planned for the park.

Master Plan Amendment
The Master Plan is intended to guide development of the park to an envisioned “build out”
some undetermined years in the future. While the purpose of a Master Plan is to guide
decisions over a number of years, it is recognized that as time passes community needs and
priorities may change and the Master Plan may need updating and revising. The Master Plan
should be updated at 15-year intervals to ensure that it remains viable and relevant as a guide
for meeting the park and recreation needs of the community. The Master Plan may be
amended at any point along the way if new ideas or pressing needs warrant a change in the
Plan. The process for amending the Plan would involve community workshops, SCAC and
County Parks and Recreation Commission input, as well as review and approval by the
County Board of Supervisors.

D.

PROPOSED PROJECT IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES

Impacts of the proposed project and alternatives have been classified using the categories
Class I, II, III, and IV as described below:


Class I – Significant, unavoidable, adverse impacts: Significant impacts that cannot
be fully and effectively mitigated. No measures could be taken to avoid or reduce
these adverse effects to insignificant or negligible levels.



Class II – Significant, but mitigable impacts: These impacts are potentially similar in
significance to those of Class I, but can be reduced or avoided by the implementation
of mitigation measures.



Class III – Less than significant impacts: Mitigation measures may still be required
for these impacts as long as there is rough proportionality between the environmental
impacts caused by the project and the mitigation measures imposed on the project.



Class IV – Beneficial impact: Project would have a beneficial environmental impact.

The term “significance” is used throughout the EIR to characterize the magnitude of the
projected impact. For the purpose of this EIR, a significant impact is a substantial or
potentially substantial change to resources in the local proposed project area or the area
adjacent to the proposed project. In the discussions of each issue area, thresholds are
identified that are used to distinguish between significant and insignificant impacts. To the
extent feasible, distinctions are also made between local and regional significance and shortterm versus long-term duration. Where possible, measures have been identified to reduce
project impacts to less than significant levels. CEQA requires that public agencies should not
approve projects as proposed if there are feasible mitigation measures available which would
substantially lessen the environmental effects of such projects (CEQA Statute §21002).
Included with each mitigation measure are the plan requirements needed to ensure that the
mitigation is included in the plans and construction of the project and the required timing of the
action (e.g., prior to development of final construction plans, prior to commencement of
construction, prior to operation, etc.).
ES-12
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The impacts and associated mitigation measures are shown in the Summary of Impacts and
Mitigation Measures (refer to Table ES-4). Each issue area section of the impact summary
table describes and classifies each impact, lists recommended mitigation, and states the level
of impact with mitigation. A brief summary of the key impacts and mitigation measures for
each issue area is presented below. The reader should refer to Table ES-4 and Chapter 4,
Environmental Impacts Analysis, of the EIR for a more detailed discussion of the impacts and
associated mitigation measures.
No significant, unavoidable, adverse (Class I) impacts were identified. The proposed project’s
identified significant but mitigable impacts include:


Aesthetic Resources: Identified impacts include compatibility with rural character, and
creation of light and glare affecting sensitive land uses and night sky. Mitigation is
recommended to protect key scenic views within the park, require additional
community input during the design phase, and incorporate architectural elements
consistent with community character. Exterior light standards are recommended to
reduce offsite light and glare affecting off-site uses and the night sky.



Air Quality. Construction of the project would generate emissions, which can be
mitigated by standard measures (i.e., dust control, equipment idling restrictions, and
compliance with asbestos standards). Energy efficiency measures are recommended
for inclusion in the final design of park elements to address operational emissions from
vehicles and energy consumption.



Biological Resources. Development of the project would affect to oak woodland,
special status species, and wildlife. Mitigation is recommended, including predevelopment surveys to verify the location of special status vegetation, avoidance of
special status wildlife, and restoration and conservation of special status plants and
coast live oak trees.



Cultural Resources. Development would occur within the boundary of an identified
historic deposit; monitoring is recommended to support the historic record and provide
additional information regarding the resource.



Geology and Soils. Implementation of the project may result in erosion and
sedimentation. Standard measures, including Best Management Practices and Low
Impact Development strategies, are recommended.



Hazards and Hazardous Materials. Grading and construction within boundaries of a
previous informal dump site could expose the public to hazardous materials. Further
testing is recommended during the design of structural elements to identify appropriate
remediation actions (if necessary). Standard measures are identified to avoid public
exposure to hazardous materials during grading and construction activities.



Land Use. The County LUO exempts this project from permit requirements and
ordinance regulations; however, relevant standards were identified as thresholds of
significance or mitigation measures, as applicable. The proposed skate park would not
meet setback standards identified in the County LUO; however, mitigation is
recommended to meet County Noise standards and address the intent of the setback.
The project is consistent with the Clean Air Plan, Strategic Growth policies, Parks and
Recreation Element, and Conservation and Open Space Element.
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Noise. Generation of noise during use of proposed facilities (i.e., sports fields, skate
park) would affect nearby residential uses. Use of design setbacks and incorporation
of noise attenuating features and building elements are recommended to reduce noise
within County Noise Element thresholds. Remediation standards are identified to
address substantiated noise complaints, in the event additional measures are
necessary beyond the presence of the park ranger.



Public Services and Utilities. Development of additional park amenities and increased
use of the NCP may increase the demand for emergency services. Design features
are recommended to reduce the potential for criminal activity. The project would have
a beneficial impact on recreation, because it would meet community demands for
diverse opportunities.



Wastewater. The project would include additional onsite septic systems. Title 19 of
the County Code states that the use of “private on-site sewage disposal systems are
allowed only within the rural areas of the county”, and that the standard was enacted in
part to implement the requirements of the Regional Water Quality Control Board Basin
Plan. The system would accommodate a public use, and would be designed in
compliance with Basin Plan standards (i.e., adequate area for leach fields and
expansion, engineered system to address percolation and separation from
groundwater, avoidance of steep slopes).



Water Resources. Installation and maintenance of ten acres of sports fields and
additional turf areas will require up to 44.3 acre feet per year (afy) of water from the
Nipomo Community Services District (NCSD). Mitigation is recommended to reduce
current irrigation water demand, and incorporate best available technologies to
minimize future water use, including the potential use of recycled water. Standard
measures are recommended to protect water quality, including implementation of a
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan, BMPs, and LID strategies.

E.

DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT ALTERNATIVES

CEQA, §15126.6(a), requires an EIR to “describe a reasonable range of alternatives to a
project, or to the location of a project, which could feasibly attain most of the basic objectives
of the project but would avoid or substantially lessen any of the significant effects of the
project, and evaluate the comparative merits of the alternatives”. Through the scoping
process, if an alternative was found to be infeasible, as defined above, then it was dropped
from further consideration. In addition, CEQA states that alternatives should “…attain most of
the basic objectives of the project...” Please refer to Chapter 5, Alternatives Analysis, of the
EIR for a detailed discussion of the alternatives. The following alternatives were selected for
more detailed review.

1.

No Project Alternative

This alternative is required to be considered by CEQA, and would not include implementation
of the Master Plan. Implementation of the no project alternative would not preclude
development or improvements within the park. The park amenities would continue to operate,
and improvements may occur in dependent of a master development plan.
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2.

Alternative Master Plans

Alternative Master Plan A
Alternative Master Plan A proposes approximately 22.7 acres of new facilities and
infrastructure and 4 acres of additional open play area (turf) (refer to Figure ES-5 and Table
ES-2).
Implementation of Alternative Master Plan A would result in approximately 38 acres of total
developed area, or approximately 23% of the 159-acre park. A community center would be
located near West Tefft Street, including a community center, pre-school and administration
building, and gymnasium. The remaining additional facilities would be located near the center
of the park, including an amphitheater, basketball and tennis courts, a pool or skate park,
multi-use sports fields, playground, open lawn area, horseshoe pits, off-leash dog park,
gazebo/informational stage, and infrastructure improvements. A lawn area and play structure
is proposed near Osage Street and Camino Caballo.
Table ES-2. Master Plan Existing and Proposed Amenities
Alternative Master Plan A
Facilities

Existing (sf)

Proposed (sf)

Total (sf)

Amphitheaters

0

5,227

5,227

Basketball Courts

0

10,000

10,000

6,534

8,276

14,810

0

14,000

14,000

Dog Parks

31,988

19,000

50,988

Group Picnic Areas

9,433

0

9,433

Handball Courts

0

0

0

Horseshoe Pits

0

1,800

1,800

Skate Park or Swimming Pool

0

10,000

10,000

Sports Fields (Turf)

231,633

439,520

671,153

Tennis Courts

26,404

14,400

40,804

Trails/Walkways (paved/unpaved)

50,724

127,373

178,097

Osage Street Walkway (paved)

0

11,280

11,280

Volleyball Court

0

0

0

356,716

660,876

1,017,592

Recreation Area

Playgrounds
Community Center

Subtotal
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Facilities

Existing (sf)

Proposed (sf)

Total (sf)

5,689,881

-1,088,510

4,601,371

Open Play Area (Turf)

399,805

176,498

576,303

Trails (dirt)

190,200

-84,276

105,924

6,279,886

-996,288

5,283,598

Basins

54,900

108,900

163,800

Library Building

7,134

4,000

11,134

137,166
(325 spaces)

183,388
(422 spaces)

320,554
(747 spaces)

4,050
(temporary)

0

4,050
(permanent)

Two Host Sites

1,284

0

1,284

Restrooms/Maintenance Buildings

3,155

1,490

4,645

Roads

89,036

32,234

121,270

Subtotal

296,725

330,012

626,737

Open Space
Open Space (undeveloped)

Subtotal
Infrastructure

Parking

Pre-school

Alternative Master Plan B
Alternative Master Plan B was adapted from recommendations by the South County Advisory
Council (refer Table ES-3 and Figure ES-6 below).
This alternative expands on existing uses, and does not include major features identified in the
proposed project, such as the community center, sports fields, skate park, or swimming pool.
This alternative accommodates adult fitness equipment within the paved trail system, a small
(10,000-square foot) turf and picnic area near the play area, and equestrian staging within the
parking areas (similar to the proposed project). Overall parking is reduced relative to the
proposed facilities. Road improvement projects, including widening of Osage Road and
realignment of the park entrances would be implemented with this project.
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Table ES-3. Master Plan Existing and Proposed Amenities
Alternative Master Plan B
Facilities

Existing (sf)

Proposed (sf)

Total (sf)

Amphitheater and Gazebo

0

5,227

5,227

Basketball Courts

0

10,000

10,000

6,534

8,276

14,810

0

0

0

Dog Parks

31,988

0

31,988

Group Picnic Areas

9,433

0

9,433

Handball Courts

0

0

0

Horseshoe Pits

0

1,800

1,800

Skate Park

0

0

0

231,633

0

231,633

0

0

0

Tennis Courts

26,404

14,400

40,804

Trails/Walkways (paved/unpaved)

50,724

127,373

178,097

Osage Street Walkway (paved)

0

11,280

11,280

Volleyball Court

0

1,800

1,800

356,716

180,156

536,872

5,689,881

-510,168

5,179,713

Open Play Area (Turf)

399,805

10,000

409,805

Trails (dirt)

190,200

0

190,200

6,279,886

-500,168

5,779,718

Basins

54,900

108,900

163,800

Library Building

7,134

4,000

11,134

137,166

13,200

150,366

4,050

0

4,050

Recreation Area

Playgrounds
Community Center

Sports Fields (Turf)
Swimming Pool

Subtotal
Open Space
Open Space (undeveloped)

Subtotal
Infrastructure

Parking
Pre-school
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Facilities

Existing (sf)

Proposed (sf)

Total (sf)

Two Host Sites

1,284

0

1,284

Restrooms/Maintenance Buildings

3,155

1,490

4,645

Roads

89,036

32,234

121,270

Subtotal

296,725

159,824

456,549

3.

Community Center Alternatives

Four alternative locations for the proposed community center, including the structure, parking,
and associated landscaping, are qualitatively assessed below. The locations and associated
land use categories of each alternative location are shown in Figures ES-7 and ES-8 below.
The center would be used for recreation and events (up to 300 persons) for all members of the
community.

Community Center Alternative A (Sandydale Drive and Frontage Road)
The location of this alternative site is at the northern terminus of the Frontage Road, at the
intersection with Sandydale Drive. This parcel is approximately 4.4 acres, and is within the
Commercial Service land use category. The site is currently undeveloped. Surrounding land
uses include residential development, the Nipomo Dog and Cat Hospital, a fitness center, and
a storage facility. Land to the northwest is undeveloped, and US 101 is located to the east.

Community Center Alternative B (West Tefft Street and Branch)
This site is located at the corner of Burton Street and Mallagh Street, west of West Tefft Street.
The parcel is approximately 2.6 acres in size, and is within the Office and Professional land
use category. The site is currently undeveloped. Surrounding development includes
residential development, the Nipomo Men’s Club, and commercial/retail development along
West Tefft Street.

Community Center Alternative C (Orchard Avenue and Division Street)
This site is located at the intersection of Orchard Avenue and Division Street. The parcel is
approximately 2.85 acres in size, and is within the Commercial Retail land use category. The
site is undeveloped. Surrounding land uses include a 76® gas station and the La Placita
Market and carwash, a strawberry field and fruit stand, and residential development.

Community Center Alternative D (Hill Street and Grande Street)
This site is located between Hill Street and Grande Street, approximately 500 feet west of the
Frontage Road. The parcel is approximately 9.6 acres in size, and is within the Residential
Multi-family land use category. A planned unit development and retail development are
proposed to the east, and the property to the west is vacant. Land uses along Grande Street
include residences, greenhouses, and San Luis Bay Apartments. Land uses along Hill Street
include multi-family residential development and a truck parking area.
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Figure ES-5. Alternative Master Plan A
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Figure ES-6. Alternative Master Plan B
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Figure ES-7. Community Center Alternatives
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Figure ES-8. Community Center Alternatives Land Use Category Map
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F.

ENVIRONMENTALLY SUPERIOR ALTERNATIVE

CEQA requires the alternatives section of an EIR to describe a reasonable range of
alternatives to the project that avoid or substantially lessen any of the significant effects
identified in the EIR analysis while still attaining most of the basic project objectives. The
alternative that most effectively reduces impacts while meeting project objectives should be
considered the “environmentally superior alternative.” In the event that the No Project
Alternative is considered the environmentally superior alternative, the EIR is also supposed to
identify an environmentally superior alternative among the other alternatives. In this EIR the
No Project Alternative results in the fewest environmental impacts, although it does not meet
any of the project objectives.
As proposed, and with the incorporation of mitigation measures, the proposed project would
not result in any significant, unavoidable, adverse impacts. Alternative Master Plan A would
result in similar impacts as the proposed project. Key changes include the location of larger
structures closer to West Tefft Street, as opposed to the interior of the park. Structural
development along the road corridor may appear to be more consistent with the visual
character of the area, and would maintain a more rural character within the park itself.
Alternative Master Plan B would significantly reduce uses that require water supply exceeding
existing demands. This alternative would also not generate traffic trips and air emissions
associated with higher demand uses, such as sports fields and open turf. Upon sole
consideration of environmental effects, this alternative is the Environmentally Superior
Alternative. While this alternative minimizes potentially significant effects related to aesthetics
(including the creation of light and glare), air quality, noise, and water supply, it does not fully
meet the objectives of the project. Implementation of this alternative would not provide a
range of passive and active facilities and use areas to meet the recreational needs of the
community, and it would not effectively manage current and projected levels of park uses.
In the event Alternative Master Plan B is selected for approval, the County will need to address
current and future public demand for active recreational opportunities and facilities within the
community of Nipomo through other means. In addition, Alternative Master Plan B does not
include a community center within NCP; therefore, consideration of an alternative location
would be necessary to meet the project objective to provide a community recreation center
within the community of Nipomo. In the event the Parks and Recreation Commission and
County Board of Supervisors do not determine that Alternative Master Plan B sufficiently
meets the project objectives, then Alternative Master Plan A or the proposed project would be
the Environmentally Superior Alternative. Implementation of Alternative Master Plan A or the
proposed project would also be consistent with all County LUO standards specific to the
community center.
If Alternative Master Plan B is selected as the approved project, consideration of an alternative
site for the community center is recommended for consistency with project objectives. Two
potential locations for the proposed community center appear to be environmentally superior:
Alternative B, West Branch Street, and Alternative C, Orchard Avenue and Division Street.
These locations could be developed with the least amount of ground disturbance, and do not
appear to be constrained by sensitive environmental resources. Consideration of noise
impacts and the surrounding residential communities may necessitate limits on use (i.e., no
events past 10:00 p.m.) and amplified sound (interior use only). Further analysis of biological
and cultural resources is recommended. The site between Grande and Hill streets may avoid
impacting sensitive land uses.
Nipomo Community Park Master Plan
Final Program Environmental Impact Report
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All alternative locations are potentially inconsistent with the County LUO, primarily related to
South County Nipomo Urban Area limitations on use. Alternative B, West Branch Street, is
within the Office and Professional land use category; full consistency with the LUO would limit
indoor amusement and recreation, and public assembly and entertainment. Alternative C,
Orchard Avenue and Division Street, is within the Commercial Retail land use category, and
limited allowable uses do not include public assembly and entertainment. In the event it is
determined that full consistency with County LUO standards is desired, this determination may
prevent or limit use of the community center in these alternative locations. Since the County is
not required to obtain a discretionary use permit, this standard does not specifically apply to
the project; however, the potential land use inconsistency is noted.
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Table ES-4. Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Residual Impacts

Aesthetic Resources
AES Impact 1 The location and size of the
community center and gymnasium would block views
of the oak-covered ridge as seen from the main
existing park road, resulting in a direct long-term
impact to the scenic vista within the park.

AES/mm-1
Prior to approval of the final design and
development plan, site plans and architectural plans shall be
submitted showing the community center and gymnasium a
minimum distance of 150 feet from the existing park road.

Less than significant
(long-term)

AES Impact 2 Without definitive design concepts
for the elements proposed in the Master Plan, the
potential exists for the buildings, support structures,
fencing, signage, landscaping, site amenities and
miscellaneous features to markedly contrast with the
surrounding environment due to inappropriate scale,
form, location, materials, colors, and other design
factors, resulting in a direct long-term impact to the
visual character of the site and surroundings.

AES/mm-2
Prior to implementation of the Master Plan,
comprehensive design guidelines shall be developed for the NCP.
The design guidelines shall be developed in conjunction with
community input and shall support the stated goals that park
amenities be aesthetically consistent with the rural regional
character of the area. For park improvements located along West
Tefft Street, the NCP design guidelines shall be compatible with the
West Tefft Corridor Design Plan. The design guidelines shall
specifically describe architectural styles and forms, types, layouts,
materials, colors, and other relevant details relating to all proposed
park elements. The design guidelines shall be based in part on the
following goals:
a. The guidelines shall establish a consistent design theme
for the NCP, addressing the proposed elements as well as
existing features which may need replaced or refurbished
in the future.
b. In keeping with the rural aesthetic goals of the community,
the design guidelines shall strive for an honest use of
materials rather than faux or artificial applications.
c. Site design and layout of structures and recreational
elements shall be designed to accommodate substantial
landscaping for the purpose of reducing the visual
dominance of the built elements and blending with the
natural setting.
d. Site grading shall be minimized to the greatest extent
feasible. The location, size, and orientation of structures,
recreational features, parking areas, paths, and walkways
shall be laid-out to minimize the need for earthwork.
e. Buildings and other structures shall use stepped

Less than significant
(long-term)
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Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Residual Impacts

foundations and/or partially buried walls where possible to
minimize the need for grading.
f. All visible earthwork shall utilize contour grading and slope
rounding to achieve a natural appearance.
g. The use of visible retaining walls shall be minimized to the
greatest extent feasible. Where retaining walls are
required, their visibility shall be reduced through the use of
materials, color, and planting. Retaining walls may be
appropriate in certain circumstances in order to protect
existing mature trees.
h. Paved areas, including parking lots, recreation surfaces,
and pedestrian areas shall strive for surface materials and
colorings which blend with the natural ground plane to the
greatest extent practical considering their intended
function.
i. The visual prominence of all buildings and structures shall
be lessened through the use of architectural form, style,
external materials, colors and other appropriate measures.
j. All signage shall have a consistent graphic design theme.
Thematic variations would be appropriate considering the
desired hierarchy of information to be conveyed, such as
informational, directional, safety, etc.
k. Lighting of signs shall be kept to the minimum required by
safety and functional necessity. If lighting of signs is
required, the signs shall not be internally illuminated.
l. Visibility of proposed and existing wireless communication
facilities and equipment shall be reduced by coloring all
visible components to blend with the surroundings and by
screen planting.
m. All proposed overhead utilities shall be placed
underground to the greatest extent feasible. Where
undergrounding is not feasible, their noticeability shall be
minimized by placement in low visibility areas as much as
possible. Required overhead utility poles shall be wood or
wood-colored metal.
n. Existing overhead utilities shall be placed underground as
future funding allows. A systematic strategy shall be
developed for future utility undergrounding based on
aesthetic priorities, opportunities created due to other
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Impacts

Mitigation Measures

o.

p.

q.

r.

s.
t.

AES Impact 3 The monolithic form, architectural
style, exterior materials, and colors of the community
center and gymnasium would be visually imposing on
the site and inconsistent with the rural character goals
of the community, resulting in a direct long-term
impact to the visual character of the site and
surroundings.

Nipomo Community Park Master Plan
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Residual Impacts

construction work, maintenance benefits, and funding
availability.
Lighting within the NCP shall be based on the lowest level
required by safety and functional needs. Light poles and
fixtures shall be consistent with the park's established
design theme. Where appropriate, low-height bollard style
lighting should be used. Motion detectors should be
utilized instead of continuous illumination for security
lighting where appropriate and feasible.
All site amenities and furnishings such as benches, tables,
shade structures, drinking fountains, bicycle racks, bollards
and road delineators shall be consistent with the park's
established design theme.
Noticeability of required security fencing as well as general
functional-area fencing shall be minimized to the greatest
extent possible through placement and the use of
materials, color, and screen planting as appropriate.
Standard un-coated galvanized chain-link fencing shall not
be used. Razor-wire and barbed-wire shall not be used.
Fencing and railing related to accessibility and safety shall
adhere to Americans with Disabilities Act and other legally
required ordinances.
Landscaping and other planting shall be used generously
throughout the NCP to reduce overall visibility and
noticeability of structures, parking lots and parked vehicles,
paved surfaces, and to visually blend the built components
of the NCP with the natural setting.
Landscaping shall primarily use native plant material.
Oak tree planting areas as described in the Master Plan
shall be planted as part of the first phase of new park
improvements to the greatest extent possible.

AES/mm-3
Prior to approval of the final design and
development plan for the community center and gymnasium,
architectural plans of the community center and gymnasium shall be
submitted showing the following:
a. All facades should emphasize three-dimensional
articulation to provide vertical, horizontal, and depth relief.
b. The architectural style shall be consistent with the Design

Less than significant
(long-term)
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Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Residual Impacts

Guidelines described in mitigation measure AES/mm-2.
Roofs should be varied and lessen the buildings' apparent
height and mass.
d. Roof materials and colors shall complement the building's
architectural style.
e. Roof-mounted equipment shall be screened to not be
visible from public areas at the ground level and areas at
higher elevations.
f. Building colors and materials shall be visually compatible
with the area.
AES/mm-4
Prior to approval of the final design and
development plan for the community center and gymnasium,
landscape plans shall be submitted for review and approval. The
plan shall be developed and signed by a licensed landscape
architect and shall include the following:
a. Screen planting along the north, south and east sides of
the community center and gymnasium buildings.
b. Screen planting shall reduce the visual scale of the
buildings and visually blend the buildings with the natural
setting.
c. Planting shall visually screen a minimum of 50% of the
community center and gymnasium buildings within seven
years after construction.
c.

AES Impact 4 Mature trees are primary
contributors to the view quality and character of the
park. Removal of mature trees in order to construct
the elements of the Master Plan would have the
potential to be inconsistent with the rural character
goals of the community, resulting in a direct long-term
impact to the visual character of the site and
surroundings.

ES-30

AES/mm-5
Mature trees shall be saved to the greatest extent
possible. Tree protection measures shall be implemented which
include at a minimum the following:
a. All mature trees in the vicinity of development shall be
identified on preliminary site plans and final design plans.
b. A tree preservation plan shall be prepared to be used as
guidance throughout the life of the project.
c. Project elements shall be sited to avoid existing trees to the
greatest extent feasible.
d. Earthwork shall be minimized in the vicinity of existing trees
to the greatest extent feasible.
e. Tree wells and slope-warping shall be used where
appropriate to avoid impacts to root systems.

Less than significant
(long-term)
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Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Residual Impacts

AES Impact 5 Nighttime visibility of sports field
lighting glare and light trespass would result in a direct
long-term impact to the nighttime views in the area.

AES/mm-6
Prior to approval of the final design and
development plan for the multi-use sports field lighting, a
comprehensive multi-use sports field lighting plan shall be submitted
for review and approval. The multi-use sports field lighting plan
shall be based on a photometric study prepared by a qualified
engineer who is an active member of the Illuminating Engineering
Society of North America. The multi-use sports field lighting plan
shall be prepared using guidance and best practices endorsed by
the International Dark Sky Association. The multi-use sports field
lighting plan shall include the following in conjunction with other
measures as determined by the illumination engineer:
a. The photometric study shall investigate different
configurations of pole heights, pole spacing, and other
variables which would result in the least amount of light
visibility for the neighborhood south of the park.
b. The point source of all sports field lighting shall be
completely shielded from off-site views.
c. Light trespass from sports field lighting shall be minimized
by directing light downward and utilizing full cut-off fixtures
or shields.
d. Lumination from lights shall be the lowest level allowed by
public safety standards.
e. Any required lighting poles and related fixtures shall have a
non-reflective finish.
f. The lighting plan shall consider effects on wildlife in the
surrounding area.

Less than significant
(long-term)

AES Impact 6 Apart from the multi-use sports field
lighting, visibility of lighting throughout the NCP would
affect nighttime views resulting in a direct long-term
impact.

AES/mm-7
Prior to implementation of the Master Plan,
lighting plans shall be submitted for review and approval consistent
with the following:
a. The point source of all recreational and exterior lighting
shall be shielded from off-site views.
b. All required security lights shall utilize motion detector
activation where feasible.
c. Light trespass from recreational and exterior lights shall be
minimized by directing light downward and utilizing full cutoff fixtures or shields.

Less than significant
(long-term)
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Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Residual Impacts

AES Impact 7 Surface erosion and exposed earth
would increase noticeability of earthwork and landform
alteration resulting in a direct long-term impact.

AES/mm-8
Prior to approval of the final design and
development plan, an erosion control and slope revegetation plan
shall be submitted for review and approval consistent with the
following:
a. At a minimum, vegetative erosion control shall be applied
to all areas disturbed by construction.
b. The outer fringe areas of the multi-use sports fields cut
slopes shall be revegetated with dune chaparral to blend
with the adjacent natural landcover.
c. After plant establishment and/or establishment of erosion
control, no or little supplemental irrigation shall be applied
to the multi-use sports fields cut and fill slopes.
d. Vegetation on the fringe slopes surrounding the multi-use
sports fields and the stormwater basins shall not be
mowed other than to comply with California Department of
Forestry and Fire Protection (CAL FIRE) safety
requirements.

Less than significant
(long-term)

AES Impact 8 The potential exists that the
collective visibility of all of the proposed project
elements would substantially contrast with the
surrounding environment due to inappropriate scale,
form, location, materials, colors, and other design
factors, resulting in a direct long-term cumulative
impact to the visual environment.

Implement AES/mm-1 through AES/mm-8.

Less than significant
(long-term)

AQ/mm-1
Prior to initiation of construction, the General
Services Agency shall ensure that all required PM10 measures are
shown on applicable grading or construction plans. In addition, the
General Services Agency shall designate personnel to insure
compliance and monitor the effectiveness of the required dust
control measures (as conditions dictate, monitor duties may be
necessary on weekends and holidays to insure compliance); the
name and telephone number of the designated monitor(s) shall be
provided to the SLOAPCD prior to construction. PM10 measures
shall include:
a. Reduce the amount of the disturbed area where possible;

Less than significant
(short-term)

Air Quality
AQ Impact 1
Earth moving activities for
development of the proposed project components
would result in the generation of PM10 (fugitive dust),
resulting in a direct short-term impact.
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Impacts

Mitigation Measures
b.

c.
d.

e.

f.

g.

h.
i.

j.

k.

l.
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Residual Impacts

Use water trucks or sprinkler systems in sufficient
quantities to prevent airborne dust from leaving the site.
Increased watering frequency would be required whenever
wind speeds exceed 15 miles per hour (mph). Reclaimed
(nonpotable) water should be used whenever possible;
All dirt stock-pile areas should be sprayed daily as needed;
Permanent dust control measures identified in the
approved project revegetation and landscape plans should
be implemented as soon as possible following completion
of any soil disturbing activities;
Exposed ground areas that are planned to be reworked at
dates greater than one month after initial grading should be
sown with a fast-germinating native grass seed and
watered until vegetation is established;
All disturbed soil areas not subject to revegetation should
be stabilized using approved chemical soil binders, jute
netting, or other methods approved in advance by the
SLOAPCD;
All roadways, parking areas, and pathways to be paved
should be completed as soon as possible. In addition,
building pads should be laid as soon as possible after
grading unless seeding or soil binders are used;
Vehicle speed for all construction vehicles shall not exceed
15 mph on any unpaved surface at the construction site;
All trucks hauling dirt, sand, soil, or other loose materials
are to be covered or should maintain at least two feet of
freeboard (minimum vertical distance between top of load
and top of trailer) in accordance with California Vehicle
Code §23114.
Install wheel washers where vehicles enter and exit
unpaved roads onto streets, or wash off trucks and
equipment leaving the site;
Sweep streets at the end of each day if visible soil material
is carried on to adjacent paved roads. Water sweepers
with reclaimed water should be used where feasible;
The General Services Agency shall designate a person or
persons to monitor the fugitive dust emission and enhance
the implementation of the measures as necessary to
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Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Residual Impacts

minimize dust complaints, reduce visible emission below
20% opacity, and to prevent transport of dust offsite. Their
duties shall include holidays and weekend periods when
work may not be in progress. The name and telephone
number of such persons shall be provided to the
SLOAPCD Compliance Division prior to the start of any
grading, earthwork, or demolition.
AQ Impact 2
Operational and area source
emissions resulting from operation of the project at
build-out would exceed the SLOAPCD daily ROG and
NOx combined threshold under worst-case conditions,
resulting in a potentially significant impact.

ES-34

AQ/mm-2
Prior to construction of the community center,
ranger residence, restrooms, and swimming pool, the following
measures (or similar measures meeting the intent of energy
efficiency) shall be incorporated into the building and landscaping
plans to the maximum extent feasible:
a. Plan for a transit stop and associated amenities (i.e.,
covered turnout, direct pedestrian access, covered bench,
smart signage, route information displays, and lighting);
b. Incorporate outdoor electrical outlets to encourage the use
of electric appliances and tools.
c. Trusses for south-facing portions of roofs shall be
designed to handle dead weight loads of standard solar
photovoltaic panels. Roof design shall include sufficient
south-facing roof surface, based on structures size and
use, to accommodate adequate solar panels. For southfacing roof pitches, the closest standard roof pitch to the
ideal average solar exposure shall be used.
d. Increase the building energy rating by 20% above Title 24
(2011) requirements. Measures used to reach the 20%
rating cannot be double counted.
e. Plant drought tolerant, native deciduous shade trees along
southern exposures of buildings to reduce energy use to
cool buildings in summer and allow for solar warming in the
winter. Maintain trees for the life of the project.
f. Utilize green building materials that are resource efficient,
recycled, sustainable, and available locally if feasible.
g. Install high efficiency heating and cooling systems.
h. Orient building to be aligned north/south to reduce energy
used to cool buildings in the summer.
i. Design building to include roof overhangs that are
sufficient to block the high summer sun, but not the lower

Less than significant
(long-term)
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Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Residual Impacts

winter sun, from penetrating south facing windows.
Utilize high efficiency gas or solar water heaters, and
energy efficient appliances.
k. Utilize double paned windows.
l. Utilize low energy exterior lighting.
m. Utilize low energy efficient interior lighting.
n. Utilize low energy traffic signals (i.e., light emitting diode).
o. Install door sweeps and weather stripping if more efficient
doors and windows are not available.
p. Install energy-reducing programmable thermostats.
q. Use roofing material with a solar reflectance values
meeting the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA)/Department of Energy (DOE) Energy Star® rating to
reduce summer cooling needs.
r. Use native plants that do not require supplemental
watering once established and are low ROG emitting.
s. Provide and require the use of battery powered or electric
landscape and turf maintenance equipment.
t. Use clean engine technologies (e.g., alternative fuel,
electrification) engines that are not subject to regulations.
u. Provide valet bicycle parking at community event centers,
as feasible.
j.

AQ Impact 3
Grading and construction activities
for development of the proposed project components
would result in the emission of diesel particulate
matter, potentially affecting sensitive receptors, and
resulting in an indirect short-term impact.
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AQ/mm-3
Prior to initiation of construction, the General
Services Agency shall ensure that all idling restrictions are shown
on applicable grading and construction plans:
a. Staging and queuing areas shall not be located within
1,000 feet of offsite sensitive receptors;
b. Diesel idling within 1,000 feet of sensitive receptors is not
permitted (i.e., the operators shall turn the equipment off
when there is a break in the work that the equipment is
accomplishing);
c. Use of alternative fueled equipment is recommended
whenever possible; and,
d. Signs that specify the no idling requirements must be
posted and enforced at the construction site.

Less than significant
(short-term)
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Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Residual Impacts

AQ Impact 4
Demolition and remodeling activities
associated with construction of proposed project
elements may result in the exposure of ACM, resulting
in an indirect short-term impact.

AQ/mm-4
Prior to removal or demolition of any buildings or
utility pipes, the General Services Agency shall provide evidence
they have contacted SLOAPCD to determine: a) what regulatory
jurisdictions apply to the proposed demolition, such as the National
Emission Standard for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP; 40 Code
of Federal Regulations [CFR] 61, Subpart M – Asbestos); b) District
notification requirements; c) the need for an asbestos survey
conducted by Certified Asbestos Inspector; and d) applicable
removal and disposal requirements of the asbestos-containing
material.

Less than significant
(short-term)

AQ Impact 5
Earth moving activities for
development of the proposed project components
would result in grading activities that may expose
naturally occurring asbestos, resulting in an indirect
short-term impact.

AQ/mm-5
Prior to initiation of construction, the General
Services Agency shall:
a. Conduct a geologic analysis to ensure the
presence/absence of serpentine rock onsite. The geologic
analysis shall identify if naturally occurring asbestos is
contained within the serpentine rock onsite; and, if found,
the applicant must comply with all requirements outlined in
the Asbestos Airborne Toxic Control Measures (ATCM). In
addition, the applicants shall work with the SLOAPCD to
prepare a SLOAPCD-approved Asbestos Health and
Safety Program and an Asbestos Dust Control Plan prior to
development plan approval.

Less than significant
(short-term)

BR/mm-1
Prior to all ground-disturbing activities within
sensitive areas, a qualified biologist shall provide pre-construction
training to all workers involved in site activities. This training shall
consist of instruction on special-status species with potential to
occur on the property and their habitats. Workers shall be
instructed as to appropriate contacts and how to proceed if specialstatus species are observed on the project site.
BR/mm-2
Prior to site disturbance, the General Services
Agency shall prepare a Special-status Plant Mitigation Plan that
provides for the propagation, planting, and monitoring of sand mesa
manzanita at a 5:1 replacement ratio if it is determined that these
specimens cannot be avoided during construction activities. The
mitigation plan shall detail methods for transplanting, propagating,
planting, and maintaining the special-status plant species that would

Less than significant
(short-term and long-term)

Biological Resources
BIO Impact 1
Implementation of the proposed
project would directly impact natural communities that
provide habitat for special-status plant and wildlife
species.
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be impacted. The replant area should be located at the biological
mitigation receptor site (5.6 acres). To ensure the success of any
planted or transplanted individuals, the mitigation program will
include monitoring and reporting guidelines.
BR/mm-3
A biological monitor qualified to capture and move
legless lizards and coast horned lizards shall be present during all
initial ground-disturbing activities, such as grading, excavation and
vegetation removal. Improvements within the existing park
infrastructure are not expected to impact these species, however,
construction associated with the construction of the proposed field
sport, basins, equestrian facilities, trails, picnic, and community
center areas shall require a biological monitor. The monitor shall
capture and relocate silvery legless lizards and Coast horned lizards
disturbed during tree clearance vegetation clearing and initial site
grading. In addition, the monitor shall rake loose soil within oak
woodlands, coastal scrub and maritime chaparral prior to excavation
to find and move legless lizards. Efforts shall focus on relocation of
silvery legless lizards and Coast horned lizards to safe habitat
outside disturbance areas.
BR/mm-4
Prior to all ground-disturbance within Maritime
Chaparral and Oak Woodland Habitat for proposed trail work, the
following measures shall be implemented to minimize adverse
impacts to Monterey dusky-footed woodrat. Removal of the
woodrat nest would result in adverse impacts to the individuals
occupying the nests. If future site improvements would impact any
of the observed woodrat nests, the applicant shall implement the
following minimization measures.
a. A County-approved biologist shall assist in the removal of
the nest after September 1 and before February 15. Nest
removal shall be avoided during the breeding season, to
avoid separation of mothers from their young. Under
supervision of the biologist, the operators should remove
all vegetation and other woodrat shelter within the area
that surround the woodrat nest to be removed.
b. Upon completion of clearing the adjacent woodrat shelter,
the operator should gently nudge the intact nest with
equipment or long handled tools. The operators should
place their equipment within the previously cleared area
and not within undisturbed woodrat shelter area. The
objective is to alarm the woodrats so that they evacuate
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BR Impact 2
Construction of proposed trail
improvements could potentially result in the loss of
approximately 1.22 acres of intact maritime chaparral
habitat.

ES-38

Residual Impacts

the nest and scatter away from the equipment and into
undisturbed habitat.
Once the woodrats have evacuated the nest, the operator
should gently pick up the structure with a front loader and
move it to the nearest undisturbed habitat. The objective
of moving the structure is to provide the displaced
woodrats with a stockpile of material to scavenge while
they build a new nest; consequently, jeopardizing the
integrity of the structure is not an issue.

BR/mm-5
Prior to implementation of trail improvements,
the General Services Agency shall develop a Habitat Restoration
Plan (HRP) for review and approval by the CDFG and the County
Environmental Coordinator. The HRP shall be prepared by a
qualified biologist and/or botanist and shall detail the methods for
restoring or enhancing any areas of maritime chaparral habitat
impacted within the NCP. The goal of the HRP shall be to mitigate
any temporary or permanent impacts to maritime chaparral at the
biological mitigation receptor site (5.6 acres). At a minimum, the
HRP shall allow for the following mitigation ratios, site protection
measures, and monitoring requirements:
a. 2:1 restoration ratio for permanent and temporary impacts
to intact maritime chaparral (for every one acre of intact
maritime chaparral that is temporarily or permanently
impacted, the County shall restore or enhance two acres of
maritime chaparral at the biological mitigation receptor site
(5.6 acres) located within the NCP.
b. The HRP shall include a site maintenance schedule,
including weed abatement strategies and Best
Management Practices.
1. Maintenance shall be conducted bi-monthly for the
first three years or until the County Environmental
Coordinator determines that further maintenance is
not required. The maintenance period will begin
immediately upon completion of the mitigation
planting, and will continue for a three-year period.
At the end of three years, the appropriate
regulatory resource agencies will review the
monitoring reports, evaluate whether the
performance standards have been met, and

Less than significant
(long-term)
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7.
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determine whether the maintenance period will be
ended or extended.
Water will be supplied to planted materials during
the initial planting period. Supplemental water will
be supplied on an as needed basis until the
Environmental Coordinator determines that the
plantings are self-sustaining.
Weed control will be necessary to minimize
competition from exotic plants. Additional weed
abatement will be required during the maintenance
period. Weeds shall be removed by hand or
through herbicide applications. If herbicide
applications are necessary, they will be conducted
by an individual holding a valid Qualified
Applicators License. Weeding activities will be
performed bi-monthly or until the County
Environmental Coordinator determines that the
plantings are self-sustaining.
Removal of trash and litter will occur on a regular
basis during the maintenance period. Non-fruiting
organic debris created from hand removal of weeds
may be left on-site if it will not significantly impact
the establishment of native seedlings. However,
noxious weed debris will be disposed of off-site to
avoid further invasions of the exotic species.
Due to the sites proximity to public access,
vandalism may be a problem. If vandalism occurs
at the site and plants are removed or trampled, the
County will replace the vandalized plants and take
appropriate actions to prohibit further vandalism.
The County Environmental Coordinator will adjust
specific replanting requirements if needed,
including species, quantities, and schedules.
Species selection will be consistent with those
currently occupying the immediate area and at the
direction of the Environmental Coordinator. Any
replanted vegetation will be monitored until the
County Environmental Coordinator determines that
the plantings are self-sustaining.
At the discretion of the Environmental Coordinator,
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a single application of fertilizer may be included
with the initial plant installation. Subsequent
applications, while not anticipated, are at the
discretion of the Environmental Coordinator.
The HRP shall include clearly defined restoration goals,
annual performance standards and final success criteria.
1. In order to accomplish restoration goals and
objectives, a monitoring program will provide both
quantitative and qualitative data to be used to
determine the success of the mitigation and
restoration areas. The County Environmental
Coordinator will evaluate data indicating the
relationship between actual site conditions and the
performance criteria. Field monitoring and
sampling will be followed by preparation of annual
reports that include photo-documentation and
evaluation of the success of the mitigation effort
based on whether or not the annual performance
goals for that year were met.
2. The County’s Environmental Coordinator will
perform general monitoring site visits bi-monthly
during the first three years after planting, and semiannually for the last two years of the monitoring
program (refer to Table 4.3-4). General monitoring
visits can be conducted concurrently with
maintenance visits. The focus of general
monitoring visits is to assess the restoration and
mitigation area’s need for water or other
maintenance related issues.
3. The County Environmental Coordinator will perform
biological monitoring data collection annually
throughout the five year monitoring program. The
focus of the biological monitoring visits is to collect
quantitative data that will provide an assessment of
the sites vegetative cover and plant growth
4. Annual performance standards have been
established to ensure a successful mitigation effort.
The performance standards are based on the
vegetative structure found on-site prior to
construction related disturbances. Table 4.3-4 lists
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the annual performance standards for growth and
survival of planted species that are proposed for
the mitigation and restoration areas.
All restoration activities shall be monitored by a qualified
biologist/Environmental Coordinator for a minimum of five
years or until the final success criteria are attained.
1. At the end of the five-year monitoring period, the
site will be evaluated to determine if the success
criteria have been met. If the program is
determined to be unsuccessful, the County
Environmental Coordinator will recommend
appropriate contingency measures. The mitigation
site will not be considered successful until CDFG
has provided written verification that the final
success criteria have been met.
Performance
Standards

Year
1

Year
2

Year
3

Year
4

Year
5

Total Percent of
Native Cover

20%

25%

30%

40%

50%

Average Vigor
Rating (see below)

1,2

1,2

1,2

1,2

1,2

Percent of NonNative Cover
(excluding annual
grasses)

<60
%

<60
%

<45
%

<25
%

<25
%

Plant Survival

90%

85%

80%

80%

80%

Notes:
The mitigation site must be self-sustaining (i.e., no maintenance or
artificial irrigation) for a minimum of two years to be considered
successful.
Plant survivorship may include original plantings, remedial
plantings, or volunteers.
Any remedial plantings will be monitored for five years from the
date of installation or until the Environmental Coordinator
determines that they are self-sustaining.
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Plant vigor and survival in the restoration and
mitigation area will be monitored annually for fiveyears following plant installation. A plant is
considered “surviving” if at least half of the foliage
(or stem if deciduous) is green and flexible. Plant
vigor will be measured as follows:

1 = excellent – vigorous healthy plant (no
necrotic or chlorotic leaves)

2 = good – plant healthy with limited
signs of vigorous growth

3 = adequate – plant healthy with no
signs of vigorous growth and some
necrosis or other damage present

4 = poor – low vitality, or main stem dead
but basal sprouts emerging

5 = dead – no evidence of recovery
Plant survival calculations will be based on the
number of individual plants installed. Percent
survival will be obtained by counting the number of
surviving plants and dividing the result by the
number of plants installed (initial and remedial
installations).
Percent cover of native species will be obtained
annually throughout the five year monitoring
program. Percent cover calculations must be
determined by a documented and field proven
vegetation monitoring method such as
Daubenmire, Braun-Blanquet, line-intercept, or
similar.
Another important monitoring activity is to detect
the presence and advance of invasive plant
species, such as introduced pioneer species
commonly found in disturbed areas. Russian
thistle, perennial mustard, or other non-native
species can also invade the restoration areas if left
unchecked. Monitoring activities will determine the
presence of such species and if action is required
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to control their advance.
All wildlife observed in and around the restoration
will be documented as to species, number, and
functional use of habitat (i.e., feeding, nesting,
etc.). Observations of the general habitat quality
will be documented.
6. Permanent photo points will be established
throughout the mitigation site to assist in tracking
the success of the mitigation program. Permanent
photo points will be established during the
preparation of the as-built planting plan, and
ground view photos will be taken during each
monitoring year from the same vantage point.
7. Typically, CDFG requires a mitigation and
restoration completion report to be submitted at the
end of three years. The applicant is responsible for
preparing and submitting the report to CDFG within
30 days of the end of the three year maintenance
program. The report must include photo
documentation and detail the progression of the
revegetation efforts.
8. The annual reports must quantify growth and
progress of the restoration plantings to determine if
the performance criteria have been met. All three
of the required reports must include photographs
that document the revegetation progress over time.
BR/mm-6
Prior to implementation of trail improvements,
the General Services Agency shall retain a qualified
biologist/botanist to supervise the implementation of the HRP. The
qualified biologist/botanist shall supervise site preparation,
implementation timing, species utilized, planting installation,
maintenance, monitoring, and reporting of the
revegetation/restoration efforts. The qualified biologist/botanist shall
prepare and submit four annual reports and one final monitoring
report to the County for review and approval by the County
Environmental Coordinator. The annual and final monitoring reports
shall include discussions of the restoration activities, project
photographs, and an assessment of the restoration efforts
attainment of the success criteria.
5.
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BR Impact 3
The proposed project would result in
the loss of approximately 1.12 acres of oak woodland
habitat and approximately 20 mature (greater than 5
inches diameter at breast height), native, coast live
oak trees.

BR/mm-7
Prior to site disturbance and grading
activities, the General Services Agency shall submit an Oak
Woodland Protection and Restoration Plan to be reviewed and
approved by the County Environmental Coordinator. Oak woodland
restoration shall be accomplished through one of three options: 1)
replanting of oak trees removed from the oak woodland at the
biological mitigation receptor site; 2) providing for the protection of
oak woodland habitat in perpetuity through acquisition or donation
of a conservation easement that includes at least 2,000 square feet
per tree removed; or 3) providing funds to the California Wildlife
Conservation Board to be used for the purchase of Oak Woodland
Conservation Easements If Option 1 is selected, it may account for
no more than 50% of the required mitigation required for oak
woodland impacts and a conservation easement (or similar
measure) shall apply. The biological mitigation receptor site is 5.6
acres.
BR/mm-8
The Oak Woodland Protection and Restoration
Plan shall include the following:
a. For onsite planting and protection purposes, oak trees
removed shall be replaced at a minimum 4:1 ratio, and
impacted trees shall be replaced at a 2:1 ratio.
b. Replacement oak trees shall be from regionally or locally
collected seed stock grown in vertical tubes or deep onegallon tree pots. Four-foot diameter shelters shall be
placed over each oak tree to protect it from deer and other
herbivores, and shall consist of 54-inch tall welded wire
cattle panels (or equivalent material) and be staked using
T-posts. Wire mesh baskets, at least two feet in diameter
and two feet deep, shall be use below ground. Planting
during the warmest, driest months (June through
September) shall be avoided. The plan shall provide a
species-specific planting schedule. If planting occurs
outside this time period, a landscape and irrigation plan
shall be submitted prior to permit issuance and
implemented upon approval by the county.
c. Replacement oak trees shall be planted no closer than 20
feet on center and shall average no more than four planted
per 2,000 square feet. Trees shall be planted in random
and clustered patterns to create a natural appearance. As
feasible, replacement trees shall be planted in a natural

Less than significant
(long-term)
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setting on the north side of and at the canopy/dripline edge
of existing mature native oak trees; and on north-facing
slopes. Replanting areas shall be either in native topsoil or
areas where native topsoil has been reapplied. A
seasonally timed maintenance program, which includes
regular weeding (hand removal at a minimum of once early
fall and once early spring within at least a 3-foot radius
from the tree or installation of a staked “weed mat” or
weed-free mulch) and a temporary watering program, shall
be developed for all oak tree planting areas. A qualified
arborist/botanist shall be retained to monitor the
acquisition, installation, and maintenance of all oak trees to
be replaced. Replacement trees shall be monitored and
maintained by a qualified arborist/botanist for at least
seven years or until the trees have successfully
established as determined by the County Environmental
Coordinator. Annual monitoring reports will be prepared by
a qualified arborist/botanist and submitted to the County
Environmental Coordinator by October 15 each year.
BR/mm-9
To mitigate the balance of the oak woodland
impact, one of the following measures, or a combination thereof
shall be used:
a. Prior to site disturbance and grading activities, the General
Services Agency shall record a conservation easement
that protects 2000 square feet of existing oak woodland
habitat for each tree removed from the oak woodland in
perpetuity. The conservation easement shall be controlled
by a qualified conservation organization approved by the
County Environmental Coordinator. Potential conservation
organizations include but are not limited to: The Nature
Conservancy, San Luis Obispo Land Conservancy, or the
Cambria Land Trust. This mitigation measure may be
used to satisfy the mitigation requirement for oak woodland
impacts.
b. If the County is not able to establish a conservation
easement, the applicant shall provide funding to the
California Wildlife Conservation Board or other Countyapproved entity to be used for the purchase of Oak
Woodland Habitat Conservation Easements (currently
established at $970.00 for each tree removed and $485.00
per impacted tree). This mitigation measure may be used
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to satisfy the mitigation requirement for the oak woodland
impact.
c. If the County is not able to establish a conservation
easement, or provide funding as noted in (b) above, the
County may use a grant awarded pursuant to the Oak
Woodlands Conservation Act (Article 3.5 [commencing
with §1360] of Chapter 4 of Division 2 of the Fish and
Game Code) to prepare an oak conservation element for a
general plan, an oak protection ordinance, or an oak
woodlands management plan, or amendments thereto, that
meets the requirements of Senate Bill 1334.
BR/mm-10
Prior to site disturbance and grading
activities, the General Services Agency shall prepare an Oak Tree
Inventory, Avoidance, and Protection Plan as outlined herein. The
plan shall be reviewed by a County-approved biologist and/or
arborist, and shall include the following items:
a. Comprehensive Oak Tree Inventory. This shall include the
following information:
1. An inventory of all oak trees at least five inches in
diameter at breast height within 50 feet of all
proposed impact areas. All inventoried trees shall
be shown on plans. The species, diameter at
breast height, location, and condition of these trees
shall be documented in data tables.
2. Identification of trees that will be retained, removed,
or impacted. This information shall be shown on
plans and cross-referenced to data tables
described in item a.
3. The location of proposed structures, utilities,
driveways, grading, retaining walls, outbuildings,
water and wastewater facilities, and impervious
surfaces shall be shown on maps. The applicant
shall clearly delineate the building sites/building
control lines containing these features on the
project plans.
b. Oak Tree Avoidance Measures. Grading and development
within proposed project shall avoid the removal of oak
trees to the maximum extent possible. Such activities shall
minimize potential disturbance to oaks and their associated
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root zones to the maximum extent possible.
Oak Tree Protection Guidelines. Tree protection
guidelines and a root protection zone shall be established
and implemented for each tree to be retained that occurs
within 50 feet of impact areas. The following guidelines
shall be included:
1. A qualified arborist shall determine the critical root
zone for each retained tree on a case-by-case
basis, based upon tree species, age, and size.
This area is generally defined as 1.0 to 1.5 times
the distance from the tree base of the average
measurement taken from the tree base to the edge
of the canopy/dripline. At a minimum, the critical
root zone shall be the distance from the trunk to the
drip line of the tree.
2. All trees to remain within 50 feet of construction or
grading activities shall be marked for protection
(e.g., with flagging) and their root zone fenced prior
to any grading. Grading, utility trenching,
compaction of soil, or placement of fill shall be
avoided within these fenced areas. If grading in the
root zone cannot be avoided, retaining walls shall
be constructed to minimize cut and fill impacts.
Care shall be taken to avoid surface roots within
the top 18 inches of soil. If any roots must be
removed or exposed, they shall be cleanly cut and
not left exposed above the ground surface. The
project arborist shall approve any work within the
root protection zone.
3. Unless previously approved by the county, the
following activities are not allowed within the root
zone of existing or newly planted oak trees: yearround irrigation (no summer watering, unless
“establishing” new tree or native compatible plants
for up to seven years); grading (includes cutting
and filling of material); compaction (e.g., regular
use of vehicles); placement of impermeable
surfaces (e.g., pavement); disturbance of soil that
impacts roots (e.g., tilling).
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Implementation of project activities
in or adjacent to natural plant communities has
potential to impact birds by disturbing their nesting
behavior.
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The County shall minimize trimming of oak trees to
remain onsite. Removal of larger lower branches
should be minimized to: 1) avoid making tree top
heavy and more susceptible to “blow-overs,” 2)
reduce having larger limb cuts that take longer to
heal and are much more susceptible to disease
and infestation, 3) retain wildlife habitat values
associated with the lower branches, 4) retain shade
to keep summer temperatures cooler (retains
higher soil moisture, greater passive solar potential,
provides better conditions for oak seedling
volunteers), and 5) retain the natural shape of the
tree. The amount of trimming (roots or canopy)
done in any one season shall be limited as much
as possible to reduce tree stress/shock (10% or
less is best, 25% maximum). If trimming is
necessary, the applicant shall use a certified
arborist when removing limbs. Unless a hazardous
or unsafe situation exists, major trimming shall be
done only during the summer months.

BIO/mm-11
Removal of vegetation and pruning of trees
shall be conducted in the fall and winter (between September 1
and February 28), if possible, after fledging and before the initiation
of avian breeding activities. If construction activities are scheduled
to occur during the typical bird nesting season (from March 1 to
August 31) a qualified biologist shall be retained to conduct a preconstruction survey (approximately one week prior to construction)
to determine presence/absence for tree and ground nesting birds. If
no nesting activities are detected within the proposed work area,
noise-producing construction activities may proceed and no further
mitigation is required. If nesting activity is confirmed during preconstruction nesting surveys or at any time during the monitoring of
construction activities, work activities shall be delayed within 300
feet (500 feet if raptors) of active nests until the young birds have
fledged and left the nest. In addition, the results of the surveys shall
be passed immediately to the CDFG and the County, possibly with
recommendations for buffer zone changes, as needed, around
individual nests. Tree removal in riparian zones shall be monitored
and documented by the biological monitor regardless of time of
year.

Less than significant
(short-term)
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BIO/mm-12
If tree removal occurs between September 1
and March 1, within seven days of ground disturbance or tree
removal/trimming activities, a survey for wintering raptors shall be
conducted. If surveys do not locate wintering raptors, construction
activities may be conducted. If wintering raptors are located,
construction activities shall observe a 500-foot buffer for the
wintering location(s). A pre-construction survey report shall be
submitted to the County Environmental Coordinator immediately
upon completion of the survey. The report shall detail appropriate
fencing or flagging of the buffer zone and make recommendations
on additional monitoring requirements.
BIO Impact 5
Implementation of project activities
and tree removals has the potential to impact roosting
bats, including pallid bat.

BR/mm-13
Within two weeks prior to tree removal, a
qualified biologist shall conduct a pre-construction survey for pallid
bat and/or other roosting bats. If bats are not found, tree removal
can proceed. If bats are observed, bat exclusion measures shall be
instituted prior to disturbance. If maternal bat colonies are found
they shall not be disturbed until young bats have left the site.
Subsequently bat exclusion measures shall be instituted prior to
disturbance.

Less than significant
(short-term)

CR/mm-1
Prior to construction, the General Services
Agency shall submit a monitoring plan, prepared by a subsurfacequalified historical archaeologist, for the review and approval by the
Environmental Coordinator. The monitoring plan shall include at a
minimum:
a. List of personnel involved in the monitoring activities;
b. Description of how the monitoring shall occur;
c. Description of frequency of monitoring (e.g. full-time, part
time, spot checking);
d. Description of what resources are expected to be
encountered;
e. Description of circumstances that would result in the
halting of work at the project site (e.g. What is considered
“significant” archaeological resources?);
f. Description of procedures for halting work on the site and
notification procedures; and,

Less than significant
(short-term and long-term)

Cultural Resources
CR Impact 1
Development within the historic site
(CA-SLO-2188H), as defined in the Cultural
Resources Investigation (Parker 2002), may result in
direct disturbance or looting of a known significant
historical site, resulting in a potentially significant
impact.
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g. Description of monitoring reporting procedures.
CR/mm-2
During all ground disturbing construction
activities, the General Services Agency shall retain a qualified
historical archaeologist (approved by the Environmental
Coordinator) to monitor earth disturbing activities within the
documented historical site, per the approved monitoring plan. If any
significant historical resources are found during monitoring, work
shall stop within the immediate vicinity (precise area to be
determined by the historical archaeologist in the field) of the
resource until such time as the resource can be evaluated by the
historical archaeologist or any other appropriate individuals. The
historical archaeologist shall be allowed the time and funds
necessary to document and retrieve any significant cultural
materials that are unearthed.
CR/mm-3
Upon completion of all monitoring/mitigation
activities, and prior to final inspection (whichever occurs first), the
consulting historical archaeologist shall submit a report to the
Environmental Coordinator summarizing all monitoring/mitigation
activities and confirming that all recommended mitigation measures
have been met.
CR Impact 2
In the unlikely event significant
archaeological resources are present, implementation
of the project may result the disturbance of unknown
resources, resulting in a potentially significant impact.

CR/mm-4
In the event archeological resources are
unearthed or discovered during any construction activities, the
following standards apply:
a. Construction activities shall cease, and the Department
shall be notified so that the extent and location of
discovered materials may be recorded by a qualified
archaeologist, and disposition of artifacts may be
accomplished in accordance with state and federal law.
b. In the event archeological resources are found to include
human remains, or in any other case when human remains
are discovered during construction, the County Coroner
shall be notified in addition to the Department so proper
disposition may be accomplished.

Less than significant
(short-term and long-term)

GSD/mm-1
Prior to initiation of each phase of development
for major amenities requiring structural improvements and/or major
grading (i.e., sports fields, parking, amphitheater(s), playgrounds,

Less than significant
(long-term)

Geology, Soils, and Drainage
GSD Impact 1 Development of the project may
expose structures and persons to existing geologic
hazards including liquefaction and ground shaking.
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restrooms, pre-school and administration building, gymnasium,
recreation center, pool, skate park, and courts), and as required by
the County Environmental Coordinator, the General Services
Agency shall prepare project-specific geo-technical reports. The
reports shall investigate subsurface conditions within areas
proposed for structural development and the findings and
recommendations shall be incorporated into grading and
construction plans, as appropriate.
GSD Impact 2 Ground disturbance activities may
result in erosion and down-gradient sedimentation.

Implement WAT/mm-1 (incorporate BMPs into drainage plans) and
WAT/mm-2 (prepare and implement SWPPP).
GSD/mm-2
Prior to initiation of construction, the General
Services Agency shall prepare a site-specific erosion and
sedimentation control plan. The plan shall include measures
addressing short-term, construction related effects, and long-term
soil stabilization. Grading and construction shall be conducted
during the dry season (April through September) if possible. In the
event grading occurs during the wet season (October through April),
the following measures shall be incorporated into applicable grading
and construction plans, and implemented prior to ground
disturbance:
a. Incorporate the use of silt fences, straw bales, perimeter
ditches, water bars, temporary culverts and swales,
sediment traps, minimal grading concepts, and similar
techniques appropriate for the site.
b. Erosion and sediment transport control structures shall be
in place prior to the onset of seasonal rains.
c. Restoration and re-vegetation of graded areas and
unprotected slopes shall be completed as soon as possible
following site disturbance.

Less than significant
(short-term)

GSD Impact 3 Permanent improvements, including
the creation of additional impervious surfaces, would
change existing drainage patterns within the site,
potentially increasing the potential for localized
flooding during rain events.

Implement WAT/mm-3 (BMPs and LID strategies).
GSD/mm-3
Prior to implementation of the first phase of the
Master Plan, the General Services Agency shall prepare a
stormwater drainage plan, for inclusion in the Master Plan. The
plan shall include a schedule for regular maintenance checks, and
incorporate additional improvements to existing facilities, including
the installation of trash gates on drainage pipes, interception and
dissipation of stormwater flow from impervious surfaces, and
installation of storm drain inlets and engineered drainage courses.

Less than significant
(long-term)
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Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Residual Impacts

HM Impact 1
Use of large equipment in close
proximity to the public and sensitive receptors may
result in exposure to hazardous materials, including
oils and fuel.

HM/mm-1
Prior to initiation of construction, the General
Services Agency shall ensure that all required BMPs are shown on
applicable grading or construction plans. In addition, the General
Services Agency shall designate personnel to insure compliance
and monitor the effectiveness of the required BMPs, which shall
include:
a. Prior to construction, staging and refueling areas shall be
designated on applicable plans.
b. Equipment refueling shall be done in non-sensitive areas
at least 100 feet from any residence, school, and library,
and such that any spills can be easily and quickly
contained and cleaned up. Any necessary remedial work
shall be done immediately to avoid surface or ground water
contamination.
c. Prior to commencement of grading/construction activities,
the County shall ensure that a plan is in place for prompt
and effective response to any accidental spills. All workers
will be informed of the importance of preventing spills and
of the appropriate measures to take should a spill occur.

Less than significant
(short-term)

HM Impact 2
Disturbance of the former (more
recent) dump site along West Tefft Street may result in
the disturbance or exposure of non-volatile hazardous
materials including metals, long-chain hydrocarbons,
or asbestos.

HM/mm-2
Prior to initiation of ground disturbance or
construction within 400 feet of the edge of West Tefft Street, within
the Nipomo Community Park, the General Services Agency shall
ensure compliance with the following measures:
a. Upon identification of a structure footprint or area of
disturbance, exploratory trenches or borings shall be
excavated to determine the presence or absence of
dumped materials. Samples of the debris and soil shall be
collected for laboratory analysis to evaluate whether the
materials present any health or environmental concerns.
b. Soil gas testing shall be conducted in and around any
proposed building footprint to determine whether landfill
gas is present, and whether it could accumulate in the
finished building. Depending on the results of the soil gas
testing, it may be necessary to incorporate design features
that will prevent gas accumulation. Measures may include
controlling the gas pressure (i.e., passive or active venting

Less than significant
(short-term and long-term)

Hazards and Hazardous Materials
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Mitigation Measures

c.

Residual Impacts

to reduce gas concentrations under the structure, venting
around the perimeter of the structure, and crawl- space
venting); eliminating available entry pathways or leaks (i.e.,
improving plumbing and caulking to reduce cracks and
gaps will reduce entry pathways, install a low-permeability
liner around the underground portion of the structure); and,
installation of a landfill gas monitoring system.
Prior to removal or relocation, soil and debris shall be
tested for contaminants of potential concern to identify
disposal or placement restrictions. Testing shall include
analysis for metals, long-chain (semi-volatile)
hydrocarbons, and semi-volatile organic compounds.
Additional testing may be required depending on the
specific nature of the materials to be removed from the
site.

Noise
N Impact 1
The Nipomo Library and proposed
expansion of the library would be adversely affected
by transportation-related noise exceeding the County
Noise Element interior noise threshold of 45 decibels.

N/mm-1
Prior to expansion of the Nipomo Library, the
proposed plans shall include the following or similar acoustical
design measures to attenuate interior noise by 7 decibels, resulting
in a measured interior noise level of 45 decibels or less:
a. Air conditioning or a mechanical ventilation system.
b. Windows and sliding doors mounted in low air infiltration
rate frames (0.5 cfm or less, per American National
Standards Institute (ANSI) specifications).
c. Solid core exterior doors with perimeter weather stripping
and threshold seals.
d. Exterior walls consist of stucco or brick veneer. Wood
siding with a 0.5-inch minimum thickness fiberboard
(soundboard) underlayer may also be used.
e. Use of dual paned or soundproof glass for windows facing
West Tefft Street (or similar measure).
f. Roof or attic vents facing the south, north, and east shall
be baffled.

Less than significant
(long-term)

N Impact 2
Use of the proposed skate park and
other activities would generate stationary noise levels
exceeding County Noise Element thresholds of

N/mm-2
Prior to construction of the skate park, the design
plans shall incorporate the following noise reduction measures,
achieving a maximum average hourly noise level of 65 decibels as

Less than significant
(long-term)
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Impacts
significant for noise-sensitive land uses.

Mitigation Measures

Residual Impacts

measured 25 feet from the edge of the skate park:
a. In-ground concrete design to minimize noise generation
during use.
b. Earthen berm between the skate park and the noise
sensitive land uses.
c. Fence and lock-able gate surrounding the skate park
facility.
N/mm-3
During operation of the park, events and activities
shall only be permitted during operating hours (6:00 a.m. to 10:00
p.m.). Mowing, use of equipment, and other maintenance activities
shall be limited to daytime hours, unless an emergency situation
exists. Noise generated by loudspeakers and microphones shall be
directed towards the interior of the park, away from surrounding
residential areas.
N/mm-4
In the event substantiated noise complaints are
received by the County, and the presence of the onsite ranger
and/or park host is not sufficient to address received complaints,
County Parks shall develop a park monitor program. The program
may include volunteers or paid staff and shall provide for presence
during key operations of the skate park to restrict playing of loud
music and the use of loud voices. The monitor may be present
during operating hours in the summer, and on weekends and
afternoons during the winter. To prevent use of the skate park and
pool during nighttime hours when the park is closed (10:00 p.m. to
6:00 a.m.), County Parks shall install a fence and locked gate
around the skate park or community pool.

Public Services and Utilities
PSU Impact 1
Development and increased usage
of proposed park facilities may result in increased
demands on Sheriff’s Department services, resulting
in a potentially significant impact.

ES-54

PSU/mm-1
While in the planning stages for development of
any facility proposed in the Park Master Plan, and prior to any site
disturbance activities related to development of such facilities, the
General Services Agency shall coordinate with the Sheriff’s
Department for implementation of design strategies and safety
measures to prevent and reduce crime, including “Crime Prevention
through Environmental Design” standards and “Lighting and
Lighting Systems” guidelines, including the following:
a. After-hours access points to the park and community
center should be protected with adequate security. As

Less than significant
(long-term)
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Mitigation Measures

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.
g.
h.
i.

j.
k.
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admission is necessary for emergency personnel,
combinations to locks/lockboxes should be provided to
Sheriff’s Department Dispatch;
Visible signage with hours of operation and any type of
regulations should be strategically placed throughout the
park, and properly maintained;
Proper illumination should be provided inside structures,
exterior doors, designated parking areas, entry and
walkways to deter property crime and provide increased
personal safety. Lights should be on timers, and a manual
overrides should be available in case of a greater need for
light. Proper care should be taken to ensure exterior
lighting is properly shielded to prevent illumination that
would affect the ambient level of light in the nighttime sky;
County Parks shall provide the Sheriff’s Department with
accurate information indicating what park employees have
access to which areas of any structures or access points;
During construction periods of any significant proposed
park facility or amenity, the construction site shall be
temporarily fenced off, with signage indicating that the area
is off limits to the general public;
All construction equipment shall be secured at the site after
hours, with a complete recorded inventory kept on file;
Adequate lighting of the construction areas shall be
implemented;
Special care should be taken to avoid creating “hiding
places” in alcoves or entry areas;
Facility design should facilitate a clear view of the exterior
of structures from the interior, and vice versa, to allow
increased observation of any suspicious activity in either
location;
Sufficient lighting should be installed on the exterior and
interior of any structures; and,
All exterior doors should meet all safety requirements,
should be solid core, and have adequate locks.
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TR Impact 1
Inadequate transit service is
available to serve NCP, which is potentially
inconsistent with alternative transportation goals.

TR/mm-1
Upon implementation of the NCP Master Plan, the
General Services Agency shall coordinate with the Regional
Transportation Authority, and establish a transit stop within Nipomo
Community Park, if appropriate.

Less than significant
(long-term)

TR Impact 2
Buildout of the NCP Master Plan will
potentially have a significant cumulative impact at the
US 101/West Tefft Street interchange southbound
ramps during the p.m. peak hour.

Implement TR/mm-1.
TR/mm-2
Upon development of high-traffic generating uses,
including tennis courts, sports fields, amphitheater, and community
center, a during periodic review of the Nipomo Community Park
Master Plan, the General Services Agency shall re-assess the
project’s effect on the US 101/West Tefft Street interchange.
a. In the event the project would have a significant traffic
impact, the County shall adopt Transportation Demand
Management (TDM) measures for implementation, as
necessary, during peak times (Monday through Friday,
4:00 – 6:00 pm) including, but not be limited to: requiring
reservation for specific uses, staggered scheduling of
starting times for the sports fields, and limiting the size of
community center events.
b. County Parks shall coordinate with County Public Works to
determine the appropriate South County Road
Improvement Fee Area 1 fees at the time development is
proposed. In the event South County Road Improvement
Fee Area 1 fees are determined to be appropriate by
Public Works, in accordance with Title 13.01 of the County
Code, the General Services Agency shall provide the fees
prior to development of high-traffic generating uses (i.e.,
tennis courts, sports fields, amphitheater, and community
center).

Less than significant
(long-term)

WAT/mm-1
During any project resulting in ground
disturbance, the General Services Agency shall ensure that BMPs
are included on all grading and construction plans, and
implemented during grading and construction activities as
suggested by the County LUO. BMPs shall include, but not be
limited to, the following:

Less than significant
(short-term)

Transportation, Circulation, and Traffic

Water Resources
WAT Impact 1 The project would include
construction activities that would require substantial
areas of ground disturbance and use of heavy
equipment, which may result in the discharge of
sediment and other pollutants, indirectly affecting
surface and ground water quality.
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a.

Staking or flagging of grading footprint to minimize the area
of disturbance;
b. Designation of staging areas, including equipment and
materials storage;
c. Fueling of major equipment shall not occur on-site due to
nearby sensitive receptors;
d. Erosion control barriers shall be applied, such as silt
fences, hay bales, drain inlet protection, and gravel bags;
e. Existing vegetation shall be preserved to the maximum
extent feasible;
f. Disturbed areas shall be stabilized with vegetation or hard
surface treatments upon completion of construction in any
specific area.
g. All inactive disturbed soil areas are required to be
stabilized with both sediment and temporary erosion
control prior to the onset of the rainy season (October 15 to
April 15).
WAT/mm-2
Prior to major grading (ground disturbance
exceeding one acre), the General Services Agency shall prepare
and submit a SWPPP to the RWQCB for review and approval. A
copy of the plan shall be on-site during all major grading and
construction activities.
WAT Impact 2 During operation of the project,
discharge of sediment, hydrocarbons, and other
pollutants into stormwater and drainage infrastructure
would indirectly affect water quality.
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WAT/mm-3
Prior to construction of drainage infrastructure,
the General Services Agency shall prepare drainage plans
incorporating BMPs and LID strategies suggested by the County
LUO to minimize stormwater flow rates and off-site transport of
pollutants, including sediment, hydrocarbons, and equestrian waste.
BMPs may include, but not be limited to:
a. Minimize parking area by incorporating striped and painted
“compact-vehicle” spaces.
b. Incorporate grassed swales in lieu of paved curbs and
gutters.
c. Incorporate the use of alternative pavers, including gravel,
cobbles, wood mulch, brick, grass pavers, turf blocks,
natural stone, pervious concrete, and porous asphalt.
d. Construct bio-retention areas (or raingardens) near parking
areas and access roads.

Less than significant
(long-term)
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Impacts

Mitigation Measures
e.

f.
g.

Residual Impacts

Incorporate the use of swales to convey stormwater into
retention basins (i.e., grassed channel, dry swale, wet
swale, biofilter, or bioswale).
Incorporate the use of infiltration basins in lieu of
conventional retention basins.
Install cisterns or rainbarrels near structures (i.e., library,
community center, restrooms) to collect and filter
stormwater from roofs and gutters and re-use for nearby
landscaping.

WAT Impact 3 Implementation of the project would
create additional areas of impervious surfaces,
potentially affecting off-site stormwater flow rates.

Implement WAT/mm-3.

Less than significant
(long-term)

WAT Impact 4 Implementation of the project would
create additional demand for water services from the
NCSD.

WAT/mm-4
Prior to expansion or addition of irrigated turf and
landscaped areas, the General Services Agency shall conduct a
water survey of existing irrigated turf and landscaped areas, in
consultation with the NCSD, that shall include, but not be limited to,
the following:
a. Quantify irrigated areas based on vegetation type (i.e., turf,
ornamental landscaping, trees).
b. Inspect and inventory the irrigation system, including
timers, distribution lines, storage, and other infrastructure,
and document needed maintenance and repairs.
c. Develop irrigation schedule by month, based on
precipitation rate and local climate.
d. Document irrigation system performance and landscape
conditions.
e. Review irrigation schedule.
f. Summarize water survey evaluation results and identify
water savings recommendations, which shall achieve a
minimum 50% reduction in current water use.
WAT/mm-5
Prior to expansion or addition of irrigated turf and
landscaped areas, the General Services Agency shall demonstrate
compliance with the water survey evaluation water savings
recommendations, and shall submit documentation to the NCSD for
verification. Water savings recommendations shall be applied to
existing and additional irrigated turf and landscaped areas, and may

Less than significant
(long-term)
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Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Residual Impacts

include, but not be limited to the following:
a. Computerized irrigation controller that can estimate
cumulative evapo-transpiration losses to establish the most
efficient and effective watering regimes.
b. Avoidance of close mowing, overwatering, excessive
fertilization, soil compaction and accumulation of thatch.
c. Programming watering times for longer and less frequently
rather than for short periods and more frequently.
d. Installation of tensionmeters at different depths to measure
moisture status, which will allow for better estimates on
irrigation needs.
e. Linking irrigation of the park to the California Irrigation
Management Information System (CIMIS) station located
at the Woodlands golf course to maximize irrigation
efficiency.
e.f. Implementation and maintenance of the most efficient and
effective water regime for park irrigation consistent with
best management practices, such as measures identified
by the California Urban Water Conservation Council and/or
similar recognized organizations.
g. Incorporation of recycled water from the Southland WWTF.
f.h. Consultation with NCSD prior to implementation of major
planned replacement, renovation, or construction of waterusing facilities
WAT/mm-6
Prior to construction of additional restrooms, the
General Services Agency shall retrofit existing toilets and sinks with
low-flow appliances within the NCP. All new appliances shall be
low-flow (1.6 gallons per flush).
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The County of San Luis Obispo (County), serving as the lead agency under the California
Environmental Quality Act of 1970 (CEQA), has prepared this Program Environmental Impact
Report (EIR) to assess the impacts that may result from development of the Nipomo
Community Park Master Plan (project). The project would result in the phased construction of
recreation facilities and related infrastructure over a 20-year timeframe. The project site is
located in the unincorporated community of Nipomo, within San Luis Obispo County,
California. The proposed project consists of two connected park areas, Nipomo Community
Park (NCP), including the Nipomo Native Garden, and Mesa Meadows. The project site is
located northwest of the Pomeroy Road/West Tefft Street intersection, approximately 1 mile
west of U.S. Highway 101 (US 101).

1.1

PROGRAM ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT

This document was prepared in accordance with CEQA (Public Resources Code [PRC]
§21000 et seq.) and the “CEQA Guidelines” (California Code of Regulations [CCR] Title 14,
§15000 et seq.). This Program EIR addresses the environmental impacts associated with
construction and operation of the project elements, which comprise the proposed project. A
Program EIR was determined to be the appropriate level of environmental analysis because
the document provides a framework for future, more detailed environmental analyses on a set
of related and individual actions that can be characterized as one project. This is often called
“tiering” of the environmental analysis and documentation. As described in the CEQA
Guidelines (§15168), a program-level document can be incorporated into future project-level
documents to:


Provide a basis for determining whether subsequent phases may have significant
environmental effects;



Help address regional influences, secondary effects, cumulative impacts, broad
alternatives, and other elements that apply to the program as a whole; and,



Focus the subsequent evaluation on new effects that had not been considered before.

After the Final Program EIR is certified by the County Board of Supervisors, some minor
elements of the Master Plan could be carried out without further environmental review. For
other major elements of the Master Plan, this EIR serves as program level (first tier) analysis
(CEQA Guidelines §§15152, 15168). Elements addressed at a program level would require
further, focused environmental review prior to implementation. Subsequent analysis would
build upon the first tier analysis presented in this Program EIR, and will include additional
information, such as design and site-specific data, that is not yet available. Program-level
mitigation measures would guide the development of more specific mitigation measures at the
time of project-specific environmental analysis.
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1.2

PURPOSE OF THE EIR

The purpose of this EIR is to identify the proposed project’s significant impacts on the
environment, indicate the manner in which such significant impacts would be mitigated or
avoided, and identify alternatives to the proposed project that avoid or reduce these impacts.
This EIR is intended to serve as an informational document for use by the County, the other
responsible agencies, and the general public in their consideration and evaluation of the
environmental consequences associated with the implementation of the proposed project.
This document is provided to the public and decision-makers for their review and comment as
required by CEQA.
Under the CEQA process, an EIR must serve as a full disclosure document that enables the
lead and responsible agencies to fully evaluate potential environmental impacts and the
consequences of their decision on a proposed project. This EIR has been written to comply
with the requirements of CEQA for the analysis of both the proposed project and alternatives.

1.3

SCOPING AND NOTICE OF PREPARATION PROCESS

In compliance with State CEQA Guidelines, the County has taken steps to provide
opportunities to participate in the environmental process.
During the environmental
determination process, an effort was made to contact various federal, state, regional, and local
governmental agencies and other interested parties to solicit comments and inform the public
of the proposed project. This included the distribution of the Notice of Preparation (NOP) on
November 17, 2009, to various agencies, organizations, and interested persons throughout
the community of Nipomo, San Luis Obispo County, and surrounding areas. The proposed
project was described, the scope of the environmental review was identified, and agencies and
the public were invited to review and comment on the NOP. The close of the NOP review
period was December 23, 2009. Agencies, organizations, and interested parties not contacted
or who did not respond to the request for comments about the project during the preparation of
the Draft EIR had the opportunity to comment during the 45-day public review period for the
Draft EIR. In addition, a scoping meeting was held on December 1, 2009, at the Nipomo
Community Services District (NCSD) Boardroom. There were approximately 17 attendees
and 39 verbal questions and/or comments were received.

1.4

EIR CONTENTS

The scope of the EIR includes issues identified by the lead agency during the preparation of
the NOP for the proposed project, as well as environmental issues raised by agencies and the
general public in response to the NOP and at the scoping meeting. The EIR is divided into the
following major sections:
Executive Summary.
Provides a brief summary of the project background,
description, impacts and mitigation measures, and alternatives.
Introduction. Provides the purpose of an EIR, as well as scope, content, and the use
of the document.
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Project Description. Provides the general background of the project, objectives, a
detailed description of the project characteristics, and a listing of necessary permits
and government approvals.
Environmental Setting. Describes the physical setting and surrounding land uses.
Environmental Impacts and Mitigation Measures. Discusses the environmental
setting as it relates to the various issue areas, regulatory settings, thresholds of
significance, impact assessment and methodology, project-specific impacts and
mitigation measures, cumulative impacts, and secondary impacts. The EIR analyzes
the potentially significant impacts to the following resource areas, as identified during
the preparation of the NOP:









Aesthetic Resources
Agricultural Resources
Air Quality/Climate Change
Biological Resources
Cultural Resources
Geology, Soils and Drainage
Hazards and Hazardous Materials
Noise









Population and Housing
Public Services/Utilities
Recreation
Transportation and Circulation
Wastewater
Water
Land Use

Alternatives.
Summarizes the environmental advantages and disadvantages
associated with the project and alternatives. As required, the “No Project” alternative is
included among the alternatives considered. An “Environmentally Superior Alternative”
is identified.
Environmental Analysis. Identifies growth inducing impact and a discussion of longterm/short-term productivity and irreversible environmental changes.
Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Plan. This section contains a matrix of all
mitigation measures contained in the EIR, the requirements of the mitigation measures,
the applicant’s responsibility and timing for implementation of these measures, the
party responsible for verification, the method of verification, and verification timing.

1.5

PROJECT SPONSORS

Lead Agency:

County of San Luis Obispo
Department of Planning and Building
976 Osos Street, Room 300
San Luis Obispo, CA 93408
Mr. Steve McMasters, Environmental Resource Specialist

Project Applicant:

County of San Luis Obispo, General Services Agency
1087 Santa Rosa Street
San Luis Obispo, CA 93408
Mr. Shaun Cooper, Parks Planner
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Environmental Consultant:

1.6

SWCA Environmental Consultants
1422 Monterey Street, Suite C200
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
Ms. Shawna Scott, Project Manager

REVIEW OF THE DRAFT EIR

This Draft EIR was distributed to responsible and trustee agencies, other affected agencies,
surrounding cities, interested parties, and all parties requesting a copy of the Draft EIR in
accordance with PRC §21092(b)(3). The Notice of Completion of the Draft EIR was also
distributed as required by CEQA. The 45-day public review period began on Monday,
February 27, 2012 and ended on April 30, 2012. A public meeting to present the Draft EIR,
verbally respond to questions from the public, and collect comment note cards was held at the
Nipomo High School on March 8, 2012. During this period, the EIR, including technical
appendices, was available for review at the following locations:
County of San Luis Obispo
Environmental Coordinator’s Office
County Government Center Room 200
San Luis Obispo, CA 93408

San Luis Obispo City/County Library
995 Palm Street
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401

Comments on the Draft EIR were addressed to:
County of San Luis Obispo
Department of Planning and Building
Attention: Mr. Steven McMasters
Division of Environmental and Resource Management
976 Osos Street, Room 300
San Luis Obispo, CA 93408
Written responses to all significant environmental issues raised were prepared and are
included as part of the Final EIR and the environmental record for consideration by decisionmakers for the project. All changes to the EIR resulting from the responses to comments are
marked by a vertical line in the left margin, and changed text is underlined.

1.7

COMMONLY USED ACRONYMS

1.7.1 Acronyms
The following acronyms are used extensively in the EIR. The acronyms are spelled out the
first time they are used in a chapter, but are also provided in Table 1-1 below.
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Table 1-1. Commonly Used Acronyms
Term

Acronym
AB

Assembly Bill

ARB

California Air Resources Board

BMP

Best Management Practice

CAL FIRE

California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection/County Fire

CalEPA

California Environmental Protection Agency

CalRecycle

California Department of Resources Recycling and Recovery (formerly CIWMB)

Caltrans

California Department of Transportation

CAP

Clean Air Plan

CAPCOA

California Air Pollution Control Officers Association

CAT

Climate Action Team

CCCP

California Climate Change Portal

CCR

California Code of Regulations

CDFG

California Department of Fish and Game

CEC

California Energy Commission

CEQA

California Environmental Quality Act of 1970

CERCLA

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980

CESA

California Endangered Species Act

CFR

Code of Federal Regulations

CH4

Methane

CHP

California Highway Patrol

CHRIS

California Historical Resources Information System

CIWMB

California Integrated Waste Management Board
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Table 1-1. Commonly Used Acronyms
Term

Acronym
CNDDB

California Natural Diversity Database

CNEL

Community Noise Exposure Level

CNPS

California Native Plant Society

CO2

carbon dioxide

County

County of San Luis Obispo

CPUC

California Public Utilities Commission

CRHR

California Register of Historical Resources

dB

Decibel

dBA

A-weighted decibel

DD

doubling of distance

DHS

California Department of Health Services

DTSC

Department of Toxic Substances Control

DWR

California Department of Water Resources

EIR

Environmental Impact Report

EPA

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

ESA

Federal Endangered Species Act

FEMA

Federal Emergency Management Agency

GIS

Geographic Information Systems

GSA

Geologic Study Area

HFCs

Hydrofluorocarbons

HRP

Habitat Restoration Plan

HSC

Health and Safety Code
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Table 1-1. Commonly Used Acronyms
Term

Acronym
KVA

Key Viewing Area

LCFS

Low Carbon Fuel Standard

Ldn

Day/Night Sound Level

Leq

average sound level

LID

Low Impact Development

LOS

Level of Severity

LUO

County Land Use Ordinance

MBTA

Migratory Bird Treaty Act

min/inch

minute per inch

MMtCO2e

million metric tons of CO2 equivalent

MOU

Memorandum of Understanding

N2O

nitrous oxide

NCP

Nipomo Community Park

NCSD

Nipomo Community Services District

NHPA

National Historic Preservation Act of 1966

NMMA

Nipomo Mesa Management Area

NOAA Fisheries

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration National Marine Fisheries Service

NOP

Notice of Preparation

NPDES

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System

NRCS

United States Department of Agriculture Natural Resource Conservation Service

NRHP

National Register of Historic Places

OES

Office of Emergency Services
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Table 1-1. Commonly Used Acronyms
Term

Acronym
OHP

Office of Historic Preservation

OHWM

Ordinary High Water Mark

OPR

Office of Planning and Research

PFCs

Perfluorocarbons

ppmv

parts per million by volume

PRC

Public Resources Code

Qs

Quaternary sand dune deposits

RCRA

Resources Conservation and Recovery Act of 1986

RPS

Renewable Portfolio Standard

RWQCB

Regional Water Quality Control Board

RWQCB

Regional Water Quality Control Board

SARA

Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986

SB

Senate Bill

SCWC

Southern California Water Company

SEMS

Standardized Emergency Management System

SF6

sulfur hexafluoride

SLOAPCD

San Luis Obispo County Air Pollution Control District

SSC

California Species of Special Concern

SWPPP

Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan

SWRCB

State Water Resources Control Board

SWRCB

State Water Resources Control Board

TCP

Transportation Choices Program
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Table 1-1. Commonly Used Acronyms
Term

Acronym
UBC

Uniform Building Code

UNIPCC

United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

URL

Urban Reserve Line

US 101

U.S. Highway 101

USACE

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

USC

United States Code

USFWS

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

USGS

U.S. Geological Survey

WDR

report of waste discharge

WWTF

Wastewater Treatment Facility

WWTP

Wastewater Treatment Plant
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CHAPTER 2
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The proposed project under consideration in this Program Environmental Impact Report (EIR)
includes the Nipomo Community Park Master Plan (NCPMP). San Luis Obispo County Parks
(County Parks) proposes to implement the NCPMP (proposed project), which would result in
the phased construction of recreation facilities and related infrastructure over a 20-year
timeframe. A description of the project location, project history, and project elements are
provided within this chapter in the sections below.

2.1 GENERAL BACKGROUND
2.1.1 Project Location
The project site is located in the unincorporated community of Nipomo, within San Luis Obispo
County, California (refer to Figure 2-1). The proposed project consists of two connected park
areas, Nipomo Community Park (NCP), including the Nipomo Native Garden, and Mesa
Meadows (refer to Figure 2-2). The project site is located northwest of the Pomeroy Road /
West Tefft Street intersection, approximately 1 mile west of U.S. Highway 101 (US 101).
NCP is an approximately 137-acre angular parcel bounded by Pomeroy Road and West Tefft
Street to the east, Osage Street to the west, and the Tejas Street neighborhood to the south.
The approximately 22-acre Mesa Meadows open space area is located within two parcels
adjacent to, and immediately southwest of, NCP, on the northwest corner of Mesa Road and
Osage Road. The total park and open space area is approximately 159 acres, comprised of
four parcels (Assessor Parcel Numbers [APNs] 091-313-049, 091-313-050, 092-121-085, and
092-121-086) (refer to Figures 2-3 and 2-4).

2.1.2 Project Background
The park was initially developed in the 1970s, and additional improvements were constructed
in the 1980s. The Mesa Meadows open space area was accepted by the County of San Luis
Obispo (County) on November 7, 2000. The area within Mesa Meadows was donated in fee to
the County as open-space, which limits the County use to passive land uses only. The Mesa
Meadows Landscape and Amenity Plan (2002) was approved in association with the residents
living in the Mesa Meadows subdivision.

2.1.3 Initial Scoping
In 2003, the County commissioned an environmental constraints analysis report (Morro Group
2004). The constraints analysis identified sensitive resources within the NCP and Mesa
Meadows. The report included the existing setting; a summary of potentially proposed
recreation and infrastructure; and project-specific technical studies and focused surveys for
aesthetics, biological resources, noise, and traffic. The report also assessed potential
constraints due to cultural resources, geology and soils, drainage, erosion, sedimentation,
flooding, public utilities and services, land use, and planning.
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Figure 2-1. Regional Location Map
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Figure 2-2. Project Vicinity Map
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Figure 2-3. Assessor’s Parcel Map

Not to Scale

Source: County of San Luis Obispo
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Figure 2-4. Assessor’s Parcel Map

Not to Scale

Source: County of San Luis Obispo
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In addition to the environmental constraints analysis, the County commissioned a public
survey to identify public opinions regarding NCP and what additions or improvements are
needed (Kocher 2004). The survey was mailed out in January 2004 to 3,000 randomly
selected households in the communities of Nipomo and Oceano; 522 survey responses were
returned by mail. In addition to the mail survey, 51 surveys were conducted onsite at NCP,
resulting in a total of 573 responses/returned surveys. The two-page survey included
questions on existing recreation, proposed recreation, park funding, unmet recreation needs,
and demographic characteristics of the survey respondents. The survey found that, for the
recreation opportunities currently provided, people wanted more walking trails, park restrooms,
playgrounds, picnic areas, parking, and sports fields. When asked what new recreation
facilities they wanted, a majority favored a community recreation center, swimming pool,
amphitheater, and skateboard park. The County retained a design firm, Firma, to prepare a
draft park master plan (Firma 2004). Firma reviewed the project survey results, attended
public workshops, and ultimately prepared plans for NCP’s master plan.

2.1.4 Public Workshops and Scoping Meetings
To obtain public input, four public workshops were conducted. The workshops were arranged
in two sets. The purpose of the first two workshops was to obtain input regarding what people
would like to see in the park and obtain input regarding potential concerns. These workshops,
held at the Nipomo Community Services District (NCSD) on March 3 and 4, 2004, included an
exercise to let groups of participants draw ideas on a park plan. The facilities with the highest
degree of consensus included:









Preserve existing park facilities
Preserve existing oaks and open space
Retain existing multi-use trails
New community center / recreation building
Additional sports fields
Multi-use path around park perimeter
Equestrian staging area and multi use arena
Enhance safety at both park entrances

The second set of workshops, held on May 5 and 6, 2004, presented three Concept Plans.
These plans were developed based on the survey results, public input received at the March
2004 workshops, and data from the constraints analysis. These Concept Plans included a
range of park development intensities as well as options for the locations of some key
elements. At the May 2004 workshops there was no overall consensus regarding any one of
the concept plans or the precise location of recreation elements.
On July 12, 2004, County Parks staff and the Nipomo Community Advisory Council (NCAC)
held a noticed public meeting at the Nipomo High School Auditorium to present information
from the constraints analysis, the project’s public survey, take public testimony, and obtain
community and NCAC input on the NCPMP Concept Plans. Over 100 residents attended the
meeting, and diverse viewpoints were expressed, including a majority of persons requesting
additional development within the park. The NCAC recommended that the County move
forward with environmental review on the more intense Concept Plan, based on the fact that it
is easier to take items out of a master plan than put them in later. NCAC also requested that
the County review a second alternative that moved some of the larger components (such as a
2-6
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community center) to West Tefft Street versus the park’s interior. The NCAC requested that
the County return to the community for additional input upon completion of the environmental
document. In late 2004, Firma completed two Draft NCPMP drawings based on NCAC input.
The drawings included two alternatives as requested by the NCAC.

2.1.5 Initial Study
In January 2005, the County’s consultant started preparation of the project’s environmental
document (i.e., the California Environmental Quality Act initial study), including the submittal of
referrals to agencies and advisory groups. The NCAC held a special meeting on March 24,
2005, to respond to the referral. County Parks staff did not attend this meeting, nor was the
County’s noticing list used. At the March 2005 meeting, the NCAC objected to the designs
being analyzed in the project’s environmental document and proposed a “rural friendly” design
alternative. In 2006, a draft initial study was completed by the County’s consultant. County
staff coordinated with the South County Advisory Council (SCAC, previously identified as the
NCAC) and held public meetings in Nipomo on August 14 and 21, 2006, to obtain input on the
draft initial study. A majority of public comments included requests that the park remain rural
with new recreation largely located elsewhere. On August 21, 2006, the majority of the SCAC
supported the idea that the park should remain largely rural.
On March 22, 2007, County staff presented the project to the County Parks and Recreation
Commission for input. Numerous members of the public attended this meeting and expressed
various views regarding future park development. Based on County staff’s input that it is easier
to take items out of the park master plan once environmental review is complete than to add
items later, the Parks and Recreation Commission directed staff to complete the
environmental review for the two proposed alternatives (as described in the draft initial study)
and then bring the item back to the Commission for further discussion. In September 2007,
the County issued a draft initial study (#ED05-225) for the NCPMP for public review. The
initial study reviewed two alternative projects. The two alternative park master plans were
similar, with the exception of the location of major facilities such as the community center. No
un-mitigable impacts were identified in the initial study. Public comments received regarding
the initial study raised issues regarding:











aesthetics, including night lighting;
biological resources, including impacts to oak trees;
hazardous materials related to the site’s previous use;
noise from proposed facilities;
adequacy of public services, such as fire and sheriff;
land use;
adequacy of public services for proposed facilities;
traffic and circulation;
adequacy of wastewater facilities to serve the proposed park development; and,
water use.

Some of the letters received in response to the draft initial study raised concern whether the
initial study was adequate, indicating that an EIR should be completed for the project. On
November 13, 2007, County Parks staff met with the County Environmental Coordinator and
other Department of Planning and Building staff involved with the NCPMP to discuss the
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comments received on the draft initial study. On November 26, 2007, the Environmental
Coordinator recommended that an EIR be prepared for the NCPMP.

2.1.6 Project Changes Since 2007
Since the release of the Master Plan, Master Plan Alternative, and 2007 Initial Study
document, County Parks has amended the project description as follows:


All Osage Street improvements, including an adjacent trail, are now included in the
Master Plan design.



Modifications were made to proposed trail locations, including a paved trail adjacent to
Osage Street.



The Alternative Master Plan identified in the 2007 Initial Study (which moved some of
the larger recreation facilities such as a community center to West Tefft Street) will be
assessed in the Alternatives chapter of the EIR.



The existing, temporary pre-school is identified as an existing, temporary use.



Conceptual architectural drawings are provided for the proposed community center.

2.2 PROJECT OBJECTIVES
The primary goal of the NCPMP is to establish the long-range plan for NCP and Mesa
Meadows. The objectives of the NCPMP are to:

2-8



provide a range of passive and active facilities and use areas to meet the recreational
needs of the community;



maintain and upgrade existing recreational and community facilities and amenities;



effectively manage current and projected levels of park uses;



provide amenities that are aesthetically consistent with the regional character of the
area;



provide a community recreation center within the unincorporated community of
Nipomo;



incorporate infrastructure and circulation improvements to meet existing and estimated
future (2025) motor vehicle transportation warrants;



apply adaptive management strategies, including the use of improved technology, to
address new planning and management issues as they arise;



consider and support active citizen input in the decision-making process; and,



periodically review and update the NCPMP through a public review process
(approximately 15-year intervals), including consideration of the changing needs of the
community when evaluating existing and potential new amenities.
Nipomo Community Park Master Plan
Final Program Environmental Impact Report
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2.3 PROPOSED PROJECT
The proposed project under consideration in this Program EIR includes the proposed NCPMP
(refer to Figure 2-5). The plan includes a variety of recreational opportunities, including the
expansion of existing facilities, the addition of new facilities to the park, active recreational
uses including multi-use sports fields, passive recreational uses and open space, and
improvements to infrastructure. Table 2-1 shows the existing and proposed acreage of land
use-types within the park, and the percentage of the park area for each identified use. Table
2-2 lists all the proposed NCPMP facilities and their approximate respective land areas, along
with the existing facilities and areas to be substantially left undeveloped.

2.3.1 Existing Facilities
Existing major amenities in the park include: four sports fields accommodating baseball,
soccer, and football (5.3 acres), including one lighted field; four lighted tennis courts (0.6 acre);
a 0.7-acre dog park; 6,534-square foot playground; group and individual picnic areas (9,433
square feet); the 12-acre Nipomo Native Garden, including trails and planted areas; open play
area (9.3 acres); 1.1 acres of paved trails/walkways; and 4.3 acres of dirt and spur trails.
Infrastructure within the park includes: 1.2 acres of drainage improvements, including basins; 2
acres of roads; 3.1 acres of parking; 3,155 square feet of restrooms and a maintenance
building (consisting of a shop, office, and restroom); two host sites (1,284 square feet); and an
air quality monitoring station. In addition, the 7,134-square foot Nipomo Library is located
within the park and is accessed from West Tefft Street. An existing, temporary pre-school and
fenced outdoor play area occupies approximately 4,050 square feet within the park. The preschool is proposed to remain until a new pre-school is approved onsite, or elsewhere in the
community of Nipomo. Existing development can be seen on an aerial photo of the project
site (refer to Figure 2-6).
Existing recreation and infrastructure cover approximately 15 acres, or approximately 11%, of
the park. The remaining 130-acre area (including Mesa Meadows) is generally a natural area
consisting of oak woodland and coastal scrub, annual and ruderal grassland, and trails. Public
recreation at Mesa Meadows includes a roughly 1-mile Class I bicycle path and contiguous
equestrian trail. The site also contains native and non-native vegetation. The trail system at
Mesa Meadows connects into the trail system of NCP.

2.3.2 Proposed Facilities
The NCPMP proposes approximately 15.96 acres of new recreational uses within the NCP
area, 3.96 acres of new open play area (turf), and 7.57 acres of new infrastructure.
Approximately 27.5 acres of existing undeveloped area and dirt trails would be converted to
accommodate these new uses (refer to Table 2-1). The proposed project includes the
expansion of the following existing uses: 4,000-square foot expansion of the library near West
Tefft Street; an additional 8,276 square feet of playground, including a play structure and open
play area near Osage Street and Camino Caballo; 19,000-square foot expansion of the offleash dog park; an additional 14,400 square feet of tennis courts; an additional 3 acres of
paved and unpaved trails/walkways including a separate equestrian trail; restoration of spur
trails; and an additional 4 acres of open play area (turf). In addition, the NCPMP includes an
additional 10 acres of multi-use sports fields. The type of sports to be accommodated would
be determined at the time the need for added fields arises. The maximum intensity of use
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would likely be youth soccer. The area could accommodate about six youth soccer fields. The
fields are proposed to be lighted.
Proposed new amenities include a skate park or community pool (10,000 square feet) near
West Tefft Street. Additional new facilities would be located near the center of the park,
including: a 5,227-square foot amphitheater (gazebo/informal stage), basketball courts (10,000
square feet), handball courts (4,000 square feet), horseshoe pits (1,800 square feet), and an
8,400-square foot swimming pool and deck (if not constructed near West Tefft Street). A
paved walkway (11,280 square feet) is proposed along Osage Street. The NCPMP includes a
36,000-square foot community center/gymnasium to be located within the park.
The total area for the proposed community center/gymnasium and associated improvements
would be approximately 2 acres. A conceptual schematic of the community center is shown in
Figure 2-7.
Table 2-1. Master Plan Existing and Proposed Use Types
Existing

Proposed

Total

Use Type
Acres

Percentage

Acres

Percentage

Acres

Percentage

Recreation Area &
Designated Trails

8.2

5.2

15.96

10.0

24.2

15.2

Open Space &
Trails (dirt)

135

84.8

-27.49

-17.3

107.5

67.5

Open Play Area
Turf

9.2

5.76

3.96

2.5

13.1

8.2

Infrastructure

6.7

4.2

7.57

4.8

14.3

9.0

159.17

100

159.17

100

TOTAL

2.3.3 Access and Parking
2.3.3.1

Access

There are two motor vehicle entrances to NCP. One entrance is located on Pomeroy Road,
offset and east of Juniper Street. The second motor vehicle entrance is located on West Tefft
Street, adjacent to the Nipomo Library, offset and south of Orchard Avenue. The West Tefft
Street and Orchard Street intersection is currently signalized, and a pedestrian crosswalk is
located across West Tefft Street. Pedestrian, bicyclist, and equestrian trail access into NCP is
located off of Osage Street (near Charro Way), Camino Caballo (near Osage Street), and at
the northern terminus of La Serena Way. NCP is accessible from a number of collector and
local streets including: Camino Caballo, Mesa Road, Osage Road, and Tejas Place. The trail
system within Mesa Meadows is accessible from Charro Way, Tejas Place, and Amigo Place;
this trail system connects with the NCP trail system immediately east of the Charro Way and
Osage Street intersection (refer to Figure 2-5).
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Figure 2-5. Nipomo Community Park Master Plan
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Major road improvements proposed for the NCPMP include: the re-alignment of existing park
entrances on West Tefft Street and Pomeroy Road; installation of a traffic signal at the realigned Pomeroy Road/Juniper Street intersection; construction of a westbound left turn
pocket and eastbound right turn pocket on Pomeroy Road; and improvements to Osage Road,
including road widening for consistency with County road standard A-1(d) (two 11-foot wide
travel lanes, with 6-foot shoulders on each side, for a total width of 34 feet), and construction
of a trail within the road right-of-way. The project includes construction of a 6-foot wide,
paved, multi-use trail and parallel equestrian trail creating a loop around the park.
The County General Services Agency will coordinate with the County Public Works
Department prior to preparation of construction plans for road improvements in order to
confirm that road improvements will meet the standards applicable at the time of actual
development. In addition, there may be opportunities to incorporate design features that
would avoid or minimize ground disturbance, and associated impacts to mature oak trees,
drainage infrastructure, and the community.
The NCPMP does not include a specific phasing plan because amenities would be
constructed as funds are available. The Public Works Department was consulted to assess
the appropriate timing for implementation of road improvements. The Public Works
Department determined that major road improvements would be required prior to construction
and operation of any high-traffic generating facility, including the permanent pre-school and
administration building, sports fields, community center, amphitheater, swimming pool, and
skate park (Richard Marshall; March 7, 2006). Proposed uses that would not generate a
substantial amount of new trips may be constructed prior to implementation of access and
road improvements, such as open turf areas, playgrounds, dog park, handball courts, tennis
courts, basketball courts, internal roads, parking areas group picnic areas, trails, restrooms,
and stormwater improvements.

2.3.3.2

Internal Circulation and Parking

Internal vehicular access within the park is provided by a loop road, which connects the West
Tefft Street and Pomeroy Road park entrances. Additional paved access is provided for the
existing ballpark area. An additional paved loop road is proposed to provide access to
proposed facilities and parking areas in the center of NCP.
The park currently provides 325 parking spaces within several parking lots located within the
southeastern portion of the park. The parking area for the Nipomo Native Garden, located
adjacent to Osage Street, includes 10 automobile spaces and two bus spaces. The proposed
NCPMP includes an additional 386 to 422 spaces, including seven equestrian pull-through
spaces (refer to Table 2-2).

2.3.4 Park Programs and Operational Activities
In addition to the proposed facilities discussed above, the following activities and facilities are
proposed as part of the NCPMP: removal of diseased trees and replacement tree planting
program; utility infrastructure additions and maintenance; and a cellular communication
repeater station. Tree removal would be required to accommodate access improvements at
Pomeroy Road and Juniper Street, and Osage Road widening and pathway improvements.
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Table 2-2. Master Plan Existing and Proposed Amenities
Facilities

Existing (sf)

Proposed (sf)

Total (sf)

Recreation Area
Amphitheaters

0

5,227

5,227

Basketball Courts

0

10,000

10,000

6,534

8,276

14,810

0

36,000

36,000

31,988

19,000

50,988

9,433

0

9,433

Handball Courts

0

4,000

4,000

Horseshoe Pits

0

1,800

1,800

Skate Park

0

10,000

10,000

231,633

439,520

671,153

0

8,400

8,400

Tennis Courts

26,404

14,400

40,804

Trails/Walkways (paved/unpaved)

50,724

127,373

178,097

Osage Street Walkway (paved)

0

11,280

11,280

Volleyball Court

0

0

0

356,716

695,276

1,051,992

5,689,881

-1,113,510

4,576,371

Open Play Area (Turf)

399,805

172,498

572,303

Trails (dirt)

190,200

-84,276

105,924

6,279,886

-1,025,288

5,254,598

54,900

108,900

163,800

7,134

4,000

11,134

137,166
(325 spaces)

183,388
(422 spaces)

320,554
(747 spaces)

4,050
(temporary)

0

4,050
(permanent)

Two Host Sites

1,284

0

1,284

Restrooms/Maintenance Buildings

3,155

1,490

4,645

89,036

32,234

121,270

296,725

330,012

626,737

Playgrounds
Community Center
Dog Parks
Group Picnic Areas

Sports Fields (Turf)
Swimming Pool/Deck

Subtotal
Open Space
Open Space (undeveloped)

Subtotal
Infrastructure
Basins
Library Building
Parking
Pre-school

Roads
Subtotal
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Figure 2-7. Community Center Conceptual Schematic
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2.3.4.1

Replacement Tree Planting Program

Many of the existing park trees are Monterey pine (Pinus radiata); this species is highly
susceptible to devastating disease including pine pitch canker. The replacement tree planting
program includes regular evaluation of trees, and subsequent maintenance, removal (if the
tree is dead and/or a hazard to public safety), and replacement depending on the monitored
health of the tree. Pre-emptive replacement of trees prior to removal may be implemented.
Proposed replacement trees may include: Coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia), California
sycamore (Platanus racemosa), California pepper (Schinus molle), Coast redwood (Sequoia
sempervirens), and Monterey cypress (Callitropsis macrocarpa).

2.3.4.2

Utility Infrastructure Additions and Maintenance

Water Supply
Water service is currently supplied to NCP through a contractual Water Service Agreement
(WSA) executed between the NCSD and the County (recorded May 29, 1984). The WSA
states that the NCSD will provide water to the park for the purposes of irrigation, sanitation,
and miscellaneous uses. In 2004, the NCSD constructed a waterline through the park
adjacent to Dana Elementary School, within a 5-foot wide easement executed between the
County and the NCSD. The width of this utility easement is approximately 20 feet from the
southern edge of the property. Water is delivered to the park via a 3-inch water main that is
located within the right-of-way on Pomeroy Road. The County proposes to continue receiving
water from the NCSD to serve the park, potentially including the use of recycled water.
The Mesa Meadows subdivision (Tract 2304) is served by the NCSD.
located along Osage Street, Charro Way, Tejas Place, and Amigo Place.

Water mains are

Wastewater
Wastewater disposal for the park is currently treated by individual septic systems for four
existing restroom facilities. The project includes two additional restroom facilities to serve park
visitors. Effluent disposal and treatment could be accomplished by two methods: septic tanks
and leachfield systems, or fiberglass holding tanks that are regularly pumped and maintained.
The Mesa Meadows subdivision (Tract 2304) is served by onsite, individual septic systems.

Stormwater Management
The project site currently receives stormwater flow from adjacent developed areas, which is
directed into existing onsite stormwater basins (1.2 acres). Existing drainage improvements in
the northeast area of the park include small drainage channels, v-shaped concrete swales,
culverts, and unlined infiltration basins. Collected stormwater percolates into the soil within the
basins. An earthen drainage channel located along the northern property line accommodates
stormwater flows originating from the parking lot along the Pomeroy Road frontage. The
earthen drainage channel then flows southwest and empties onto a rock riprap energy
dissipater into an unlined retention basin constructed at the West Tefft Street and Pomeroy
Road intersection. The retention basin also receives storm flows via three 12-inch culverts:
one that conveys stormwater from underneath Pomeroy Road from a low-lying area across the
street at the intersection of West Tefft Street and Pomeroy Road, a storm drain on the park
side of West Tefft Street, and a culvert that flows underneath West Tefft Street originating from
bordering residential developments to the east of the park.
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An engineered drainage system is located within Mesa Meadows, including multiple 24-inch
corrugated metal culverts designed to convey stormwater runoff from the residential
development into four infiltration basins located adjacent to Mesa Road. The basins discharge
stormwater via percolation into the sandy topsoil.
The proposed project includes the following drainage improvements to manage stormwater
flow during rain events: (1) construct a new basin in the center of the southern half of the park,
and (2) install a drainage pipe along Pomeroy Road within the existing drainage swale.

2.3.4.3

Cellular Communication Repeater Station

A repeater station is a combination of a receiver and a transmitter that receives a weak or lowlevel signal and retransmits it at a higher level or higher power, so that the signal can cover
longer distances without degradation. These facilities require a power source for operation.
One repeater station is currently located at NCP on an existing light pole that illuminates the
field. A second repeater station was approved by the County Department of Planning and
Building in 2009 and is located in the same vicinity as the existing station.

2.4 MASTER PLAN IMPLEMENTATION
2.4.1 Project Phasing and Funding
The Master Plan does not establish a phasing plan, although the estimated timeframe for
completion is 20 years. Once a master park plan is adopted, County Parks staff will go back to
the community to determine priorities. The timing, type, and extent of infrastructure
extensions, offsite improvements such as traffic signals, and earthwork would depend upon
the type and extent of the first new facilities to be implemented. Conversely, the choice of
which facilities to implement first, second, or third may be influenced by the cost of
infrastructure and earthwork that must accompany the recreation facilities.
The overall cost to construct the Master Plan is shown in Appendix A (Master Plan). The cost
for each element is based on conceptual design characteristics; therefore, the cost for any
particular element could go up or down once the more detailed design is developed.
It is possible that the Nipomo community, a concessionaire, and/or a community organization
may be a partner in the development of the community recreation buildings planned for the
park. The cost to construct these facilities is identified as a separate item on the construction
cost breakdown (2003 dollars) in Appendix A (Master Plan).

2.4.2 Master Plan Amendment
The Master Plan is intended to guide development of the park to an envisioned “build out”
some undetermined years in the future. While the purpose of a Master Plan is to guide
decisions over a number of years, it is recognized that as time passes community needs and
priorities may change and the Master Plan may need updating and revising. The Master Plan
should be updated at 15-year intervals to ensure that it remains viable and relevant as a guide
for meeting the park and recreation needs of the community. The Master Plan may be
amended at any point along the way if new ideas or pressing needs warrant a change in the
Plan. The process for amending the Master Plan would involve community workshops, SCAC
and County Parks and Recreation Commission input, and review and approval by the County
Board of Supervisors.
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ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING
3.1 Physical Setting and Existing Land Uses
The project area consists of two connected park areas located in San Luis Obispo County,
California, within the unincorporated community of Nipomo, roughly 1 mile west of the U.S.
Highway 101 (US 101)/West Tefft Street intersection and 6 miles inland from the Pacific
Ocean (refer to Figure 2-2). The topography of the Nipomo Mesa, lying west of US 101,
consists generally of open flat areas, linear valleys, and hilly knolls formed in an area of sand
dunes. Of California’s 13 original coastal dune systems, only four remain relatively intact. The
Guadalupe-Nipomo Dunes, an 18-mile-long complex is one of them, and comprises the
second largest coastal dune system in the state (Guadalupe-Nipomo Dunes Draft Interpretive
Master Plan, March 2004). The regional landscape can be broadly defined as an old marine
terrace between the coast and the hills to the east. The sand dune complexes along the
beach transition to wide mesas inland. Slopes generally vary between 2% and 10%. The
native landscape generally includes coast live oak woodland and coastal sage chaparral with
riparian corridors along the drainage ways. Eucalyptus trees were introduced into the area as
a forest crop and have since become established over much of the mesa. The Nipomo Mesa
area contains only minor waterways, generally having an east-west orientation on their way to
the Pacific Ocean.
The approximately 159-acre project area consists of the Nipomo Community Park (NCP)
(approximately 137 acres) and the Mesa Meadows passive recreation area (approximately 22
acres) (refer to Figure 3-1). NCP is bounded by Pomeroy Road to the northeast, Osage Street
to the west, West Tefft Street to the southeast, a residential development to the south, and
Dana Elementary School and the Nipomo Community Library to the southeast. The project
area consists of four separate parcels (Assessor’s Parcel Numbers [APNs] 092-121-085, 092121-086, 091-313-049, and 091-313-050) (refer to Figure 3-2).

3.1.1 Nipomo Community Park
NCP is predominantly in the Recreation land use category. Approximately 9.4 acres along the
southern boundary is designated Public Facilities, and is currently undeveloped. The park
consists of multiple-use open parkland uses, including three little league baseball fields, one
regulation-sized baseball field, lighted tennis courts, basketball hoops, children's playgrounds,
individual and group day-use picnic sites, dog parks, equestrian trails, bike and pedestrian
paths, and locally maintained native plant and community gardens. The park also contains
existing infrastructure, including basins, a library building, parking, a temporary pre-school,
restrooms, and maintenance buildings.
The northern corner of the NCP encompasses the Nipomo Native Garden. The Garden’s
approximately 12 acres are in the final stages of being restored to a native botanical garden
featuring native plant communities endemic to the Nipomo Mesa and dunes complex. The
Garden is a local, community-based federal and state non-profit organization composed of
volunteers and members who support the restoration effort, and offers opportunities for
education, conservation, restoration, research, and recreation using plants of the Nipomo
Mesa Guadalupe Dunes Complex.
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3.1.2 Mesa Meadows Recreation Area
Mesa Meadows is within the Residential Suburban land use category. The 22-acre
recreational area was deeded to the County of San Luis Obispo (County) in 2001 as part of an
Open Space Agreement associated with the residential development. The Mesa Meadows
passive recreation area is an open space area located within two parcels adjacent to, and
immediately southwest of, the NCP. The area was donated in fee to the County as open
space, which limits the use to passive land uses only, and was accepted by the County on
November 7, 2000. The Mesa Meadows Landscape and Amenity Plan (2002) was approved
in conjunction with residents living in the Mesa Meadows subdivision. Mesa Meadows
currently provides passive recreation opportunities, and existing uses include a Class I bike
path, nature trail, and undeveloped open space.

3.2 Surrounding Land Uses
The community of Nipomo is located within the South County Inland planning area. The
Nipomo Urban Reserve Line (URL) encompasses approximately 3,951 acres (South County
Area Plan – Inland, Land Use pp. 4-19). There are no major topographical features affecting
the extent and density of development; therefore, the major determining factor of urban
development will likely be the availability and feasibility of community services, including water
supply, sewage disposal, and transportation improvements. The build-out potential for the
Nipomo urban area is 24,032 people. Nipomo has been targeted in the South County Inland
Area Plan as being developed as the economic, cultural, and residential center of the South
County planning area.
NCP is located within the Nipomo urban area, and is generally surrounded by single-family
residential development. Public facility uses surrounding the park include the Nipomo
Community Library and Dana Elementary School. The Nipomo Community Library is a public
library affiliated with the San Luis Obispo City/County Library. Dana Elementary School
enrolls approximately 595 students in grades kindergarten through sixth grade. Also located
at the intersection of Pomeroy Road and West Tefft Street is Community Health Centers of the
Central Coast, Inc., a non-profit network of health centers that provide primary health care,
dental services, health education, preventative care, mental health services, specialized
services, and wellness pregnancy programs to Central Coast residents.
NCP and Mesa Meadows are surrounded by the land use categories and associated land
uses shown in Table 3-1.
Table 3-1. Surrounding Land Uses
Area

Land Designations

Land Uses

North

Residential Suburban, Residential Single Family

single family residences

South

Public Facilities, Office Professional, Residential
Suburban, Residential Single Family

school, library, single family residences,
health center

East

Residential Suburban, Residential Single Family

single family residences

West

Residential Suburban

single family residences
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Figure 3-1. Land Use Designations
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Figure 3-2. Parcel Map
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Photograph 3-1. Current Park Entrance off of Pomeroy Road

Photograph 3-2. Existing Parking Facility and Lighted Ball Fields

Photograph 3-3. Existing Park Loop Road and Drainage Basin

Photograph 3-4. Nipomo Native Botanical Garden
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3-6

Photograph 3-5. Open Space Area/Trails

Photograph 3-6. Open Space Area/Trails

Photograph 3-7. Northern Boundary of Park/
Facing West along Osage Street

Photograph 3-8. Eastern Boundary of Park/
Facing North along Pomeroy Road
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Land uses are further discussed in the Land Use section (Section 4.7) of the Environmental
Impact Report (EIR), and the consistency of proposed land uses at the project area with
applicable County and local plans, policies, and goals is analyzed.

3.3 Consistency with Land Use Plans and Policies
3.3.1 Overview
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines §15125(d) states, “the EIR shall
discuss any inconsistencies between the proposed project and applicable general plans and
regional plans.” While CEQA requires a discussion of consistency with public plans,
inconsistency does not necessarily lead to a significant impact. Inconsistency with public
plans creates significant impacts under CEQA only when an adverse physical effect would
result from the inconsistency. This section provides general information as to the plans and
policies applicable to the proposed project as stated in the following documents. It is the
responsibility of the County, the lead CEQA decision maker, to make the final determination
regarding consistency issues. The following plans and policies are applicable to the proposed
project and are described in the following sections:









Inland Framework for Planning – Land Use Element
County of San Luis Obispo South County Inland Area Plan
San Luis Obispo County Land Use Ordinance (LUO) (Title 22), Nipomo Urban Area
Planning Standards
San Luis Obispo County General Plan
o Parks and Recreation Element
o Noise Element
o Safety Element
West Tefft Corridor Design Plan
Clean Air Plan
Basin Plan

Table 3-2 presents a summary of potential inconsistencies between the proposed project and
the applicable plans and policies listed above. Additional consistency analysis with local plans
and policies is provided in the individual environmental analysis sections of the EIR. For
example, the Air Quality section (Section 4.1) includes an assessment of the project’s
consistency with the Clean Air Plan, and the Water Resources section (Section 4.12) includes
a discussion regarding the Water Service Agreement between the County and Nipomo
Community Services District (NCSD). To the extent that the proposed project may be
inconsistent with portions of these documents, remedies such as project revisions, special
conditions of approval, variance, or plan amendments may be required. All adverse physical
effects resulting from any inconsistency are discussed in the appropriate environmental
analysis sections of the EIR (refer to Chapter 4 of this Program EIR).
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3.3.2 Relevant Land Use Plans
Pursuant to the LUO (Title 22 of the County Code), §22.06.040 (Exemptions from Land Use
Permit Requirements), County projects constructed by the County or its contractors are
exempt from the land use permit requirements of Title 22, including compliance with noted
planning area standards identified in the South County Area Plan. However, it is the policy of
the County to implement actions that are consistent with Title 22 and the County General Plan.
In addition, while the County is not subject to ordinance requirements, the LUO includes
standards that are useful as possible thresholds of significance, such as noise standards, and
mitigation measures (i.e., preparation of drainage and erosion control plans). Ordinances and
standards applicable to the project area are listed and discussed below.

3.3.2.1

Inland Framework for Planning – Land Use Element

The first part of the County Land Use Element is the Framework for Planning. The Framework
contains policies and procedures that apply to the unincorporated area outside the coastal
zone, and defines how the Land Use Element is used together with the LUO and other
adopted plans. The Framework also explains the criteria used in applying land use categories
and combining designations to the land, and the operation of the Resource Management
System. Combining designations are special map categories that identify areas of unique
resources or potential hazards that necessitate more careful project review.

3.3.2.2

County of San Luis Obispo South County Inland Area Plan

The project lies within the unincorporated area of San Luis Obispo County, and outside of the
California Coastal Zone, which is under the jurisdiction of the South County Inland Area Plan.
The plan acts as a guide for the cohesive and comprehensive development of the South
County Inland Area, and seeks to guide future development that will balance the social,
economic, environmental and governmental resources and activities affecting the quality of life
within the area. This plan includes planning area standards for the South County Planning
Area, which includes the urban community of Nipomo, and seeks to preserve the character of
the communities and rural areas that currently exist in the area.

3.3.2.3

San Luis Obispo County Land Use Ordinance, Nipomo Urban Area
Planning Standards

The LUO (Title 22 of the County Code) includes regulations established and adopted to
protect and promote public health, safety and welfare. Regulations are also adopted to
implement the County General Plan, guide and manage the future growth of the county in
accordance with those plans, and regulate land use in a manner that will encourage and
support the orderly development and beneficial use of lands within the county. In addition,
ordinance regulations are in place to minimize adverse effects on the public resulting from land
use and development, as well as to protect and enhance the significant natural, historic,
archeological, and scenic resources within the county as identified by the County General
Plan. Article 9 of the Land Use Ordinance includes standards for proposed development and
new land uses that are specific to each of the planning areas defined by the Land Use
Element, including standards specifically applicable to the Nipomo Urban Area. These
standards are mandatory requirements, intended to address the local planning issues of each
planning area.
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3.3.2.4

San Luis Obispo County General Plan

Parks and Recreation Element
The Parks and Recreation Element is an optional component of the County General Plan. The
County has had a Recreation Element as part of its General Plan since 1968, showing an
early commitment by the County to provide adequate park and recreation opportunities for
both residents and visitors. The Parks and Recreation Element establishes goals, policies,
and implementation measures for management, renovation, and expansion of existing, and
development of new, parks and recreation facilities in order to meet existing and projected
needs and to ensure an equitable distribution of parks throughout the county. The purpose of
the Parks and Recreation Element is to: (1) provide policy guidance regarding the provision of
park and recreation services, (2) document the county’s existing park and recreation
resources, and (3) facilitate the evaluation of park and recreation needs including those
resources that are outside the County’s management during the land use decision process.

Conservation and Open Space Element
The County Conservation and Open Space Element (COSE) consists of a policy and program
document and a technical appendix. The COSE policy and program document includes
separate chapters to address air quality, biological resources, cultural resources, energy,
mineral resources, open space, visual resources, and water resources. The technical
appendix includes the County’s first baseline greenhouse gas emissions inventory. The COSE
is based on the principles of smart growth, with the intent to preserve unique or valuable
natural resources, to manage development within the sustainable capacity of the county’s
resources, and to reduce the county’s contribution to global climate change.

Noise Element
The County Noise Element provides a policy framework for addressing potential noise impacts
in the planning process, and minimizing future noise conflicts. The Noise Element identifies
transportation-related, stationary, and potential operational noise generators in the county,
provides a list of noise-sensitive land uses, and identifies acceptable and unacceptable
thresholds of noise exposure based on land use. The Noise Element also provides mitigation
measures that should be applied to projects when noise attenuation is required to meet
identified thresholds.

Safety Element
The two primary principles of the County Safety Element are emergency preparedness and
managed development to reduce risk. The Safety Element identifies potential emergency
situations and natural disasters within the county, and includes goals and policies for response
during an emergency or natural disaster, and avoidance of unnecessary risk.

3.3.2.5

West Tefft Corridor Design Plan

The project area is bounded for approximately 980 feet on the eastern boundary (APN 092121-086) by West Tefft Street. The West Tefft Corridor Design Plan addresses the design of
new development and streets near West Tefft Street between US 101 and Dana Elementary
School, including the area along West Tefft Street encompassed by the proposed project. The
area of West Tefft Street bordering the proposed project was included in the Design Plan
solely to extend parkway/sidewalk concepts within the right-of-way. The central concerns of
the plan are to avoid the development of suburban shopping centers throughout the
designated downtown and to avoid street environments that are dangerous or unattractive to
Nipomo Community Park Master Plan
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pedestrians. The Design Plan gives guidance for the desired appearance and scale of streets,
buildings and open spaces, which are to be achieved through the public review of new projects
and their completion.

3.3.2.6

Clean Air Plan

As part of the California Clean Air Act, the San Luis Obispo County Air Pollution Control
District (SLOAPCD) is required to develop a plan to achieve and maintain the state ozone
standard by the earliest practicable date. The Clean Air Plan (CAP) outlines the SLOAPCD's
strategies to reduce ozone precursor emissions from a wide variety of stationary and mobile
sources. The 2001 CAP was adopted by the SLOAPCD at their hearing on March 26, 2002.

3.3.2.7

Basin Plan

The Water Quality Control Plan for the Central Coast Region (Basin Plan) is the Regional
Water Quality Control Board's (RWQCB) master water quality control planning document. It
designates beneficial uses and water quality objectives for waters of the State, including
surface waters and groundwater. It also includes programs of implementation to achieve
water quality objectives. Periodically, the RWQCB considers amendments to the Basin Plan.
Each amendment is subject to an extensive public review process. At a public hearing, the
RWQCB may act to adopt the amendment. Adopted amendments are subject to approval by
State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB), the Office of Administrative Law and, in most
cases, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).
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Table 3-2. Consistency with Plans and Policies
Goals, Policies, Plans, Programs and Standards

Proposed Action

Determination

1. F. Planning Principles, Policies, Implementing Strategies.
Strategic Growth Policy 2.4. Create complete communities with
appropriate areas for housing, commerce, civic uses, schools,
recreation and open spaces.

The NCP is currently the only developed public park in Nipomo.
Other opportunities for park improvements in the community
include the recently approved Jack Ready Park, Jim Miller
Memorial Park, and private developments. The proposed
project recommends the enhancement and addition of
recreational facilities at this existing park facility.
The
concentration of recreational facilities at this one location may
leave more distant areas of Nipomo without convenient park
facilities. However, the County has recognized the need for
additional neighborhood parks in Nipomo, and the project does
not preempt or hinder the development of such additional
recreational areas.

Consistent.

1. F. Planning Principles, Policies, Implementing Strategies.
Strategic Growth Policy 2.11. Provide adequate community
amenities, parks, natural areas and trails in support of new
development, which will support a high quality of life and a compact
form of community development.

The project proposes the development and/or enhancement of
various trails, park areas and natural areas at the NCP,
consistent with this policy. While other neighborhood park
areas are still needed in Nipomo, the project enhances those
resources that are available at the existing park location.

Consistent.

1. F. Planning Principles, Policies, Implementing Strategies.
Strategic Growth Policy 4.1. Plan communities with schools,
parks, public spaces, transit stops and commercial districts located
as focal points within convenient walking distances of
neighborhoods.

The proposed project would create and enhance recreational
and natural resources and facilities serving surrounding single
family residences and incorporates various connective trails
and pathways to surrounding neighborhood areas. Though
concentration of recreational facilities at this one site may leave
other distant areas of Nipomo without recreational facilities, the
project does not hinder the development of additional parks in
the future to serve more distant neighborhoods.

Consistent.

1. F. Planning Principles, Policies, Implementing Strategies.
Strategic Growth Policy 4.4. Provide parks, natural areas and
recreational facilities with new urban development to enhance a
community’s quality of life and improve public health.

The proposed project incorporates various new and enhanced
recreational and natural resource areas and facilities,
consistent with this policy.

Consistent.

1. F. Planning Principles, Policies, Implementing Strategies.
Strategic Growth Policy 4.5. Create neighborhoods and nonresidential areas that minimize fear and crime though environmental
and urban design.

The proposed project incorporates “Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design” standards and “Lighting and Lighting
Systems” guidelines in coordination with the San Luis Obispo
County Sheriff’s Office, consistent with this policy.

Consistent.

Framework for Planning (Inland) – Land Use Element
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Table 3-2. Consistency with Plans and Policies
Goals, Policies, Plans, Programs and Standards

Proposed Action

Determination

1. F. Planning Principles, Policies, Implementing Strategies.
Strategic Growth Policy 5.5. Make communities more bicycleand pedestrian-friendly with safe and attractive routes.

The proposed project incorporates various connective trails and
pathways to serve surrounding residential areas, consistent
with this policy.

Consistent.

4. C. Policies and Implementing Strategies for Public Services.
Implementing Strategy 1.a. Avoid the use of public resources,
services and facilities beyond their renewable capacities, and
monitor new development to ensure that its resource demands will
not exceed existing or planned capacities or service levels.

Through implementation of mitigation measures set forth in
Section 4.9, Public Services and Utilities, the proposed project
is not expected to create a demand on public services beyond
their available capacity levels.

Consistent.

5. Circulation Element, C. Goals and Objectives, 10. Encourage
policies for new development to finance adequate additional
circulation and access as a result of increased traffic it will cause.

The project includes major road improvements, including the
re-alignment of existing park entrances on West Tefft Street
and Pomeroy Road; installation of a traffic signal at the realigned Pomeroy Road/Juniper Street intersection; construction
of a westbound left turn pocket and an eastbound right turn
pocket on Pomeroy Road; and improvements to Osage Road,
including road widening for consistency with County road
standard A-1(d) and construction of a trail within the road rightof-way. These road improvements and implementation of
proposed mitigation measures will mitigate traffic-related
impacts to a less than significant level.

Consistent.

5. Circulation Element, I. Bikeways, Implementing Strategy 3.
Regional trails that link communities should be provided consistent
with the Parks and Recreation Element, to enable more alternative
transportation between and through communities.

The proposed project incorporates a series of trails, bike paths,
equestrian trails, and pedestrian walkways connecting the Park
and Mesa Meadows with surrounding residential areas,
consistent with this policy.

Consistent.

Nipomo Urban Area Programs, 11. Community Appearance.
Work with neighborhoods to improve their appearance and clean up
deteriorated residences and vacant properties. Assist in organizing
events, workdays, and contests to motivate public participation,
focusing on repair and renovation, construction of new fencing,
landscaping, paths and a park.

The project proposes development or enhancement of various
trails, paths and park facilities, consistent with this policy.
Mitigation measures have also been proposed to reduce
impacts and create an aesthetically consistent appearance of
the park.

Consistent.

Nipomo Urban Area Programs, 13. Pathway Plan. Work with the
community to prepare a plan for pedestrian circulation through the
urban area. The plan should identify locations of walking and riding

The project proposes a series of trails, paths, and walkways
that will increase connectivity between the park, surrounding
residences, and urban areas in proximity to the park.

Consistent.

County of San Luis Obispo South County Area Plan – Inland
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Table 3-2. Consistency with Plans and Policies
Goals, Policies, Plans, Programs and Standards

Proposed Action

Determination

Nipomo Urban Area Programs, 14. Neighborhood Parks. The
county, Lucia Mar Unified School District and Nipomo Community
Services District should jointly develop neighborhood parks adjacent
to proposed new school sites and small parks throughout
neighborhoods consistent with the County Parks and Recreation
Element.

The project consolidates many of Nipomo’s recreational
opportunities at one park location. However, the project does
not inhibit the County, NCSD, or Lucia Mar Unified School
District from developing neighborhood parks in other parts of
the community.

Consistent.

Nipomo Urban Area Programs, 15. Implementation Program –
Nipomo Regional Park. The General Services Department should
prepare an implementation program for improvements to the park
consistent with the County Parks and Recreation Element.

The purpose of the project is to establish a park Master Plan to
guide future development and improvements at the park,
consistent with this policy.

Consistent.

Nipomo Urban Area Programs, 16. Improvements – Nipomo
Regional Park. The General Services Department should proceed
with improvements at Nipomo Regional Park to complete the
Nipomo Regional Park Master Plan within a specific schedule.

The purpose of the project is to establish a park Master Plan to
guide future development and improvements at the park,
consistent with this policy.

Consistent.

Circulation, Goal 1. Transportation should be planned to facilitate
the use of all modes to improve traffic service and air quality.
Transportation planning should be consistent between the Planning
and Public Works Departments.

Implementation of the NCPMP includes improvements to local
roadways, and would facilitate alternative transportation

Consistent

Circulation, Objective (a). Utilize transportation system/demand
management to develop various means of reducing traffic volume
increases and conflicts, and reduce the need for roadway capacity
improvements.

Mitigation is recommended to incorporate transportation
demand management to reduce trip generation during the PM
peak hour.

Consistent

Circulation, Objective (f). Provide an opportunity for public input
before decisions are made on road improvement needs.

Public circulation of this EIR will provide an opportunity for
public review and comment.

Consistent

Bikeways, Objectives and Policies 5. Recreation. Develop
Class I bikeways with multi-use trails through public recreational
areas and along public right-of-ways where deemed appropriate
due to scenic and/or recreational resources. The protection of
natural resources should also be achieved.

The project also proposes a paved walkway along Osage
Street, and a multi-use trail around most of the perimeter of the
Park.
The project also entails the development or
enhancement of a series of trails and walkways at the NCP that
connect the park to Mesa Meadows, surrounding
neighborhoods, and the West Tefft Street downtown core.

Consistent.

paths connecting neighborhoods to shopping areas, parks and
schools. Linear parkways should be studied as one method of
providing alternate pedestrian routes within public areas.
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Table 3-2. Consistency with Plans and Policies
Goals, Policies, Plans, Programs and Standards

Proposed Action

Determination

Circulation Programs, Nipomo Urban Area, 12. Tefft Street and
Thompson Road Improvements. The Public Works and Planning
Departments should develop a landscaping and sidewalk
improvement plan for Thompson Road and West Tefft Street,
including considering landscaped center medians along West Tefft
Street, using low water-consuming plantings of ground cover,
shrubs and street trees. This project should be implemented with
any major street improvement or widening and upon the assumption
of maintenance responsibility by the county or another association
or agency such as the Nipomo Community Services District.

Implementation of the NCPMP does not preclude these
improvements.

Consistent

San Luis Obispo County Code, Title 22, Land Use Ordinance, Nipomo Urban Area Standards
22.112.080, A. Community Wide Standards, 4. Nipomo Lowland
Areas – Drainage Plan Requirements. All land use permit
applications for new structures or additions to the ground floor of
existing structures shall require drainage plan approval in
compliance with Chapter 22.52, unless the County Engineer
determines that the individual project site is not subject to or will not
create drainage problems.

While the County is not required to obtain a land use permit, a
drainage plan will be prepared for review by the County Public
Works Department.

Consistent

22.112.080, C. West Tefft Corridor Design Plan, 1. Compliance
with the West Tefft Design Plan. The West Tefft Design Plan and
any amendments thereto, is hereby incorporated into this Section as
though it were fully set forth here. All Zoning Clearances, Minor
Use Permit, Conditional Use Permit and land division applications
within the West Tefft Design Plan Area shall be in conformity and
compliance with the West Tefft Design Plan. In the event of any
conflict between the provisions of this Title and the Design Plan, the
Design Plan shall control.

The project has been analyzed for consistency with the Tefft
Corridor Design Plan, as set forth in this table, below.

Consistent.

San Luis Obispo County General Plan, Parks and Recreation Element
Parks Goal, Objective, and Policies, Objective A: Maintain and
improve as well as provide new and expanded parks and recreation
within the County consistent with Chapter 8 Parks and Recreation
Project List, and the County’s available funding.
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The intent of the proposed project is to create new and expand
existing park and recreational opportunities at NCP. Various
elements of the proposed project are listed on the Chapter 8
Parks and Recreation Project List, including a Nipomo
Community Center and community trails.

Consistent.
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Table 3-2. Consistency with Plans and Policies
Goals, Policies, Plans, Programs and Standards

Proposed Action

Determination

Parks Goal, Objective, and Policies, Policy 2.1: Provide parks
which are aesthetic and consistent with community needs.

The project has been designed to be aesthetically consistent
with the surrounding setting, and mitigation measures are
further proposed to mitigate any visual impacts to less than
significant levels.

Consistent.

Parks Goal, Objective, and Policies, Policy 2.3:
When
developing parkland:
1. Prepare adequate studies to determine site constraints.
2. Prepare and implement a master plan for the site.
3. Provide reasonable buffers between existing uses and the
new park facilities in order to reduce impacts.
4. Use joint use opportunities and adopt-a-park programs as
they are available.

The project proposes implementation of a Master Plan for the
NCP, and is based on a 2004 Constraints Analysis, consistent
with this policy. Land use buffers are incorporated into the plan
to minimize impacts.

Consistent

Parks Goal, Objective, and Policies, Policy 2.4: Preserve County
parkland for active and passive recreation. Community facilities,
which have little to no recreational component, shall be placed
outside of an existing or proposed park.

The new facilities and uses proposed in the project are
intended to provide active and passive recreational
opportunities in NCP, consistent with this policy. All other
proposed uses, i.e. drainage basins, maintenance buildings,
etc., are appurtenant to the project’s primary recreational
components.

Consistent.

Recreation Goal, Objectives and Policies, Objective B: Provide
new and expanded recreation within the County consistent with
Chapter 8 Parks and Recreation List, and the County’s available
funding.

The intent of the proposed project is to create new and expand
existing park and recreational opportunities at NCP. Various
elements of the proposed project are listed on the Chapter 8
Parks and Recreation Project List, including a Nipomo
Community Center and community trails.

Consistent.

Recreation Goal, Objectives and Policies, General Recreation,
Policy 3.1: To provide an equitable distribution of recreation
throughout the County, County Parks should attempt to provide new
or expanded recreation (as a first priority) in those Planning Areas
that have:
1. Experienced faster growth rates.
2. Very limited existing park acreage and/or recreation
opportunities in relation to population density.
When
assessing existing park acreage and/or recreation
opportunities consider parks and recreation offered by all
entities provided that entity offers comparable service to the
County’s unincorporated population.

The South County Inland Area Plan of the LUO indicates that
the South County Inland Area averages almost twice the
annual growth rate of the rest of the County in general, with the
Nipomo urban area experiencing the majority of new
development.
The project proposes new and expanded
recreational uses and facilities at the only existing developed
park serving the Nipomo community, consistent with this policy.
Other opportunities for park improvements in the community
include the recently approved Jack Ready Park, Jim Miller
Memorial Park, and private developments.

Consistent.
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Table 3-2. Consistency with Plans and Policies
Goals, Policies, Plans, Programs and Standards

Proposed Action

Determination

Recreation Goal, Objectives and Policies, General Recreation,
Policy 3.2: Provide recreation at the County’s parks consistent with
community needs.

The project entails new and expanded open space and
recreational uses at Nipomo’s only existing developed park,
consistent with this policy.

Consistent.

Recreation Goal, Objectives and Policies, General Recreation,
Policy 3.3: Seek joint use agreements, volunteer and other
partnership opportunities to augment recreational services and
reduce project costs.

Implementation of the NCPMP does not preclude such
agreements.

Consistent

Recreation Goal, Objectives and Policies, General Recreation,
Policy 3.4: When considering the acceptance or development of
capital intensive recreational facilities such as community centers,
indoor sports centers, and aquatic centers, attempt to get numerous
entities involved to split the cost of acquisition, design, development
and maintenance.

Implementation of the NCPMP does not preclude such
agreements.

Consistent

Recreation Goal, Objectives and Policies, General Recreation,
Policy 3.5: Provide recreation programs at the County’s owned or
leased facilities which provide adequate cost recovery.

Implementation of the NCPMP does not preclude development
of recreation programs. Improvement and development of
facilities would provide the opportunity for additional
recreational programs at NCP.

Consistent

Recreation Goal, Objectives and Policies, Trails, Objective C:
Provide a viable multi-use trail system which is protective of private
property interests and public resources, and consistent with Chapter
8 Parks and Recreation List.

The project proposes conversion of approximately 15.96 acres
of existing undeveloped area and dirt trails to a variety of new
recreational and infrastructure uses. However, these trails are
not in areas designated for trail development in the Parks and
Recreation List. The project also proposes a paved walkway
along Osage Street, and a multi-use trail around most of the
perimeter of the Park, consistent with the Chapter 8 List.

Consistent.

Recreation Goal, Objectives and Policies, Trails, Policy 3.7:
County Parks shall consider as the highest priority those trail
projects which:
1. Are on land owned or operated by the County, including
public rights of way.
2. Connect urban communities or provide access to recreation
areas.
3. Complete a trail corridor, where only small portions are
remaining.
4. Will be popular due to their length or duration.

The trails proposed in the project are located on County-owned
lands, and provide access to various proposed facilities of the
NCP from surrounding neighborhoods.

Consistent
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Proposed Action

Determination

Recreation Goal, Objectives and Policies, Trails, Policy 3.8: To
protect the interests of adjacent land uses (both public and private)
and the environment, trail projects shall:
1. Be consistent with the standards in the General Plan
including the County’s Agriculture and Open Space Element.
2. Stay as far away as reasonable from production agriculture,
commercial activities and residences.
3. Be built to minimize impacts to sensitive resources.
4. Provide signs that identify permitted trail uses; directions to
relevant public areas; and provide for safety and protection of
trail users and adjacent property.
5. Provide trail fencing where necessary to discourage trespass
onto neighboring land and to protect sensitive resources.
6. Impose enforceable limitations on the trail use, as
appropriate.
7. Be designed and constructed consistent with the trails
standards contained in Appendix B of this document.

The proposed trail system would be designed to comply with
this goal. Mitigation measures have also been recommended
to further reduce impacts on sensitive resources.

Consistent

Recreation Goal, Objectives and Policies, Trails, Policy 3.9:
County agencies will work together to coordinate the development,
maintenance and use of trails.

Implementation of the NCPMP would require coordination with
multiple agencies and local advisory groups.

Consistent

Recreation Goal, Objectives and Policies, Trails, Policy 3.14:
Prior to the construction and/or County acceptance of a public trail
corridor, the approving authority must make findings that:
1. Sufficient funds are available for the trail’s on-going
maintenance; and
2. The liability for the trail has been addressed pursuant to
Policy 3.15.

Implementation of the NCPMP would require compliance with
this measure. Development of trails would be phased based
on available funding for development and maintenance.

Consistent

Funding, Acquisition, Development & Maintenance Goals,
Objectives, and Policies, Objective H: Develop a funding
mechanism that provides for acquisition, development and
maintenance of parks, recreation, natural areas, and coastal

Implementation of the NCPMP would not be inconsistent with
this objective; long-range planning and funding is necessary to
ensure development and maintenance of proposed facilities.

Consistent

5.
6.
7.
8.

Offer alternative transportation.
Solve a safety concern.
Include a funding source.
Minimize costs of development and maintenance.
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Proposed Action

Determination

Funding, Acquisition, Development & Maintenance Goals,
Objectives, and Policies, Policy 6.2: Develop a funding program
that balances community need with available revenues. Use an
economic consultant to review existing costs and provide
recommendations for a viable funding program. This program
should consider the formation of a parks district.

Implementation of the NCPMP would not be inconsistent with
this objective; long-range planning and funding is necessary to
ensure development and maintenance of proposed facilities

Consistent

Funding, Acquisition, Development & Maintenance Goals,
Objectives, and Policies, Objective I: Provide new or expanded
public facilities consistent with available maintenance funding.

Implementation of the NCPMP would not be inconsistent with
this objective; long-range planning and funding is necessary to
ensure development and maintenance of proposed facilities

Consistent

Funding, Acquisition, Development & Maintenance Goals,
Objectives, and Policies, Policy 6.4: Prior to accepting or
developing a new park, County Parks shall determine the long-term
maintenance and operating costs associated with the proposed
project. The County shall not develop the park until adequate funds
are available for maintenance.

Implementation of the NCPMP would not be inconsistent with
this objective; long-range planning and funding is necessary to
ensure development and maintenance of proposed facilities

Consistent

Funding, Acquisition, Development & Maintenance Goals,
Objectives, and Policies, Policy 6.7:
Conduct project
maintenance consistent with a facility’s master plan.

Maintenance of park facilities would be conducted according to
the adopted NCPMP.

Consistent

Funding, Acquisition, Development & Maintenance Goals,
Objectives, and Policies, Policy 6.8: When maintaining park,
recreation and natural area facilities attempt to minimize signs and
other structures that may impact the aesthetics of the facility.

Mitigation is recommended to guide design of proposed
elements and structures within NCP to maintain rural character.

Consistent

Funding, Acquisition, Development & Maintenance Goals,
Objectives, and Policies, Policy 6.11: Use methods within
County Parks’ facilities that reduce maintenance costs, such as the
use of drought tolerant landscaping, solar oriented structures,
structures with natural lighting during daylight hours, and stainless
steel fixtures which have a longer lifetime and are more resilient to
vandalism.

Mitigation is recommended to address water conservation,
energy efficiency, and crime prevention. Upon design of
project elements, these measures would be applied.

Consistent

Funding, Acquisition, Development & Maintenance Goals,
Objectives, and Policies, Policy 6.12: Continue to assess ways

Implementation of the NCPMP would not be inconsistent with
this policy; long-range planning and funding is necessary to

Consistent

access, taking
volunteers.
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of providing additional maintenance funding including:
1. The periodic review of user fees.
2. Ways to cut staff time.
3. Additional ways to manage and use volunteers.
4. Assessing options such as the formation of a parks district.

Proposed Action

Determination

ensure development and maintenance of proposed facilities.

San Luis Obispo County General Plan, Conservation and Open Space Element
Policy AQ 1.1 Compact development: Encourage compact land
development by concentrating new growth within existing
communities and ensuring complete services to meet local needs.

Implementation of the NCPMP would contribute to this policy
and implementation strategy by adding additional uses to an
existing park within an urban area.

Consistent

Implementation of the project would contribute to this
implementation strategy by providing additional uses, improved
pedestrian and bicycle access, and potentially a transit stop
within the existing park, and near the core of an urban area.

Consistent

Implementation of the project would be consistent with this
policy and implementation strategy, because improved paths
and access are proposed, which would improve connectivity
between residential neighborhoods and commercial centers in

Consistent

Implementation Strategy AQ 1.1.1 Strategic Growth Principles:
Implement Strategic Growth principles and, as needed, amend
applicable ordinances and policies to:
g. Encourage new residential development to be within walking
distance (1/2 mile or less) to public activity centers such as
schools, libraries, parks, and community centers.
Policy AQ 1.2 Reduce vehicle miles traveled: Require projects
subject to discretionary review to minimize additional vehicle travel.
Implementation Strategy AQ 1.2.1 VMT reduction strategies:
Strategies to reduce new demand for vehicle travel may include, but
are not limited to, minimum densities along transit corridors,
Transportation Demand Management, and alternative transportation
infrastructure as follows:
d. Install adequate and secure bicycle racks and storage
facilities at a ratio of 1 per every 10 vehicle spaces in new
commercial and public buildings with a corresponding
reduction in required automobile parking spaces. Showers
and changing facilities should also be encouraged.
e. Incorporate design features and infrastructure into new
projects that enable access by transit, bicycling, and walking.
Policy AQ 1.3 Convenient alternative transportation: Require
new development to provide safe and convenient access to
alternative transportation within the project area and safe access to
public transportation as feasible.
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Proposed Action

Determination

Policy AQ 1.4 Alternative transportation improvements: Where
new development is required to provide necessary alternative
transportation improvements, such improvements should be in
place, or otherwise guaranteed, before or concurrent with
construction of the new development.

The project includes off-site road improvements, including a
signalized crosswalk at park entrances. These improvements
would occur prior to development of major facilities (i.e., sports
field, community center).

Consistent

Policy AQ 1.7 Bicycle and pedestrian travel: Encourage bicycle
and pedestrian use by supporting the policies found in the Regional
Transportation Plan, County Bikeways Plan, Land Use and
Circulation Element, and County Parks and Recreation Element. In
addition, support public and private efforts to facilitate bicycling and
walking for transportation and recreation.

Implementation of the project would contribute to this
implementation strategy by providing improved pedestrian and
bicycle access within the existing park.

Consistent

The EIR includes an analysis of potential short and long-term
air emissions, and associated impacts and mitigation
measures, based on the APCD’s CEQA Handbook (2009).

Consistent

Mitigation is recommended to reduce potential impacts related
to equipment emissions and generation of fugitive dust and
particulate matter, which would help to avoid a net increase in
criteria air pollutant emissions.

Consistent

the area.
Implementation Strategy AQ 1.3.1 Connectivity in new
development: Require new development to construct paths that
connect land uses and other non-motorized routes, safe road
crossings at major intersections and secure, weatherproof bicycle
parking and storage facilities, and long-term maintenance of such
facilities.

Implementation Strategy AQ 1.7.1 Bicycle racks at County
facilities: Provide, or work with other County agencies to provide,
bicycle racks and storage facilities in public areas, such as County
buildings and facilities, parks, and community centers.
Policy AQ 3.2 Attain air quality standards: Attain or exceed
federal or state ambient air quality standards (the more stringent if
not the same) for measured criteria pollutants.
Implementation Strategy AQ 3.2.1 Use of APCD’s CEQA
Guidelines: The County’s CEQA process will use the APCD’s
CEQA Guidelines to determine significance of impacts and to
identify minimum project design and mitigation requirements.
Policy AQ 3.3 Avoid air pollution increases: Avoid a net
increase in criteria air pollutant emissions in planning areas certified
as Level of Severity II or III for Air Quality by the County’s Resource
Management System (RMS).
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Proposed Action

Determination

Policy AQ 3.4 Toxic exposure: Minimize public exposure to toxic
air contaminants, ozone, particulate matter, sulfur dioxide, carbon
monoxide, nitrogen oxides, and lead.

Mitigation is recommended to ensure avoidance of public
exposure to toxic air contaminants, including subsurface landfill
gasses and diesel particulates, consistent with this policy.

Consistent

Policy AQ 3.5 Equitable decision making: Ensure that land use
decisions are equitable and protect all residents from the adverse
health effects of air pollution.

Mitigation is recommended to address all potential public
exposures to air pollution, including short term (during
construction) and long-term (operation).

Consistent

Policy AQ 3.7 Reduce vehicle idling: Encourage the reduction of
heavy-vehicle idling throughout the county, particularly near
schools, hospitals, senior care facilities, and areas prone to
concentrations of people, including residential areas.

Mitigation is recommended, pursuant to the APCD’s CEQA
Handbook (2009) to avoid excessive idling during construction
of proposed park facilities, consistent with this policy.

Consistent

Mitigation is recommended to address particulate matter
emissions, consistent with the APCD CEQA Handbook (2009).

Consistent

Based on the location of the existing park and proposed
additional facilities and improvements, implementation of the
NCPMP would encourage alternative transportation and reduce
vehicle miles traveled by providing recreational opportunities
within an established community. Additional mitigation is
recommended to address energy efficiency and conservation.

Consistent

Implementation Strategy AQ 3.7.1 Heavy Duty Vehicle Idling:
Encourage the reduction of heavy-duty vehicle idling throughout the
county using APCD and California Air Resources Board idling
reduction policies for schools and other sensitive receptors.
Policy AQ 3.8 Reduce dust emissions: Reduce PM10 and PM2.5
emissions from unpaved and paved County roads to the maximum
extent feasible.
Implementation Strategy AQ 3.8.1 Reduce PM emissions from
County roads:
1) Implement all APCD particulate matter (PM) emission
controls.
2) Continue efforts to clean paved roads, and
3) Pave or “chip seal” public County dirt roads to minimize
fugitive dust.
Policy AQ 4.1 Reduce greenhouse gas emissions: Implement
and enforce State legislative or regulatory standards, policies, and
programs designed to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
Implementation Strategy AQ 4.3.3 Reduce GHG emissions from
County energy use: Reduce greenhouse gas emissions resulting
from energy use in the County buildings, facilities, and operations
through adoption of energy efficiency and energy conservation
measures, use of renewable energy sources, and other strategies
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Proposed Action

Determination

Implementation of the project would retain the oak woodland
located within the center of the park. While some oak trees
would be removed to accommodate access improvements,
trees would be replanted and protected under a conservation
easement.

Consistent

Policy BR 1.2 Limit Development Impacts: Regulate and
minimize proposed development in areas that contain essential
habitat for special-status species, sensitive natural communities,
wetlands, coastal and riparian habitats, and wildlife habitat and
movement corridors as necessary to ensure the continued health
and survival of these species and protection of sensitive areas.

Minimal development would occur within the oak woodland
habitat within the NCP, which would continue to provide habitat
for a variety of wildlife species.

Consistent

Policy BR 1.3 Environmental Review: Require environmental
review of development applications pursuant to CEQA and County
procedures to assess the impact of proposed development on
native species and habitat diversity, particularly special-status
species, sensitive natural communities, wetlands, and important
wildlife nursery areas and movement corridors.

The Biological Resources section (Section 4.3) of this EIR was
prepared consistent with this policy.

Consistent

Policy BR 1.4 No Net Loss: Require that development projects

Implementation of the project would require the removal of

Consistent

identified in the Climate Action Plan.
Policy AQ 4.5 Carbon Sequestration: Reduce net carbon
emissions through the preservation, protection, and enhancement,
as appropriate, of the county’s terrestrial and aquatic carbon
sequestration resources, including the county’s lakes, soils, and
native forests, trees, and plants.
Implementation
Strategy
AQ
4.5.1
Identify
carbon
sequestration resources:
Identify existing and potential
opportunities for terrestrial and aquatic sequestration in the county,
including but not limited to County lands, reclaimed mining lands,
agricultural lands, and other areas or activities as appropriate.
Protect sensitive biological resources such as, wetlands, migratory
species of the Pacific flyway, and wildlife movement corridors
through:
1) environmental review of proposed development applications,
including consideration of cumulative impacts,
2) participation in comprehensive habitat management
programs with other local and resource agencies, and
3) acquisition and management of open space lands that
provide for permanent protection of important natural
habitats.
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Proposed Action

Determination

are approved with conditions and mitigation measures to ensure the
protection of sensitive resources and to achieve “no net loss” of
sensitive habitat acreage, values, and function. Give highest priority
to avoidance of sensitive habitat. When avoidance is not feasible,
require provision of replacement habitat onsite through restoration
and/or habitat creation. When onsite mitigation is not feasible,
provide for offsite mitigation that reflects no net loss.

some oak trees, and would potentially affect other sensitive
vegetation.
A biological conservation area would be
established within the park, to ensure no net loss of habitat.

Policy BR 2.6 Development Impacts to Listed Species: Ensure
that potential adverse impacts to threatened, rare, and endangered
species from development are avoided or minimized through project
siting and design. Ensure that proposed development avoids
significant disturbance of sensitive natural plant communities that
contain special-status plant species or provide critical habitat to
special-status animal species. When avoidance is not feasible,
require no net loss of sensitive natural plant communities and
critical habitat areas.

Preparation of this EIR included a full analysis of biological
resources, consistent with this policy and implementation
strategies. Mitigation is recommended, including replacement
of habitat and species potentially affected by the development.
A conservation easement would be established to ensure long
term protection.

Consistent

Proposed landscaping would include native, drought tolerant

Consistent

Implementation Strategy BR 2.6.1 Use of biological resource
surveys: Require applications for discretionary projects and land
divisions to provide a biological resource survey performed by a
qualified biologist when needed to address special-status animal
and plant species and their associated habitats.
Implementation Strategy BR 2.6.2 Use of habitat preservation
ratio: Where avoidance, restoration, or replacement of habitat of
special status species is not feasible, require preservation and/or
enhancement of similar habitat at a minimum 2:1 ratio to avoid
significant cumulative loss of valuable habitats and to achieve no
net loss of habitat value.
Implementation Strategy BR 2.6.3 Use of easements to protect
habitat: Obtain easements or dedications to protect habitat,
especially where it is connected to other large areas of unique or
sensitive habitat. Natural open space areas in development projects
should be contiguous to natural areas adjacent to the site wherever
possible.
Policy BR 2.8 Invasive Plant Species:
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Proposed Action

Determination

efforts to reduce the effects of noxious weeds on natural habitats.
The County will work with local resource and land management
agencies to develop a comprehensive approach to controlling the
spread of non-native invasive species and reducing their extent on
both public and private land.

species, consistent with the County LUO and this policy.
Implementation of the project does not preclude removal of
non-native species within natural areas. The presence of the
Nipomo Native Garden in the northern portion of the park would
continue to provide public education regarding the importance
of native plants.

Implementation Strategy BR 2.8.2 Prohibit invasive species in
landscaping: Prohibit use of invasive plant species in landscaping
of proposed development. Revise the County’s invasive plant list by
the end of 2010 in cooperation with County Parks and the County
Department of Agriculture consistent with Implementation Strategies
B.R. 2.8.4 and 2.8.5. Consider including in that list invasive plants
listed in the state’s Noxious Weed List, the California Invasive Plant
Council’s Invasive Plant Inventory, and other priority species
identified by the San Luis Obispo County Agricultural Commissioner
and California Department of Agriculture.
Implementation Strategy BR 2.8.3 Require removal of invasive
exotic plants: Require the removal of invasive exotic plant
species, to the extent feasible, when reviewing discretionary
development projects, and include monitoring to prevent reestablishment in managed areas. Support educational programs
that inform property owners about appropriate vegetation
management techniques.
Policy BR 2.9 Promote Use of Native Plant Species:
Landscaping for proposed development will use a variety of native
or compatible non-native, non-invasive plant species as part of
project landscaping to improve wildlife habitat values.

Proposed landscaping would include native, drought tolerant
species, consistent with the County LUO and this policy.

Consistent

Policy BR 3.1 Native Tree Protection: Protect native and
biologically valuable trees, oak woodlands, trees with historical
significance, and forest habitats to the maximum extent feasible.

Implementation of the project would retain the oak woodland
located within the center of the park. The design of the
NCPMP avoids native trees to the maximum extent feasible.

Consistent

Policy BR 3.2 Protection of Native Trees in New Development:
Require proposed discretionary development and land divisions to
avoid damage to native trees (e.g., Monterey Pines, oaks) through
setbacks, clustering, or other appropriate measures. When
avoidance is not feasible, require mitigation measures.

Implementation of the project would retain the oak woodland
located within the center of the park. While some oak trees
would be removed to accommodate access improvements,
trees would be replanted and protected under a conservation
easement.

Consistent
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Proposed Action

Determination

Policy BR 3.3 Oak Woodland Preservation: Maintain and
improve oak woodland habitat to provide for slope stabilization, soil
protection, species diversity, and wildlife habitat.

The Biological Resources section (Section 4.3) of the EIR
included a full analysis of impacts to individual oak trees and
oak woodland, and includes mitigation measures consistent
with the Oak Woodlands Preservation Act.

Consistent

Policy BR 3.5 Non-native Trees: Protect healthy and nonhazardous, non-native trees (e.g., eucalyptus groves) and forests
that provide raptor nesting or roosting sites or support colonies of
monarch butterflies.

Implementation of the project would retain the oak woodland
located within the center of the park. The design of the
NCPMP avoids native trees to the maximum extent feasible.

Consistent

Policy BR 4.8 Runoff from County Lands: Reduce and control
fertilizer and pollutant runoff from County-owned and managed
lands.

Mitigation is recommended to incorporate Best Management
Practices (BMPs) consistent with this policy. Incorporation of
integrates pest management is encouraged for existing and
future turf areas. Receptacles and pet waste stations are
currently provided in the NCP.

Consistent

A cultural resource survey was conducted during environmental
review of the proposed project. No significant archaeological
resources were identified. Historical resources have been
assessed consistent with this policy and associated
implementation strategies.

Consistent

Implementation Strategy BR 3.3.1 Implement Oak Woodlands
Preservation Act: Comply with the Oak Woodlands Preservation
Act (PRC Section 21083.4) through the review of proposed
discretionary development by maintaining the integrity and diversity
of oak woodlands, chaparral communities, and other significant
vegetation.

Implementation Strategy BR 4.8.1 Non-point source best
management practices: Implement RWQCB Best Management
Practices, including integrated pest management, to minimize
pesticide application and minimize fertilizer runoff from Countyowned and managed properties.
Implementation Strategy BR 4.8.2 Pet waste in County
facilities: Provide receptacles for disposal and pickup of pet waste
in County recreation areas.
Policy CR 4.4 Development Activities and Archaeological Sites:
Protect archaeological and culturally sensitive sites from the effects
of development by avoiding disturbance where feasible. Avoid
archaeological resources as the primary method of protection.
Implementation
Strategy
CR
4.4.1
Native
American
participation in development review process: In areas likely to
contain Native American and cultural resources, include Native
Americans in tasks such as Phase I II, and III surveys, resource
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Proposed Action

Determination

The NCPMP is a conceptual plan, and does include renewable
energy facilities; however, the plan does not preclude
incorporation of such features in the future. Mitigation is
recommended to incorporate energy efficiency measures,
which may include renewable energy sources.

Consistent

As noted above, the NCPMP does currently include renewable
energy facilities; however, the plan does not preclude
incorporation of such features in the future. Mitigation is
recommended to incorporate energy efficiency measures,
which may include renewable energy sources.

Consistent

assessment, and impact mitigation. Consult with Native American
representatives early in the development review process and in the
design of appropriate mitigations. Enable their presence during
archaeological excavation and construction in areas likely to contain
cultural resources.
Implementation Strategy CR 4.4.2 Cultural Resource Studies:
Require cultural resources studies (i.e., archaeological and
historical investigations) by a professional who meets the
Interpretation of cultural resources can include monuments, signs,
plaques, artwork, publications, etc.
Secretary of the Interior’s Professional Qualifications
Standards
when development is proposed
within an
archaeologically or historically sensitive area. These studies will
conform to the County’s approved guidelines.
Policy E 1.3 Renewable energy and County facilities: Seek to
use renewable energy to power County facilities.
Implementation Strategy E 1.3.1 Use of renewable energy at
County facilities: Retrofit existing County facilities with appropriate
renewable energy and clean technologies such as L.E.D. lighting,
solar, wind, biofuel, cogeneration, and fuel cells.
Policy E 2.1 Energy efficiency: Become a model of energy
efficiency and conservation in the provision of services and the
maintenance of County facilities and equipment to:
a. demonstrate to County residents and businesses the benefits
of energy efficiency and conservation,
b. reduce costs of government,
c. reduce dependence on imported fossil fuel energy, and
d. improve air quality.
Implementation Strategy E 2.1.1 Apply Energy Use Policy to all
County facilities: Amend the Energy Use Policy for County
buildings and facilities operated, managed, or leased by General
Services to apply to all buildings and facilities operated by the
County. The amended Energy Use Policy should identify energy
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Proposed Action

Determination

Policy E 3.2 Energy efficient equipment: Require the use of
energy-efficient equipment in all new development, including but not
limited to Energy Star appliances, high-energy efficiency equipment,
heat recovery equipment, and building energy management
systems.

Mitigation is recommended to incorporate energy efficiency
measures, consistent with this policy.

Consistent

Policy E 4.3 Green County facilities: Incorporate green building
practices into the planning, design, construction, management,
renovation, operations, and demolition of all County buildings.

The NCPMP is a conceptual plan, and does not include specific
architectural design elements; however, the plan does not
preclude incorporation of such features in the future. Mitigation
is recommended to incorporate energy efficiency measures,
which may include incorporation of green building practices.

Consistent

Policy E 4.4 Solar exposure: Orient new buildings to maximize
solar resources, shading, ventilation, and lighting.

The NCPMP is a conceptual plan, and does not include specific
architectural design elements; however, the plan does not
preclude incorporation of such features in the future. Mitigation
is recommended to incorporate orientation of buildings to
maximize solar resources.

Consistent

Policy E 4.5 Healthy indoor environments: Encourage healthy
indoor environmental quality in new and renovated buildings,
including publicly funded affordable housing projects and County
buildings, using healthy building materials, finishes, paints, and
products.

The NCPMP is a conceptual plan, and does not include specific
architectural design elements; however, the plan does not
preclude incorporation of such features in the future, such as
during development of the community center.

Consistent

Policy E 5.2 County operations and waste: Continue efforts to
reduce waste from County operations through reduction, reuse, and
recycling in all County programs, operations, facilities, and
buildings.

The NCP includes receptacles for recycling collection,
consistent with this policy.

Consistent

The NCPMP is a conceptual plan, and does not include specific

Consistent

conservation, energy efficiency, demand reduction, distributed
generation, and renewable energy strategies consistent with this
Element.

Implementation Strategy E 5.2.2 Ensure recycling at all County
facilities: Ensure that recyclable materials are collected at all
County facilities, and develop a policy for the salvage and
reuse/recycling of County equipment at the end of its useful life in
order to ensure that it is responsibly disposed of or recycled.
Policy E 5.5 Sustainable materials in County buildings: Reuse
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building materials, use materials with recycled content, or use
materials that are derived from sustainable, renewable, and/or local
sources to the greatest extent feasible in County buildings. In
proposed County projects, encourage construction that:
a. a. Minimizes building materials with high-embodied energy
(e.g., cement, metal)
b. Uses fly ash in concrete. Provide incentives and consider
regulations requiring new building projects that use a
substantial amount of concrete to incorporate at least 25% fly
ash to offset some of the energy use and greenhouse gas
emissions associated with the manufacturing of cement
c. Uses sustainable materials for pipes
d. Uses spacing, sizes, and modular dimensions that minimize
lumber use and optimize performance
e. Uses recycled aggregate in concrete
f. Uses straw bale construction in exterior walls.

architectural design elements; however, the plan does not
preclude incorporation of such features in the future. Mitigation
is recommended to incorporate use of sustainable materials to
address greenhouse gas emissions and energy efficiency.

Policy OS 2.9 Recreational use of publicly owned open space:
Continue to establish and implement policies and management
strategies to provide recreational use of open space.

The project is consistent with this policy because it includes
improvements to an existing park within an urban area.

Consistent

The Geology and Soils section (Section 4.5) of the EIR
includes an assessment of potential impacts related to erosion,
drainage, and down-gradient sedimentation. The plan includes
improvements to the existing drainage system, which would
address current onsite flooding and stormwater management.
Mitigation is recommended to minimize the potential for soil
erosion, consistent with this policy.

Consistent

Implementation Strategy OS 2.9.1 Recreation on public lands:
Work closely with other agencies to plan and provide recreational
use of publicly owned open space.
Implementation Strategy OS 2.9.2 Minimize recreation
conflicts: Manage park sites and recreation areas to protect scenic
and environmentally sensitive resources, and to not conflict with
agricultural or other rural land uses addressed in the Agriculture
Element.
Policy SL 1.1 Prevent Loss of Topsoil in All Land Uses:
Minimize the loss of topsoil by encouraging broad-based
cooperation between property owners, agricultural operators,
agencies, and organizations that will lead to effective soil
conservation practices on all lands, including County-controlled
properties.
Implementation Strategy SL 1.1.2 Soil erosion: public lands:
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Proposed Action

Determination

Grading and site disturbance would not occur on slopes
exceeding 30%. Mitigation, including implementation of LID
strategies, is recommended to reduce stormwater flow.

Consistent

Policy VR 6.1 Urban Design: Ensure that new multi-family
residential, mixed-use, and commercial or other non-residential
development in the urban and village areas is consistent with local
character, identity, and sense of place.

The Aesthetic Resources section (Section 4.1) of the EIR
includes a full assessment of the project’s effect on local
character, identify, and sense of place.
Mitigation is
recommended to ensure the project elements are consistent
with the character of the area.

Consistent

Policy VR 7.1 Nighttime Light Pollution: Protect the clarity and
visibility of the night sky within communities and rural areas, by
ensuring that exterior lighting, including streetlight projects, is
designed to minimize nighttime light pollution.

Mitigation is recommended to address the effects of nighttime
lighting. Lighting would be shielded, directed internal to the
park, and would not be used past 10:00 pm.

Consistent

Policy WR 1.4 Use reclaimed water: The County will be a leader
in the use of reclaimed water. Support expanding the use of
reclaimed water to make up at least 5% of total water use by 2015
and 10% of total water use by 2020.

As discussed in the Water and Wastewater sections of the EIR,
the County may connect with the Southland Wastewater
Treatment Facility recycled water system, which would be
implemented by the Nipomo Community Services District. Use
of reclaimed water is recommended as mitigation to reduce
anticipated water demand.

Consistent

Assure that roads and drainage systems on County-controlled
properties and facilities do not negatively impact other land uses,
including agricultural lands, and that the roads and drainage
systems are properly maintained.
Policy SL 1.3 Minimize Erosion associated with New
Development: Avoid development, including roads and driveways,
on the steeper portions of a site except when necessary to avoid
flood hazards, protect prime soils, and protect sensitive biological
and other resources. Avoid grading and site disturbance activities
on slopes over 30%. Minimize site disturbance and protect existing
vegetation as much as possible.
Implementation Strategy SL 1.3.1 Low Impact Development
(LID): Implement Low Impact development (LID) for all new public
and private projects.

Implementation Strategy WR 1.4.3 Reclaimed water: identify
partners: Identify potential partners and sites for advanced tertiary
treatment projects (i.e., agriculture, park fields, etc.) and initiate a
long-term public education process for potable water reuse.
Implementation

Strategy

WR

1.4.4
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Implementation of the project would require preparation and
implementation of a SWPPP, consistent with this policy and
associated implementation strategies.

Consistent

Mitigation is recommended to incorporate Low Impact
Development (LID) strategies, which would address stormwater
runoff and include the use of permeable materials, consistent
with this policy and associated implementation strategies.

Consistent

groundwater recharge: Explore opportunities for groundwater
recharge with reclaimed water. Opportunities include but are not
limited to recharge through use of reclaimed water for irrigation,
dust control, and fire suppression.
Policy WR 3.1 Prevent water pollution: Take actions to prevent
water pollution, consistent with federal and state water policies and
standards, including but not limited to the federal Clean Water Act,
Safe Drinking Water Act, and National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES).
Implementation Strategy WR 3.1.2 Employ pollution prevention
in County operations: Employ pollution prevention techniques in
all County operations and maintenance activities consistent with the
Best Management Practices outlined in the County’s Stormwater
Management Program.
Implementation Strategy WR 3.1.3 Minimize constructionrelated impacts to water quality: Minimize construction and postconstruction impacts of development through implementation of the
County’s Stormwater Management Program and Stormwater
Pollution Prevention and Discharge Control Ordinance in
compliance with Phase II of the National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES).
Policy WR 3.2 Protect watersheds:
Protect watersheds,
groundwater and aquifer recharge areas, and natural drainage
systems from potential adverse impacts of development projects.
Implementation Strategy WR 3.2.1 Minimize runoff from new
development:
Ensure that public and private developments
subject to discretionary review are designed to minimize runoff from
such sources as homes, golf courses, swimming pools, and
roadway maintenance.
Implementation Strategy WR 3.2.2 Permeable Materials:
Encourage the use of permeable materials in areas where
hardscape is proposed.
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Policy WR 4.3 Water conservation: The County will be a leader in
water conservation efforts.

Mitigation is recommended to include water conservation
measures applicable to both existing (turf and landscaping) and
future (turf, landscaping, interior) uses. Annual water use is
monitored by the County and NCSD (water service provider).
The NCP could support a water conservation demonstration
project, consistent with this policy.

Consistent

Policy WR 4.6 Graywater: Encourage the use of graywater
systems, rainwater catchments, and other water reuse methods in
new development and renovation projects, consistent with state and
local water quality regulations.

Water conservation mitigation measures are recommended,
which may include the use of water reuse methods.

Consistent

Policy WR 4.7 Low Impact Development: Require Low Impact
Development (LID) practices in all discretionary and land division
projects and public projects to reduce, treat, infiltrate, and manage
urban runoff.

Mitigation is recommended to incorporate Low Impact
Development (LID) strategies, consistent with this policy and
associated implementation strategies.

Consistent

Policy WR 4.8 Efficient irrigation: Support efforts of the resource
conservation districts, California Polytechnic State University (Cal
Poly), the University of California Cooperative Extension, and others
to research, develop, and implement more efficient irrigation
techniques.

As discussed in the Water Resources section (Section 4.12) of
the EIR, the NCSD conducted an audit of irrigation water use at
NCP. Methods to improve existing irrigation water use are
recommended, and additional water conservation measures
are included as mitigation to reduce water demand.

Consistent

Implementation Strategy WR 4.3.1 Promote water conservation
demonstration projects:
Invite university and community
collaboration on water conservation demonstration projects at
County facilities such as the replacement of the lawn at the County
Courthouse with a native landscape and expansion of water
conservation landscaping at regional park facilities.
Implementation Strategy WR 4.3.2 Assess and monitor County
water use: Assess and monitor water use by County operations,
buildings, and facilities on annual basis.
Implementation Strategy WR 4.3.3 Reduce water use in County
operations: Reduce exterior and interior use of water in Countyowned, operated, or financed facilities through efficient
technologies, design and management practices, and other
conservation efforts.

Implementation Strategy WR 4.8.1 Improve water efficiency
conservation in County irrigation systems:
Evaluate the
efficiency of irrigation systems at County Parks and other County
facilities with the assistance of Resource Conservation Districts and
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Proposed Action

Determination

Chapter 3, Goals and Policies, Transportation Noise Sources,
Policy 3.3.1: New development should minimize noise exposure
and noise generation.

The proposed project has been designed to minimize noiserelated impacts, and mitigation measures have been proposed
to reduce impacts to less than significant.

Consistent.

Chapter 3, Goals and Policies, Transportation Noise Sources,
Policy 3.3.2: New development of noise-sensitive land uses shall
not be permitted in areas exposed to existing or projected future
levels of noise from transportation noise sources which exceed 60
dB Ldn or CNEL (70 Ldn or CNEL for outdoor sports and recreation)
unless the project design includes effective mitigation measures to
reduce noise in outdoor activity areas and interior spaces to or
below the levels specified for the given land use.

The Nipomo Library may be subject to transportation-related
noise exceeding identified thresholds.
Mitigation is
recommended to address this impact.

Consistent

Chapter 3, Goals and Policies, Transportation Noise Sources,
Policy 3.3.3: Noise created by new transportation noise sources,
including roadway improvement projects, shall be mitigated so as
not to exceed the levels specified within the outdoor activity areas
and interior spaces of existing noise sensitive land uses.

Implementation of the NCPMP would not generate noticeable
levels of increased transportation-related noise.

Consistent

Chapter 3, Goals and Policies, Stationary Noise Sources,
Policy 3.3.4: New development of noise-sensitive land uses shall
not be permitted where the noise level due to existing stationary
noise sources will exceed the noise level standards unless noise
mitigation measures have been incorporated into the design of the
development to reduce noise exposure to or below the levels
specified.

No new development is proposed in areas that would be
adversely affected by stationary noise.

Consistent

Chapter 3, Goals and Policies, Existing and Cumulative Noise
Impacts, Policy 3.3.6: San Luis Obispo County shall consider
implementing mitigation measures where existing noise levels
produce significant noise impacts to noise-sensitive land uses or
where new development may result in cumulative increases of noise
upon noise-sensitive land uses.

Operation of park facilities would generate noise exceeding
identified thresholds for residential land uses.
Design
measures are recommended to attenuate noise below
significant levels.

Consistent

water purveyors. The goals of such evaluations are to reduce water
use and improve water efficiencies.
San Luis Obispo County General Plan, Noise Element
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Chapter 4, Implementation Measure 4.1: New public and private
development proposals shall be reviewed to determine
conformance with the policies of this Noise Element.

This Program EIR analyzes the potential noise impacts,
consistent with the Noise Element.

Consistent

Chapter 4, Implementation Measure 4.2: When mitigation must
be applied to satisfy the policies in Chapter 3.3, the following
mitigation measures shall be considered and preference shall be
given where feasible to the measures in following item a:
a) Site layout, including setbacks, open space separation and
shielding of noise-sensitive uses with non-noise-sensitive
uses.
b) Acoustical treatment of buildings.
c) Structural measures: construction of earthen berms or wood
or concrete barriers.

The NCPMP incorporates buffers between noise-generating
and sensitive uses.
Where applicable, additional design
measures are proposed to mitigate levels below identified
thresholds.

Consistent

Chapter 4, Implementation Measure 4.8: Procedures shall be
developed and employed to monitor compliance with the policies of
the Noise Element after completion of projects requiring noise
mitigation.

A park ranger is present onsite to monitor activities. Mitigation
is recommended to ensure presence of a monitor at the skate
park, swimming pool, and community center to regulate noise
levels.

Consistent

Chapter 4, Implementation Measure 4.9: The State Noise
Insulation Standards (California Code of Regulations, Title 24) and
Chapter 35 of the Uniform Building Code (UBC) shall be enforced.

Design of structures near West Tefft Street, including the
Nipomo Library Expansion, would comply with existing
regulations.

Consistent

Chapter 4, Implementation Measure 4.15: The County shall
encourage alternative means of transportation such as carpooling,
walking, bicycling, and transit in order to reduce traffic and
associated noise exposure.

The project entails the development or enhancement of a
series of trails and walkways at the NCP that connect the park
to Mesa Meadows and surrounding neighborhoods, which may
result in reduced traffic use and associated noise impacts.

Consistent.

Fire Safety, Goal S-4: Reduce the threat to life, structures and the
environment caused by fire.

The project has been designed to minimize the impacts on CAL
FIRE resources, and is not expected to create significant firerelated impacts.

Consistent.

Fire Safety, Policy S-13 Pre-Fire Management:
New
development should be carefully located, with special attention
given to fuel management in higher fire risk areas. Large,
undeveloped areas should be preserved so they can be fuel-

The proposed project entails the development or enhancement
of recreational facilities within an existing park setting, and is
not expected to create significant impacts on fire safety. The
project was designed in conjunction with CAL FIRE, though no

Consistent.

San Luis Obispo County General Plan, Safety Element
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Goals, Policies, Plans, Programs and Standards

Proposed Action

Determination

managed. New development in fire hazard areas should be
configured to minimize the potential for added danger.

project specific fire-related impacts were identified.

Fire Safety, Standard S-29: Identify high value and high risk
areas, including urban/wildland interface areas, and develop and
implement mitigation efforts to reduce the threat of fire.

The combination of open area at NCP and surrounding
residential developments present various urban/wildland
interface areas in the project vicinity. However, the project is
subject to compliance with the 2005 Wildland/Urban Interface
Codes, and no project specific impacts were identified as a
result of the additional park development within the existing
recreational area.

Consistent.

Fire Safety, Standard S-32: Require fire resistant material to be
used for building construction in fire hazard areas.

The CDF has identified the project location as having a “high”
fire hazard zone rating, lying within the five minute emergency
response time zone. However, all building plans at the park will
be approved by CAL FIRE and subject to the California
Building Code, Public Works’ standards, and a Fire Prevention
Plan prepared for the project.

Consistent.

Fire Safety, Policy S-14 Facilities, Equipment and Personnel:
Ensure that adequate facilities, equipment and personnel are
available to meet the demands of fire fighting in San Luis Obispo
County based on the level of service set forth in the fire agency’s
master plan.

The addition of new park facilities would place a small
additional service demand on the two CDF stations that serve
the area, but new development in the park is not expected to
significantly impact area fire response times or service levels.

Consistent.

Fire Safety, Policy S-16 Loss Prevention: Improve structures and
other values at risk to reduce the impact of fire. Regulations should
be developed to improve the defensible area surrounding habitation.

All building plans at the park will be approved by CAL FIRE and
subject to the County Building Code, Public Works’ standards,
and a Fire Prevention Plan prepared for the project.

Consistent.

Fire Safety, Standard S-43: Require a “defensible space” around
structures and values at risk. The area need not be cleared of all
vegetation, but be able to provide fire fighters with enough room to
defend structures and maneuver. Each situation will differ, so the
permit granting authority will need flexibility in reviewing fire safety
plans.

All building plans at the park will be approved by CAL FIRE and
subject to the County Building Code, Public Works’ standards,
and a Fire Prevention Plan prepared for the project.

Consistent.

Fire Safety, Standard S-44: Review development plans by fire
safety personnel to assure adequacy of access for equipment,
water supplies, construction standards, and vegetation clearance.

All building plans at the park will be approved by CAL FIRE and
subject to the County Building Code, Public Works’ standards,
and a Fire Prevention Plan prepared for the project, including
standards related to adequate parking, access and clearance.

Consistent.
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Fire Safety, Standard S-45: Continue to insure that sufficient
water supplies are available for protection of structures and
encourage other built-in fire protection systems such as sprinklers.

All building plans at the park will be approved by CAL FIRE and
subject to the County Building Code, Public Works’ standards,
and a Fire Prevention Plan prepared for the project, including
standards related to fire hydrant location and installation of
sprinkler systems in all new buildings.

Consistent.

Hazardous Materials/Pesticide Hazards, Policy S-26 Hazardous
Materials: Reduce the potential for exposure to humans and the
environment by hazardous substances.

Mitigation is recommended to avoid and reduce the potential
for public exposure to hazardous materials during both
construction and operation of facilities included in the NCPMP

Consistent

Goal 5: Create a pedestrian-friendly and vital business district by
encouraging walking and making the downtown an exciting place to
be.

The project entails the development or enhancement of various
trails and walkways that will increase connectivity between the
project area, surrounding neighborhoods, and the West Tefft
Street downtown core. Improvements proposed along West
Tefft Street also include walkways and crosswalks to
encourage pedestrian uses.

Consistent.

Goal 6:
Provide design guidance to ensure attractive and
compatible new development that is consistent with the mission
statement.

Mitigation is recommended to provide design guidelines,
ensuring consistency with the character of the area, and goals
of applicable design plans.

Consistent

Objective d:
Encourage complementary architectural and
streetscape elements and land uses that do not compete with Olde
Towne.

Mitigation is recommended to provide design guidelines,
ensuring consistency with the character of the area, and goals
of applicable design plans.

Consistent

Objective f: Develop a series of sidewalk and pedestrian amenities
that encourage a more walkable community.

The project entails the development or enhancement of various
trails and walkways that will increase connectivity between the
project area, surrounding neighborhoods, and the West Tefft
Street downtown core. Improvements proposed along West
Tefft Street also include walkways and crosswalks to
encourage pedestrian uses.

Consistent.

Objective g: Include walkways and paseos that provide linkages
throughout the design plan area and between blocks.

The project entails the development or enhancement of various
trails and walkways that will increase connectivity between the
project area, surrounding neighborhoods, and the West Tefft
Street downtown core, consistent with this policy.

Consistent.

West Tefft Corridor Design Plan
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Circulation, West Tefft Street Standards:
The following
standards have been developed to facilitate the proper operation of
urban arterials such as West Tefft Street.
2. Driveways, access points and curb cuts along existing
developed arterials should be consolidated when
development or change in intensity occurs or when traffic
operation or safety warrants. Driveway consolidation should
be encouraged through joint access agreements along
arterials where these standards are exceeded.
9. On-street parking should be discouraged along West Tefft
Street.
12. Where possible, intersections shall form 4-leg, right-angle
intersections; jog, offset and skewed intersections of major
streets in near proximity shall be avoided where possible.
13. In order to promote safe and efficient traffic flow, traffic
signals shall be spaced no closer than 1,000 feet on West
Tefft Street except in unusual circumstances.

The project proposes major road improvements along West
Tefft Street, including re-alignment of the park entrance to align
with the signalized West Tefft Street/Orchard Street
intersection. The project does not provide for any on-street
parking along West Tefft Street, and adds approximately 386422 parking spaces within the park. The project also does not
propose any additional traffic signals along West Tefft Street.

Consistent.

Design Principles, Basic Design Principle 1. Enhance
Community Life: Urban and project design should create a
composition of buildings, open spaces and streets that appears
pleasing and inviting for a vibrant community life.

Mitigation is recommended to provide design guidelines,
ensuring consistency with the character of the area, and goals
of applicable design plans.

Consistent

Design Principles, Basic Design Principle 4.
Provide
Pedestrian Circulation: Provisions for pedestrians should include
safe and efficient walking routes, facilities for bicycles and transit,
convenient parking lots, and attractive features to relieve the
necessity of using a vehicle and to add a sense of community.

The project entails the development or enhancement of various
trails and walkways that will increase connectivity between the
project area, surrounding neighborhoods, and the West Tefft
Street downtown core, consistent with this policy.

Consistent.

Design Principles, Basic Design Principle 5. Attractive and Safe
Streetscape Design: Streets and sidewalks should be designed
for safe traffic control, smooth traffic flow for all types of travel,
pedestrian orientation, and be visually pleasing.

The project entails the development or enhancement of various
trails and walkways that will increase connectivity between the
project area, surrounding neighborhoods, and the West Tefft
Street downtown core, consistent with this policy.

Consistent.

Design Principles, Basic Design Principle 6. Ecological
Responsibility: Design with respect to nature, avoid impacts that
could damage or disrupt the environment, and incorporate natural
features in the area.

The NCP supports native habitat unique to the core of Nipomo.
Mitigation is recommended to protect and enhance sensitive
habitats within NCP.

Consistent
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Streetscape Policies and Standards, Policy 8.3. Sidewalks:
Sidewalks should be designed to greatly enhance the pedestrian
experience and provide adequate space for a variety of pedestrian
activities.

The project entails the development or enhancement of various
trails and walkways that will increase connectivity between the
project area, surrounding neighborhoods, and the West Tefft
Street downtown core, consistent with this policy.

Consistent.

Streetscape Policies and Standards, Sidewalk Standards:
a. Sidewalk Design. Sidewalks should include a slight meander
or curvilinear edge where located next to landscaping and
parkways, for interest.
b. Sidewalk Materials. Public sidewalks should be constructed
in gray cement for a uniform and simple appearance.
c. Sidewalk Width. Sidewalks should be constructed at 8 feet
on West Tefft Street, and 10 feet on other streets as required
by County code. Additional width on West Tefft Street may
be obtained by offers of dedication from adjacent owners,
where the setback area is to utilized for public access and
walking.
d. Sidewalk Clearance.
Façade features, such as signs,
awnings, planters, and sidewalks should be designed in
compliance with the American Disabilities Act (ADA) at a
minimum.

The project entails the development or enhancement of various
trails and walkways that will increase connectivity between the
project area, surrounding neighborhoods, and the West Tefft
Street downtown core, consistent with this policy. Further
design of street and walkway features would incorporate these
standards.

Consistent.
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3.4 Cumulative Study Area
3.4.1 CEQA Requirements
Section 15355 of the CEQA Guidelines defines “cumulative impact” as two or more individual
effects that, when considered together, are considerable or will compound other environmental
impacts. Cumulative impacts are changes in the environment that result from the incremental
impact of development of the proposed project and all other nearby “related” projects. For
example, the traffic impacts of two projects in close proximity may be insignificant when
analyzed separately, but could have a significant impact when the projects are analyzed
together.
CEQA Guidelines §15130 indicates that cumulative impacts shall be discussed when they are
significant. The discussion of cumulative impacts shall reflect the severity of the impacts and
their likelihood of occurrence, but the discussion need not provide as much detail as is
provided for the effects attributable to the project alone. The discussion should be guided by
the standards of practicality and reasonableness. The CEQA Guidelines state the following:
“Cumulative impacts include either option:
1. A list of past, present, and probable future projects producing related or
cumulative impacts, including those projects outside the control of the
agency, or
2. A summary of projections contained in an adopted general plan or related
planning document or in a prior environmental document which has been
adopted or certified, which described or evaluated regional or area wide
conditions contributing to the cumulative impact. Any such planning
document shall be referenced and made available to the public at a location
specified by the Lead Agency (§15130 (b)(1)).”
The discussion shall also include a summary of the expected environmental effects to be
produced by those projects with specific reference to additional information stating where that
information is available, and a reasonable analysis of the cumulative impacts of the relevant
projects. An EIR shall examine reasonable options for mitigating or avoiding any significant
cumulative effects of a proposed project.

3.5 Cumulative Development Scenario
For the purposes of this EIR, past, present, and reasonably anticipated future projects will be
used for the cumulative analysis (CEQA Guidelines §15130, Option 1) (refer to Table 3-3).
Cumulative impacts are assessed in Section 4, Environmental Impact Analysis, under each
resource issue, where appropriate. The cumulative analysis for each of the appropriate issue
areas is based on the list of projects provided by the County Department of Planning and
Building. These projects are in various stages of planning and development and are expected
to contribute to cumulative impacts in the community of Nipomo. The specific environmental
impacts of each individual project are not known at this time. Therefore, based on the level of
detail represented in the Cumulative Development Scenario, several assumptions are used for
each individual environmental issue area for determining the potential for cumulative impacts.
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Project Name

Project Location

Project Description

Projects Under Construction
691 West Tefft LLC Vesting Tentative
Tract Map and Conditional Use
Permit

691 West Tefft Street, 0.25 miles
west of US 101

Condominium subdivision of 2.85-acre parcel into six parcels (0.14 to 1.04 acres
each), and 20 residential condominium units. Individually-owned residential
live/work units will vary in size from 1,018 to 2,644 sf.

Luis Conditional Use Permit

750 Grande Street

52-unit affordable housing project.

Community Health Centers of the
Central Coast Conditional Use Permit

150 North Tejas Place

15,000-sf addition to existing medical clinic, and conversion of existing clinic to
administration offices.

170 South Frontage Road, at the
southwest corner of Hill Street
and South Frontage Road

Mixed-use planned development including the subdivision of an existing 5.2-acre
parcel into nine parcels ranging in size from 8,307 sf to 1.32 acres, and
development of 12,000 sf of office space, 44,000 sf of retail space, 4,500 sf of
restaurant space, and 51 multi-family residential units, resulting in the disturbance
of the entire 5.2-acre parcel.

Southeastern side of Juniper
Street, approximately 90 feet
west of North Frontage Road

Subdivision of five parcels totaling 19.1 acres into 24 lots ranging in size from 0.2
to 5.0 acres; mixed-use development including a three-story, 112-unit, 97,600-sf
assisted living/memory support facility, 16,000-sf themed restaurant and
conference facility, 130,000 sf of retail, office, and professional buildings, and
improvements to Mary Avenue, Magenta Avenue, and Juniper Street, and
construction of 733 parking spaces and two stormwater retention basins (total area
of disturbance would be 21 acres).

Between Hill Street and Grande
Avenue, west of US 101

Subdivision of 10.98-acre parcel into 59 residential parcels ranging in size from
0.03 to 0.12 acres and ten commercial parcels ranging in size from 0.21 to 0.84
acres. Includes 59 duplex, triplex, and fourplex residential units and 75,868 sf of
commercial space (two phases). Includes improvements to Hill Street and Grande
Avenue, a 0.67-acre drainage basin, 0.43-acre open space parcel, and on-site
frontage road (total area of disturbance 10.98 acres).

Recently approved projects

Shapiro Vesting Tract Map and
Conditional Use Permit

LanDev LLC Tentative Tract Map and
Conditional Use Permit

Nipomo Center Vesting Tentative
Tract Map and Conditional Use
Permit

Nipomo Community Park Master Plan
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Gray Trust Planned Development

Northeast corner of Grande
Avenue and Blume Street

Subdivision of 3.8-acre parcel into 39 lots ranging in size from 2,600 to 5,280 sf
and construction of 38 single family residences, an on-site park, underground
detention basin, and three on-site roads (total area of disturbance 3.8 acres).

Chestnut Villas, LLC Vesting
Tentative Tract Map and Conditional
Use Permit

186 North Thompson Road and
Chestnut Street

Subdivision of 1.14-acre lot into 16 parcels ranging in size from 1,155 to 4,931 sf.
Includes commercial lease space on the street level and residential units on the
second and third level, and improvements to Thompson Road and Chestnut Street
(total area of disturbance 1.14 acres).

Mariani Conditional Use Permit

549 Hill Street, 300 feet west of
South Frontage Road

Three-story 71-unit motel in two buildings totaling 38,500 sf (total area of
disturbance 1.2 acres).

Yettman Tract Map and Conditional
Use Permit

365 Butterfly Lane, 200 feet
southeast of Grande Avenue

Subdivision of 1.14-acre parcel into planned development of eight 1,500-sf parcels,
and construction of eight detached multi-family residences, and one 35,000-sf
open space lot.

Holloway Vesting Tentative Tract
Map and Conditional Use Permit

561 Oakglen Avenue, southeast
of Amando Road

Cluster subdivision of 20.3-acre parcel into 18 half-acre residential parcels, one
10.4-acre open space parcel, and on-site road (total area of disturbance 20.3
acres).

Allshouse Vesting Tentative Tract
Map and Conditional Use Permit

Southwest corner of the
intersection of Avenida de
Amigos and Grande Avenue.

Subdivision of 1.19-acre parcel into 15 residential condominium parcels ranging in
size from 1,000 to 1,200 sf, one 0.3-acre parcel (existing four-unit apartment
building), and one 0.47-acre parcel for recreation, parking, and drainage, and
improvements to Avenida de Amigos and Grande Avenue. 15 single family
residences will range in size from 1,189 to 1,330 square feet.

Vista Roble, LLC Vesting Tract Map
and Conditional Use Permit

Southwestern corner of West
Tefft Street and Thompson Road

Subdivision of four parcels totaling 1.57 acres into three 619-sf residential parcels,
15,516-sf common area parcel for residential development and four
commercial/retail parcels. Residential units will be 912-sf each and commercial
structures will range from 400 to 5,237 sf each.

Nipomo Hills Low Income Residential
Project

East Knotts Street

900-unit low income housing project.
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Table 3-3. Cumulative Projects List
Project Name

Jack’s Helping Hand, Inc. Conditional
Use Permit

Project Location

South end of Illinois Way

Project Description
Community park focusing on universal accessibility, including a universallyaccessible playground, three restrooms, shelter and gazebo, parking areas,
therapeutic horse riding center with 30,000-sf covered arena, horse stalls and hay
storage, 100-sf office, 1,200-sf caretaker’s residence, 41,800-sf grass sports field
area, sand volleyball court, paved basketball court, community garden, and special
events.

Proposed Projects Pending Approval [Verify and Update]

Crystahl Oaks Specific Plan

Northwest of Sandydale Drive,
west of US 101 and the North
Frontage Road, and south of
proposed Willow Road extension
and interchange.

Urban expansion area for commercial service, commercial retail, and residential
uses. Size of area – 288 acres.

Vista Grande Vesting Tentative Tract
Map and Conditional Use Permit

Southeast corner of Avenida de
Amigos and Grande Avenue,
200 feet west of South Frontage
Road

Subdivision of 1.14-acre parcel into 18 residential parcels (765 to 1,509-sf each)
and construction of 18 single family residences (1,348 to 1,635-sf each), and one
parcel for recreation, parking, and drainage, and improvements to Avenida de
Amigos and Grande Avenue. Total area of disturbance, 1.14-acres.

Promesa, LLC Tract Map

n/a

Ten five-acre lots.

South and North Oak Glen Specific
Plan

n/a

n/a

Cypress Ridge II Vesting Tentative
Tract Map and Conditional Use
Permit

Subdivision of 60-acre site into 21 lots and 37 acres of open space.

Conoco Phillips – Modification of
Conditions of Approval

Allow refinery operations to be conducted at 48,950 barrels/day.

Laetitia Agricultural Cluster Vesting
Tentative Tract Map and Conditional
Use Permit

Los Berros Road, east of US 101

Nipomo Community Park Master Plan
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Subdivision of 1,910 acres into 102 clustered residential lots (one acre each) and
four open space parcels, Ranch Headquarters (HOA facility and private recreation
center).
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Table 3-3. Cumulative Projects List
Project Name

Project Location

Brushpopper’s Riding Club
Conditional Use Permit

2285 Fowler Lane, east of
Highway 1

Riding area, warm-up arena, parking, and attendant facilities

Community Health Centers of the
Central Coast Conditional Use Permit

150 North Tejas Place

15,000-sf addition to existing medical clinic, and conversion of existing clinic to
administration offices.
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CHAPTER 4
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS ANALYSIS
The Environmental Impacts Analysis chapter of this Program Environmental Impact Report
(EIR) has been divided into sub-sections, as follows:


Existing Conditions: The description of the physical environmental conditions in the
vicinity of the project, as they exist at the time the Notice of Preparation (NOP) is
published (baseline physical conditions).



Regulatory Setting: The regulations in force at the time the NOP is published. These
are the applicable regulations governing each environmental topic, such as the Clean
Air Act and its requirements for maintaining air quality. This is not an exhaustive
analysis of the regulations, but rather information to assist the reader in understanding
the potential impacts of the project from a regulatory perspective.



Thresholds of Significance: The thresholds used to evaluate each environmental
topic usually are based on Appendix G of the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) Guidelines, or are standard procedures related to existing regulations or are
standards in the industry.



Impact Assessment and Methodology: Methodology used to determine the impacts
associated with the project, such as measurements or field investigative processes.



Project-Specific Impacts and Mitigation Measures: These include the significant
environmental effects of the proposed project, as further defined below. The impacts
are identified and then are followed by the mitigation measures that can minimize
significant impacts; mitigation measures must be enforceable and feasible. Where
more than one mitigation measure could be used to reduce significant effect, each
should be discussed and rationale given for determining the preferable mitigation
measure. In addition, there must be an essential nexus between the mitigation
measure and a legitimate governmental interest, and the mitigation measure also must
be “roughly proportional” to the impacts of the project.



Residual Impacts: The statement of the level of impact, significant or insignificant, that
is residual once mitigation is applied.



Cumulative Impacts: The cumulative effects of the project when the project’s effect is
cumulatively considerable.



Secondary Impacts: If a mitigation measures would cause one or more significant
effects in addition to those that would be caused by the project as proposed, the effects
of the mitigation measure must be discussed but in less detail than the significant
effects of the project as proposed. (Stevens v. City of Glendale (1981) 125 Cal.App.3d
986).
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All residual impacts in the EIR have been classified according to the following criteria (note:
CEQA does not recognize a beneficial effect as an impact):


Class I – Significant, unavoidable, adverse impacts: Significant impacts that cannot
be fully and effectively mitigated. No measures could be taken to avoid or reduce
these adverse effects to insignificant or negligible levels.



Class II – Significant, but mitigable impacts: These impacts are potentially similar in
significance to those of Class I, but can be reduced or avoided by the implementation
of mitigation measures.



Class III – Less than significant impacts: Mitigation measures may still be required
for these impacts as long as there is rough proportionality between the environmental
impacts caused by the project and the mitigation measures imposed on the project.



Class IV – Beneficial impact: Project would have a beneficial environmental impact.

The term “significance” is used throughout the EIR to characterize the magnitude of the
projected impact. For the purpose of this EIR, a significant impact is a substantial or
potentially substantial change to resources in the local proposed project area or the area
adjacent to the proposed project. In the discussions of each issue area, thresholds are
identified that are used to distinguish between significant and insignificant impacts. To the
extent feasible, distinctions are also made between local and regional significance and shortterm versus long-term duration. Where possible, measures have been identified to reduce
project impacts to less than significant levels. CEQA requires that public agencies should not
approve projects as proposed if there are feasible mitigation measures available which would
substantially lessen the environmental effects of such projects (CEQA Statute §21002).
Included with each mitigation measure are the plan requirements needed to ensure that the
mitigation is included in the plans and construction of the project and the required timing of the
action (e.g., prior to development of final construction plans, prior to commencement of
construction, prior to operation, etc.).
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4.1

AESTHETIC RESOURCES

This section of the EIR identifies and evaluates potential visual resource (aesthetics) impacts
resulting from implementation of the project. The analysis focuses on the potential for the
project to result in impacts to visual resources as seen from within the Nipomo Community
Park (NCP) and from other public vantage points in the area. This section provides a
photographic and written inventory of existing site conditions, establishes the baseline visual
character, and documents the overall extent and quality of project visibility. The aesthetics
analysis specifically identifies the visual resources on-site and any related landforms,
vegetative groupings, and other features which are of significance from key viewing areas
(KVAs). All critical viewing areas are identified, and photographs provided from each of the
KVAs are used as the basis for analyzing the potential effects of the project.
Existing on-site and through-site visual resources are compared with project features as
proposed and potential impacts to visual character are identified. The evaluation includes all
proposed park structures and site amenities, vegetation removal, roads, grading and
earthwork, utilities, lighting, revegetation, landscaping, and other improvements for their
complete effect on views. The aesthetics analysis evaluates the cumulative effect that each of
the individual project components have on the visual character of the surrounding landscape.
Although the project would be implemented over a 20-year timeframe, the specific recreational
facilities and infrastructure included in each of the various construction phases has not been
determined at this time. As a result, the aesthetics section analyzes the complete build-out of
the project and makes recommendations, as necessary, regarding phasing strategies as they
might relate to visual resources.

4.1.1 Existing Conditions
The NCP is located in the community of Nipomo, approximately 1 mile west of U.S. Highway
101 (US 101), and approximately 6 miles inland from the Pacific Ocean. The regional
landscape can be broadly defined as an ancient marine terrace between the coast and the
hills to the east. Sand dune complexes along the beach transition to wide mesas inland.
Creeks and drainages in the region generally have an east-west orientation on their way to the
ocean. The native landscape generally includes coast live oak woodland and coastal sage
chaparral with riparian corridors along the drainage ways. Eucalyptus trees were introduced
into the area as a forest crop and have since become established over much of the Nipomo
Mesa. The large stature of eucalyptus groves creates a dominant visual element throughout
the area landscape and along the skyline.
The Nipomo region has a generally rural visual character, with agriculture, open space, and
residences at various densities making up much of the land use. The unincorporated
community of Nipomo is located mostly along US 101 and serves as the commercial center of
the region. In recent years, the Nipomo area has been recognized as one of the faster
growing areas of San Luis Obispo County. Several residential subdivisions have been
constructed and others are planned for the area. This increased development has had an
incremental effect on the rural appearance of the region. West Tefft Street, just east of the
project, is considered part of the central business district of Nipomo. Although the region is
becoming somewhat more urbanized, the area still maintains a well-vegetated visual
character, due in large part to the mature eucalyptus trees and the native oaks scattered
throughout the area.
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Photograph 4.1-1. Characteristic landscape of Nipomo including
skyline trees, open space, and scattered development.

Photograph 4.1-2. The commercial center of Nipomo along West Tefft Street,
approximately 0.5 mile east of the NCP.

The 140-acre NCP is surrounded mostly by residential land use, and is bounded by Pomeroy
Road to the north, West Tefft Street to the southeast, Tejas Place to the south, and Osage
Street to the west (refer to Figure 4.1-1). The eastern portion of the NCP is developed with
sports and play fields, including baseball fields with night lighting, group and individual picnic
facilities, children's play areas, lighted tennis courts, basketball courts, restrooms, and parking
lots. The maintenance yard and buildings are located in the approximate center of the NCP
and include a wooden residential-scale building with scattered maintenance accessory
structures and vehicles. The northern, eastern, and southern portions of the NCP appear
mostly natural and are developed with trails, interpretive gardens, and open space areas. The
Mesa Meadows portion of the site consists of a residential development, a loop trail around the
4.1-2
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perimeter, and a portion of open space serving as a stormwater retention area and buffer from
the adjacent agricultural field.
The topography of the NCP is generally flat along the eastern side, in the area of the existing
play fields. The southern perimeter of the site is slightly elevated along the back yards of
residences on Tejas Place. Moving north from Tejas Place toward the interior of the site, the
landform drops off then rises again forming a natural depression in the landscape. The
landform elevates gently from this area to form an east-west oriented ridge along the northern
third of the site, rising noticeably above the surroundings. North of the ridge toward Pomeroy
Road, the landform flattens out again to match the terrain of the adjacent neighborhoods. The
Mesa Meadows area to the west is mostly level.
Vegetation within the more developed eastern side of the NCP includes mature pines and
eucalyptus, reaching heights of up to approximately 80 feet, as well as a variety of non-native
shrubs. Turf areas cover most of this developed portion of the NCP. The southern portion of
the NCP is more open and has predominantly scattered native shrubs with native and nonnative grasses. The ridge area along the mid-section of the site is mostly covered with wellestablished native oak woodland species. The oak trees in this area form a moderately dense
visual canopy, are evergreen, and average approximately 15 to 30 feet in height. The forest
understory is comprised of a variety of native shrubs, perennials, and related plants.
Scattered oaks and native shrubs are located on the flatter portion of the site north of the
ridge, appearing less dense than the forested area along the ridge. Two separate native plant
gardens are located in the northern corner of the NCP. Each of these gardens is in the
developing stage and the associated plantings are not yet major visual elements in the
landscape. Vegetation within the Mesa Meadows area of the NCP includes oaks along the
perimeter pathway, large windrows of eucalyptus trees along the northwest and southeast
corners, and typical residential plantings associated with the houses and neighborhood
streets. The majority of the NCP is bounded by some type of fencing, including post and wire,
pipe, wood, and chain-link.

4.1.2 Regulatory Setting
The proposed project is located within the jurisdiction of the County of San Luis Obispo
(County). The regulatory setting pertaining to visual resources includes review of the
proposed development’s consistency with various elements of the County General Plan and
Land Use Ordinance (LUO), in addition to the review of findings made in this document per
CEQA Guidelines.

4.1.3 Thresholds of Significance
The determinations of significance of project impacts are based on applicable policies,
regulations, goals, and guidelines defined by CEQA and the County. In addition to comparing
the project to relevant policies and standards, the aesthetic resources assessment identified
which specific criteria contribute most to the existing quality of each view and if change would
occur to that criteria as a result of the project. If a change in visual criteria was identified, this
change was analyzed for its potential effect on the existing scenic character. This analysis
was combined with the potential number of viewers, their sensitivities, and viewing duration in
order to determine the overall level of impacts. Specifically, the project would be considered to
have a significant effect on the environment if the effects exceed the significance criteria
described below.
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4.1.3.1

County of San Luis Obispo

The significance of potential aesthetic resources impacts are based on thresholds identified by
the County in accordance with within Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines. Aesthetic impacts
would be considered significant if the proposed project would:

Create an Aesthetically Incompatible Site Open to Public View
Visual contrast may be used as a measure of the potential impact that the project may have on
the visual quality of the site. If a strong contrast occurred where project features or activities
attract attention and dominate the landscape setting, this would be considered a potentially
significant impact on visual character or quality of the site. Project components that are not
subordinate to the landscape setting could result in a significant change in the composition of
the landscape.

Introduce a Use within a Scenic View Open to Public View
A substantial adverse impact would occur if the proposed project would significantly degrade
the scenic landscape as viewed from public roads, or from other public areas. The degree of
potential impact on scenic views varies with factors such as viewing distance, duration, viewer
sensitivity, and the visual context of the surrounding area (such as urban versus rural). The
aesthetics section analyzes the extent that the proposed development would alter the visual
quality of the project site and its surroundings. The specific characteristics that define
important views, or vistas, are identified, and the project's effect on those characteristics is
assessed. If the fundamental quality of the vistas are substantially reduced, significant
impacts would result.

Change the Visual Character of an Area
Consideration of potential significance includes analysis of visual character elements such as
land use and intensity, visual integrity of the landscape type, and other factors. Project related
actions would be considered to have a significant impact on the visual character of the site and
surroundings if they altered the area in a way that significantly changed, detracted from, or
degraded the visual quality of the site and was inconsistent with community policies regarding
visual character. The degree to which that change reflects documented community values
and meets viewers’ aesthetic expectations is the basis for determining levels of significance.
County policies as well as community scoping workshops have identified the preservation of
rural character as a goal for the NCP site.

Create Glare or Night Lighting Which May Affect Surrounding Areas
The project would result in a significant impact if it subjected viewers from public roads or
other public areas to a substantial amount of point-source lighting visibility at night, or if the
collective lumination of the project resulted in a noticeable spill-over effect into the nighttime
sky, increasing the ambient light over the region. The placement and heights of lighting,
source of illumination, and fixture types combined with hours of operation, viewer locations,
adjacent reflective elements, and atmospheric conditions can affect the degree of change to
nighttime views.

Impact Unique Geological or Physical Features
County planning documents and regulations do not by themselves set a specific threshold
regarding the degradation of a unique geological or physical feature, such as hillside
resources. However, review of applicable planning document language indicates that among
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other features, obstruction of views of unique or character defining landscape elements can be
considered significant.

4.1.3.2

Consistency with County of San Luis Obispo Plans and Policies

County planning documents do not contain specific criteria for determining thresholds of
significance regarding aesthetic resources. However, in comparing the project to the above
thresholds, substantial consideration was given to the project's consistency with public
policies, plans, goals, and regulations concerning scenic vistas, scenic roadways, visual
character, and night lighting. The following goals, policies, and guidelines provide a basis for
determining levels of potential impact as well as an indication of aesthetic values and
sensitivity to visual change.

Parks and Recreation Element
In order to support the goal of an equitable and quality public park system, Policy 2.1 states
that the County should "Provide parks which are aesthetic and consistent with community
needs.” Appendix F cites the following mitigation measures identified in the programmatic EIR
for the Parks and Recreation Element. A stated intent of these measures is to "guide future
environmental review and to provide consistency as future projects are developed.”

Aesthetics
Building location. Development, including access roads, shall minimize
visibility as viewed from any designated scenic road or highway to the greatest
extent practical. Alternative locations or standards may be approved where
visual effects are reduced to an insignificant level or where visibility is desired.


Screening of New Development. When screening is necessary to
protect a sensitive visual resource, the following is appropriate. The site
design shall use existing topographic features to the extent feasible.
Where use of topography is not feasible, existing vegetation, new
landscaping plants, berms and fencing may be used. Where feasible,
the use of natural vegetation and/or landscaping shall take precedence
over berms or fences. In cases where vegetation is used, the design
shall provide that at least 80% of the structure(s), as viewed from public
rights-of-way, shall be screened by plants at maturity. New landscaping
should use native species to the extent feasible.



Ridgetop Development. New structures shall be located so that they
are not silhouetted against the sky as viewed from public roads or the
ocean.



Significant rock outcrops. Grading and placement of structures shall
occur at least 150 feet from bedrock outcroppings visible from public
right of way.

Slope Limitations for Grading and New Structures. No grading or structures
shall occur on slopes greater than 20% (except in the case of trails) unless the
County finds that there is no feasible alternative or that by allowing such
grading or structures, the overall impacts would be better minimized. Grading
shall be designed so that landform alterations are minimized to the extent
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feasible and blend with the natural topography by following existing contours
where feasible.
Building Height and Mass of new buildings as viewed from public rights-ofway shall be minimized to the extent feasible by using low-profile design and
other methods. Colors shall not markedly contrast with the surrounding
environment but should complement and be similar to colors of surroundings.
Light and Glare. Facilities shall be designed to minimize new light, except for
the minimum required for safety. In general, lighting fixtures shall be downcast
and hooded. Night lighting for active sports fields shall limit spillover visible at
sensitive uses such as residences to the maximum extent practical. Use of
glare-producing materials shall be minimized.

West Tefft Corridor Design Plan – Incorporated by reference in the San Luis Obispo
County Land Use and Circulation Element – South County Inland Area Plan
Portions of the project would be adjacent to West Tefft Street and are within the boundary of
the West Tefft Corridor Design Plan area. The Design Plan "gives guidance for the desired
appearance and scale of streets, buildings and open spaces, which are to be achieved
through the public review of new projects and their completion.” The Plan provides design
goals and policies regarding site planning, architecture, landscaping, and streetscapes.

4.1.4 Impact Assessment and Methodology
4.1.4.1

Analysis Methodology

In order to understand the type and extent of physical change expected by project
implementation, the sizes and locations of proposed recreational facilities were developed by
comparison with the known heights and locations of existing site features as well as placed
reference-poles and other markers. These visual scale references were used for estimating
structure heights and massing, increasing accuracy of photo-simulations, and for determining
overall project visibility. Locations of critical structure elements were identified based on
preliminary and conceptual site plan information and architectural elevations (Firma 2010).
The project was viewed from all potential public viewer group locations and local roads in the
vicinity of the project. Following this initial investigation, in conjunction with review of the
Constraints Analysis (Morro Group 2004), representative viewpoints were determined for
further analysis, based on dominance of the site within the view, duration of views, and
expected sensitivity of the viewer group. Of those representative viewpoints, KVAs were
selected that would best illustrate the visual changes proposed by the project (refer to Figure
4.1-1). Photographs were taken from the KVAs and photo-simulations were prepared
illustrating the appearance of the project as proposed by the County (refer to Figures 4.1-18
through 4.1-23 at the end of this section). The completed simulations were used to quantify
potential project visibility and to assess related impacts. The project site was then fieldreviewed to assist in determining appropriate mitigation measures.
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Figure 4.1-1. Locations of Key Viewing Areas and Corresponding Photo-simulations

The analysis considers the existing development as part of the visual baseline. This includes
the neighborhoods immediately surrounding the project, the development along West Tefft
Street, and other areas of the community that define the overall character of Nipomo. The
visual quality of the community has as much to do with the built environment as it does the
natural setting. Patterns of development, architecture, scale, massing, and vegetation
combine to define how the community is perceived by residents and visitors alike.
In determining levels of impact, this study also compares the proposed project to the specific
visual resource goals of the County. When the stated goals demonstrate that a high degree of
value is placed on the visual environment, the standards to which the project must be
compared are equally high. As a result of the expressed value for the rural park setting,
combined with an awareness of visual character as reflected in county planning policy, it is
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anticipated that community and viewer sensitivity to visual changes on this prominent site will
be moderately high.

Photo-simulations
Photo-simulations were prepared in order to better understand and communicate the potential
visual changes associated with the proposed project. Photo-simulation locations were
selected to best show critical views, how the project would compare to applicable planning
policy, or from viewpoints which would provide a good representation of the overall project
character. The photo-simulations show the development at a time period approximately seven
to 10 years after construction (see Figures 4.1-18 through 4.1-23).
At this stage in the Master Plan process, preliminary concept images of the community
center/gymnasium, and a preliminary grading plan for the multi-use sports field and
stormwater basins, have been provided (refer to Figures 2-7 and 4.1-4). Other specific details
and architectural styles of proposed project elements have not yet been determined. The
particular appearance and architectural style of project elements would be developed based
partly on recommendations of this study and with input from the community. The appearance
of project elements shown in the photo-simulations are only conceptual representations of the
types of recreational features defined in the Master Plan.

Project Visibility
The project is proposed on a highly visible and sensitive site in terms of proximity to the
surrounding community. Portions of the NCP can be seen from several public roads and from
residential areas on all four sides. The Constraints Analysis (Morro Group 2004) quantified
general visibility of the existing park from the surrounding community and from areas within the
NCP itself. Building on that report, the following section verifies identified public viewpoints
and describes the extent and quality of critical project features.

Views from the Surrounding Community
The NCP is surrounded by development and, as a result, has some degree of visibility from all
sides. Views of the NCP from the surrounding area potentially include adjacent and distant
neighborhoods, public roadways, and other public facilities such as Dana Elementary School,
the Nipomo Community Library, and a local church. Views to the interior of the NCP are
limited to some extent by existing vegetation and/or topography. As seen from farther
distances, views of the NCP are generally limited to the tops of the existing trees near the
sports fields and the oak covered ridge. During evening sporting events, lighting from the
existing sports fields can be seen from the surrounding area, although the existing trees filter
some of the light and glare.

Views from Surrounding Roadways
Public roadways surround the NCP on all four sides and allow direct visual access to the
project site. The greatest degree of visibility to the project from the surrounding community
would be from these public roadways. As seen from Osage Street, Camino Caballo, and the
western portion of Pomeroy Road, the viewshed is predominantly dense oak woodland on
slopes rising up from the perimeter of the property. Project features most visible from these
three street segments would include the play structure at the corner of Camino Caballo and
Osage Streets, the interpretive center and amphitheater associated with the Nipomo Native
Garden, and the perimeter path and multi-use trails.
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Photograph 4.1-3. An existing view of the NCP from westbound Pomeroy Road.

The eastern portion of Pomeroy Road fronting the NCP is adjacent to the northern park
entrance. Existing views along this section of Pomeroy Road include the developed sports
field section of the NCP. The most visible proposed element as seen from this area would be
the realigned park road entrance. Visible elements associated with the proposed entry would
include a pay station, signage, a traffic signal, grading, and tree removal. The perimeter multiuse trail would also be seen from this location.
From the intersection of Pomeroy Road and West Tefft Street, existing views to the developed
portion of the NCP are available, although heading south on West Tefft Street from this point,
views to the interior of the site are somewhat blocked by mature landscaping. Further south
along West Tefft Street, visual access to the site is generally blocked by the Nipomo
Community Library and Dana Elementary School. The eastern entrance road to the NCP is
located along this section of West Tefft Street. As viewed from roadways surrounding the
NCP, the section of West Tefft Street between Pomeroy Road and Dana Elementary School
would see the greatest amount of visual change. The project proposes a community pool or a
skate park in this area, along with an expansion of the existing library, an amphitheater, and a
realignment of the NCP entrance.
Tejas Place parallels the southern perimeter of the NCP. Existing residences along the north
side of this street block the majority of views to the NCP from this public roadway. The
existing landform knoll along the southern side of the NCP also precludes views to much of the
interior of the NCP as seen from Tejas Place. The existing houses and landform would also
block most of the view to the proposed project elements in the center of the NCP such as the
community center, parking lots, basketball courts, and playground. Much of the proposed
multi-use sports fields would also generally not be seen from this location. The most
noticeable project features as seen from Tejas Place would be the proposed lighting for the
multi-use sports fields.
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Views from Neighborhoods Southeast of the NCP in the Vicinity of West Tefft Street
and Orchard Avenue
These residential areas are at a higher viewing elevation, which allows potentially greater
visibility of the NCP site. From these areas, however, existing views to the interior of the NCP
are largely screened by the masses of tall trees near the eastern perimeter of the NCP. From
areas closest to West Tefft Street the proposed community pool or skate park, library
expansion, amphitheater, and realigned park entrance would be potentially visible.
From Dana Elementary School, the existing developed portion of the NCP is visible to the
north. As with most viewing locations surrounding the NCP, much of the view from the school
is somewhat blocked by landform and existing vegetation. The project proposes several
changes that would be visible from the school, including the expansion of the existing library,
the relocation of the entry road, a pay station, and further to the north a community pool or a
skate park. The multi-use sports fields proposed for the southern portion of the NCP would be
mostly blocked from view as seen from Dana Elementary School, although the sport field
lighting would be seen during nighttime operation.

Photograph 4.1-4. The existing view from near Orchard Avenue toward the NCP.

Views from the Residential Area to the South near Tejas Place
The homes adjacent to the NCP along the north side of Tejas Place have views of the NCP,
especially the oak covered ridge and various masses of skyline trees. These homes also
substantially restrict views toward the NCP from the remainder of the neighborhood. In
addition, the existing landform knoll along the southern side of the NCP precludes views to the
interior of the NCP as seen from many of the homes in this neighborhood, including the ones
on the north side of Tejas Road.
Intervening houses and landform would also block much of the view to the proposed project
elements in the center of the NCP such as the community center, parking lots, basketball
courts, and playground. The proposed multi-use sports fields would also generally not be
seen from this location. The most noticeable project features as seen from the Tejas Place
neighborhood would be the proposed lighting for the multi-use sports fields. Perimeter trail
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improvements along the south side of the NCP would also be seen from portions of this
neighborhood.

Photograph 4.1-5. The existing view from Tejas Place toward the north.
A glimpse of the oak-covered park ridge can be seen between the
residences in the distance.

Views from the Residential Neighborhoods West of Osage Street
Existing views of the NCP from the residential neighborhoods west of Osage Street are
primarily of the wooded slopes and the native garden areas near Camino Caballo. In the
vicinity of the Mesa Meadows neighborhood, limited views are available to the interior of the
park, along the southern more open portion of the site. As seen from the residential
neighborhoods west of Osage Street, the most noticeable project elements would be the
native garden, the interpretive center, the play structure near Camino Caballo, and the
perimeter trail. From some areas of the neighborhood along the southern portion of Osage
Street, the proposed lighting for the multi-use sports fields would be seen.

Photograph 4.1-6. The existing view from Osage Street looking east toward the park.
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Views from the Neighborhoods North of Pomeroy Road
The neighborhoods north of Pomeroy Road have existing views of the NCP that mostly consist
of either the wooded ridgeline along the western section or the tops of the trees at the
developed area to the east. From this residential area the existing sports field lights can be
seen above or through the trees. As with most of the neighborhoods surrounding the park,
unless a residence is directly across a street from the park, the existing views of the NCP are
substantially blocked by structures and/or landscaping.
From the neighborhoods north of Pomeroy Road the most noticeable new project elements
would be the realigned park entry road, the native garden and interpretive center, and the
perimeter trail. Most of the proposed recreational elements closer to the center and southern
portions of the NCP would not be easily seen from this neighborhood because of distance,
topography, and/or vegetation.

Photograph 4.1-7. The existing view from Pomeroy Road
looking southwest toward the park.

Views from Within the NCP
From inside much of the park, existing close- and mid-range views are generally unobstructed.
The open character of the existing sports fields allows visibility across much of the developed
eastern area of the park. The undeveloped area along the southern portion of the site also
has generally clear visibility of the NCP surroundings. The areas of the NCP near the native
and interpretive gardens have views of the adjacent parkland which are somewhat screened
by trees and shrubs in the vicinity. From the oak-covered ridge area, dense vegetation limits
most views to other parts of the park. Along the perimeter of the woodland, however, the
generally elevated position provides several good viewing opportunities to other parts of the
park.
Longer-range views within the NCP are often screened by vegetation, topography, or existing
site amenities. The oak-covered ridge near the northern section of the NCP substantially limits
distant views in that direction. As a result, certain sub-areas of the existing park tend to be
somewhat visually isolated from one another. Four such areas include: the developed eastern
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portion, less developed southern and western portions, interior oak ridge, and Nipomo Native
Garden in the northern triangle.

The Eastern, More Developed Area of the NCP
The most intensely developed area of the NCP is the eastern portion. Existing views in this
area of the NCP include the lighted baseball fields, tennis/basketball courts, internal paved
roadways, parking lots, and picnic areas. The eastern end of the NCP also contains the
existing library, pre-school, and park entrance off West Tefft Street.

Photograph 4.1-8. Existing views of some of the
more developed areas within the park.

Photograph 4.1-9. Existing views of some of the
more developed areas within the park.
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The project proposes few substantial visual changes to the existing recreational features in the
northeastern portion of the park. However new park features visible in the southeastern area
would include the community pool or skate park, the expanded library, a realigned entrance
road, and an amphitheater. Along Pomeroy Road, a realigned park entrance, an off-leash dog
park, a new gazebo, and an oak tree restoration area would be seen.

Photograph 4.1-10. View of the existing ball field and sports lighting.

The Less Developed Area throughout the Western and Southern Portions of the NCP
The existing park road generally separates this area from the more intensely developed
section to the east. The western and southern sections of the NCP are the most open, and
current recreation uses are predominantly the trails along the southern side. Oak trees are
scattered throughout some of this area. Existing caretaker's and maintenance facilities are
some of the few structures found here.

Photograph 4.1-11. The existing view of the less developed
western, southern, and central portions of the park.
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The majority of the visible new development proposed by the project would occur in this
central and southern portion of the park. The proposed community center, gymnasium, pool,
tennis courts, parking lots, equestrian staging area, playground, restrooms, and parking would
be visible in the middle area, and the proposed multi-use sports fields would be terraced into
the slope along the southern side. A new loop road would serve these proposed recreation
facilities.

The Interior of the Oak-Covered Ridge Area of the NCP
The surrounding oak trees and tall scrub vegetation are visual resources as seen from within
the oak-covered ridge. This existing vegetation also screens much of the views to the rest of
the park; however, because of the elevated position of the ridge, quality views of the
surrounding park as well as the distant hills can be seen through gaps in the vegetation.

Photograph 4.1-12. The existing view from the oak-covered ridge toward the north.
The surrounding hills north of Nipomo are visible in the distance.

From certain locations on the ridge, the proposed recreational development would be visible to
the south. Through gaps in vegetation, the community center, gymnasium, pool, tennis courts,
equestrian staging area, equestrian staging, parking lots, playground, restrooms, and parking
would be visible in the middle area, and the proposed multi-use sports fields would be seen
further to the south.

The Community Gardens Area of the NCP North of the Oak-Covered Ridge
Little development exists in the existing community gardens area north of Camino Caballo.
Trails and passive recreation are the main uses of the area. The project would introduce new
visual elements in this area, such as a new interpretative center building and an amphitheater.
Just south of Camino Caballo, a proposed play structure and lawn area would be seen. The
new trail would also be visible around the perimeter of the park.
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Photograph 4.1-13. The existing view looking southeast from Osage Street.
The Nipomo Native Garden is visible in the foreground and the
oak-covered ridge can be seen in the background.

4.1.5 Project-specific Impacts and Mitigation Measures
The project site is considered sensitive in terms of community aesthetic character. The NCP
is surrounded on all sides by neighborhoods and/or public roadways, including Pomeroy Road,
West Tefft Street, Osage Street, Tejas Place, and Camino Caballo. In addition, much of the
public viewing exposure to the NCP is from within the boundaries of the park itself. Because
of its location on West Tefft Street, which serves as a main east-west thoroughfare for the
area, and its proximity to residential neighborhoods on all sides, the NCP serves an important
role in defining the visual identity of Nipomo.
The analysis considers the existing development as part of the visual baseline. This includes
the existing uses of the park, neighborhoods and natural areas surrounding the project, as well
as other areas of the community that define the overall character of Nipomo. The visual
quality of the community has as much to do with the built environment as with the natural
setting. Patterns of development, architecture, scale, massing, and vegetation combine to
define how the community is perceived by the public, including residents and visitors.
In determining levels of impact, this study also compares the project to the specific visual
resource goals of the County. As a result of the valued small-town rural setting, combined with
an awareness of scenic quality as reflected in County planning policy, it is anticipated that
community and viewer sensitivity to visual changes on this prominent park site will be
moderately high.
Specific architectural styles of structural project elements have not yet been determined at this
stage in the Master Plan process. The specific appearance and architectural styles of project
features would be developed based partly on recommendations of this study and input from
the community. As a result the appearance of the specific project elements shown in the
photo-simulations are reasonable representations of the types of recreational features defined
in the Master Plan.
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For the purpose of this analysis, assumptions are made regarding the physical characteristics
of the proposed project features. Preliminary concepts of the community center and the multiuse sports fields have been designed and are included in the study (refer to Figures 2-7 and
4.1-4). All other proposed features are analyzed considering typical examples of those
elements as they would likely be implemented in this setting. In addition, since the specific
appearance of many of the project features would be based on subsequent decisions, the
aesthetics section uses a “reasonable worst-case scenario” to assess potential impacts
regarding the appearance of the project.

4.1.5.1

Effect on Scenic View

An important public scenic view within the NCP is the oak-covered ridge extending through the
northern part of the park, which contributes the rural character of the undeveloped areas within
NCP. The ridge can be seen from many viewpoints within the park, as well as from the
surrounding neighborhoods, which helps establish a natural scenic backdrop for much of the
area. As seen from most of the surrounding community, the project would have little or no
effect on views of the ridge from surrounding streets or neighborhoods. Trail improvements on
the ridge itself would cause minimal disturbance, and would not be easily visible from the
surrounding area due to trail width and surrounding vegetation. The quality of views to the
ridge would remain intact and the ridge would continue to provide a visual backdrop for the
community.
As seen from certain areas near the center of the park, views to the ridge would be partially
blocked. The proposed community center, gymnasium, and other structures in this area would
partially screen views to the north and of the ridge. Proposed landscaping, such as parking lot
trees, would also filter surrounding views. Because of the proximity of the community center
and gymnasium buildings to the existing park road, views to the oak-covered ridge to the
northwest would be substantially blocked, resulting in an adverse effect on the scenic vista.
Although other proposed elements, such as parking lot trees, would partially filter views, the
community center and gymnasium buildings would cause the greatest degree of view
blockage.
The hills north and east of Nipomo are also important vistas. Views of these distant hills are
limited, but can be seen from certain locations within the NCP and the surrounding area. From
viewpoints within the NCP itself, the project would have little to no effect on views to the
distant hills. Most of the existing viewpoints from within the NCP to the surrounding hills are
located at the upper elevations of the oak-covered ridge and the trails along the southern
perimeter of the park. The largest proposed elements, the community center and gymnasium,
would be below these ridgetop viewpoints and would be oriented below the viewshed of the
distant hills.
The elevated viewing position of the Tejas Place neighborhood provides somewhat increased
views to the north and east, although much of these public views are screened by existing
houses and landscaping. The new light poles proposed for the multi-use sports fields would
become part of the view to the north and northeast, and from certain locations could be visible
directly in front of the distant hills. Where visible, the institutional appearance of the poles and
light arrays would somewhat degrade the quality of the views to the hills. Although visible, the
poles and lights would occupy a very small percentage of the overall viewshed. As a result,
the light poles would have only a minor effect on views to the distant hills as seen from the
surrounding neighborhoods.
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AES Impact 1

The location and size of the community center and gymnasium would
block views of the oak-covered ridge as seen from the main existing
park road, resulting in a direct long-term impact to the scenic vista
within the park.

AES/mm-1

Prior to approval of the final design and development plan, site plans and
architectural plans shall be submitted showing the community center and
gymnasium a minimum distance of 150 feet from the existing park road.

Residual Impact
Implementation of this measure would require some adjustment to the proposed parking area
in the vicinity of these structures to maintain close parking and access to these facilities,
incorporate mitigation related to public safety and crime prevention, and the potential addition
of a transit stop; however, the proposed development footprint would remain the same. While
views within the park would be modified by the proposed development, implementation of this
mitigation measure would require that proposed structures are located to maintain scenic
views of the oak-covered ridge, as seen from the main park road. Residual impacts would be
less than significant (Class II).

4.1.5.2

Effect on Visual Character and Quality, Visual Compatibility

the NCP occupies one of the more visible locations in the community. The proximity to
primary roadways and surrounding neighborhoods greatly increases the potential number of
viewers of the proposed project improvements. Because of this large number of viewers and
highly visible location, the appearance of the project would have an influence on the visual
character of the community. Future development of the site has the potential to substantially
alter the existing visual character. The potential effects the project may have on the visual
character and quality of the site and its surroundings are discussed below according to the
primary project features proposed.
As mentioned previously, preliminary concept images of the community center/gymnasium,
and a preliminary grading plan for the multi-use sports field and stormwater basins have been
provided (refer to Figure 2-7 and 4.1-4). Other specific details and architectural styles
regarding the proposed project elements have not yet been determined. The images shown
below are provided only as examples of the categories of recreational elements proposed by
the project. The images are shown to give a sense of the potential visual character of the
various recreational facilities, and are not intended to convey a specific design or type.

Community Center/Gymnasium
A 36,000-square foot community center/gymnasium is proposed near the center of the park.
The conceptual image of the facility shows a 35-foot tall structure occupying a space
approximately 250 feet long by 230 feet wide (refer to Figure 2-7). No specific architectural
style has been identified at this time, although the conceptual image illustrates one building
with a parapet hipped-roof, and one building with a shallow barrel vaulted roof. Exterior
materials and colors are not specifically defined.
The community center/gymnasium would not be visible from locations outside of the NCP
itself. However, because of its size, the proposed community center/gymnasium would be the
dominant visual element at the park's core and would greatly define the visual character within
the park.
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The preliminary design of the community center/gymnasium shows generally monolithic
structures with little exterior articulation, which would increase the perceived scale of the
buildings. If urban or modern-style architecture were used, these dominant buildings would
likely not be consistent with the rural aesthetic goals of the community. Exterior details,
materials, and color schemes could either support or detract from the desired visual character
of the park. As a result, the proposed community center/ gymnasium would have the potential
to result in substantial adverse impacts to the visual character of the park.

Community Swimming Pool
An approximately 8,400-square foot swimming pool and deck would be located in the vicinity
of the community center/gymnasium. The pool would likely include associated site features
such as benches and/or chairs, safety devices, and signage. Required security fencing may
be one of the more noticeable elements of the pool facility. The type of fencing selected would
greatly affect the visual character of the site. Galvanized chain-link fencing, for example, may
introduce an urban, industrial look compared to a more aesthetically treated material. The
community pool would have an adverse effect on the visual character if it created an intensely
urban appearance. Institutional looking support buildings and structures, extensive use of
galvanized chain-link fencing, and minimal use of landscaping would result in a utilitarian
appearance, inconsistent with the stated rural character goals for the park.
Figure 4.1-2. Examples of Typical Community Pools

Skate Park
The project includes a 10,000-square foot skate park near West Tefft Street. Skate parks can
vary greatly in appearance, layout, and form. For the purposes of this analysis, it is assumed
that the skate park would be primarily a hard surface such as concrete, with ramps, rails,
bowls, and other features. Associated amenities may include benches and viewing areas.
Perimeter security fencing would also likely be required. The skate park on West Tefft Street
would have an adverse effect on the visual character if it created an intensely urban
appearance.
Institutional looking support buildings and structures, extensive use of
galvanized chain-link fencing, and minimal use of landscaping would result in a utilitarian
appearance, inconsistent with the stated rural character goals for the park.
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Figure 4.1-3. Examples Showing the General Visual Character of Skate Parks

Multi-use Sports Fields
The Master Plan includes an additional 10 acres of lighted multi-use sports fields, located
toward the southern-central portion of the park. The sports fields themselves would be on a
single terrace level, with an irrigated turf surface. Preliminary designs indicate that substantial
landform alteration would occur in order to accommodate these level playing fields on the
existing sloping terrain (refer to Figure 4.1-4). From many viewpoints the multi-use sports
fields would be most noticeable by their associated cut and fill slopes, which would be as
much as 25 feet in height.
The generally sandy soil of the area would require somewhat shallow slope-angles, which
would reduce the engineered appearance of the earthwork. The preliminary plan also shows
contour-type grading which would help the slopes look like natural landforms. In spite of these
factors, without appropriate vegetative erosion control measures, the constructed slopes may
have increased noticeability due to scarring and exposed earth, which would affect the visual
character of the southern section of the park.
A specific lighting plan has not been developed for the sports fields at this time. However, it is
presumed that several light poles would be required around the perimeter of the sports fields
in order to provide adequate and safe field illumination. Although the final lighting design
would depend on numerous factors specific to the site, for comparison purposes it can be
noted that similar recreation facilities can be seen with as many as eight to 10 poles with
heights of 60 feet or more. The visibility of these light poles would unavoidably contribute to
the site's visual alteration from open space to an active recreational facility, both during the
day and nighttime hours.

Expanded Community Library Building
The existing community library building located on West Tefft Street is approximately
7,100 square feet in size. The Master Plan proposes to expand the library by adding another
4,000 square feet of space. The existing library building is single-story, with a stucco and
shingle exterior. The roof form is hipped with gable-type dormer windows. It is expected that
the expanded portion of the library would match the architecture of the existing library. If not
designed to be compatible with the existing building, the library facility could lack visual
coherence and reduce the visual quality of the area.
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Figure 4.1-4. Conceptual Grading Plan for the Multi-Use Sports Fields and Stormwater Basins
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Photograph 4.1-14. Existing view of the Nipomo Community Library from
West Tefft Street.

Expanded Restrooms/Maintenance Buildings
New and/or expanded restrooms and maintenance buildings would be included in the park.
The existing restrooms and maintenance buildings are rectangular structures with wood or
stucco siding and concrete block. The roofs are gable style with shingles. The design of the
new restrooms and maintenance structures would be important contributors to the visual
character of the park. Overly institutional looking restrooms and maintenance buildings would
result in a utilitarian appearance, inconsistent with the stated rural character goals for the park.
Figure 4.1-5. Examples of Typical Community Park Restrooms

Increased Parking
Because of the increased intensity of park usage, the amount of required vehicle parking area
would more than double. The largest new parking lots would be near the middle portion of the
park, between the proposed community center and the multi-use sports fields. The majority of
the parking areas would be paved, with trees scattered throughout the lots. The most visible
aspect of the parking lots would likely be the expanses of paved area and the vehicles
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themselves, both parked and in motion. Additional features would likely include public safety
lighting. By their nature, paved parking lots filled with vehicles can be associated with urban or
suburban visual environments.
Figure 4.1-6. Examples Showing the Visual Character of Typical Parking Lots

Additional Roads
Internal roadways would connect the new park elements to each other and to the existing
facilities. The new roads would be paved and are not expected to include curbs or gutters
unless required for accessibility or drainage management. The new access roads would
connect to the existing internal road system and would likely be similar in width. New entry
road connections are proposed at Pomeroy Road and at West Tefft Street. The Master Plan
layout shows the entry roads having median islands and pay stations. Paved roadways and
vehicles serving the proposed recreational elements near the middle and western portions of
the NCP would contribute to the reduction in rural character, in currently less-developed areas.
Figure 4.1-7. Examples of Different Types of Park Roads

New Amphitheater / Gazebo
A new amphitheater is proposed near the Nipomo Native Garden area, and a new
gazebo/stage would be located south of the existing lighted baseball field. The appearance of
these features could vary greatly and no specific designs have been identified. Each of these
features could include a vertical structure associated with a stage as well as an area for a
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potential audience. The design of any new gazebo and amphitheater structures would be
important contributors to the visual character of the park. Inappropriate forms, materials, and
colors would be inconsistent with the stated rural character goals for the park.
Figure 4.1-8. Examples of the Typical Appearance of Park Amphitheaters

Interpretive Center
The Master Plan includes a proposed interpretive center with parking near the Nipomo Native
Garden area. The appearance of the interpretive center has not been defined and interpretive
centers designs often respond to specific site conditions and associated resources. As with
the other proposed buildings, the ultimate design of the interpretive center would have a direct
influence on the visual character of the park. The interpretive center would also be seen from
Osage Road and possibly from Camino Caballo. Urban or modern style architecture would
likely not be consistent with the rural aesthetic goals of the community. Exterior details,
materials, and color schemes could either support or detract from the desired visual character
of the park. As a result, the proposed interpretive center would have the potential to result in
substantial adverse impacts to the visual character of the park.
Figure 4.1-9. Examples of Two Different Styles of Interpretive Centers
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Basketball and Handball Courts
The project includes 10,000 square feet of new basketball courts and 4,000 square feet of
handball courts. These recreational features would be characterized to a great extent by their
hard court playing surfaces. Vertical elements associated with the basketball courts would be
the poles and backboards, and the handball courts would include vertical concrete court-walls
on one, three, or four sides. Security needs may require perimeter fencing for the basketball
and handball courts. The type of fencing selected would greatly affect the visual character of
the site. Galvanized chain-link fencing for example may introduce an urban, industrial look
compared to a more aesthetically treated fencing material.
Figure 4.1-10. Examples of a Typical Basketball Court (Left) and Handball Court (Right)

Additional Playgrounds
Eight thousand square feet of new playground area would be added to the park. Playgrounds
can have a wide variety of appearances. It is assumed that the playgrounds would include
one or more play structures, a ground plane of rubberized surface, wood chips, or turf, and
benches or other seating. One of the most noticeable characteristics of the playground would
be the colors of the new structures. New playground equipment is seen in hues ranging from
earth tones to bright primary colors.
Figure 4.1-11. Examples of Different Looks of Playground Equipment
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Expanded Dog Parks
An additional 19,000 square feet of off-leash dog park is proposed near the northern entry of
the park. Typically, dog parks are characterized by perimeter and cross-fencing, seating, and
sometimes an information kiosk. The type of fencing used would affect the visual character of
the site.
Figure 4.1-12. Examples of Different Styles of Dog Parks

Horseshoe Pits
New horseshoe pits would be included with implementation of the Master Plan. Because of
their relatively small size and general lack of vertical elements, horseshoe pits are often not
easily noticeable in the landscape. If safety fencing is required, the fencing may be the most
easily visible aspect of the horseshoe pit facility. As with the other fencing proposed
throughout the project, the style and material could have an influence on the visual setting.
Figure 4.1-13. Examples Showing the General Visual Character of Horseshoe Pits
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Expanded Tennis Courts
Two new tennis courts would be located in the vicinity of the proposed community center. The
tennis courts would likely include perimeter fencing, which could be one of its more noticeable
elements. Other features associated with the tennis courts may include benches, signage,
and an informational kiosk. The type of fencing selected would greatly affect the visual
character of the site. Untreated galvanized chain-link fencing may introduce an urban,
industrial look compared to a more aesthetically treated material.
Figure 4.1-14. Examples of Two Types of Tennis Courts

Additional Trails/ Walkways
A substantial amount of new trails and walkways are proposed. A multi-use trail would
generally parallel Pomeroy Road along the northern side of the park, and along the southern
perimeter south of the proposed sports fields. Some of these trails would be partly paved, with
adjacent unpaved horse trails. An attached sidewalk-type path would be constructed along
Osage Street, at the western edge of the park. The most noticeable aspects of the trails and
walkways may be the paved surfaces themselves and any required grading and/or vegetation
removal. If grading is required in order to construct the trails and walkways, without
appropriate vegetative erosion control measures, the constructed slopes may have increased
noticeability due to scarring and exposed earth, which would affect the visual character of the
vicinity.
Figure 4.1-15. Examples of Typical Park Trails
The trail shown on the right includes a paved and non-paved section.
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Additional Open Play Area
In addition to the new sports fields, approximately 4 acres of irrigated turf would be installed for
open play area. This turf area would be most noticeable by its brighter green lawn, possibly
contrasting with the seasonally golden adjacent natural slopes. The minimal landform
alterations associated with the open play areas would help these areas retain a more natural
look.

Photograph 4.1-15. View of the existing open play area within the park.

Stormwater Basins
Between the central parking area and the multi-use sports fields to the south, 108,000 square
feet of stormwater basins are proposed. The preliminary grading plans show contour-graded
basins. If maintenance or engineering needs require the basins to be rectilinear and look like
utilitarian facilities, they could affect the natural appearance of the park. Associated security
fencing, if required could also influence the visual character of the setting.
Figure 4.1-16. Examples of Different Types of Stormwater Basins
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Equestrian Staging Area
An equestrian staging area is proposed along the western side of the community center area.
Although no specific design details are identified at this time, the equestrian area would likely
be most recognizable by the pull-through parking area and the potential numbers of horse
trailers and associated vehicles.
Figure 4.1-17. Examples of the Typical Visual Character of Equestrian Staging Areas

AES Impact 2

Without definitive design concepts for the elements proposed in the
Master Plan, the potential exists for the buildings, support structures,
fencing, signage, landscaping, site amenities and miscellaneous
features to markedly contrast with the surrounding environment due
to inappropriate scale, form, location, materials, colors, and other
design factors, resulting in a direct long-term impact to the visual
character of the site and surroundings.

AES/mm-2

Prior to implementation of the Master Plan, comprehensive design
guidelines shall be developed for the NCP. The design guidelines shall be
developed in conjunction with community input and shall support the stated
goals that park amenities be aesthetically consistent with the rural regional
character of the area. For park improvements located along West Tefft
Street, the NCP design guidelines shall be compatible with the West Tefft
Corridor Design Plan. The design guidelines shall specifically describe
architectural styles and forms, types, layouts, materials, colors, and other
relevant details relating to all proposed park elements. The design
guidelines shall be based in part on the following goals:
a. The guidelines shall establish a consistent design theme for the
NCP, addressing the proposed elements as well as existing
features which may need replaced or refurbished in the future.
b. In keeping with the rural aesthetic goals of the community, the
design guidelines shall strive for an honest use of materials
rather than faux or artificial applications.
c. Site design and layout of structures and recreational elements
shall be designed to accommodate substantial landscaping for
the purpose of reducing the visual dominance of the built
elements and blending with the natural setting.
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d. Site grading shall be minimized to the greatest extent feasible.
The location, size, and orientation of structures, recreational
features, parking areas, paths, and walkways shall be laid-out to
minimize the need for earthwork.
e. Buildings and other structures shall use stepped foundations
and/or partially buried walls where possible to minimize the need
for grading.
f.

All visible earthwork shall utilize contour grading and slope
rounding to achieve a natural appearance.

g. The use of visible retaining walls shall be minimized to the
greatest extent feasible. Where retaining walls are required,
their visibility shall be reduced through the use of materials,
color, and planting. Retaining walls may be appropriate in
certain circumstances in order to protect existing mature trees.
h. Paved areas, including parking lots, recreation surfaces, and
pedestrian areas shall strive for surface materials and colorings
which blend with the natural ground plane to the greatest extent
practical considering their intended function.
i.

The visual prominence of all buildings and structures shall be
lessened through the use of architectural form, style, external
materials, colors and other appropriate measures.

j.

All signage shall have a consistent graphic design theme.
Thematic variations would be appropriate considering the
desired hierarchy of information to be conveyed, such as
informational, directional, safety, etc.

k. Lighting of signs shall be kept to the minimum required by safety
and functional necessity. If lighting of signs is required, the signs
shall not be internally illuminated.
l.

Visibility of proposed and existing wireless communication
facilities and equipment shall be reduced by coloring all visible
components to blend with the surroundings and by screen
planting.

m. All proposed overhead utilities shall be placed underground to
the greatest extent feasible. Where undergrounding is not
feasible, their noticeability shall be minimized by placement in
low visibility areas as much as possible. Required overhead
utility poles shall be wood or wood-colored metal.
n. Existing overhead utilities shall be placed underground as future
funding allows. A systematic strategy shall be developed for
future utility undergrounding based on aesthetic priorities,
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opportunities created due to other construction
maintenance benefits, and funding availability.

work,

o. Lighting within the NCP shall be based on the lowest level
required by safety and functional needs. Light poles and fixtures
shall be consistent with the park's established design theme.
Where appropriate, low-height bollard style lighting should be
used. Motion detectors should be utilized instead of continuous
illumination for security lighting where appropriate and feasible.
p. All site amenities and furnishings such as benches, tables,
shade structures, drinking fountains, bicycle racks, bollards and
road delineators shall be consistent with the park's established
design theme.
q. Noticeability of required security fencing as well as general
functional-area fencing shall be minimized to the greatest extent
possible through placement and the use of materials, color, and
screen planting as appropriate. Standard un-coated galvanized
chain-link fencing shall not be used. Razor-wire and barbed-wire
shall not be used. Fencing and railing related to accessibility
and safety shall adhere to Americans with Disabilities Act and
other legally required ordinances.
r.

Landscaping and other planting shall be used generously
throughout the NCP to reduce overall visibility and noticeability of
structures, parking lots and parked vehicles, paved surfaces, and
to visually blend the built components of the NCP with the
natural setting.

s. Landscaping shall primarily use native plant material.
t.

Oak tree planting areas as described in the Master Plan shall be
planted as part of the first phase of new park improvements to
the greatest extent possible.

Residual Impacts
With implementation of this mitigation measure, impacts due to the project's contrast with the
surrounding environment due to visual dominance of built structures related to inappropriate
scale, form, location, materials, colors, and other design factors would be considered less than
significant (Class II).
AES Impact 3

The monolithic form, architectural style, exterior materials, and colors
of the community center and gymnasium would be visually imposing
on the site and inconsistent with the rural character goals of the
community, resulting in a direct long-term impact to the visual
character of the site and surroundings.
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AES/mm-3

Prior to approval of the final design and development plan for the
community center and gymnasium, architectural plans of the community
center and gymnasium shall be submitted showing the following:
a. All facades should emphasize three-dimensional articulation to
provide vertical, horizontal, and depth relief.
b. The architectural style shall be consistent with the Design
Guidelines described in mitigation measure AES/mm-2.
c. Roofs should be varied and lessen the buildings' apparent height
and mass.
d. Roof materials and colors shall complement the building's
architectural style.
e. Roof-mounted equipment shall be screened to not be visible
from public areas at the ground level and areas at higher
elevations.
f.

AES/mm-4

Building colors and materials shall be visually compatible with
the area.

Prior to approval of the final design and development plan for the
community center and gymnasium, landscape plans shall be submitted for
review and approval. The plan shall be developed and signed by a licensed
landscape architect and shall include the following:
a. Screen planting along the north, south and east sides of the
community center and gymnasium buildings.
b. Screen planting shall reduce the visual scale of the buildings and
visually blend the buildings with the natural setting.
c. Planting shall visually screen a minimum of 50% of the
community center and gymnasium buildings within seven years
after construction.

Residual Impacts
With implementation of identified mitigation measures impacts to the visual character of the
site and surroundings caused by the appearance and visibility of the community center and
gymnasium buildings would be considered less than significant (Class II).
AES Impact 4

4.1-32

Mature trees are primary contributors to the view quality and character
of the park. Removal of mature trees in order to construct the
elements of the Master Plan would have the potential to be
inconsistent with the rural character goals of the community, resulting
in a direct long-term impact to the visual character of the site and
surroundings.
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AES/mm-5

Mature trees shall be saved to the greatest extent possible. Tree protection
measures shall be implemented which include at a minimum the following:
a. All mature trees in the vicinity of development shall be identified on
preliminary site plans and final design plans.
b. A tree preservation plan shall be prepared to be used as
guidance throughout the life of the project.
c. Project elements shall be sited to avoid existing trees to the
greatest extent feasible.
d. Earthwork shall be minimized in the vicinity of existing trees to
the greatest extent feasible.
e. Tree wells and slope-warping shall be used where appropriate to
avoid impacts to root systems.

Residual Impacts
With implementation of this mitigation measure, impacts to the visual character of the site and
surroundings caused by the loss of mature trees would be considered less than significant
(Class II).

4.1.5.3

Effects of Light and Glare

The multi-use sports fields would include field lighting, generally between the hours of
6:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m. For the purposes of analysis, it is assumed that the lighting would
be elevated on poles, and that the design would be subject to public safety standards for
recreational uses. At night, the sports field lighting could be the most noticeable element of
the project for the surrounding community. The neighborhood south of the NCP along Tejas
Place would have the greatest visibility of the sports field lighting.
Lighting would also likely be required elsewhere as part of the NCP improvements. Safety
regulations and guidelines require lighting for parking areas, pedestrian uses, and buildings.
Security lighting may be necessary at the community pool, skate park, tennis and basketball
courts, and other areas. The proposed lighting has the potential for glare caused by direct
visibility of the light sources, light spill-over into areas other than the intended sports field area,
and for general atmospheric light pollution. Inappropriate lighting design, including light
placement and height, luminaire type, housing, reflectors, lenses and shields could drastically
affect the amount of impact within the NCP and to the surrounding community.
AES Impact 5

Nighttime visibility of sports field lighting glare and light trespass
would result in a direct long-term impact to the nighttime views in the
area.

AES/mm-6

Prior to approval of the final design and development plan for the multi-use
sports field lighting, a comprehensive multi-use sports field lighting plan
shall be submitted for review and approval. The multi-use sports field
lighting plan shall be based on a photometric study prepared by a qualified
engineer who is an active member of the Illuminating Engineering Society of
North America. The multi-use sports field lighting plan shall be prepared
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using guidance and best practices endorsed by the International Dark Sky
Association. The multi-use sports field lighting plan shall include the
following in conjunction with other measures as determined by the
illumination engineer:
a. The photometric study shall investigate different configurations of
pole heights, pole spacing, and other variables which would result in
the least amount of light visibility for the neighborhood south of the
park.
b. The point source of all sports field lighting shall be completely
shielded from off-site views.
c. Light trespass from sports field lighting shall be minimized by
directing light downward and utilizing full cut-off fixtures or shields.
d. Lumination from lights shall be the lowest level allowed by public
safety standards.
e. Any required lighting poles and related fixtures shall have a nonreflective finish.
f.

The lighting plan shall consider effects on wildlife in the surrounding
area.

AES Impact 6

Apart from the multi-use sports field lighting, visibility of lighting
throughout the NCP would affect nighttime views resulting in a direct
long-term impact.

AES/mm-7

Prior to implementation of the Master Plan, lighting plans shall be submitted
for review and approval consistent with the following:
a. The point source of all recreational and exterior lighting shall be
shielded from off-site views.
b. All required security lights shall utilize motion detector activation
where feasible.
c. Light trespass from recreational and exterior lights shall be
minimized by directing light downward and utilizing full cut-off
fixtures or shields.

Residual Impacts
With implementation of this mitigation measure, impacts due to night lighting would be reduced
to less than significant (Class II); however, the light and glare would still be visible from within
the park and adjacent residential areas.

4.1.5.4

Effect on Unique Geological or Physical Features

The topography of the NCP is considered a visual resource. The existing landform offers
visual interest as seen from both internal and external viewing locations, and provides viewing
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opportunities from the elevated areas and visual enclosure at the lower elevations. The
project would alter the topography within the park, mostly in the central and southern portions,
near the multi-use sports fields, stormwater basins, and community center/gymnasium areas.
The sports fields would require the creation of a large cut slope into the existing landform
along the southern and southeastern part of the fields. Creating a large flat plane on the
existing slope would be an obvious alteration of the natural landform. The preliminary grading
plan for the multi-use sports fields show rounded slopes and contour grading both above and
below the sports field, which would help the facility fit the look of the natural terrain. The
retention basins also include natural looking forms and side slopes. In spite of the contour
grading, without appropriate vegetative erosion control measures, the new slopes may erode,
increasing their noticeability due to scarring and exposed earth.
Although the landform of the south-central portion of the NCP would be substantially altered,
the topography of the majority of the NCP would not be affected. The wooded ridge through
the northern area, and the remainder of the existing improved area would remain intact. In
general, the existing topography somewhat limits views from one area of the NCP to another.
As a result the proposed grading for the multi-use sports fields would not be readily seen from
many parts of the NCP to the north and east.
AES Impact 7

Surface erosion and exposed earth would increase noticeability of
earthwork and landform alteration resulting in a direct long-term
impact.

AES/mm-8

Prior to approval of the final design and development plan, an erosion
control and slope revegetation plan shall be submitted for review and
approval consistent with the following:
a. At a minimum, vegetative erosion control shall be applied to all
areas disturbed by construction.
b. The outer fringe areas of the multi-use sports fields cut slopes shall
be revegetated with dune chaparral to blend with the adjacent
natural landcover.
c. After plant establishment and/or establishment of erosion control, no
or little supplemental irrigation shall be applied to the multi-use
sports fields cut and fill slopes.
d. Vegetation on the fringe slopes surrounding the multi-use sports
fields and the stormwater basins shall not be mowed other than to
comply with County Fire/California Department of Forestry and Fire
Protection (CAL FIRE) safety requirements.

Residual Impacts
Proposed grading activities would change the existing topography of the NCP; however, with
implementation of this mitigation measure, impacts due to alterations to the physical features
of the site would be considered less than significant (Class II).
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4.1.6 Cumulative Impacts
The discussion of cumulative impacts relates to the potential for the project to contribute to an
aggregate change in visual quality from public viewing areas both within and surrounding the
park, taking into consideration existing as well as proposed development. Nipomo has
undergone a certain amount of visual change within the last several years due to new and
reconstructed residential and commercial development. These changes have resulted in a
moderately increased built-character throughout the community and along West Tefft Street.
The Master Plan would result in several visual changes as seen from the surrounding
community. The proposed community pool/skate park along West Tefft Street would
represent the most noticeable change. Without the application of appropriate design
principles, these improvements would be in conflict with community goals. However with
implementation of the measures outlined in this section, the proposed park features along
West Tefft Street would be consistent with the emerging aesthetic of the area and would likely
appear as an appropriate use for the site. The other park features visible from the surrounding
area such as paths, the interpretive center, and playground would also look like suitable park
elements, with incorporation of mitigation measures.
Little new development has occurred within the NCP itself over the last several years, and the
visual conditions internal to the NCP and as seen from areas surrounding the NCP are
substantially the same as they have been for years. Substantial visual alterations would occur
to the central and southern portions of the park. The most intense amount of development is
proposed for these areas, including the community center/gymnasium, tennis courts,
basketball courts, multi-use sports fields, and the greatest amount of parking. The potential
exists for all of these buildings, courts, fields, parking lots and pedestrian areas to collectively
visually dominate the NCP and adversely affect the existing rural character. A visual change
is inherent with the introduction of these recreational uses into this mostly undeveloped section
of the park. It is expected that most viewers will consider additional recreational uses to be a
visually appropriate and acceptable condition in this existing park setting if the proposed
elements are consistent with the community aesthetic values in terms of rural character and
open space. Implementation of the mitigation measures listed in this section would minimize
the visual presence of built structures, courts, paving, earthwork, fields, and lighting, and
would emphasize the more natural character of the NCP and the region.
AES Impact 8

The potential exists that the collective visibility of all of the proposed
project elements would substantially contrast with the surrounding
environment due to inappropriate scale, form, location, materials,
colors, and other design factors, resulting in a direct long-term
cumulative impact to the visual environment.

Implement AES/mm-1 through AES/mm-8.
Residual Impacts
With implementation of these mitigation measures, cumulative impacts to the visual
environment would be considered less than significant (Class II).
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Figure 4.1-18. Key Viewing Area 1 – from near the Interior Road looking Northwest
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Figure 4.1-19. Key Viewing Area 2 – from near the Interior Road looking Southwest
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Figure 4.1-20. Key Viewing Area 3 – from West Tefft Street looking Northwest
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Figure 4.1-21. Key Viewing Area 4 – from Park Interior looking Southeast
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Figure 4.1-22. Key Viewing Area 5 – from the Southern Perimeter of the NCP looking North
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Figure 4.1-23. Key Viewing Area 6 – from Pomeroy Road looking South
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4.2

AIR QUALITY

The following section describes the existing air quality setting in San Luis Obispo County and
the potential short-term and long-term impacts associated with development of the proposed
project. The air quality analysis is based on information provided by the County, San Luis
Obispo County Parks (County Parks), San Luis Obispo County Air Pollution Control District
(SLOAPCD), and Pinnacle Traffic Engineering/Rick Engineering (EIR transportation
consultant). Short-term construction emissions would result from grading and construction
operations, transport of materials, and construction-related vehicle emissions. Long-term
operational emissions would result from vehicle emissions, and operation and maintenance of
proposed structures and facilities. Modeled air quality emission levels are based upon vehicle
data and project trip generation prepared for this project, as well as operational emissions
associated with long-term use of the proposed project components. URBEMIS2007 (version
9.2.4) data sheets and other emission calculations are included in Appendix C.

4.2.1 Existing Conditions
San Luis Obispo County constitutes a land area of approximately 3,316 square miles with
varied vegetation, topography, and climate. From a geographical and meteorological
standpoint, the county can be divided into three general regions: the Coastal Plateau, the
Upper Salinas River Valley, and the East County Plain. Air quality in each of these regions is
characteristically different, although the physical features that divide them provide only limited
barriers to the transport of pollutants between regions.
Motor vehicles are the primary source of air pollutant emissions and greenhouse gases
(GHGs) (SLOAPCD 2009). Approximately 75% of the county population and a corresponding
portion of the commercial and industrial facilities are located within the Coastal Plateau. Due
to higher population density and closer spacing of urban areas, emissions of air pollutants per
unit area are generally higher in this region than in other regions of the county. NCP is located
within the Coastal Plateau.

4.2.1.1

San Luis Obispo County Air Quality Monitoring

The county’s air quality is measured by multiple ambient air quality monitoring stations,
including one within NCP. There are four SLOAPCD operated permanent stations, two stateoperated permanent stations, two special stations, and one station operated by Tosco Oil
Refinery for monitoring Sulfur Dioxide (SO2) emissions. Air quality monitoring is rigorously
controlled by Federal and State quality assurance and control procedures to ensure data
validity. Gaseous pollutant levels are measured continuously and averaged each hour, 24
hours a day. Particulate pollutants are generally sampled by filter techniques for averaging
periods of three to 24 hours. PM10 (inhalable particulate matter 10 microns or less in size) and
PM2.5 (inhalable particulate matter 2.5 microns or less in size) are sampled for 24 hours every
sixth day on the same schedule nationwide.

4.2.1.2

San Luis Obispo County Existing Air Quality

The significance of a given pollutant can be evaluated by comparing its atmospheric
concentration to State and Federal air quality standards. These standards represent allowable
atmospheric contaminant concentrations at which the public health and welfare are protected,
and include a factor of safety.
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In San Luis Obispo County, ozone and fine particulate are the pollutants of main concern,
since exceedances of state health-based standards for those are experienced in some areas
of the county. Particulate matter is monitored in two ways: PM10 and PM2.5. The county is
designated as a non-attainment area for the state PM10 standard.
In 2008, the state eight-hour ozone standard (0.070 parts per million [ppm]) was exceeded
once at the Nipomo monitoring stations. The state 24-hour PM10 standard (50 micrograms per
cubic meter of air [μg/m3]) was exceeded one day at the NCP monitoring station, and five
days at the Nipomo Mesa 2 station. On October 9, 2008, the Nipomo stations recorded an
exceedance of the state PM10 standard due to smoke from wildfires. In 2009, the state 24-hour
PM10 standard was exceeded two days at the NCP station, and nine days at the Nipomo Mesa
2 station.
The South County Phase 1 Particulate Matter Study was initiated by the SLOAPCD from April
2004 through March 2005 to better delineate the nature and extent of the particulate problem
observed on the Mesa. Comprehensive sampling of both fine (PM2.5) and coarse (PM10)
particulate matter was conducted across the Mesa. The results of this study are available in
the Nipomo Mesa Particulate Study (2007).
The Phase 2 Study was conducted to determine the cause of high levels of airborne
particulate matter impacting air quality and public health on the Nipomo Mesa, and whether
off-road vehicle activity on the Oceano Dunes is a contributing factor. The results of the study
were presented to the SLOAPCD Board and their acceptance of the report and findings on
March 24, 2010.
In March 2011, a pilot program was initiated at the Oceano Dunes including small-scale sand
flux control measures, whose emission reduction effectiveness can be measured and
documented to evaluate their viability as long-term strategies. Following the pilot program, a
long-term PM reduction plan will be developed, which will be designed to meet the
requirements of the APCD’s fugitive dust regulation currently under development.

San Luis Obispo County Attainment Status
The following describes the criteria air pollutants and their 2010 attainment status in the South
Central Coast Air Basin based on the California Air Resources Board’s (ARB) Area
Designations, Activities, and Maps (ARB 2009). Table 4.2-1 summarizes the attainment status
in San Luis Obispo County for the major criteria pollutants.
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Table 4.2-1. San Luis Obispo County Attainment Status
California Standards*
Pollutant

Ozone
(O3)
Fine
Particulate
Matter
(PM2.5)
Respirable
Particulate
Matter
(PM10)
Carbon
Monoxide
(CO)

Nitrogen
Dioxide
(NO2)

Sulfur
Dioxide
(SO2)

Lead*

Visibility
Reducing
Particles

Averaging
Time

Concentration*

1 Hour

0.09 ppm (180 μg/m3)

8 Hour

0.070 ppm (137
3
μg/m )

24 Hour

No State Standard

Federal Standards*

Attainment
Status

Concentration

Attainment
Status

Non-Attainment

-0.075 ppm (147
μg/m3)

Unclassified/
Attainment***

35 μg/m3
Attainment

Annual
Arithmetic Mean

12 μg/m

3

24 Hour

50 μg/m

3

Annual
Arithmetic Mean

20 μg/m

3

8 Hour

3
9.0 ppm (10 mg/m )

1 Hour

20 ppm (23 mg/m3)

8 Hour
(Lake Tahoe)
Annual
Arithmetic Mean

6 ppm (7 mg/m3)

--

3
0.030 ppm (57 μg/m )

0.053 ppm (100
μg/m3)

15.0 μg/m

3

150 μg/m3
Non-Attainment
--

Attainment

Attainment

35 ppm (40 mg/m3)

0.18 ppm (330 μg/m3)

Annual
Arithmetic Mean

--

0.030 ppm (80 μg/m3)

24 Hour

0.04 ppm (105 μg/m3)

0.14 ppm (365 μg/m3)

3 Hour

--

0.5 ppm
3
(1300 μg/m )**

1 Hour

0.25 ppm (655 μg/m3)

--

30 Day Average

1.5 μg/m3

--

8 Hour

Unclassified

Unclassified

--

Attainment

Attainment

--

Unclassified/
Attainment

9 ppm (10 mg/m3)

1 Hour

Calendar
Quarter
Rolling 3-month
Average*

Unclassified/
Attainment

1.5 μg/m

3

Unclassified

No Attainment
Information

0.15 μg/m3

-Extinction coefficient of 0.23
per kilometer – visibility of
10 miles or more (0.07-30
miles or more for Lake
Tahoe) due to particles
when relative humidity is
less than 70%. Method: Beta
Attenuation and
Transmittance through Filter
Tape.
3

Attainment

No Federal Standards

Sulfates

24 Hour

25 μg/m

Hydrogen
Sulfide

1 Hour

0.03 ppm (42 μg/m3)

Attainment

Vinyl
Chloride*

24 Hour

0.01 ppm (26 μg/m3)

No Attainment
Information

Attainment

* For more information on standards visit: http://ww.arb.ca.gov.research/aaqs/aaqs2.pdf
** Secondary Standard
*** San Luis Obispo County ozone attainment status is pending EPA action on the new ozone standard.
Source: SLOAPCD 2011
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4.2.2 Regulatory Setting
4.2.2.1

Federal Policies and Regulations

Air quality protection at the national level is provided through the Federal Clean Air Act
Amendments (CAAA). The current version was signed into law on November 15, 1990. These
amendments represent the fifth major effort by the U.S. Congress to improve air quality. The
1990 CAAA are generally less stringent than the California Clean Air Act (CCAA). However,
unlike the California law, the CAAA set statutory deadlines for attaining federal standards. The
1990 CAAA added several new sections to the law, including requirements for the control of
toxic air contaminants; reductions in pollutants responsible for acid deposition; development of
a national strategy for stratospheric ozone and global climate protection; and requirements for
a national permitting system for major pollution sources.

4.2.2.2

State Policies and Regulations

The CCAA was signed into law in September of 1988. It requires all areas of the State to
achieve and maintain the California ambient air quality standards by the earliest practicable
date. These standards are generally more stringent than the Federal standards; thus, emission
controls to comply with the State law are more stringent than necessary for attainment of the
Federal standards. The CAAA requires that all APCDs adopt and enforce regulations to
achieve and maintain the State ambient air quality standards for the area under its jurisdiction.
Pursuant to the requirements of the law, the SLOAPCD adopted a Clean Air Plan (CAP) for
their jurisdiction.

4.2.2.3

Local Policies and Regulations

The Final 2001 San Luis Obispo County CAP is used by the SLOAPCD to address attainment
of national and State fugitive dust (PM10) and ozone standards for the entire county
(SLOAPCD 2003). The CAP is a comprehensive planning document intended to provide
guidance to the SLOAPCD and other local agencies, including the County, on how to attain
and maintain the State standard for ozone and PM10. The CAP presents a detailed description
of the sources and pollutants which impact the jurisdiction, future air quality impacts to be
expected under current growth trends, and an appropriate control strategy for reducing ozone
precursor emissions, thereby improving air quality.

4.2.3 Thresholds of Significance
The significance of potential air quality impacts are based on thresholds identified by the
County of San Luis Obispo in accordance with Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines and
standards established within the SLOAPCD CEQA Air Quality Handbook (2009). The
specifics of these guidelines are defined below.

4.2.3.1

County of San Luis Obispo

The following thresholds are used to determine significance with respect to air quality. Air
quality impacts would be considered significant if the proposed project would:
1. Violate any state or federal ambient air quality standard, or exceed air quality emission
thresholds as established by the County Air Pollution Control District;
2. Expose any sensitive receptor to substantial air pollutant concentrations;
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3. Create or subject individuals to objectionable odors; or,
4. Be inconsistent with the District’s Clean Air Plan.

4.2.3.2

SLOAPCD CEQA Air Quality Handbook

According to the December 2009 CEQA Air Quality Handbook, project impacts may also be
considered significant if one or more of the following special conditions apply:


If the project has the ability to emit hazardous or toxic air pollutants in the close
proximity of sensitive receptors, such that an increased cancer risk affects the
population.



If the project has the potential to emit diesel particulate matter in an area of human
exposure, even if overall emissions are low.



Remodeling or demolition operations where asbestos-containing materials will be
encountered.



If naturally occurring asbestos has been identified in the project area.



If project has the ability to emit hazardous or toxic air pollutants in the close proximity
of sensitive receptors, such as schools, churches, hospitals, etc.



If the project results in a nuisance odor problem to sensitive receptors.

Significance of Short-term Construction Emissions
Heavy equipment and earth-moving operations can generate construction dust and
combustion emissions. These may have substantial temporary impacts on local air quality.
Fugitive dust emissions would result from land clearing, demolition, ground excavation, cut
and fill operations, and equipment traffic. Combustion emissions, such as NOX, and diesel
particulate matter, are most significant when using large diesel fueled scrapers, loaders,
dozers, haul trucks, compressors, generators, and other types of equipment. Because specific
construction equipment information is often not available during the EIR process, the
SLOAPCD has developed an alternative method for calculating construction emissions based
on the amount of earthwork involved for a particular project. It may be necessary to calculate
the project’s construction impacts without knowing the exact fleet of construction equipment
involved in the project. Table 4.2-2 contains screening construction emission rates based on
the volume of soil moved and the area disturbed. This table should only be used when no
other project information is available. Table 4.2-5 summarizes the level of emissions requiring
mitigation.
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Table 4.2-2. Screening Emission Rates for Construction Operations
Grams/Cubic Yard of
Material Moved

Lbs/Cubic Yard of
Material Moved

Diesel Particulate Matter (DPM)

2.2

0.0049

Reactive Organic Gases (ROG)

9.2

0.0203

Oxides of Nitrogen (NOx)

42.4

0.0935

Pollutant

0.75 tons/acre/month of construction activity
(assuming 22 of operation per month)

Fugitive Dust (PM10)

Source: County of San Luis Obispo, APCD CEQA Air Quality Handbook, 2009

Table 4.2-3. Thresholds of Significance for Construction Operations
Threshold
Pollutant

ROG and NOx
DPM
Fugitive Particulate Matter
Greenhouse Gases

Daily
(lbs)

Quarterly Tier 1
(tons)

Quarterly Tier 2
(tons)

137

2.5

6.3

7

0.13

0.32

N/A

2.5

N/A

Not Yet Established

1. Daily and quarterly emission thresholds are based on the California Health & Safety Code and the CARB Carl Moyer
Guidelines.
2. Any project with a grading area greater than 4.0 acres of worked area can exceed the 2.5-ton PM10 quarterly threshold.
Source: County of San Luis Obispo, APCD CEQA Air Quality Handbook, 2009

Mitigation of construction activities is required when the emission thresholds are equaled or
exceeded by fugitive and/or combustion emissions:

ROG and NOx Emissions


Daily: For construction projects expected to be completed in less than one quarter (90
days), exceedance of the 137 pounds per day (lbs/day) threshold requires Standard
Mitigation Measures;



Quarterly – Tier 1: For construction projects lasting more than one quarter,
exceedance of the 2.5 tons per quarter (ton/qtr) threshold requires Standard Mitigation
Measures and Best Available Control Technology (BACT) for construction equipment.
If implementation of the Standard Mitigation and BACT measures cannot bring the
project below the threshold, off-site mitigation may be necessary; and,
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Quarterly – Tier 2: For construction projects lasting more than one quarter,
exceedance of the 6.3 ton/qtr threshold requires Standard Mitigation Measures, BACT,
implementation of a Construction Activity Management Plan (CAMP), and off-site
mitigation.

Diesel Particulate Matter Emissions


Daily: For construction projects expected to be completed in less than one quarter,
exceedance of the 7 lbs/day threshold requires Standard Mitigation Measures;



Quarterly - Tier 1: For construction projects lasting more than one quarter,
exceedance of the 0.13 ton/qtr threshold requires Standard Mitigation Measures, BACT
for construction equipment; and,



Quarterly - Tier 2: For construction projects lasting more than one quarter,
exceedance of the 0.32 ton/qtr threshold requires Standard Mitigation Measures,
BACT, implementation of a CAMP, and off-site mitigation.

Fugitive Particulate Matter (PM10), Dust Emissions


Quarterly: Exceedance of the 2.5 ton/qtr threshold requires Fugitive PM10 Mitigation
Measures and may require the implementation of a CAMP.

Special Conditions for Construction Activity
In addition to the construction air quality thresholds defined above, there are a number of
special conditions, local regulations or state and federal rules that apply to construction
activities. These conditions must be addressed in proposed construction activity and are
summarized below.

Sensitive Receptors
The proximity of sensitive individuals (receptors) to a construction site constitutes a special
condition and may require a more comprehensive evaluation of toxic diesel PM impacts and if
deemed necessary by the SLOAPCD, more aggressive implementation of mitigation measures
than described below in the diesel idling section. Areas were sensitive receptors are most
likely to spend time include schools, parks and playgrounds, day care centers, nursing homes,
hospitals, and residential dwelling unit(s). The types of construction projects that typically
require a more comprehensive evaluation include large-scale, long-term projects that occur
within 1,000 feet of a sensitive receptor location(s).

Permits
Portable equipment and engines 50 horsepower (hp) or greater, used during construction
activities will require California statewide portable equipment registration (issued by the ARB)
or an Air District permit.

Significance of Long-term Operational Emissions
To determine whether or not an analysis of long term operational emissions thresholds was
necessary for the proposed project, Table 1-1 of the CEQA Air Quality handbook was
consulted. Table 1-1 indicates projects (by type and size) that would typically exceed
operational thresholds. Recreational projects identified in that table that most closely
resemble the proposed project include “City Park.” Based on the Table 1-1 of the handbook, a
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City Park of 696 acres would generate operational emissions that would be expected to
exceed SLOAPCD ozone precursor significance thresholds (25 lbs/day).
The threshold criteria established by the SLOAPCD to determine the significance and
appropriate mitigation level for long-term operational emissions (i.e., vehicular and area source
emissions) from a project are presented in Table 4.2-3. Emissions that equal or exceed the
designated threshold levels are considered potentially significant and should be mitigated. As
shown in the table, the level of analysis and mitigation recommended follows a tiered
approach based on the overall amount of emissions generated by the project. For projects
requiring air quality mitigation, the SLOAPCD has developed a list of both standard and
discretionary mitigation strategies tailored to the type of project being proposed: residential,
commercial, or industrial.
Table 4.2-4. Thresholds of Significance for Operational Emissions
Threshold1
Pollutant
Daily

Annual

Ozone Precursors (ROG+NOx)2

25 lbs/day

25 tons/year

Diesel Particulate Matter (DPM)2

1.25 lbs/day

n/a

Fugitive Particulate Matter (PM10), Dust

25 lbs/day

25 tons/year

CO

550 lbs/day

n/a

Greenhouse Gases (CO2, CH4)

Not Yet Established

1. Daily and annual emission thresholds are based on the California Health & Safety Code Division 26, Part 3, Chapter 10,
§40918, and the CARB Carl Moyer Guidelines for DPM.
2. URBEMIS – use winter operational emission data to compare to operational thresholds.
Source: County of San Luis Obispo, APCD CEQA Air Quality Handbook, 2009

Ozone Precursor Emissions


If the project’s ozone precursor emissions are below the APCD’s 25 lbs/day (combined
ROG+NOx emissions) no ozone mitigation measures are necessary. The Lead Agency
will prepare the appropriate, required environmental document(s).



Projects that emit 25 lbs/day or more of ozone precursors (ROG+NOx combined) have
the potential to cause significant air quality impacts, and should be submitted to the
SLOAPCD for review. On-site mitigation measures, following the guidelines in §3.7 of
the SLOAPCD CEQA Air Quality Handbook 2009 (Operational Emission), are
recommended to reduce air quality impacts to a level of insignificance.
If all feasible mitigation measures are incorporated into the project and emissions can
be reduced to less than 25 lbs/day, then the Lead Agency will prepare the appropriate,
required environmental document(s).
If all feasible mitigation measures are incorporated into the project and emissions are
still greater than 25 lbs/day, then an EIR should be prepared. Additional mitigation
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measures, including off-site mitigation, may be required depending on the level and
scope of air quality impacts identified in the EIR.


Projects which emit 25 tons/year or more of ozone precursor (ROG+NOx combined),
require the preparation of an EIR. Depending upon the level and scope of air quality
impacts identified in the EIR, mitigation measures, including off-site mitigation, may be
required to reduce the overall air quality impacts of the project to a level of
insignificance.

Diesel Particulate Matter Emissions
Diesel particulate matter (DPM) is seldom emitted from individual projects in quantities, which
lead to local or regional air quality attainment violations. DPM is, however, a toxic air
contaminant and carcinogen, and exposure DPM may lead to increased cancer risk and
respiratory problems. Certain industrial and commercial projects may emit substantial
quantities of DPM through the use of stationary and mobile on-site diesel-powered equipment
as well diesel trucks and other vehicles that serve the project.
Projects that emit more than 1.25 lbs/day of DPM need to implement on-site Best Available
Control Technology measures. If sensitive receptors are within 1,000 feet of the project site, a
Health Risk Assessment (HRA) may also be required. Sections 3.5.1 and 3.6.4 of the
SLOAPCD CEQA Air Quality Handbook 2009 provide more background on HRAs in
conjunction with CEQA review. Guidance on the preparation of a HRA may be found in the
CAPCOA report Health Risk Assessment for Proposed Land Use Projects which can be
downloaded from the CAPCOA website at www.capcoa.org.

Fugitive Particulate Matter (Dust) Emissions
Projects which emit more than 25 lbs/day or 25 tons/year of fugitive particulate matter need
to implement permanent dust control measures to mitigate the emissions below these
thresholds or provide suitable off-site mitigation approved by the APCD. Operational fugitive
dust emissions from a proposed project are calculated using the URBEMIS model discussed
in §3.6.1 of the SLOAPCD CEQA Air Quality Handbook 2009. Typical sources of operational
emissions included the following:


Paved roadways: Vehicular traffic on paved roads that are used to accesses large
residential, commercial, or industrial projects can generate significant dust emissions.



Off and/or on-site unpaved roads or surfaces: Even at low traffic volume, vehicular
traffic on unpaved roads or surfaces that are used to accesses residential, commercial,
or industrial operations or that accesses special events, etc. can generate significant
dust emissions.



Industrial and/or commercial operations: Certain industrial operations can generate
significant dust emissions associated with vehicular access, commercial or industrial
activities.

Any of the above referenced land uses or activities can result in dust emissions that exceed
the SLOAPCD significance thresholds, cause violations of an air quality standard, or create a
nuisance impact in violation of SLOAPCD Rule 402 Nuisance. In all cases where such impacts
are predicted, appropriate fugitive dust mitigation measures shall be implemented.
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Carbon Monoxide Emissions
Carbon monoxide (CO) is a colorless, odorless, tasteless gas emitted during combustion of
carbon-based fuels. While few land use projects result in high emissions of CO, this pollutant
is of particular concern when emitted into partially or completely enclosed spaces such as
parking structures and garages. Projects that emit more than 550 lbs/day of carbon monoxide
(CO) and occur in a confined or semi-confined space (e.g., parking garage or enclosed indoor
stadium) must be modeled to determine their significance. In confined or semi-confined
spaces where vehicle activity occurs, CO modeling is required. If modeling shows the potential
to violate the State CO air quality standard, mitigation or project redesign is required to reduce
CO concentrations to a level below the health-based standard.

Guidelines for Applying ROG, NOx and PM10 Mitigation Measures
In general, projects that do not exceed the 25 lbs/day ROG+NOx threshold do not require
mitigation. For projects that exceed this threshold, the SLOAPCD has developed a list of
mitigation strategies for residential, commercial, and industrial projects. The project proponent
may suggest alternate mitigation measures if the APCD suggested measures are not feasible.
Project mitigation recommendations are summarized in Table 4.2-4.
Table 4.2-5. SLOAPCD Mitigation Threshold Guide
Mitigation Measures Recommended
Combined ROG+NOx or PM10
Emissions (lbs/day)

Residential,
Commercial or
Industrial

Off-Site Mitigation

< 25

None

None

25 – 29

8

*

30 – 34

14

*

35 – 50

18

*

50

All Feasible

*

25 ton/yr

All Feasible

Yes

* Will be dependent on the effectiveness of the mitigation measures, location of project and high vehicle dependent
development.
Examples of projects potentially subject to off-site mitigation include: rural subdivisions, drive-through
applications, commercial development located far from urban core.
Source: County of San Luis Obispo, APCD CEQA Air Quality Handbook, 2009

The recommended standard air quality mitigation measures have been separated according to
land use (i.e., residential, commercial and industrial), measure type (i.e., site design, energy
efficiency and transportation) and pollutant reduced (i.e., ozone, particulate, diesel PM, and
GHGs). Any project generating 25 lbs/day or more of ROG+NOx or PM10 should select the
applicable number of mitigation measure as outlined above from Table 4.2-4 to reduce the air
quality impacts from the project below the significance thresholds. Consult Table 3-5 of the
SLOAPCD CEQA Air Quality Handbook (2009) for a list of applicable mitigation measures.
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4.2.4 Impact Assessment and Methodology
Through the scoping process, the SLOAPCD has recommended that a quantified air quality
assessment be prepared for the proposed project. Long-term operational emissions were
calculated by use of the URBEMIS air quality modeling program. Due to the programmatic
nature of the project, and lack of grading plans and predicted construction schedule(s) for
project actions, short-term construction impacts are qualitatively assessed.
The project components were also reviewed to identify whether or not SLOAPCD regulations
regarding issues such as developmental burning and disturbance of naturally-occurring
asbestos, among others, are relevant. Finally, the proposed project was evaluated for
consistency with the County’s CAP.

4.2.5 Project-specific Impacts and Mitigation Measures
4.2.5.1

Violate Air Quality Standard or Exceed Emission Thresholds

Short-term Construction Emissions
During construction, the proposed project will generate air pollutants. The exhaust from
construction equipment contains hydrocarbons, oxides of nitrogen, carbon monoxide,
suspended particulate matter, and odors. The use of asphalt, concrete, and other chemicals
during construction activities would emit organic gases and other potentially harmful
compounds. However, the largest percentage of pollutants would be combustion emissions
and windblown dust generated during excavation, grading, hauling, and various other
activities. The impacts of these activities would vary each day as construction progresses.
Dust and odors could potentially cause occasional annoyance and complaints from nearby
residences. Total Suspended Particulate matter (TSP) will be the major air pollutant
generated. Of particular concern will be PM10, which is about 65% of TSP, and is considered
a health hazard that can lead to respiratory ailments, especially in the young and the elderly,
who are more prone to respiratory ailments.

Combustion Emissions (ROG and NOx) and Dust (PM10)
Implementation of the Master Plan would require grading and construction activities, which
would result in the generation of air emissions. Vegetation removal and ground disturbance
generates fugitive dust (PM10). Operation of heavy construction equipment and transfer
trucks, and potentially portable energy sources result in the emission of ROG, NOx, and diesel
particulate matter.
Master Plan actions that would result in large areas of disturbance include the sports fields
(10 acres), parking areas (4 acres), drainage basins (3 acres), trails and walkways (3 acres),
and the community center (1 acre).
A screening analysis for the 10 acres of sports fields was conducted to identify if this project
component would generate emissions exceeding SLOAPCD thresholds.
Construction
emissions were calculated using URBEMIS 2007 Version 9.2.4, pursuant to the SLOAPCD
CEQA Handbook (2009). Construction emissions (winter) would be as follows (unmitigated):
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Table 4.2-6. Estimated Construction Emissions – Sports Fields

Winter (lbs/day)

ROG

NOx

CO

PM10

PM10
(Exhaust)

PM2.5
(Exhaust)

CO2

26.54

67.88

29.92

50.02

3.17

2.91

4,036.64

Threshold (lbs/day)*

137

n/a

n/a

7

N/a

Mitigation Required

No

n/a

n/a

No

n/a

*Source: County of San Luis Obispo, APCD CEQA Air Quality Handbook, 2009

As shown in Table 4.2-6, construction of the sports fields alone would not generate emissions
exceeding SLOAPCD thresholds. Although implementation of the Master Plan would occur in
phases, a screening analysis of the project as a whole was conducted to determine the
maximum level of emissions generated during construction (refer to Table 4.2-7).
Table 4.2-7. Estimated Construction Emissions – Master Plan

Winter (lbs/day)

ROG

NOx

CO

PM10

PM10
(Exhaust)

PM2.5
(Exhaust)

CO2

13.48

76.96

49.52

120.05

4.92

4.52

6,766.52

Threshold (lbs/day)*

137

n/a

n/a

7

N/a

Mitigation Required

No

n/a

n/a

Yes

n/a

*Source: County of San Luis Obispo, APCD CEQA Air Quality Handbook, 2009

Based on the approximate area of disturbance, for each of these major actions, and
consideration of the entire disturbance area (24 acres), grading and construction activities
would not exceed SLOAPCD thresholds for ROG or NOx. The SLOAPCD has determined
that any grading of 4 acres or more can exceed the 2.5 ton/qtr threshold for PM10. San Luis
Obispo County is currently in non-attainment for PM10 dust. Construction of the project under
worst-case conditions would exceed the identified threshold for diesel exhaust particulates
(refer to 4.2.5.3 below). In addition, sensitive receptors are present in the immediate area,
including park users, residents, and occupants of the pre-school and library. Therefore, the
generation of PM10 would result in a potentially significant impact, which can be mitigated to
less than significant by implementation of standard dust control measures.
AQ Impact 1

Earth moving activities for development of the proposed project
components would result in the generation of PM10 (fugitive dust),
resulting in a direct short-term impact.

AQ/mm-1

Prior to initiation of construction, the General Services Agency shall ensure
that all required PM10 measures are shown on applicable grading or
construction plans.
In addition, the General Services Agency shall
designate personnel to insure compliance and monitor the effectiveness of
the required dust control measures (as conditions dictate, monitor duties
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may be necessary on weekends and holidays to insure compliance); the
name and telephone number of the designated monitor(s) shall be provided
to the SLOAPCD prior to construction. PM10 measures shall include:
a. Reduce the amount of the disturbed area where possible;
b. Use water trucks or sprinkler systems in sufficient quantities to
prevent airborne dust from leaving the site. Increased watering
frequency would be required whenever wind speeds exceed 15
miles per hour (mph). Reclaimed (nonpotable) water should be
used whenever possible;
c. All dirt stock-pile areas should be sprayed daily as needed;
d. Permanent dust control measures identified in the approved project
revegetation and landscape plans should be implemented as soon
as possible following completion of any soil disturbing activities;
e. Exposed ground areas that are planned to be reworked at dates
greater than one month after initial grading should be sown with a
fast-germinating native grass seed and watered until vegetation is
established;
f.

All disturbed soil areas not subject to revegetation should be
stabilized using approved chemical soil binders, jute netting, or other
methods approved in advance by the SLOAPCD;

g. All roadways, parking areas, and pathways to be paved should be
completed as soon as possible. In addition, building pads should be
laid as soon as possible after grading unless seeding or soil binders
are used;
h. Vehicle speed for all construction vehicles shall not exceed 15 mph
on any unpaved surface at the construction site;
i.

All trucks hauling dirt, sand, soil, or other loose materials are to be
covered or should maintain at least two feet of freeboard (minimum
vertical distance between top of load and top of trailer) in
accordance with California Vehicle Code §23114.

j.

Install wheel washers where vehicles enter and exit unpaved roads
onto streets, or wash off trucks and equipment leaving the site;

k. Sweep streets at the end of each day if visible soil material is carried
on to adjacent paved roads. Water sweepers with reclaimed water
should be used where feasible;
l.

The General Services Agency shall designate a person or persons
to monitor the fugitive dust emission and enhance the
implementation of the measures as necessary to minimize dust
complaints, reduce visible emission below 20% opacity, and to
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prevent transport of dust offsite. Their duties shall include holidays
and weekend periods when work may not be in progress. The name
and telephone number of such persons shall be provided to the
SLOAPCD Compliance Division prior to the start of any grading,
earthwork, or demolition.
Residual Impact
Implementation of this measure would reduce impacts associated with PM10 (fugitive dust) to a
less than significant level (Class II).

Long-term Operational Emissions
The proposed uses identified in the Master Plan would result in both stationary and mobile
sources of air pollution, which together constitute project-related operational emissions. The
stationary source emissions from these land uses would come from the consumption of natural
gas, emissions from landscaping, and electricity. Mobile sources of air pollution are primarily
the result of an increase in vehicle trips. Motor vehicles are a primary source of long-term
emissions from many recreational land uses such as the proposed project. Recreational land
uses often do not emit significant amounts of air pollutants directly, but cause or attract motor
vehicle trips that do produce emissions. Such land uses are referred to as indirect sources.
Based on the Traffic Impact Analysis prepared for the EIR (Pinnacle Traffic Engineering 2010),
given the project’s description and intended use, it is appropriate to manually assign trip
generation rates for each proposed use identified in the Master Plan.

Emission Quantification
Operational emissions for the proposed project have been quantified using the URBEMIS
version 9.2.4 modeling program per SLOAPCD guidelines. The guidelines state that the
thresholds be compared to the winter emission totals for “area” and “operational vehicle
emissions” for impact determination; however, summer emissions are applied because the
park will experience greater levels of use during the summer months. Table 4.2-8 provides
daily and annual emission estimates using the URBEMIS modeling program. The URBEMIS
results have been summarized for the various project components; daily and annual emission
estimates were then compared to APCD thresholds to determine exceedance of APCD
thresholds.
Table 4.2-8. Estimated Operational + Area Source Emissions
Pollutants
Component
ROG

NOx

CO

SO2

PM10

PM2.5

CO2

Ranger’s Residence

0.07

0.09

0.80

0.00

0.11

0.02

58.40

Pre-school

0.54

0.52

4.54

0.00

0.50

0.10

275.43

Library

2.80

3.09

26.46

0.02

3.28

0.64

1,759.32

City park (trails, open space, ampth.)

0.18

0.18

1.51

0.00

0.20

0.04

107.07

Community Recreation Center

3.92

4.26

36.46

0.02

4.61

0.89

2,461.21
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Pollutants
Component
ROG

NOx

CO

SO2

PM10

PM2.5

CO2

Swimming pool / skate park

0.77

0.82

6.98

0.00

0.88

0.17

470.92

Multi-use sports fields (soccer)

2.26

3.00

25.24

0.02

3.52

0.68

1,849.31

Tennis courts

1.08

1.40

11.79

0.01

1.64

0.32

863.86

Basketball courts

2.09

2.80

23.59

0.02

3.29

0.63

1,728.41

Handball courts

0.43

0.56

4.72

0.00

0.66

0.13

345.68

Baseball / softball fields

0.65

0.84

7.08

0.00

0.99

0.19

518.52

Area Source Emissions

2.90

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Daily Total Project (Lbs/day)

17.69

17.56

149.17

0.09

19.68

3.81

10,438.13

ROG+NOx:
25 lbs

550 Lbs

NA

25 Lbs

NA

NA

YES

NO

NA

NO

NA

NA

29.06

0.00

3.59

0.69

1,872.24

ROG+NOx:
25 tons

NA

NA

25 tons

NA

NA

NO

NA

NA

NO

NA

NA

APCD Daily Threshold
Exceed Daily Threshold?
Annual Emissions (tons)
APCD Annual Threshold

3.41

Exceed Annual Threshold?

3.51

Since the proposed project would exceed the daily ROG+NOx combined threshold under
“worse-case scenario” conditions (i.e., all facilities in operation and generating trips), mitigation
measures must be implemented to offset project generated impacts. Based on the SLOAPCD
CEQA Air Quality Handbook (December 2009), the amount of onsite standard plus
discretionary measures required are based on by how much the project exceeds the identified
threshold. Following the guidelines in §3.7 of the Handbook (Operational Emission Mitigation),
the proposed project would fall within the 35-50 lbs/day range (ROG+NOx), requiring 18
standard onsite mitigation measures to reduce air quality impacts to a level of insignificance.
Many of the measures listed in the Handbook are incorporated by nature into the Master Plan,
including the following:


Provide a pedestrian-friendly and interconnected streetscape to make walking more
convenient, comfortable, and safe (including appropriate signalization and signage);



Provide good access to/from the development for pedestrians, bicyclists, and transit
users.



Provide shade tree planting in parking lots to reduce evaporative emissions from
parked vehicles.



Pave and maintain the roads and parking areas.
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Construct bikeways and pedestrian walkways.



Encourage pedestrian and bicycle travel to adjacent land uses.



Provide onsite housing for employees (ranger residence).



Develop recreational facility within one-quarter mile from site (adjacent residential area,
school).

AQ Impact 2

Operational and area source emissions resulting from operation of the
project at build-out would exceed the SLOAPCD daily ROG and NOx
combined threshold under worst-case conditions, resulting in a
potentially significant impact.

AQ/mm-2

Prior to construction of the community center, ranger residence, restrooms,
and swimming pool, the following measures (or similar measures meeting
the intent of energy efficiency) shall be incorporated into the building and
landscaping plans to the maximum extent feasible:
a. Plan for a transit stop and associated amenities (i.e., covered turnout,
direct pedestrian access, covered bench, smart signage, route
information displays, and lighting);
b. Incorporate outdoor electrical outlets to encourage the use of electric
appliances and tools.
c. Trusses for south-facing portions of roofs shall be designed to handle
dead weight loads of standard solar photovoltaic panels. Roof design
shall include sufficient south-facing roof surface, based on structures
size and use, to accommodate adequate solar panels. For south-facing
roof pitches, the closest standard roof pitch to the ideal average solar
exposure shall be used.
d. Increase the building energy rating by 20% above Title 24 (2011)
requirements. Measures used to reach the 20% rating cannot be double
counted.
e. Plant drought tolerant, native deciduous shade trees along southern
exposures of buildings to reduce energy use to cool buildings in summer
and allow for solar warming in the winter. Maintain trees for the life of
the project.
f.

Utilize green building materials that are resource efficient, recycled,
sustainable, and available locally if feasible.

g. Install high efficiency heating and cooling systems.
h. Orient building to be aligned north/south to reduce energy used to cool
buildings in the summer.
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i.

Design building to include roof overhangs that are sufficient to block the
high summer sun, but not the lower winter sun, from penetrating south
facing windows.

j.

Utilize high efficiency gas or solar water heaters, and energy efficient
appliances.

k. Utilize double paned windows.
l.

Utilize low energy exterior lighting.

m. Utilize low energy efficient interior lighting.
n. Utilize low energy traffic signals (i.e., light emitting diode).
o. Install door sweeps and weather stripping if more efficient doors and
windows are not available.
p. Install energy-reducing programmable thermostats.
q. Use roofing material with a solar reflectance values meeting the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)/Department of Energy (DOE)
Energy Star® rating to reduce summer cooling needs.
r.

Use native plants that do not require supplemental watering once
established and are low ROG emitting.

s. Provide and require the use of battery powered or electric landscape
and turf maintenance equipment.
t.

Use clean engine technologies (e.g., alternative fuel, electrification)
engines that are not subject to regulations.

u. Provide valet bicycle parking at community event centers, as feasible.
Residual Impacts
Proposed grading, construction, and operational activities would generate air emissions,
potentially exceeding identified thresholds. Implementation of identified mitigation would not
eliminate air emissions; however, the concentration of pollutants would be reduced to below
identified thresholds. Therefore, residual impacts will be less than significant (Class II).

4.2.5.2

Expose Sensitive Receptors to Substantial Pollutant Concentrations

Combustion Emissions Diesel Particulate Matter
During construction activities, idling heavy equipment emits DPM, which the SLOAPCD
considers toxic, and a potential public health risk. Due to the estimated area of disturbance for
both major actions and the total area, grading and construction activities would not exceed
DPM emission thresholds identified by the SLOAPCD. However, several sensitive receptors
are present in the immediate vicinity, including visitors within the park itself, the day care
center, school, and residences. Therefore, the short-term generation of DPM would result in a
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potentially significant impact, which can be mitigated to less than significant by implementation
of standard measures. The project would not result in the use, storage, or generation of toxic
air pollutants such that an increased cancer risk would affect identified sensitive receptors or
the population.
AQ Impact 3

Grading and construction activities for development of the proposed
project components would result in the emission of diesel particulate
matter, potentially affecting sensitive receptors, and resulting in an
indirect short-term impact.

AQ/mm-3

Prior to initiation of construction, the General Services Agency shall ensure
that all idling restrictions are shown on applicable grading and construction
plans:
a. Staging and queuing areas shall not be located within 1,000 feet of
offsite sensitive receptors;
b. Diesel idling within 1,000 feet of sensitive receptors is not permitted
(i.e., the operators shall turn the equipment off when there is a break
in the work that the equipment is accomplishing);
c. Use of alternative fueled equipment is recommended whenever
possible; and,
d. Signs that specify the no idling requirements must be posted and
enforced at the construction site.

Residual Impact
Implementation of identified mitigation would not eliminate diesel particulate emissions;
however, direct effects to sensitive receptors would be avoided. Therefore, residual impacts
will be less than significant (Class II).

Asbestos Containing Material
The EPA considers asbestos to be a hazardous air pollutant. Proper handling of asbestos
containing material (ACM) is necessary to avoid or minimize public exposure. Demolition and
remodeling activities associated with the proposed project, including removal and relocation of
park amenities and infrastructure, may result in the exposure of persons to asbestos
containing material, resulting in a potentially significant impact, which can be mitigated to less
than significant by implementation of standard measures.
AQ Impact 4

Demolition and remodeling activities associated with construction of
proposed project elements may result in the exposure of ACM,
resulting in an indirect short-term impact.

AQ/mm-4

Prior to removal or demolition of any buildings or utility pipes, the General
Services Agency shall provide evidence they have contacted SLOAPCD to
determine: a) what regulatory jurisdictions apply to the proposed demolition,
such as the National Emission Standard for Hazardous Air Pollutants
(NESHAP; 40 Code of Federal Regulations [CFR] 61, Subpart M –
Asbestos); b) District notification requirements; c) the need for an asbestos
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survey conducted by Certified Asbestos Inspector; and d) applicable
removal and disposal requirements of the asbestos-containing material.
Residual Impact
Exposure of ACM may occur during project construction. Implementation of identified
mitigation would contain and remove hazardous air pollutants, and reduce impacts associated
with ACM to a less than significant level (Class II).

Naturally-Occurring Asbestos Exposure
The project site has been identified by the SLOAPCD as an area that has the potential to
contain naturally occurring asbestos. Construction and development of the project could result
in an exposure of naturally occurring asbestos due to earthwork, resulting in a potentially
significant impact, which can be mitigated to less than significant by implementation of
standard measures.
AQ Impact 5

Earth moving activities for development of the proposed project
components would result in grading activities that may expose
naturally occurring asbestos, resulting in an indirect short-term
impact.

AQ/mm-5

Prior to initiation of construction, the General Services Agency shall:
a. Conduct a geologic analysis to ensure the presence/absence of
serpentine rock onsite. The geologic analysis shall identify if
naturally occurring asbestos is contained within the serpentine rock
onsite; and, if found, the applicant must comply with all requirements
outlined in the Asbestos Airborne Toxic Control Measures (ATCM).
In addition, the applicants shall work with the SLOAPCD to prepare
a SLOAPCD-approved Asbestos Health and Safety Program and an
Asbestos Dust Control Plan prior to development plan approval.

Residual Impact
Exposure of naturally-occurring asbestos may occur during project construction.
Implementation of identified mitigation would contain and remove hazardous air pollutants, and
reduce impacts associated with naturally-occurring asbestos to a less than significant level
(Class II).

4.2.5.3

Create or Subject Individuals to Objectionable Odors

The proposed project does not include any elements what would generate objectionable
odors. Use and operation of additional restrooms, standard landscaping and turf management,
and use of picnic areas would generate odors typical of existing conditions. This impact is
considered less than significant (Class III) and no mitigation is required.

4.2.5.4

Consistency with SLOAPCD Clean Air Plan

In the CEQA Air Quality Handbook, the SLOAPCD recommends evaluating consistency with
the CAP by evaluating the following questions:
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Are the population projections used in the plan or project equal to or less than those
used in the most recent CAP for the same area?
The proposed project is a recreational facility intended to serve the existing and future
populations. The proposed project would not have a direct or indirect effect on local or
regional populations. This question is not relevant to the proposed project.

Is the rate of increase in vehicle trips and miles traveled less than or equal to the rate
of population growth for the same area?
The proposed project may attract some vehicle trips that would have previously gone to
another recreational facility but would also generate additional trips. Trips would not increase
at a rate faster than the rate of population growth.

Have all applicable land use and transportation control measures and strategies from
the CAP been included in the plan or project to the maximum extent feasible?
The project consists of improvements to an existing park, which would provide recreational
opportunities and alternative transportation linkage within an urban area. The project
incorporates applicable CAP control measures and strategies by locating improvements within
the existing park, in close proximity to residential and commercial areas. The NCP Master Plan
promotes walking and bicycling by improving safe access into the park, and providing path
linkages to bike paths and sidewalks.
Therefore, the project would not conflict with or obstruct implementation of the Clean Air Plan.
The impact would be less than significant (Class III).

4.2.6 Cumulative Impacts
The cumulative study area for air quality impacts is the South Central Coast Air Basin
(SCCAB). The project would contribute criteria pollutants to the SCCAB during project
construction and long-term operational use, including ozone precursors and particulate matter.
A number of large development projects are currently under review by the County, including
mixed use, residential, and commercial projects in the immediate area. These projects may
be under construction simultaneously with certain elements of the project, and in the longterm, would be generating similar air emissions due to increased traffic trips and energy use.
Depending on construction schedules and actual implementation of projects in the area,
generation of fugitive dust and pollutant emissions during construction could result in
substantial short-term increases in air pollutants. This would be a contribution to short-term
cumulative air quality impacts. Analysis conducted specifically for this project concluded that
the build-out of the Master Plan would contribute to cumulative long-term operational air
quality impacts because it is projected to exceed the daily ROG+NOx threshold. However, with
implementation of mitigation measures, the project’s contribution to cumulative air quality
impacts would be less than significant, and no additional mitigation is necessary.
In addition, the project would provide additional recreational facilities within one to five miles of
proposed residential developments within Nipomo, and would be accessible via alternative
transportation, including pedestrian walkways and bicycle paths, which may reduce cumulative
air emissions in the area.

4.2-20
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4.3

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES

This section of the Program EIR evaluates potential impacts to biological resources within the
NCP, which would result in the phased construction of recreation facilities and related
infrastructure over a 20-year timeframe. This analysis has taken into consideration sensitive
habitats, plant, and animal species that are either known to occur, or have the potential to
occur, within the proposed project area. This analysis evaluates potential short- and long-term
impacts to biological resources, based on the proposed recreational opportunities, including
the expansion of existing facilities, the addition of new facilities to the park, active recreational
uses including multi-use sports fields, passive recreational uses and open space, and
improvements to infrastructure. For those instances where potential impacts to sensitive
biological resources may occur, mitigation measures and best management practices (BMPs)
have been proposed with the objective of avoiding or minimizing impacts.
The information presented within this section is based on a compilation of several previous
biological studies conducted within the project area by SWCA biologists in 2004, and field
verification surveys conducted in 2010. The primary documents used in preparation of this
section include the following:



Constraints Analyses for the Nipomo Regional Park; Morro Group, Inc., 2004.
California Red-Legged Frog Habitat Assessment for the Nipomo Regional Park; Morro
Group, Inc., 2004.

4.3.1 Existing Conditions
The approximately 140-acre NCP consists of recreationally developed areas located primarily
within the southern and eastern portion of the site, with undeveloped areas dominated by
native plant communities occupying the remaining areas. The 12-acre Nipomo Native Garden
includes trails and planted areas with paved trails/walkways and dirt/spur trails. The garden is
in the final stages of being restored to a native botanical garden which will feature native plant
communities endemic to the Nipomo Mesa and dunes complex. Public recreation within the
22-acre Mesa Meadows open space area includes a Class I bicycle path and contiguous
equestrian trail. The trail system travels past non-native and native (planted) vegetation, and
connects into the trail system of the NCP.

4.3.1.1

Soils

The NCP contains sandy soils, and elevations range from 337 to 425 feet. The soils map in
the U.S. Department of Agriculture Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS) Soil
Survey of San Luis Obispo County, California, Coastal Part (1984) delineates two soil units as
present within the project site: Oceano Sand, 0% to 9% slopes, and Oceano Sand, 9% to 30%
slopes.

4.3.1.2

Plant Communities and Habitat Types

Plant communities and habitat types were classified according to the Preliminary Description
of Terrestrial Natural Communities of California (Holland 1986) and the California Department
of Fish and Game (CDFG) List of California Terrestrial Natural Communities Recognized by
the Natural Diversity Data Base (CDFG 2007). Plant species observed were identified based
on The Jepson Manual: Higher Plants of California (Hickman 1993) and Vascular Plants of
San Luis Obispo County (Hoover 1970).
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Five natural plant communities and habitat types were identified within the NCP, including
coastal scrub, oak woodland, maritime chaparral, annual grassland, and ruderal/disturbed
areas. Ornamental/developed areas (i.e., windrows of pine and eucalyptus trees, turf areas,
and ball fields) are also present in the recreationally developed eastern portion of the park and
along the Mesa Meadows bike trail. Several drainage basins are present in the developed
areas of the site. The location of plant communities within the park property is shown on
Figure 4.3-1.

Maritime Chaparral
Maritime chaparral consists of variable, thick-leaved shrubs of moderate to high cover,
dominated by chamise (Adenostoma fasciculatum) and manzanita (Arctostaphylos spp.) and
found on well drained sandy soils in areas subject to summer fog (Holland, 1986). This plant
community survives at scattered locations in southern San Luis Obispo and northern Santa
Barbara Counties.
Maritime chaparral is located predominately along the margins of oak woodland (refer to
Appendix D; Photo 1 and Figure 4.3-1) and coastal scrub plant communities in the NCP and;
therefore, has plant associates from these two communities. Plants observed within this plant
community include chamise, coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia), sand mesa manzanita
(Arctostaphylos rudis), coffeeberry (Rhamnus californica), coyote brush (Baccharis pilularis),
black sage (Salvia mellifera), California sage (Artemisia californica), poison oak
(Toxicodendron diversilobum), and bush monkeyflower (Mimulus aurantiacus). Sand mesa
manzanita (refer to Appendix D; Photo 2) is considered a California Native Plant Society
(CNPS) List 1B.2 plant species. The locations of maritime chaparral and sand mesa
manzanita specimens within the park are shown on Figure 4.3-1.
Avian and reptile species observed in central maritime chaparral include scrub jay
(Aphelocoma californica), northern mockingbird (Mimus polyglottos), California thrasher
(Toxostoma redivivum), bushtit (Psaltriparus minimus), California towhee (Pipilo crissalis),
spotted towhee (Pipilo maculatus), white-crowned sparrow (Zonotrichia leucophrys), western
whiptail (Cnemidophorus tigris), and western fence lizard (Sceloporus occidentalis).

Oak Woodland
Oak woodlands within the NCP and Nipomo Native Garden feature coast live oak as the
dominant evergreen tree. This plant community can often be from 30 to 75 feet in height and
establish dense canopies (Holland 1986; Holland and Keil 1995). The shrub layer is typically
poorly developed, but may include species such as toyon (Heteromeles arbutifolia) and poison
oak. The herbaceous layer is continuous and dominated by oak leaf litter and often introduced
species such as veldt grass (Ehrharta calycina) and ripgut brome (Bromus diandrus). Oak
woodlands typically grow on north-facing slopes and within shaded ravines, intergrading with
coastal scrub and chaparral communities on xeric (dry) sites and coast live oak forest or mixed
evergreen forest on mesic (moist) sites (Holland 1986).
Plants observed within oak woodland habitat in the NCP include coast
blackberry (Rubus ursinus), hummingbird sage (Salvia spathacea),
Numerous mature coast live oak trees (>5 inches diameter breast height
plant community as well as within ornamental/developed portions of
Appendix D; Photo 3 and Figure 4.3-1).
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Figure 4.3-1. Habitat and Special-status Species Map
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Oak woodland and its understory offers excellent habitat for a variety of wildlife species,
including foraging habitat for coyote (Canis latrans), gray fox (Urocyon cinereoargenteus),
mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus), bobcat (Lynx rufus), and nesting and foraging habitat for
raptors and a variety of song birds. Wildlife observed in oak woodland habitat within the NCP
includes scrub jay, Northern flicker (Colaptes auratus), acorn woodpecker (Melanerpes
formicivorus), oak titmouse (Baeolophus inornatus), chestnut-backed chickadee (Poecile
rufescens), Cooper’s hawk (Accipiter cooperi), red-shouldered hawk (Buteo lineatus), western
fence lizard, and bobcat. Additional occurrences noted by the public include rabbits and
mountain lion. Several Monterey dusky-footed woodrat (Neotoma fuscipes luciana) middens
were observed in oak woodland habitat within the park. Monterey dusky-footed woodrat and
Cooper’s hawk are both California Species of Special Concern (SSC).

Coastal Scrub
Coastal scrub communities consist of shrubs approximately 3 to 6 feet high, restricted to areas
along the coast and extending inland for a few miles. Along the central coast of California,
these communities may be sparsely vegetated to dense, and typically lack grassy openings
that are more commonly associated with northern coastal scrub (Holland 1986). While coastal
scrub typically grows on exposed, often south-facing slopes with rocky soils (Holland 1986),
localized stands of coastal scrub tend to occupy xeric (dry) sites with shallow soils and may
occur on a variety of substrates, including sandstone, diatomite, and serpentinite (Holland and
Keil 1995). Most growth occurs in late winter and spring, and flowering is concentrated in
spring and early summer but may continue throughout the year (Holland 1986). Characteristic
species include coyote brush, California sagebrush, bush monkeyflower, and sage (Salvia
spp.).
Plants observed within this community in the NCP include mock heather (Ericameria
ericoides), deerweed (Lotus scoparius), silver lupine (Lupinus chamissonis), coyote brush,
veldt grass, California sagebrush, and telegraph weed (Heterotheca grandiflora) (refer to
Appendix D; Photo 4 and Figure 4.3-1).
Wildlife observed within this plant community includes western fence lizard, California towhee,
California thrasher, white-crowned sparrow, black phoebe (Sayornis nigricans), and Anna’s
hummingbird (Calypte anna). One white-tailed kite was observed flying over the large coastal
scrub area located west of the ball fields, and community members have noted other
occurrences within NCP. White-tailed kite is a fully protected (FP) species.

Annual Grassland
Annual grasslands typically include a composition of both non-native and native grasses.
Valley and southern coastal grasslands composed of mainly Mediterranean species are
common in California and consist of a dense to sparse cover of annual grasses approximately
8 to 20 inches high (Holland 1986; Holland and Keil 1995). Annual grassland communities are
often associated with numerous species of wildflowers, especially in years of favorable rainfall.
Germination occurs with the onset of late fall rains and growth, flowering, and seed-set occurs
from winter through spring. The plants typically die during the summer to fall dry season and
persist as seeds until the growing season.
Plants observed within the community include veldt grass, brome (Bromus spp.), filaree
(Erodium spp.), rattail fescue (Vulpia myuros), and short-pod mustard (Hirschfeldia incana)
(refer to Appendix D, Photo 5 and Figure 4.3-1). Wildlife observed in this plant community
includes California ground squirrel, pocket gopher, western meadowlark (Sturnella neglecta),
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and western fence lizard. Several red-tailed hawks were also observed flying over annual
grassland habitat located west and south of the existing ball fields.
Annual grasslands provide foraging habitat for small mammals such as the vole (Microtus sp.),
white-footed mouse (Peromyscus spp.), California mouse (Peromyscus californicus), Botta’s
pocket gopher (Thomomys bottae), and California ground squirrel (Spermophilus beecheyi),
as well as predators that feed on them, such as coyote, and raptors, including sharp-shinned
hawk (Accipiter striatus), red-tailed hawk (Buteo jamaicensis), red-shouldered hawk (Buteo
lineatus), white-tailed kite (Elanus leucurus), American kestrel (Falco sparverius), and great
horned owl (Bubo virginianus).

Ruderal/Disturbed Areas
Ruderal vegetation is usually found in disturbed areas that have been significantly altered by
construction, landscaping, or other types of land-clearing activities. Ruderal habitats often
occur along roadsides and fence-lines, near developments, and in other areas experiencing
severe ground surface disturbance. Plants found within this habitat are typically introduced
Mediterranean species that exhibit clinging seeds, adhesive stems, and rough leaves that
assist their invasion and colonization of disturbed lands. Plants observed in the ruderal areas
include veldt grass, brome, filaree, rattail fescue, and short-pod mustard (refer to Appendix D;
Photo 6 and Figure 4.3-1).
Ruderal areas typically do not support sensitive species habitat, although if soil conditions
allow, sensitive plant species can grow in such areas. Sensitive wildlife species may
occasionally forage in ruderal habitats. Wildlife found in ruderal areas includes species
tolerant of disturbance, such as western fence lizard, and California ground squirrel.

Ornamental/Developed Areas
As previously stated, ornamental/developed areas (i.e., windrows of pine and eucalyptus
trees, turf areas, and ball fields) are present in the recreationally developed eastern portion of
the park and along the Mesa Meadows bike trail. Windrows consist of trees planted for wind
protection and are generally associated with agriculture and urban landscapes. Windrows of
Monterey pine (Pinus spp.) and eucalyptus trees (Eucalyptus spp.) are present in the
recreationally developed eastern portions of the park and along the Mesa Meadows bike path.
Several ball fields with turf grass are also present in the eastern portions of the park. Several
mature coast live oak trees are also present in the landscaped areas of the site.
Windrows and landscaped areas have limited wildlife habitat value other than roosting and
nesting habitat for various bat, bird, and raptor species. Birds observed foraging in
ornamental/developed areas within the park include killdeer (Charadrius vociferus), yellowrumped warbler (Dendroica coronata), dark-eyed junco (Junco hyemalis), scrub jay, bushtit,
American crow (Corvus brachyrhynchos), house sparrow (Passer domesticus), and red-tailed
hawk.

4.3.2 Survey Methods and Results
The description and analysis of special-status biological resources within the project area is
based on the results of a California Natural Diversity Database (CNDDB) query for records of
special-status species that are known to occur within the region. The records search included
the following nine 7.5-minute U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) quadrangle maps: Nipomo,
Twitchell Dam, Santa Maria, Oceano, Arroyo Grande NE, Guadalupe, Huasna Peak, Caldwell
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Mesa, and Tar Springs Ridge. In addition to the CNDDB query, the CNPS Online Inventory of
Rare and Endangered Plants of California (2010) was also reviewed to provide additional
information on rare plants that are known to occur in the area. Following the literature review,
SWCA Biologist Barrett Holland conducted field verification surveys on March 4 and March 5,
2010. The verification survey focused on mapping the location of sand mesa manzanita
specimens and dusky-footed woodrat nests within the NCP. All observed plant and animal
species were documented during the survey.
This section addresses all special-status species known to occur in the nine surrounding
USGS quadrangles queried in 2010 (CNDDB 2010). Special-status taxa that are known to
occur, or have the potential to occur in the project area were also identified through a review of
relevant literature (CNPS 2010; Zeiner et al. 1988; 1990a, 1990b), previous biological studies
in the area, and surveys conducted by SWCA biologists.

4.3.2.1

Sensitive Communities

Sensitive communities include wetlands and other habitats listed by CDFG, the County, or
other resource agencies as meriting protection or further study due to their rarity or value. Of
the plant communities and habitat types identified within the NCP, only maritime chaparral is
considered sensitive by CDFG (CNDDB 2010). Maritime chaparral survives at scattered
locations in southern San Luis Obispo and northern Santa Barbara Counties.
Oak woodland within the NCP falls under standard County mitigation guidelines for tree
removal and are protected under Senate Bill (SB) 1334 (Kuehl bill). The Kuehl bill mandates
mitigation for impacted oak woodland and is administered by the county. Other sensitive
habitats known to occur within the investigated USGS quadrangles include central foredunes,
southern vernal pool, coastal and valley freshwater marsh, and central dune scrub. These
communities are confined to specific coastal locations and are not present within the NCP.

4.3.2.2

Special-Status Species

Several species known to occur within, or in the vicinity of the project area, are accorded
“special-status” designation because of their recognized rarity or vulnerability to various
causes of habitat loss or population decline. Some of these receive specific protection defined
in federal or State endangered species legislation. Others have been designated as
“sensitive” on the basis of adopted policies and expertise of State resource agencies or
organizations with acknowledged expertise, or policies adopted by local governmental
agencies such as counties, cities, and special districts to meet local conservation objectives.
These species are referred to collectively as “special-status species” in this EIR, a collective
term indicating some level of local, state or federal concern for populations or habitats.

Special-status Plant Species
The following section describes those special-status plant species which have been
documented within an approximate 10-mile radius of the project area. For the purposes of this
section, special-status plant species are defined as the following:


Plants listed or proposed for listing as threatened or endangered under the Federal
Endangered Species Act (ESA) (50 Code of Federal Regulations [CFR] 17.12 for listed
plants and various notices in the Federal Register for proposed species).
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Plants that are candidates for possible future listing as threatened or endangered
under the ESA (Federal Register Vol. 73, No. 238, pp. 75175-75244, December 10,
2008).



Plants that meet the definitions of rare or endangered species under CEQA (State
CEQA Guidelines, §15380).



Plants considered by the CNPS to be "rare, threatened, or endangered" in California
(Lists 1B and 2 in California Native Plant Society, 2006).



Plants listed by CNPS as plants about which we need more information and plants of
limited distribution (Lists 3 and 4 in California Native Plant Society, 2006).



Plants listed or proposed for listing by the State of California as threatened or
endangered under the California Endangered Species Act (CESA) (14 California Code
of Regulations [CCR] 670.5).



Plants listed under the California Native Plant Protection Act (California Fish and Game
Code 1900 et seq.).



Plants considered sensitive by other Federal agencies (i.e., United States Forest
Service, Bureau of Land Management), state and local agencies, or jurisdictions.

Based on the literature review for this project, a total of 35 sensitive plant species have been
documented in a 10-mile radius of the project area (refer to Table 4.3-1). Because the plant
species list presented in Table 4.3-1 is regional, an analysis of the range and habitat
preferences of those species was conducted to identify which special-status plant species
have the potential to occur within the project area. This analysis considered existing habitat,
elevation, results of previous surveys conducted for other projects, and soils within the project
area. The analysis determined that 17 sensitive plant species had potential to occur in NCP
based on existing habitat. The remaining 18 plant species were eliminated from consideration
based on lack of suitable habitat and/or soils on-site, and previous negative survey results
(Morro Group 2004). Survey results determined that sand mesa manzanita was the only
special-status plant species present within the NCP. These specimens occur at sporadic
locations throughout the park (refer to Table 4.3-1 and Figure 4.3-1). For a complete listing of
vascular flora observed within the NCP, Nipomo Native Garden, and Mesa Meadows, please
refer to Appendix D.

Special-status Wildlife
For the purposes of this section, special-status animal species are defined as the following:


Animals listed or proposed for listing as threatened or endangered under the ESA (50
CFR 17.11 for listed animals and various notices in the Federal Register for proposed
species).



Animals that are candidates for possible future listing as threatened or endangered
under the ESA (Federal Register Vol. 73, No. 238, pp. 75175-75244, December 10,
2008).



Animals that meet the definitions of rare or endangered species under the CEQA
(State CEQA Guidelines, §15380).
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Animals listed or proposed for listing by the State of California as threatened and
endangered under the CESA (14 CCR 670.5).



Animal species of special concern to the CDFG (Remsen 1978, for birds; Williams
1986, for mammals).



Animal species that are fully protected in California (California Fish and Game Code,
§3511 [birds], §4700 [mammals], and §5050 [reptiles and amphibians]).

Based on a CNDDB query, a review of existing literature and the local experience of SWCA
biologists, a total of 32 special-status wildlife species have been documented or have the
potential to occur within the reviewed USGS quadrangles (refer to Table 4.3-2). Because this
list of species is regional, an analysis of the range and habitat preferences of those species
was conducted to identify which sensitive wildlife species have the potential to occur within the
project study area given the existing habitat. As a result of the analysis conducted by SWCA it
was determined that seven sensitive wildlife species had potential to occur within, or directly
adjacent to NCP. The remaining 24 species were eliminated from consideration based on lack
of suitable habitat conditions on or adjacent to the site. Numerous woodrat nests are present
in the oak woodland and maritime chaparral areas on the project site. Nests are likely those of
the common dusky-footed woodrat (Neotoma fuscipes macrotis). The project area also has
the potential to support migratory nesting birds. For a complete listing of wildlife observed
within NCP, Nipomo Native Garden, and Mesa Meadows, please refer to Appendix D.
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Table 4.3-1. Special-status Plant Species Evaluated for Occurrence on the Project Site

Species Name

Federal/
State/CNPS
Status &
Threat Code

General Habitat Description

Blooming Period

Rationale for Expecting Presence
or Absence
Habitat Present / Occurrence not
expected: Suitable habitat and soils are
present on the project site; however, this
species was not observed during surveys
conducted during the appropriate
blooming period in 2004 (Morro Group
2004).

Hoover’s bent grass
Agrostis hooveri

-- / -- / 1B.2

Stoloniferous herb. Occurs in chaparral,
cismontane woodland, valley and foothill
grassland; usually sandy soils. Elevation 6 –
610 meters.

April – July

Santa Lucia
manzanita
Arctostaphylos
luciana

-- / -- / 1B.2

Shrub. Occurs in chaparral and cismontane
woodland; usually on shale soils. Elevation
35 – 850 meters.

February – March

Habitat Absent / No Species
Occurrence: Chaparral and oak
woodland habitat was observed on the
project site; however, the appropriate
soils are not present on the project site
for this species.

Santa Margarita
manzanita
Arctostaphylos
pilosula

-- / -- / 1B.2

Shrub. Occurs in closed coniferous forest,
chaparral, and cismontane woodland; usually
on shale soils. Elevation 170 – 1100 meters.

December – March

Habitat Absent / No Species
Occurrence: Chaparral and oak
woodland habitat was observed on the
project site; however, the appropriate
soils are not present on the project site
for this species. This species occurs at
higher elevations and was not observed
on the project site.

Sand mesa
manzanita
Arctostaphylos
rudis

-- / -- / 1B.2

Shrub. Occurs in chaparral and coastal
scrub in Lompoc and Nipomo area;
usually on sandy soils. Elevation 25 – 230
meters.

November – February

Present: Suitable habitat was
observed on the project site. Several
individuals were observed in the oak
woodland and chaparral/coastal scrub
areas on the site.

Well’s manzanita
Arctostaphylos wellsii

-- / -- / 1B.1

Shrub. Occurs in closed cone coniferous
forests and chaparral; usually on sandstone.
Elevation 30 – 400 meters.

December – May
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Habitat Absent / No Species
Occurrence: Chaparral habitat was
observed on the project site; however,
the appropriate soils are not present on
the project site for this species.
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Table 4.3-1. Special-status Plant Species Evaluated for Occurrence on the Project Site

Species Name

Federal/
State/CNPS
Status &
Threat Code

General Habitat Description

Blooming Period

Rationale for Expecting Presence
or Absence

Perennial herb. Occurs in freshwater
marshes; usually with saturated acidic bog
soils. Elevation 3 – 170 meters.

May – August

Habitat Absent / No Species
Occurrence: Suitable habitat and soils
are not present on the project site. This
species was not observed during surveys
conducted during the appropriate
blooming period in 2004 (Morro Group
2004).

-- / -- / 1B.2

Annual herb. Occurs in coastal scrub habitat.
Elevation 20 – 90 meters.

March – June

Habitat Present / Species not
observed: Suitable habitat and soils are
present on the project site; however, this
species was not observed during surveys
conducted during the appropriate
blooming period in 2010 and in 2004
(Morro Group 2004).

Davidson’s saltscale
Atriplex serenana var.
davidsonii

-- / -- / 1B.2

Annual herb. Occurs in coastal bluff scrub
and coastal scrub. Elevation 10-200 meters

April - October

Habitat Present / Occurrence not
expected: Although coastal scrub habitat
is present on the project site, this species
was not observed during surveys
conducted during the appropriate
blooming period in 2004 (Morro Group
2004).

San Luis Obispo
mariposa lily
Calochortus
obispoensis

-- / -- / 1B.2

Perennial herb. Occurs in chaparral, coastal
scrub, and grassland communities on
serpentine soils. Elevation 75 – 730 meters.

May – July

Habitat Absent/ No Species
Occurrence Although chaparral, coastal
scrub and grassland habitat was
observed on the project site, the
appropriate soils were not present. This
species was not observed during surveys
conducted during the appropriate
blooming period in 2004 (Morro Group
2004).

Marsh sandwort
Arenaria paludicola

FE / SE / 1B.1

Miles’ milk vetch
Astragalus
didymocarpus var.
milesianus
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Table 4.3-1. Special-status Plant Species Evaluated for Occurrence on the Project Site

Species Name

Federal/
State/CNPS
Status &
Threat Code

General Habitat Description

Blooming Period

Rationale for Expecting Presence
or Absence
Habitat Absent/ No Species
Occurrence: This species occurs at
higher elevations than the project site and
was not observed during surveys
conducted during the appropriate
blooming period in 2004 (Morro Group
2004).

Palmer’s mariposa lily
Calochortus palmeri
var. palmeri

-- / -- / 1B.2

Bulbiferous herb. Occurs in broadleafed
upland forest, chaparral, and meadows and
seeps. Elevation 1,000 – 2,390 meters.

Cambria morningglory
Calystegia subacaulis
ssp. episcopalis

-- / -- / 1B.2

Rhizomatous herb. Occurs in chaparral,
cismontane woodland, coastal prairie.
Elevation 60 – 500 meters.

April – June

Habitat Present / Occurrence not
expected: Suitable habitat is present on
the project site; however, this species
was not observed during surveys
conducted during the appropriate
blooming period in 2004 (Morro Group
2004).

San Luis Obispo owl’s
clover
Castilleja densiflora
ssp. obispoensis

-- / -- / 1B.2

Annual herb. Occurs in valley and foothill
grasslands. Elevation 10 – 400 meters.

March – May

Habitat Present / Species not
observed: Grassland habitat is present
on the project site; however, this species
was not observed during surveys
conducted during the appropriate
blooming period in 2010 and in 2004
(Morro Group 2004).

Brewer’s spineflower
Chorizanthe breweri

-- / -- / 1B.3

Annual herb. Occurs in closed coniferous
forest, chaparral, cismontane woodland,
coastal scrub; usually on gravelly or rocky
serpentinite soils. Elevation 45 – 800 meters.

April – August

Habitat Absent / Occurrence not
expected: Habitat was observed on the
project site; however the appropriate soils
were not present. This species was not
observed during surveys conducted
during the appropriate blooming period in
2004 (Morro Group 2004).
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Table 4.3-1. Special-status Plant Species Evaluated for Occurrence on the Project Site

Species Name

Straight-awned
spineflower
Chorizanthe
rectispina

La Graciosa thistle
Cirsium loncholepis

Federal/
State/CNPS
Status &
Threat Code
-- / -- / 1B.3

FE / ST / 1B.1

General Habitat Description

Annual herb. Occurs in chaparral,
cismontane woodland, and coastal scrub
habitats. Elevation 85 – 1,035 meters.

Perennial herb. Occurs in coastal wetlands
with dunes. Elevation 4 – 220 meters.

Blooming Period

Rationale for Expecting Presence
or Absence

May – July

Habitat Present / Occurrence not
expected: Habitat was observed on the
project site; however the appropriate soils
were not present. This species was not
observed during surveys conducted
during the appropriate blooming period in
2004 (Morro Group 2004).

May – August

Habitat Absent / No Species
Occurrence: Suitable habitat was not
observed on the project site. This
species was not observed during surveys
conducted during the appropriate
blooming period in 2004 (Morro Group
2004).

Surf thistle
Cirsium rhothophilum

-- / ST / 1B.2

Perennial herb. Occurs in coastal bluff scrub
and coastal dune habitats. Elevation 3 – 60
meters.

April – June

Habitat Absent / No Species
Occurrence: Suitable habitat was not
observed on the project site. This
species occurs at lower elevations than
the project site.

California saw-grass
Cladium californicum

-- / -- / 2.2

Rhizomatous herb. Occurs in meadows and
seeps, and marshes and swamps; usually
alkaline or freshwater. Elevation 60 – 600
meters.

June – September

Habitat Absent / No Species
Occurrence: Suitable habitat and soils
were not observed on the project site.

Pismo clarkia
Clarkia speciosa ssp.
immaculata

FE / SR / 1B.1

Annual herb. Occurs in sandy soils,
openings in chaparral, cismontane woodland,
and valley and foothill grassland. On ancient
sand dunes not far from the coast. Elevation
25-185 meters.

May – July

Nipomo Community Park Master Plan
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Habitat Present / Occurrence not
expected: Habitat was observed on the
project site; however, this species was
not observed during surveys conducted
during the appropriate blooming period in
2004 (Morro Group 2004).
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Table 4.3-1. Special-status Plant Species Evaluated for Occurrence on the Project Site

Species Name

Federal/
State/CNPS
Status &
Threat Code

General Habitat Description

Habitat Absent / No Species
Occurrence: Grassland habitat is
present on the project site; however, this
species occurs at higher elevations.

Annual herb that occurs in coastal scrub,
valley and foothill grassland, and coastal bluff
scrub. Elevation 35-430 meters.

May-October

Habitat Present / Occurrence not
expected: Habitat was observed on the
project site; however, this species was
not observed during surveys conducted
during the appropriate blooming period in
2004 (Morro Group 2004).

-- / -- / 1B.2

Perennial herb. Occurs in chaparral and
coastal dune habitats (maritime). Elevation 0
– 200 meters.

April – May

Habitat Present / Occurrence not
expected: Habitat was observed on the
project site; however, this species was
not observed during surveys conducted
during the appropriate blooming period in
2004 (Morro Group 2004).

-- / -- / 1B.3

Perennial herb. Occurs in cismontane
woodland. Elevation 400 – 1600 meters.

April – June

Habitat Absent / No Species
Occurrence: Oak woodland habitat was
observed on the project site; however,
this species occurs at higher elevations
than the project site. This species was
not observed during surveys conducted
during the appropriate blooming period in
2004 (Morro Group 2004).

Rhizomatous herb. Occurs in coastal dune
and coastal scrub habitats with sandy
substrate. Elevation 3 – 50 meters.

March – May

Habitat Present / Species not
observed: Suitable habitat and soils
were observed on the project site;
however, this species occurs at lower
elevations and was not observed during
the appropriate blooming period in 2010
and 2004 (Morro Group 2004).

-- / -- / 1B.2

Annual herb. Occurs in valley and foothill
grasslands. Elevation 300 – 500 meters.

Gaviota tarplant
Deinandra increscens
ssp. villosa

FE/SE/1B.1

Dune larkspur
Delphinium parryi ssp.
blochmaniae

Umbrella larkspur
Delphinium
umbraculorum

4.3-14

Rationale for Expecting Presence
or Absence

June – September

Leafy tarplant
Deinandra increscens
ssp. foliosa

Beach spectaclepod
Dithyrea maritima

Blooming Period

-- / ST / 1B.1
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Table 4.3-1. Special-status Plant Species Evaluated for Occurrence on the Project Site

Species Name

Federal/
State/CNPS
Status &
Threat Code

General Habitat Description

Blooming Period

Rationale for Expecting Presence
or Absence

Mouse grey dudleya
Dudleya abramsii ssp.
murina

-- / -- / 1B.3

Perennial herb. Occurs in chaparral,
cismontane woodland valley, and foothill
grassland (serpentinite). Elevation 90 – 440
meters.

May – June

Habitat Absent / No Species
Occurrence: Chaparral, grassland and
oak woodland habitat was observed on
the project site; however, serpentinite
soils are not present. This species was
not observed during surveys conducted
during the appropriate blooming period in
2004 (Morro Group 2004).

Blochman’s leafy
daisy
Erigeron blochmaniae

-- / -- / 1B.2

Perennial rhizomatous herb. Occurs in
coastal dune habitats with sandy substrate.
Elevation 3 – 45 meters.

July – August

Habitat Present / Occurrence not
expected: Suitable dune habitat was not
observed on the project site. This
species occurs at lower elevations than
the project site. This species was not
observed during the appropriate blooming
period in 2004 (Morro Group 2004).

Mesa horkelia
Horkelia cuneata ssp.
puberula

-- / -- / 1B.1

Perennial herb. Occurs in chaparral,
cismontane woodland, coastal scrub on
sandy/gravelly soils. Elevation 70 – 810
meters.

February – July

Habitat Present / Species not
Observed: Suitable habitat and sandy
soils were observed on the project site;
however, this species was not observed
during the appropriate blooming period in
2010 and 2004 (Morro Group 2004).

Kellogg’s horkelia
Horkelia cuneata ssp.
sericea

-- / -- / 1B.1

Perennial herb. Occurs in closed-cone
coniferous forest, chaparral (maritime), and
coastal scrub with sandy or gravelly
openings. Elevation 10 – 200 meters.

April – September

Habitat Present / Occurrence not
expected: Suitable habitat and sandy
soils were observed on the project site;
however, this species was not observed
during the appropriate blooming period in
2004 (Morro Group 2004).
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Table 4.3-1. Special-status Plant Species Evaluated for Occurrence on the Project Site

Species Name

Federal/
State/CNPS
Status &
Threat Code

General Habitat Description

Blooming Period

Rationale for Expecting Presence
or Absence

San Luis Obispo
County lupine
Lupinus ludovicianus

-- / -- / 1B.2

Perennial herb. Occurs in chaparral and
cismontane woodland on sandstone or sandy
soils. Elevation 50 – 525 meters.

April – July

Habitat Present / Occurrence not
expected: Suitable habitat and sandy
soils were observed on the project site;
however, this species was not observed
during the appropriate blooming period in
2004 (Morro Group 2004).

Nipomo Mesa lupine
Lupinus nipomensis

FE /SE /1B.1

Annual herb. Occurs in coastal dunes.
Endemic to San Luis Obispo on dry sandy
flats, restricted to back dunes, associated
with central dune scrub habitat. Elevation 33
– 165 feet.

December-May

Habitat Absent / No Species
Occurrence: Suitable habitat was not
present on the project site. The site is
out of the species’ elevational range and
was not observed during surveys
conducted during the appropriate
blooming period in 2004 (Morro Group
2004).

Crisp monardella
Monardella crispa

-- / -- / 1B.2

Rhizomatous herb. Occurs in coastal dunes
and coastal scrub with sandy soils. Elevation
10 – 120 meters.

April – August

Habitat Present / Occurrence not
expected: Suitable habitat and sandy
soils were observed on the project site;
however, this species was not observed
during the appropriate blooming period in
2004 (Morro Group 2004).

San Luis Obispo
monardella
Monardella frutescens

-- / -- / 1B.2

Rhizomatous herb. Occurs in coastal dunes
and coastal scrub with sandy soils. Elevation
10 – 200 meters.

May – September

Habitat Present / Occurrence not
expected: Suitable habitat and sandy
soils were observed on the project site;
however, this species was not observed
during the appropriate blooming period in
2004 (Morro Group 2004).

Gambel’s watercress
Nasturtium gambelii

FE / ST / 1B.1

Rhizomatous herb. Occurs in freshwater and
brackish marshes, swamps and the borders
of lakes. Elevation 5 – 451 meters.

April – September

Habitat Absent / No Species
Occurrence: Suitable habitat was not
present on the project site. This species
was not observed during the appropriate
blooming period in 2004 (Morro Group
2004).
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Table 4.3-1. Special-status Plant Species Evaluated for Occurrence on the Project Site

Species Name

Short-lobed
broomrape
Orobanche parishii
ssp. brachyloba

Federal/
State/CNPS
Status &
Threat Code
-- / -- / 4.2

Black-flowered figwort
Scrophularia atrata

-- / -- / 1B.2

San Bernardino aster
Symphyotrichum
defoliatum

--/--/1B.2

Rationale for Expecting Presence
or Absence

General Habitat Description

Blooming Period

Perennial herb parasitic. Occurs in coastal
bluff scrub, coastal dunes, and coastal scrub
(sandy). Elevation 3 – 305 meters.

April – October

Habitat Present / Occurrence not
expected: Suitable habitat and sandy
soils were observed on the project site;
however, this species was not observed
during the appropriate blooming period in
2004 (Morro Group 2004).

March – July

Habitat Absent / No Species
Occurrence: Chaparral habitat was
observed on the project site; however,
the appropriate soils were not present.
This species was not observed during the
appropriate blooming period in 2010 or in
2004 (Morro Group 2004).

July-November

Habitat Absent / No Species
Occurrence: Chaparral, oak woodland
and grassland habitat was observed on
the project site; however, the appropriate
soils were not present. This species was
not observed during the appropriate
blooming period in 2004 (Morro Group
2004).

Perennial herb. Occurs in closed cone
conifer forest, chaparral, coastal dune,
coastal scrub, and riparian scrub habitats.
Diatomaceous shales. Elevation 10 – 500
meters.

Rhizomatous herb. Occurs in cismontane
woodland, coastal scrub, and foothill
grassland near ditches and springs. 2-2,040
meters.

Natural Communities of Concern
Central dune scrub

Central foredunes

A back dune plant community characterized by low growing, drought tolerant shrubs that
develop considerable cover. Diagnostic species include Ericameria ericoides and
Lupinus chamissonis.

A foredune plant community characterized by scattered low growing perennial plants
including Abronia sp. Ambrosia sp. and Cackile sp. Usually occurring in areas exposed to
tidal action.

Nipomo Community Park Master Plan
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Habitat Absent / No Potential for
Occurrence: Project site is not located
on the coast and does not support any
dune habitats.
Habitat Absent / No Potential for
Occurrence: Project site is not located
on the coast and does not support any
dune habitats.
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Table 4.3-1. Special-status Plant Species Evaluated for Occurrence on the Project Site
Federal/
State/CNPS
Status &
Threat Code

Blooming Period

Rationale for Expecting Presence
or Absence

Maritime chaparral

A variable scrub community of moderate to high cover dominated by various
Arctostaphylos or Ceanothus species. Found on well drained sandy soils in areas
subject to summer fog.

Present: This habitat was observed on
the property.

Coastal and valley
freshwater marsh

A wetland community that is found in areas of permanently or prolonged freshwater
saturation without significant current or flow. Vegetation is dominated by perennial
emergent monocots including cattails and rushes.

Habitat Absent / No Potential for
Occurrence: This habitat was not
observed on the project site.

Southern vernal pool

A wetland community dominated by plant species such as Juncus bufonius, Hordeum
brachyantherum, Gnaphalium palustre, Eleocharis spp., Crassula aqautica, and
Plagiobothrys trachycarpa.

Habitat Absent / No Potential for
Occurrence: This habitat was not
observed on the project site.

Species Name

General Habitat Description

General references: CDFG 2008, Hickman (ed.) 1993, Munz 1974, CNDDB 2008
Status Codes:
Federal:

California Native Plant Society (CNPS):

FE = Federally Endangered

List 1B = rare, threatened, or endangered in California and elsewhere.

FT = Federally Threatened

List 2 = rare, threatened, or endangered in California, but more common elsewhere.

FP = Federally Protected

List 4 = A watch list. Species are of limited distribution or infrequent.

State:

Threat Code:

SE = State Endangered
ST = State Threatened

.1 = Seriously endangered in California (over 80% of occurrences threatened / high degree and
immediacy of threat)

SR = State Rare

.2 = Fairly endangered in California (20-80% occurrences threatened)
.3 = Not very endangered in California (<20% of occurrences threatened or no current threats known)
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Table 4.3-2. Special-status Wildlife Species Evaluated for Occurrence on the Project Site
Species Name

Habitat and Distribution

Legal Status
Federal/State/CDFG

Rationale for Expecting
Presence or Absence

Amphibians
California tiger salamander
Ambystoma californiense

Vernal pools within grassland or oak woodlands;
require seasonal water, ground squirrel burrows, or
other underground refuges.

FT/--/SSC

Species not observed or expected to
occur: The project site does not contain
suitable vernal pool habitat or underground
refuges suitable for California tiger
salamanders.

Arroyo toad
Anaxyrus californicus

Semi-arid areas near washes and intermittent
streams including desert washes, and valley-foothill
riparian and desert riparian areas.

FE/--/SSC

Species not observed or expected to
occur: The project site does not contain
suitable wash/riparian habitat for Arroyo
toad.

California red-legged frog
Rana draytonii

Aquatic habitats with little or no flow and surface
water depths to at least 2.3 feet. Presence of fairly
sturdy underwater supports such as cattails.

FT/--/SSC

Species not observed or expected to
occur: The project site does not contain
aquatic pool habitat or underground refuges
suitable for California red-legged frog.

Western spadefoot
Spea hammondii

Inhabits vernal pools primarily in grassland, but also
in valley and foothill hardwood woodlands.
Requires seasonal pools for breeding and egglaying.

--/--/SSC

Species not observed or expected to
occur: The project site does not contain
vernal pool habitat.

Coast Range newt
Taricha torosa torosa

Coastal drainages from Mendocino County to San
Diego County. Resides in terrestrial habitats and
migrates up to 1 km to breed in slow moving
streams, ponds, and reservoirs. Frequents
terrestrial habitats such as oak woodlands.

--/--/SSC

Species not observed or expected to
occur: Suitable stream and pond habitat is
not present on the project site. Though oak
woodland habitat is present, coast range
newts are not expected to use the site.

MBTA/--/--

Potential for Occurrence (Low): Suitable
roosting and foraging habitat conditions
exists within the oak woodland and coastal
scrub areas. Species not observed on the
site.

Birds
sharp-shinned hawk
Accipiter striatus

Occurs in ponderosa pine, black oak, deciduous
riparian areas, mixed conifer, and Jeffrey pine
habitats. North facing slopes with plucking perches
and close proximity to water (within 275 feet).

Nipomo Community Park Master Plan
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Table 4.3-2. Special-status Wildlife Species Evaluated for Occurrence on the Project Site
Species Name

Habitat and Distribution

Legal Status
Federal/State/CDFG

Rationale for Expecting
Presence or Absence

Tricolored blackbird
Agelaius tricolor

(Nesting colony); requires open water, protected
nesting substrate, and foraging area with insect
prey.

--/--/SSC

Species not observed or expected to
occur: Suitable habitat and foraging areas
were not observed for tricolored blackbird.

Burrowing owl
Athene cunicularia

Open, dry grasslands, deserts, and scrublands.
Subterranean nester, dependent upon burrowing
mammals.

MBTA/-- /SSC

Species not observed or expected to
occur: Though grassland habitat is present
on the project site, suitable open areas with
burrowing mammals was not observed for
burrowing owl.

Western snowy plover
Charadrius alexandrinus
nivosus

Occurs on sandy beaches, salt pond levees, and
shores of large alkali lakes. Needs sandy, gravelly,
or friable soils for nesting.

white-tailed kite
Elanus leucurus

Open grasslands, meadows, or marshlands for
foraging close to isolated trees for nesting and
perching.

Prairie falcon
Falco mexicanus

California condor
Gymnogyps californianus

4.3-20

MBTA, FT/ --/SSC

Species not observed or expected to
occur: Suitable habitat was not observed
on the project site.

MBTA / -- / FP

Potential for Occurrence (Moderate to
High): One white-tailed kite was observed
flying over the large coastal scrub area
located west of the ball fields. Suitable
roosting and foraging habitat was also
observed on the project site. Community
members have noted observances within
NCP.

Occurs in dry, open terrain that is level or hilly and
breeds on cliffs.

MBTA/--/--

Potential for Occurrence (Low): Suitable
roosting and foraging habitat was observed
on the project site. However, suitable
nesting habitat is not present. Species not
observed on the site.

Occurs in open savannahs, grasslands, and foothill
chaparral, in mountain ranges with moderate
altitudes. Nest in deep canyons on rock walls with
clefts.

FE/SE/--

Species not observed or expected to
occur: Suitable habitat was not observed
on the project site.
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Table 4.3-2. Special-status Wildlife Species Evaluated for Occurrence on the Project Site
Species Name

Habitat and Distribution

Legal Status
Federal/State/CDFG

Rationale for Expecting
Presence or Absence

California black rail
Laterallus jamaicensis
coturnniculus

Occurs most commonly in tidal emergent wetlands
dominated by pickleweed, or in brackish marshes
supporting bulrushes in association with
pickleweed. In freshwater, usually found in
bulrushes, cattails, and saltgrass. Usually found in
immediate vicinity of tidal sloughs.

MBTA/ST/--

Species not observed or expected to
occur: Suitable habitat was not observed
on the project site.

California least tern
Sternula antillarum browni

Largely a coastal species that feed on fish and nest
on sandy dunes or beaches. Once a common
species in California; currently nesting colonies are
isolated to Southern California and scattered Bay
Area beaches.

FE/SE/--

Species not observed or expected to
occur: Suitable habitat was not observed
on the project site

Class Aves
Other migratory bird species
(nesting)

Maritime chaparral, windrow and willow riparian
forest may provide nesting habitat for migratory
birds. .

MBTA/--/--

Potential for Occurrence (High): Potential
nesting habitat occurs throughout the
project site. Community members have
noted occurrence of several raptors and
other bird species within NCP. Predisturbance nesting bird surveys are
recommended prior to any grading or
vegetation removal.

Tidewater goby
Eucyclogobius newberryi

Occurs in brackish shallow lagoons and lower
stream reaches where water is fairly still, but not
stagnant.

FE/--/SSC

No Potential for Occurrence: Suitable
aquatic habitat is not present on the project
site.

Arroyo chub
Gila orcutti

Occurs in slow water streams with mud or sand
bottoms and feeds on aquatic vegetation and the
associated invertebrates.

--/--/SSC

No Potential for Occurrence: Suitable
aquatic habitat is not present on the project
site.

South-central California
coast steelhead ESU
Oncorhynchus mykiss
irideus

Clear, cool water with abundant in-stream cover,
well-vegetated stream margins, relatively stable
water flow, and a 1:1 pool-to-riffle ratio.

FT, PCH /-- /SSC

No Potential for Occurrence: Suitable
aquatic habitat is not present on the project
site.

Fish
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Table 4.3-2. Special-status Wildlife Species Evaluated for Occurrence on the Project Site
Species Name

Habitat and Distribution

Legal Status
Federal/State/CDFG

Rationale for Expecting
Presence or Absence

Gastropods
Mimic tyronia
Tyronia imitator

Coastal lagoons, estuaries, and salt marshes; found
only in permanently submerged areas.

No Potential for Occurrence: Suitable
aquatic habitat is not present on the project
site.

--/SA/--

Insects
Oso Flaco robber fly
Ablautus schlingeri

Occurs in sand dunes.

--/SA/--

Species not observed or expected to
occur: Suitable habitat was not observed
on the project site

Oso Flaco flightless moth
Areniscythris brachypteris

Open, coastal sand dune slopes in San Luis Obispo
County.

--/SA/--

Species not observed or expected to
occur: Suitable habitat was not observed
on the project site

Oso Flaco patch butterfly
Chlosyne leanira elegans

Sand dune habitat around Oso Flaco Lake, San
Luis Obispo County. Distribution corresponds to its
food plant Castilleja affinis.

--/SA/--

Species not observed or expected to
occur: Suitable habitat was not observed
on the project site

Sandy beach tiger beetle
Cicindela hirticollis gravida

Coastal areas adjacent to non-brackish water;
clean, dry light-colored sand in the upper zone.

--/SA/--

Species not observed or expected to
occur: Suitable habitat was not observed
on the project site

Monarch butterfly
Danaus plexippus

Occurs along the coast from northern Mendocino to
Baja California, Mexico. Winter roosts in wind
protected tree groves (eucalyptus, Monterey pine
and cypress), with nectar and water sources
nearby.

--/SA/--

Species not observed or expected to
occur: Suitable habitat was not observed
on the project site. Existing Monterey pine
and eucalyptus windrows are not dense
enough to provide roosting habitat for this
species.

White sand bear scarab
beetle
Lichnanthe albipilosa

Inhabits coastal dunes of San Luis Obispo County,
in the vicinity of dune lakes.

--/SA/--

Species not observed or expected to
occur: Suitable habitat was not observed
on the project site
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Table 4.3-2. Special-status Wildlife Species Evaluated for Occurrence on the Project Site
Species Name
Morro Bay blue butterfly
Plebejus icarioides
moroensis

Habitat and Distribution
Found in coastal dunes and adjacent habitat.

Legal Status
Federal/State/CDFG

Rationale for Expecting
Presence or Absence

--/SA/--

Species not observed or expected to
occur: Suitable habitat was not observed
on the project site

Mammals
pallid bat
Antrozous pallidus

Prefers rocky outcrops, cliffs, and crevices with
access to open habitats for foraging. Day roosts are
in caves, crevices, mines, and occasionally in
hollow trees and buildings. Night roosts may be in
more open sites, such as porches and buildings.

--/--/SSC

Potential for Occurrence (Moderate):
Suitable roosting habitat was observed on
the project site. Species not observed on
the site.

Monterey dusky-footed
woodrat
Neotoma fuscipes luciana

Occurs in coastal central California in habitats
that exhibit a moderate vegetative canopy, with
a brushy understory. Builds nests of sticks and
leaves at the base of, or within, a tree or shrub,
or at the base of a hill. Primarily feeds on
woody plants, but also eats fungi, flowers,
grasses, and acorns.

--/--/SSC

Potential for Occurrence (High): Suitable
Conditions Present – numerous woodrat
nest are present in the oak and
chaparral areas. Nests are likely those
of the common dusky-footed woodrat
(Neotoma fuscipes macrotis). Members
of the community have noted
observances within the park.

American badger
Taxidea taxus

Occurs in open stages of shrub, forest, and
herbaceous habitats; needs uncultivated ground
with friable soils.

--/--/SSC

Species not observed or expected to
occur: Though friable soils, and shrub,
forest and herbaceous habitats are present
on the project site, burrows capable of
supporting this species were not observed.

Quiet waters of ponds, lakes, streams, and
marshes. Typically in the deepest parts with an
abundance of basking sites.

-- /-- /SSC

No Potential for Occurrence: Suitable
aquatic habitat is not present on the project
site.

Reptiles
western pond turtle
Actinemys marmorata
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Table 4.3-2. Special-status Wildlife Species Evaluated for Occurrence on the Project Site
Species Name

Habitat and Distribution

Legal Status
Federal/State/CDFG

Rationale for Expecting
Presence or Absence

Silvery legless lizard
Anniella pulchra pulchra

Sandy or loose loamy soils with high moisture
content under sparse vegetation.

--/--/SSC

Potential for Occurrence (Moderate):
Suitable habitat (sandy soils) is present on
the project site. This species was not
observed during the field visit; however,
community members have noted
observances.

two-striped garter snake
Thamnophis hammondii

Inhabits perennial and intermittent streams with
rocky beds bordered by dense vegetation. May
also utilize stock ponds and other artificially-created
aquatic habitats

--/--/SSC

No Potential for Occurrence: Suitable
stream habitat is not present on the project
site.

Coast horned lizard
Phrynosoma coronatum

Frequents a wide variety of habitats including
maritime chaparral. Most commonly occurring in
lowlands along sandy washes with scattered low
bushes.

--/--/SSC

Potential for Occurrence (Moderate):
Suitable habitat is present on the project
site. This species was not observed during
surveys; however, based on personal
observations by horseback riders in the
NCP and other community members, this
species has been observed in the warmer
summer months.

Status Codes
--= No status
Federal:

State:

FE = Federal Endangered

SE = State Endangered

FT = Federal Threatened
FC = Federal Candidate

California Department of Fish and Game:

CH = Federal Critical Habitat

SSC = State Species of Concern

PCH = Proposed Federal Critical Habitat

FP = Fully Protected Species

MBTA = Protected by Federal Migratory Bird Treaty Act

SA = Not formally listed but included in CDFG “Special Animal” List.
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4.3.3 Regulatory Setting
4.3.3.1

Federal Policies and Regulations

Section 404 of the Clean Water Act of 1977
Pursuant to §404 of the Clean Water Act (33 United States Code [USC] 1344), the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers (USACE) is responsible for the issuance of permits for the placement of
dredged or fill material into “Waters of the United States.” As defined by USACE at 33 CFR
328.3(a)(parts 1-6), the following summarizes Waters of the United States:
“Those waters that are currently used, or were used in the past, or may be
susceptible to use in interstate or foreign commerce, including all waters which
are subject to the ebb and flow of the tide; tributaries and impoundments to
such waters; all interstate waters including interstate wetlands; and territorial
seas.”
Waters of the United States are typically identified by the presence of an Ordinary High Water
Mark (OHWM) and connectivity to traditional navigable waters or other jurisdictional features.
If a project would result in dredge or fill of USACE jurisdictional waters, the project would be
subject to USACE review under §404 of the Clean Water Act. Based on the site
characteristics, the proposed construction of recreation facilities would not be subject to §404
of the Clean Water Act.

Section 401 of the Clean Water Act of 1977
Section 401 of the Clean Water Act and its provisions ensure that federally permitted activities
comply with the federal Clean Water Act and state water quality laws. Section 401 is
implemented through a review process that is conducted by the Regional Water Quality
Control Board (RWQCB), and is triggered by the §404 permitting process. The RWQCB
certifies via the §401 process that a proposed project complies with applicable effluent
limitations, water quality standards, and other conditions of California law. Evaluating the
effects of the proposed project on both water quality and quantity falls under the jurisdiction of
the RWQCB. Based on the site characteristics, the proposed construction of recreation
facilities would not be subject to §401 of the Clean Water Act.

Federal Endangered Species Act
The ESA of 1973 provides legislation to protect federally-listed plant and animal species.
Impacts to listed species resulting from the implementation of a project would require the
responsible agency or individual to formally consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(USFWS) or National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration National Marine Fisheries
Service (NOAA Fisheries) to determine the extent of impact to a particular species. If USFWS
or NOAA Fisheries determine that impacts to a federally-listed species would likely occur,
alternatives and measures to avoid or reduce impacts must be identified. USFWS and NOAA
Fisheries also regulate activities conducted in federal critical habitat, which are geographic
units designated as areas that support primary habitat constituent elements for listed species.
The proposed construction of recreation facilities is not expected to affect any species
protected by the ESA; therefore, coordination with USFWS or NOAA Fisheries is not
necessary.
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Migratory Bird Treaty Act
The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) protects all migratory birds, including their eggs, nests,
and feathers. The MBTA was originally drafted to put an end to the commercial trade in bird
feathers, popular in the latter part of the 1800s. The MBTA is enforced by the USFWS, and
potential impacts to species protected under the MBTA are evaluated by the USFWS in
consultation with other federal agencies. The proposed construction of recreation facilities has
potential to impact nesting bird species that are protected by the MBTA. Pre-disturbance
nesting bird surveys are recommended to avoid impacts to nesting birds.

4.3.3.2

State Policies and Regulations

California Endangered Species Act
The CESA ensures legal protection for plants listed as rare or endangered, and wildlife
species formally listed as endangered or threatened, and also maintains a list of SSC. SSC
status is assigned to species that have limited distribution, declining populations, diminishing
habitat, or unusual scientific, recreational, or educational value. Under state law, the CDFG is
empowered to review projects for their potential to impact special-status species and their
habitats. Under CESA, CDFG reserves the right to request the replacement of lost habitat that
is considered important to the continued existence of CESA protected species. The project is
not anticipated to affect any species listed under the CESA; however, several SSC species
could be affected by the project including Monterey dusky-footed woodrat, silvery legless lizard
(Anniella pulchra pulchra), and Coast horned lizard (Phrynosoma coronatum). Avoidance
measures are recommended to avoid any adverse effects on SSC species.

California Fish and Game Code
California Fish and Game Code §3511 includes provisions to protect Fully Protected species,
such as: (1) prohibiting take or possession "at any time" of the species listed in the statute,
with few exceptions; (2) stating that "no provision of this code or any other law shall be
construed to authorize the issuance of permits or licenses to "take" the species; and (3) stating
that no previously issued permits or licenses for take of the species "shall have any force or
effect" for authorizing take or possession. The CDFG is unable to authorize incidental take of
"fully protected" species when activities are proposed in areas inhabited by those species.
§§3503 and 3503.5 of the Fish and Game Code state that it is unlawful to take, possess, or
destroy the nest or eggs of any bird, with occasional exceptions. In addition, §3513 states that
it is unlawful to take or possess any migratory bird as designated in the MBTA or any part of
such migratory birds except as provided by rules and regulations under provisions of the
MBTA.
CDFG also manages the California Native Plant Protection Act of 1977 (Fish and Game Code
§1900, et seq.), which was enacted to identify, designate and, protect rare plants. In
accordance with CDFG guidelines, CNPS 1B list plants are considered “rare” under the Act,
and are evaluated in CEQA documents. Several specimens of sand mesa manzanita, a
CNPS list 1B.2 listed plant species, occur throughout the NCP (refer to Figure 4.3-1).

Other Sections of the Fish and Game Code
Fully Protected species may not be taken or possessed without a permit from the Fish and
Game Commission and/or CDFG. Information on these species can be found within §3511
(birds), §4700 (mammals), §5050 (reptiles and amphibians), and §5515 (fish) of the Fish and
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Game Code. The white-tailed kite is a Fully Protected species that was observed foraging
over the NCP.

Senate Bill 1334 Oak Woodlands Conservation
Under SB 1334 county governments are responsible for conserving oak woodlands within their
jurisdiction. During the CEQA review process, SB 1334 requires County governments to
determine if a proposed project would result in the conversion of oak woodland. If the County
determines that the proposed project would result in the conversion of oak woodland, the
County is mandated to require implementation of specified mitigation as outlined in an oak
woodland management plan. In San Luis Obispo County, oak woodlands are defined as
areas containing greater than 10% oak canopy cover. The County oak management plan
defines conversion as cutting or removing 10% or more of the oak woodland canopy or
removing more than 10 oak trees. The proposed project would result in the conversion of oak
woodland; therefore, is subject to mitigation as mandated by SB1334 and the County oak
management plan.

4.3.4 Thresholds of Significance
The significance of potential biological impacts is based on County of San Luis Obispo
thresholds, in accordance with Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines. Biological impacts would
be considered significant if the proposed project would:
1. Result in a loss of unique or special status species or their habitats;
2. Reduce the extent, diversity, or quality of native or other important vegetation;
3. Impact wetland or riparian habitat;
4. Introduce barriers to movement of resident or migratory fish or wildlife species, or
factors, which could hinder the normal activities of wildlife.

4.3.5 Impact Assessment and Methodology
Impact assessment focused on identifying potential project-related impacts associated with
implementation of the project, and was based on details presented within the project
description. Identified impacts represent a reasonable worst case scenario based on the
provided conceptual project plans and preliminary grading plans for the tract improvements.
Potential impacts were expected to occur where proposed construction or development
activities would result in temporary or permanent modification of sensitive communities or
habitats occupied by special-status species. Impacts to biological resources within the study
area were evaluated by determining the sensitivity, significance, or rarity of each resource that
would be adversely affected by the proposed project, and thresholds of significance were
applied to determine if the impact constituted a significant impact. The significance threshold
may be different for each habitat or species and is based on the resource’s rarity or sensitivity
and the level of impact that would result from the proposed project. Where potential projectrelated impacts to sensitive resources were identified, measures for avoiding or minimizing
adverse effects to these resources were recommended.
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4.3.6 Project-specific Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Potential impacts were identified where proposed project activities would result in temporary or
permanent modification of habitats that could be used by special-status species. Potential
impacts were also identified for proposed activities could result in direct “take” of special-status
species. Where potential project-related impacts to biological resources were identified,
mitigation measures for avoiding or minimizing adverse effects to these resources have been
recommended in the following sections.

4.3.6.1

Unique or Special Status Species or their Habitats

Construction of the project would result in permanent impacts to plant communities, which
provide habitat for special-status plant and animal species, including sand mesa manzanita,
silvery legless lizard, coast horned lizard, Monterey dusky-footed woodrat and white-tailed kite.
Approximately 1.22 acres of maritime chaparral would be impacted by the construction of the
new trails and the widening of Osage Street. Several sand mesa manzanita specimens occur
in this plant community and could be impacted as a result of the work. Construction of the
new sports fields and the widening of Osage Street would result in the removal of 1.12 acres
of oak woodland habitat, and could result in the removal of approximately 20 mature oak trees.
Silvery legless lizards and Monterey dusky-footed woodrats/middens could be affected by the
work proposed in oak woodland habitat. The new sports field areas would result in a loss of
13.14 acres of coastal scrub within the NCP. Silvery legless lizards and coast horned lizards
are known to occur in coastal scrub habitats and could be affected by the removal of this
habitat. The construction of equestrian facilities, the proposed community center and picnic
areas would result in a loss of 6.7 acres of annual grassland and 2.94 acres of ruderal habitat.
Though these habitats provide marginal habitat for coast horned lizard and silvery legless
lizards, these species could potentially be found in these areas, and would be directly affected
by habitat loss. In addition to the biological mitigation site proposed south of Camino Caballo,
the County could coordinate with the Nipomo Native Garden to implement habitat restoration
within the garden and other natural areas of the NCP.
BIO Impact 1

Implementation of the proposed project would directly impact natural
communities that provide habitat for special-status plant and wildlife
species.

BR/mm-1

Prior to all ground-disturbing activities within sensitive areas, a
qualified biologist shall provide pre-construction training to all workers
involved in site activities. This training shall consist of instruction on
special-status species with potential to occur on the property and their
habitats. Workers shall be instructed as to appropriate contacts and how to
proceed if special-status species are observed on the project site.

Special-Status Plants
Sand Mesa Manzanita
BR/mm-2
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Prior to site disturbance, the General Services Agency shall prepare a
Special-status Plant Mitigation Plan that provides for the propagation,
planting, and monitoring of sand mesa manzanita at a 5:1 replacement ratio
if it is determined that these specimens cannot be avoided during
construction activities.
The mitigation plan shall detail methods for
transplanting, propagating, planting, and maintaining the special-status
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plant species that would be impacted. The replant area should be located
at the biological mitigation receptor site (5.6 acres). To ensure the success
of any planted or transplanted individuals, the mitigation program will
include monitoring and reporting guidelines.

Special-Status Wildlife Species
Silvery Legless Lizard and Coast Horned Lizard
BR/mm-3

A biological monitor qualified to capture and move legless lizards and coast
horned lizards shall be present during all initial ground-disturbing activities,
such as grading, excavation and vegetation removal. Improvements within
the existing park infrastructure are not expected to impact these species,
however, construction associated with the construction of the proposed field
sport, basins, equestrian facilities, trails, picnic, and community center areas
shall require a biological monitor. The monitor shall capture and relocate
silvery legless lizards and Coast horned lizards disturbed during tree
clearance vegetation clearing and initial site grading. In addition, the
monitor shall rake loose soil within oak woodlands, coastal scrub and
maritime chapparal prior to excavation to find and move legless lizards.
Efforts shall focus on relocation of silvery legless lizards and Coast horned
lizards to safe habitat outside disturbance areas.

Monterey Dusky-Footed Woodrat
BR/mm-4

Prior to all ground-disturbance within Maritime Chaparral and Oak
Woodland Habitat for proposed trail work, the following measures shall
be implemented to minimize adverse impacts to Monterey dusky-footed
woodrat. Removal of the woodrat nest would result in adverse impacts to
the individuals occupying the nests. If future site improvements would
impact any of the observed woodrat nests, the applicant shall implement the
following minimization measures.
a. A County-approved biologist shall assist in the removal of the nest
after September 1 and before February 15. Nest removal shall be
avoided during the breeding season, to avoid separation of mothers
from their young. Under supervision of the biologist, the operators
should remove all vegetation and other woodrat shelter within the
area that surround the woodrat nest to be removed.
b. Upon completion of clearing the adjacent woodrat shelter, the
operator should gently nudge the intact nest with equipment or long
handled tools. The operators should place their equipment within
the previously cleared area and not within undisturbed woodrat
shelter area. The objective is to alarm the woodrats so that they
evacuate the nest and scatter away from the equipment and into
undisturbed habitat.
c. Once the woodrats have evacuated the nest, the operator should
gently pick up the structure with a front loader and move it to the
nearest undisturbed habitat. The objective of moving the structure is
to provide the displaced woodrats with a stockpile of material to
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scavenge while they build a new nest; consequently, jeopardizing
the integrity of the structure is not an issue.
Residual Impact
Implementation of preconstruction surveys, construction crew training, and biological
monitoring would avoid direct disturbance of special status wildlife to the maximum extent
feasible. In the event sand mesa manzanita cannot be avoided, implementation of restoration
would occur to mitigate the loss of individual plants. With implementation of the above
mitigation measures, indirect impacts associated with potential loss of special-status species
would be considered less than significant with mitigation (Class II).

4.3.6.2

Native or Other Important Vegetation

Direct and permanent impacts to various habitats are expected to result from the proposed
construction of recreation facilities. A discussion of impacts to habitats follows, and
anticipated impacts to habitats are shown in Figure 4.3-1 and quantified in Table 4.3-3.
Table 4.3-3. Habitat Impacts
Habitat Type

Total Acres

Acres Affected

Maritime Chaparral

14.60

1.22

Oak Woodland

130.14

1.12

Coastal Scrub

27.37

13.14

Annual Grassland

13.56

6.71

Ruderal

4.13

2.94

Ornamental/Developed

20.76

0.30

Pine

14.06

2.45

Eucalyptus

0.33

0.19

224.95

28.07

Total

Maritime Chaparral
Maritime chaparral is considered a sensitive plant community by CDFG. As shown in Figure
4.3-1, this plant community covers approximately 14.60 acres within the NCP. The proposed
trail work has the potential to impact 1.22 acres of intact maritime chaparral. Disturbance and
removal of this habitat type would primarily occur during the expansion and improvement of
existing sandy trails. Mitigation, including habitat restoration at a 2:1 ratio, is proposed to
reduce this impact to less than significant.
BR Impact 2
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Construction of proposed trail improvements could potentially result
in the loss of approximately 1.22 acres of intact maritime chaparral
habitat.
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BR/mm-5

Prior to implementation of trail improvements, the General Services
Agency shall develop a Habitat Restoration Plan (HRP) for review and
approval by the CDFG and the County Environmental Coordinator. The
HRP shall be prepared by a qualified biologist and/or botanist and shall
detail the methods for restoring or enhancing any areas of maritime
chaparral habitat impacted within the NCP. The goal of the HRP shall be to
mitigate any temporary or permanent impacts to maritime chaparral at the
biological mitigation receptor site (5.6 acres). At a minimum, the HRP shall
allow for the following mitigation ratios, site protection measures, and
monitoring requirements:
a. 2:1 restoration ratio for permanent and temporary impacts to intact
maritime chaparral (for every one acre of intact maritime chaparral that
is temporarily or permanently impacted, the County shall restore or
enhance two acres of maritime chaparral at the biological mitigation
receptor site (5.6 acres) located within the NCP.
b. The HRP shall include a site maintenance schedule, including weed
abatement strategies and BMPs.
1. Maintenance shall be conducted bi-monthly for the first three
years or until the County Environmental Coordinator
determines that further maintenance is not required. The
maintenance period will begin immediately upon completion
of the mitigation planting, and will continue for a three-year
period. At the end of three years, the appropriate regulatory
resource agencies will review the monitoring reports,
evaluate whether the performance standards have been met,
and determine whether the maintenance period will be ended
or extended.
2. Water will be supplied to planted materials during the initial
planting period. Supplemental water will be supplied on an
as needed basis until the Environmental Coordinator
determines that the plantings are self-sustaining.
3. Weed control will be necessary to minimize competition from
exotic plants. Additional weed abatement will be required
during the maintenance period. Weeds shall be removed by
hand or through herbicide applications.
If herbicide
applications are necessary, they will be conducted by an
individual holding a valid Qualified Applicators License.
Weeding activities will be performed bi-monthly or until the
County Environmental Coordinator determines that the
plantings are self-sustaining.
4. Removal of trash and litter will occur on a regular basis
during the maintenance period. Non-fruiting organic debris
created from hand removal of weeds may be left on-site if it
will not significantly impact the establishment of native
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seedlings. However, noxious weed debris will be disposed of
off-site to avoid further invasions of the exotic species.
5. Due to the sites proximity to public access, vandalism may
be a problem. If vandalism occurs at the site and plants are
removed or trampled, the County will replace the vandalized
plants and take appropriate actions to prohibit further
vandalism.
6. The County Environmental Coordinator will adjust specific
replanting requirements if needed, including species,
quantities, and schedules.
Species selection will be
consistent with those currently occupying the immediate area
and at the direction of the Environmental Coordinator. Any
replanted vegetation will be monitored until the County
Environmental Coordinator determines that the plantings are
self-sustaining.
7. At the discretion of the Environmental Coordinator, a single
application of fertilizer may be included with the initial plant
installation. Subsequent applications, while not anticipated,
are at the discretion of the Environmental Coordinator.
c. The HRP shall include clearly defined restoration goals, annual
performance standards and final success criteria.
1. In order to accomplish restoration goals and objectives, a
monitoring program will provide both quantitative and
qualitative data to be used to determine the success of the
mitigation and restoration areas. The County Environmental
Coordinator will evaluate data indicating the relationship
between actual site conditions and the performance criteria.
Field monitoring and sampling will be followed by preparation
of annual reports that include photo-documentation and
evaluation of the success of the mitigation effort based on
whether or not the annual performance goals for that year
were met.
2. The County’s Environmental Coordinator will perform general
monitoring site visits bi-monthly during the first three years
after planting, and semi-annually for the last two years of the
monitoring program (refer to Table 4.3-4).
General
monitoring visits can be conducted concurrently with
maintenance visits. The focus of general monitoring visits is
to assess the restoration and mitigation area’s need for water
or other maintenance related issues.
3. The County Environmental Coordinator will perform
biological monitoring data collection annually throughout the
five year monitoring program. The focus of the biological
monitoring visits is to collect quantitative data that will
4.3-32
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provide an assessment of the sites vegetative cover and
plant growth
4. Annual performance standards have been established to
ensure a successful mitigation effort. The performance
standards are based on the vegetative structure found onsite prior to construction related disturbances. Table 4.3-4
lists the annual performance standards for growth and
survival of planted species that are proposed for the
mitigation and restoration areas.
d. All restoration activities shall be monitored by a qualified
biologist/Environmental Coordinator for a minimum of five years or until
the final success criteria are attained.
1. At the end of the five-year monitoring period, the site will be
evaluated to determine if the success criteria have been met.
If the program is determined to be unsuccessful, the County
Environmental Coordinator will recommend appropriate
contingency measures. The mitigation site will not be
considered successful until CDFG has provided written
verification that the final success criteria have been met.
Table 4.3-4. Annual Performance Standards and Final Success Criteria
Performance Standards

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

20%

25%

30%

40%

50%

1,2

1,2

1,2

1,2

1,2

Percent of Non-Native Cover (excluding annual grasses)

<60%

<60%

<45%

<25%

<25%

Plant Survival

90%

85%

80%

80%

80%

Total Percent of Native Cover
Average Vigor Rating (see below)

Notes:
The mitigation site must be self-sustaining (i.e., no maintenance or artificial irrigation) for a minimum of two years to be
considered successful.
Plant survivorship may include original plantings, remedial plantings, or volunteers.
Any remedial plantings will be monitored for five years from the date of installation or until the Environmental Coordinator
determines that they are self-sustaining.

Plant vigor and survival in the restoration and mitigation area
will be monitored annually for five-years following plant
installation. A plant is considered “surviving” if at least half of
the foliage (or stem if deciduous) is green and flexible. Plant
vigor will be measured as follows:


1 = excellent – vigorous healthy plant (no necrotic or
chlorotic leaves)



2 = good – plant healthy with limited signs of vigorous
growth
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3 = adequate – plant healthy with no signs of vigorous
growth and some necrosis or other damage present



4 = poor – low vitality, or main stem dead but basal
sprouts emerging



5 = dead – no evidence of recovery

2. Plant survival calculations will be based on the number of
individual plants installed. Percent survival will be obtained
by counting the number of surviving plants and dividing the
result by the number of plants installed (initial and remedial
installations).
3. Percent cover of native species will be obtained annually
throughout the five year monitoring program. Percent cover
calculations must be determined by a documented and field
proven vegetation monitoring method such as Daubenmire,
Braun-Blanquet, line-intercept, or similar.
4. Another important monitoring activity is to detect the
presence and advance of invasive plant species, such as
introduced pioneer species commonly found in disturbed
areas. Russian thistle, perennial mustard, or other nonnative species can also invade the restoration areas if left
unchecked. Monitoring activities will determine the presence
of such species and if action is required to control their
advance.
5. All wildlife observed in and around the restoration will be
documented as to species, number, and functional use of
habitat (i.e., feeding, nesting, etc.). Observations of the
general habitat quality will be documented.
6. Permanent photo points will be established throughout the
mitigation site to assist in tracking the success of the
mitigation program.
Permanent photo points will be
established during the preparation of the as-built planting
plan, and ground view photos will be taken during each
monitoring year from the same vantage point.
7. Typically, CDFG requires a mitigation and restoration
completion report to be submitted at the end of three years.
The applicant is responsible for preparing and submitting the
report to CDFG within 30 days of the end of the three year
maintenance program.
The report must include photo
documentation and detail the progression of the revegetation
efforts.
8. The annual reports must quantify growth and progress of the
restoration plantings to determine if the performance criteria
have been met. All three of the required reports must include
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photographs that document the revegetation progress over
time.
BR/mm-6

Prior to implementation of trail improvements, the General Services
Agency shall retain a qualified biologist/botanist to supervise the
implementation of the HRP. The qualified biologist/botanist shall supervise
site preparation, implementation timing, species utilized, planting
installation,
maintenance,
monitoring,
and
reporting
of
the
revegetation/restoration efforts.
The qualified biologist/botanist shall
prepare and submit four annual reports and one final monitoring report to
the County for review and approval by the County Environmental
Coordinator. The annual and final monitoring reports shall include
discussions of the restoration activities, project photographs, and an
assessment of the restoration efforts attainment of the success criteria.

Residual Impact
Although native habitats would not be avoided, implementation of a Habitat Restoration Plan
would mitigate the loss by restoring and creating this habitat within the NCP. With
implementation of the above mitigation measures, indirect impacts associated with potential
loss of habitat would be considered less than significant with mitigation (Class II).

Oak Woodland
As shown in Figure 4.3-1, oak woodland habitat covers approximately 130.14 acres within the
NCP. Construction of ball fields, picnic areas and the widening of Osage Street would result in
the loss of approximately 1.25 acres of oak woodland habitat within the NCP. Approximately
20 mature coast live oak trees (greater than 5 inches dbh) could be potentially be impacted or
be removed by construction activities. Pursuant to SB 1334, the County requires significant
impacts to oak trees and oak woodlands to be mitigated. Significant impacts are defined as
cutting or removing 10% or more of the oak woodland canopy or removing more than 10 oak
trees. County guidelines encourage project modifications to avoid or reduce impacts to oak
woodland. If project modifications are not feasible and conversion of oak woodland is
unavoidable, the County allows mitigation for oak woodland impacts to be implemented via
oak tree replanting and implementation of a conservation easement, or payment of a fee to the
Wildlife Conservation Board. Tree replanting can constitute up to 50% of the required
mitigation; and all planted trees must be monitored for seven years.
BR Impact 3

The proposed project would result in the loss of approximately 1.12
acres of oak woodland habitat and approximately 20 mature (greater
than 5 inches diameter at breast height), native, coast live oak trees.

BR/mm-7

Prior to site disturbance and grading activities, the General Services
Agency shall submit an Oak Woodland Protection and Restoration Plan to
be reviewed and approved by the County Environmental Coordinator. Oak
woodland restoration shall be accomplished through one of three options: 1)
replanting of oak trees removed from the oak woodland at the biological
mitigation receptor site; 2) providing for the protection of oak woodland
habitat in perpetuity through acquisition or donation of a conservation
easement that includes at least 2,000 square feet per tree removed; or
3) providing funds to the California Wildlife Conservation Board to be used
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for the purchase of Oak Woodland Conservation Easements If Option 1 is
selected, it may account for no more than 50% of the required mitigation
required for oak woodland impacts and a conservation easement (or similar
measure) shall apply. The biological mitigation receptor site is 5.6 acres.
BR/mm-8

The Oak Woodland Protection and Restoration Plan shall include the
following:
a. For onsite planting and protection purposes, oak trees removed shall
be replaced at a minimum 4:1 ratio, and impacted trees shall be
replaced at a 2:1 ratio.
b. Replacement oak trees shall be from regionally or locally collected
seed stock grown in vertical tubes or deep one-gallon tree pots.
Four-foot diameter shelters shall be placed over each oak tree to
protect it from deer and other herbivores, and shall consist of 54inch tall welded wire cattle panels (or equivalent material) and be
staked using T-posts. Wire mesh baskets, at least two feet in
diameter and two feet deep, shall be use below ground. Planting
during the warmest, driest months (June through September) shall
be avoided. The plan shall provide a species-specific planting
schedule. If planting occurs outside this time period, a landscape
and irrigation plan shall be submitted prior to permit issuance and
implemented upon approval by the county.
c. Replacement oak trees shall be planted no closer than 20 feet on
center and shall average no more than four planted per 2,000
square feet. Trees shall be planted in random and clustered
patterns to create a natural appearance. As feasible, replacement
trees shall be planted in a natural setting on the north side of and at
the canopy/dripline edge of existing mature native oak trees; and on
north-facing slopes. Replanting areas shall be either in native
topsoil or areas where native topsoil has been reapplied. A
seasonally timed maintenance program, which includes regular
weeding (hand removal at a minimum of once early fall and once
early spring within at least a 3-foot radius from the tree or installation
of a staked “weed mat” or weed-free mulch) and a temporary
watering program, shall be developed for all oak tree planting areas.
A qualified arborist/botanist shall be retained to monitor the
acquisition, installation, and maintenance of all oak trees to be
replaced. Replacement trees shall be monitored and maintained by
a qualified arborist/botanist for at least seven years or until the trees
have successfully established as determined by the County
Environmental Coordinator. Annual monitoring reports will be
prepared by a qualified arborist/botanist and submitted to the County
Environmental Coordinator by October 15 each year.

BR/mm-9

4.3-36

To mitigate the balance of the oak woodland impact, one of the following
measures, or a combination thereof shall be used:
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a. Prior to site disturbance and grading activities, the General
Services Agency shall record a conservation easement that protects
2000 square feet of existing oak woodland habitat for each tree
removed from the oak woodland in perpetuity. The conservation
easement shall be controlled by a qualified conservation
organization approved by the County Environmental Coordinator.
Potential conservation organizations include but are not limited to:
The Nature Conservancy, San Luis Obispo Land Conservancy, or
the Cambria Land Trust. This mitigation measure may be used to
satisfy the mitigation requirement for oak woodland impacts.
b. If the County is not able to establish a conservation easement, the
applicant shall provide funding to the California Wildlife Conservation
Board or other County-approved entity to be used for the purchase
of Oak Woodland Habitat Conservation Easements (currently
established at $970.00 for each tree removed and $485.00 per
impacted tree). This mitigation measure may be used to satisfy the
mitigation requirement for the oak woodland impact.
c. If the County is not able to establish a conservation easement, or
provide funding as noted in (b) above, the County may use a grant
awarded pursuant to the Oak Woodlands Conservation Act (Article
3.5 [commencing with §1360] of Chapter 4 of Division 2 of the Fish
and Game Code) to prepare an oak conservation element for a
general plan, an oak protection ordinance, or an oak woodlands
management plan, or amendments thereto, that meets the
requirements of Senate Bill 1334.
BR/mm-10

Prior to site disturbance and grading activities, the General Services
Agency shall prepare an Oak Tree Inventory, Avoidance, and Protection
Plan as outlined herein. The plan shall be reviewed by a County-approved
biologist and/or arborist, and shall include the following items:
a. Comprehensive Oak Tree Inventory. This shall include the following
information:
1. An inventory of all oak trees at least five inches in diameter
at breast height within 50 feet of all proposed impact areas.
All inventoried trees shall be shown on plans. The species,
diameter at breast height, location, and condition of these
trees shall be documented in data tables.
2. Identification of trees that will be retained, removed, or
impacted. This information shall be shown on plans and
cross-referenced to data tables described in item a.
3. The location of proposed structures, utilities, driveways,
grading, retaining walls, outbuildings, water and wastewater
facilities, and impervious surfaces shall be shown on maps.
The applicant shall clearly delineate the building
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sites/building control lines containing these features on the
project plans.
b. Oak Tree Avoidance Measures. Grading and development within
proposed project shall avoid the removal of oak trees to the
maximum extent possible. Such activities shall minimize potential
disturbance to oaks and their associated root zones to the maximum
extent possible.
c. Oak Tree Protection Guidelines. Tree protection guidelines and a
root protection zone shall be established and implemented for each
tree to be retained that occurs within 50 feet of impact areas. The
following guidelines shall be included:
1. A qualified arborist shall determine the critical root zone for
each retained tree on a case-by-case basis, based upon tree
species, age, and size. This area is generally defined as 1.0
to 1.5 times the distance from the tree base of the average
measurement taken from the tree base to the edge of the
canopy/dripline. At a minimum, the critical root zone shall be
the distance from the trunk to the drip line of the tree.
2. All trees to remain within 50 feet of construction or grading
activities shall be marked for protection (e.g., with flagging)
and their root zone fenced prior to any grading. Grading,
utility trenching, compaction of soil, or placement of fill shall
be avoided within these fenced areas. If grading in the root
zone cannot be avoided, retaining walls shall be constructed
to minimize cut and fill impacts. Care shall be taken to avoid
surface roots within the top 18 inches of soil. If any roots
must be removed or exposed, they shall be cleanly cut and
not left exposed above the ground surface. The project
arborist shall approve any work within the root protection
zone.
3. Unless previously approved by the county, the following
activities are not allowed within the root zone of existing or
newly planted oak trees: year-round irrigation (no summer
watering, unless “establishing” new tree or native compatible
plants for up to seven years); grading (includes cutting and
filling of material); compaction (e.g., regular use of vehicles);
placement of impermeable surfaces (e.g., pavement);
disturbance of soil that impacts roots (e.g., tilling).
4. The County shall minimize trimming of oak trees to remain
onsite.
Removal of larger lower branches should be
minimized to: 1) avoid making tree top heavy and more
susceptible to “blow-overs,” 2) reduce having larger limb cuts
that take longer to heal and are much more susceptible to
disease and infestation, 3) retain wildlife habitat values
associated with the lower branches, 4) retain shade to keep
4.3-38
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summer temperatures cooler (retains higher soil moisture,
greater passive solar potential, provides better conditions for
oak seedling volunteers), and 5) retain the natural shape of
the tree. The amount of trimming (roots or canopy) done in
any one season shall be limited as much as possible to
reduce tree stress/shock (10% or less is best, 25%
maximum). If trimming is necessary, the applicant shall use
a certified arborist when removing limbs.
Unless a
hazardous or unsafe situation exists, major trimming shall be
done only during the summer months.
Residual Impact
As proposed, the project would not avoid individual, mature, native oak trees or oak woodland
habitat. Replanting oak trees within NCP, and establishing an onsite conservation easement
(or similar mitigation) would minimize potential adverse effects by the creation of oak
woodlands onsite and within the native range. With implementation of the above mitigation
measures, indirect impacts associated with potential loss of habitat would be considered less
than significant with mitigation (Class II).

4.3.6.3

Wetland or Riparian Habitat

No wetland or riparian habitat is present within the project site; therefore, there would be no
impact.

4.3.6.4

Impacts to Nesting Birds and Roosting Bats

Removal of vegetation in all habitats within the NCP has the potential to affect nesting birds,
and roosting bat species such as pallid bat. Maritime chaparral, oak woodlands, coastal
scrub, grassland, ruderal, eucalyptus and pine trees, and buildings within the developed areas
of the NCP provide suitable roosting, nesting, and foraging habitat for a variety of bird and bat
species, including several that are considered sensitive by resource agencies (e.g., Cooper’s
hawk, sharp-shinned hawk, white-tailed kite). Nesting birds could be directly and/or indirectly
impacted by construction activities occurring any time during the typical nesting season (from
March 1 to August 30). Removal of trees and buildings also has the potential to effect roosting
bats and potentially maternal bat colonies. Tree-nesting birds could have nests directly
damaged or destroyed during any tree-removal activities, or their nesting and foraging
behaviors could be indirectly affected by noise and other sources of construction related
disturbance. Tree removal would be required to accommodate access improvements at
Pomeroy Road and Juniper Street, and Osage Road widening and trail/pathway
improvements. Ground nesting birds such as Western meadowlark, California towhee, and
spotted towhee could have nests directly impacted and behaviors indirectly impacted during
any construction activities in maritime chaparral, coastal scrub, and annual grassland within
the NCP.
BIO Impact 4

Implementation of project activities in or adjacent to natural plant
communities has potential to impact birds by disturbing their nesting
behavior.

BIO/mm-11

Removal of vegetation and pruning of trees shall be conducted in the
fall and winter (between September 1 and February 28), if possible, after
fledging and before the initiation of avian breeding activities. If construction
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activities are scheduled to occur during the typical bird nesting season (from
March 1 to August 31) a qualified biologist shall be retained to conduct a
pre-construction survey (approximately one week prior to construction) to
determine presence/absence for tree and ground nesting birds. If no
nesting activities are detected within the proposed work area, noiseproducing construction activities may proceed and no further mitigation is
required. If nesting activity is confirmed during pre-construction nesting
surveys or at any time during the monitoring of construction activities, work
activities shall be delayed within 300 feet (500 feet if raptors) of active nests
until the young birds have fledged and left the nest. In addition, the results
of the surveys shall be passed immediately to the CDFG and the County,
possibly with recommendations for buffer zone changes, as needed, around
individual nests. Tree removal in riparian zones shall be monitored and
documented by the biological monitor regardless of time of year.
BIO/mm-12

If tree removal occurs between September 1 and March 1, within seven
days of ground disturbance or tree removal/trimming activities, a survey for
wintering raptors shall be conducted. If surveys do not locate wintering
raptors, construction activities may be conducted. If wintering raptors are
located, construction activities shall observe a 500-foot buffer for the
wintering location(s). A pre-construction survey report shall be submitted to
the County Environmental Coordinator immediately upon completion of the
survey. The report shall detail appropriate fencing or flagging of the buffer
zone and make recommendations on additional monitoring requirements.

Residual Impact
Timing of construction activities to avoid nesting birds is recommended; however, in the event
other factors require activity during the nesting season, mitigation is recommended to ensure
no nests are removed or disturbed. Other, suitable habitat for nests will remain with NCP.
With implementation of mitigation, impacts associated with potential impacts to nesting birds
would be considered less than significant with mitigation (Class II).
BIO Impact 5

Implementation of project activities and tree removals has the
potential to impact roosting bats, including pallid bat.

BR/mm-13

Within two weeks prior to tree removal, a qualified biologist shall conduct
a pre-construction survey for pallid bat and/or other roosting bats. If bats
are not found, tree removal can proceed. If bats are observed, bat
exclusion measures shall be instituted prior to disturbance. If maternal bat
colonies are found they shall not be disturbed until young bats have left the
site. Subsequently bat exclusion measures shall be instituted prior to
disturbance.

Residual Impact
Implementation of the project would include the removal of trees potentially used for bat
roosting; however, mitigation is recommended to ensure roosting bats are avoided during
grading and construction activities, and suitable habitat would remain within the NCP. With
implementation of mitigation, impacts associated with potential impacts to roosting bats would
be considered less than significant with mitigation (Class II).
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4.3.7 Cumulative Impacts
Several projects are proposed within the immediate area, which would result in the conversion
of undeveloped pockets to urbanized uses in the vicinity of NCP. In addition to development
within the community of Nipomo, residential subdivisions and other development in the South
County area contribute to regional habitat loss, including but not limited to oak woodland,
coastal scrub, maritime chaparral, central dune scrub, coastal scrub, and grassland. Impacts
to habitat, nesting and foraging sites, and special status species may occur in these locations,
and mitigation would be required including pre-construction surveys and revegetation of
habitat and oak trees. In addition to the direct effects identified above, build-out of the Master
Plan would result in an increase in park visitors, which has the potential to affect natural
resources and habitats. The specific impacts resulting from the proposed project would be
mitigated to a less than significant level, and the project would not contribute to cumulatively
significant impacts. Cumulative impacts would be less than significant (Class III). No
additional mitigation is required.
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4.4

CULTURAL RESOURCES

This section of the Program EIR summarizes the cultural resources present within the NCP.
The EIR analysis evaluates potential impacts to cultural resources, and recommends
mitigation measures where appropriate. The information presented below is a compilation of
cultural resource information from a previous cultural resource investigation and survey
conducted onsite site in 2002, Cultural Resource Investigation of the Nipomo Community Park
(Parker 2002). This report is on file with the County; however, pursuant to federal, state, and
local regulations, the report is confidential and not available for public review.

4.4.1 Existing Conditions
4.4.1.1

Historical Resources

In the mid-1800s, the town of Nipomo was subdivided for the sale and development of lots. By
1887, the town of Nipomo had two hotels, shops, a schoolhouse, stable, real estate offices,
saloons, and a newspaper. The Southern Pacific Railroad was established west of Nipomo in
the town of Guadalupe in 1895 and also had a depot in Nipomo. By 1942, the Southern
Pacific Railroad was put out of commission, disassembled, and sold for scrap. A major
economic slump occurred in the town of Nipomo, until US 101 was completed in the 1940s.
Past background records searches have revealed the presence of one historic site located at
the project site, as well as three prehistoric sites recorded within 1 mile of the project area.
The location of the historic site was confirmed during the field surface survey (Parker 2002).
Documented findings at the site included scattered historic material presumed to represent a
historic trash deposit or old Nipomo city dump, including glass, ceramics, and metal artifacts
dating from 1880 to 1930. Artifacts documented at the project site include both machine-made
and hand blown bottle fragments (including some made from magnesium/purple glass
historically used in the glass manufacturing process between 1880 and 1914), a stopper for a
club sauce bottle, a piece of rose colored pressed glass depression glass, the neck of a corksealed whiskey bottle, the neck of a milk bottle, a preserve jar, the base of a champagne
bottle, a milk-glass insert for a canning jar lid, several pieces of Euro American stoneware
(including one piece with a maker’s mark indicating a Buffalo Pottery Company ceramic dating
between 1915 and 1930), various colored stencil ware, and a crockery piece. All materials
found suggested general household refuse, but it is unknown whether the area was an
“official” city dump or a casual dumping area at a time when this location was fairly remote and
distant from central Nipomo. Such out-of-town roadside dumping areas were popular places
to get rid of household trash in the 1920s.
The age of the materials discovered would place them within the “depressed” period of
Nipomo’s past, after the demise of the Pacific Coast Railroad and before the US 101 growth
period (Parker 2002). Information gathered from the dumpsite could provide valuable insight
on how Nipomo coped with the economic downturn brought on by the lack of transportation
ties with the surrounding areas. The fact that a casual dump exists at all may evidence a lack
of community pride brought on by the poor economy of the time.
Portions of the historic site have been disturbed by previous development, including existing
park facilities and surrounding development, paving, and structures.
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4.4.1.2

Archaeological Resources

The project is located in an area historically occupied by the Obispeño Chumash. The
Obispeño Chumash have occupied San Luis Obispo County for more than 9,000 years. The
Obispeño Chumash have adapted to the changing environmental and social conditions and
are now a large complex society. Aboriginal society began to disintegrate soon after Spanish
contact in 1769 A.D., primarily due to the introduction of epidemic European diseases and the
consequent high mortality rate.
The 2002 background records search revealed the presence of three archeological deposit
sites located within 1 mile of the proposed project site. The entire parcel was surveyed on foot
to identify the presence or absence of archaeological surface deposits. No archaeological
surface deposits were observed during the surface survey (Parker 2002). Based on the
negative results of the surface survey, it is unlikely that significant archaeological deposits are
present onsite.

4.4.1.3

Paleontological Resources

The proposed project is located on sand dune deposits typical of the entire Nipomo Mesa,
which are generally too young to contain significant paleontological resources.

4.4.2 Regulatory Setting
4.4.2.1

Federal Policies and Regulations

Authorized under the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (NHPA), the National Register
of Historic Places (NRHP) is part of a national program to coordinate and support public and
private efforts to identify, evaluate, and protect our historic and archeological resources.
Properties listed in the NRHP include districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects that are
significant in American history, architecture, archeology, engineering, or culture. The NRHP is
administered by the National Park Service, which is part of the U.S. Department of the Interior.

4.4.2.2

State Policies and Regulations

Office of Historic Preservation
The Office of Historic Preservation (OHP) is the governmental agency primarily responsible for
the statewide administration of the historic preservation program in California. The mission of
the OHP and the State Historical Resources Commission, in partnership with the people of
California and governmental agencies, is to “preserve and enhance California’s irreplaceable
historic heritage as a matter of public interest so that its vital legacy of cultural, educational,
recreational, aesthetic, economic, social, and environmental benefits will be maintained and
enriched for present and future generations.” The OHP’s responsibilities include:


Identifying, evaluating, and registering historic properties;



Ensuring compliance with federal and state regulatory obligations;



Cooperating with traditional preservation partners while building new alliances with
other community organizations and public agencies;



Encouraging the adoption of economic incentives programs designed to benefit
property owners; and
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Encouraging economic revitalization by promoting a historic preservation ethic through
preservation education and public awareness and, most significantly, by demonstrating
leadership and stewardship for historic preservation in California.

The Central Coast Information Center is under contract to the State Office of Historic
Preservation and helps implement the California Historical Resources Information System
(CHRIS). It integrates information on new resources and known resources into the CHRIS,
supplies information on resources and surveys to the government and supplies lists of
consultants qualified to do historic preservation fieldwork within the area. The California
Archeological Site Inventory is the collection of Site Records, which has been acquired and
managed by the Information Centers and the OHP since 1975.

California Environmental Quality Act
CEQA (Public Resources Code [PRC] §21000 et seq.) requires consideration of a project’s
impacts on significant historical and archaeological resources. Significant impacts on such
resources are to be avoided or mitigated to less than significant levels. Other state laws
govern actions affecting cemeteries and human remains. Similarly, County regulations require
protection of archaeological and historical resources to the greatest extent feasible.

4.4.2.3

Local Policies and Regulations

Section 22.10.040 of the LUO states that if archaeological resources are unearthed or
discovered during any construction activities, construction activities shall halt until the resource
can be recorded by a qualified archaeologist, the appropriate authorities can be notified, and
disposition of the discovery is completed. If the discovery consists of human remains, the
County Coroner must also be notified. While the County is not subject to LUO standards,
compliance is recommended as mitigation for future development where applicable to ensure
that specific issues identified during preparation of the EIR are addressed during future
development.

4.4.3 Thresholds of Significance
CEQA directs lead agencies to protect and preserve resources with cultural, historic, scientific,
or educational value. In accordance with §15064.5 (Determining the Significance of Impacts
to Archaeological and Historical Resources) and Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines, the
County identified the following questions to determine a project's impact on cultural resources.
Would the project:
1. Disturb pre-historic resources;
2. Disturb historic resources;
3. Disturb paleontological resources.
The significance of an historical resource is materially impaired when a project:
a. Demolishes or materially alters in an adverse manner those physical characteristics of
an historical resource that convey its historical significance and that justify its inclusion
in, or eligibility for, inclusion in the California Register of Historical Resources (CRHR);
or,
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b. Demolishes or materially alters in an adverse manner those physical characteristic that
account for its inclusion in a local register of historical resources pursuant to PRC
§5020.1(k) or its identification in an historical resources survey meeting the
requirements of PRC §5024.1(g), unless the public agency reviewing the effects of the
project establishes by a preponderance of evidence that the resource is not historically
or culturally significant; or
c. Demolishes or materially alters in an adverse manner those physical characteristics of
a historical resource that convey its historical significance and that justify its eligibility
for inclusion in the California Register of Historical Resources as determined by a lead
agency for the purposes of CEQA.
Generally, intact cultural and historic deposits are considered significant. Severely disturbed
or mixed deposits often are not considered significant but may have educational value.
Human remains and associated goods are accorded special consideration, even when
fragmentary and are considered significant.

4.4.4 Impact Assessment and Methodology
Archaeological surveys are typically phased to maximize the potential for planning and
management of archaeological resources. Phase One surveys include a records search and
field surface survey. When significant cultural resources are identified and cannot be feasibly
avoided, a Phase Two survey is conducted. Phase Two surveys include subsurface
investigations to define the boundary, depth, and significance of identified resources. If the
site is significant, a Phase Three data recovery program is implemented, which includes
excavation and preservation of cultural resources.
A Phase One surface survey was conducted by John Parker, Ph.D, Registered Professional
Archaeologist (RPA) in 2002. The survey was conducted on the 140-acre NCP area. The
survey included a background records search and intensive on-site examination of the project
site for evidence of historic and prehistoric cultural materials. A record search was performed
at the Regional California Historical Resources Information Center (Department of
Anthropology, University of California, Santa Barbara). The field inspection revisited a
previously recorded historic site (CA-SLO-2188H) and further defined and analyzed this
resource.

4.4.5 Project-specific Impacts and Mitigation Measures
4.4.5.1

Historical Resources

Actions within the known boundary of the historic site include the Juniper Street driveway
alignment, pay station, and perimeter trail. Grading and construction activities would disturb
both fill material and native soils containing historic materials and fragments. The site is not
currently listed on the CRHR or a local register. Four criteria for inclusion are as follows:
1. Associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns
of local or regional history or the cultural heritage of California or the United States.
As noted above, presence of the dump is an indicator of the “depressed” period of
Nipomo’s past.
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2. Associated with the lives of persons important to local, California, or national history.
No materials were found to have a connection with the lives of persons important to
local, California, or national history.
3. Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region or method of
construction or represents the work of a master or possesses high artistic values.
The site does not include any features meeting this criterion.
4. Has yielded, or has the potential to yield, information important to the prehistory or
history of the local area, California, or the nation.
As noted above, the presence of the dump is an indicator of the “depressed” period of
Nipomo’s past. This information has been documented in a report.
Implementation of the project would not materially alter the physical characteristics of the
historic landfill that convey its historical significance to the extent that it would ineligible for
inclusion in the CRHR. Mitigation is recommended, including onsite monitoring and
documentation of findings, to support the historic record and provide additional information
about the resource. Implementation of recommended mitigation would mitigate potential
impacts to this resource to less than significant.
CR Impact 1

Development within the historic site (CA-SLO-2188H), as defined in the
Cultural Resources Investigation (Parker 2002), may result in direct
disturbance or looting of a known significant historical site, resulting
in a potentially significant impact.

CR/mm-1

Prior to construction, the General Services Agency shall submit a
monitoring plan, prepared by a subsurface-qualified historical archaeologist,
for the review and approval by the Environmental Coordinator. The
monitoring plan shall include at a minimum:
a. List of personnel involved in the monitoring activities;
b. Description of how the monitoring shall occur;
c. Description of frequency of monitoring (e.g. full-time, part time, spot
checking);
d. Description of what resources are expected to be encountered;
e. Description of circumstances that would result in the halting of work
at the project site (e.g. What is considered “significant”
archaeological resources?);
f.

Description of procedures for halting work on the site and notification
procedures; and,

g. Description of monitoring reporting procedures.
CR/mm-2

During all ground disturbing construction activities, the General Services
Agency shall retain a qualified historical archaeologist (approved by the
Environmental Coordinator) to monitor earth disturbing activities within the
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documented historical site, per the approved monitoring plan. If any
significant historical resources are found during monitoring, work shall stop
within the immediate vicinity (precise area to be determined by the historical
archaeologist in the field) of the resource until such time as the resource
can be evaluated by the historical archaeologist or any other appropriate
individuals. The historical archaeologist shall be allowed the time and funds
necessary to document and retrieve any significant cultural materials that
are unearthed.
CR/mm-3

Upon completion of all monitoring/mitigation activities, and prior to final
inspection (whichever occurs first), the consulting historical archaeologist
shall submit a report to the Environmental Coordinator summarizing all
monitoring/mitigation activities and confirming that all recommended
mitigation measures have been met.

Residual Impact
Implementation of the measures listed above would ensure that any significant historical
resources uncovered during grading and construction would be protected and documented.
These measures would reduce impacts to a less than significant level (Class II).

4.4.5.2

Archaeological Resources

Based on the negative results of the archaeological surface survey, it is unlikely that significant
archeological deposits are present at the site, and there is no evidence that human remains
are located within NCP. If such resources are later discovered during future soil disturbance
and/or construction activities, the County will issue a stop work order until the resource can be
evaluated. Furthermore, California Health and Safety Code §7050.5 states the following:
(b) In the event of discovery or recognition of any human remains in any
location other than a dedicated cemetery, there shall be no further
excavation or disturbance of the site or any nearby area reasonably
suspected to overlie adjacent remains until the coroner of the county in
which the human remains are discovered has determined, in accordance
with Chapter 10 (commencing with §27460) of Part 3 of Division 2 of Title 3
of the Government Code, that the remains are not subject to the provisions
of §27491 of the Government Code or any other related provisions of law
concerning investigation of the circumstances, manner and cause of any
death, and the recommendations concerning the treatment and disposition
of the human remains have been made to the person responsible for the
excavation, or to his or her authorized representative, in the manner
provided in §5097.98 of the PRC. The coroner shall make his or her
determination within two working days from the time the person responsible
for the excavation, or his or her authorized representative, notifies the
coroner of the discovery or recognition of the human remains.
(c) If the coroner determines that the remains are not subject to his or her
authority and if the coroner recognizes the human remains to be those of a
Native American, or has reason to believe that they are those of a Native
American, he or she shall contact, by telephone within 24 hours, the Native
American Heritage Commission.
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Based on compliance with State Standards, and implementation of identified mitigation,
significant adverse impacts to archaeological resources would be avoided.
CR Impact 2

In the unlikely event significant archaeological resources are present,
implementation of the project may result the disturbance of unknown
resources, resulting in a potentially significant impact.

CR/mm-4

In the event archeological resources are unearthed or discovered during
any construction activities, the following standards apply:
a. Construction activities shall cease, and the Department shall be
notified so that the extent and location of discovered materials may
be recorded by a qualified archaeologist, and disposition of artifacts
may be accomplished in accordance with state and federal law.
b. In the event archeological resources are found to include human
remains, or in any other case when human remains are discovered
during construction, the County Coroner shall be notified in addition
to the Department so proper disposition may be accomplished.

Residual Impact
Based on the results of field surveys conducted at NCP, significant archaeological discovery is
unlikely; however, provisions are recommended in the event of subsurface discovery. Based
on the analysis, compliance with State Code, and implementation of recommended mitigation,
potential impacts to archaeological resources would be less than significant (Class III).

4.4.5.3

Paleontological Resources

Based on the presence of stabilized dune sands on the proposed project site, it is unlikely that
significant paleontological resources are present.

4.4.6 Cumulative Impacts
Implementation of the proposed project would potentially contribute to the cumulative
degradation of significant cultural resources in the County. The destruction of cultural
resources has a significant cumulative impact as they make the study of historic life
unavailable for study by scientists. Given the prevalence of cultural resource sites in the
Nipomo area, several of the development projects identified in the area likely have an effect on
archaeological and historical resources, and require implementation of standard mitigation
measures. For the proposed project, impacts to known potential subsurface cultural resources
would be avoided or mitigated by implementation of monitoring and documentation, and
development would contribute to a significant loss of cultural resources in the area. Based on
implementation of mitigation measures recommended in this EIR, potential cumulative impacts
resulting from the proposed project are considered less than significant (Class III). No
additional mitigation is required.
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4.5

GEOLOGY, SOILS, AND DRAINAGE

This section discusses existing geologic and soils related conditions and the natural and
manmade drainage conditions within the NCP. The section is based on existing published
geologic and soils data, the Nipomo Community Park Constraints Analysis (Morro Group
2004), and the South County Area Plan Inland Portion Final EIR (County of San Luis Obispo
1991). This section identifies potential geologic impacts including local geologic conditions.
Direct and indirect impacts to the existing drainage system are also included. This section
also considers erosion and sedimentation impacts resulting from the proposed project.

4.5.1 Existing Conditions
The topography of the NCP is undulating, with elevations ranging from approximately 300 to
425 feet. Elevation changes are due to small, smoothly eroded hills, and ancient sand dunes
with intervening closed depressions. Massive sand dune deposits whose thickness ranges
from approximately 70 to 80 feet in depth underlie the park. Surface elevations across the park
gently decrease from northeast to southwest, consistent with the coastal plain in the
surrounding area.

4.5.1.1

Geologic Setting

Based on USGS maps (California Geological Survey), the proposed project is located on
Quaternary sand dune deposits (Qs), which dates to the Holocene time period (approximately
12,000 years ago to present day). The dune shapes are still evident in the surface topography
of the park.
Three geologic basins (Pismo, Santa Maria, and Huasna Basins) underlie the South County
area. These basins contain thick, mostly marine sedimentary Tertiary deposits that lay on top
of a Jurassic-Cretaceous complex.
The triangularly shaped Santa Maria Basin opens toward the west and extends offshore to the
Hosgri fault zone. The basin is bounded on the north by the San Rafael Mountains and is in
contact with the mountains along the largely concealed system of the Santa Maria RiverFoxen Canyon-Little Pine faults. On the south, the basin is bounded by the Santa Ynez
Mountains of the Transverse Ranges and is in contact with the mountains along the Santa
Ynez River fault.
The Pismo Basin, smaller than the Santa Maria, is flanked by strike-slip faults and trends westnorthwest. The basin is bounded on the northeast by the West Huasna fault zone and on the
southwest by the Santa Maria River fault (Hall 1981; Heasler and Surdam 1984; Stanley and
Surdam 1984). The basin extends west offshore to the Hosgri fault zone (Heasler and Surdam
1984; Kablanow and Surdam 1984; Clark et al. 1994).
The Huasna Basin lies between the West Huasna fault zone on the west and the East Huasna
fault zone on the east (outside the South County study area) (Hall and Corbato 1967; Heasler
and Surdam 1984; Kablanow and Surdam 1984). The project site is not within a Countydesignated Geologic Study Area (GSA). Based on the County’s Geographic Information
Systems (GIS) database, the nearest potentially active fault is located approximately 0.25 mile
to the northeast. Landslide and rockfall conditions do not exist at the project site given the
relatively flat topographic conditions of the project area.
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Soils
There are two soil types present in the area (refer to Figure 4.5-1) where the proposed project
would result in ground disturbance. These soils are described below.

Oceano Sand, 0 – 9 % slopes (Soil Unit 184)
This very deep, excessively drained, nearly level to moderately sloping soil is on stabilized
sand dunes. It formed in deposits of windblown sand. Typically, the surface layer is brown
sand about 29 inches thick, and the underlying material is stratified pale brown and pink sand
to a depth of 60 inches or more. Some areas of this soil have a sandy loam surface layer.
The permeability of this soil is rapid, and the available water capacity is low. Surface runoff is
slow or medium. The hazard of water erosion is slight or moderate, and the hazard of soil
blowing is high. The shrink-swell potential is low. This soil is best suited to drip or sprinkler
methods of irrigation.

Oceano Sand, 9 – 30 % slopes (Soil Unit 185)
This soil type has similar characteristics as Oceano sand, 0% to 9% slopes, except this soil
type is strongly sloping and moderately steep soil located on old established sand dunes.
Surface runoff is medium or rapid, and the hazard of water erosion is moderate or high, and
the hazard of soil blowing is high.

Faults
Several faults in the region are considered geologically active or potentially active and are
capable of causing significant ground motion in the vicinity of the park. An active fault is
defined by the California Division of Mines and Geology as a fault that has "had surface
displacement within Holocene time (last 11,000 years). A potentially active fault is a fault with
evidence of surface displacement during Quaternary time" (last two million years).
Known active faults or fault zones with surface expression that could potentially affect the park
include the San Andreas Fault System, Coast Range-Sierran Block, Hosgri Fault Zone, Los
Alamos, Santa Lucia, and the Los Osos faults. Fault zones located near the park that are
potentially active include: Wilmar Avenue/Santa Maria River fault, Oceano fault, Pecho fault,
Oceanic West Huasna Fault Zone, San Luis Bay fault, and the Casmalia-Orcutt-Little Pine
fault. Faults that are in close proximity to the park are shown in Figure 4.5-2.
Although the park is located within the seismically active Central Coast region, it lies outside
any fault rupture zones (formerly Special Studies Zones) established by the Alquist-Priolo Act
of 1972. Should a major earthquake occur in the area on any of these faults, significant
ground shaking is expected to occur. The San Andreas Fault is considered the most likely to
generate a major earthquake in the region in the near future. Such an earthquake is expected
to produce moderate to strong ground shaking along the entire Nipomo Mesa. The potentially
active Wilmar Avenue Fault has been mapped east of US 101 in the vicinity of Nipomo Creek.
Table 4.5-1 shows local fault systems and the estimated maximum intensity of a ground
shaking event that potentially could cause significant damage to the park area.
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Figure 4.5-1. Soils Map
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Figure 4.5-2. Geologic Hazards
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Table 4.5-1. California Geologic Society Listing of Nearby Faults
Activity

Maximum
Magnitude

Active

7.3

Casmalia

Potentially Active

6.5

Los Osos

Active

6.8

Potentially Active

7.0

San Andreas-Carrizo

Active

7.2

San Andreas-Cholame

Active

6.9

San Andreas-Parkfield

Active

6.7

San Andreas (1857 rupture)

Active

7.8

San Andreas (1906)

Active

7.9

East Huasna

Potentially Active

n/a

Edna

Potentially Active

n/a

Inactive

6.0

Pecho

Potentially Active

6.25

West Huasna/Oceanic

Potentially Active

7.0

Fault Name
Hosgri-San Simeon

San Luis Range

Oceano

Source: CGS (1997), Jennings (1994), and Namson & Davis (1990), as cited in the County Safety Element (1999)

Liquefaction
Liquefaction is the rapid transformation of saturated, loose, fine-grained sediment (such as silt
and sand) to a fluid-like state, often caused by an earthquake. During the shaking the soil
loses its bearing strength and it may spread laterally, undergo settlement, and/or form fissures.
Liquefaction can result in substantial damage to property, roads, and infrastructure. Due to
the sandy soil conditions underlying the Nipomo Mesa, the NCP area has been mapped as
being susceptible to liquefaction hazards during a ground-shaking event. The area containing
the park can be seen as having moderate liquefaction hazard potential.

Drainage
The topography of the site is gently to moderately sloping, with general slope directions
towards the interior of the park. The park area is irregularly shaped and has an undulating
topographic profile with generally higher elevations being located to the exterior boundaries
along the bordering roadways. The ground surface elevations range from between 375 feet
near the intersection of West Tefft Street and Pomeroy Road, 382 feet at the southwest corner
of the property (near the intersection of Osasge Street and Tejas Place), 378 feet near Dana
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Elementary School, 390 feet near the Nipomo Community Library, and 382 feet in the northern
corner of the Nipomo Native Gardens portion of the park.
The Mesa Meadows area is at an approximate elevation of 400 feet in the northeast corner of
the development, 365 feet dropping off to approximately 315 feet in the western portion, and
approximately 350 feet along Mesa Road at the southern border of the development near the
constructed drainage infiltration basins. Near surface soils observed at the park appear to be
very well drained. No evidence of wetlands or springs was observed on site during several site
visits.
The project site is not located within a floodplain as determined by the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) (Flood Insurance Rate Map, County of San Luis Obispo 1996).
There are no surface water features observed in the site vicinity that would present a risk of
flooding to the park. However, due to the rolling topography and existence of several closed
depressions of the park and lack of drainage outlets, there are several areas where
stormwater accumulates, causing localized flooding conditions.
The undeveloped areas of the park rely on natural percolation of stormwater for drainage
discharge. The park has minimal areas of surface water due to the sandy soil conditions that
allow water to penetrate into the ground at a rapid rate. Drainage systems in the more
developed northeast areas of the park consist of small drainage channels, v-shaped concrete
swales, culverts, and unlined infiltration basins.
Drainage is internal to the park, with no evidence of stormwater flowing out of or through the
area. Stormwater generally percolates through the permeable surface soils before it has a
chance to accumulate and cause substantial flows. There currently is stormwater run-on
flowing into the park from several outside areas including: the northeast corner originating from
residential development to the north and east (this water percolates through the retention
basin system), the northwest corner of the park due to a topographical low point (natural
percolation), and an area in the northeastern portion of the Nipomo Native Gardens. There are
also several stormwater infiltration basins that were constructed in the Mesa Meadows area to
the southwest, which allow for drainage discharge from a housing development known as
McKenzie Tract 2304. There are no jurisdictional areas or drainages that would be considered
“waters of the United States” found within the park boundaries.
Along the northern property line, an earthen drainage channel has been constructed to
accommodate storm water flows originating from the parking lot along the Pomeroy Road
frontage. This channel starts out as nothing more than a small roadside swale, but develops
into a 3-foot wide by 2-foot deep erosive channel near Primrose Lane, where it picks up
residential runoff from the north via a 12-inch culvert that runs underneath Pomeroy Road. The
earthen drainage channel then flows southwest and empties onto a rock riprap energy
dissipater into the primary unlined infiltration basin constructed at the West Tefft Street and
Pomeroy Road intersection. The infiltration basin also receives storm flows via three 12-inch
culverts: one that conveys storm water from underneath Pomeroy Road from a low-lying area
across the street at the intersection of West Tefft Street and Pomeroy Road, a storm drain on
the park side of West Tefft Street, and a culvert that flows underneath West Tefft Street
originating from bordering residential developments to the east of the park.
A series of three infiltration basins was constructed in the northeast corner of the park (one
primary and two secondary basins), due to the increase in storm water runoff that can be
attributed to residential development occurring to the north and northeast, which has created
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more impermeable surfaces and concentrated storm flows towards the park. The primary
infiltration basin is designed to let storm flow percolate into the permeable dune sands
underlying the area. Finished bottom elevation of the primary infiltration basin is 345 feet
above mean sea level. In the event that larger volumes of stormwater flow into the primary
infiltration basin than its maximum design capacity, a secondary unlined infiltration basin is
connected via one 24-inch and three 12-inch culverts to the primary basin. The overflow basin
is constructed approximately 15 feet to the southwest of the primary basin at a bottom surface
elevation of 348 feet. If required, the secondary basin overflows into a smaller third area at a
slightly lower finished elevation, which is essentially nothing more than a natural depression
located next to the middle softball field.
Drainage from the two parking lots located near the softball fields is conveyed via sheet flow
into a series of four 24-inch corrugated metal storm drain standpipes constructed to a depth of
approximately 6 feet. The standpipes are located behind the middle softball field to the west,
several feet from the edge of the outfield grass in a constructed low-lying drainage swale. This
low-lying area is subject to adverse flooding conditions during larger storm events because of
the minimal retention capacity of the standpipes and the bowl-shaped topography in the
immediate vicinity.
Near Dana Elementary School, stormwater sheet flows down the park entrance where it
intercepts sheet flow from the parking lot, slightly concentrates, and then flows alongside the
roadway to a low point near the tennis courts. At this point, the flow fans out and presumably
percolates on either side of the roadway. This low-lying area is potentially subject to adverse
flooding conditions during larger storm events due to the saddle shape topography in the
immediate vicinity and lack of any drainage outlet.
Drainage along the southern portion of the park appears to be by percolation only, and no
definitive drainage patterns are evident. This portion of the park has an undulating rolling
profile characterized with several saddle-shaped areas that are heavily vegetated. Ground
surface elevations are generally higher to the southern boundary and slope directions are to
the interior of the park. If enough surface saturation were to occur, sheet flow would be
directed into the park along the entire southern boundary.
Drainage patterns along the western portion of the park, bounded by Osage Street are also
internal to the park. Osage Street is a raised roadway that only allows drainage flow to the
east and partially to the north along the park boundary. In the northwestern section of the park,
near the intersection of Osage Street and Camino Caballo, there appears to be a small
seasonal vegetated drainage swale that runs parallel to the park/roadway interface for
approximately 100 feet. This swale does not have a defined bed or bank and fans out and
flattens near the northwestern corner of the park.
Drainage along the portion of the park bounded by Camino Caballo is conveyed via several
asphalt roadside swales and overside drains cut in the curb. All drainage is directed into the
park along this boundary, as Camino Caballo is elevated several feet above park grade.
In the Nipomo Native Gardens section of the park, more distinct drainage patterns are
distinguishable. In the northeast portion of the Garden, there is a roadside asphalt drainage
swale and a 12-inch culvert, which empty into a small-unlined infiltration basin. The small
infiltration basin overflows into an adjacent low-lying area of the Garden. To the south of the
low lying area of the Garden, there appears to be a moderately defined non-contiguous
drainage swale running in an east-west direction along most of the southern boundary of the
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Garden. Once again, due to the raised elevation of Camino Caballo, this swale has no outlet
and fans out to the western portion of the Garden where natural percolation occurs.
The Mesa Meadows section of the park, containing the McKenzie Tract 2304 residential
development, has an engineered storm drain system. The drainage system consists of
multiple 24-inch corrugated metal culverts designed to convey storm runoff from the
development into any one of four infiltration basins located adjacent to Mesa Road. The
infiltration basins then discharge storm water via percolation into the sandy topsoil.

4.5.2 Regulatory Setting
4.5.2.1

Federal and State Regulations

The Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Hazard Zone Act was developed by the State to regulate
development near active faults and mitigate the surface fault rupture and other hazards. The
Act identifies active earthquake fault zones and restricts building habitable structures over
known active or potentially active faults.
Water quality protection is regulated by the Federal National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) Program established by the Clean Water Act. The U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) establishes stormwater permit requirements based on compliance
with a NPDES permit. Discharges of stormwater associated with construction activity that
results in a disturbance of one acre or more of total land area requires a NPDES General
Permit for Discharges of Stormwater Associated with Construction Activity. This permit
requires developers to implement BMPs to prevent the discharge of sediment-laden or
otherwise contaminated water off site. The site-specific plan to implement BMPs is called the
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP). The plan must include a description of soil
stabilization and sediment load control methods that would be implemented to minimize
erosion and sediment loading during construction of the project. The SWPPP also includes
descriptions of post-construction BMPs. The State of California administers stormwater
permits through the State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) and its local RWQCB –
Central Coast Region. A SWPPP would be required for the proposed project.

4.5.3 Thresholds of Significance
The County thresholds of significance are based on the criteria set forth in Appendix G of the
CEQA Guidelines. According to those criteria, a project would result in a significant geology,
soils or drainage-related impact if it would:
1. Result in exposure to or production of unstable earth conditions, such as landslides,
earthquakes, liquefaction, ground failure, land subsidence or other similar hazards;
2. Be within a California Geological Survey “Alquist-Priolo” Earthquake Fault Zone;
3. Result in soil erosion, topographic changes, loss of topsoil or unstable soil conditions
from project-related improvements, such as vegetation removal, grading, excavation or
fill;
4. Change rates of soil absorption, or amount or direction of surface runoff;
5. Include structures located on expansive soils;
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6. Change the drainage patterns where substantial on- or off-site sedimentation/erosion
or flooding may occur;
7. Involve activities within the 100-year flood zone;
8. Be inconsistent with the goals and policies of the County’s Safety Element relating to
Geologic and Seismic Hazards;
9. Preclude the future extraction of valuable mineral resources.

4.5.4 Impact Assessment and Methodology
Potential geologic, soils and drainage impacts were evaluated based upon a review of the
County’s GIS database of local geologic and soils conditions, the 2004 Environmental
Constraints Analysis and field review of the project site. The assessment considers
compliance with regulations, such as the Uniform Building Code (UBC). In addition, while the
County is not subject to ordinance standards, preparation of reports and plans such as
drainage and erosion control plans are recommended as mitigation for future development
where applicable to ensure that specific issues identified during preparation of the EIR are
included in the plans.

4.5.5 Project-specific Impacts and Mitigation Measures
4.5.5.1

Exposure to or Production of Unstable Earth Conditions

Soil Stability
The primary geotechnical concern at the project site is the loose condition of the surficial soil.
Re-compaction of the upper zone is recommended to limit any potential settlement, consistent
with the California Building Code. As Nipomo/Oceano sands are known to be susceptible to
hydro-consolidation, which is the tendency of a soil to collapse upon addition of water, the soil
should be compacted at a moisture content slightly above optimum. The R-value of the sand
was determined to be 64, which indicates that the soil has a high resistance to the type of
loading imposed by roads and traffic. Compliance with the UBC and preparation of sitespecific geo-technical reports would address this issue; impacts are considered less than
significant (Class III).

Earthquake Rupture and Groundshaking
The park area contains two inactive fault zones within its boundaries (refer to Figure 4-5.2).
Should a major earthquake occur in the area on any of these faults, significant ground shaking
is expected to occur in the immediate vicinity. Active fault hazards are not considered to be a
significant impact that would preclude development of the park. Compliance with the UBC and
preparation of site-specific geo-technical reports would mitigate these effects; impacts are
considered less than significant (Class III).

Liquefaction
Due to the sandy soil conditions underlying the park, the area has been mapped as being
susceptible to moderate liquefaction hazard during a ground-shaking event. Soils that area
particularly susceptible to liquefaction hazards generally consist of unconsolidated loose sandy
conditions near the groundwater table. The groundwater table underlying the park is generally
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found at depths over 100 feet below ground surface. Liquefaction is not considered to be a
major concern that would preclude development of the park.
There are several possibilities to reduce liquefaction hazards when designing and constructing
new buildings or other structures: avoid liquefaction susceptible soils, build liquefaction
resistant structures, or improve the soil. The first possibility to avoid construction on
liquefaction susceptible soils is not practicable in this case. If it is necessary to construct on
liquefaction susceptible soil, it may be possible to make the structure liquefaction resistant by
designing the foundation elements to resist the effects of liquefaction. The third option involves
mitigation of the liquefaction hazards by improving the strength, density, and/or drainage
characteristics of the soil. This can be done using a variety of soil improvement techniques.
Based on the application of standard UBC requirements, and preparation of site-specific
geotechnical reports, impacts resulting from the potential for liquefaction are considered less
than significant (Class III).

Landslides
The project site is not located in an area that is subject to landslide hazards, due to slope and
topography.
GSD Impact 1

Development of the project may expose structures and persons to
existing geologic hazards including liquefaction and ground shaking.

GSD/mm-1

Prior to initiation of each phase of development for major amenities
requiring structural improvements and/or major grading (i.e., sports fields,
parking, amphitheater(s), playgrounds, restrooms, pre-school and
administration building, gymnasium, recreation center, pool, skate park, and
courts), and as required by the County Environmental Coordinator, the
General Services Agency shall prepare project-specific geo-technical
reports. The reports shall investigate subsurface conditions within areas
proposed for structural development and the findings and recommendations
shall be incorporated into grading and construction plans, as appropriate.

Residual Impact
The project site is not located within a geologic unit or soil that is unstable, or that could
potentially result in landslide, lateral spreading, subsidence, or collapse. The liquefaction
potential is moderate, due to underlying sandy soils; however, due to the depth of the
groundwater table and lack of surface waters onsite, this risk is not high. Based on the
application of standard UBC requirements, and preparation of site-specific geotechnical
reports, impacts resulting from standard geologic and soils hazards would be less than
significant (Class III).

4.5.5.2

Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zone

The project site is not located within an Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zone; therefore, there
would be no impact. Potential impacts related to earthquake rupture and ground-shaking are
discussed in Section 4.5.5.1 above.
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4.5.5.3

Result in Substantial Soil Erosion or the Loss of Topsoil

The soils in the park would be easily excavated using conventional equipment; utility trenches
would be subject to caving, particularly where loose soil conditions are encountered. Shoring
or sloped sidewalls of relatively shallow trenches may be necessary. Where trees are to be
removed, deeper earthwork may be necessary to ensure large roots are removed and that any
disturbed soils are adequately compacted.
The ground surface of the Park should be prepared for grading by removal of vegetation, large
roots, and other materials. Stabilization of soils, particularly those disturbed by construction, is
essential to protect fill slopes from erosive damage. Care should be taken to establish and
maintain vegetation. Landscaping should be planned and installed to maintain surface
drainage. Slopes greater than 10% should be benched prior to fill placement. If fills are to be
placed on slopes greater than 20%, the toe shall be keyed. All voids should be backfilled and
re-compacted. Footing depths should be excavated in accordance with the applicable load
type as shown in the UBC. Foundations should be designed in accordance with the architect
and or engineer. Unpaved ground surfaces should be finished graded to drain away from any
foundation. If this is not possible because of terrain, swales should be provided to divert
drainage away from foundations. Paved surfaces should slope away from foundations.
In addition to proposed and recommended drainage measures described above, grading
activities should be conducted during the dry season (April through September). If grading,
vegetation removal, and any site disturbance occur during the rainy season, County Parks has
agreed to prepare and implement an erosion and sedimentation control plan including the use
of silt fences, straw bales, perimeter ditches, water bars, temporary culverts and swales,
sediment traps, minimal grading concepts, and similar techniques appropriate for the site.
These erosion and sediment transport control structures need to be in place prior to the onset
of seasonal rains. Restoration and re-vegetation of graded areas and unprotected slopes shall
be completed as soon as possible following site disturbance.
Preparation and implementation of a site-specific short and long-term erosion and
sedimentation control plan would mitigate potential impacts. Therefore, the potential for
erosion and down-gradient sedimentation would result in a potentially significant impact, which
can be mitigated to less than significant by implementation of standard measures.
GSD Impact 2

Ground disturbance activities may result in erosion and down-gradient
sedimentation.

Implement WAT/mm-1 (incorporate BMPs into drainage plans) and WAT/mm-2 (prepare and
implement SWPPP).
GSD/mm-2

4.5-12

Prior to initiation of construction, the General Services Agency shall prepare
a site-specific erosion and sedimentation control plan. The plan shall
include measures addressing short-term, construction related effects, and
long-term soil stabilization. Grading and construction shall be conducted
during the dry season (April through September) if possible. In the event
grading occurs during the wet season (October through April), the following
measures shall be incorporated into applicable grading and construction
plans, and implemented prior to ground disturbance:
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a. Incorporate the use of silt fences, straw bales, perimeter ditches,
water bars, temporary culverts and swales, sediment traps, minimal
grading concepts, and similar techniques appropriate for the site.
b. Erosion and sediment transport control structures shall be in place
prior to the onset of seasonal rains.
c. Restoration and re-vegetation of graded areas and unprotected
slopes shall be completed as soon as possible following site
disturbance.
Residual Impact
During grading and construction activities, some on-site erosion may occur. Implementation of
an erosion and sedimentation control plan would reduce impacts associated with erosion and
down-gradient sedimentation to less than significant (Class II).

4.5.5.4

Rates of Soil Absorption, or Amount or Direction of Surface Runoff

Based on review of the existing drainage system within the park, existing facilities are not
adequate to handle existing and future stormwater flows, and localized flooding within the park
occurs during storm events. In addition, the existing drainage swale adjacent to Pomeroy
Road is subject to erosion, and subsequent sedimentation of the primary retention basin. If
this basin becomes inundated with sediment and debris during a major rain event, storm water
could back up, flow across the spillway, and discharge into the low-lying areas near the West
Tefft Street and Pomeroy Road intersection.
Additional flooding occurs within the softball field parking lot, and the park access road west of
the existing tennis courts. Stormwater sheet flows from two adjacent parking lots towards the
softball field, and the lack of drainage outlets and bowl shaped topography cause flooding in
the parking lot. In addition, stormwater flows from the upland areas of the park, and flows
west where it ponds on the access road, which is a low point. Implementation of the proposed
master plan would create additional impervious surfaces (e.g., roofs, structures, sidewalks,
and paved parking) that would increase the amount of stormwater flow directed towards to
lower areas of the park. Increased flooding could also occur if subsurface clay layers inhibit
percolation of runoff beneath potential development sites, and rising ground water levels
surface, resulting in flooding conditions. The proposed Master Plan includes the following
drainage improvements to manage stormwater flow during rain events: 1) construct a new
basin in the center of the southern half of the park, and 2) install a drainage pipe along
Pomeroy Road within the existing drainage swale.
In addition to the drainage improvement measures proposed in the Master Plan, projectspecific geo-technical reports shall be required to investigate subsurface conditions within
areas proposed for structural development. Incorporation of improvements to existing
facilities, including the installation of trash gates on drainage pipes, interception and
dissipation of stormwater flow from impervious surfaces, and installation of storm drain inlets
and engineered drainage courses is recommended to address existing drainage and flooding
issues. Alternative drainage control incorporating BMPs and Low Impact Development (LID)
strategies is recommended, including bio-retention filters, vegetated swales, and landscaping
within existing infiltration basins. These measures would serve as filtration systems to reduce
contaminants and downstream turbidity and sedimentation. Regular maintenance and repair
would be required.
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Preparation and implementation of a site-specific drainage plan would mitigate potential
impacts. Therefore, development of the project would result in a potentially significant impact,
which can be mitigated to less than significant (Class II).
GSD Impact 3

Permanent improvements, including the creation of additional
impervious surfaces, would change existing drainage patterns within
the site, potentially increasing the potential for localized flooding
during rain events.

Implement WAT/mm-3 (incorporate BMPs and LID strategies).
GSD/mm-3

Prior to implementation of the first phase of the Master Plan, the General
Services Agency shall prepare a stormwater drainage plan, for inclusion in
the Master Plan. The plan shall include a schedule for regular maintenance
checks, and incorporate additional improvements to existing facilities,
including the installation of trash gates on drainage pipes, interception and
dissipation of stormwater flow from impervious surfaces, and installation of
storm drain inlets and engineered drainage courses.

Residual Impact
Implementation of this measure would reduce impacts associated with drainage to a less than
significant level (Class III).

4.5.5.5

Expansive Soils

Underlying soils are judged to be non-expansive. Therefore, no special measures with respect
to expansive soils are necessary, and there would be no impact.

4.5.5.6

Change in Drainage Patterns Resulting in Erosion and Sedimentation

As noted in Sections 4.5.5.4 above, the proposed Master Plan includes drainage
improvements, which would address current erosion and sedimentation issues and manage
stormwater flow during rain events. In addition, the County has agreed to prepare projectspecific geo-technical reports addressing subsurface conditions, and BMPs and LID strategies
would be incorporated into grading and construction plans (refer to GS/mm-1, mm-2, mm-3;
and WAT/mm-3). Preparation and implementation of a site-specific drainage plan would
mitigate potential impacts. Therefore, potential impacts would be mitigated to less than
significant (Class II).

4.5.5.7

100-year Flood Zone

The project site is not located within the 100-year flood zone; therefore, no impact would
occur. Drainage and localized flooding is discussed under Section 4.5.5.4 above.

4.5.5.8

Consistency with the County Safety Element

As discussed in Chapter 3 Table 3-2 (Environmental Setting, Consistency with Plans and
Policies), the project would be consistent with Safety Element standards and policies.
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4.5.5.9

Mineral Resources

The project site is not located within an Extractive (EX) combining designation for mineral
extraction, and is not known to contain valuable mineral resources. Therefore, no impact
would occur.

4.5.6 Cumulative Impacts
Implementation of the pending and approved projects listed in the cumulative development
scenario would increase development in the immediate area. Additional development,
including the proposed project, would increase the number of people and structures exposed
to a variety of geologic and soils hazards within the County, including liquefaction and ground
shaking. Potential impacts related to geologic, soils, and seismic hazards are all site-specific,
and mitigation measures are applied to each project to minimize the potential for significant
geologic impacts. All development projects are required to comply with State and local
regulations regarding grading and construction; therefore, no cumulative impacts related to
these issues have been identified. Implementation of mitigation measures identified above,
and compliance with existing regulations would mitigate impacts to less than significant, and
not additional measures are necessary.
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4.6

HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

This section of the Program EIR addresses non-geologic and non-air quality related hazards,
such as hazardous material exposure, secondary and emergency access, airport hazards, fire
hazards, potential for crime, and risks from road traffic. This section was prepared based on
information contained in the Results of Site History Research and Exploratory Trenching
(Earth Systems Pacific 2011), Cultural Resource Investigation of the Nipomo Community Park
(Parker & Associates 2002), County planning documents, responses to the NOP of the
Program EIR, and discussions with CAL FIRE, the San Luis Obispo Fire Department, and the
County Sheriff’s Department.

4.6.1 Existing Conditions
4.6.1.1

Hazardous Materials

A hazardous material is defined by the California Environmental Protection Agency (CalEPA)
Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC) as a material that poses a significant present
or potential hazard to human health and safety or the environment if released because of its
quantity, concentration, or physical or chemical characteristics (26 CCR §25501). Worker
safety and public health are potentially at risk whenever hazardous materials are used or
exposed. It is often helpful to distinguish between the “hazard” associated with these
materials and the “risk” they pose to human health or the environment. A hazardous material
has the potential to cause damage upon accident or incidental exposure. The risk of an event
is determined by a combination of the probability of exposure to hazardous materials and the
severity of consequences should exposure occur (California Office of Emergency Services
[OES] 1989). The likelihood of exposure to a hazardous material coupled with its inherent
hazardous properties determines the degree of risk to public health or the environment. To be
of high risk, exposure to a hazardous material must be both likely and have negative
consequences.
The project site is located within the Nipomo urban area. Based on the results of a cultural
resources field study (Parker 2002), and consultation with County staff and local residents, a
historic dump site exists within the park. The dump was found to contain primarily ceramic,
glass, and metal dating from the 1880s to the 1930s. Additional historical research and
subsurface investigation was conducted to define the boundary and nature of deposits within
the park (site history research and exploratory trenching) (Earth Systems Pacific 2011; refer to
Appendix E).
The earliest reviewed aerial photo is dated 1939; no evidence of dumping is shown in the
photo. Areas of dry-farmed agriculture are visible in the northern and southern portions of the
park, and Pomeroy Road and West Tefft Street are present. Based on review of a 1949 aerial
photograph, ground disturbance is observed within the southeastern corner of the park, along
the northwest edge of a loop road, which may indicate the presence of dumping. In 1956, the
loop road remains, and ground disturbance is observed on both sides of the road. The 1969
aerial photograph shows additional development within and adjacent to the park, including two
baseball fields, an equestrian area, Dana Elementary School, and scattered residential
development. The ground surface appears to still be disturbed in the southeast corner of the
park; the loop road is no longer observed and numerous trees have been planted in this area.
By 1978, additional park improvements include a third baseball field and tennis courts, and by
1989 a fourth baseball field and a network of footpaths and trails are evident. No indications of
dumping are visible.
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Based on a review of historic topographic maps, the 1922 and 1952 maps show a closed
topographic contour indicating a basin-like depression, just west of the West Tefft Street and
Pomeroy Road intersection, and similar depressions are shown elsewhere in the area north
and southeast of the park. These areas are typical topographic features in a stabilized sand
dune environment, and in several locations outside the park have been found to contain buried
debris and waste.
State and County records indicate the presence of a landfill site known as the Old Nipomo
Dump, reportedly located northeast of the library. The library was constructed in 1996, and soil
vapor sampling was conducted by the California Integrated Waste Management Board
(CIWMB). Low combustible gas concentrations (a maximum of 900 parts per million by volume
[ppmv]) were found at several locations in the northeastern part of the library site; the highest
concentrations were found in a planter area that had been recently mulched and fertilized. The
CIWMB requested the County conduct additional analysis to evaluate soil conditions. Soil gas
samples were collected from a depth of eight feet below grade at two locations at the rear of
the library, closest to the former disposal area identified by the CIWMB. Field readings for
methane ranged from 3 to 6 ppmv. Soil gas samples were collected to test for concentrations
of volatile compounds that could present health risks to occupants of the building.
Low levels of several volatile compounds were detected in the vapor samples collected in
June 1996; the concentrations were several orders of magnitude below regulatory thresholds
established for these compounds and did not present a health risk. As a precautionary
measure, the CIWMB recommended that a landfill gas monitoring system be installed for the
library to provide ample warning in the event combustible gas levels in the building rise. Based
on consultation with the California Department of Resources Recycling and Recovery
(CalRecycle) (formerly CIWMB), no detections of landfill gas have been logged since 2005.
Based on County staff interviews, surficial dumping has occurred at the park, and items are
dealt with at that time.
Based on field observation conducted November 18, 2010, small fragments of glass and
scattered ceramic and gravel fragments were observed. On February 7, 2011, subsurface
exploration consisting of five excavated trenches was conducted to observe the nature of the
disposed materials, and to make a preliminary evaluation of their potential to contain volatile
compounds that could impact future development of the park. Encountered debris included
glass fragments, brick, metal, a metal cooking pot, tea kettle, broken and intact glass bottles,
concrete, and wood. Volatile organic vapors were screened in the field, and no measurable
organic vapors were detected. No other indications (e.g., odors, discoloration) of organic
compound (e.g., hydrocarbon) contamination were noted in the trenches.
Two areas of past dumping were identified in the study and field analysis. The location of the
older dump site is not published to prevent excavation and exploration. This site is less than
5 feet in depth, and appears to have not been used after 1939. Observed materials appear to
be generally non-organic; therefore, the likelihood of landfill gas is low.
The more recent dump site is on the north side of West Tefft Street, approximately 200 feet
west of Pomeroy Road, and extends several hundred feet to the southwest, in the vicinity of
the existing dog park, picnic area, and unimproved area between the dog park and the library
(refer to Appendix E). This site contains debris to a depth of at least 8 feet, and appears to
have been in operation from 1939 to 1969. Observed materials appear to be generally nonorganic, and are unlikely to generate significant amounts of landfill gas. The results of soil gas
testing and monitoring near the library indicate that the dump is not generating significant
amounts of combustible gases.
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4.6.1.2

Secondary and Emergency Access and Road Traffic Hazards

The park is currently accessible by vehicles from West Tefft Street and Pomeroy Road.
Internal roads include a loop through the park, within the developed southeastern corner. The
current park entrances do not align with street intersections on the opposite side of the road
(Orchard Road and Juniper Street). These intersections are not signalized.

4.6.1.3

Airport Hazards

The project site is not located within an Airport Review Area, or within 2 miles of a private or
public airport.

4.6.1.4

Fire Hazards

The project site is located within a high fire hazard zone, and within the State Responsibility
Area for wildland fires. CAL FIRE has identified the project location as lying within the fiveminute emergency response time area. The Mesa Meadows area of the project site is further
identified as a Wildland Area that may contain substantial forest fire risks and hazards on the
County’s Wildland Fire Hazard Area Map. The Safety Element of the County General Plan
describes the Nipomo area as primarily developed with low-density residential areas with
interspersed supporting commercial uses. The Element notes that the fire response needs of
Nipomo are increased because of the presence of various wooded and urban area interfaces.
The Safety Element uses the term “urban/wildland interface” to describe an area where urban
development has been located in proximity to open space, or “wildland” areas. The most
common type of urban/wildland interface results when urban development occurs on the fringe
of existing urban areas, adjacent to wildland vegetation. The Element specifically identifies
Nipomo as an area with intermixed urban/wildland interface areas. This represents a higher
risk of fire than other unincorporated communities, and the areas west of Nipomo have
historically experienced a high number of smaller fires (50 to 300 acres in size).
The project was referred to CAL FIRE for review, and CAL FIRE did not identify any significant
fire hazard concerns. However, the department recommended preparation of a Fire
Prevention Plan for the park, including vegetation fuel management, no smoking areas, an
evacuation plan, and noted emergency access and fire hydrant locations (personal
communication, Robert Lewin, CAL FIRE; September 27, 2005).
Please refer to Section 4.9, Public Services and Utilities, for further discussion of fire hazards
and risks within the project area.

4.6.1.5

Potential for Crime

There are 358 total law enforcement employees in the county, including 147 officers and 211
civilians (U.S. Department of Justice [USDOJ], 2011). The County Sheriff’s Department
currently provides law enforcement services in the unincorporated area of San Luis Obispo
County, including the Nipomo area. San Luis Obispo County encompasses 3,615 square
miles, of which only 66 miles are incorporated and served by City police departments. The
Department’s South Patrol Station is located at 1681 Front Street, in Oceano. The South
Station opened in October 2002 and serves the communities of Oceano, Nipomo, Huasna,
rural Arroyo Grande, New Cuyama, and Lopez Lake. Private companies in Arroyo Grande
and Santa Maria also provide ambulance service to the Nipomo area. Currently, the Sheriff’s
Department is understaffed and, with the cumulative impact of approved development,
response times most likely will increase in the project area. In commenting on the proposed
project, the County Sheriff’s Department reported that current average response times to the
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project area generally range between five and 30 minutes, depending upon the nature of the
call and the location of patrol vehicles at the time of the call.
Based on the 2010 Crime Rate Index for Nipomo, the index for all crime is lower than the state
and federal average crime risk. The index score for an area is compared to the national
average (100 index score); the total index score for Nipomo is 13, compared to California,
which is 97 (CLRChoice, Inc.; 2010). The number of offenses known to law enforcement,
documented within the county in 2010, is presented below.
Table 4.6-1. Offenses Known to Law Enforcement – San Luis Obispo County
Type of Offense
Violent Crime

Number of
Documented Incidents
241

Murder / manslaughter

6

Rape

18

Robbery

18

Assault

199

Property

1,295

Burglary

437

Larceny-Theft

853

Vehicle-Theft

5

Arson

5

Source: USDOJ, 2011

The Sheriff’s Department recommended implementation of several safety measures in
conjunction with development of additional park facilities, including the “Crime Prevention
through Environmental Design” and lighting and lighting system guidelines, which have been
proven to prevent and reduce crime.
Please refer to Section 4.9, Public Services and Utilities, for further discussion of the potential
for additional crime within the project area.

4.6.2 Regulatory Setting
4.6.2.1

Hazardous Materials

Federal Policies and Regulations
The EPA is the Federal agency responsible for enforcement and implementation of Federal
laws and regulations pertaining to hazardous materials. In addition, the EPA provides
oversight and supervision for some site investigation/remediation projects. For disposal of
certain hazardous wastes, the EPA has developed land disposal restrictions and treatment
standards. Legislation includes the Resources Conservation and Recovery Act of 1986
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(RCRA), the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986 (SARA), and the
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980
(CERCLA). The Federal regulations are primarily codified in CFR Title 40. These laws and
regulations include specific requirements for facilities that handle, generate, use, store, treat,
transport, and/or dispose of hazardous materials, as well as for investigation and cleanup of
contaminated property.

State Policies and Regulations
California regulations are equal to or more stringent than federal regulations. EPA has
granted the State of California primary oversight responsibility to administer and enforce
hazardous waste management programs. State regulations require planning and management
to ensure that hazardous wastes are handled, stored, and disposed of properly to reduce risks
to human health and the environment. In California, the DTSC, a branch of CalEPA, works in
conjunction with or in lieu of the EPA to enforce and implement specific hazardous materials
laws and regulations. California has enacted its own legislation pertaining to the management
of hazardous materials. The California legislation for which the DTSC has primary
enforcement authority are the Hazardous Waste Control Act, a statute that primarily regulates
the management of hazardous waste, and the Hazardous Substance Account Act, a statute
that governs the cleanup of contaminated property and is modeled after CERCLA. CCR Title
22, enacted pursuant to the Hazardous Waste Control Act, establishes criteria for identifying
hazardous wastes and presents hazardous waste management requirements. These
regulations are reprinted in CCR Title 26, Toxics. The DTSC acts as the Lead Agency for
some soil and groundwater cleanup projects. For sites where water quality is potentially
endangered, the DTSC consults with the RWQCB on technical and regulatory issues. Several
key laws pertaining to hazardous wastes are discussed below.
Under the Emergency Services Act, the state developed an emergency response plan to
coordinate emergency services provided by federal, state, and local agencies. Rapid response
to incidents involving hazardous materials or hazardous waste is an important part of the plan,
which is administered by the California OES. The office coordinates the responses of other
agencies, including EPA, the California Highway Patrol (CHP), RWQCBs, air quality
management districts, and County disaster response offices.

Local Policies and Regulations
Pursuant to State law and local ordinance, the Environmental Health Services division of the
County Health Agency conducts inspections to ensure proper handling, storage, and disposal
of hazardous materials and proper remediation of contaminated sites. In addition, information
is collected under the Business Plan Act is collected and certified by the County Environmental
Health Services for emergency response purposes.
The County OES is an emergency management agency with responsibilities that include
coordination of emergency and disaster preparedness planning, response, and recovery with
and between local, state, and federal agencies. To address the potential for an uncontrolled
hazardous material release in San Luis Obispo County, and to ensure that adequate
resources are available to respond to a significant hazardous materials release, the County
OES has prepared a Hazardous Materials Emergency Response Plan (updated 2003).
The County OES has also adopted an Emergency Operations Plan (revised 2008), an
extension of the State Emergency Plan, which addresses the government’s responsibility to
preserve life, property, and the environment by anticipating and identifying events that would
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require emergency management and response. The plan includes the following potential
hazards and threats: earthquakes, hazardous materials, storm damage and flooding, dam or
levee failure, nuclear power plant, fire, transportation emergencies, tsunami, aircraft incidents,
civil disturbance, and terrorism.

4.6.2.2

Secondary and Emergency Access and Road Traffic Hazards

CAL FIRE Access Road Standards (August 2011) include standards for residential and
commercial projects. Standard requirements include, but are not limited to, an all-weather
surface, 24-foot width, 13-foot 6-inch vertical clearance, and no parking within the 10-foot wide
through lane (each way). In addition to compliance and consistency with the 2010 California
Fire Code, these standards are in place to ensure that in the event of a fire, persons can exit
and emergency personnel and fire trucks can enter the location. Vegetative fuel modification
is required within ten feet of the access road. Dead end road lengths are also established by
these published standards.
Road traffic hazards are regulated by the County Department of Public Works, through
consistency review with the Road Improvement Standards. These standards include safe
sight distance at intersections, road widths, road surfacing requirements, shoulders, striping,
and stormwater management.

4.6.2.3

Wildland Fire Hazards

The California PRC defines hazardous fire areas, restrictions on fire use, and minimum fire
protection requirements for the state. The Code is administered by CAL FIRE, and sets forth
provisions for the reduction of fire hazards and utilization of firebreaks around buildings,
removal all flammable vegetation or combustible growth around buildings or electrical
transmission poles and towers, and additional provisions under extra-hazardous conditions.
Firebreak clearance is also required around electrical transmission poles and towers.
In addition to the PRC, several local ordinances direct fire prevention activities within San Luis
Obispo County. Sections 22.50.010 through 22.50.040 of the County LUO is devoted entirely
to Fire Safety and includes standards pertaining to the preparation and review of fire safety
plans and application of fire safety standards. In addition, the Safety Element of the County
General Plan includes goals, policies, implementation measures, and standards for pre-fire
management, reduction of the threat of fires, readiness and response to fires, and loss
prevention.

4.6.2.4

Crime

The County Sheriff’s Department currently provides law enforcement services in the
unincorporated area of San Luis Obispo County, including the Nipomo area. Upon review of
the project, the Sheriff’s Department recommended implementation of several safety
measures in conjunction with development of additional park facilities, including the “Crime
Prevention through Environmental Design” and lighting and lighting system guidelines, which
have been proven to prevent and reduce crime.

4.6.3 Thresholds of Significance
As defined by the County, in accordance with CEQA Guidelines Appendix G, hazards and
hazardous materials impacts would be considered significant if the project would:
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1. Result in a risk of explosion or release of hazardous substances (e.g., oil, pesticides,
chemicals, radiation) or exposure of people to hazardous substances;
2. Interfere with an emergency response or evacuation plan;
3. Expose people to safety risk associated with airport flight pattern;
4. Increase fire hazard risk or expose people or structures to high fire hazard conditions;
or,
5. Create any other health hazard or potential hazard.

4.6.4 Impact Assessment and Methodology
The impact analysis focuses on potential health risks associated with the proposed project,
particularly from on-site and surrounding land uses where the potential for hazardous material
release could be encountered and effect the project site and surrounding areas. Methodology
for assessing the proposed project includes a review of existing regulatory plans and policies
to determine the proposed project’s consistency with these documents, as well as reliance
upon the research and exploratory testing conducted by Earth Systems Pacific (2011).
Potential hazards and public safety issues associated with development of the Master Plan
include increased risk for fire hazard, adequate secondary and emergency access, potential
for crime, risks from road traffic, and exposure due to a known historic dump onsite. These
impacts are discussed below.

4.6.5 Project-specific Impacts and Mitigation Measures
4.6.5.1

Risk of Explosion, Release of, or Exposure to Hazardous Substances

Transport, Use, or Disposal of Hazardous Materials
During construction of elements included in the Master Plan, the use of large equipment would
require fuels and oils. In the event of a leak or spill, the subsequent discharge would expose
persons to these materials. Implementation of standard BMPs would minimize the potential
for accidental exposure.
Operation of the project would include the continued use of regulated chemicals, fuels, and
oils for the continued operation and maintenance. All materials would be transported, stored,
and used according to existing regulations.
HM Impact 1

Use of large equipment in close proximity to the public and sensitive
receptors may result in exposure to hazardous materials, including
oils and fuel.

HM/mm-1

Prior to initiation of construction, the General Services Agency shall ensure
that all required BMPs are shown on applicable grading or construction
plans. In addition, the General Services Agency shall designate personnel
to insure compliance and monitor the effectiveness of the required BMPs,
which shall include:
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a. Prior to construction, staging and refueling areas shall be designated
on applicable plans.
b. Equipment refueling shall be done in non-sensitive areas at least
100 feet from any residence, school, and library, and such that any
spills can be easily and quickly contained and cleaned up. Any
necessary remedial work shall be done immediately to avoid surface
or ground water contamination.
c. Prior to commencement of grading/construction activities, the
County shall ensure that a plan is in place for prompt and effective
response to any accidental spills. All workers will be informed of the
importance of preventing spills and of the appropriate measures to
take should a spill occur.
Residual Impact
The use of large equipment presents a potential risk related to hazardous material leaks or
spills. Implementation of mitigation, including BMPs, would reduce the potential impact to a
less than significant level (Class II).

Release of Hazardous Materials into the Environment
Field monitoring of the dumps indicate that volatile organic vapors were not present in the
trenched areas. Landfill gas monitoring at the site of the existing library did not detect landfill
gas. These results and the nature of the encountered debris indicate that volatile organic
compounds are not likely to affect proposed development; however, they could contain nonvolatile contaminants such as metals, long-chain hydrocarbons, or asbestos that could present
a health or disposal concern if they are disturbed. Due to the nature of undocumented
dumping, conditions throughout the dump area may not be uniform. Proposed improvements
in this area would include the library expansion, skatepark or community pool, access road,
and associated parking. Site specific testing would be necessary prior to development of these
structures and improvements. Further testing and remediation would be implemented
pursuant to existing regulations, and in compliance with CalRecycle and the CCR.
HM Impact 2

Disturbance of the former (more recent) dump site along West Tefft
Street may result in the disturbance or exposure of non-volatile
hazardous materials including metals, long-chain hydrocarbons, or
asbestos.

HM/mm-2

Prior to initiation of ground disturbance or construction within 400 feet of the
edge of West Tefft Street, within the Nipomo Community Park, the General
Services Agency shall ensure compliance with the following measures:
a. Upon identification of a structure footprint or area of disturbance,
exploratory trenches or borings shall be excavated to determine the
presence or absence of dumped materials. Samples of the debris
and soil shall be collected for laboratory analysis to evaluate
whether the materials present any health or environmental concerns.
b. Soil gas testing shall be conducted in and around any proposed
building footprint to determine whether landfill gas is present, and
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whether it could accumulate in the finished building. Depending on
the results of the soil gas testing, it may be necessary to incorporate
design features that will prevent gas accumulation. Measures may
include controlling the gas pressure (i.e., passive or active venting to
reduce gas concentrations under the structure, venting around the
perimeter of the structure, and crawl- space venting); eliminating
available entry pathways or leaks (i.e., improving plumbing and
caulking to reduce cracks and gaps will reduce entry pathways,
install a low-permeability liner around the underground portion of the
structure); and, installation of a landfill gas monitoring system.
c. Prior to removal or relocation, soil and debris shall be tested for
contaminants of potential concern to identify disposal or placement
restrictions. Testing shall include analysis for metals, long-chain
(semi-volatile) hydrocarbons, and semi-volatile organic compounds.
Additional testing may be required depending on the specific nature
of the materials to be removed from the site.
Residual Impact
The presence of potentially hazardous materials has been documented during subsurface
testing. Compliance with existing state regulations and implementation of this mitigation
measure would include additional testing and remediation, which would reduce impacts
associated with subsurface hazardous materials exposure to a less than significant level
(Class II).

Exposure to Hazardous Emissions
The NCP is located immediately adjacent to the Dana Elementary School. As noted above,
potential hazards include the use of large equipment, the potential for accidental exposure to
construction-related oils and fuels, and the disturbance of soil and debris within a known dump
site. The dump site is located to the immediate north of the school property, and as noted
above, landfill gas has not been detected in the existing library structure. Based on
implementation of BMPs, further soil testing and remediation (if required) pursuant to existing
regulations, and long-term monitoring of interior gas levels within structures, the potential
impacts to the school site would be less than significant, and no additional mitigation is
required.

Hazardous Materials Sites
Section 65962.5(a)(1) requires that DTSC “shall compile and update as appropriate, but at
least annually, and shall submit to the Secretary for Environmental Protection, a list of all the
following: ....(1) [a]ll hazardous waste facilities subject to corrective action pursuant to
§25187.5 of the Health and Safety Code (“HSC”).” The hazardous waste facilities identified in
HSC §25187.5 are those where DTSC has taken or contracted for corrective action because a
facility owner/operator has failed to comply with a date for taking corrective action in an order
issued under HSC §25187, or because DTSC determined that immediate corrective action
was necessary to abate an imminent or substantial endangerment. This is a very small and
specific subgroup of facilities and they are not separately posted on the DTSC or CalEPA’s
website. No facilities within or in the vicinity of the project site are included on the list.
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4.6.5.2

Emergency Response or Emergency Evacuation Plan

Based on review of the County’s Emergency Operations Plan (2008), and associated
mitigation and response plans, US 101 is an emergency evacuation route. Implementation of
the Master Plan would not impair implementation of any response or mitigation plan, and
would not interfere with emergency evacuation, because no element would block or
emergency responders or the public. No significant impact would occur.

4.6.5.3

Risk Associated with Airport Flight Pattern

The project site is not located with an airport land use plan or within 2 miles of a public or
private airport or airstrip; therefore, no impact would occur.

4.6.5.4

Fire Hazard Risk

The project site is within a high fire hazard zone, and within the State Responsibility Area for
wildland fires. While the site is not located adjacent to wildlands, the ridge traversing the park
and slope adjacent to Osage Road supports oak woodland. During preliminary scoping, the
proposed project was referred to CAL FIRE for review. CAL FIRE did not identify any
significant fire hazard concerns; however, the department recommended preparation of a Fire
Prevention Plan for the park, including vegetation fuel management, no smoking areas, and
evacuation plan, and noted emergency access and fire hydrant locations (personal
communication, Robert Lewin, CAL FIRE; September 27, 2005). All vegetative fuel
management would comply with current guidelines and regulations (i.e., 100-foot buffer from
all structures). Proposed on and off-site transportation and circulation improvements would
facilitate access into the park in the event of a fire or similar emergency, and would also
facilitate exit from the park. Existing and proposed access points including Camino Caballo,
Osage Street, Pomeroy Road, and West Tefft Street would provide numerous options for
vehicles, pedestrians, equestrians, and bicyclists. Based on the design of the park, proposed
access improvements, and compliance with the California Fire Code, the project would not
result in a significant impact related to fire risk.

4.6.6 Cumulative Impacts
Potential hazards in this EIR are location-specific to the extent that they may result in
significant impacts on the localized environment, but they are not “cumulative” in the sense
normally applied in CEQA documents. Further, the impacts identified in this section are
associated with relatively short-term construction activities and the continued monitoring of the
known dump site, and anticipated testing and remediation activities at that site will reduce
potential exposure to hazards during construction and use of future structures and park
facilities. The mitigation measures that have been identified for the proposed project would
apply cumulatively as well. Cumulative impacts would be less than significant (Class III). No
additional mitigation is required.
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4.7

LAND USE

This section of the Program EIR addresses potential impacts resulting from implementation of
the proposed NCP Master Plan on existing land uses and future land use compatibility.

4.7.1 Existing Conditions
The project site consists of two main locations: the NCP and Mesa Meadows Recreation Area.
Land use designations include Recreation, Public Facility, and Residential Suburban (refer to
Figure 3-1).

4.7.1.1

Existing Land Uses and Designations

NCP is predominantly in the Recreation land use category, with approximately 9.4 acres along
the southern boundary designated Public Facilities and currently being used as open space.
The park currently consists of various open parkland uses, including three little league
baseball fields, one regulation-sized baseball field, lighted tennis courts, basketball hoops,
children’s playgrounds, individual and group day-use picnic sites, dog parks, equestrian trails,
bike and pedestrian paths, and a locally maintained native plant and community garden. NCP
encompasses the Nipomo Native Garden at its northern boundary, an approximately 12-acre
native botanical garden featuring plant communities native to the Nipomo Mesa and Nipomo
dunes complex.
The Mesa Meadows Recreation Area is within the Residential Suburban land use category,
but was deeded to the County in 2001 as part of an Open Space Agreement associated with
the residential development to the southwest. The area is currently in passive recreation and
open space, and existing uses include a Class I bike path, nature trail, and undeveloped open
space area. The Open Space Agreement limits the use of Mesa Meadows to passive land
uses only, and no improvements are proposed in this area as part of the project.
The physical setting and existing land uses of the project area are further discussed in
Chapter 3, Environmental Setting.

4.7.1.2

Land Use of Adjacent Properties

The majority of lands directly adjacent to the project area are in Residential Suburban or
Residential Single Family land use designations. There are also two parcels at the southeast
corner of the project area within other designations: a Public Facility parcel at the location of
Dana Elementary School and an Office Professional parcel with some general office buildings
and a community health center expansion (under construction).

4.7.2 Regulatory Setting
4.7.2.1

State Policies and Regulations

Aside from CEQA, there are no State policies or regulations applicable to the proposed
project, with regard to land use issues.

4.7.2.2

Local Policies and Regulations

Pursuant to the LUO (Title 22 of the County Code), §22.06.040 (Exemptions from Land Use
Permit Requirements), County projects constructed by the county or its contractors are exempt
from the land use permit requirements of Title 22, including compliance with noted planning
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area standards identified in the South County Area Plan. However, it is the policy of the
County to implement actions that are consistent with Title 22 and the County General Plan, to
the maximum extent feasible.
In addition, while the County is not subject to ordinance requirements, the LUO includes
standards that are useful as possible thresholds of significance, such as noise standards, and
mitigation measures (i.e., preparation of drainage and erosion control plans). Ordinances and
standards applicable to the project area are listed and discussed below.

Framework for Planning (Inland)
The first part of the County Land Use Element is the Framework for Planning. The Framework
contains policies and procedures that apply to the unincorporated area outside the coastal
zone, and defines how the Land Use Element is used together with the LUO and other
adopted plans. The Framework also explains the criteria used in applying land use categories
and combining designations to the land, and the operation of the Resource Management
System. Combining designations are special map categories that identify areas of unique
resources or potential hazards that necessitate more careful project review.

County of San Luis Obispo Land Use Ordinance
The LUO (Title 22 of the County Code) includes regulations established and adopted to
protect and promote public health, safety, and welfare. Regulations are also adopted to
implement the County General Plan, guide and manage the future growth of the county in
accordance with those plans, and regulate land use in a manner that will encourage and
support the orderly development and beneficial use of lands within the county. In addition,
LUO regulations are in place to minimize adverse effects on the public resulting from land use
and development, as well as to protect and enhance the significant natural, historic,
archeological, and scenic resources within the county as identified by the County General
Plan.

County of San Luis Obispo South County Area Plan
The project lies within the unincorporated area of San Luis Obispo County, and outside of the
California Coastal Zone, which is under the jurisdiction of the South County Inland Area Plan.
The plan acts as a guide for the cohesive and comprehensive development of the South
County Inland Area, and seeks to guide future development that will balance the social,
economic, environmental and governmental resources and activities affecting the quality of life
within the area. This plan includes planning area standards for the South County Planning
Area, which includes the urban community of Nipomo, and seeks to preserve the character of
the communities and rural areas that currently exist in the area.

San Luis Obispo County Land Use Ordinance, Nipomo Urban Area Planning
Standards
Article 9 of the LUO includes standards for proposed development and new land uses that are
specific to each of the planning areas defined by the Land Use Element, including standards
specifically applicable to the Nipomo Urban Area.
These standards are mandatory
requirements, intended to address the local planning issues of each planning area. As noted
above, County public projects are exempt from the LUO; however, the standards are useful
thresholds of significance to identify potential land use impacts.

4.7-2
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San Luis Obispo County General Plan
Parks and Recreation Element
The Parks and Recreation Element is an optional component of the County General Plan. The
County has had a Recreation Element as part of its General Plan since 1968, showing an
early commitment to provide adequate park and recreation opportunities for both residents and
visitors. The Recreation Element establishes goals, policies, and implementation measures
for management, renovation, and expansion of existing, and development of new, parks and
recreation facilities in order to meet existing and projected needs and to ensure an equitable
distribution of parks throughout the county. The purpose of the Parks and Recreation Element
is to: (1) provide policy guidance regarding the provision of park and recreation services, (2)
document the County’s existing park and recreation resources, and (3) facilitate the evaluation
of park and recreation needs including those resources that are outside the County’s
management during the land use decision process.

Noise Element
The County Noise Element (adopted May 5, 1992) provides a policy framework for addressing
potential noise impacts in the planning process, and minimizing future noise conflicts. The
Noise Element identifies transportation-related, stationary, and potential operational noise
generators in the county, provides a list of noise-sensitive land uses, and identifies acceptable
and unacceptable thresholds of noise exposure based on land use. The document also
provides mitigation measures that should be applied to projects when noise attenuation is
required to meet identified thresholds.

Safety Element
The two primary principles of the County Safety Element are emergency preparedness and
managed development to reduce risk. The Safety Element identifies potential emergency
situations and natural disasters within the county, and includes goals and policies for response
during an emergency or natural disaster, and avoidance of unnecessary risk.

West Tefft Corridor Design Plan
The project area is bounded for approximately 980 feet on the eastern boundary (APN 092121-086) by West Tefft Street. The West Tefft Corridor Design Plan addresses the design of
new development and streets near West Tefft Street between US 101 and Dana Elementary
School, including the area along West Tefft encompassed by the proposed project. The
central concerns of the plan are to avoid the development of suburban shopping centers
throughout the designated downtown and to avoid street environments that are dangerous or
unattractive to pedestrians. However, the area of West Tefft bordering the proposed project
was included in the Design Plan solely to extend parkway/sidewalk concepts within the rightof-way. The Design Plan gives guidance for the desired appearance and scale of streets,
buildings and open spaces, which are to be achieved through the public review of new projects
and their completion.

4.7.3 Thresholds of Significance
The significance of impacts on land use was determined by the County consistent with criteria
listed in Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines. For the purpose of this Program EIR, a project
will have a significant effect on the environment if it would:
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1. Be potentially inconsistent with land use, policy/regulation (e.g., general plan [county
land use element and ordinance], local coastal plan, specific plan, Clean Air Plan, etc.)
adopted to avoid or mitigate for environmental effects; or,
2. Be potentially inconsistent with any habitat or community conservation plan;
3. Be potentially inconsistent with adopted agency environmental plans or policies with
jurisdiction over the project; or,
4. Be potentially incompatible with surrounding land uses.

4.7.4 Impact Assessment and Methodology
The analysis of land use was conducted qualitatively based on existing land use policies and
the existing land use setting. The potential impacts resulting from implementation of the
proposed Master Plan were analyzed against the ordinance standards and General Plan
policies whose purpose it is to remedy the impacts. Chapter 3, Environmental Setting, of this
Program EIR describes the applicable land use plans and policies and provides an analysis of
the consistency of the proposed actions with these plans and policies.

4.7.5 Project-specific Impacts and Mitigation Measures
4.7.5.1

Consistency with Land Use, Policy/Regulation

The project has been assessed for consistency with the County General Plan and LUO. As
noted above, compliance with ordinance regulations is not required; however, these standards
provide measurable thresholds of significance when assessing potential land use impacts (i.e.,
setbacks, structure heights, access requirements). Applicable standards are noted below.

Land Use Setbacks
Section 22.30.340 of the County LUO identifies specific thresholds outdoor sports and
recreational facilities. These thresholds, and the project’s proposed thresholds, are included in
Table 4.7-1 below. As proposed, the proposed project elements would be consistent with all
identified setbacks except for the skate park.
Table 4.7-1. Land Use Ordinance Minimum Setback Requirements
Facility

Required Setback (feet)

Proposed Setback (feet)

Sports Turf Fields (lighting)

100

120

Group Picnic Areas (lighting)

100

240

Amphitheater

F: 10 / S: 30 / R: 15

200 (minimum)

Playgrounds

50

180

F: 10 / S: 30 / R: 15

720

Swimming Pool (no lighting)

50

50

Dog park (no lighting)

50

50

Recreation center
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Facility

Required Setback (feet)

Proposed Setback (feet)

1,000 (from residential)

120

Handball courts (no lighting)

50

920

Horseshoe pits (no lighting)

50

360

Tennis courts (lighting)

100

640

Basketball courts (lighting)

100

840

Skate park (no lighting)

F = front, S = side, R = rear
Source: San Luis Obispo County LUO

Setbacks are often recommended to encourage land use consistency, including adequate
distance for noise attenuation. Noise generated by proposed park uses may affect sensitive
uses, including residences, Dana Elementary School, and the Nipomo Library. Section
22.30.340 of the Land Use Ordinance states that amusement parks (including skate parks) are
not located closer than 1,000 feet to a residential category. The proposed skate park element
to the proposed project would be located approximately 120 feet from residential property
boundaries to the east, and therefore does not comply with the ordinance requirement.
Section 22.30.020(D) states that the standards of §22.30.340 may be waived or modified
through Conditional Use Permit approval provided that the Planning Commission makes the
appropriate findings based on specific conditions of the site that make the standard either
unnecessary or ineffective.
As discussed further in Section 4.8, Noise, the recommended setback is 400 feet based on
average use of the skate park (without other mitigating design elements). As proposed, the
skate park would be located within 200 feet of the existing library and proposed library
expansion, and approximately 380 feet from Dana Elementary School. A residential
development is located approximately 120 feet to the southeast, across West Tefft Street.
Based on the noise analysis, which included measurement of traffic noise along West Tefft
Street, use of the skate park would add 1 dB to the existing (and future estimated) ambient
noise level. Noting that traffic levels fluctuate during the day, there would be periods when
noise generated by the skate park would exceed noise generated by traffic on West Tefft
Street, which would adversely affect residential land uses. Mitigation is recommended,
including measures such as incorporating an in-ground design and a noise barrier or berm
between the skate park and noise sensitive uses. Construction of a barrier within 25 feet of
the edge of the skate park will reduce the noise level by approximately 5 to 10 dB; which
would result in a noise level of approximately 63 to 68 dB at the barrier, and approximately 52
to 57 dB at a distance of 100 feet from the source. Therefore, the project would not generate
noise levels significantly exceeding ambient noise levels, and would also mitigate potential
related land use impacts.
Based on this analysis, and implementation of recommended mitigation (N/mm-2), it can be
found that the standards required by §22.30.340(A) are unnecessary in this instance, and
potential land use impacts would be less than significant.
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Structure Height
Section 22.10.090.C (Height Limits) establishes a 35-foot height limit for structures in the
Recreation land use category. The tallest structure proposed as part of the NCMP is the
recreation/community center, which would be 35 feet in height, consistent with the standard.

Light and Glare
The proposed project includes the installation of exterior lighting for use of the sports fields,
tennis courts, and basketball courts. As shown in Table 4.7-1 Land Use Ordinance Minimum
Setback Requirements, the project would be consistent with recommended setbacks for these
lighted uses; however, the generation of additional light may have an adverse effect on
residential uses in the closest proximity, to the southwest of the proposed sports fields.
County LUO §22.10.060 (Exterior Lighting) includes standards to minimize light intensity, and
requires that light sources are shielded. In addition, the County Parks and Recreation Element
states that “Facilities shall be designed to minimize new light, except for the minimum required
for safety. In general, lighting fixtures shall be downcast and hooded. Night lighting for active
sports fields shall limit spillover visible at sensitive uses such as residences to the maximum
extent practical. Use of glare-producing materials shall be minimized”.
As discussed in Section 4.1, Aesthetic Resources, mitigation is recommended to design,
implement, and verify exterior lighting that would not create excessive glare adversely
affecting nearby residential uses (refer to AES/mm-6 and AES/mm-7), consistent with the LUO
and General Plan. Based on implementation of these measures, potential land use impacts
would be less than significant.

Title 19 – Building and Construction Ordinance
Section 19.07.022 (Private Sewage Disposal Systems) states that the use of private on-site
sewage disposal systems is allowed only within the rural areas of the county and within urban
and village areas where no community sewage collection, treatment, and disposal system
exists. Section 19.07.022(a) notes that these regulations are enacted in part to implement the
requirements of the “Water Quality Control Plan Central Coast Basin” (Basin Plan). Based on
consultation with the RWQCB regarding the Basin Plan and Basin Plan Amendment
requirements, restroom facilities within the park are not required to connect to the Nipomo
Community Services District (NCSD) sewer system unless compliance with the Basin Plan
cannot be demonstrated (RWQCB 2010).
The proposed on-site systems would be located on public land, be operated and maintained
by a public agency (County), and would serve the public visitors to NCP. As discussed in
Section 4.11, Wastewater, the existing onsite systems have served current uses, and based
on the size and topography of the project site, construction of an engineered system in
compliance with the Basin Plan is feasible. Therefore, potential land use impacts would be
less than significant.

Strategic Growth
On April 28, 2009, the County Board of Supervisors adopted Principles of Strategic Growth,
including policies and implementing strategies. Principles include the following:
1. Preserve open space, scenic natural beauty and sensitive environmental areas.
2. Conserve energy resources. Conserve agricultural resources and protect agricultural
land.
4.7-6
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3. Strengthen and direct development towards existing and strategically planned
communities.
4. Foster distinctive, attractive communities with a strong sense of place.
5. Create walkable neighborhoods and towns.
6. Provide a variety of transportation choices.
7. Create a range of housing opportunities and choices.
8. Encourage mixed land uses.
9. Take advantage of compact building design.
10. Make development decisions predictable, fair and cost-effective.
11. Encourage community and stakeholder collaboration.
12. Strengthen regional cooperation.
Relative to land use, the proposed NCP Master Plan is consistent with these Principles and
associated policies because it would:


Plan for most future development to be within an existing and strategically planned
community (Principle 2, Policy 3).



Contribute to the creation of a complete community with appropriate areas for housing,
commerce, civic uses, schools, recreation, and open spaces (Principle 2, Policy 4).



Create active and vital urban and village environments that are attractive, compact,
and orderly arrangements of structures and open space, appropriate to the size and
scale of Nipomo (Principle 2, Policy 5).



Phase urban development in a compact manner, first using vacant or underutilized infill
parcels and lands next to or near existing development (Principle 2, Policy 7).



Provide adequate community amenities, parks, natural areas, and trails in support of
new development, which will support a high quality of life and a compact form of
community development (Principle 2, Policy 11).



Provide parks and public spaces located as focal points within convenient walking
distances of neighborhoods (Principle 4, Policy 1).



Provide connectivity between different land uses through walkways (Principle 4, Policy
2).



Create attractive street enhancements and public spaces that serve as gathering
places on corridors and at connecting locations (Principle 4, Policy 3).



Provide parks, natural areas, and recreation facilities with new urban development to
enhance the community’s quality of life and improve public health (Principle 4, Policy
4).



Create non-residential areas that minimize fear and crime through environmental and
urban design (Principle 4, Policy 5).
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As discussed above, potential land use impacts include the generation of noise, light, and
glare. Upon implementation and operation of the proposed project, adjacent land uses will
notice changes in the NCP, including an increase in noise and lighting. While these changes
would affect adjacent land uses, based on resource-specific analysis of these issues and
implementation of recommended mitigation, potential land use impacts would be less than
significant (Class III).

4.7.5.2

Consistency with Habitat or Community Conservation Plan

There are no habitat conservation plans or natural community conservation plans in effect that
would conflict with the developments proposed in the NCP Master Plan; therefore, no impact
would occur.

4.7.5.3

Consistency with Adopted Agency Environmental Plans

As discussed in Section 4.2, Air Quality, the project is consistent with the SLOAPCD Clean Air
Plan. As discussed in Section 4.11, Wastewater, compliance with the RWQCB Basin Plan is
feasible. The project appears to be consistent with applicable adopted agency environmental
plans.

4.7.5.4

Compatibility with Surrounding Land Uses

The proposed NCPMP is intended to enhance existing land uses and strengthen the
recreational and open space uses in the central urban core of Nipomo. The proposed
NCPMP; however, does present potential conflicts with surrounding residential uses, including
changes to the existing visual setting (i.e., potential conflicts with community values regarding
the character of NCP), increased light and glare during evening hours, and increased levels of
noise within the proposed developed areas of NCP.
These issues are thoroughly analyzed in their relative sections, including Aesthetic Resources
(Section 4.1) and Noise (Section 4.8) of this Program EIR. No significant, adverse,
unavoidable impacts were identified. All identified impacts can be mitigated to less than
significant, which would subsequently address potential land use conflicts as well, and ensure
consistency with regulations and policies. No additional mitigation measures are required.

4.7.6 Cumulative Impacts
Potential cumulative land use impacts would be avoided or minimized through implementation
of the mitigation measures described in this Program EIR. The proposed uses are generally
consistent with the current use of NCP, the surrounding community, and the land use
designation and policies applicable to the project site. In addition, prior to development of
major features requiring further discretionary review, the public will have an opportunity to
provide comments regarding specific elements (i.e., recreation/community center). No
additional mitigation measures are necessary.
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4.8

NOISE

The effects of noise are considered in two ways: how a proposed project may increase
existing noise levels and affect surrounding land uses; and how a proposed land use may be
affected by noise from existing and surrounding land uses. This section of the Program EIR
addresses: the existing noise environment of the project area; federal, state, and local noise
guidelines and policies; potential impacts resulting from implementing the proposed Master
Plan; and potential noise impacts that would be encountered throughout the area.

4.8.1 Existing Conditions
Noise is generally defined as unwanted sound. Noise meters are instruments that detect small
changes in atmospheric pressure. These meters cannot distinguish between that which is
wanted (e.g., birds singing, waves on a beach, etc.) and that which is not (e.g., traffic or
railroad noise).
Thus, measurements of noise are more accurately described as
measurements of sound pressure.
Noise sources and sound intensities can vary significantly over an urban area. Motor vehicles
are usually the primary noise source in California cities. Variables that affect traffic noise
include traffic volumes, proximity to the noise source, time of day, speed, pavement condition.
Topography also plays a significant role in the perception of traffic related noise emissions.
Road segments that are cut below or significantly elevated above the grade at which noise is
measured will generally produce a quieter noise environment.
Sites that have abundant vegetation and an undulating profile (soft sites) will absorb sound
pressure waves more fully than an area that is predominantly asphalt or concrete (hard site).
Under normal conditions on hard sites, noise will attenuate (drop-off) at an approximate rate of
3.0 dBA (A-weighted decibel [dB]) per doubling of distance (DD) for a line source (i.e., traffic
sources) and about 6.0 dBA/DD for a point (stationary) source. An excess ground attenuation
value of 1.5 dBA/DD over standard conditions would be assumed for undeveloped areas.
The only way to ascertain the noise level at a given site is to actually measure it. Qualified
persons, using laboratory-certified sound meters, conduct noise studies. Often noise studies
gather measurements for several days, and this data is used to calculate the Day/Night Sound
Level (Ldn) and/or the Community Noise Exposure Level (CNEL). These two metrics penalize
night time noise to reflect normal sleep patterns. Having noise exposure information allows
better site planning and architectural treatments (e.g., quiet windows) as needed.

4.8.1.1

Identified Sensitive Land Uses

Certain land uses are considered more sensitive to ambient noise levels than others, due to
the amount of noise exposure and the types of activities involved. In general, noise-sensitive
land uses include, but are not limited to, the following:









Residential areas;
Schools-preschool to secondary, college; specialized education and training;
Health care services (hospital);
Nursing and personal care;
Churches;
Public assembly and entertainment;
Libraries and museums;
Hotels and motels;
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Outdoor sports and recreation; and,
Offices.

Existing noise sensitive uses within, adjacent to, and in the vicinity of NCP include residences,
Dana Elementary School, Little Bits Preschool, Day Springs Preschool, Nipomo Library,
Community Health Center (expansion under construction), and NCP itself.

4.8.1.2

Existing Noise Environment

Transportation Noise Sources
The level of traffic noise depends on the following three factors: (1) the volume of traffic, (2)
the speed of the traffic, and (3) the number of trucks in the traffic flow. Generally, heavier
traffic volumes, higher speeds, and the greater numbers of trucks increase the loudness of
traffic noise. Any condition (such as a steep incline) that causes heavy laboring of motor
vehicle engines will also increase the resultant traffic noise levels. Vehicle noise around the
NCP is a combination of the noise produced by the engines, exhausts, and tires.
Higher levels of existing noise resulting from automobile and truck traffic characterize the
perimeter portions of the NCP, especially adjacent to the West Tefft Street and Pomeroy Road
corridors. Although higher levels of noise occur along the existing transportation corridors
surrounding the NCP, noise levels rapidly attenuate as one moves towards the interior of the
park because of the varying topography and in some locations the presence of dense thick
wooded vegetation. A field investigation was conducted on November 23, 2010, and noise
measurements were documented from approximately 3:30 p.m. to 5:45 p.m. to determine
traffic related ambient noise levels around the perimeter and within the NCP (refer to Figure
4.8-1 and Table 4.8-1). Each of the short-term sites was measured for 15 minutes while
vehicle volumes were classified. The hourly counts are then normalized from the data
generated.
Generally speaking, the loudest traffic noise levels are associated with sites monitored
adjacent to West Tefft Street and Pomeroy Road, which are the primary noise sources in the
general area. There are a variety of commercial and retail areas to the north and east of the
NCP (including US 101), which are additional noise generators in the immediate area. Most
other areas surrounding the NCP are residential and do not have significant traffic volumes or
excessive traffic noise levels.
Table 4.8-1. Short-term Transportation Noise Measurements
Location*

Period of
Measurement

Noise Levels (dBA)

Traffic Volume

Leq

Number

Vehicles/Hour

1

3:30 – 4:45 pm

63.8

228

912

2

4:00 – 4:15 pm

64.5

240

960

3

4:30 – 4:45 pm

61.0

150

600

4

5:00 – 5:15 pm

57.1

118

472

5

5:15 – 5:30 pm

55.6

70

280

6

5:30 – 5:45 pm

63.0

195

780

*Refer to Figure 4.8-1
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Figure 4.8-1. Traffic Noise Measurement Locations
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Short and Long-term Ambient Noise
Within the park, noise is generated by park users, including voices, portable radios and music
players, use of courts and ball fields, and internal traffic. Short-term noise measurements
were conducted on March 16, 2010, at 16 locations within NCP (refer to Figure 4.8-2). At the
time of the field study, documented noise sources included traffic, aircraft, human voices, and
use of the tennis courts. Table 4.8-2 presents the results of the short-term monitoring. The
average noise level ranged from approximately 36 to 51 Leq (average sound level).
Table 4.8-2. Short-term Noise Measurements
Site

Time

Elev (m)

LeqA*

Lmax*

Lmin*

Primary Noise Sources

ST1

2:00 p.m.

115

41.2

44

39.4

Distant traffic, wind, birds, human voices

ST2

2:10 p.m.

109

39.7

50

36.3

Distant traffic, wind, birds, human voices

ST3

2:20 p.m.

109

36.8

49.4

32.5

Distant traffic, wind, birds, human voices

ST4

2:35 p.m.

114

46.8

59

30.2

Traffic

ST5

3:00 p.m.

113

46.7

69.9

33.5

One aircraft, traffic

ST6

3:20 p.m.

115

44.9

54.7

34.2

Traffic

ST7

3:30 p.m.

114

43.9

65.5

34.9

One aircraft, traffic

ST8

3:37 p.m.

109

41.5

52.5

34.3

Gentle wind - sheltered area

ST9

3:45 p.m.

118

45.4

59.9

35.8

One aircraft

ST10

3:52 p.m.

119

53

61.4

40.6

Traffic

ST11

3:59 p.m.

119

51.1

63.8

45.6

Traffic - no baseball on large diamond

ST12

4:05 p.m.

109

50.3

61.5

42.6

Traffic, kids playing, two tennis games

ST13

4:08 p.m.

101

45.9

63.4

37.7

Traffic, kids playing, two tennis games, wind

ST14

4:3: p.m.

111

41.9

56.7

34.4

Wind, traffic

ST15

4:18 p.m.

118

40.7

51.4

34.7

Wind, distant traffic

ST16

4:25 p.m.

110

41.7

47.2

34.7

Wind, distant traffic

*All measurements A-weighted scale

Long-term noise measurements were conducted in one location within the NCP on March 14
and 15, 2010 (refer to Figure 4.8-2). Noise levels were averaged over hourly increments, and
peak hour, daytime, and nighttime averages are presented in Table 4.8-3.
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Table 4.8-3. Long-term Noise Measurements

Time

March 14, 2010
dBA

March 15, 2010
dBA

a.m.

p.m.

a.m.

p.m.

12:00

40.9

52.7

37.5

40.0

1:00

39.1

64.9

37.4

63.5

2:00

37.4

53.6

36.7

45.7

3:00

36.6

46.7

42.1

49.0

4:00

37.4

55.8

46.0

64.4

5:00

40.8

51.7

52.4

61.5

6:00

43.6

44.4

52.9

46.3

7:00

43.9

46.4

50.3

51.3

8:00

47.0

45.5

47.2

45.1

9:00

50.3

44.0

41.6

42.9

10:00

47.8

41.8

40.1

64.9

11:00

47.5

38.7

45.9

61.4

Leq Measurements
Morning Peak hour (7:00 a.m.-10:00 a.m.)

48

Evening Peak Hour (4:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m.)
Daytime (7:00 a.m.-10:00p.m.)
Nighttime (10:00 p.m.-7:00 a.m.)*

48
52

55

60
57

40

57

*not penalized.
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Figure 4.8-2. Long-term Noise Monitoring Map
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4.8.2 Regulatory Setting
Noise is regulated at the federal, state, and local levels through regulations, policies, and/or
local ordinances. Local policies are commonly adaptations of federal and state guidelines
based on prevailing local conditions or special requirements.

4.8.1.3

Federal Policies and Regulations

Congressional: The Federal Noise Control Act of 1972
This law states that controlling noise protects the health and welfare of the Nation’s population.
It recognizes that transportation vehicles, machinery, and appliances are noise sources, and
responsibility for controlling these noise sources rests with state and local governments.
Moreover, the federal government will coordinate and adopt standards for inter-state
commerce projects (e.g., airports).

Federal Highway Administration: 23 CFR 772
Federal code provides uniform procedures to evaluate highway noise and implement
abatement measures. Interpretation of what constitutes ‘substantial noise’ is left to the states.

4.8.1.4

State and Local Policies and Regulations

California Government Code
The State General Plan Guidelines requires that local governments identify major noise
sources and areas containing noise-sensitive land uses. Noise must be quantified by
preparing generalized noise exposure contours for current and projected conditions. Contours
may be prepared in terms of either the CNEL or Ldn.

4.8.1.5

County of San Luis Obispo Noise Element

The Noise Element of the County General Plan provides a policy framework for addressing
potential and existing noise impacts during the planning process. Its purpose is to minimize
future and existing noise conflicts. Among the most significant polices found in the Noise
Element are numerical noise standards that limit noise exposure within noise-sensitive land
uses resulting from transportation sources. An increase in the ambient stationary noise level
surrounding the project site would result from the addition of the new facility, which could
potentially result in a stationary noise impact that would exceed the thresholds defined in the
County Noise Element. Specific thresholds are discussed in the section below.

4.8.3 Thresholds of Significance
In accordance with Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines, the County thresholds state that
noise impacts would be considered significant if the proposed project would:
1. Expose people to noise levels that exceed the County Noise Element thresholds (see
Tables 4.8-4, 4.8-5, and 4.8-6 below);
2. Generate increases in the ambient noise levels for adjoining areas; or
3. Expose people to severe noise or vibration.
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Transportation Noise Sources
Policy 3.3.2 of the Noise Element states that “new development of noise-sensitive land uses
shall not be permitted in areas exposed to existing or projected future levels of noise from
transportation noise sources which exceed 60 dB Ldn or CNEL for outdoor activity areas and
45 Ldn or CNEL for interior spaces unless the project includes effective mitigation measures to
reduce noise in outdoor activity areas and interior spaces to or below the levels for the given
land use” (refer to Tables 4.8-4 and 4.8-5).
Policy 3.3.3 of the Noise Element states that “noise created by new transportation noise
sources, including roadway improvement project, shall be mitigated so as not to exceed the
levels specified in [Table 4.8-4] within the outdoor activity areas and interior spaces of existing
noise sensitive land uses.”
Table 4.8-4. Maximum Allowable Noise Exposure Transportation Noise Sources
Interior Spaces

Outdoor Activity
Areas1
Ldn/CNEL, dB

Ldn/CNEL, dB

LEQ, dB2

Residential (Except Temporary)

603

45



Bed and Breakfast, Hotels, Motels

603

45



Hospitals, Nursing and Personal Care

603

45







35

603



45

Churches, Meeting Halls





45

Schools, Libraries, Museums





45

Outdoor Sports and Recreation

70





Land Use

Public Assembly and Entertainment
Offices

1

Where the location of outdoor activity areas is unknown, the exterior noise level standard shall be applied to the property line
of the receiving land use.

2

As determined for a typical worst-case hour during periods of use.

3

For other than residential uses, where an outdoor activity area is not proposed, the standard shall not apply. Where it is not
possible to reduce noise in outdoor activity areas to 60 dB Ldn/CNEL or less using a practical application of the bestavailable noise reduction measures, an exterior noise level of up to 65 dB Ldn/CNEL may be allowed.

Source: Noise Element, County of San Luis Obispo, General Plan
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Table 4.8-5. Land Use Compatibility for New Development near Transportation Sources
Exterior Noise Exposure Threshold
Ldn or CNEL, dB

Land Use
55

60

65

70

75

80

Residential, Public Assembly, Entertainment

Bed and Breakfast, Hotel, Motel

Schools, Libraries, Museums, Hospitals

Outdoor Sports and Recreation

Offices
Acceptable, no mitigation required
Conditionally Acceptable, mitigation required
Unacceptable, mitigation may not be feasible
Source: Noise Element, County of San Luis Obispo, General Plan

Stationary Noise Sources
Policy 3.3.4 of the Noise Element states that “new development of noise-sensitive land uses
shall not be permitted where the noise level due to existing stationary noise sources would
exceed the noise level standards included in the Noise Element unless effective noise
mitigation measures have been incorporated into the design of the development to reduce
noise exposure to or below the levels specified.” The hourly daytime stationary noise standard
for a residential development is 50 dBA, while the maximum is 70 dBA. The hourly nighttime
stationary noise standard for a residential development is 45 dBA, while the maximum is 60
dBA (refer to Table 4.8-6).
Policy 3.3.5 of the Noise Element states that “new proposed stationary noise sources or
existing stationary noise sources that undergo modifications that may increase noise levels
shall be mitigated as follows and shall be the responsibility of the developer of the stationary
noise source. Policy 3.3.5 can be found in its entirety on page 3-3 of the County Noise
Element, applicable standards from Policy 3.3.5 are provided below as follows:
b. Noise levels shall be reduced to or below the noise level standards in [Table 4.8-6]
where the stationary noise source will expose an existing noise-sensitive land use
(which is listed in the Land Use Element as an allowable use within its existing land
use category) to noise levels that exceed the standards in [Table 4.8-6].
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c. Noise levels shall be reduced to or below the noise level standards in [Table 4.8-6]
where the stationary noise source will expose vacant land in the Agriculture, Rural
Lands, Residential Rural, Residential Suburban, Residential Single Family, Residential
Multi-Family, Recreation, Office and Professional, and Commercial Retail land use
categories to noise levels that exceed the standards in [Table 4.8-6] (note: This policy
may be waived when the Director of Planning and Building determines that such
vacant land is not likely to be developed with a noise sensitive land-use).
Table 4.8-6. Maximum Allowable Noise Exposure-Stationary Noise Sources1
Daytime
(7 am – 9 pm)

Nighttime
(9 pm – 7 am)

Hourly Leq, dbA2

50

45

Maximum Level, dbA2

70

60

Maximum Level, Impulsive Noise, dbA3

65

60

Level

1

As determined at the property line of the of the receiving land use.

2

Sound level measurements shall be made with slow meter response.

3

Sound level measurements shall be made with fast meter response.

Source: Noise Element, County of San Luis Obispo, General Plan

4.8.4 Impact Assessment and Methodology
The noise investigation was conducted using a Bruel and Kjaer (B & K) Model 2231 precision
integrating sound level meter. The meter internally computes a new Leq from the sound
pressure level and updates the digital display once each second. The meter was calibrated
externally at the beginning of each period of measurement using a B & K Model 4230 acoustic
calibrator. In combination, these instruments yield sound level measurements accurate to
within 0.1 dB. All models fulfill standards of relevant sections of IEC (International
Electrotechnical Commission) 651 and ANSI (American National Standard) S1.4.1971 for
Type 1 (precision) integrating sound level meters. All noise readings were conducted in the Aweighted decibel range. The A-weighting correlates well with how humans hear sounds, deemphasizing very high and low frequencies.

4.8.1.6

Transportation Noise Assessment

The procedure for assessing vehicular traffic noise impacts included measuring the peak-hour
noise levels at select locations around the NCP while counting the traffic generating the noise
during the period of measurement. The measured peak-hour noise levels are then adjusted
logarithmically to determine the “future” noise levels by using the estimated traffic volume
predictions for various road segments. Logarithms are used because they produce linear
correlations, which can then be used to more readily evaluate future noise levels. Generally
speaking, doubling the traffic volume will produce a 3-dB increase in the ambient noise
environment.
From a practical standpoint, the peak-hour Leq noise level is essentially equivalent to the Ldn
noise level (generally yielding results within 1-2 dBA of each other). The Ldn is the standard
measure used for evaluating community noise impacts in the County Noise Element. For most
4.8-10
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situations involving vehicular traffic noise, the peak-hour Leq can be used as the Ldn level in
situations where there is little nighttime traffic or significant heavy truck volumes. Peak hour
Leq was the methodology used in evaluation of traffic noise impacts for the proposed project.
Noise measurements were taken for 15-minute durations at each location. Further analysis is
based on the Leq.
General guidelines for determining community noise impacts typically include:


A 3-dB change is barely perceptible, and is the minimum most people will notice in
most environments.



A 5-dB change is a readily perceptible increase or decrease in sound level.



A 10-dB increase in sound level is perceived as an approximate doubling of the
loudness of the sound and represents a substantial change in loudness.

4.8.1.7

Stationary Noise Assessment

The procedure used to assess noise resulting from this project focused on measuring noise
levels at similar events and facilities such as soccer games at multi-use sports fields and skate
parks to estimate noise levels that could be expected by these types of uses at the NCP.
Ambient pre-project noise levels were measured at select locations to determine if recreational
development would result in a stationary noise impact. The expected noise levels were
compared to published threshold values in the County’s Noise Element to determine if a
significant change in the noise environment would occur and if an exceedance of the threshold
value would be expected. The one-hour Leq threshold outlined in the Noise Element is 50 dBA
at the property line of the nearest sensitive receptor location, with a maximum noise level of 70
dBA allowed for short periods of time so long as the hourly average is maintained at 50 dBA
Leq.

4.8.5 Project-specific Impacts and Mitigation Measures
4.8.1.8

Exposure to Noise Levels Exceeding County Thresholds

Transportation-related Noise Generated by NCP Uses
To determine the traffic noise level increase due to project generated trips, the Traffic Impact
Analysis (March 2010) was used in order to determine build-out traffic conditions, and buildout conditions including the uses proposed in the Master Plan. Expected transportation-related
noise increases resulting from implementation of the NCP Master Plan are presented in Table
4.8-7. All estimated noise increases have been rounded to one decimal place.
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Table 4.8-7. Estimated Traffic Noise Level Increase (Existing Plus Project)

Existing
ADT

Existing
Plus Project
ADT

ADT Increase
(%)

Estimated
Noise Level
Increase
(dBA) Leq

1 – Pomeroy / Juniper

8,500

8,702

2.4

0.1

2 – West Tefft / Pomeroy

13,100

13,410

2.4

0.1

3 – Orchard

5,900

6,114

3.6

0.1

4 – Mesa

2,900

2,922

0.8

0.0

5 – Osage

1,200

1,222

1.8

0.1

6 – Pomeroy/Camino

6,500

6,664

2.5

0.1

1

Location

1

Refer to Figure 4.8-1 for noise measurement locations.

As seen in Table 4.8-7, due to the relatively low number of expected additional trips
(compared to existing conditions), estimated noise level increases due to project generated
traffic are expected to be negligible (0.0 to 0.1-dB increase). Under controlled conditions in an
acoustics laboratory, the trained healthy human ear is able to discern changes in sound levels
of 1 dBA when exposed to steady single-frequency (pure tone) signals in the mid-frequency
range. Outside such controlled conditions, the trained ear can detect changes of 2 dBA in
normal environmental noise. It is widely accepted that the average healthy ear, however, can
barely perceive noise level changes of 3 dBA (Caltrans Technical Noise Supplement 2009).
Since the expected noise level increase would be less than 1 dBA, traffic noise impacts are
not expected to occur due to traffic generated by proposed NCP uses.
Based on the traffic and noise analysis summarize above, potential noise impacts related to
transportation noise generated by the project would be less than significant (Class III) and no
mitigation is necessary.

Transportation-related Noise Affecting NCP Uses
The NCP is considered a noise sensitive use, including the library and outdoor recreation
areas. As shown in Table 4.8-1, Short-term Transportation Noise Measurements, the existing
average noise measurements at the perimeter of the NCP ranges from 55.6 dB on Osage
Road to 64.5 dB near West Tefft Street and Pomeroy Road.
Based on the Traffic Impact Analysis, additional trips would be generated on adjacent
roadways under build-out conditions, with the exception of Pomeroy/Juniper (modeling notes a
decrease in trips at this location under buildout conditions). As seen in Table 4.8-8, this would
result in a minimal increase in noise levels in the area. The location with the highest
percentage of average daily trip increase is near West Tefft Street and Pomeroy Road. Upon
community build-out, traffic noise at this location would increase by 1.9 dB, resulting in an
approximately 66.5-dB noise level (including the uses proposed at NCP).
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Table 4.8-8. Estimated Traffic Noise Level Increase (Existing Plus Build-out)

ADT
Increase
(%)

Estimated
Noise
Level
Increase
(dBA) Leq

Estimated
Noise
Level
(without
project)

Estimated
Noise
Level
(Build-out
Plus
Project)

8,400

0

0.1

63.8

63.9

13,100

19,200

47

1.9

66.4

66.5

5 – Osage

1,200

1,300

8.3

0.3

55.9

56

6 – Pomeroy/Camino

6,500

6,700

3.1

0.12

63.1

63.1

Existing
ADT

Baseline
Buildout
ADT

1 – Pomeroy/Juniper

8,500

2 – West Tefft/Pomeroy

Location1

1

Refer to Figure 4.8-1 for noise measurement locations.

The Nipomo Library is located approximately 110 feet from the West Tefft Street roadway.
The topography between the library and the road is nearly level and hardscaped (existing
parking area). Generally, for this use, noise levels ranging from 60 to 70 dB is considered
conditionally acceptable. The library faces West Tefft Street, and there are no outdoor use
areas (aside from the parking area) between the building and the roadway. The proposed
expansion would be located on the western side of the library, opposite the roadway.
Standard building practices would attenuate noise by 15 dB, and the existing library building
would further attenuate noise. The threshold of significance of interior noise is 45 dB;
therefore, noise mitigation is recommended for both the existing building and southern and
northern aspects of the proposed expansion, including replacement of windows.
The acceptable noise level for outdoor recreation ranges from 50 to 70 dB; therefore, all other
NCP uses would not be adversely affected by transportation-related noise.
Upon implementation of noise mitigation, this impact would be less than significant (Class II).
N Impact 1

The Nipomo Library and proposed expansion of the library would be
adversely affected by transportation-related noise exceeding the
County Noise Element interior noise threshold of 45 decibels.

N/mm-1

Prior to expansion of the Nipomo Library, the proposed plans shall include
the following or similar acoustical design measures to attenuate interior
noise by 7 decibels, resulting in a measured interior noise level of 45
decibels or less:
a. Air conditioning or a mechanical ventilation system.
b. Windows and sliding doors mounted in low air infiltration rate frames
(0.5 cfm or less, per American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
specifications).
c. Solid core exterior doors with perimeter weather stripping and
threshold seals.
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d. Exterior walls consist of stucco or brick veneer. Wood siding with a
0.5-inch minimum thickness fiberboard (soundboard) underlayer
may also be used.
e. Use of dual paned or soundproof glass for windows facing West
Tefft Street (or similar measure).
f.

Roof or attic vents facing the south, north, and east shall be baffled.

Residual Impacts
Although transportation-related noise would increase over time, incorporation of structural and
design features into proposed plans would maintain acceptable noise levels within the library
building. Application of current and potentially future technologies and advances in noise
attenuation would reduce potential noise impacts to a less than significant level (Class II).

Stationary Noise
The primary sources of stationary noise would be use of the multi-use sports fields (soccer)
and the skate park. To help assess expected stationary noise levels resulting from
development due to the project, similar noise sources and events were monitored. Noise was
measured on November 19, 2010, at the Damon Garcia Sports Complex (San Luis Obispo,
California), during a youth soccer tournament, and at the Templeton Skate Park (Templeton,
California) on November 21, 2010 (refers to Appendix F).
The measurement set conducted at Damon Garcia consisted of a multi-game youth soccer
tournament. Three games were being played at the same time; measurement Location 3 was
the combination of all three games being played at once. There was no amplified sound at any
of the games; most of the noise measured from the games resulted from the crowd cheering
during exciting plays. Very little noise is actually generated by participants or action on the
field. Table 4.8-9 presents the results of the monitoring conducted during the soccer event.
Table 4.8-9. Noise Measurements Damon Garcia Sports Complex
Noise Level (dBA)

Distance from
Center of Field
(feet)

Leq

Max

1

25

66.5

76.6

2

50

59.1

75.1

3

100

54.0

73.1

4

10

66.4

79.1

Location

The skaters primarily generate the skate park noise when they are actively skating within the
confines of the concrete at the facility. The noise environment around the park is subject to
multiple impulsive types of episodes when the skaters fall off their boards and the boards bang
around on the concrete. When the skaters are on their boards and skating through the facility,
the sound of the skate wheels and trucks are quite noticeable in close proximity to the park.
Table 4.8-10 presents the results of the monitoring conducted at the skate park.
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Table 4.8-10. Noise Measurements Templeton Skate Park
Noise Level (dBA)

Distance from
Center of Park
(feet)

Leq

Max

1

25

73.5

82.9

2

50

68.4

79.6

3

100

62.2

74.4

Location

The project area is a mix of hardscaped surfaces, undeveloped fields, commercial/retail uses,
and residential development. The topography surrounding the NCP is characterized as “hard,”
which means that it would tend to be more reflective than absorptive of sound pressure waves.
Hard sites generally do not have absorptive ground surfaces such as soft dirt, grass, or
bushes and trees to attenuate noise levels.
Existing vegetation at the NCP consists of annual grassland, scattered herbaceous vegetation,
and small clumps of brush and oak woodland habitat. The existing project site would be
characterized as a “soft site,” meaning that excess attenuation of sound pressure levels would
be observed due to the ground cover and vegetation. After project development, more of the
site would be hardscaped, decreasing natural noise attenuation capabilities. When added to
the natural geometric spreading of sound pressure waves, this would result in an overall noise
drop-off rate of approximately 6.0 dBA/DD for a stationary source.
Assuming a conservative drop-off rate of 6 dBA/DD, a safe-distance offset could be estimated
in order to determine the distance between uses to comply with the noise thresholds identified
in the Noise Element. For a hypothetical non-amplified multi-game soccer event, the nearest
field would need to be no closer than 200 feet from the sensitive receptor (i.e., residence
property line) to meet County exterior noise thresholds. The edge of the sports fields would be
200 feet from the property line of adjacent residences; therefore, use of the fields would not
exceed daytime noise exterior thresholds (50 dBA).
For a skate park, the active skating area should be no closer than 400 feet from the nearest
receptor location to meet County exterior noise thresholds. This evaluation is based on
average conditions, with no loud music playing, and assumes only the sounds from voices and
skateboards. As proposed, the skate park would be located within 200 feet of the existing
library and proposed library expansion, and approximately 380 feet from Dana Elementary
School. A residential development is located approximately 120 to the west across West Tefft
Street.
Based on traffic noise measurements, the existing transportation noise level is 64.5 dBA, and
is expected to increase by 2 dB under build-out conditions (including the project). At a
distance of 100 feet, the noise generated by the skate park would be 62.2 dB. The combined
noise level is anticipated to increase by 1 dB, for a noise level of approximately 67.5 dB. As
noted above, transportation noise mitigation is recommended for the existing library and
proposed expansion. Due to existing and expected traffic noise (regardless of the project),
noise levels at the property line of residences across West Tefft Street exceed identified noise
thresholds. Use of the skate park would add 1 dB to the existing (and future estimated)
ambient noise level.
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Noting that traffic levels fluctuate during the day, there would be periods when noise generated
by the skate park exceeds noise generated by traffic on West Tefft Street, which would
adversely affect residential land uses. Mitigation is recommended, including measures such
as incorporating an in-ground design and a noise barrier or berm between the skate park and
noise sensitive uses. Construction of a barrier within 25 feet of the edge of the skate park will
reduce the noise level by approximately 5 to 10 dB; which would result in a noise level of
approximately 63 to 68 dB at the barrier, and approximately 52 to 57 dB at a distance of 100
feet from the source. Based on this analysis, the project would not generate noise levels
significantly exceeding ambient noise levels.
The park and associated uses are closed between the hours of 10:00 pm and 6:00 am. In
addition, a park ranger will be present onsite during daytime hours and a park host will be
present onsite during nighttime hours. In the event of excessive noise, the public has the
opportunity to contact the ranger, park host, and/or County Parks. Pursuant to County policy,
the County would review the complaints and implement remediation. Potential remediation
options include implementation of a park monitor program, including the presence of
volunteers or paid staff during key operations of the skate park and pool facilities to restrict
playing of loud music and use of loud voices. A fence and locked gate, or similar measures,
around the skate park and pool will be constructed to prevent nighttime use.
Additional sources of noise within NCP include the use of maintenance equipment, such as
turf mowers, and amplified noise (i.e., loud speakers, microphones, and music). Existing
policies in place to control and monitor amplified noise would apply to future uses within the
park. The County reserves the right to revoke amplified sound permits at any time if the noise
level is excessive. In addition, noise generated by loudspeakers and microphones shall be
directed towards the interior of the park, away from surrounding residential areas.
Based on implementation of identified mitigation measures, the noise impact would be less
than significant (Class II).
N Impact 2

Use of the proposed skate park and other activities would generate
stationary noise levels exceeding County Noise Element thresholds of
significant for noise-sensitive land uses.

N/mm-2

Prior to construction of the skate park, the design plans shall incorporate the
following noise reduction measures, achieving a maximum average hourly
noise level of 65 decibels as measured 25 feet from the edge of the skate
park:
a. In-ground concrete design to minimize noise generation during use.
b. Earthen berm between the skate park and the noise sensitive land
uses.
c. Fence and lock-able gate surrounding the skate park facility.

N/mm-3
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During operation of the park, events and activities shall only be permitted
during operating hours (6:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.). Mowing, use of
equipment, and other maintenance activities shall be limited to daytime
hours, unless an emergency situation exists.
Noise generated by
loudspeakers and microphones shall be directed towards the interior of the
park, away from surrounding residential areas.
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N/mm-4

In the event substantiated noise complaints are received by the County, and
the presence of the onsite ranger and/or park host is not sufficient to
address received complaints, County Parks shall develop a park monitor
program. The program may include volunteers or paid staff and shall
provide for presence during key operations of the skate park to restrict
playing of loud music and the use of loud voices. The monitor may be
present during operating hours in the summer, and on weekends and
afternoons during the winter. To prevent use of the skate park and pool
during nighttime hours when the park is closed (10:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m.),
County Parks shall install a fence and locked gate around the skate park or
community pool.

Residual Impact
Operation of new uses within NCP would increase the noise levels both within and
surrounding the park. Implementation of recommended mitigation would reduce anticipated
noise levels to a level below identified County thresholds; however, persons within and
adjacent to NCP may experience noise levels above current levels during higher levels of use
(i.e. sports field tournaments, summertime use of skate park). In the event excessive noise
affects adjacent land uses, and complaints are received by the County, remediation may
include a monitoring program to further address noise issues. Implementation of these
measures would reduce impacts associated with noise generated by the proposed uses to a
less than significant level (Class II).

4.8.1.9

Increase in Ambient Noise Levels

As noted above, implementation of the project would result in a maximum 2-dB increase in the
ambient noise level, due to transportation-related noise and activities within recreational areas,
including the sports fields and skate park.
Ambient noise levels in the vicinity of the proposed sports fields ranges from approximately 40
to 64 dB throughout the day (7:00 am to 7:00 pm). During use of the sports fields, the ambient
noise level within 100 feet of the fields would be 54 dB; the noise level is estimated to
attenuate to 49 dB at 200 feet from the fields, and to 44 dB at 400 feet from the fields. The
ridge of oak woodland is approximately 400 to 500 feet from the edge of the proposed fields.
Based on ambient noise measurements, the existing ambient noise level ranges from 43 to 46
dB throughout the oak woodland area. While the ambient noise level would increase in this
immediate area, other open space areas within the park and offsite residential areas would not
experience a substantial increase in ambient noise levels. Therefore, this impact is
considered less than significant (Class III).

4.8.1.10 Exposure to Excessive Noise or Vibration
Construction of the project would include the use of heavy equipment within NCP and on
adjacent roadways during construction of road improvements. All construction activity would
occur during daytime hours, and no activities are anticipated to result in excessive ground
borne vibrations or noise levels.

4.8.6 Cumulative Impacts
There are no proposed or recently approved projects in the immediate area that would
generate a significant level of stationary noise (including the proposed Master Plan); therefore,
cumulative noise impacts related to stationary noise would be less than significant. To
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determine the cumulative traffic noise level increase, the Traffic Impact Analysis (March 2010)
was used in order to determine build-out traffic conditions. Expected cumulative transportationrelated noise increases are presented in Table 4.8-11. All estimated noise increases have
been rounded to one decimal place.
Due to the relatively low number of expected additional trips (compared to build-out conditions)
estimated noise level increases due to project generated traffic are expected to be negligible
(0.0 to 0.1-dB increase). Since the expected noise level increase would be less than 1 dBA,
traffic noise impacts are not expected to occur due to traffic generated by traffic buildout and
proposed NCP uses.
Table 4.8-11. Estimated Traffic Noise Level Increase (Build-out Plus Project)

Baseline
Build-out ADT

Build-out
Plus Project
ADT

ADT Increase
(%)

Estimated
Noise Level
Increase
(dBA) Leq

1 – Pomeroy / Juniper

8,400

8,602

2.4

0.1

2 – West Tefft / Pomeroy

19,200

19,510

1.6

0.1

3 – Orchard

9,350

9,564

2.3

0.1

4 – Mesa

3,100

3,122

0.7

0.0

5 – Osage

1,300

1,322

1.7

0.1

6 – Pomeroy/Camino

6,700

6,764

1.0

0.0

1

Location

1

Refer to Figure 4.8-1 for noise measurement locations

Based on the traffic and noise analysis summarize above, potential cumulative noise impacts
related to transportation noise generated by the project would be less than significant (Class
III) and no mitigation is necessary.
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4.9 PUBLIC SERVICES AND UTILITIES
The proposed project site is served by the County Sheriff’s Department, CAL FIRE, and is
within the Lucia Mar Unified School District. Water is provided by the NCSD. This section of
the Program EIR identifies the current status of affected public facilities, and determines the
proposed project’s effect on these public resources. The adequacy of existing public fee
programs and the need for additional public facilities will be also be assessed. Information
was gathered from the Nipomo Regional Park Constraints Analysis (Morro Group 2004),
County planning documents, responses to the NOP of the Program EIR, and consultation with
CAL FIRE, San Luis Obispo County Sheriff’s Department, and County Department of Public
Works. Please refer to Section 4.12, Water Resources, for a more-detailed discussion of area
water resources, and Section 4.6, Hazards and Hazardous Materials, for a discussion of
emergency-related hazards.

4.9.1 Existing Conditions
The project site is located in the Nipomo urban area and provides a combination of passive
and active recreational and open space uses. Public services and utilities are summarized
below.

4.9.1.1

Emergency Responders

Various different local and state agencies provide emergency services to the Nipomo area.
CAL FIRE provide fire protection in the Nipomo Mesa Area, and the County Sheriff’s
Department provides police and patrol services. Private companies in Arroyo Grande and
Santa Maria provide additional ambulance service to the Nipomo area, and a County Park
Ranger is present onsite. The CHP also services San Luis Obispo County’s highways and is
available to respond in emergency situations.

4.9.1.2

California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection/County Fire

The California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection and County Fire, as CAL FIRE,
work in conjunction to provide rural fire protection to the Nipomo area. The Safety Element of
the County General Plan (1999) describes the Nipomo area as primarily developed with lowdensity residential areas with interspersed supporting commercial uses. The Element notes
that the fire response needs of Nipomo are increased because of the presence of various
wooded and urban area interfaces. While the community of Nipomo has changed since
adoption of the Safety Element, this description is applicable. The NCP is a mixture of
developed and natural areas. The Safety Element uses the term “urban/wildland interface” to
describe an area where urban development has been located in proximity to open space or
“wildland” areas. The most common type of urban/wildland interface results when urban
development occurs on the fringe of existing urban areas, adjacent to wildland vegetation.
The Element specifically identifies Nipomo as an area with intermixed urban/wildland interface
areas. This represents a higher risk of fire than other unincorporated communities, and the
areas west of Nipomo have historically experienced a high number of smaller fires (50 to 300
acres in size).
CAL FIRE is responsible for providing fire suppression services to approximately 1.4 million
acres of San Luis Obispo County. Two stations service the Nipomo area, Station 22, located
on the Mesa off of Highway 1, and Station 20, located in the community of Nipomo. The
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stations are staffed to provide 24 hour/seven days a week emergency response and include
volunteer programs to increase response capabilities.
The project location has been identified by CAL FIRE as having a “high” fire hazard zone
rating, and it is located within the five-minute emergency response time area. The Mesa
Meadows area of the project site is further identified as a “Wildland Area That May Contain
Substantial Forest Fire Risks and Hazards” on the County’s Wildland Fire Hazard Area Map.

4.9.1.3

San Luis Obispo County Sheriff

The County Sheriff’s Department currently provides law enforcement services in the
unincorporated area of San Luis Obispo County, including the Nipomo area. San Luis Obispo
encompasses 3,615 square miles, of which only 66 miles are incorporated and served by City
police departments. The Department’s South Patrol Station is located at 1681 Front Street, in
the community of Oceano. The South Station opened in October 2002 and serves the
communities of Oceano, Nipomo, Huasna, rural Arroyo Grande, New Cuyama, and Lopez
Lake.
The South Station is currently staffed by approximately 20 sworn officers. The number of
officers on duty at any given time varies greatly depending on the day and shift, but generally
ranges between two to six officers (personal communication, Sheriff’s Department South
Station; March 17, 2010). Currently, the Sheriff’s Department is understaffed and, with the
cumulative impact of approved development, response times most likely will increase. In
commenting on the proposed project, the Sheriff’s Department reported that current average
response times to the project area generally range between five and 30 minutes, depending
upon the nature of the call and the location of patrol vehicles at the time of the call. The
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) provides a model for determining the need for new law
enforcement based on the number of deputies to population unit of 1,000 people. The ratio of
deputy to population has not kept pace with population growth for several years. The current
ratio of deputies per population unit is one deputy per 1,140 citizens, which is deficient. The
acceptable ratio per FBI standards is one deputy per 1,000 citizens, and a ratio of one deputy
per 750 citizens would align Sheriff’s Department levels of service with those of City police
departments within San Luis Obispo County.

4.9.1.4

California Highway Patrol

The CHP services San Luis Obispo’s highways, with stations located in San Luis Obispo and
Templeton. The CHP is primarily responsible for traffic-related calls along highways and
streets in the unincorporated portions of the county. They are available to respond in
emergency situations, but typically do not investigate, take action, or respond to domestic calls
or crimes in progress in residential, commercial, or industrial areas. CHP may respond to a
request for back-up to a Sheriff’s Department response, if available; however, they do not
normally provide police protection services. Their primary role is traffic enforcement.

4.9.1.5

Schools

The park is located within the Lucia Mar Unified School District. There are four schools
located within the Nipomo Mesa area: Dana Elementary, Dorothea Lang Elementary, Nipomo
Elementary, and Nipomo High School. Current enrollment and capacity levels of Lucia Mar
Unified School District schools are presented in Table 4.9-1 below.
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Table 4.9-1. Nipomo School Enrollment Capacities
Capacity

Enrollment

Enrollment
Capacity

Level of
Severity*

Elementary

5,191

5,401

104.05%

III

Middle

1,810

1,676

92.60%

II

High School

2,775

3,484

125.55%

III

School

Source: County of San Luis Obispo 2010
* Level of Severity for schools (enrollment versus capacity) is defined as follows:


Level of Severity II: when enrollment projections will reach school capacity within five years.



Level of Severity III: When enrollment equals or exceeds school capacity.

4.9.1.6

Solid Waste Disposal

South County Sanitary Service is the private vendor that provides solid waste collection
services to the park area. Waste Connections, Inc. is the owner of Cold Canyon Landfill,
Coastal Rolloff Service, and South County Sanitary Service. Waste Connections is a regional,
integrated, non-hazardous solid waste services company that provides collection, transfer,
disposal, and recycling services to commercial, industrial, and residential customers in the
Nipomo area.
Solid waste collection and disposal at NCP currently occurs as frequently as twice a week, on
Mondays and Fridays. The park has four 3-yard bins, two of which are picked up once a
week, and two of which are picked up twice a week. The park has not had to call in for any
additional services or extra pickups over the last year, showing that the four bins are providing
sufficient capacity for current solid waste disposal needs (personal communication, South
County Sanitary Service; March 11, 2010). Additional proposed development at the park will
require the placement of additional trash receptacles and potentially result in an increase in
the demand on trash pickup and/or onsite ranger station services.
Solid waste is transferred and processed at the Santa Maria Transfer Station and/or disposed
of at the Cold Canyon Landfill north of Arroyo Grande. The Santa Maria Transfer Station is
located 0.5 mile west of US 101, at 325 Cuyama Lane (Highway 166) in Nipomo and has more
than sufficient capacity to meet the increased need resulting from the project. Estimated area
landfill capacities are shown in Table 4.9-2, below. The County is currently in the process of
expanding of the Cold Canyon Landfill site (an EIR is being prepared to analyze the proposed
expansion), anticipating the closure date of 2012. While the landfill is approaching its
maximum capacity (within approximately 25% of maximum capacity), both the landfill as it
exists and any expanded facility would be able to adequately meet the small increase in solid
waste that would be generated by new development at the NCP. County Department of Public
Works officials have confirmed that the landfill has existing capacity remaining to
accommodate approximately eight years of operation (personal communication, Mary
Whittlesey, Solid Waste Coordinator; March 12, 2010).
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Table 4.9-2. San Luis Obispo County Solid Waste Disposal Facilities

Name of Facility

Total
Estimated
Permitted
Capacity

Total
Estimated
Capacity
Used

Remaining
Estimated
Capacity

Percent
Capacity
Remaining

Estimated
Closure
Date

Cold Canyon Landfill

10,900,000
cubic yards

8,100,000
cubic yards

2,800,000
cubic yards

25.69%

1/1/2012

Santa Maria Transfer
Station

500
tons/day

60-90
tons/day

440-410
tons/day

82-88%

n/a

Source: California Department of Resources Recycling and Recovery, 2010; personal communication Santa Maria Transfer
Station, March 4, 2010; personal communication County Public Works (Solid Waste), March 12, 2010.

4.9.1.7

Wastewater and Water Services

NCP is served by onsite septic systems, and the NCPMP does not currently include
connection to the NCSD sewer system. For a further discussion of wastewater services, refer
to Section 4.11 of the EIR, Wastewater
NCP lies entirely within the boundaries of the NCSD, which provides water to the park for
irrigation, sanitation, and miscellaneous purposes. For a further discussion of area water
resources, refer to Section 4.12 of the EIR, Water Resources.

4.9.1.8

Energy Services

Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E) currently provides electricity to the park via overhead
transmission lines that originate from Pomeroy Road and Tefft Street. A combination of
overhead lines and underground electrical conduit then carries power from transformers on
surrounding roads to developed areas of the park. New facilities within the park would require
the addition of new electric lines, underground conduits, transformers, and any appurtenances
necessary for operation. PG&E officials have confirmed that they could adequately
accommodate the small increase in demand generated by the proposed development that
would occur within the park.
The Southern California Gas Company currently supplies gas services to the residential
neighborhoods surrounding the park, as well as the adjacent Dana Elementary School and
County Library. These areas are supplied with gas service by 0.75- to 1-inch gas laterals,
connected to larger gas mains that run parallel to Pomeroy Road and Tefft Street. New gas
service laterals would need to be constructed to provide service to proposed facilities such as
the Community Center. Gas Company officials have indicated that the types of facilities
proposed for development within the park would not impact their ability to provide adequate
services.
An “Underground Services Alert” would need to be initiated by the County prior to the
commencement of any ground disturbing activities. New development within the park would
not affect the delivery of electricity or gas services.
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4.9.1.9

Recreational Resources

The park currently provides approximately 159 acres of public passive and active recreational
space. The Nipomo Community Park is the only developed public park in Nipomo, and thus
meets a variety of needs. The 33-acre Jack Ready Park was approved by the County in 2011;
this park will include themed play structures, a sand play area, soccer and baseball fields,
basketball courts and a therapeutic riding center. The entire park will be accessible by foot,
bike, stroller, wheelchair, and walker.
The County Parks and Recreation Element provides that 5 to 8 acres of community parkland is
recommended for every 1,000 residents (based on National Recreation and Parks Association
standards). The population of the entire Nipomo Mesa is approximately 15,256 (2010), and is
anticipated to grow at a rate of 15% through the year 2020 (County of San Luis Obispo 2010).
Based on these standards, the community needs approximately 75 to 120 acres of parkland to
meet its population need. The park currently meets this demand and the proposed project is
intended to improve and enhance the recreational opportunities at NCP and Mesa Meadows
open space area. Implementation of the proposed project will result in a beneficial impact by
helping meet projected future increased demands for recreational public services in the area.
Recreation facilities in Nipomo will continue to be primarily oriented to residents rather than
tourists. While the NCP provides community facilities for the northwest portion of town, it must
also be augmented by additional neighborhood parks to serve east and southwest Nipomo.
The County Parks and Recreation Element identifies community needs and suggests financing
opportunities. The Element recognized the need for additional neighborhood and regional
parks in Nipomo.

4.9.2 Regulatory Setting
4.9.2.1

Police and Emergency Services

FEMA is an independent agency of the federal government, established in 1979 via executive
order. FEMA’s mission is as follows, “to reduce loss of life and property and protect our
nation's critical infrastructure from all types of hazards through a risk-based, emergency
management program of preparedness, response and recovery.” FEMA provides direction
and assistance to state and local governments, but does not regulate approaches to
emergency planning or response.
California Government Code §8607(a) authorized establishment of the Standardized
Emergency Management System (SEMS). Title 19, Division 2, Chapter 1 of the CCR
(§§2400-2540) defines SEMS, including its purpose, scope, structure, and applicability. SEMS
is intended to standardize response to emergencies involving multiple jurisdictions or multiple
agencies. Local government must use SEMS in order to be eligible for state funding of
response-related personnel costs occurring in response to an emergency incident.
The County Sheriff’s Office, CHP, and the OES have the opportunity to review and comment
on projects through the CEQA process. Police and fire protection are provided to the Nipomo
area by the County Sheriff’s Department, CHP, and CAL FIRE.
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4.9.2.2

Solid Waste Collection

The California Integrated Waste Management Act of 1989 (Chapter 1095, 1989) required each
City and County to divert and recycle 50% of its solid waste by the year 2000 (PRC §41780)
and maintain the achieved reduction after 2000 (amended Act).
CCR Title 23, Chapter 15 establishes requirements and specifications for waste handling, and
CCR Title 14, Division 7 provides the State’s standards for the management of facilities that
handle or dispose of solid waste. CCR Title 14, Division 7 is administered by the CIWMB and
the designated Local Enforcement Agency (LEA). CCR Title 14, Division 7, Chapter 9,
Article 9 §§18800-18813 were adopted to implement PRC §41821.5, which requires each solid
waste handler, transfer station operator, disposal facility operator, and County to gather
information on which jurisdiction the solid waste originated from, their amounts disposed, and
amounts of waste exported.

4.9.2.3

Energy Services

The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) regulates privately owned electric,
telecommunications, natural gas, water, railroad, rail transit, and passenger transportation
companies in California. The CPUC is responsible for assuring California utility customers
have safe, reliable utility service at reasonable rates, protecting utility customers from fraud,
and promoting the health of California’s economy. In pursuing these goals, the CPUC
establishes service standards and safety rules, and authorizes utility rate changes. The CPUC
monitors the safety of utility and transportation operations and overseas markets to inhibit anticompetitive activity. In its efforts to protect consumers, the CPUC prosecutes unlawful utility
marketing and billing activities, governs business relationships between utilities and their
affiliates, and resolves complaints by customers against utilities. Additional responsibilities
include implementation of energy efficiency programs, low-income rates, telecommunications
services for disabled customers, and CEQA enforcement for utility construction. The CPUC
works with other State and Federal agencies in promoting water quality, environmental
protection, and safety.

4.9.3 Thresholds of Significance
As defined in the County Initial Study Checklist and County Energy Element, in accordance
with CEQA Guidelines Appendix G, public services and utilities impacts would be considered
significant if the project would:
1. Have an effect upon, or result in the need for new or altered public services in any of
the following areas:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Fire protection
Police protection (e.g., Sheriff, CHP)
Schools
Roads
Solid Wastes
Other public facilities

2. Increase the use or demand for parks or other recreation opportunities;
3. Affect the access to trails, parks, or other recreation opportunities;
4.9-6
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4. Conflict with adopted energy conservation plans;
5. Use non-renewable resources in a wasteful and inefficient manner; or,
6. Result in a need for new systems, or substantial alterations to power or natural gas.

4.9.4 Impact Assessment and Methodology
The impacts of the project were evaluated based on an assessment of the impacts that
increased public access and the construction of additional park facilities would have on the
existing public services, utilities, energy, and associated infrastructure.

4.9.5 Project-specific Impacts and Mitigation Measures
The increase in passive and active use of the park facilities, amenities, trails, and open space
areas will impact public utilities serving the park area through increased utility infrastructure
needs and demands on services. Increased visitors and park usage will likely result in a
general increase in demand for local public utilities, including solid waste disposal, water
supply, energy supply, and road services. Two new restroom facilities are included in the
project to serve park visitors, as well as extensions of public utility infrastructure and road
improvements. A larger visitor base may also increase the number of responses by the local
fire and sheriff’s departments, due to the higher traffic and numbers of visitors on site.
Increased visitation, especially by tourists, can lead to a number of issues in a rural
environment in terms of responding to emergency calls.

4.9.5.1

Effect Upon or Result in New or Altered Public Services

Fire Protection
There is an existing need to expand fire services in South County areas. The proposed
additional developments at NCP, and resulting increased usage, have the potential for
creating an increase in demand on area fire services. However, the proposed project does not
establish a new use, but rather involves the enhancement of park and recreation facilities and
areas at an existing park location. CAL FIRE did not identify any specific significant fire
hazard concerns associated with the project (personal communication, Fire Captain, CAL
FIRE; March 17, 2010). CAL FIRE’s main concerns are generally related to suitable access
and water. These needs can be met through standard County review procedures required
prior to new development at the park, including compliance with the County Building Code,
including fire safety and sprinkler requirements in new structures; compliance with County
Department of Public Works standards related to adequate parking, access, and clearance;
compliance with the 2005 Wildland-Urban Interface Codes; and preparation of a Fire
prevention Plan for the park, including vegetation fuel management, no smoking areas, an
evacuation plan, and noted emergency access and fire hydrant locations. All building plans at
the park will be approved by CAL FIRE.
The addition of new park facilities would place a small additional service demand on the two
CAL FIRE stations that serve the area, but new development in the park is not expected to
significantly impact area fire response times or service levels.
Thus, impacts on County fire services are considered less than significant (Class III).
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Police Protection
There is presently a need to expand police services in the South County area, and this need
will increase as the population grows. New park development would place additional service
demands on existing South County Sheriff services. Current average response times
generally range from five to thirty minutes. The cumulative development and build-out of the
Nipomo area, including through implementation of the proposed NCP Master Plan, will likely
impact the Sheriff Department’s capacity to respond to emergency calls.
The Sheriff’s Department recommended implementation of several safety measures in
conjunction with development of additional park facilities, including the “Crime Prevention
through Environmental Design” and lighting and lighting system guidelines, which have been
proven to prevent and reduce crime. Though new park development would place additional
service demands on existing South County Sheriff services, through implementation of these
measures, it is not anticipated that existing levels of service would significantly degrade as a
result of new development at the park.
PSU Impact 1

Development and increased usage of proposed park facilities may
result in increased demands on Sheriff’s Department services,
resulting in a potentially significant impact.

PSU/mm-1

While in the planning stages for development of any facility proposed in the
Park Master Plan, and prior to any site disturbance activities related to
development of such facilities, the General Services Agency shall
coordinate with the Sheriff’s Department for implementation of design
strategies and safety measures to prevent and reduce crime, including
“Crime Prevention through Environmental Design” standards and “Lighting
and Lighting Systems” guidelines, including the following:
a. After-hours access points to the park and community center should
be protected with adequate security. As admission is necessary for
emergency personnel, combinations to locks/lockboxes should be
provided to Sheriff’s Department Dispatch;
b. Visible signage with hours of operation and any type of regulations
should be strategically placed throughout the park, and properly
maintained;
c. Proper illumination should be provided inside structures, exterior
doors, designated parking areas, entry and walkways to deter
property crime and provide increased personal safety. Lights should
be on timers, and a manual overrides should be available in case of
a greater need for light. Proper care should be taken to ensure
exterior lighting is properly shielded to prevent illumination that
would affect the ambient level of light in the nighttime sky;
d. County Parks shall provide the Sheriff’s Department with accurate
information indicating what park employees have access to which
areas of any structures or access points;
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e. During construction periods of any significant proposed park facility
or amenity, the construction site shall be temporarily fenced off, with
signage indicating that the area is off limits to the general public;
f.

All construction equipment shall be secured at the site after hours,
with a complete recorded inventory kept on file;

g. Adequate lighting of the construction areas shall be implemented;
h. Special care should be taken to avoid creating “hiding places” in
alcoves or entry areas;
i.

Facility design should facilitate a clear view of the exterior of
structures from the interior, and vice versa, to allow increased
observation of any suspicious activity in either location;

j.

Sufficient lighting should be installed on the exterior and interior of
any structures; and,

k. All exterior doors should meet all safety requirements, should be
solid core, and have adequate locks.
Residual Impact
While implementation of the project may increase use of the park, the mitigation measures
identified above would reduce potential opportunities for crime, and are sufficient to reduce the
potential for impacts to police services. Therefore, this impact is considered less than
significant with mitigation (Class II).

Schools
Although Nipomo area schools are currently operating at or above their maximum capacities,
the proposed project is not expected to result in significant impacts on local schools, because
it would serve the existing and projected population.
This impact is considered less than significant (Class III).

Roads
The proposed Master Plan includes traffic improvements including widening and improvement
of Osage Road, the construction of a new traffic signal at the intersection of Pomeroy Road
and Juniper Street, and the realignment of park entrances on Tefft Street and Pomeroy Road.
These measures would address traffic-related impacts, as discussed in Section 4.10,
Transportation, Circulation, and Traffic, and no additional road improvements would be
required. This impact is considered less than significant (Class III).

Solid Wastes
Solid waste collection and disposal, managed by South County Sanitary Service, currently
occurs twice a week, on Mondays and Fridays. The park’s four bins have sufficient capacity to
meet the need of the peak season, as the park has not had to call in for any additional
services or extra pickups over the last year. As public access increases, the demand for trash
pickup may increase. Additional trash pick-up may need to occur more often, or all four bins
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may have to be picked up twice a week, especially during the summer tourist season. All solid
waste from the park is transferred and processed at the Santa Maria Transfer Station and/or
disposed of at the Cold Canyon Landfill north of Arroyo Grande. The Santa Maria Transfer
Station is currently operating at only 12% to 18% of its capacity. While the Cold Canyon
Landfill is operating much closer to capacity and has an expected closure date of 2012, plans
for expansion are currently being processed. Cold Canyon, either as it currently exists or as
expanded, has sufficient capacity to adequately meet the small increase in solid waste that
would be generated by new development at the park. This impact is considered less than
significant (Class III).

Wastewater
The proposed project includes plans for two additional restroom facilities to serve park visitors.
However, the current facilities are treated by onsite individual septic systems, and additional
septic systems and leachfields are considered suitable for additional proposed facilities.
Because the project facilities are not tied into the public wastewater collection and treatment
system, no increased demand or resulting impacts on that public system are anticipated.
Additionally, any new facilities would be required to comply with Title 19 of the County Code to
ensure septic system design and capacities are adequate, further reducing the likelihood of
impacts. This impact is considered less than significant (Class III).

Water Services
The project site would continue to be served by the NCSD for water supply. Improved on-site
use of water and infrastructure, including irrigation systems, and anticipated additional water
demand is discussed in detail in Section 4.12, Water Resources. Additional infrastructure may
include pipelines to transfer recycled water from the Southland Wastewater Treatment Facility.
Otherwise, no additional facilities would be required to serve the project. Please refer to
Section 4.12, Water Resources, for addition discussion and analysis. This impact is
considered less than significant (Class III).

Recreation
Impacts to recreational resources as a result of this project will be beneficial overall.
Improvements to existing passive and active recreational opportunities and the creation of a
community center would increase the recreational opportunities for both visitors and residents.
Mesa Meadows will continue to provide passive open space recreational uses to neighboring
residents, and create connectivity with the existing trial network at NCP. The park will provide
additional recreational areas, including additional playgrounds, dog parks, sports fields, tennis
courts, and walkways, and newly developed basketball and handball courts, horseshoe pits,
and possibly an amphitheater, swimming pool, community center, and skate park. NCP is
currently the only developed public park in Nipomo, and thus meets a variety of needs. The
proposed project will provide additional recreational facilities and services that are not
currently provided in the area. The impact to recreational resources in both the community of
Nipomo and the county are considered beneficial (Class IV).

4.9.5.2

Energy

Public Energy Utilities
The impacts to public energy utilities at the park as a result of the actions proposed in the
Master Plan will be minimal. New facilities within the park would require the addition of new
electric lines, underground conduits, transformers, and any appurtenances necessary for
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operation. Sources of energy consumption including interior and exterior lighting, interior
heating and cooling, use of maintenance equipment, transfer of water supply, and operation of
appliances. PG&E officials have confirmed that they could adequately accommodate the
small increase in demand generated by the proposed development that would occur within the
park. New gas service laterals would need to be constructed to provide service to proposed
facilities such as the Community Center. The Southern California Gas Company officials have
indicated that the types of facilities proposed for development within the park would not impact
their ability to provide adequate services.
As discussed in Section 4.12, Water Resources, and Section 4.13, Climate Change, the
project would incorporate energy-efficiency measures to reduce water consumption (and
subsequently energy used to transport water to the site) and use of utility-power and energy.
There will be opportunities to include alternative and renewable energy sources (i.e., on-site
solar panels) on existing and proposed structures within the park. This impact is considered
less than significant (Class III).

Use of Fossil Fuels
Implementation of the project would result in the generation of additional vehicle trips, which
would require the use of fossil fuels. As discussed in Section 4.13, Climate Change, the
project provides opportunities to reduce “Vehicle Miles Traveled” by improving access for
pedestrians and bicyclists, and includes additional active recreational facilities within the urban
core of Nipomo. Therefore, this impact is considered less than significant (Class III).

4.9.6 Cumulative Impacts
The impacts of the proposed development within the community of Nipomo would contribute to
a cumulative effect on public emergency services and responders. Development is subject to
public service fees upon permit issuance, which assists such facilities by providing funds for
infrastructure and facilities. However, these fees do not address additional staffing. The
demand for public and emergency services staff increases with additional growth within the
community of Nipomo, and cumulative effect may be significant. Implementation of standard
crime prevention measures and coordination with CAL FIRE, the County Sheriff’s Department,
and CHP reduce the potential for crime and emergencies, and lessens the demand on
services. In addition, the project would contribute to the demand for energy, including
electricity, gas, and fossil fuels. Implementation of the project accommodates energy
conservation in design and operation, and provides alternative transportation opportunities,
including improved pedestrian, bicycle, and transit access. Furthermore, the project includes
recreational facilities within an existing urban area adjacent to residential areas, which would
reduce vehicle miles traveled (and consumption of fuels for vehicle use) within the community
of Nipomo.
Based on the location and design of the project, and implementation measures recommended
by the County Sheriff’s Department and CAL FIRE, the proposed project would not have a
cumulatively considerable effect on public services, and no additional mitigation measures are
necessary.
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4.10 TRANSPORTATION, CIRCULATION, AND TRAFFIC
This section of the EIR was prepared by Pinnacle Traffic Engineering. This section documents
the transportation-related impacts associated with the NCP Master Plan project. Technical
information is available in Appendix G.

4.10.1

Existing Conditions

4.10.1.1 Road Network
The NCP and Mesa Meadows are located southwest of US 101 within the community of
Nipomo in unincorporated San Luis Obispo County. Regional access is provided via the
US 101/West Tefft Street interchange, and State Route (SR) 1. Primary access is provided
via West Tefft Street, Pomeroy Road, and Orchard Avenue. The existing access road for the
NCP intersects West Tefft Street (150 feet south of Orchard Avenue) and Pomeroy Road
(150 feet east of Juniper Street). Access to Mesa Meadows is provided via Charro Way, Tejas
Place, and Amigo Place.
The impacts of the NCP Master Plan project to the transportation system were evaluated
during the weekday evening (p.m.) peak hour for the following study intersections and daily
operations on the following roadway segments:
Intersections
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

West Tefft Street and Pomeroy Road
West Tefft Street and Orchard Avenue
West Tefft Street and Existing Park Access Road
Pomeroy Road and Existing Park Access Road
Pomeroy Road and Juniper Street
Pomeroy Road and Camino Caballo

Roadway Segments
1. West Tefft Street, east of Pomeroy Road
2. West Tefft Street, Pomeroy Road - Orchard Avenue
3. West Tefft Street, south of Orchard Avenue
4. Pomeroy Road, north of West Tefft Street
5. Pomeroy Road, Juniper Street - Camino Caballo
6. Pomeroy Road, north of Camino Caballo
7. Camino Caballo, west of Pomeroy Road
8. Orchard Avenue, east of West Tefft Street’
9. Juniper Street, east of Pomeroy Road
10. Osage Street, south of Camino Caballo
11. Mesa Road, west of West Tefft Street
At the request of County staff, the analysis also includes a qualitative evaluation of the
potential project impacts at the US 101 and West Tefft Street interchange.
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U.S. Highway 101
US 101 is a four-lane north-south divided freeway through the Nipomo area of unincorporated
San Luis Obispo County. US 101 provides regional access between northern and southern
California. In the vicinity of the community of Nipomo, there are grade separated interchanges
at SR 166 (Cuyama Highway), West Tefft Street, and Los Berros Road/North Thompson
Avenue. The new Willow Road “grade separated” interchange is currently under construction
and will connect to the Willow Road extension (planned for completion in late 2012/early
2013). The north and southbound ramps at the US 101/West Tefft Street interchange are
signalized.

West Tefft Street
West Tefft Street extends west from Thompson Avenue to North Las Flores Drive. West Tefft
Street in the vicinity of the NCP is posted with a 45 mph speed limit. West Tefft Street also
has a “school zone” speed limit (25 mph) posted for the Dana Elementary School. The “school
zone” speed limit signs are supplemented with “your speed” read-out signs. West of US 101,
West Tefft Street has two travel lanes in each direction with a raised median. West of Mary
Avenue, this four-lane arterial has a two-way left turn lane that provides access for various
commercial driveways and collector streets. West Tefft Street continues along a horizontal
curve to the south adjacent to Pomeroy Road. South of Pomeroy Road, West Tefft Street
transitions to a three-lane section, and south of Orchard Avenue, West Tefft Street has a
single lane in each direction with a two-way left turn lane. West Tefft Street is signalized at
Thompson Avenue, Oakglen Avenue, US 101 ramps, Mary Avenue, Pomeroy Road, and
Orchard Avenue. In the vicinity of the NCP, West Tefft Street also provides access for the
Nipomo Public Library, Dana Elementary School and, the Nipomo Community Health Center.

Pomeroy Road
Pomeroy Road extends north of West Tefft Street to Los Berros Road. Pomeroy Road has a
single lane in each direction with a posted speed limit of 45 mph (adjacent to the NCP). The
45 mph speed limit signs are supplemented with “your speed” read-out signs. There are
35 mph “curve advisory” signs for the horizontal curve near the NCP access road and Juniper
Street intersections. Left turn lanes are provided for access at Primrose Lane, the NCP park
access road, Juniper Street, and Camino Caballo.

Orchard Avenue
Orchard Avenue extends east of West Tefft Street to Joshua Road. Orchard Avenue has a
single lane in each direction with a posted 45 mph speed limit. Left turn lanes are provided for
access at Grande Street, Division Street, Soares Drive, and Story Street. The Orchard
Avenue and Division Street intersection is signalized.

Park Access Road
The NCP access road extends between West Tefft Street and Pomeroy Road. The existing
access road has a single lane in each direction with a width of approximately 18 to 20 feet.
There is a posted speed limit of 15 mph and speed humps within the park. The existing park
access road also provides access for the northerly parking lot at the Dana Elementary School
(23 stalls used by staff and faculty).
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The network of local collector streets serving the NCP and Mesa Meadows includes Primrose
Lane, Bernita Place, Juniper Street, Camino Caballo, Osage Street, Tejas Place, and Mesa
Road. Each local collector streets has a single lane in each direction.

4.10.1.2 Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities
West Tefft Street, Pomeroy Road, and Orchard Avenue have Class II bike lanes. The Class II
bike lanes include no parking signs, bike lane signs, and striping. In the vicinity of the NCP,
there are pedestrian sidewalks on the east side of West Tefft Street (north of Orchard
Avenue), west side of West Tefft Street (south of Orchard Avenue), north side of Pomeroy
Road (between West Tefft Street and Camino Caballo), and north side of Orchard Avenue.
Access to various trails within the NCP and Mesa Meadows is provided via connections to
Pomeroy Road, Camino Caballo, Osage Street, Tejas Place, and La Serena Way.

4.10.1.3 Transit Facilities
South County Area Transit (Regional Transit Authority, RTA) currently provides limited service
to the community of Nipomo (Route 10). Local transit stops are provided at the Nipomo High
School and on West Tefft Street near Carillo Street. The RTA also provides a “dial a ride”
service for Nipomo.

4.10.1.4 Existing Traffic Volumes and Intersection Configurations
The evaluation of project impacts includes an analysis of average weekday evening peak hour
operations at the selected study intersections. Traffic associated with the Dana Elementary
School (approx. 600 students) does create congestion along West Tefft Street on a daily basis
(before classes start @ 9:00AM and after classes end @ 3:15). Schools typically generate
sharp peaks in traffic demand prior to the beginning of classes and when classes end (15-30
minutes). Traffic during an average weekday afternoon commuter peak hour (highest hour
between 4:00 and 6:00 PM) is generally higher and spread out over the entire peak hour.
Traffic count data on the County’s website demonstrates that the evening peak hour on West
Tefft Street (west of Mary Avenue) typically starts between 4:00 and 5:00 PM. Therefore,
traffic demands along West Tefft Street adjacent to the project site are higher during an
average weekday evening commuter peak period than when classes end at the Dana
Elementary School.
New turning movement traffic count data was collected at the study intersections during a
weekday afternoon commuter period (4:00-6:00 p.m.). New 24-hour traffic count data was
also collected on West Tefft Street (south of Pomeroy Road), Pomeroy Road (west of West
Tefft Street), and Osage Street (south of Camino Caballo). Existing traffic volume data
contained in the South County Traffic Model Update (Final Report) (County of San Luis Obispo
2008) and published on the County’s website was also referenced. Traffic count data for the
US 101/West Street interchange was provided by County staff. The new traffic count data is
provided in Appendix G The existing turning movement volumes, roadway segment, and
traffic control at each of the study intersections are shown on Figure 4.10-1.

4.10.1.5 Existing Levels of Service
The operation of intersections and roadway segments is measured in terms of Level of Service
(LOS). LOS is a qualitative measure of traffic conditions ranging from LOS A (representing
free-flowing conditions with little or no delay) to LOS F (representing congested conditions with
long delays and lengthy vehicle queues). LOS E represents at-capacity conditions. The
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County has established LOS C as the general threshold for acceptable operations on rural
facilities and LOS D as the general threshold for acceptable operations on urban facilities.
The South County Inland Area Plan considers the area within the Nipomo Urban Reserve Line
(URL) as the only “urban” area within the South County planning area. The South County
Traffic Model Update (Final Report) utilizes the LOS C threshold for acceptable operations on
the study area street system (intersections and roadways). Therefore, operations within the
LOS D, E, and F range are considered unacceptable. The California Department of
Transportation (Caltrans) strives to maintain a target level of service at the transition between
LOS C/D on State operated facilities. Operational analysis of the study intersections is based
on the methods and procedures described in the 2000 Highway Capacity Manual (HCM 2000),
published by the Transportation Research Board.

Existing Intersection Operations
Signalized intersection operations were analyzed using the SYNCHRO software program.
This program is a comprehensive analysis tool that produces a variety of output data for
intersection and arterial roadway operating performance. Table 4.10-1 presents the service
level criteria used for signalized intersections based on average control delay per vehicle as
described in Chapter 16 of the HCM 2000, where control delay includes initial deceleration
delay, queue move-up time, stopped delay, and final acceleration.
Table 4.10-1. Signalized Intersection Service Level Criteria
Level of
Service

Description

Average Control Delay
Per Vehicle
(Seconds)

A

Operations with very low delay occurring with favorable
progression and/or short cycle length.

B

Operations with low delay occurring with good progression and/or
short cycle lengths.

> 10 and < 20

C

Operations with average delays resulting from fair progression
and/or longer cycle lengths. Individual cycle failures begin to
appear.

> 20 and < 35

D

Operations with longer delays due to a combination of unfavorable
progression, long cycle lengths, or high V/C ratios. Many vehicles
stop and individual cycle failures are noticeable.

> 35 and < 55

E

Operations with high delay values indicating poor progression,
long cycle lengths, and high V/C ratios. Individual cycle failures
are frequent occurrences. This is considered to be the limit of
acceptable delay.

> 55 and < 80

F

Operations with delays unacceptable to most drivers occurring
due to over saturation, poor progression, or very long cycle
lengths.

> 80

< 10

Source: Highway Capacity Manual, Transportation Research Board, 2000
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Figure 4.10-1. Existing Traffic Volumes

Source: Pinnacle Transportation Engineering 2010
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Unsignalized intersections were analyzed using the methodology described in Chapter 17 of
the HCM 2000. This methodology calculates the overall intersection control delay for
intersections controlled by stop signs. At two-way or side street-controlled intersections, the
control delay is calculated for each movement, not for the intersection as a whole. For
approaches composed of a single lane, the control delay is computed as the average of all
movements in that lane. Table 4.10-2 shows the ranges of control delay and corresponding
levels of service for unsignalized intersections.
Table 4.10-2. Unsignalized Intersection Service Level Criteria
Level of Service

Description

Average Total Delay
Per Vehicle (Seconds)

A

Little or no delay

< 10

B

Short delays

> 10 and < 15

C

Average delays

> 15 and < 25

D

Moderate delays

> 25 and < 35

E

Lengthy delays.

> 35 and < 50

F

Intolerable delays.

> 50

Source: Highway Capacity Manual, Transportation Research Board, 2000.

The existing peak hour volumes, peak hour factors, and lane configurations were input into the
SYNCHRO program to calculate the LOS at each of the study locations. A global peak hour
factor (PHF) of 0.85 was applied to all intersections in the p.m. peak hour analysis to ensure
consistency with the results from the South County Traffic Model Update (Final Report). Table
4.10-3 summarizes the existing intersection p.m. peak hour Levels of Service. The level of
service calculations are contained in Appendix G
Table 4.10-3. Existing Intersection Levels of Service
Study Intersection

Vehicle Delay (Sec./Vehicle) – LOS Value
May 2009

W. Tefft Street/Pomeroy Road*

14.6 - B

W. Tefft Street/Orchard Avenue*

20.8 - C

W. Tefft Street/Park Access Road
EB Stop Sign Approach

1.5 - A
(22.0 - C)

Pomeroy Road/Park Access Road
EB Stop Sign Approach

0.9 - A
(14.2 - B)

Pomeroy Road/Juniper Street
WB Stop Sign Approach

1.8 - A
(14.6 - B)

Pomeroy Road/Camino Caballo
Stop Sign Approach

2.7 - A
(22.8 - C)

*Intersection controlled with traffic signal.
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Vehicle delays at the West Tefft Street/Orchard Avenue intersection are within the LOS C
range, while delays at the West Tefft Street/Pomeroy Road intersection are within the LOS B
range. Delays at the stop sign controlled study intersections are within the LOS A range.
Information in the South County Traffic Model Update (Final Report) indicates that delays at
the US 101/West Tefft Street interchange northbound ramps are in the LOS C range during
the p.m. peak hour. The study also indicates that delays at the southbound ramps intersection
(opposite the Frontage Road) are within the LOS E range during the p.m. peak hour. The
primary reason for the excessive delays is the current intersection configuration. The US 101
southbound ramps-Frontage Road intersection essentially has five legs, with a two-stage left
turn signal phase for the westbound left turn movements at the US 101 southbound on-ramp
and at the Frontage Road.
As previously discussed, the US 101/Willow Road “grade separated” interchange is currently
under construction and will connect to the Willow Road extension (planned for completion in
late 2012/early 2013). The US101/Willow Road Interchange Project - Final Traffic Operations
Report included an evaluation of the potential benefits to the US 101/West Tefft Street
interchange. The Willow Road Extension Final Supplemental EIR analyzed the benefits
associated with the “preferred” alternative.
The analysis of 2030 traffic conditions
demonstrated that the US 101/Willow Road interchange would reduce vehicle delays at the
US 101/West Tefft Street interchange ramp intersections by about 40% during the PM peak
hour (sum of critical movements).

Existing Roadway Segment Operations
The operations of roadway segments are generally evaluated by comparing the measured
(counted) volume to the threshold volumes. Table 4.10-4 presents threshold volumes from the
South County Traffic Model Update (Final Report) and HCM 2000, based on the roadway
facility type and number of lanes, for various types of roadways. These threshold volumes
include adjustments for divided or undivided facilities and for roadways with left turn lanes.
The threshold volumes are approximate in nature and serve primarily as a general guide as to
whether the roadway is over or under capacity. In urban environments, where intersections
become the constraint points along roadway segments, intersection level of service is typically
used to determine the roadway’s level of service.
Table 4.10-4. Level of Service Threshold Volumes for Various Roadway Types
Maximum Daily Volume (both directions)
Roadway Type
LOS A

LOS B

LOS C

LOS D

LOS E

4-Lane Divided Highway

28,000

43,200

61,600

74,400

80,000

4-Lane Divided Arterial (with left turn lanes)

22,000

25,000

29,000

32,500

36,000

3-Lane Undivided Arterial (with left turn lanes)

14,400

16,800

19,200

21,600

24,000

2-Lane Arterial (with left turn lanes)

11,000

12,500

14,500

16,000

18,000

2-Lane Arterial (with no left turn lanes)

8,000

9,500

10,500

12,000

13,500

2-Lane Collector/Local Street1

6,000

7,500

9,000

10,500

12,000

1

Threshold volumes obtained by taking the average value of the range presented in the South County Traffic Model Update,
derived from the Highway Capacity Manual 2000. This accounts for the nonstandard design features of collector roads in
the study area, such as narrow lane widths and dirt shoulders.
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Table 4.10-5 shows the existing roadway segment levels of service for the study segments.
Based on the volume thresholds from the South County Traffic Model Update (Final Report)
and HCM 2000, daily traffic volumes along Pomeroy Road are within the LOS B range. The
remaining study roadway segments operate at LOS A.
Table 4.10-5. Existing Street Roadway Segment Daily Traffic Conditions
Type

ADT*
May 2009

Level of
Service

4-Lane Divided Arterial**

17,000

A

3-Lane Undivided Arterial**

13,100

A

W. Tefft Street, s/o Orchard Avenue

2-Lane Arterial**

9,800

A

Pomeroy Road, n/o W. Tefft Street

2-Lane Arterial

8,900

B

Pomeroy Road, Juniper St. - Camino Ca.

2-Lane Arterial

8,500

B

Pomeroy Road, n/o Camino Caballo

2-Lane Collector

6,500

B

Camino Caballo, w/o Pomeroy Road

2-Lane Collector

2,300

A

Orchard Avenue, e/o W. Tefft Street

2-Lane Arterial

5,900

A

Juniper Street, e/o Pomeroy Road

2-Lane Collector

1,600

A

Osage Street, s/o Camino Caballo

2-Lane Collector

1,200

A

Mesa Road, w/o Tefft Street

2-Lane Collector

2,900

A

Roadway Segment
W. Tefft Street, e/o Pomeroy Road
W. Tefft Street, Pomeroy Rd. - Orchard Ave.

* ADT = Average Daily Traffic
** With left turn lanes

4.10.2

Baseline Conditions

Baseline conditions typically reflect the sum of the existing volumes, as identified in the
Existing Conditions, plus traffic from approved but not yet constructed developments in the
vicinity of the proposed project. Since there are no approved but not yet constructed projects
in the study area, the Existing Conditions scenario will be used to establish the baseline for
evaluating project impacts.

4.10.3

Regulatory Setting

Transportation system requirements for the unincorporated areas of the county are subject to
the policies and plans of the County. The County outlines policies and standards regarding
use of public roads in the South County Inland Area Plan and South County Traffic Model
Update (Final Report). The County is responsible for the review and approval of proposed
projects and traffic study reports. All new developments are required to meet the parking
space and access improvement standards specified by the County.
Caltrans has jurisdiction over all state-maintained facilities, including US 101. Caltrans strives
to maintain operations at the LOS C/D threshold on all of its facilities but acknowledges that
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numerous roadway segments under its control in urban areas will operate at LOS D or worse.
Any modifications to facilities within Caltrans right-of-way must be approved by the State.

4.10.4

Thresholds of Significance

The significance of potential transportation and circulation impacts are based on thresholds
identified by the County of San Luis Obispo, in accordance with Appendix G of the CEQA
Guidelines. Transportation impacts are considered significant if the proposed project would:









Increase vehicle trips to local or areawide circulation system;
Reduce existing “Levels of Service” on public roadways (refer to LOS standards
below);
Create unsafe conditions on public roadways (e.g., limited access, design features,
sight distance, slow vehicles);
Provide for adequate emergency access;
Result in inadequate parking capacity;
Result in inadequate internal traffic circulation;
Conflict with adopted policies, plans, or programs supporting alternative transportation;
or,
Result in a change in air traffic patterns that may result in substantial safety risks.

“Level of Service” Thresholds
The County has established the LOS C threshold for acceptable operations on rural facilities
maintained by the County. Caltrans strives to maintain a target level of service at the
transition between LOS C/D on State operated facilities.
Transportation impacts at signalized intersections are considered significant when:


The addition of project traffic causes the intersection’s level of service to degrade from
LOS C or better to LOS D, E, or F.



Project traffic is added to an intersection operating at LOS D, E, or F.

Transportation impacts at unsignalized intersections are considered significant when:


The addition of project traffic to an unsignalized intersection degrades the level of
service to an unacceptable level and satisfies the peak-hour signal warrant from the
California Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD).



The project’s access to a major street causes a potentially unsafe situation or requires
a new traffic signal.

Evaluation of arterial roadway segments reflects planning-level conditions along a street,
whereas analysis of the intersections reflects detailed conditions of the arterial. Typically, poor
operating conditions on an arterial are due to constraints at the intersections, and can be
mitigated at the intersection. Therefore, if an arterial roadway segment analysis shows poor
operating conditions, but individual intersections operate within acceptable standards, the
mitigation measures defer to the intersection.
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For US 101 ramps, US 101 mainline segments, or a County roadway segment already
operating at LOS D, E, or F without the project, the addition of any project traffic to that
location is considered a significant impact.

Alternative Transportation
An impact to pedestrians and bicyclists would be considered significant if implementation of
the proposed project would conflict with existing or planned bicycle facilities or would generate
pedestrian and bicycle demand without providing adequate and appropriate facilities for safe
non-motorized mobility. Impacts to transit would be considered significant if the proposed
project would conflict with existing or planned transit facilities or will generate potential transit
trips and would not provide adequate facilities for pedestrians and bicyclists to access transit
routes and stops.

4.10.5

Impact Assessment and Methodology

Impacts were assessed by comparing roadway operations with the addition of projectgenerated traffic to those under Existing Conditions and applying the appropriate criteria from
thresholds of significance described above. Potential impacts to bicycle, pedestrian, and
transit facilities and services were also identified by comparing project conditions to Existing
Conditions.
In addition to project-specific impacts, the EIR analysis identifies long-term impacts under a
cumulative conditions scenario, representing future conditions in Year 2025. This scenario
includes 20 years of growth in the study area in addition to background traffic growth.

4.10.6

Project-specific Impacts and Mitigation Measures

4.10.6.1 Increase in Traffic and Level of Service
Proposed Intersection and Roadway Improvements
As part of the NCP Master Plan project, various on- and off-site circulation infrastructure
improvements will be constructed prior to construction and operation of any high-traffic
generating facility, including the permanent pre-school and administration building, sports
fields, community center, amphitheater, swimming pool, and skate park. The existing park
access road connection to West Tefft Street will be realigned to the north side of the public
library opposite Orchard Avenue (signalized). Modifications at the West Tefft Street/Orchard
Avenue intersection will include two approach lanes for traffic exiting the NCP (i.e., a shared
left-through lane and a right turn lane). The existing split signal phasing for Orchard Avenue
should be eliminated. An exclusive left turn signal phase should be provided on the
northbound approach of West Tefft Street. The existing park access road connection to
Pomeroy Road will be realigned opposite Juniper Street and a traffic signal will be installed. A
northbound left turn and southbound right turn lane will be installed on Pomeroy Road at the
Juniper Street intersection. The following impact analysis assumes the implementation of the
infrastructure improvements included in the NCPMP.

Intersection and Roadway Impacts
Project Trip Generation, Distribution, and Assignment
The amount of traffic added to the roadway system by a proposed development project is
estimated using a three-step process: (1) trip generation, (2) trip distribution, and (3) trip
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assignment. The first step estimates the amount of added traffic to the roadway network. The
second step estimates the direction of travel to and from the project site. The trips are
assigned to specific street segments and intersection turning movements during the third step.
These steps are described below.
Currently the NCP includes a variety of recreational facilities (e.g., park and playground area,
tennis courts, restrooms, trails, Little Bits Preschool, etc.). The existing park access road
provides access for existing recreational facilities, an existing preschool, and the northerly
parking lot for the Dana Elementary School. The preschool and access to the elementary
school parking lot are included in the NCP Master Plan. The number of p.m. peak hour trips
associated with the existing park uses was quantified using the new traffic count data. Daily
traffic volumes associated with the existing uses at the NCP were estimated using the
appropriate trip generation rates contained in the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE)
Trip Generation Manual (8th Edition) (2008) and other sources. The project trip generation
estimates associated with the proposed uses were also derived using data contained in the
ITE Trip Generation Manual and other sources. Table 4.10-6 summarizes the estimated trip
generation of the proposed project (new increase equals proposed minus existing).
Table 4.10-6. Estimated Project Vehicle Trip Generation
Number of Vehicle Trips
a.m. Peak Hour

Land Use Component

p.m. Peak Hour
Daily

In

Out

In

Out

-

-

154

99

1,800

Various Park Uses - 6.12 acres*

0

0

1

1

28

Community Center - 36,000 sf**

36

22

19

33

824

Four Baseball/Softball Fields

0

0

20

10

120

Two Basketball Courts

0

0

65

35

400

Two Handball Courts

0

0

13

7

80

Six Tennis Courts

5

5

11

11

200

Six Multi-Purpose Sporting Fields (Soccer)

4

4

86

38

428

Skate Park or Comm. Pool - 10,000 sf

0

0

15

9

158

Amphitheater - 5,227 sf (50-75 Seats)

0

0

15

4

50

Library - 11,134 sf

8

3

39

42

626

Preschool - 4,050 sf (30 Students)

13

11

12

13

134

Ranger Residence

0

1

1

0

10

Total

66

46

297

203

3,058

Net Change

n/a

n/a

+143

+104

+1,258

Existing NCP Uses (159.167 acres)
Proposed NCP Master Plan Uses

* Uses include playgrounds, dog park area, picnic areas, horseshoe pits & trails/walkways
** Uses include gymnasium and pool (8,400 sf)
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Buildout of the NCP Master Plan will generate 3,058 daily trips (two-way trip ends), 112 trips
during the a.m. peak hour (66 inbound and 46 outbound), and 500 trips during the p.m. peak
hour (297 inbound and 203 outbound). The additional facilities included in the NCP Master
Plan will generate a “net” increase of 1,258 daily trips (+70%) and 247 trips during the p.m.
peak hour (+98%). Information contained in the various trip rate sources indicates that a small
portion of the trips attracted to the NCP and Mesa Meadows will come from traffic already on
the local street system (5% to 10%). It is anticipated that there will also be “multiple-use” type
trips associated with the buildout of the NCP Master Plan. To present a “worst case” analysis
the evaluation of potential impacts was conducted without any reductions applied to the project
trip generation estimates.
The trips associated with the NCP Master Plan were distributed on the local street system
based on a review of current travel patterns and traffic demands included in the South County
Traffic Model Update (Final Report). The project vehicle trip distribution percentages are
presented in Table 4.10-7.
Table 4.10-7. Project Vehicle Trip Distribution Percentages
Trip Route and Roadway

Distribution Percentage

To and from Northwest via Pomeroy Road

12-17%

To and from Northeast Via West Tefft Street

35-25%

To and from South via West Tefft Street

28-30%

To and from East via Orchard

15-18%

To and from Local Collector Street*

10%

* Local Streets include Juniper Street, Camino Caballo, Primrose Lane and Bernita Place

A small portion of the trips are anticipated to use Osage Street, Mesa Road, Tejas Place, and
Charro Way (less than 5%), and US 101 (5% to 10%). The trips associated with the individual
uses were assigned to the local street system using the distribution percentages in Table 4.107, assuming that the Master Plan infrastructure improvements are in place. The traffic
volumes associated with the buildout of the NCP Master Plan are illustrated on Figure 4.10-2.

Existing Plus Project Intersection Operations
Intersection operations were re-calculated with the total traffic volumes associated with the
NCP Master Plan buildout (refer to Table 4.10-8). Detailed LOS calculation sheets are
presented in Appendix G. Table 4.10-8 shows the levels of service under Existing and
Existing with Project Conditions. The study intersections will operate within acceptable limits
(LOS C or better) with buildout of the NCP Master Plan. The project analysis assumes that
the NCP Master Plan infrastructure improvements will be in place at the West Tefft
Street/Orchard Avenue and Pomeroy Road/Juniper Street intersections.
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Figure 4.10-2. Project Traffic Volumes

Source: Pinnacle Transportation Engineering 2010
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Table 4.10-8. Existing and Existing with Project Intersection Levels of Service
Vehicle Delay/LOS
Study Intersection
Existing

With Project

W. Tefft Street/Pomeroy Road*

14.6/B

15.4/B

W. Tefft Street/Orchard Avenue*

20.8/C

19.9/B

Pomeroy Road/Juniper Street *

n/a

5.4/A

Pomeroy Road/Camino Caballo
Stop Sign Approach

2.7/A
(22.8/C)

2.7/A
(24.5/C)

* Intersection controlled with traffic signal.

As documented under existing conditions, delays at the US 101/West Tefft Street interchange
southbound ramps intersection are in the LOS E range during the p.m. peak hour. However,
completion of the US 101/Willow Road interchange is anticipated to reduce delays at the US
101 West Tefft Street interchange by about 40% during the PM peak hour. It is anticipated
that buildout of uses included in the NCP Master Plan could add 10 to 15 trips to the US
101/West Tefft Street interchange. Buildout of the NCPMP would not significantly impact
existing operations during the p.m. peak hour; therefore, no mitigation measures are
warranted.

Existing With Project Roadway Segment Operations
Table 4.10-9 shows the roadway levels of service for the study street segments under Existing
and Existing with Project Conditions. The study roadway segments will operate at LOS C or
better with the addition of project traffic. The project will potentially add daily trips to West Tefft
Street through the US 101 interchange. Project specific impacts associated with the “existing
with project” scenario are presented under the intersection levels of service analysis. Thus, no
project impacts to roadway segments are anticipated, so no mitigation measures are
warranted.
Table 4.10-9. Existing and Existing With Project Street Roadway Segment
Daily Traffic Conditions
ADT/LOS
Roadway Segment

Type

LOS E
Capacity

Existing

With
Project

W. Tefft Street, e/o Pomeroy Road

4-Lane Arterial*

36,000

17,000/A

17,426/A

W. Tefft Street, Pomeroy Rd. - Orchard Ave.

3-Lane Arterial*

24,000

13,100/A

13,410/A

W. Tefft Street, s/o Orchard Avenue

2-Lane Arterial*

18,000

9,800/A

10,144/A

Pomeroy Road, n/o W. Tefft Street

2-Lane Arterial

13,500

8,900/B

9,122/B

Pomeroy Road, Juniper St. - Camino Ca.

2-Lane Arterial

13,500

8,500/B

8,702/B

2-Lane Collector

12,000

6,500/B

6,664/B

Pomeroy Road, n/o Camino Caballo
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ADT/LOS
Roadway Segment

Type

LOS E
Capacity

Existing

With
Project

Camino Caballo, w/o Pomeroy Road

2-Lane Collector

12,000

2,300/A

2,338/A

Orchard Avenue, e/o W. Tefft Street

2-Lane Arterial

13,500

5,900/A

6,114/A

Juniper Street, e/o Pomeroy Road

2-Lane Collector

12,000

1,600/A

1,634/A

Osage Street, s/o Camino Caballo

2-Lane Collector

12,000

1,200/A

1,222/A

Mesa Road, w/o Tefft Street

2-Lane Collector

12,000

2,900/A

2,922/A

* With left turn lanes.

Neighborhood Impacts
Buildout of uses included in the NCP Master Plan will not significantly increase vehicular traffic
demands on local neighborhood streets. No significant neighborhood impacts are anticipated
and no mitigation measures are warranted.

4.10.6.2 Create Unsafe Conditions
The NCPMP includes various infrastructure improvements, which will address existing
potential hazards related to site access for vehicles, bicyclists, and pedestrians. The existing
park access road connection to West Tefft Street will be realigned to the north side of the
public library opposite Orchard Avenue. The existing park access road connection to Pomeroy
Road will be realigned opposite Juniper Street and a traffic signal will be installed. A
northbound left turn and southbound right turn lane will be installed on Pomeroy Road at the
Juniper Street intersection. Osage Road will be widened to meet County road standards,
allowing for adequate room for two vehicles to pass in alternate directions. These
improvements would have a beneficial impact related to safety and road hazards by
remediating sub-standard existing conditions. No significant project access impacts are
anticipated and no mitigation measures are warranted.

4.10.6.3 Provide for Adequate Emergency Access
As noted above, on and off-site road improvements would have a beneficial effect on access,
which would in turn improve access for emergency vehicles. Internal roads, shoulders, and
parking areas would support emergency vehicles. No impact would occur.

4.10.6.4 Parking Capacity and Internal Circulation
Buildout of the NCPMP will include the construction of numerous internal circulation
improvements. New parking lots will be constructed to accommodate parking demands
adjacent to the existing and proposed facilities. No significant internal circulation or parking
impacts are anticipated, and no mitigation measures are warranted.
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4.10.6.5 Alternative Transportation
Pedestrian Impacts
Buildout of uses included in the NCP Master Plan has a potential to increase local pedestrian
traffic. The NCP Master Plan includes various multi-purpose trails and walkways. The project
trails and walkways will connect to existing pedestrian facilities along West Tefft Street,
Pomeroy Road, Camino Caballo, and Osage Street. Thus, no project impacts to pedestrian
facilities are anticipated, so no mitigation measures are warranted.

Bicycle Impacts
Buildout of uses included in the NCP Master Plan has a potential to increase local bicycle
traffic. The NCP Master Plan includes various multi-purpose trails. The project trails will
connect to existing bicycle facilities along West Tefft Street and Pomeroy Road. Thus, no
project impacts to bicycle facilities are anticipated, so no mitigation measures are warranted.

Transit Impacts
Buildout of the uses included in the NCP Master Plan has a potential to increase local
demands for transit service. As discussed under existing conditions, South County Area
Transit (RTA) currently provides limited service to Nipomo. The nearest transit stop is located
on West Tefft Street near Carillo Street, approximately 1 mile from the NCP. Currently, there
are not adequate paved pedestrian facilities to access the transit stops on West Tefft Street.
Therefore, existing transit services are not adequate to serve NCP.
TR Impact 1

Inadequate transit service is available to serve NCP, which is
potentially inconsistent with alternative transportation goals.

TR/mm-1

Upon implementation of the NCP Master Plan, the General Services
Agency shall coordinate with the Regional Transportation Authority, and
establish a transit stop within Nipomo Community Park, if appropriate.

Residual Impact
The project would generate increased trips in the area, but would not exceed identified
thresholds based on existing and forecasted conditions. Improved pedestrian and bicycling
access and connections, and incorporation of transit service to and from NCP would reduce
potential vehicle trips contributing to the US 101/West Tefft Street interchange, and would be
consistent with alternative transportation goals; therefore, potential transportation impacts
would be considered less than significant (Class II).

4.10.6.6 Air Traffic
The project site is not located in close proximity to a public or private airstrip or airport. No
features are proposed that would interfere with air traffic. Therefore, potential impacts would
be less than significant.
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4.10.7

Cumulative Impacts

4.10.7.1 Year 2025 Cumulative Impacts
The impacts of the proposed project were evaluated under Cumulative Conditions (Year 2025)
with and without the proposed project. This scenario includes 20 years of growth in the study
area in addition to background traffic growth on the area’s through corridors.

4.10.7.2 Cumulative Planned Road Improvements
The 2005 Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) published by the San Luis Obispo Council of
Governments (SLOCOG) and the South County Traffic Model Update (Final Report) provides
an overview of the planned region-wide improvements in the South County area. The RTP
also notes the status of funding for expected improvements. In the study area, the South
County Traffic Model Update (Final Report) identifies various projects that would affect local
traffic operations in Nipomo. The cumulative transportation network includes the following
roadway improvements:





Willow Road extension to Thompson Avenue (under construction)
US 101/Willow Road Interchange (under construction)
North Frontage Road Connection to Willow Road Extension
State Route 1 connections to Dawn Road, Mesa Road and Eucalyptus Road

The Cumulative analysis presented in the South County Traffic Model Update (Final Report)
designates the segment of West Tefft Street between Pomeroy Road and Orchard Avenue as
a four-lane arterial with left turn lanes. Therefore, the buildout analysis assumes that future
improvements in this portion of Nipomo will include providing two through travel lanes in each
direction along this segment of West Tefft Street. The County Public Works Department is
currently evaluating various operational improvements for the US 101/West Tefft Street
interchange. However, these improvements are not designed or funded at this time, and
therefore, are not assumed to be completed under the baseline cumulative scenario. The
following is a brief description of the three alternatives under consideration:
Alternative 1 – This alternative would include closing the existing US 101 southbound on ramp
and constructing a new southbound “hook” on ramp on the frontage road opposite Hill Street.
The northbound left turn movement on the frontage road would be prohibited at West Tefft
Street. Southbound traffic exiting the US 101 with a destination to West Tefft Street (west of
US 101) would utilize the Hill Road and Mary Avenue. This alternative would also eliminate
the existing two-stage left turn signal phase for westbound traffic on West Tefft Street at the
existing the southbound on ramp.
Alternative 2 – This alternative would include moving the existing US 101 southbound off ramp
to the previous location opposite the southbound on ramp. This alternative would also
eliminate the existing two-stage left turn signal phase for westbound traffic on West Tefft
Street at the existing US 101 southbound ramps intersection.
Alternative 3 – This alternative would include restriping the eastbound approach on West Tefft
Street at the US 101 northbound ramps intersection. The eastbound approach would be
striped for dual left turn lanes and one through lane. This alternative would not include any
traffic signal modifications at the US 101/West Tefft Street interchange.
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County staff prefers Alternative 1 at this time. A preliminary analysis associated with the
potential benefits of this alternative indicates that levels of service in the LOS C-D range could
be achieved under buildout conditions.

4.10.7.3 Cumulative Intersection and Roadway Impacts
Cumulative Traffic Volumes
Buildout daily and peak hour traffic volumes for the local street system serving were obtained
from the South County Traffic Model Update (Final Report). The relation between daily and
peak hour traffic volumes in the traffic model were used to derive roadway segment and
intersection turning movement volumes not included in the final report. Minor adjustments
were applied to the p.m. peak hour traffic volumes at the West Tefft Street and Orchard
Avenue intersection to reflect for the actual amount of traffic utilizing the library driveway. Data
contained in the ITE Trip Generation Manual was referenced to perform the adjustments for
p.m. peak hour traffic on the adjacent street system between 4:00 and 6:00 PM. The
cumulative buildout volumes for the local street system are illustrated on Figure 4.10-3. It
should be mentioned that the cumulative traffic volumes only reflect the current uses at the
NCP and not buildout of all the proposed uses in the NCP Master Plan.

Cumulative Intersection Operations
Table 4.10-10 shows the levels of service under Cumulative and Cumulative with Project
Conditions. Detailed LOS calculation sheets are included in Appendix G.
Table 4.10-10. Cumulative Intersection Levels of Service
Vehicle Delay/LOS
Study Intersection
Cumulative

With Project

W. Tefft Street/Pomeroy Road*

27.2/C

34.0/C

W. Tefft Street/Orchard Avenue*

34.4/C

20.6/C

Pomeroy Road/Juniper Street*

n/a

6.1/A

Pomeroy Road/Camino Caballo
Stop Sign Approach

3.4/A
(43.4/E)

4.0/A
(>50/F)

* Intersection controlled with traffic signal.

Average vehicle delays will be within acceptable limits at the study intersections with the
buildout of the NCP Master Plan. Delays on the westbound approach at the Pomeroy Road
and Camino Caballo intersection will be within unacceptable limits (LOS E-F). Cumulative
traffic demands will satisfy the minimum “peak hour volume” signal warrant criteria (California
MUTCD 70% factor) at this intersection. However, the construction of capacity improvements
at this intersection would not reduce delays on the westbound approach to an acceptable level
(LOS C or better). Additional signal warrants should be satisfied before considering the
installation of traffic signal control and, therefore, the installation of signal control at this
intersection is not recommended. As documented under existing conditions delays at the US
101/West Tefft Street interchange southbound ramps are within unacceptable levels (LOS E).
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Completion of the US 101/Willow Road interchange is anticipated to reduce traffic demands
and vehicle delays at the US101/West Tefft Street interchange by about 40% during the PM
peak hour. PM peak hour traffic demands will also be reduced on Pomeroy Road and at the
Pomeroy Road/Camino Caballo intersection. However, the Willow Road Extension EIR
analysis indicates that the benefits associated with the project will not eliminate the adverse
LOS at the US 101/West Tefft Street interchange during the PM peak hour period.
The NCPMP is a 20-year plan; therefore, periodic re-assessment of traffic conditions is
recommended prior to development and during operation of high-traffic generating uses to
ensure traffic impacts are mitigated to the extent feasible. The re-assessment would include
consultation with Public Works to identify impact fees appropriate for the project, based on the
most recent South County Traffic Model Update. The associated capital improvement
program provides a mechanism for the funding of future long range infrastructure
improvements, which would improve traffic and circulation. Proposed facilities and amenities
that may trigger the South County Road Improvement Fee (Area 1) include the permanent preschool and administration building, sports fields, community center, amphitheater, swimming
pool, skate park, open turf, playgrounds, dog park, handball courts, horseshoe pits, tennis
courts, and basketball courts.
TR Impact 2

Buildout of the NCP Master Plan will potentially have a significant
cumulative impact at the US 101/West Tefft Street interchange
southbound ramps during the p.m. peak hour.

Implement TR/mm-1.
TR/mm-2

Upon development of high-traffic generating uses, including tennis courts,
sports fields, amphitheater, and community center, a during periodic review
of the Nipomo Community Park Master Plan, the General Services Agency
shall re-assess the project’s effect on the US 101/West Tefft Street
interchange.
a. In the event the project would have a significant traffic impact, the
County shall adopt Transportation Demand Management (TDM)
measures for implementation, as necessary, during peak times (Monday
through Friday, 4:00 – 6:00 pm) including, but not be limited to: requiring
reservation for specific uses, staggered scheduling of starting times for
the sports fields, and limiting the size of community center events.
b. County Parks shall coordinate with County Public Works to determine
the appropriate South County Road Improvement Fee Area 1 fees at the
time development is proposed. In the event South County Road
Improvement Fee Area 1 fees are determined to be appropriate by
Public Works in accordance with Title 13.01 of the County Code, the
General Services Agency shall provide the fees prior to development of
high-traffic generating uses (i.e., tennis courts, sports fields,
amphitheater, and community center).

Residual Impact
The NCPMP is a long-term, 20-year plan. The South County Circulation Model is periodically
updated by County Public Works and, over time, will likely show changes in traffic flow and
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delays within the community of Nipomo, and specifically at the US 101/West Tefft Street
interchange. While the project would add trips to this interchange, periodic re-assessment of
the project’s effect on traffic flow and delay is recommended to ensure the best application of
mitigation prior to development and during operation of major improvements. Recommended
mitigation, including implementation of Transportation Demand Management measures,
payment of “in lieu fees”, and incorporation of a transit stop within NCP (if requested by RTA),
would reduce potential cumulative effects related to trip generation to less than significant
(Class II).

Cumulative Roadway Segment Operations
Table 4.10-11 presents the cumulative roadway segment levels of service for the study
segments.
Table 4.10-11. Cumulative Roadway Segment Daily Traffic Conditions
ADT/LOS

Type

LOS E
Capacity

Cumulative

With
Project

W. Tefft Street, e/o Pomeroy Road

4-Lane Arterial*

36,000

25,550/C

25,976/C

W. Tefft Street, Pomeroy Rd. - Orchard Ave.

4-Lane Arterial*

36,000

19,200/B

19,510/B

W. Tefft Street, s/o Orchard Avenue

2-Lane Arterial*

18,000

10,600/A

10,944/A

Pomeroy Road, n/o W. Tefft Street

2-Lane Arterial

13,500

7,150/B

7,372/B

Pomeroy Road, Juniper St. - Camino Ca.

2-Lane Arterial

13,500

8,400/B

8,602/B

Pomeroy Road, n/o Camino Caballo

2-Lane Collector

12,000

6,700/B

6,764/B

Camino Caballo, w/o Pomeroy Road

2-Lane Collector

12,000

2,900/A

2,938/A

Orchard Avenue, e/o W. Tefft Street

2-Lane Arterial

13,500

9,350/B

9,564/C

Juniper Street, e/o Pomeroy Road

2-Lane Collector

12,000

2,800/A

2,834/A

Osage Street, s/o Camino Caballo

2-Lane Collector

12,000

1,300/A

1,222/A

Mesa Road, w/o Tefft Street

2-Lane Collector

12,000

3,100/A

3,122/A

Roadway Segment

* With left turn lanes.

Cumulative daily traffic volumes on a majority of the study area roadway segments will remain
within acceptable limits with the buildout of the NCP Master Plan (LOS C or better).
Cumulative daily traffic along West Tefft Street near the US 101 interchange is projected to be
within the LOS E range (with or without the project).
Completion of the US 101/Willow Road interchange is anticipated to reduce daily traffic on
West Tefft Street (west of US 101) by about 20-25%. The Willow Road Extension EIR
analysis indicates that the benefits associated with the project are estimated to improve the
buildout LOS E to an acceptable LOS C (27,200 ADT) on West Tefft Street (near US 101
interchange). Thus, no project impacts to roadway segments are anticipated, so no mitigation
measures are warranted.
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Figure 4.10-3. Buildout Traffic Volumes

Source: Pinnacle Transportation Engineering 2010
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4.11 WASTEWATER
This section describes and analyzes the proposed collection, treatment, and disposal of the
project’s wastewater demands.

4.11.1

Existing Conditions

Wastewater disposal for the park is currently treated by individual septic systems for the four
existing restroom facilities. The park is also within the Nipomo Urban Services Line, and
surrounding areas are serviced by the NCSD. The NCSD, which serves approximately 12,000
people over an area of about 4,650 acres provides water and wastewater service to
approximately 25% of the Nipomo Mesa area’s population (Urban Water Management Plan
2005 Update, SAIC Engineering).
The NCSD currently operates two wastewater treatment facilities. The Blacklake Wastewater
Treatment Plant (WWTP) collects and treats water from the Blacklake water system. The
Southland Wastewater Treatment Facility (WWTF) collects and treats water from the rest of
the NCSD as well as some properties outside of the NCSD boundary (2010 Urban Water
Management Plan, Water Systems Consulting, Inc., June 29, 2011). According to the NCSD,
the Southland WWTF currently operates at approximately 63% of capacity (County of San Luis
Obispo 2009). The Southland WWTF has a permitted capacity of 900,000 gallons per day
(gpd) based on its maximum monthly flow. Average annual flow is approximately 570,000 gpd
with a maximum recorded monthly flow rate of approximately 613,000 gpd. Proposed phased
improvements to the WWTF will improve effluent quality, biosolids management, and increase
the ultimate treatment capacity to a maximum flow of 1.8 million gpd from its current capacity
of 0.9 million gpd. Other properties within the Nipomo Urban Services Line utilize individual
septic systems where centralized sewer service is not provided. Previously identified
operational issues include occasional BOD (biochemical oxygen demand) limit violations
during settling pond maintenance.
Two additional WWTPs discharge treated effluent within the Nipomo Mesa Management Area
(refer to Figure 4.11-1): the Rural Water Company’s Cypress Ridge Wastewater Facility and
the Woodlands Mutual Water Company Wastewater Reclamation Facility. The total WWTP
effluent was 640 acre feet per year (afy). Table 4.11-1 shows estimated wastewater volumes
for all WWTPs in the NMMA in 2010.
Table 4.11-1. 2010 Wastewater Volumes
Influent (afy)

Estimated
Effluent (afy)

Re-Use

Blacklake WWTP

82

70

Irrigation

Southland WWTF

534

474

Infiltration

Cypress Ridge Wastewater Facility

Not reported

47

Irrigation

Woodlands Wastewater Reclamation Facility

Not reported

39

Irrigation

La Serena

Not reported

6

Infiltration

Facility

Total

640

rd

Source: NMMA 3 Annual Report, 2010 Calendar Year (NMMA Technical Group 2011)
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Figure 4.11-1. NMMA Wastewater Treatment Facilities

Nipomo Community Park

Source: NMMA 1st Annual Report, 2008 Calendar Year (NMMA Technical Group 2009)
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The Blacklake, Cypress Ridge, and Woodlands WWTPs utilize secondary treatment and
recycled water for golf course irrigation. The amount of recycled water used in 2010 for
irrigation at Blacklake, Cypress Ridge, and Woodlands are 70 acre feet (af), 47 af, and 39 af,
respectively (NMMA [Nipomo Mesa Management Area] 3rd Annual Report, 2010 Calendar
Year, NMMA Technical Group 2011). The Blacklake WWTP is the only place in the NCSD
facility where wastewater is recycled, as shown in Table 4.11-2, below. The Southland WWTF
utilizes secondary treatment and treated water is disposed of in percolation ponds on-site,
although the NCSD is considering treating this water to recycled water standards (2010 Urban
Water Management Plan, Water Systems Consulting, Inc. 2011).
Table 4.11-2. Wastewater Collected and Recycled by the NCSD
Wastewater Collection and
Treatment System

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

Southland WWTP Average Annual Flow (afy)

661

818

1,086

1,344

1,613

1,870

Blacklake WWTP Average Annual Flow (afy)

71

71

71

71

71

71

Quantity that meets recycled water standard*

71

71

71

71

71

71

* All water processed through the Blacklake WWTP meets reclaimed water permit conditions.
Source: 2010 Urban Water Management Plan, (NCSD 2011)

4.11.2

Regulatory Setting

4.11.2.1 Federal Policies and Regulations
Federal standards for the quality of treated wastewater effluent would apply to this project.
However, no other Federal policies or permits relating to wastewater services or utilities would
be applicable. The project would not affect potential impacts to “waters of the U.S.” and no
actions would be subject to §§ 404 and 401 of the Clean Water Act and the NPDES.

4.11.2.2 State Policies and Regulations
The Central Coast RWQCB’s Water Quality Control Plan for the Central Coast Region (Basin
Plan) includes various guidelines, criteria, and prohibitions for on-site wastewater treatment
and disposal. On-site wastewater systems may be used to treat and dispose of wastewater,
provided the daily flow rate is less than 2,500 gallons.
Based on consultation with County Environmental Health Services (personal communication,
Leslie Terry; December 17, 2008), the Central Coast RWQCB is proposing to amend the
Basin Plan regarding the on-site wastewater system implementation program. The RWQCB
has entered into a multi-agency memorandum of understanding (MOU) governing regulation of
on-site systems, and local permitting agencies (i.e., County) implemented criteria for on-site
systems through their own permits. Draft Basin Plan Amendments are proposed, which would
make the existing program more stringent and provide greater environmental protection. The
Amendments also require the preparation and implementation of on-site wastewater
management plans in urbanizing areas to investigate and mitigate long-term cumulative
impacts resulting from continued use of individual, alternative, and community on-site
wastewater systems (RWQCB 2008).
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Standards for the quality of treated effluent are established by federal and state water quality
laws. Effluent is required to be treated in accordance with the applicable standards set forth in
CCR Title 22 (Environmental Health) as well as standards set by the SWRCB, which sets
specific effluent discharge requirements for wastewater facilities in the county. Standards for
quality of treated effluent are set to protect present and potential beneficial uses of surface
and/or groundwater that receive the treated effluent, including recreation, agriculture, and
wildlife. Use of treated effluent as recycled water is also regulated by Title 22 (Chapter 3,
Recycling Criteria). In the event recycled water is used within the park for irrigation,
requirements would likely include:


100-foot buffer between irrigated area and domestic water supply wells;



Irrigation runoff shall be confined to the recycled water use area, unless the runoff does
not pose a public health threat and is authorized by the regulatory agency;



Spray, mist, or runoff shall not enter dwellings, designated outdoor eating areas, or
food handling facilities;



Drinking water fountains shall be protected against contact with recycled water spray,
mist, or runoff; and,



All use areas where recycled water is used that are accessible to the public shall be
posted with signs stating “recycled water, do not drink.”

4.11.2.3 Local Regulations
The County Environmental Health Services and the Central Coast RWQCB are the local
agencies responsible for effluent treatment standards and siting of wastewater treatment and
disposal facilities. These agencies ensure that proposed projects conform to all applicable
local standards, including the Basin Plan. Implementation of the NCPMP would be a County
project; therefore, compliance with the County Ordinance is not required; however, standards
are useful as thresholds of significance when assessing potential impacts resulting from the
project.

Title 19 – Building and Construction Ordinance
Section 19.07.022 (Private Sewage Disposal Systems) states that the use of private on-site
sewage disposal systems are allowed only within the rural areas of the county and within
urban and village areas where no community sewage collection, treatment, and disposal
system exists. Section 19.07.022(a) notes that these regulations are enacted in part to
implement the requirements of the “Water Quality Control Plan Central Coast Basin” (Basin
Plan). Based on consultation with the RWQCB regarding the Basin Plan and Basin Plan
Amendment requirements, restroom facilities within the park are not required to connect to the
NCSD sewer system unless compliance with the Basin Plan cannot be demonstrated
(RWQCB 2010).
Since the proposed project includes on-site wastewater treatment and disposal, requirements
that would be imposed on this project potentially affecting water resources include:


4.11-4

Depth to groundwater (minimum vertical separation of 5 feet from the bottom of the
disposal field for soils having percolation rates slower than 30 minutes per inch.
Greater separation distances are required for faster percolation rates).
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Setbacks (minimum setback of 100 feet between disposal area and any water supply
well, spring, or water course).



Surface and Subsurface Irrigation Water Recycling (subject to CCR Title 22 for water
reuse criteria).

The following policies are contained in the Central Coast RWQCB Basin Plan:


Groundwater recharge with high quality water shall be encouraged.



In all groundwater basins known to have an adverse salt balance, total salt content of
the discharge shall not exceed that which normally results from domestic use, and
control of salinity shall be required by local ordinances, which effectively limit municipal
and industrial contributions to the sewerage system.



Wastewaters percolated into the groundwaters shall be of such quality at the point
where they enter the ground so as to assure the continued usability of all groundwaters
of the basin.

4.11.3

Thresholds of Significance

Consistent with CEQA Guidelines Appendix G, the County states that a significant wastewater
resource impact would occur if the project would:
1. Violate waste discharge requirements or Central Coast Basin Plan criteria for
wastewater systems;
2. Change the quality of surface or ground water (e.g., nitrogen-loading, daylighting); or
3. Adversely affect community wastewater service provider.

4.11.4

Impact Assessment and Methodology

Wastewater disposal for the park is currently treated by individual septic systems for the four
existing restroom facilities. NCP is located within the Nipomo urban area, and surrounding
uses are served by the NCSD. Effluent disposal for NCP could be accomplished by three
methods: connection to an existing NCSD system, septic tanks and leachfield systems, or
fiberglass holding tanks that are regularly pumped and maintained. Septic system disposal is
considered the preferred method because of the open space areas within NCP. Additionally,
there are multiple level to relatively level areas that would be suitable for leachfield siting, and
depth to bedrock and/or groundwater are not expected to be significant issues for standard
septic system design. Percolation tests performed on the adjacent Mesa Meadows property
indicate that soil conditions are adequate for on-site septic systems (Constraints Analysis,
Morro Group 2004). Site specific testing pursuant to current (or amended) Basin Plan
regulations would be implemented.
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4.11.5

Project-specific Impacts and Mitigation Measures

4.11.5.1 Violate Waste Discharge Requirements or Central Coast Basin Plan
Criteria
The proposed on-site systems would be located on public land, be operated and maintained
by a public agency (County), and would serve the public visitors to NCP. Prior to development
of the Mesa Meadows residential area, percolation tests were performed by Earth Systems
Consultants (1994) to assess the Mesa Meadows area for suitability of on-site effluent
disposal via septic system, and to determine the ability for on-site stormwater retention via
percolation. Percolation tests occurred approximately 1,300 to 2,000 feet from the proposed
additional park restrooms and associated on-site wastewater treatment and disposal systems.
Observed percolation rates ranged from a low of <1 minute per inch (min/inch) up to 8
min/inch. Because no groundwater was encountered at bore depths ranging from 10 to 21
feet below the surface, soil conditions were judged to be adequate for on-site septic systems
for the Mesa Meadows residential project.
Per the Basin Plan, if the percolation rate is less than 4 min/inch, depth to groundwater must
not be less than 20 feet. Proposed Basin Plan Amendments require additional treatment of
wastewater if the rate is less than 1 min/inch. The Master Plan does not include the
construction of restrooms in the Mesa Meadows area; however, the existing soils and
percolation data can be generally be applied to the park area. Because Mesa Meadows is
located immediately adjacent to the park, contains the same soil profile mapped by the NRCS
(Oceano sand), and standard septic systems were constructed for that development,
conditions appear to meet Basin Plan, and Basin Plan Amendment, requirements. Some
standard requirements, which were reviewed to assess the feasibility of new on-site
wastewater treatment and disposal, include the following key standards:


Natural ground slope of the disposal area should not exceed 20%.



Setback distance from a cut, embankment, or steep slope (greater than 30%) should
be determined by projecting a line 20% down gradient from the sidewall at the highest
perforation of the discharge pipe. The leachfields shall be set back far enough to
prevent this projected line from intersecting the cut within 100 feet, measured
horizontally, from the sidewall. If restrictive layers intersect cuts, embankments or
steep slopes, and geologic conditions permit surfacing, the setback shall be at least
100 feet measured from the top of the cut.



On-site discharge in soils with percolation rates faster than one minute per inch is
prohibited without additional treatment consistent with an on-site management plan.



On-site discharge is prohibited in fill unless specifically engineered as a disposal area.



Dual disposal fields (200% of original calculated disposal area).

Based on site conditions, it appears that the site is suitable for additional on-site wastewater
treatment and disposal. Applying a sewer flow duty factor of 0.62 afy/acre (NCSD 2007), and
applying this rate to approximately 25 acres of active recreation land, the estimated sewer flow
would be approximately 14,000 gpd. Dividing this among the six proposed restrooms would
result in a flow less than 2,500 gpd per restroom.

4.11-6
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Implementation of on-site wastewater disposal is subject to updated regulations regarding
wastewater disposal and water quality, including specific requirements for site specific subsurface investigation and testing. In the event the County cannot demonstrate compliance
with the Basin Plan, connection to the NCSD sewer system would be necessary. Based on
consultation with the NCSD (personal communication, Bruce Buel; December 17, 2008), the
NCSD notes that a connection is possible, based on further review of additional information at
the time connection is proposed. There is an existing sewer line along West Tefft Street,
adjacent to the park site.
Based on review of the Basin Plan, the project appears to be consistent with noted
requirements; therefore, this impact would be less than significant (Class III) and no mitigation
is necessary.

4.11.5.2 Change the Quality of Surface or Groundwater
This threshold of significance consider any adverse change to existing water quality as a result
of wastewater treatment and disposal, including nitrogen-loading, day-lighting, violation of
water quality standards or waste discharge requirements, and substantial degradation of water
quality.
The site demonstrates characteristics (slope, percolation rate, depth to groundwater) suitable
for disposal, while avoiding adverse effects to surface or groundwater. In addition, the County
is required to comply with the Basin Plan prior to siting and development of the restrooms and
associated on-site systems. Therefore, this impact is less than significant (Class III) and no
mitigation is necessary.

4.11.5.3 Adversely Affect Community Wastewater Service Provider
As proposed, the project would not require connection to the NCSD sewer system and
Southland WWTF. In the event that site specific testing and analysis shows that the project
would not comply with the Basin Plan, connection to the community system may be
necessary. The project would adversely affect the NCSD in the event implementation would:


Require or result in the construction of new water or wastewater treatment facilities or
expansion of existing facilities, the construction of which could cause significant
environmental effects; or,



Result in a determination by the wastewater treatment provider which serves or may
serve the project that it does not have adequate capacity to serve the project’s
projected demand in addition to the provider’s existing commitments.

Based on review of the Southland WWTF EIR (2011), and consultation with the NCSD, the
facility has the capacity to serve the park, if necessary. The project could feasibly connect to
the existing sewer system, provided on and offsite infrastructure is provided. Based on review
of available information, the project would not result in an adverse effect to the NCSD,
regardless of the treatment and disposal method. Information available in this Program EIR
could be used to avoid or mitigate impacts associated with additional infrastructure, including
avoidance of oak trees and special status species, minimization of soil erosion, avoidance or
remediation of potentially hazardous subsurface materials). This impact would be less than
significant (Class III) and no mitigation is necessary.
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4.11.6

Cumulative Impacts

As proposed, the project would include the development of additional on-site wastewater
treatment and disposal systems. The siting and operation of the systems would comply with
the Basin Plan, and would therefore have no adverse effect on surface or groundwater, or the
NCSD community system. Therefore, the project would not contribute to the cumulative
impacts related to wastewater.

4.11-8
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4.12 WATER RESOURCES
This section provides general background information on the state of existing project site water
usage, supply and demand estimates, the ongoing water basin litigation, water quality, and
identification of potential impacts that would result from the proposed project. This section
references a number of recent groundwater studies and/or reports conducted in the area by
private consultants and by State and/or regional resource agencies, which are referenced
where applicable. Information contained within each of the reports was used in assessing the
potential impacts of the proposed project. These reports were peer reviewed by the EIR
consultant, and information is incorporated by reference. These reports are on-file with the
County Department of Planning and Building, Environmental Resources and Management
Division, and include the following:




Nipomo Mesa Management Area (NMMA) Annual Report; NMMA Technical Group:
o 1st Annual Report, Calendar Year 2008, April 2009
o 2nd Annual Report, Calendar Year 2009, June 2010
o 3rd Annual Report, Calendar Year 2010, June 2011
o 4th Annual Report, Calendar Year 2011, April 2012
San Luis Obispo County Master Water Plan, Draft January 2012; County of San Luis
Obispo, 2012



Resource Management System, 2008 Annual Summary Report; County of San Luis
Obispo, 2008



Waterline Intertie Project Preliminary Engineering Memorandum; Nipomo Community
Services District, May 2008



Resource Capacity Study – Water Supply in the Nipomo Mesa Area; San Luis Obispo
County Department of Planning and Building, November 2004



Constraints Analysis – Nipomo Regional Park; Morro Group, Inc., June 14, 2004



Nipomo Mesa Groundwater Resource Capacity Study – San Luis Obispo County,
California; S.S. Papadopulos & Associates, Inc., March 2004



California’s Groundwater, Bulletin 118 - Central Coast Hydrologic Region, Santa Maria
River Valley Groundwater Basin; California Department of Water Resources, February
2004



Water Resources of the Arroyo Grande – Nipomo Mesa Area in 2002; California
Department of Water Resources, October 25, 2002

4.12.1 Existing Conditions
The park is served by the NCSD, which has wells within the Santa Maria Groundwater Basin.
The Basin is located within southern San Luis Obispo and northern Santa Barbara Counties,
including the Santa Maria, Nipomo, and Arroyo Grande areas. The NCSD and the Southern
California Water Company (SCWC) are the primary municipal water purveyors in the Nipomo
Area. In addition, there are approximately 25 private water purveyors and hundreds of private
domestic wells within the Nipomo area.
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Increase in the population and development in southern San Luis Obispo County has created
concern about limitations of groundwater supplies in the Nipomo Mesa area. A 1979 study by
the California Department of Water Resources (DWR), Ground Water in the Arroyo Grande
Area, reported that groundwater levels were declining in all parts of the study area as a
consequence of groundwater pumping. DWR began work on a renewed and expanded study
of water resources in the area in 1993, which culminated in a comprehensive 2002 report
entitled Water Resources of the Arroyo Grande – Nipomo Mesa Area (hereinafter referred to
as the “2002 DWR report”). The 2002 DWR report took 10 years to complete, reviewed
hundreds of previously published technical reports (including the 1996a, 1997, 1998 Cleath
reports), and was based on continual revision and input from hydrologists, geologists,
engineers, and planning experts. The 2002 DWR report consolidates information concerning
groundwater resources within the study area.
The 2002 DWR report conflicted with some of the findings made by independent consulting
firms analyzing the groundwater basin at the same time, and the basis for some of the
conclusions and implications regarding sustainable groundwater pumping beneath the Nipomo
Mesa remained unclear. Therefore, the County commissioned an additional study by S.S.
Papadopulos & Associates (SSPA) to analyze the 2002 DWR report and provide clarification
of water issues on the Nipomo Mesa. The SSPA study, Nipomo Mesa Groundwater Resource
Capacity Study, was completed in March 2004 (hereinafter referred to as the “2004 SSPA
report”) and concluded that a major decline in groundwater levels occurred over a 25-year
period where the area experienced 2 inches less than average annual rainfall (1945-1970),
and that water budget deficits for the Nipomo Mesa area during the period ranging from 1975
to 1995 were likely even greater.
A third comprehensive report was prepared more recently as a result of over a decade of
litigation regarding the Santa Maria Groundwater Basin. The litigation has resulted in a
Stipulated Judgment, which, in part, mandates the preparation of an annual report on the
hydrologic conditions for three sub-areas of the basin. The first annual report for the Nipomo
Mesa Management Area (NMMA) was submitted to the court in April 2009, with data covering
the 2008 calendar year (hereinafter the “2008 NMMA report”). The report was prepared by the
NMMA Technical Group, consisting of the NCSD, Golden State Water Company,
ConocoPhillips, Woodlands Mutual Water Company, and various management area engineers
appointed by these parties as well as an agricultural representative. Since the 1st Annual
Report (April 2009) three annual reports have been prepared and submitted by the NMMA
Technical Group (June 2010, June 2011, and April 2012).
The NCSD serves approximately 12,000 people over an area of approximately 4,650 acres
(NCSD 2008). The service area consists of one distribution system, which is currently served
by groundwater from the NMMA, which is at the northwestern part of the basin and
encompasses approximately 27.5 square miles.
Based on the 2009 Resource Management System Annual Summary Report, the Nipomo
Mesa area is currently in a Level of Severity (LOS) III for water supply (County of San Luis
Obispo 2009). A level III designation means that the resource is being used at or beyond its
estimated dependable supply or will deplete dependable supply before new supplies can be
developed. The LOS III was first established in 2005, after the County’s 2004 Resource
Capacity Study (Water Supply in the Nipomo Mesa Area) was prepared. The area will need
additional water supplies to bring the groundwater basin back into balance. The County has
directed the preparation of water conservation ordinances for the Nipomo Mesa Water
Conservation Area, and the NCSD is looking into options for bringing new water resources into
4.12-2
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the area, including a waterline intertie from Santa Maria to the Nipomo Mesa, which would
bring approximately 3,000 to 6,300 afy of new water to the area.
From 1984 to 1992, water was supplied to Nipomo Park through a contractual Water Service
Agreement (WSA) between the NCSD and the County (recorded May 29, 1984). The
agreement stated that the NCSD will provide water to the park for irrigation, sanitation, and
other miscellaneous purposes. The maximum annual rate agreed upon in the agreement was
set at 43 afy, and the County could not exceed this amount unless it was demonstrated to the
mutual satisfaction of both the County and the NCSD that any increases will be without
detriment to the water resources and delivery system of the NCSD (Morro Group, Inc. 2004).
In 1992, the park was annexed into the NCSD service area, and became a standard customer,
which eliminated the WSA and associated limitation on use. Table 4.12-1 provides data for
total water deliveries to the park from 1999 to 2011.
Table 4.12-1. Historic Water Delivery – NCP, 1999-2011
Fiscal Year

Acre Feet Delivered

1999

41.68

2000

45.25

2001

36.84

2002

47.50

2003

45.31

2004

56.3

2005

49.40

2006

50.18

2007

60.99

2008

59.38

2009

44.85*

2010

47.95

2011

43.93

* Noted meter failure in November – January
Source: NCSD 2004, 2009, 2012

Regarding existing water use, the NCSD conducted a water audit of the NCP in September
2007. Based on the results of the audit, the park’s irrigation system operates at 57%
efficiency, indicating that the park may be using twice as much water as needed for irrigation.
The audit notes that the County could apply water conservation measures to existing irrigation
systems, which would result in a savings of $26,445 annually. The NCSD requests that the
County implement recommended water conservation measures within existing facility areas
and incorporate the use of recycled water to minimize the anticipated demand for new uses
(NCSD 2009). The NCSD has no existing infrastructure within the NCP boundaries. Water is
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delivered to the park via a 3-inch water main that is located within the right-of-way on Pomeroy
Road. An executed agreement between the County and NCSD grants the NCSD a water line
utility easement along the southern border of the park boundary. The width of this utility
easement is approximately 20 feet from the southern edge of the property (NCSD 2004).

Potential Future Supply
Future water supply would be provided at the discretion of the NCSD. As noted above, NMMA
Technical Group and DWR water budget estimates and projections indicate that groundwater
pumping in the Nipomo Mesa area exceeds inflow, and that the Nipomo Mesa portion of the
Santa Maria Groundwater Basin is currently in overdraft. The NCSD is addressing this issue
by obtaining water from Santa Maria (Supplemental Water Project, Waterline Intertie), and
planning phased improvements at the Southland Wastewater Treatment Facility to allow for
distribution and use of recycled water. The NCSD initially proposed an assessment district to
provide funding for the Supplemental Water Project, Waterline Intertie, which required
approval by vote. In June 2012, a majority of property owners voted against the assessment
district proposal, and the NCSD determined that construction of a pipeline (as currently
proposed) to provide the supplemental water could not be funded by existing funds. The
NCSD issued a moratorium on the issuance of new will serve letters while considering other
options for supplemental water, which may include other funding sources and/or a scaleddown project.

Water Conservation
The NCSD is required to reduce its per capita water use by 20% from the baseline year
(average between 1996 and 2005) by December 31, 2020, with an interim target of 10%
reduction by December 31, 2015. As noted in the NCSD’s Urban Water Management Plan
(2011), NCSD has reduced water use by 27.5% from the baseline, and has exceeded required
goals. Current water use (2010) is 173.9 gallons/capita/day; targeted water use for 2020 is
204 gallons/capita/day (adjusted for anticipated growth). In order to attain this goal while
accommodating anticipated additional growth, the NCSD has implemented water conservation
measures, including a 4-tier residential “water conservation” rate (November 1, 2011) and
California Urban Water Conservation Council (CUWCC)-approved BMPs.
Additional
measures include development standards and target reducing consumption for high-use
customers (such as the NCP) (NCSD 2011).

4.12.1.1 Surface Water Resources and Watersheds
Most of the Santa Maria Groundwater Basin lies within the Santa Maria River Watershed,
which extends eastward into the coastal range region and covers nearly 1.2 million acres
(SSPA 2004). The watershed is divided into two sub-basins: the Cuyama sub-basin, which is
the upper portion of the watershed, and the Santa Maria sub-basin, which is the lower portion
of the watershed. The Cuyama sub-basin covers approximately 732,147 acres, and average
precipitation is 16.3 inches per year. The Santa Maria sub-basin covers an area of
approximately 453,777 acres. Average annual rainfall is 19.7 inches (SSPA 2004).
The Santa Maria River is the major surface water drainage of the watershed, and a major
source of recharge to the underlying aquifers. The Santa Maria River channel extends
westward approximately 20 miles to the Pacific Ocean. Flow of water is intermittent, occurring
only during periods of high seasonal runoff. The Sisquoc and Cuyama Rivers also extend
through the watershed, though the Cuyama River, which drains a portion of the Sierra Madre
Mountains, has been controlled by Twitchell Dam since 1959. Twitchell Dam is located on the
Cuyama River approximately 6 miles upstream from its junction with the Sisquoc River, and
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has a capacity of 224,300 acre feet (SSPA 2004). After construction, operation of the Dam
was transferred to the Santa Barbara County Water Agency, and currently the Santa Maria
River Valley Water Conservation District physically operates the reservoir.
Other watercourses in proximity to the proposed project, and analyzed in the 2002 DWR
report, include Nipomo Creek, Pismo Creek, Arroyo Grande Creek, Lopez Creek, Tar Spring
Creek, Los Berros Creek, Temettate Creek, and numerous other small tributaries (refer to
Figure 4.12-1).

4.12.2

Regulatory Setting

4.12.2.1 Federal Policies and Regulations
Safe Drinking Water Act of 1974
The Safe Drinking Water Act, implemented by the EPA, is the primary federal regulation
controlling drinking water quality. The Safe Drinking Water Act grants the EPA the authority to
establish and enforce guidelines for the achievement of minimum national water quality
standards for every public water supply system serving 25 people or more.
This act was originally implemented in 1974 and significant revisions were made in 1986 and
1996. The Act originally set standards for 83 individual constituents, including pesticides,
trihalomethanes, arsenic, selenium, radionuclides, nitrates, toxic metals, bacteria, viruses, and
pathogens. The 1986 amendments required more contaminants to be regulated, granted
more enforcement powers, and created regulations on the use of lead in solder and plumbing,
well head protection, and disinfection of certain groundwater systems. The 1996 amendments
to the Act made additional changes, most of which resulted in more stringent application of
control technology. The amended regulations also adopted a more rigorous schedule for
amending the Disinfectants/Disinfection By-Products Rule and the Enhanced Surface Water
Treatment Rule, both of which took effect in 1998.
No federal permits relating to water utilities or infrastructure are anticipated for any potential
component of the proposed project, unless USACE involvement or ESA issues concerning the
construction of new infrastructure (such as pipelines, utility lines, etc., in sensitive habitat
areas) is required.

Clean Water Act
The Clean Water Act controls the discharge of toxic material into surface water bodies. Under
this act, states are required to identify water segments impaired by pollutants and develop
control strategy/management plans to reduce pollution and meet certain water quality
standards.
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Figure 4.12-1. Water Resources

Source: DWR 2002
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Waters of the U.S: Sections 404 and 401 of the Clean Water Act of 1977.
Regulatory protection for water resources throughout the United States is under the jurisdiction
of the USACE. Section 404 of the Clean Water Act prohibits the discharge of dredged or fill
material into “waters of the United States” without formal consent from the USACE. Waters of
the U.S. include marine waters, tidal areas, stream channels, and associated wetlands.
Wetlands include freshwater marshes, vernal pools, freshwater seeps, and riparian areas.
Under §404, activities in Waters of the U.S. may be subject to either an individual permit or a
general permit, or may be exempt from regulatory requirements. Some activities have been
given blanket authorization under the provisions of a general permit through the Nationwide
Permit system. Individual Permits require the applicant to prepare and submit an alternatives
analysis of the project.
Section 401 of the Clean Water Act and its provisions ensure that federally permitted activities
comply with the federal Clean Water Act and state water quality laws. Section 401 is
implemented through a review process conducted by the RWQCB, and is usually triggered by
the §404 permitting process. Specifically, the RWQCB certifies via §401 that the proposed
project complies with applicable effluent limitations, water quality standards, and other
conditions of California law. If the RWQCB denies certification, the lead federal agency must
deny the federal permit application.

4.12.2.2 State Policies and Regulations
The establishment and enforcement of water quality standards for the discharge into and
maintenance of water throughout California is managed by the SWRCB and its RWQCBs.
The SWRCB enforces the federal Clean Water Act on behalf of the EPA. Most of the
quantitative objectives are based on the CCR, Title 22 – State Drinking Water Standards.
Other considerations include the Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act, and the RWQCB’s
Non-degradation Policy. San Luis Obispo County lies entirely within Region 3 – Central Coast
RWQCB. The RWQCB is the primary State agency ensuring that the quality of potable water
supplies is protected from harmful effects by man.
The California Department of Health Services (DHS) is responsible for overseeing the quality
of water once it is in storage and distribution systems. DHS oversees the self-monitoring and
reporting program implemented by all water purveyors, performs inspections, and assists with
financing water system improvements for the purpose of providing safer and more reliable
service.

State Water Code
Section 10910 of the California Water Code (CWC) requires the County to identify the agency
or entity responsible for providing water service to the area and to request that the agency
determine whether the project was included within the current Urban Water Management Plan
maintained by that water agency.
Section 13260(a) of the CWC requires that any person discharging waste or proposing to
discharge waste within any region, other than to a community sewer system, that could affect
the quality of the waters of the State, file a report of waste discharge (WDR). All WDR's must
implement the applicable water quality control plan (Basin Plan) for the Region affected by the
discharge. Therefore, WDRs require the project to comply with all applicable Basin Plan
provisions, including any prohibitions and water quality objectives, governing the discharge.
The siting, design, construction, operation, maintenance, and monitoring of all small domestic
systems must comply with all of the applicable provisions of the RWQCB's Basin Plan. The
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project shall not discharge waste in excess of the maximum design and disposal capacity of
the small domestic system. The discharger must comply with any more stringent standards in
the Basin Plan. In the event of a conflict between the provisions of RWQCB Order No. 97-10DWQ and the Basin Plan, the more stringent provision prevails.

The Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act of 1987
The Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act provides the authority and method for the State
of California to implement its water management program. The act establishes waste
discharge requirements for both point and non-point source discharges affecting surface water
and groundwater.

Safe Drinking Water and Toxic Enforcement Act of 1986
The Safe Drinking Water and Toxic Enforcement Act prohibits the discharge or release of any
significant amount of chemical known to cause cancer or reproductive toxicity into the drinking
water supply, by any person in the course of doing business.

The Groundwater Management Act of 1992 (AB 3030)
The Groundwater Management Act was designed to provide local public agencies with
increased management authority over groundwater resources in addition to existing
groundwater management capabilities. A key element of this law is the development and
implementation of groundwater management plans.

California Department of Fish and Game
CDFG is responsible for conserving, protecting, and managing California's fish, wildlife, and
native plant resources. California law requires any person, agency, or public utility proposing
a project that may impact a river, stream, or lake to notify the CDFG before beginning the
project. If the CDFG determines that the project may adversely affect existing fish and wildlife
resources, a Lake or Streambed Alteration Agreement is required. This Agreement lists the
CDFG conditions of approval for the proposed project, and serves as an agreement between
applicants and the CDFG.

Water Conservation Act of 2009 (SB 7)
SBx7-7 (SB 7) was enacted in November 2009, requiring all water suppliers to increase water
use efficiency (DWR 2011). The bill also requires, among other things, that the DWR, in
consultation with other state agencies, develop a single standardized water use reporting form,
which would be used by both urban and agricultural water agencies. The legislation sets an
overall goal of reducing per capita urban water use by 20% by December 31, 2020. The state
shall make incremental progress towards this goal by reducing per capita water use by at least
10% by December 31, 2015.


Each urban retail water supplier shall develop water use targets and an interim water
use target by July 1, 2011.



An urban retail water supplier shall include in its water management plan due July
2011 the baseline daily per capita water use, water use target, interim water use target,
and compliance daily per capita water use. DWR, through a public process and in
consultation with the California Urban Water Conservation Council, shall develop
technical methodologies and criteria for the consistent implementation of this part
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DWR shall adopt regulations for implementation of the provisions relating to process
water.



A Commercial, Institutional, Industrial (CII) task force is to be established that will
develop and implement urban best management practices for statewide water savings.



Effective 2016, urban retail water suppliers who do not meet the water conservation
requirements established by this bill are not eligible for state water grants or loans.

4.12.2.3 Local Policies and Regulations
Chapter 52 of the County's LUO (Title 22 of the County Code) contains site development
standards for the county, including drainage, grading, erosion, and sedimentation control.
While the proposed project would not require issuance of a land use permit or compliance with
the LUO, County policy recommends consistency with the code. Furthermore, mitigation
consistent with ordinance requirements will be recommended to ensure implementation.
Sections that are applicable to drainage, grading, erosion, and sedimentation are outlined
below.
Section 22.52.020 states that the County's standards for grading and excavation are intended
to minimize hazards to life and property, protect against erosion and the sedimentation of
water courses, and to protect the safety, use, and stability of public rights of way and drainage
channels. Grading must follow the standards provided in the UBC (§3309) and the following
standards:


Areas of cut and fill are to be limited to the minimal amount necessary.



Grading for a building site is prohibited on slopes of 30% or greater.



Contours are to be blended with the natural terrain.



Grading may not alter watercourses except as permitted through the CDFG and
various watercourse protection methods shall be followed.



Areas where natural vegetation has been removed must be replanted by various
approved methods.

Section 22.52.080 of the LUO states that standards for the control of drainage and drainage
facilities are designed to minimize harmful effects of stormwater runoff and resulting inundation
and erosion on proposed projects, and to protect neighboring and downstream properties from
drainage problems resulting from new development. Erosion and sedimentation control to
protect damaging effects on-site and on adjoining properties is discussed in §22.52.090 of the
LUO. A sedimentation and erosion control plan would be required for future developments,
and shall include temporary and final measures including:


Slope surface stabilization including temporary mulching or other stabilization
measures to protect exposed areas of high erosion potential during construction and
interceptors and diversions at the top of slopes to redirect runoff;



Erosion and sedimentation control devices such as absorbing structures or devices to
reduce the velocity of runoff;



Final erosion control measures including mechanical or vegetative measures.
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4.12.3

Thresholds of Significance

Consistent with CEQA Guidelines Appendix G, the County states that a significant water
resource impact would occur if the project would:
1. Violate any water quality standards;
2. Discharge into surface waters or otherwise alter surface water quality (e.g., turbidity,
temperature, dissolved oxygen, etc.);
3. Change the quality of groundwater (e.g., saltwater intrusion, nitrogen-loading, etc.);
4. Change the quantity or movement of available surface or ground water; or,
5. Adversely affect community water service provider.

4.12.4

Impact Assessment and Methodology

For the purpose of the project specific-evaluation in this EIR, significant water supply and
infrastructure impacts would occur if the demands placed on the area from this development
exceeded the available water supply, or if the well capacity of adjoining parcels was
diminished so as to create unsustainable yields or disruption of existing localized water supply.
The conclusions regarding significance are influenced more by the adequacy of current and
future supplies rather than by the magnitude of potential increased demands.

4.12.4.1 Water Supply and Infrastructure
The impacts of any proposed development project are evaluated based on an assessment of
project-related impacts on existing water supply, utilities, and service systems, as well as an
assessment of site activities based on the intended land uses. The impact analysis
determines if the community water provider (NCSD) has adequate supply to serve the project.
Water demand was estimated through the use of water duty factors derived from several
sources including the County of Santa Barbara and Monterey County. Water demand for
irrigated turf ranges from 1.6 to 2.7 afy. The 2.7 afy rate identified by the County of Santa
Barbara for the community of Orcutt was applied to this project, due to similar annual average
rainfall (approximately 16 inches/year). The total additional water demand would be
approximately 44.3 afy.
Table 4.12-2. Estimated New Water Demand
Unit

Water Duty
Factor (afy)

Estimated Water
Demand (afy)

36,000 square feet

.00007

2.52

10.0 acres

2.7

27

Swimming Pool/Deck1

8,400 square feet

0.00046

3.86

Open Play Area (Turf)2

3.96 acres

2.7

10.7

4 toilets

.058

0.232

Facilities
Community Center/Gymnasium1
Sports Fields (Turf)2

Restrooms 1
Total
1

Monterey Peninsula Water Management District

2

County of Santa Barbara
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4.12.4.2 Surface Water Quality and Quantity
An impact would occur if the proposed project results in development in areas with existing
drainage concerns, including flooding, or results in off-site runoff exceeding existing rates.
Potential impacts are assessed based on site topography, the proposed layout and elevations
of potential project components, the erodibility of soils, and the regulatory framework
applicable to the project.
With respect to water quality, determining significance is more indirect because there are no
specific discharge requirements or standards for storm water runoff that can be compared at
this time. For the purposes of this EIR, the determination of significance is based on a review
of typical construction site pollutants usually found on job sites that might contribute to
disproportionate amounts of polluting materials in runoff. The SWRCB has not attempted to
identify numerical limits to be achieved in runoff from construction sites. Instead, the General
Order contains narrative restrictions referencing best available technology economically
achievable and the best conventional pollution control technology. The significance of water
quality impacts will be judged in terms of conformance with these requirements and
regulations.

4.12.5

Project-specific Impacts and Mitigation Measures

4.12.5.1 Violation of Water Quality Standards
The Clean Water Act has established a regulatory system for the management of storm water
discharges from construction, industrial and municipal sources. The SWRCB has adopted an
NPDES Storm Water General Permit, which requires the implementation of a SWPPP for
discharges regulated under the SWRCB program. Currently, construction sites of 1 acre and
greater may need to prepare and implement a SWPPP that focuses on controlling storm water
runoff. The RWQCB is the local extension of the SWRCB, who currently monitors these
SWPPPs. Pursuant to Clean Water Act regulations, County Parks is required to prepare and
implement a SWPPP during construction to minimize off-site sedimentation and erosion
impacts. Implementation of major grading, such as site preparation for the sports fields, would
necessitate preparation of a SWPPP.
Due to the location of the project, implementation of the project would not result in direct
effects to surface or groundwater. Future grading activities would disturb soil, and potentially
result in off-site sedimentation and/or clogging within existing and proposed retention basins.
Standard erosion and sedimentation control measures would be required, including staking or
flagging the development footprint; use of fiber rolls and silt fencing to retain soil on-site;
covering soil stockpiles; and restoration and revegetation of disturbed soils. In addition to the
SWPPP described above, implementation of these measures would ensure avoidance of
adverse effects to water quality.
During operation of the project, discharge of sediment, hydrocarbons, and other pollutants into
stormwater and drainage infrastructure (which eventually discharge into surface waters) would
indirectly affect water quality. Implementation of BMPs consistent with LUO §§22.10.155.G.7
and 22.10.155.G.8., incorporation of LID consistent with LUO §22.10.155.G.1 would avoid or
minimize the project’s contribution to water quality issues affecting surface water bodies in
Nipomo and the South County area.
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WAT Impact 1

The project would include construction activities that would require
substantial areas of ground disturbance and use of heavy equipment,
which may result in the discharge of sediment and other pollutants,
indirectly affecting surface and ground water quality.

WAT/mm-1

During any project resulting in ground disturbance, the General Services
Agency shall ensure that BMPs are included on all grading and construction
plans, and implemented during grading and construction activities as
suggested by the County LUO. BMPs shall include, but not be limited to,
the following:
a. Staking or flagging of grading footprint to minimize the area of
disturbance;
b. Designation of staging areas, including equipment and materials
storage;
c. Fueling of major equipment shall not occur on-site due to nearby
sensitive receptors;
d. Erosion control barriers shall be applied, such as silt fences, hay
bales, drain inlet protection, and gravel bags;
e. Existing vegetation shall be preserved to the maximum extent
feasible;
f.

Disturbed areas shall be stabilized with vegetation or hard surface
treatments upon completion of construction in any specific area.

g. All inactive disturbed soil areas are required to be stabilized with
both sediment and temporary erosion control prior to the onset of the
rainy season (October 15 to April 15).
WAT/mm-2

Prior to major grading (ground disturbance exceeding one acre), the
General Services Agency shall prepare and submit a SWPPP to the
RWQCB for review and approval. A copy of the plan shall be on-site during
all major grading and construction activities.

Residual Impact
Vegetation removal and ground disturbance prior to or during a rain event creates the potential
for erosion and down-gradient sedimentation. Proper planning and implementation of BMPs
and a SWPPP reduces the potential for off-site transport of sediments and other pollutants that
may affect surface and ground water quality, either directly or indirectly. Based on
implementation of mitigation measures, potential construction-related impacts to water quality
would be less than significant (Class II).
WAT Impact 2
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During operation of the project, discharge of sediment, hydrocarbons,
and other pollutants into stormwater and drainage infrastructure
would indirectly affect water quality.
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WAT/mm-3

Prior to construction of drainage infrastructure, the General Services
Agency shall prepare drainage plans incorporating BMPs and LID strategies
suggested by the County LUO to minimize stormwater flow rates and offsite transport of pollutants, including sediment, hydrocarbons, and
equestrian waste. BMPs may include, but not be limited to:
a. Minimize parking area by incorporating striped and painted
“compact-vehicle” spaces.
b. Incorporate grassed swales in lieu of paved curbs and gutters.
c. Incorporate the use of alternative pavers, including gravel, cobbles,
wood mulch, brick, grass pavers, turf blocks, natural stone, pervious
concrete, and porous asphalt.
d. Construct bio-retention areas (or raingardens) near parking areas
and access roads.
e. Incorporate the use of swales to convey stormwater into retention
basins (i.e., grassed channel, dry swale, wet swale, biofilter, or
bioswale).
f.

Incorporate the use of infiltration basins in lieu of conventional
retention basins.

g. Install cisterns or rainbarrels near structures (i.e., library, community
center, restrooms) to collect and filter stormwater from roofs and
gutters and re-use for nearby landscaping.
Residual Impact
Increased vehicle use and parking onsite and the creation of additional impervious surfaces
creates the potential for pollutant transport and increased stormwater flow rates. Proper
planning and implementation of BMPs and LID strategies reduces the potential for off-site
transport of pollutants that may affect surface and ground water quality, either directly or
indirectly. Based on implementation of mitigation measures, potential operation-related
impacts to water quality would be less than significant (Class II).

4.12.5.2 Discharge into Surface Waters or Alter Surface Water Quality
The NCP is not located in close proximity to surface waters. As discussed above, grading and
construction activities may result in sediment and pollutant transport and discharge offsite,
which may eventually affect offsite surface waters. Mitigation is recommended to address
these effects (WAT/mm-1, WAT/mm-2, and WAT/mm-3).

4.12.5.3 Change the Quality of Groundwater
As discussed in Section 4.11, Wastewater, the project would continue to manage wastewater
via on-site septic systems and leach fields, consistent with existing regulations and Basin Plan
requirements. Based on compliance with these existing regulations, the project would not
adversely affect groundwater quality. This impact is considered less than significant (Class III).
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4.12.5.4 Change the Quantity or Movement of Surface or Groundwater
The project would continue to use water supplied by the NCSD (refer to analysis below). The
proposed project would result in approximately 7.5 acres of additional impervious surfaces,
including approximately 2.5 acres of facilities and 5 acres for infrastructure. The remaining
additional acreage would include pervious surfaces, such as trails and sports fields. On-site
stormwater management is proposed to avoid adverse effects both within the NCP and offsite. While these elements do not represent a significant percentage of area compared to
permeable surfaces within the park, incorporation of LID strategies is recommended to avoid
potential effects to stormwater flow and off-site effects related to flood control and stormwater
management.
WAT Impact 3

Implementation of the project would create additional areas of
impervious surfaces, potentially affecting off-site stormwater flow
rates.

Implement WAT/mm-3.
Residual Impact
The creation of additional impervious surfaces creates the potential for increased stormwater
flow rates. Proper planning and implementation of BMPs and LID strategies reduces the
potential uncontrolled drainage and increased flow resulting in erosion, flooding, and other
adverse drainage impacts. Based on implementation of mitigation measures, potential impacts
to stormwater flow would be less than significant (Class II).

4.12.5.5 Adversely Affect Community Water Service Provider
Implementation of the Master Plan would result in an increase of irrigated areas and facilities,
and would require additional water supplied from the NCSD. The proposed NCP Master Plan
would be constructed in phases, and supplemental water would need to be secured prior to
construction of the new sports fields and open public turf areas. Based on consultation with
the NCSD (Bruce Buell, pers. comm.; December 17, 2008), no project can be given more than
20% of the annual water allocation per year. Total water consumption within NCSD and
outside service boundaries averaged 2,646 afy between fiscal year 2005 to 2009. Twenty
percent of this amount is approximately 530 afy. Estimated demand (based on build-out)
within the existing service area is 4,139 afy (NCSD 2011), including implementation of the
NCP Master Plan.
Based on implementation of the Urban Water Management Plan (NCSD 2011), including
water conservation measures and site-specific retrofits, maintenance, and monitoring of water
use, the NCSD has demonstrated adequate water supply to serve the future needs of the
park. As noted by the NCSD, this additional service is contingent on the implementation of
improvements to the existing irrigation system to reduce current water supply, consistent with
measures to target reducing consumption for high-use customers. Based on consultation with
the NCSD (2008) and as stated in the Urban Water Management Plan (NCSD 2011), the
following measures are applicable to NCP:


4.12-14

Compliance with District Ordinance No. 2009-114, which will require submittal of an
irrigation plan, landscape plan, plant material list, and hardscape plan for water
features prior to issuance of a will-serve letter.
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Implementation of landscape irrigation retrofits and improvements.



Implement or comply with site-specific landscape water surveys, including checking
irrigation system and timers for maintenance or repairs; quantify landscaped area;
develop irrigation schedule based on precipitation rate, climate, system performance,
and conditions; provide/prepare evaluation results and water savings
recommendations.



Retrofit existing toilets and install low-flow toilets in new restrooms.

In addition, the NCSD is analyzing alternatives for recycling or discharging the treated water
from the Southland WWTF (AECOM 2009; Boyle Engineering Corporation 2007). If
implemented, a pipeline would extend from the Southland WWTF, up Orchard Avenue and
Pomeroy Road, and would provide recycled water for NCP irrigation (approximately 100,000 to
245,000 gpd).
Based on implementation of water conservation measures identified by the NCSD, impacts to
water supply and the community water provider would be less than significant (Class II).
WAT Impact 4

Implementation of the project would create additional demand for
water services from the NCSD.

WAT/mm-4

Prior to expansion or addition of irrigated turf and landscaped areas, the
General Services Agency shall conduct a water survey of existing irrigated
turf and landscaped areas, in consultation with the NCSD, that shall include,
but not be limited to, the following:
a. Quantify irrigated areas based on vegetation type (i.e., turf,
ornamental landscaping, trees).
b. Inspect and inventory the irrigation system, including timers,
distribution lines, storage, and other infrastructure, and document
needed maintenance and repairs.
c. Develop irrigation schedule by month, based on precipitation rate
and local climate.
d. Document irrigation system performance and landscape conditions.
e. Review irrigation schedule.
f.

WAT/mm-5

Summarize water survey evaluation results and identify water
savings recommendations, which shall achieve a minimum 50%
reduction in current water use.

Prior to expansion or addition of irrigated turf and landscaped areas, the
General Services Agency shall demonstrate compliance with the water
survey evaluation water savings recommendations, and shall submit
documentation to the NCSD for verification.
Water savings
recommendations shall be applied to existing and additional irrigated turf
and landscaped areas, and may include, but not be limited to the following:
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a. Computerized irrigation controller that can estimate cumulative
evapo-transpiration losses to establish the most efficient and
effective watering regimes.
b. Avoidance of close mowing, overwatering, excessive fertilization,
soil compaction and accumulation of thatch.
c. Programming watering times for longer and less frequently rather
than for short periods and more frequently.
d. Installation of tensionmeters at different depths to measure moisture
status, which will allow for better estimates on irrigation needs.
e. Linking irrigation of the park to the California Irrigation Management
Information System (CIMIS) station located at the Woodlands golf
course to maximize irrigation efficiency.
e.f. Implementation and maintenance of the most efficient and effective
water regime for park irrigation consistent with best management
practices, such as measures identified by the California Urban Water
Conservation Council and/or similar recognized organizations.
g. Incorporation of recycled water from the Southland WWTF.
h. Consultation with NCSD prior to implementation of major planned
replacement, renovation, or construction of water-using facilities.
WAT/mm-6

Prior to construction of additional restrooms, the General Services Agency
shall retrofit existing toilets and sinks with low-flow appliances within the
NCP. All new appliances shall be low-flow (1.6 gallons per flush).

Residual Impact
Implementation of the project would create additional demand for water supply from the
NCSD. The highest water demand would consist of additional turf; however, this use would be
public, and annual consumption is monitored by the County and NCSD. Water conservation
measures are identified for both current and future uses and advancements in conservation
technology and recycled water infrastructure can be accommodated to further reduce water
consumption. Water conservation measures identified by the NCSD and incorporated into the
mitigation measures above would reduce existing water demand by 50 percent. As noted in
Table 4.12 1. Historic Water Delivery – NCP 1999-2011, the average annual water demand
over the past 12 years is approximately 48 afy (excluding year 2009 when a meter failed).
Application of these mitigation measures would result in a 24 afy reduction in water use for
existing uses, and a 22 afy reduction in future anticipated water demand. Based on
implementation of identified water conservation measures, the total anticipated demand would
be approximately 46 afy (no net demand for additional water). Based on implementation of
mitigation measures, potential impacts to water supply, including the NCSD water provider,
would be less than significant (Class II).
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4.12.6

Cumulative Impacts

The NCP is currently one of the largest single customers of the NCSD. Water demand for
existing and proposed uses would represent a measurable quantity of annual distribution. As
previously discussed, the NCSD has available water to serve this project, in addition to others
within the service area. In addition, further development of supplemental water, and increased
use of recycled water, within the service area will be implemented in the future to reduce
demands from NCSD wells. Based on implementation of identified mitigation measures,
implementation of the NCP Master Plan, potential cumulative impacts would be less than
significant (Class II) and no additional mitigation measures are necessary.
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4.13 CLIMATE CHANGE
This section defines climate change and greenhouse gases (GHGs) and presents the current
legislation and programs addressing climate change in California. The section quantifies
existing and potential future greenhouse gas emissions associated with the proposed project.
It also recommends mitigation measures that could be implemented to reduce those
emissions.

4.13.1 Existing Conditions
Climate change refers to any significant change in measures of climate such as temperature,
precipitation, or wind, lasting for decades or longer (EPA 2007). Climate change may result
from:


Natural factors, such as changes in the sun's intensity or slow changes in the Earth's
orbit around the sun;



Natural processes within the climate system (e.g., changes in ocean circulation); or,



Human activities that change the atmosphere's composition (e.g., through burning
fossil fuels) and the land surface (e.g., deforestation, reforestation, urbanization,
desertification, etc.)

Human activities, such as fossil fuel combustion and land use changes release carbon dioxide
and other compounds, cumulatively termed GHGs. GHGs are effective in trapping infra-red
radiation which otherwise would have escaped the atmosphere, thereby warming the
atmosphere, the oceans, and earth’s surface (EPA 2007).

4.13.1.1

Greenhouse Gases

GHGs are any gas that absorbs infrared radiation in the atmosphere (EPA 2007). GHGs, as
defined in Assembly Bill 32 (AB 32), include the following gases: carbon dioxide (CO2),
methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), perfluorocarbons (PFCs),
and sulfur hexafluoride (SF6). A brief summary of each GHG is summarized below (EPA
2007).

Carbon Dioxide
CO2 is a naturally occurring gas and also a byproduct of burning fossil fuels and biomass, as
well as land-use changes and other industrial processes (EPA 2007). Anthropogenic CO2 is
about 80% to 90% of the principal GHG that currently affects the Earth's radiative balance.
Atmospheric CO2 has a lifetime of about 50 to 200 years (Environmental Monitor, Spring
2007).

Methane
CH4 is a hydrocarbon that is a GHG with a global warming potential most recently estimated at
23 times that of CO2. Methane is produced through anaerobic decomposition of waste in
landfills, animal digestion, decomposition of animal wastes, production and distribution of
natural gas and petroleum, coal production, and incomplete fossil fuel combustion.
Atmospheric CH4 has a lifetime of about 12 years (Environmental Monitor, Spring 2007).
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Nitrous Oxide
N2O is a powerful GHG with a global warming potential of 296 to 310 times that of CO2. Major
sources of nitrous oxide include soil cultivation practices, especially the use of commercial and
organic fertilizers, fossil fuel combustion, nitric acid production, and biomass burning.
Atmospheric N2O has a lifetime of about 120 years (Environmental Monitor, Spring 2007).

Hydrofluorocarbons
HFCs are compounds introduced as alternatives to ozone depleting substances (commonly
refrigerants). In serving many industrial, commercial, and personal needs, HFCs are emitted
as byproducts of industrial processes and are also released during manufacturing. They do
not significantly deplete the stratospheric ozone layer, but they are powerful GHGs with global
warming potential ranging from 140 to 11,700 times that of CO2. Depending on the HFC
species, atmospheric HFCs have a lifetime of about one to 15 years (US EPA, 2008;
Environmental Monitor, Spring 2007).

Perfluorocarbons
PFCs were introduced as alternatives, along with hydrofluorocarbons, to ozone-depleting
substances. PFCs are also emitted as byproducts of industrial processes and are used in
manufacturing. PFCs do not harm the stratospheric ozone layer, but they are powerful GHGs
with global warming potential ranging from 6,500 to 9,200 times that of CO2. Atmospheric
PFCs have a lifetime of about 10,000 to 50,000 years (Environmental Monitor, Spring 2007).

Sulfur Hexafluoride
SF6 is a colorless gas soluble in alcohol and ether, slightly soluble in water, with a global
warming potential 23,900 times that of CO2. SF6 is a very powerful GHG used primarily in
electrical transmission and distribution systems and as a dielectric in electronics. Atmospheric
SF6 has a lifetime of about 3,200 years (Environmental Monitor, Spring 2007).

4.13.1.2

Global Climate Change

A series of reports issued by the United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(UNIPCC) have synthesized recent scientific studies of climate change (UNIPCC 2007a,
2007b, 2000c). Key findings of these reports include the following:


Global atmospheric concentrations of CO2, CH4, and N2O have increased markedly as
a result of human activities since 1750, and now are at about double pre-industrial
levels. Global increases in CO2 concentration are due primarily to fossil fuel use and
land use change, and global increases in CH4 and N2O are due primarily to agriculture.



Warming of the global climate due to GHGs is unequivocal, as evidenced by increases
in air and water temperatures, widespread melting of snow and ice, and rising global
average sea level. Most of the increase in global average temperatures since the mid20th century is very likely due to increases in GHGs from human activities. GHG
emissions increased 70% between 1970 and 2004.



Numerous long-term climate changes observed have included changes in arctic
temperatures and ice, precipitation, ocean salinity, wind pattern, and the frequency of
extreme weather events such as droughts, heavy precipitation, heat waves, and
tropical cyclone intensity.
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Continued GHG emissions at current rates would cause further warming and climate
change during the 21st century that would very likely be larger than that observed in
the 20th century.



Climate change is expected to have adverse impacts on water resources, ecosystems,
food and forest products, coastal systems and low-lying areas, urban areas, and public
health. These impacts will vary regionally, and may be very expensive for agriculture
and human activities. In some areas sea level rise may completely inundate now
inhabited areas (e.g., river deltas, Pacific Islands).

4.13.1.3

California GHG Emissions and Climate Change

In California, the main sources of GHG emissions are from the transportation and energy
sectors. According to the ARB draft GHG emission inventory for the year 2004, 39% of GHG
emissions result from transportation and 25% of GHG emissions result from electricity
generation. California produced 497 million metric tons of CO2 equivalent (MMtCO2e) in 2004
(ARB, 2007). California produces about 2% of the world’s GHG emissions, with about 0.55%
of the population.
The potential effects of future climate change on California resources include:


Air temperature: Increases of 3 to 10.4 degrees Fahrenheit (ºF) by the end of the
century, depending on the aggressiveness of GHG emissions mitigation.



Sea level rise: 6 to 30 inches by the end of the century, depending on the
aggressiveness of GHG emissions mitigation.



Water resources: Reduced Sierra snowpack, reduced water supplies, increased water
demands, changed flood hydrology.



Forests: Changed forest composition, geographic range, and forest health and
productivity; increased destructive wild fires.



Ecosystems: Changed habitats, increased threats to certain endangered species.



Agriculture: Changed crop yields, increased irrigation demands, increased impacts
from tropospheric ozone.



Public health: Increased smog and commensurate respiratory illness and weatherrelated mortality (California Climate Change Portal [CCCP] 2007).

4.13.2
4.13.2.1

Regulatory Setting
California Climate Change Legislation and Programs

Vehicle Climate Change Standards
AB 1493 (Chapter 200, Statutes of 2002), requires the state to develop and adopt regulations
that achieve the maximum feasible and cost-effective reduction of climate change emissions
emitted by passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks. Regulations were adopted by the ARB in
September 2004. The ARB analysis of this regulation indicates emissions savings of
1 MMtCO2e by 2010 and 30 MMtCO2e by 2020. For these standards to go into effect, EPA
Nipomo Community Park Master Plan
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must approve a waiver of Clean Air Act requirements to allow California (and other states)
motor vehicle standards to exceed federal standards.

Assembly Bill 32
The California Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006 (AB 32, Health and Safety Code
§§38500 et seq.) requires the ARB to design and implement emission limits, regulations, and
other measures. These will reduce, by 2020, statewide GHG emissions in a technologically
feasible and cost-effective manner to 1990 levels (representing a 25% reduction). The
following summarizes the process and schedule for implementing AB 32:


June 30, 2007 – ARB publishes a list of discrete early action GHG emission reduction
measures that can be implemented prior to the measures and limits to be adopted to
meet the 2020 limit.



On September 7, 2007, the ARB released a list of additional early action measures and
discrete early actions:



January 1, 2008 – ARB determines what the statewide GHG emissions level was in
1990 and approves a statewide GHG limit that is equivalent to that level.



January 1, 2008 – ARB adopts regulations requiring the reporting and verification of
statewide GHG emissions.



January 1, 2009 – ARB adopts a scoping plan for achieving the maximum
technologically feasible and cost-effective reductions in GHG emissions from sources
or categories of sources of GHGs by 2020.



January 1, 2010 – ARB adopts and enforces regulations to implement the GHG
emission reduction measures identified on the early action list in 2007.



January 1, 2011 – ARB adopts regulations to achieve the required reduction of GHG
emissions to 1990 levels by 2020.



January 1, 2012 – GHG emission limits and emission reduction measures adopted by
January 1, 2011, become enforceable.

Senate Bill 1368
SB 1368 (Public Utilities Code §8340 et seq.) is an AB 32 companion bill that was signed into
law in 2006. It requires the CPUC to establish a GHG performance standard for base load
generation from investor-owned utilities, and the California Energy Commission (CEC) to
establish a similar standard for publicly-owned utilities. These standards may not exceed the
GHG emission rate from a base load combined-cycle natural gas fired plant. The bill also
requires all imported electricity provided to California to be generated from plants meeting
CPUC and CEC standards.

Renewable Portfolio Standard Program
The CPUC and CEC coordinate the Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS), which calls for more
energy to come from clean, renewable sources such as wind and sun. In 2003, the Governor
called for an acceleration of the RPS to 20% by 2010 rather than 2017; this goal was codified
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by SB 107 (Chapter 464, Statutes of 2006). In 2005, the Governor called for an acceleration
of the RPS to 33% by 2020.

Senate Bill 97
By enacting Senate Bill (SB) 97 in 2007, California’s lawmakers expressly recognized the
need to analyze greenhouse gas emissions as a part of the CEQA process. SB 97 required
the Office of Planning and Research (OPR) to develop, and the Natural Resources Agency to
adopt, amendments to the CEQA Guidelines addressing the analysis and mitigation of
greenhouse gas emissions. Those CEQA Guidelines amendments clarified several points,
including the following:


Lead agencies must analyze the greenhouse gas emissions of proposed projects, and
must reach a conclusion regarding the significance of those emissions. (See CEQA
Guidelines §15064.4.)



When a project’s greenhouse gas emissions may be significant, lead agencies must
consider a range of potential mitigation measures to reduce those emissions. (See
CEQA Guidelines §15126.4(c).)



Lead agencies must analyze potentially significant impacts associated with placing
projects in hazardous locations, including locations potentially affected by climate
change. (See CEQA Guidelines §15126.2(a).)



Lead agencies may significantly streamline the analysis of greenhouse gases on a
project level by using a programmatic greenhouse gas emissions reduction plan
meeting certain criteria. (See CEQA Guidelines §15183.5(b).)



CEQA mandates analysis of a proposed project’s potential energy use (including
transportation-related energy), sources of energy supply, and ways to reduce energy
demand, including through the use of efficient transportation alternatives. (See CEQA
Guidelines, Appendix F.)

As part of the administrative rulemaking process, the Natural Resources Agency developed a
Final Statement of Reasons explaining the legal and factual bases, intent, and purpose of the
CEQA Guidelines amendments. Other rulemaking documents can be accessed on the Natural
Resources Agency’s rulemaking website (http://ceres.ca.gov/ceqa/guidelines/). The
amendments to the CEQA Guidelines implementing SB 97 became effective on March 18,
2010 (State of California, 2011).

Governor’s Executive Orders
Executive Order S-3-05 was signed in 2005, and calls for a reduction of GHG emissions to
2000 levels by 2010, a reduction of GHG emissions to 1990 levels by 2020, and a reduction of
GHG emissions to 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The order directs the CalEPA secretary to
coordinate development and implementation of strategies to achieve the GHG reduction
targets in conjunction with the secretary of Business, the Transportation and Housing Agency,
the secretary of the Department of Food and Agriculture, the secretary of the Resources
Agency, the chairperson of the ARB, the chairperson of the CEC, and the president of the
CPUC.
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CalEPA developed the Climate Action Team (CAT), made up of representatives from the
agencies listed above, to implement the strategies to reduce GHG emissions. The order also
includes a reporting requirement for CalEPA to the governor and legislature. The first report
was released in March 2006 (CalEPA, 2006), and a report will be issued bi-annually in the
future. CAT has also issued a report on proposed early actions to mitigate climate change in
California (CAT 2007).
Executive Order S-1-07, the Low Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS) (issued on January 18, 2007),
calls for a reduction of at least 10% in the carbon intensity of California's transportation fuels
by 2020. The executive order instructed CalEPA to coordinate activities between the
University of California, the CEC, and other state agencies to develop and propose a draft
compliance schedule to meet the 2020 target. Furthermore, the order directed the ARB to
consider initiating regulatory proceedings to establish and implement the LCFS. The LCFS
regulation was approved and went into effect on April 15, 2010.

4.13.2.2

San Luis Obispo County GHG Emission Reduction Program

San Luis Obispo County Air Pollution Control District
Local efforts to quantify and reduce GHG emissions have primarily been undertaken by the
SLOAPCD. Many of the programs currently implemented by SLOAPCD to reduce emissions
and exposure to criteria and toxic air pollutants may also reduce GHG emissions. The
following is a brief summary of these programs:


Rules and Regulations: Numerous rules adopted by the County Board of Supervisors
and implemented by SLOAPCD to address criteria pollutant emissions also have the
side benefit of reducing GHGs. For instance, several SLOAPCD rules address
conventional emissions from combustion sources such as boilers, heaters, and
engines that often result in equipment modifications or replacement that improves the
energy efficiency of those units and reduces fossil fuel use. Similarly, rules that
regulate or prohibit open burning activities reduce CO2 emissions from that activity.
SLOAPCD Rule 426 regulates landfill emissions of methane.



Clean Fuels: SLOAPCD is actively involved in and supports the efforts of the Central
Coast Clean Cities Coalition (C5), a local nonprofit coalition which promotes the use of
cleaner alternative fuel technologies. With over 40% of the GHG emissions coming
from mobile sources, these efforts are an essential tool in reducing fossil fuel use and
associated CO2 emissions.



Development Review: Through the CEQA review process, SLOAPCD evaluates
impacts from land use development projects and recommends measures to reduce
emissions. Mitigation measures focus on reducing emissions from motor vehicles and
improving energy efficiency, both of which directly reduce criteria pollutants and GHGs.
Such strategies include incorporation of energy efficiency measures (increased
insulation, high efficiency appliances and lighting, passive and active solar systems,
etc.) that go beyond current building standards, and including Smart Growth principles
into the project design to reduce vehicle trips and increase the viability of alternative
transportation.



Grant Programs: Many emission reduction projects funded through the various grant
programs administered by SLOAPCD result in replacement or retrofit of older, high
emission engines with cleaner and more efficient engines that simultaneously reduce
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fuel use, thus reducing CO2 emissions. Conversion of stationary and mobile diesel
engines to natural gas or electric motors also serves to reduce CO2 emissions.


Transportation Choices Program: In partnership with San Luis Obispo Regional
Rideshare, Ride-On, and SLOAPCD, the Transportation Choices Program (TCP) is a
free program offered to businesses and organizations throughout San Luis Obispo
County to reduce employee and student commute trips and promote the use of
alternative transportation.



Pollution Prevention: The Pollution Prevention Program promotes the use of, and
publicly recognizes small businesses which successfully employ, pollution prevention
and emission reduction techniques as part of routine operating procedures. Many of
the businesses so recognized have incorporated operational changes that reduce their
emissions through efficiency improvements that also reduce fuel and product use and
save energy.



Public Outreach: SLOAPCD implements a number of outreach campaigns to promote
a variety of clean air programs, including backyard burning reduction programs, clean
car awareness, pollution prevention, energy efficiency, and transportation alternatives,
all of which promote community consciousness and lifestyle choices that can help
reduce our impacts on climate change.”

San Luis Obispo County EnergyWise Plan (Climate Action Plan)
The County has prepared a Draft EnergyWise Plan (Climate Action Plan) – Designing Energy
and Climate Solutions for the Future. This plan identifies strategies to reduce the county’s
GHG emissions by 15% below the baseline year of 2006 by the year 2020. This goal is
consistent with AB 32. The plan includes the following:


Scientific and regulatory framework for addressing climate change and GHGs at the
local level.



Identifies sources of GHG emissions from sources within the unincorporated county
and estimates how these emissions may change over time.



Forecasts emissions to reflect the County’s desired growth projections without
regulatory or technical intervention to reduce GHG emissions and provides an
emissions reduction target consistent with AB 32 and the County’s General Plan.



Provides energy use, transportation, land use, water use, and solid waste strategies to
reduce San Luis Obispo County’s GHG emissions and quantifies the potential
emissions reductions that will be achieved by implementing each strategy.



Identifies existing and proposed strategies to reduce emissions from County operations
and facilities.



Addresses adaptation to climate change - climate adaptation is an adjustment in
natural or human systems in response to actual or expected climatic change and its
effects.



Presents an implementation program to assist with monitoring and prioritization of the
reduction strategies through 2020.
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4.13.3

Thresholds of Significance

No formal statewide or local guidance currently exists for determining climate change
thresholds of significance for large projects such as the one proposed. There is no legally
adopted threshold for what emission levels constitute a significant amount. Information is
being evaluated at the state and local level in response to the serious threat of climate change
effects and subsequent legislation. There is some developing guidance, and this is discussed
below.
According to draft California Air Pollution Control Officers Association (CAPCOA) guidance
(CEQA & Climate Change Evaluating and Addressing Greenhouse Gas Emissions from
Projects Subject to the California Environmental Quality Act, January 2008), a reasonable
significance threshold could be a 900 tons per year emissions increase compared to “business
as usual” levels. The project’s climate impact would be significant if this goal is not met. This
900 ton level would capture approximately 90% or more of expected new projects and require
mitigation. This allows small projects to go forward without onerous conditions.
The ARB has surveyed large industrial sources such as oil refineries, cement plants, and
electricity generating facilities and found that a reporting threshold of 25,000 tons per year
would capture 90% or more of them. The control measures aimed at these sources would
have the greatest impact while not being onerous to small operations. Alternatively, a 10,000
metric tons (11,000 tons) threshold has been proposed by the Market Advisory Committee for
a Cap and Trade program.
AB 32 requires state agencies to take actions that will reduce 2020 GHG emissions to those of
1990, and then substantially further reduce emissions by 2050. To achieve the intermediate
goal of 2020, it seems reasonable for existing projects that may result in substantial GHG
emissions, such as at the level of a landfill, to be held to a net increase of zero new emissions.

4.13.3.1

California Environmental Quality Act Guidelines

Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines provides the following thresholds for determining
significance with respect to greenhouse gas emissions. Impacts would be considered
significant if the proposed project would:
1. Generate greenhouse gas emissions, either directly or indirectly, that may have a
significant impact on the environment?
2. Conflict with an applicable plan, policy or regulation adopted for the purpose of
reducing the emissions of greenhouse gases?

4.13.4

Impact Assessment and Methodology

Long-term operational emissions of CO2 were calculated by use of the URBEMIS air quality
modeling program. Due to the programmatic nature of the project, and lack of grading plans
and predicted construction schedule(s) for project actions, short-term construction impacts are
qualitatively assessed. The proposed project was evaluated for consistency with measures
identified by the SLOAPCD to address GHG emissions.
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4.13.5
4.13.5.1

Project-specific Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Generation of GHG Emissions

GHG emissions directly generated during construction of the project will be a short-term
increase. As noted in Section 4.2, Air Quality, operation of the project would exceed combined
ROG and NOx thresholds. Estimated CO2 emissions would be 6,766.52 lbs/day during
construction, and 14,118.65 lbs/day (or 34.91 tons per year) during operation. Mitigation is
identified to reduce operational emissions for these precursors to ozone, including energy
efficiency measures, use of landscaping to minimize energy use for heating and cooling, use
of green building materials, and incorporation of engineering and design (i.e., insulation,
windows, lighting) to minimize energy demand (AQ/mm-2).
In addition, the project includes several actions that would reduce regional generation of GHG
emissions, including improved safe alternative access to the park, including safer pedestrian
and bicycle crossings, and improvements to existing public facilities within an urban area.
Based on the size and location of the proposed project, this impact would be less than
significant (Class III).

4.13.5.2

Conflict with Plans and Policies

The project will not conflict with an applicable plan, policy, or regulation adopted to reduce
GHG emissions. Air quality, energy efficiency, and water conservation measures are identified
to mitigate identified impacts; implementation of these measures would also reduce
operational GHG emissions. In addition, the project would be consistent with goals to reduce
vehicle miles traveled by providing recreational opportunities and alternative transportation
linkage within an urban area, and in close proximity to residential areas, and by promoting
walking and bicycling by improving safe access into the park and providing path linkages to
bike paths and sidewalks.

4.13.6

Cumulative Impacts

No single project is considered large enough to individually affect climate change. GHG
impacts, including those described above, all contribute cumulatively with those produced
worldwide, to affect climate change. Compliance with identified air quality, energy efficiency,
and water conservation mitigation measures would reduce the project’s contribution to
cumulative GHG emissions, and subsequent climate change. Cumulative effects would be
less than significant (Class III).
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CHAPTER 5
ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS
5.1

INTRODUCTION

The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), §15126.6(a), requires an Environmental
Impact Report (EIR) to “describe a reasonable range of alternatives to a project, or to the
location of a project, which could feasibly attain most of the basic objectives of the project but
would avoid or substantially lessen any of the significant effects of the project, and evaluate
the comparative merits of the alternatives”. This chapter discusses a range of alternatives to
the proposed project, including alternative locations, alternative designs, and a No Project
Alternative. The CEQA Guidelines provide direction for the discussion of alternatives to the
proposed project. This section requires:


Description of “...a range of reasonable alternatives to the project, or to the location of
a project, which would feasibly attain most of the basic objectives of the project but
would avoid or substantially lessen any of the significant effects of the project, and
evaluate the comparative merits of the alternatives.” [§15126.6(a)]



A setting forth of alternatives that “...shall be limited to ones that would avoid or
substantially lessen any of the significant effects of the project. Of those alternatives,
the EIR need examine in detail only the ones that the lead agency determines could
feasibly attain most of the basic objectives of the project”. [§15126.6(f)]



Discussion of the "No Project" alternative, and “...If the environmentally superior
alternative is the "no project" alternative, the EIR shall also identify an environmentally
superior alternative among the other alternatives”. [§15126.6(e)(2)]



Discussion and analysis of alternative locations “…that would avoid or substantially
lessen any of the significant effects of the project”; only these need to be considered
for inclusion in the EIR. [§15126.6(f)(2)(A)]



“Prior to approval of the proposed subsequent project, the lead agency shall
incorporate all feasible mitigation measures or feasible alternatives appropriate to the
project as set forth in the Master EIR and provide notice in the manner required by
§15087. [§15177 (d)]

Given the CEQA mandates listed above, this section: (1) describes the range of reasonable
alternatives to the project; (2) examines and evaluates resource issue areas where significant
adverse environmental effects have been identified and compares the impacts of the
alternatives to those of the proposed project; and (3) identifies the Environmentally Superior
Alternative.

5.2

ALTERNATIVES SELECTION

In defining feasibility of alternatives the CEQA Guidelines state: “Among the factors that may
be taken into account when addressing the feasibility of alternatives are site suitability,
economic viability, availability of infrastructure, general plan consistency, other plans or
regulatory limitations, jurisdictional boundaries (projects with a regionally significant impact
should consider the regional context), and whether the proponent can reasonably acquire,
control or otherwise have access to the alternative site.” Through the scoping process, if an
Nipomo Community Park Master Plan
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alternative was found to be infeasible, as defined above, then it was dropped from further
consideration. In addition, CEQA states that alternatives should “…attain most of the basic
objectives of the project...”

5.2.1 Project Objectives
The basic objectives of the proposed project that were used in the screening of project
alternatives are taken from Chapter 2 and include the following:


provide a range of passive and active facilities and use areas to meet the recreational
needs of the community;



maintain and upgrade existing recreational and community facilities and amenities;



effectively manage current and projected levels of park uses;



provide amenities that are aesthetically consistent with the regional character of the
area;



provide a community recreation center within the unincorporated community of
Nipomo;



incorporate infrastructure and circulation improvements to meet existing and estimated
future (2025) motor vehicle transportation warrants;



apply adaptive management strategies, including the use of improved technology, to
address new planning and management issues as they arise;



consider and support active citizen input in the decision-making process; and,



periodically review and update the Nipomo Community Park (NCP) Master Plan
through a public review process (approximately 15-year intervals), including
consideration of the changing needs of the community when evaluating existing and
potential new amenities.

5.2.2 Significant Impacts Resulting from the Proposed Project
The alternatives evaluated include those that would avoid or reduce, to the maximum extent
feasible, the identified unavoidable impacts that cannot be mitigated to insignificance, and
avoid or reduce other significant impacts. A complete list of impacts is included in the
Executive Summary.

5.2.2.1

Significant Unavoidable Impacts

No significant and unavoidable impacts were identified.

5.2.2.2

Significant but Mitigable Impacts

The proposed project’s most intensive significant but mitigable impacts and/or those with
intensive mitigation requirements include:


5-2

Aesthetic Resources: Compatibility with rural character; creation of light and glare
affecting sensitive land uses and night sky.
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Biological Resources. Impacts to oak woodland, special status species, and wildlife.



Hazards and Hazardous Materials: Grading and construction within boundaries of
previous informal dump site could expose public to hazardous materials.



Noise. Generation of noise during use of proposed facilities (i.e., sports fields)
affecting nearby residential uses.



Water Resources. Installation and maintenance of ten acres of sports fields and
additional turf areas will require up to 44.3 acre feet per year (afy) of water from the
Nipomo Community Services District (NCSD).

5.3

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED

The project objectives include providing a dynamic master plan for an existing park.
Alternatives to the project include modifications in the type and intensity of recreational use to
avoid or minimize identified impacts. Certain project elements, including the community
center, could feasibly be located either within the existing park or in other locations in the
community of Nipomo. Four alternative locations for the community center are considered in
the alternatives analysis. A total of seven potential alternatives to the proposed project are
described below.
There are a number of potential alternatives to the proposed project that are feasible and can
be examined in this Program EIR. One alternative is included in the Master Plan, and is
identified as “Alternative Master Plan A” in this document. In addition, during public circulation
of the proposed Initial Study/Mitigated Negative Declaration, the South County Advisory
Council (SCAC) recommended a “rural character” alternative, which has been included in the
analysis as “Alternative Master Plan B”. Each alternative will consider changes to the existing
park entrances at the West Tefft Street/Orchard Avenue and Pomeroy Road/Juniper Street
intersections and expansion of the Nipomo library.
Further modification of the Master Plan may be considered by decision makers; however,
removal or incorporation of major elements have the most significant effect on the level of
impacts and extent of recommended mitigation (i.e., water demand, ground disturbance, trip
generation, aesthetic compatibility of larger structures and features).
In addition to alternatives within the boundaries of NCP, four alternative locations for the
proposed community center within the community of Nipomo are assessed below.

5.3.1 No Project Alternative
This alternative is required to be considered by CEQA, and would not include implementation
of the Master Plan. Implementation of the no project alternative would not preclude
development or improvements within the park. The park amenities would continue to operate,
and improvements may occur in dependent of a master development plan.

5.3.2 Alternative Master Plans
5.3.2.1

Alternative Master Plan A

Alternative Master Plan A proposes approximately 22.7 acres of new facilities and
infrastructure and 4 acres of additional open play area (turf) (refer to Table 5-1 and Figure 51).
Nipomo Community Park Master Plan
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Implementation of Alternative Master Plan A would result in approximately 38 acres of total
developed area, or approximately 23% of the 159-acre park. A community center would be
located near West Tefft Street, including a community center, pre-school and administration
building, and gymnasium. The remaining additional facilities would be located near the center
of the park, including an amphitheater, basketball and tennis courts, a pool or skate park,
multi-use sports fields, playground, open lawn area, horseshoe pits, off-leash dog park,
gazebo/informational stage, and infrastructure improvements. A lawn area and play structure
is proposed near Osage Street and Camino Caballo.
Table 5-1. Master Plan Existing and Proposed Amenities
Alternative Master Plan A
Existing
(sf)

Proposed
(sf)

Total
(sf)

Amphitheaters

0

5,227

5,227

Basketball Courts

0

10,000

10,000

6,534

8,276

14,810

0

14,000

14,000

Dog Parks

31,988

19,000

50,988

Group Picnic Areas

9,433

0

9,433

Handball Courts

0

0

0

Horseshoe Pits

0

1,800

1,800

Skate Park or Swimming Pool

0

10,000

10,000

Sports Fields (Turf)

231,633

439,520

671,153

Tennis Courts

26,404

14,400

40,804

Trails/Walkways (paved/unpaved)

50,724

127,373

178,097

Osage Street Walkway (paved)

0

11,280

11,280

Volleyball Court

0

0

0

356,716

660,876

1,017,592

5,689,881

-1,088,510

4,601,371

Open Play Area (Turf)

399,805

176,498

576,303

Trails (dirt)

190,200

-84,276

105,924

6,279,886

-996,288

5,283,598

Facilities
Recreation Area

Playgrounds
Community Center

Subtotal
Open Space
Open Space (undeveloped)

Subtotal
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Existing
(sf)

Proposed
(sf)

Total
(sf)

Basins

54,900

108,900

163,800

Library Building

7,134

4,000

11,134

137,166
(325 spaces)

183,388
(422 spaces)

320,554
(747 spaces)

4,050
(temporary)

0

4,050
(permanent)

Two Host Sites

1,284

0

1,284

Restrooms/Maintenance Buildings

3,155

1,490

4,645

Roads

89,036

32,234

121,270

Subtotal

296,725

330,012

626,737

Facilities
Infrastructure

Parking

Pre-school

5.3.2.2

Alternative Master Plan B

Alternative Master Plan B was adapted from recommendations by the SCAC (refer Table 5-2
and Figure 5-2 below).
This alternative expands on existing uses, and does not include major features identified in the
proposed project, such as the community center, sports fields, skate park, or swimming pool.
This alternative accommodates adult fitness equipment within the paved trail system, a small
(10,000-square foot) turf and picnic areas near the play area, and equestrian staging within the
parking areas (similar to the proposed project). Overall parking is reduced relative to the
proposed facilities. Road improvement projects, including widening of Osage Road and
realignment of the park entrances would be implemented with this project.
Table 5-2. Master Plan Existing and Proposed Amenities
Alternative Master Plan B
Existing
(sf)

Proposed
(sf)

Total
(sf)

Amphitheater and Gazebo

0

5,227

5,227

Basketball Courts

0

10,000

10,000

6,534

8,276

14,810

0

0

0

31,988

0

31,988

Facilities
Recreation Area

Playgrounds
Community Center
Dog Parks
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Existing
(sf)

Proposed
(sf)

Total
(sf)

9,433

0

9,433

Handball Courts

0

0

0

Horseshoe Pits

0

1,800

1,800

Skate Park

0

0

0

231,633

0

231,633

0

0

0

Tennis Courts

26,404

14,400

40,804

Trails/Walkways (paved/unpaved)

50,724

127,373

178,097

Osage Street Walkway (paved)

0

11,280

11,280

Volleyball Court

0

1,800

1,800

356,716

180,156

536,872

5,689,881

-510,168

5,179,713

Open Play Area (Turf)

399,805

10,000

409,805

Trails (dirt)

190,200

0

190,200

6,279,886

-500,168

5,779,718

Basins

54,900

108,900

163,800

Library Building

7,134

4,000

11,134

137,166

13,200

150,366

Pre-school

4,050

0

4,050

Two Host Sites

1,284

0

1,284

Restrooms/Maintenance Buildings

3,155

1,490

4,645

Roads

89,036

32,234

121,270

Subtotal

296,725

159,824

456,549

Facilities
Group Picnic Areas

Sports Fields (Turf)
Swimming Pool

Subtotal
Open Space
Open Space (undeveloped)

Subtotal
Infrastructure

Parking
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Figure 5-1. Alternative Master Plan A
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Figure 5-2. Alternative Master Plan B
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5.3.3 Community Center Alternatives
Four alternative locations for the proposed community center, including the structure, parking,
and associated landscaping, are qualitatively assessed below. The locations and associated
land use categories of each alternative location are shown in Figures 5-3 and 5-4 below. The
community center would be used for recreation and events (up to 300 persons).

5.3.3.1

Community Center Alternative A (Sandydale Drive and Frontage Road)

The location of this alternative site is at the northern terminus of the Frontage Road, at the
intersection with Sandydale Drive. This parcel is approximately 4.4 acres, and is within the
Commercial Service land use category. The site is currently undeveloped. Surrounding land
uses include residential development, the Nipomo Dog and Cat Hospital, a fitness center, and
a storage facility. Land to the northwest is undeveloped, and U.S. Highway (US 101) is
located to the east.

5.3.3.2

Community Center Alternative B (West Tefft Street and Branch Street)

This site is located at the corner of Burton Street and Mallagh Street, west of West Tefft Street.
The parcel is approximately 2.6 acres in size, and is within the Office and Professional land
use category. The site is currently undeveloped. Surrounding development includes
residential development, the Nipomo Men’s Club, and commercial/retail development along
West Tefft Street.

5.3.3.3

Community Center Alternative C (Orchard Avenue and Division Street)

This site is located at the intersection of Orchard Avenue and Division Street. The parcel is
approximately 2.85 acres in size, and is within the Commercial Retail land use category. The
site is undeveloped. Surrounding land uses include a 76® gas station and the La Placita
Market and carwash, a strawberry field and fruit stand, and residential development.

5.3.3.4

Community Center Alternative D (Hill and Grande)

This site is located between Grande Street and Hill Street, approximately 500 feet west of the
Frontage Road. The parcel is approximately 9.6 acres in size, and is within the Residential
Multi-family land use category. A planned unit development and retail development are
proposed to the east, and the property to the west is vacant. Land uses along Grande Street
include residences, greenhouses, and San Luis Bay Apartments. Land uses along Hill Street
include multi-family residential development and a truck parking area.
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Figure 5-3. Community Center Alternatives
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Figure 5-4. Community Center Alternatives Land Use Category Map
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5.4

ALTERNATIVES IMPACTS ANALYSIS

The level of analysis for each of the alternatives varies due to the amount of information
available for each. Alternative Master Plan A has been analyzed at a project specific level as
opposed to the qualitative analysis required by CEQA. The No Project Alternative, Alternative
Project B, and the four alternative community center sites are analyzed qualitatively below.

5.4.1 No Project Alternative
No improvements to the NCP would be implemented.

5.4.1.1

Aesthetic Resources

No improvements would be made; therefore the No Project Alternative would not impact
aesthetic resources. It avoids any impacts to aesthetic resource impacts resulting from the
proposed project.

5.4.1.2

Air Quality

This alternative would not require earthwork or generate additional vehicle trips. It would not
result in construction or operational air quality impacts.

5.4.1.3

Biological Resources

Biological resources would not be directly impacted by the No Project Alternative. No impacts
to oak woodland, sand mesa manzanita, or wildlife would occur.

5.4.1.4

Cultural Resources

Because this alternative would not include any ground disturbance, this alternative would not
result in direct impacts cultural resources.

5.4.1.5

Geology, Soils and Drainage

This alternative would not change the existing geologic, soils, or drainage conditions.
Localized flooding would continue to occur within the park.

5.4.1.6

Hazards and Hazardous Materials

The No Project Alternative would not require ground disturbance of any kind and therefore
would not result in any exposure to subsurface materials.

5.4.1.7

Land Use

Land use would remain the same at the project site, and no potential conflicts would occur.

5.4.1.8

Noise

Under the No Project Alternative, no additional facilities would be developed; therefore, no
additional sources of transportation, stationary, or operational related noise would be
generated. The ambient noise level would remain the same; aside from area-wide
transportation-related noise due to population growth.
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5.4.1.9

Public Services and Utilities

No additional facilities are proposed; therefore average use of NCP would remain the same.
The No Project Alternative is not expected to result in an increased demand for emergency
services and energy. This alternative would have an adverse effect on recreational resources,
because it would not provide additional recreational facilities for the community of Nipomo and
surrounding area.

5.4.1.10 Transportation and Circulation
No additional traffic trips would be generated by the proposed project; however, improvements
to Osage Road, and park entrances at Pomeroy Road and West Tefft Street would not be
implemented. The No Action Alternative would not include beneficial effects of these
improvements, including safer access for vehicles, bicyclists, and pedestrians.

5.4.1.11 Wastewater
Under the No Project Alternative, existing restrooms and associated on-site septic and
leachfield systems would continue to serve the public.

5.4.1.12 Water Resources
The No Project Alternative would not result in an increase demand for water resources, and
would not create additional impervious surfaces or stormwater runoff. This alternative does
not preclude implementation of water conservation measures and irrigation system
maintenance and upgrades to increase water efficiency, as recommended by the NCSD.

5.4.1.13 Consistency with Project Objectives
This alternative does not meet the project objectives.

5.4.2 Alternative Master Plan A
This alternative would consist of alternative arrangement of major features, and some
alternative uses within the proposed development footprint within NCP (refer to Figure 5-1). It
would generally have the same impacts when compared to the proposed project; however,
slightly deceased level of intensity due to fewer traffic trips and air emissions. Impacts would
be significant and mitigable, or less than significant.

5.4.2.1

Aesthetic Resources

In general, Alternative Master Plan A would result in additional structural development near
West Tefft Street, including a community center. Facilities within the center of the park would
be limited to outdoor recreational uses, such as courts, sports fields, and a swimming pool or
skate park. This alternative would have a greater effect on the viewshed as seen from major
perimeter roads; however, structural development would be consistent with existing uses
along the West Tefft Street corridor. Similar to the proposed project, incorporation of rural
design elements will be important to maintain the visual character of NCP and surrounding
area. All impacts would be mitigated to less than significant (Class II).

Effect on Scenic View
An important public scenic view within the NCP is the oak-covered ridge extending through the
northern part of the park. Under this alternative, the quality of views to the ridge would remain
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intact and the ridge would continue to provide a visual backdrop for the community. No large
structures are proposed within the interior of the park that would block views of the ridge,
although parking area landscaping and active recreational areas may filter views in certain
locations. Implementation of this alternative would avoid adverse effects related to internal
views within the park, and effects on the scenic vista.

Effect on Visual Character and Quality, Visual Compatibility
The NCP occupies one of the more visible locations in the community. The proximity to
primary roadways and surrounding neighborhoods greatly increases the potential number of
viewers of the proposed project improvements. Because of this large number of viewers and
highly visible location, the appearance of the project would have an influence on the visual
character of the community. Future development of the site has the potential to substantially
alter the existing visual character.
Structural elements including buildings and fencing may appear urban in nature, which is
inconsistent with the rural character of the park. Locating larger structures, such as the
community center, closer to major roadways would minimize adverse effects to visual
character as seen from within the park. The development of structures adjacent to West Tefft
Street would not likely be as noticeable in the long-term, due to existing development in the
area and the presence of a large shopping center and other retail and commercial
development in the immediate vicinity. Similar to the proposed project, incorporation of design
standards, as identified in AES/mm-2 through AES/mm-5, would be necessary to mitigate
potentially significant impacts to visual character. The potential effects the project may have
on the visual character and quality of the site and its surroundings are summarized below.

Community Center, Pre-school, and Expanded Library
A 14,000-square foot community center is proposed near the intersection of West Tefft Street
and Orchard Avenue. Similar to the project, the community center could accommodate a
variety of uses (i.e., teen center, gymnasium, senior services). A 4,000-square foot expansion
of the existing library would be located to the northwest of these proposed structures. The
temporary pre-school would be removed, and a 4,050-square foot permanent pre-school and
administration building would be constructed near the community center and library. As
shown in Figure 5-5, these structures would be predominantly visible from West Tefft Street
and Orchard Avenue. The conceptual design of these structures is generally monolithic and
does not include much exterior articulation. This design type may increase the perceived
scale of the buildings (i.e., they may appear larger in size relative to the landscape). If urban
or modern-style architecture were used, these dominant buildings would likely not be
consistent with the rural aesthetic goals of the community. Exterior details, materials, and
color schemes could either support or detract from the desired visual character of the park. As
a result, the proposed structures would have the potential to result in substantial adverse
impacts to the visual character of the area and associated park.

Community Swimming Pool/Skate Park
An approximately 10,000-square foot swimming pool or skate park would be located in the
center of the park. Required security fencing may be one of the more noticeable elements of
the pool facility. Institutional looking support buildings and structures, extensive use of
galvanized chain-link fencing, and minimal use of landscaping would result in a utilitarian
appearance, inconsistent with the stated rural character goals for the park (refer to Figure 5-6).
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Multi-use Sports Fields
Similar to the proposed project, this alternative includes an additional ten acres of lighted
multi-use sports fields, located toward the southern-central portion of the park. Construction of
the fields would require substantial alteration of the existing landform; without appropriate
vegetative erosion control measures, the constructed slopes may have increased noticeability
due to scarring and exposed earth, which would affect the visual character of the southern
section of the park. The visibility of these light poles would unavoidably contribute to the site's
visual alteration from open space to an active recreational facility, both during the day and
nighttime hours.

Expanded Restrooms/Maintenance Buildings
New and/or expanded restrooms and maintenance buildings would be included in the park.
Overly institutional looking restrooms and maintenance buildings would result in a utilitarian
appearance, inconsistent with the stated rural character goals for the park.

Increased Parking and Internal Roads
Similar to the proposed project, the amount of required vehicle parking area would more than
double. The most visible aspect of the parking lots would likely be the expanses of paved area
and the vehicles themselves, both parked and in motion. By their nature, paved parking lots
filled with vehicles, and paved roadways, can be associated with urban or suburban visual
environments.

New Amphitheater/Gazebo
A new amphitheater is proposed near the Nipomo Native Garden area, and a new
gazebo/stage would be located near the internal access road. The design of these structures
would be important contributors to the visual character of the park. Inappropriate forms,
materials, and colors would be inconsistent with the stated rural character goals for the park.

Interpretive Center
Similar to the proposed project, an interpretive center is proposed within the Nipomo Native
Garden area. The interpretive center would be seen from within the Nipomo Native Garden,
and from Osage Road and possibly from Camino Caballo. Urban or modern style architecture
would likely not be consistent with the rural aesthetic goals of the community. Exterior details,
materials, and color schemes could either support or detract from the desired visual character
of the park. As a result, the proposed interpretive center would have the potential to result in
substantial adverse impacts to the visual character of the park.

Basketball and Handball Courts
The project includes 10,000 square feet of new basketball courts. Security features may
include perimeter fencing. The type of fencing selected would greatly affect the visual
character of the site. Galvanized chain-link fencing for example may introduce an urban,
industrial look compared to a more aesthetically treated fencing material.
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Figure 5-5. Alternative Master Plan A, KVA 1
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Figure 5-6. Alternative Master Plan A, KVA 3
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Additional Playgrounds
Similar to the proposed project, approximately 8,000 square feet of additional playground area
would be installed. Playgrounds can have a wide variety of appearances. One of the most
noticeable characteristics of the playground would be the colors of the new structures, which
can range from wood-appearing to bright primary colors.

Expanded Dog Parks
An additional 19,000 square feet of off-leash dog park is proposed near the northern entry of
the park. Typically, dog parks are characterized by perimeter and cross-fencing, seating, and
sometimes an information kiosk. The type of fencing used would affect the visual character of
the site.

Horseshoe Pits
New horseshoe pits would be included with implementation of the Master Plan. Because of
their relatively small size and general lack of vertical elements, horseshoe pits are often not
easily noticeable in the landscape. If safety fencing is required, the fencing may be the most
easily visible aspect of the horseshoe pit facility. As with the other fencing proposed
throughout the project, the style and material could have an influence on the visual setting.

Expanded Tennis Courts
Two new tennis courts would be located adjacent to the swimming pool or skate park. The
tennis courts would likely include perimeter fencing, which could be one of its more noticeable
elements. The type of fencing selected would greatly affect the visual character of the site.
Untreated galvanized chain-link fencing may introduce an urban, industrial look compared to a
more aesthetically treated material.

Additional Trails/ Walkways
The proposed trail system would be similar to the proposed project, including a multi-use
perimeter trail. An attached sidewalk-type path would be constructed along Osage Street, at
the western edge of the park. The most noticeable aspects of the trails and walkways may be
the paved surfaces themselves and any required grading and/or vegetation removal. If
grading is required in order to construct the trails and walkways, without appropriate vegetative
erosion control measures, the constructed slopes may have increased noticeability due to
scarring and exposed earth, which would affect the visual character of the vicinity.

Additional Open Play Area
In addition to the new sports fields, approximately four acres of irrigated turf would be installed
for open play area. This turf area would be most noticeable by its brighter green lawn,
possibly contrasting with the seasonally golden adjacent natural slopes. The minimal landform
alterations associated with the open play areas would help these areas retain a more natural
look.

Stormwater Basins
Approximately 2.5 acres of stormwater basins are proposed. The preliminary grading plans
show contour-graded basins. If maintenance or engineering needs require the basins to be
rectilinear and look like utilitarian facilities, they could affect the natural appearance of the
park. Associated security fencing, if required could also influence the visual character of the
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setting. Incorporation of Limited Impact Development (LID) strategies (i.e., vegetation,
bioswales) would soften the appearance these basins and associated drainage features.

Equestrian Staging Area
An equestrian staging area is proposed along the western side of the community center area.
The equestrian area would likely be most recognizable by the pull-through parking area and
the potential numbers of horse trailers and associated vehicles.

Effects of Light and Glare
Similar to the proposed project, the multi-use sports fields would include field lighting, which
would have the greatest effect on the residential neighborhood along Tejas Place, along the
southwest boundary of NCP. In addition to the sports field lighting, security lighting would be
installed throughout parking areas and new features. This additional lighting would create
glare, potentially affecting off-site area. Implementation of mitigation measure AES/mm-6 and
AES/mm-7 would be required to mitigate this effect.

Effect on Unique Geological or Physical Features
The topography of the NCP is considered a visual resource. The existing landform offers
visual interest as seen from both internal and external viewing locations, and provides viewing
opportunities from the elevated areas and visual enclosure at the lower elevations. The
project would alter the topography within the park, mostly in the central and southern portions,
near the multi-use sports fields, stormwater basins, and additional active facilities. Although
the landform of the south-central portion of the NCP would be substantially altered, the
topography of the majority of the NCP would not be affected. The wooded ridge through the
northern area, and the remainder of the existing improved area would remain intact. In
general, the existing topography somewhat limits views from one area of the NCP to another.
As a result the proposed grading for the multi-use sports fields would not be readily seen from
many parts of the NCP to the north and east. Mitigation measures AES/mm-8 would be
required to ensure adequate revegetation and visual softening of graded areas and landform
alteration.

5.4.2.2

Air Quality

Implementation of Alternative Master Plan A would generate fewer emissions than the
proposed project, due to the reduced development footprint and reduction in estimated traffic
trips. With the exception of fugitive dust (PM10) both the proposed project and Alternative
Master Plan A would not exceed identified thresholds for construction-related emissions.
Operational emission thresholds for ROG and NOx would be exceeded, and mitigation would
be required. All impacts would be less than significant (Class III) or mitigated to less than
significant (Class II).

Violate Air Quality Standard or Exceed Emission Thresholds
Short-term Construction Emissions
Alternative Master Plan A would result in a similar area of grading and development as the
proposed project; therefore, construction and operation of this alternative would result in
similar emissions. Based on the approximate area of disturbance, grading and construction
activities would not exceed APCD thresholds for ROG or NOx. The San Luis Obispo Air
Pollution Control District (SLOAPCD) has determined that any grading of 4 acres or more can
exceed the 2.5 ton quarterly threshold for PM10. San Luis Obispo County is currently in nonNipomo Community Park Master Plan
Final Program Environmental Impact Report
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attainment for PM10 dust. Implementation of AQ/mm-1 would be required to mitigation
potential impacts to less than significant.

Long-term Operational Emissions
The proposed uses identified in Alternative Master Plan A would result in both stationary and
mobile sources of air pollution, similar to the proposed project, and would exceed the daily
threshold for combined ROG and NOx. Implementation of AQ/mm-2 would be required to
mitigate this impact to less than significant.

Expose Sensitive Receptors to Substantial Pollutant Concentrations
Construction Emissions Diesel Particulate Matter
Similar to the proposed project, construction under worst-case conditions would exceed the
identified threshold for diesel exhaust particulates. In addition, sensitive receptors are present
in the immediate area, including park users, residents, and occupants of the pre-school and
library. Therefore, implementation of AQ/mm-3 would be required to mitigate this impact to
less than significant.

Asbestos Containing Material / Naturally Occurring Asbestos
Demolition and remodeling activities associated with the proposed project, including removal
and relocation of park amenities and infrastructure may result in the exposure of persons to
asbestos containing material. The project site is within an area that has the potential to
contain naturally-occurring asbestos. Implementation of mitigation measures AQ/mm-4 and
AQ/mm-5 would be required to ensure compliance with the National Emission Standard for
Hazardous Air Pollutants and avoid public exposure to asbestos.

Create or Subject Individuals to Objectionable Odors
The proposed project does not include any elements what would generate objectionable
odors. This impact is considered less than significant and no mitigation is required.

Consistency with SLOAPCD Clean Air Plan
The proposed project is a recreational facility intended to serve the existing and future
populations. Proposed improvements may attract some vehicle trips that would have
previously gone to another recreational facility, but would also generate additional trips. Trips
would not increase at a rate faster than the rate of population growth. The project would
provide recreational opportunities and alternative transportation linkage within an urban area.
The project incorporates applicable CAP control measures and strategies by locating
improvements within the existing park, in close proximity to residential and commercial areas.
The NCP Master Plan promotes walking and bicycling by improving safe access into the park,
and providing path linkages to bike paths and sidewalks. Therefore, the project would not
conflict with or obstruct implementation of the Clean Air Plan.

5.4.2.3

Biological Resources

Alternative Master Plan A would have a similar development footprint as the proposed project.
Compared to the proposed project, this alternative would directly affect approximately 0.25
acre less annual grassland, due to locating the community center and associated park within a
developed area near West Tefft Street. Overall, impacts to biological resources would be
similar to the proposed project, as discussed below.
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Unique or Special-Status Species or their Habitats
Construction of the project would result in permanent impacts to plant communities, which
provide habitat for special-status plant and animal species, including sand mesa manzanita,
silvery legless lizard, coast horned lizard, Monterey dusky-footed woodrat and white-tailed kite.
Implementation of mitigation measures BR/mm-1 through BR/mm-4 would be required to
mitigation potential adverse effects to special-status species.

Native or Other Important Vegetation
Implementation of Alternative Master Plan A would result in similar impacts to biological
resources as the proposed project, due to the similar areas of disturbance (refer to Table 5-3).
Open space within the center of NCP would be developed into active recreational facilities,
parking areas, and drainage improvements. The sports fields and improved trails would affect
the same areas as identified in the proposed project analysis.
Direct and permanent impacts to various habitats are expected to result from the proposed
construction of recreation facilities and widening of Osage Road.
Table 5-3. Habitat Impacts – Alternative Master Plan A
Habitat Type

Total Acres

Acres Affected

Maritime Chaparral

14.60

1.22

Oak Woodland

130.14

1.12

Coastal Scrub

27.37

13.14

Annual Grassland

13.56

6.46

Ruderal

4.13

2.94

Ornamental/Developed

20.76

0.55

Pine

14.06

2.45

Eucalyptus

0.33

0.19

224.95

28.07

Total

Maritime Chaparral
Maritime chaparral is considered a sensitive plant community by the California Department of
Fish and Game (CDFG). This plant community covers approximately 14.60 acres within the
NCP. The proposed trail work has the potential to impact 1.22 acres of intact maritime
chaparral. Disturbance and removal of this habitat type would primarily occur during the
expansion and improvement of existing sandy trails. Mitigation, including habitat restoration at
a 2:1 ratio, is proposed to reduce this impact to less than significant (mitigation measures
BR/mm-5 and BR/mm-6).
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Oak Woodland
Oak woodland habitat covers approximately 130.14 acres within the NCP. Construction of ball
fields, picnic areas and the widening of Osage Street would result in the loss of approximately
1.25 acres of oak woodland habitat within the NCP. Approximately 20 mature coast live oak
trees (greater than 5 inches diameter breast height [dbh]) could be potentially be impacted or
be removed by construction activities. Implementation of BR/mm-7, BR/mm-8, BR/mm-9, and
BR/mm-10 is required to mitigate impacts to individual oak trees and oak woodland.

Wetland or Riparian Habitat
No wetland or riparian habitat is present within the project site; therefore, there would be no
impact.

Impacts to Nesting Birds and Roosting Bats
Removal of vegetation in all habitats within the NCP has the potential to affect nesting birds,
and roosting bat species such as pallid bat. Maritime chaparral, oak woodlands, coastal
scrub, grassland, ruderal, eucalyptus and pine trees, and buildings within the developed areas
of the NCP provide suitable roosting, nesting, and foraging habitat for a variety of bird and bat
species, including several that are considered sensitive by resource agencies (e.g., Cooper’s
hawk, sharp-shinned hawk and white-tailed kite). Implementation of BR/mm-11 through
BR/mm-13 would be necessary to mitigate potential impacts to ground, structure, and treenesting birds and roosting bats.

5.4.2.4

Cultural Resources

Alternative Master Plan A would have a similar development footprint as the proposed project.
Impacts to cultural resources would be the same as the proposed project, as discussed below.
All impacts would be less than significant (Class III) or mitigated to less than significant
(Class II).

Historical Resources
Similar to the proposed project, actions within the known boundary of a historic site include the
Juniper Street driveway alignment, pay station, and perimeter trail. Grading and construction
activities would disturb both fill material and native soils containing historic materials and
fragments. Implementation of the project would not materially alter the physical characteristics
of the historic landfill that convey its historical significance to the extent that it would be
ineligible for inclusion in the California Register of Historical Resources (CRHR).
Implementation of mitigation measures CR/mm-1, CR/mm-2, and CR/mm-3 are
recommended, including onsite monitoring and documentation of findings, to support the
historic record and provide additional information about the resource.

Archaeological Resources
Based on the negative results of the archaeological surface survey, it is unlikely that significant
archeological deposits are present at the site, and there is no evidence that human remains
are located within NCP. If such resources are later discovered during future soil disturbance
and/or construction activities, the County will issue a stop work order until the resource can be
evaluated (refer to CR/mm-4).
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Paleontological Resources
Based on the presence of stabilized dune sands on the proposed project site, it is unlikely that
significant paleontological resources are present.

5.4.2.5

Geology, Soils and Drainage

Alternative Master Plan A would have a similar development footprint as the proposed project.
Overall, geology, soils, and drainage impacts would be similar to the proposed project, as
discussed below. All impacts would be less than significant (Class III) or mitigated to less than
significant (Class II).

Exposure to or Production of Unstable Earth Conditions
Soil Stability
The primary geotechnical concern at the project site is the loose condition of the surficial soil.
Similar to the proposed project, compliance with the UBC and preparation of site-specific geotechnical reports would address this issue.

Earthquake Rupture, Groundshaking, and Liquefaction
Similar to the proposed project, Alternative Master Plan A would be affected by geologic
hazards including ground shaking and moderate liquefaction. Based on compliance with
Uniform Building Code and preparation of site-specific geo-technical reports would mitigate
these effects (refer to GS/mm-1); impacts are considered less than significant.

Landslides
The project site is not located in an area that is subject to landslide hazards, due to slope and
topography.

Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zone
The project site is not located within an Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zone; therefore, there
would be no impact.

Result in Substantial Soil Erosion or the Loss of Topsoil
The primary geotechnical concern is the loose condition of the surficial soil. Preparation and
implementation of a site-specific short and long-term erosion and sedimentation control plan,
and incorporation of Best Management Practices (BMPs), and implementation of a Stormwater
Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) would mitigate potential impacts (refer to GEO/mm-2,
WAT/mm-1, and WAT/mm-2).

Rates of Soil Absorption, or Amount or Direction of Surface Runoff
In addition to proposed drainage improvement measures, project-specific geo-technical
reports would be required to investigate subsurface conditions within areas proposed for
structural development. In addition to standard improvements, alternative drainage control
incorporating BMPs and LID strategies is recommended (refer to WAT/mm-3 and GS/mm-3).
Impacts would be less than significant.
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Expansive Soils
Underlying soils are judged to be non-expansive. Therefore, no special measures with respect
to expansive soils are necessary, and there would be no impact.

Change in Drainage Patterns Resulting in Erosion and Sedimentation
Alternative Master Plan A includes drainage improvements, which would address current
erosion and sedimentation issues and manage stormwater flow during rain events. In addition,
the County has agreed to prepare project-specific geo-technical reports addressing subsurface
conditions, and BMPs and LID strategies would be incorporated into grading and construction
plans (refer to GS/mm-1, GS/mm-2, GS/mm-3; and WAT/mm-3).
Preparation and
implementation of a site-specific drainage plan would mitigate potential impacts.

100-year Flood Zone
The project site is not located within the 100-year flood zone; therefore, no impact would
occur.

Consistency with the County Safety Element
As discussed in Chapter 3 Table 3-2 (Environmental Setting, Consistency with Plans and
Policies), the project would be consistent with Safety Element standards and policies.

Mineral Resources
The project site is not located within an Extractive (EX) combining designation for mineral
extraction, and is not known to contain valuable mineral resources. Therefore, no impact
would occur.

5.4.2.6

Hazards and Hazardous Materials

Alternative Master Plan A would include the construction of the community center within an
area previously identified as an informal dump site. Site specific soil testing, potential
remediation, and long-term monitoring would be required, similar to the proposed project. All
impacts would be less than significant (Class III) or mitigated to less than significant (Class II).

Risk of Explosion, Release of, or Exposure to Hazardous Substances
Transport, Use or Disposal of Hazardous Materials
Similar to the proposed project, construction activities would require the use of large
equipment, and fuels and oils. In the event of a leak or spill, the subsequent discharge would
expose persons to these materials. Implementation of standard BMPs would minimize the
potential for accidental exposure (refer to mitigation measure HM/mm-1). Operation of the
project would include the continued use of regulated chemicals, fuels, and oils, which would be
transported, stored, and used according to existing regulations.

Release of Hazardous Materials Into the Environment
Proposed improvements within the approximate boundary of the informal dump site would
include the library expansion, community center, pre-school and administration building,
access road, and associated parking. Site specific testing would be necessary prior to
development of these structures and improvements. Further testing and remediation would be
implemented pursuant to existing regulations, and in compliance with California Department of
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Resources Recycling and Recovery (CalRecycle) (formerly CIWMB) and the California Code
of Regulations (refer to mitigation measure HM/mm-2).

Exposure to Hazardous Emissions
The NCP is located within 0.25 mile of the Dana Elementary School. Potential hazards
include accidental exposure to construction-related oils and fuels, and the disturbance of soil
and debris within a known dump site. The dump site is located to the immediate north of the
school property, and as noted above, landfill gas has not been detected in the existing library
structure. Based on implementation of BMPs, further soil testing and remediation (if required)
pursuant to existing regulations, and long-term monitoring of interior gas levels within
structures, the potential impacts to the school site would be less than significant, and no
additional mitigation is required.

Hazardous Materials Site
No hazardous waste facilities identified by Health and Safety Code §25187.5 are located
within or in the vicinity of the project site.

Emergency Response or Emergency Evacuation Plan
Based on review of the County’s Emergency Operations Plan (2008), and associated
mitigation and response plans, US 101 is an emergency evacuation route. Implementation of
this alternative would not impair implementation of any response or mitigation plan, and would
not interfere with emergency evacuation, because no element would block or emergency
responders or the public.

Risk Associated with Airport Flight Pattern
The project site is not located with an airport land use plan or within 2 miles of a public or
private airport or airstrip.

Fire Hazard Risk
The project site is within a high fire hazard zone, and within the State Responsibility Area for
wildland fires. While the site is not located adjacent to wildlands, the ridge traversing the park
and slope adjacent to Osage Road supports oak woodland. Upon review of the project, the
California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection/County Fire (CAL FIRE) did not identify
any significant fire hazard concerns; however, a Fire Prevention Plan will be required.

5.4.2.7

Noise

Implementation of Alternative Master Plan A would result in approximately 48% fewer traffic
trips as compared to the proposed project. Locating active recreational facilities in the center
of NCP would avoid or reduce potential effects to off-site sensitive land uses. Use of the
community center would generate noise potentially affecting residential areas east of West
Tefft Street. All impacts would be less than significant (Class III) or mitigated to less than
significant (Class II).

Exposure to Noise Levels Exceeding County Thresholds
Transportation-related Noise Generated by NCP Uses
The Traffic Impact Analysis (March 2010), including assessment of Alternative Master Plan A,
was used in order to quantify increased traffic trips. Expected transportation-related noise
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increase resulting from implementation of this alternative is presented in Table 5-4. All
estimated noise increases have been rounded to one decimal place.
Table 5-4. Estimated Traffic Noise Level Increase (Existing Plus Project)

Existing
ADT**

Existing
Plus Project
ADT

ADT Increase
(%)

Estimated
Noise Level
Increase
(dBA***) Leq

1 – Pomeroy Road/Juniper Street

8,500

8,598

1.0

0.1

2 – West Tefft Street/Pomeroy Road

13,100

13,304

1.5

0.1

3 – Orchard Avenue

5,900

6,004

1.7

0.1

4 – Mesa Road

2,900

2,914

0.5

0.0

5 – Osage Street

1,200

1,214

1.2

0.1

6 – Pomeroy Road/Camino Caballo

6,500

6,582

1.2

0.1

*

Location

* Refer to Figure 4.8-1 for noise measurement locations.
** ADT = Average Daily Traffic
***A-weighted decibel [dB]

As noted above, implementation of Alternative Master Plan A would generate fewer daily trips,
resulting in a slight reduction in noise levels, compared to the proposed project. Similar to the
proposed project, due to the relatively low number of expected additional trips (compared to
existing conditions), estimated noise level increases due to project generated traffic are
expected to be negligible (0.0- to 0.1-dB increase), and not perceptible to the human ear.

Transportation-related Noise Affecting NCP Uses
The NCP is considered a noise sensitive use, including the library and outdoor recreation
areas. The existing average noise measurements at the perimeter of the NCP ranges from
55.6 dB on Osage Road to 64.5 dB near West Tefft Street and Pomeroy Road (refer to EIR
Section 4.8, Noise). Additional trips would be generated on adjacent roadways under build-out
conditions. As seen in Table 5-5, this would result in a minimal increase in noise levels in the
area. The location with the highest percentage of average daily trip increase is near West
Tefft Street and Pomeroy Road. The County’s South County Traffic Model shows a decrease
in trips at Pomeroy Road/Juniper Street. Upon community build-out, traffic noise at this
location would increase by 1.9 dB, resulting in an approximately 66.5 dB noise level (including
the uses proposed at NCP).
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Table 5-5. Estimated Traffic Noise Level Increase (Existing Plus Build-out)

ADT
Increase
(%)

Estimated
Noise
Level
Increase
(dBA) Leq

Estimated
Noise
Level
(without
project)

Estimated
Noise
Level
(Build-out
Plus
Project)

8,400

0

0.1

63.8

63.9

13,100

19,200

47

1.9

66.4

66.5

5 – Osage

1,200

1,300

8.3

0.3

55.9

56.0

6 – Pomeroy/Camino

6,500

6,700

3.1

0.12

63.1

63.1

Existing
ADT

Baseline
Buildout
ADT

1 – Pomeroy/Juniper

8,500

2 – West Tefft/Pomeroy

Location1

1

Refer to Figure 4.8-1 for noise measurement locations

Similar to the proposed project, the Nipomo Library is located approximately 110 feet from the
West Tefft Street roadway. In addition, under this alternative, the temporary pre-school would
be removed, and a permanent pre-school would be constructed approximately 50 feet from the
edge of West Tefft Street, near the Nipomo Library. Generally, for these uses, noise levels
ranging from 60 to 70 dB is considered conditionally acceptable. Standard building practices
would attenuate noise by 15dB, and the existing library building would further attenuate noise.
The threshold of significance for interior noise is 45 dB; therefore, noise mitigation is also
recommended for the library building, and the southern and northern aspects of the proposed
library expansion (including replacement of windows) (refer to mitigation measure N/mm-1).
The acceptable noise level for outdoor recreation ranges from 50 to 70 dB; therefore, all other
NCP uses would not be adversely affected by transportation-related noise.

Stationary Noise
An assessment of noise generated by proposed uses is provided in Section 4.8, Noise, of this
EIR. As noted, a 200-foot buffer between the sports fields and the residential property line is
recommended to ensure consistency with daytime noise exterior thresholds (50 dBA). For a
skate park, the active skating area should be no closer than 400 feet from the nearest receptor
location to meet County exterior noise thresholds. Under this alternative, the skate park would
be located in the center of the NCP, and would not be located within 400 feet of sensitive land
uses, including residential uses, Nipomo Library, and Dana Elementary School.
The proposed community center would be located on West Tefft Street, within 200 feet of
residential areas to the east. Noise levels would vary substantially, depending on the uses
allowed within these facilities. Unmonitored amplified sound could exceed noise thresholds for
sensitive land uses. Existing policies in place to control and monitor amplified noise would
apply to future uses within the park, including the community center. The County reserves the
right to revoke amplified sound permits at any time if the noise level is excessive.
Implementation of mitigation measures N/mm-2, N/mm-3, and N/mm-4 are recommended to
reduce anticipated noise levels.
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Increase in Ambient Noise Levels
Similar to the proposed project, implementation of Alternative Master Plan A would result in a
maximum 2 dB increase in the ambient noise level, due to transportation-related noise and
activities within recreational areas. Noise-generating uses, such as the sports fields, skate
park, and swimming pool, would be located in the interior of the park, a minimum of 400 feet
from the oak woodland trail system. While the ambient noise level would increase within the
developed area of NCP, other open space areas within the park and offsite residential areas
would not experience a substantial increase in ambient noise levels. Implementation of
identified mitigation measures would further reduce adverse noise impacts.

Exposure to Excessive Noise or Vibration
Construction of the project would include the use of heavy equipment within NCP and on
adjacent roadways during construction of road improvements. All construction activity would
occur during daytime hours, and no activities are anticipated to result in excessive ground
borne vibrations or noise levels.

5.4.2.8

Public Services and Utilities

Regarding public services and utilities, Alternative Master Plan A would have similar impacts
as the proposed project, as discussed below. All impacts would be less than significant
(Class III) or mitigated to less than significant (Class II).

Effect Upon or Result in New or Altered Public Services
Fire Protection
The addition of new park facilities would place a small additional service demand on the two
CAL FIRE stations that serve the area, but new development in the park is not expected to
significantly impact area fire response times or service levels.

Police Protection
New park development would place additional service demands on existing South County
Sheriff services. The Sheriff’s Department recommended implementation of several safety
measures in conjunction with development of additional park facilities, including the “Crime
Prevention Through Environmental Design” and lighting and lighting system guidelines, which
have been proven to prevent and reduce crime, and would be applicable to the Alternative
Master Plan A. Though new park development would place additional service demands on
existing South County Sheriff services, through implementation of these measures, it is not
anticipated that existing levels of service would significantly degrade as a result of new
development at the park. Implementation of PSU/mm-1 is recommended, which would
incorporate crime prevention and safety measures into the final design of each park element.

Schools
Although Nipomo area schools are currently operating at or above their maximum capacities,
this alternative is not expected to result in significant impacts on local schools, because it
would serve the existing and projected population.

Roads
Similar to the proposed project, this alternative includes traffic improvements including
widening and improvement of Osage Road, the construction of a new traffic signal at the
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intersection of Pomeroy Road and Juniper Street, and the realignment of park entrances on
West Tefft Street and Pomeroy Road. These measures would address traffic-related impacts,
and no additional road improvements would be required.

Solid Wastes
All solid waste from the park is transferred and processed at the Santa Maria Transfer Station
and/or disposed of at the Cold Canyon Landfill north of Arroyo Grande. The Santa Maria
Transfer Station is currently operating at only 12% to 18% of its capacity. While the Cold
Canyon Landfill is operating much closer to capacity and has an expected closure date of
2012, plans for expansion are currently being processed. Cold Canyon, either as it currently
exists or as expanded, has sufficient capacity to adequately meet the small increase in solid
waste that would be generated by new development at the park.

Wastewater
Alternative Master Plan A includes two additional restroom facilities to serve park visitors.
Current facilities are treated by onsite individual septic systems, and additional septic systems
and leachfields are considered suitable for additional proposed facilities. Because the project
facilities are not tied into the public wastewater collection and treatment system, no increased
demand or resulting impacts on that public system are anticipated. Additionally, any new
facilities would be required to comply with Title 19 of the County Code to ensure septic system
design and capacities are adequate, further reducing the likelihood of impacts.

Water Services
The project site would continue to be served by the NCSD for water supply. Improved on-site
use of water and infrastructure, including irrigation systems, and anticipated additional water
demand is discussed in detail in Section 4.12, Water Resources, of this EIR. Additional
infrastructure may include pipelines to transfer recycled water from the Southland Wastewater
Treatment Facility. Otherwise, no additional facilities would be required to serve the project.

Recreation
Impacts to recreational resources as a result of this alternative would be beneficial overall.
Improvements to existing passive and active recreational opportunities and the creation of a
community center would increase the recreational opportunities for both visitors and residents.

Energy
New facilities within the park would require the addition of new electric lines, underground
conduits, transformers, and any appurtenances necessary for operation. This alternative
would incorporate energy-efficiency measures to reduce water consumption (and
subsequently energy used to transport water to the site) and use of utility-power and energy.
There will be opportunities to include alternative and renewable energy sources (i.e., on-site
solar panels) on existing and proposed structures within the park.
This alternative provides opportunities to reduce Vehicle Miles Traveled by improving access
for pedestrians and bicyclists, and including additional active recreational facilities within the
urban core of Nipomo.
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5.4.2.9

Transportation, Circulation, and Traffic

Implementation of Alternative Master Plan A would result in approximately 48% fewer daily
trips as compared to the proposed project. On and off-site road improvements would be the
same as the proposed project. A quantified analysis of transportation and circulation impacts
is provided below. All impacts would be mitigated to less than significant (Class II).

Increase in Traffic and Level of Service
Proposed Intersection and Roadway Improvements
Alternative Master Plan A incorporates the same off-site road improvements, and similar onsite circulation infrastructure as the proposed project. The existing park access road
connection to West Tefft Street will be realigned to the north side of the public library opposite
Orchard Avenue (signalized). Modifications at the West Tefft Street/Orchard Avenue
intersection will include two approach lanes for traffic exiting the NCP (i.e., a shared leftthrough lane and a right turn lane). The existing split signal phasing for Orchard Avenue
should be eliminated. An exclusive left turn signal phase should be provided on the
northbound approach of West Tefft Street. The existing park access road connection to
Pomeroy Road will be realigned opposite Juniper Street and a traffic signal will be installed. A
northbound left turn and southbound right turn lane will be installed on Pomeroy Road at the
Juniper Street intersection. The following analysis assumes the implementation of these
improvements.

Intersection and Roadway Impacts
Project Trip Generation, Distribution, and Assignment
Trip generation estimates associated with the proposed uses were derived using data
contained in the ITE Trip Generation Manual (8th Edition) and other sources (refer to Figure 57). Table 5-6 summarizes the trip generation estimates associated with Alternative Master
Plan A (new increase equals proposed minus existing).
Table 5-6. Estimated Project Alternative Vehicle Trip Generation
Number of Vehicle Trips
Land Use Component

a.m. Peak Hour

p.m. Peak Hour
Daily

In

Out

In

Out

-

-

154

99

1,800

Various Park Uses - 6.12 Ac.*

0

0

1

1

28

Community Center- 14,000 SF

14

9

8

13

320

Four Baseball/Softball Fields

0

0

20

10

120

Two Basketball Courts

0

0

65

35

400

Four Tennis Courts

3

3

7

7

134

Six Multi-Purpose Sporting Fields (Soccer)

4

4

86

38

428

Existing NCP Uses (159.167 acres)
Proposed NCP Master Plan Uses
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Number of Vehicle Trips
a.m. Peak Hour

Land Use Component

p.m. Peak Hour
Daily

In

Out

In

Out

Skate Park or Community Pool - 10,000 SF

0

0

15

9

158

Amphitheater - 5,227 SF (50-75 Seats)

0

0

15

4

50

Library - 11,134 SF

8

3

39

42

626

Preschool – 5,450 SF (40 Students)

17

15

16

17

180

Ranger Residence

0

1

1

0

10

Total

46

35

273

176

2,454

Net Change

n/a

n/a

+119

+77

+654

* Uses include playgrounds, dog park area, picnic areas, horseshoe pits & trails/walkways

Build-out of Alternative Master Plan A will generate 2,454 daily trips (two-way trip ends), 81
trips during the AM peak hour (46 inbound and 35 outbound) and 449 trips during the PM peak
hour (273 inbound and 176 outbound). The additional facilities will generate a “net” increase
of 654 daily trips (additional 36%) and 196 trips during the PM peak hour (additional 77%).
The impact analysis was performed assuming no discounts for “pass-by” or “multiple-use” type
trips. The traffic volumes associated with Alternative Master Plan A are illustrated on Figure 57.
Build-out of uses included in this alternative would not significantly increase vehicular traffic
demands on local neighborhood streets. No significant neighborhood impacts are anticipated
and no mitigation measures are warranted.

Existing Plus Project Intersection Operations
Intersection operations were calculated with the total traffic volumes associated with build-out
of this alternative (refer to Table 5-6). Detailed LOS calculation sheets are presented in
Appendix F. Table 5-7 shows the levels of service under Existing and Existing with Alternative
Master Plan A Conditions. The study intersections will operate within acceptable limits (LOS C
or better) at build-out. The project analysis assumes that infrastructure improvements will be
in place at the West Tefft Street/Orchard Avenue and Pomeroy Road/Juniper Street
intersections.
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Figure 5-7. Alternative Master Plan A Traffic Volumes

Source: Pinnacle Transportation Engineering 2010
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Table 5-7. Existing and Existing with Alternative Master Plan A
Intersection Levels of Service
Vehicle Delay/LOS
Study Intersection
Existing

With Project

W. Tefft Street/Pomeroy Road*

14.6/B

15.3/B

W. Tefft Street/Orchard Avenue*

20.8/C

16.2/B

Pomeroy Road/Juniper Street*

n/a

5.6/A

Pomeroy Road/Camino Caballo
Stop Sign Approach

2.7/A
(22.8/C)

2.7/A
(24.4/C)

* Intersection controlled with traffic signal.

As documented under existing conditions, delays at the US 101/West Tefft Street interchange
southbound ramps intersection are in the LOS E range during the p.m. peak hour. However,
completion of the US 101/Willow Road interchange is anticipated to reduce delays at the US
101/West Tefft Street interchange by about 40% during the PM peak hour. It is anticipated
that buildout of uses included in the NCP Master Plan could add 10 to 15 trips to the US
101/West Tefft Street interchange. Buildout of the NCPMP would not significantly impact
existing operations during the p.m. peak hour; therefore, no mitigation measures are
warranted.

Existing With Project Roadway Segment Operations
Table 5-8 shows the roadway levels of service for the study street segments under Existing
and Existing with Alternative Master Plan A Conditions. The study roadway segments will
operate at LOS C or better with the addition of project traffic. This alternative will potentially
add daily trips to West Tefft Street through the US 101 interchange. Project specific impacts
associated with the “existing with project alternative” scenario are presented under the
intersection levels of service analysis. Thus, no project impacts to roadway segments are
anticipated, so no mitigation measures are warranted.

Cumulative Intersection Impacts
Table 5-9 shows the levels of service under Cumulative and Cumulative with Alternative
Master Plan A Conditions. Detailed LOS calculation sheets are included in Appendix F.
Average vehicle delays will be within acceptable limits at the study intersections with the buildout of this alternative. Delays on the westbound approach at the Pomeroy Road and Camino
Caballo intersection will be within unacceptable limits (LOS E to F). Cumulative traffic
demands will satisfy the minimum “peak hour volume” signal warrant criteria (California
MUTCD 70% factor) at this intersection. However, the construction of capacity improvements
at this intersection would not reduce delays on the westbound approach to an acceptable level
(LOS C or better). Additional signal warrants should be satisfied before considering the
installation of traffic signal control, and therefore, the installation of signal control at this
intersection is not recommended. As documented under existing conditions delays at the US
101/West Tefft Street interchange southbound ramps are within unacceptable levels (LOS E).
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Table 5-8. Existing and Existing with Project Alternative
Street Roadway Segment Daily Traffic Conditions
ADT/LOS

Type

LOS E
Capacity

Existing

With
Project

W. Tefft Street, e/o Pomeroy Road

4-Lane Arterial*

36,000

17,000/A

17,232/A

W. Tefft Street, Pomeroy Rd. - Orchard Ave.

3-Lane Arterial*

24,000

13,100/A

13,304/A

W. Tefft Street, s/o Orchard Avenue

2-Lane Arterial*

18,000

9,800/A

10,144/A

Pomeroy Road, n/o W. Tefft Street

2-Lane Arterial

13,500

8,900/B

9,008/B

Pomeroy Road, Juniper St. - Camino Ca.

2-Lane Arterial

13,500

8,500/B

8,598/B

Pomeroy Road, n/o Camino Caballo

2-Lane Collector

12,000

6,500/B

6,582/B

Camino Caballo, w/o Pomeroy Road

2-Lane Collector

12,000

2,300/A

2,316/A

Orchard Avenue, e/o W. Tefft Street

2-Lane Arterial

13,500

5,900/A

6,004/A

Juniper Street, e/o Pomeroy Road

2-Lane Collector

12,000

1,600/A

1,620/A

Osage Street, s/o Camino Caballo

2-Lane Collector

12,000

1,200/A

1,214/A

Mesa Road, w/o W. Tefft Street

2-Lane Collector

12,000

2,900/A

2,914/A

Roadway Segment

* With left turn lanes.

Table 5-9. Cumulative with Master Plan Alternative A
Intersection Levels of Service
Vehicle Delay/LOS
Study Intersection
Cumulative

With Project

W. Tefft Street/Pomeroy Road*

27.2/C

32.5/C

W. Tefft Street/Orchard Avenue*

34.4/C

17.4/B

Pomeroy Road/Juniper Street*

n/a

6.0/A

Pomeroy Road/Camino Caballo
Stop Sign Approach

3.4/A
(43.4/E)

3.9/A
(>50/F)

* Intersection controlled with traffic signal.

Completion of the US 101/Willow Road interchange is anticipated to reduce traffic demands
and vehicle delays at the US101/West Tefft Street interchange by about 40% during the PM
peak hour. PM peak hour traffic demands will also be reduced on Pomeroy Road and at the
Pomeroy Road/Camino Caballo intersection. However, the Willow Road Extension EIR
analysis indicates that the benefits associated with the project will not eliminate the adverse
LOS at the US 101/West Tefft Street interchange during the PM peak hour period.
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The NCPMP is a 20-year plan; therefore, periodic re-assessment of traffic conditions is
recommended prior to development and during operation of high-traffic generating uses to
ensure traffic impacts are mitigated to the extent feasible. The re-assessment would include
consultation with Public Works to identify impact fees appropriate for the project, based on the
most recent South County Traffic Model Update. The associated capital improvement
program provides a mechanism for the funding of future long range infrastructure
improvements, which would improve traffic and circulation. Implementation of TR/mm-1,
TR/mm-2, and TR/mm-3 are recommended to address potentially significant cumulative traffic
impacts.

Cumulative Intersection and Roadway Impacts
Cumulative daily traffic volumes on a majority of the study area roadway segments will remain
within acceptable limits with the build-out of the Master Plan Alternative A (LOS C or better).
Cumulative daily traffic along West Tefft Street near the US 101 interchange is projected to be
within the LOS E range (with or without the project). Table 5-10 presents the cumulative
roadway segment levels of service for the study segments.
Table 5-10. Cumulative Roadway Segment Daily Traffic Conditions
ADT/LOS
Roadway Segment

Type

LOS E
Capacity

Cumulative

With
Project

W. Tefft Street, e/o Pomeroy Road

4-Lane Arterial*

36,000

25,550/D

25,782/D

W. Tefft Street, Pomeroy Rd. - Orchard Ave.

4-Lane Arterial*

36,000

19,200/B

19,404/B

W. Tefft Street, s/o Orchard Avenue

2-Lane Arterial*

18,000

10,600/A

10,776/A

Pomeroy Road, n/o W. Tefft Street

2-Lane Arterial

13,500

7,150/B

7,258/A

Pomeroy Road, Juniper St. - Camino Ca.

2-Lane Arterial

13,500

8,400/B

8,498/B

Pomeroy Road, n/o Camino Caballo

2-Lane Collector

12,000

6,700/B

6,782/B

Camino Caballo, w/o Pomeroy Road

2-Lane Collector

12,000

2,900/A

2,916/A

Orchard Avenue, e/o W. Tefft Street

2-Lane Arterial

13,500

9,350/B

9,454/C

Juniper Street, e/o Pomeroy Road

2-Lane Collector

12,000

2,800/A

2,820/A

Osage Street, s/o Camino Caballo

2-Lane Collector

12,000

1,300/A

1,314/A

Mesa Road, w/o W. Tefft Street

2-Lane Collector

12,000

3,100/A

3,114/A

* With left turn lanes.

Completion of the US 101/Willow Road interchange is anticipated to reduce daily traffic on
West Tefft Street (west of US 101) by about 20-25%. The Willow Road Extension EIR
analysis indicates that the benefits associated with the project are estimated to improve the
buildout LOS E to an acceptable LOS C (27,200 ADT) on West Tefft Street (near US 101
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interchange). Thus, no project impacts to roadway segments are anticipated, so no mitigation
measures are warranted.

Neighborhood Impacts
Buildout of uses included in Alternative Master Plan A will not significantly increase vehicular
traffic demands on local neighborhood streets. No significant neighborhood impacts are
anticipated and no mitigation measures are warranted.

Create Unsafe Conditions / Emergency Access
The NCP Master Plan includes various infrastructure improvements (refer to EIR Section 4.10,
Transportation, Circulation, and Traffic). Infrastructure improvements associated with the NCP
Master Plan are also included as part of the Alternative Master Plan A. No significant project
access impacts are anticipated, and no mitigation measures are warranted.

Parking Capacity and Internal Circulation
Build-out of Alternative Master Plan A will include numerous internal circulation improvements.
New parking lots will be constructed to accommodate parking demands adjacent to the
existing and proposed facilities. No significant internal circulation or parking impacts are
anticipated, and no mitigation measures are warranted.

Alternative Transportation
Build-out of uses included in this alternative have a potential to increase local pedestrian and
bicycle traffic. The project trails will connect to existing pedestrian and bicycle facilities along
West Tefft Street and Pomeroy Road. Thus, no project impacts to pedestrian or bicycle
facilities are anticipated, so no mitigation measures are warranted. Additional facilities may
increase the demand for transit services. The nearest transit stop is located on West Tefft
Street near Carrillo Street, approximately 1 mile from the NCP. Currently there are not
adequate paved pedestrian facilities to access the transit stops on West Tefft Street.
Therefore, the project alternative has a potential to significantly impact transit service to the
Nipomo community. Implementation of TR/mm-1 is recommended to mitigate this impact.

5.4.2.10 Wastewater
Implementation of Alternative Master Plan A would require the addition of two restrooms and
associated on-site septic systems and leachfields. Based on consultation with the Regional
Water Quality Control Board, review of available data, and project site conditions, NCP
remains suitable for on-site wastewater treatment. Development of this alternative would not
preclude connection to the NCSD community sewer system. All impacts would be less than
significant (Class III).

Violate Waste Discharge Requirements or Central Coast Basin Plan Criteria
Based on consultation with the Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB) regarding the
Basin Plan and Basin Plan Amendment requirements, restroom facilities within the park are
not required to connect to the NCSD sewer system unless compliance with the Basin Plan
cannot be demonstrated (RWQCB 2010). Based on site conditions, it appears that the site is
suitable for additional onsite wastewater treatment and disposal. Implementation of on-site
wastewater disposal is subject to updated regulations regarding wastewater disposal and
water quality, including specific requirements for site specific sub-surface investigation and
testing. In the event the County cannot demonstrate compliance with the Basin Plan,
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connection to the NCSD sewer system would be necessary. Based on consultation with the
NCSD (personal communication, Bruce Buel, NCSD; December 17, 2008), the NCSD notes
that a connection is possible, based on further review of additional information at the time
connection is proposed. There is an existing sewer line along West Tefft Street, adjacent to
the park site.

Change the Quality of Surface or Groundwater
The site demonstrates characteristics (slope, percolation rate, depth to groundwater) suitable
for disposal, while avoiding adverse effects to surface or groundwater. In addition, the County
is required to comply with the Basin Plan prior to siting and development of the restrooms and
associated onsite systems.

Adversely Affect Community Wastewater Service Provider
As proposed, the project would not require connection to the NCSD sewer system and
Southland Wastewater Treatment Facility. In the event site specific testing and analysis
shows that the project would not comply with the Basin Plan, connection to the community
system may be necessary. Based on review of the Southland Wastewater Treatment Facility
Draft EIR, and consultation with the NCSD, the facility has the capacity to serve the park if
necessary. The project could feasibly connect to the existing sewer system, provided on and
offsite infrastructure is provided.

5.4.2.11 Water Resources
Master Plan Alternative A would result in a slight reduction in additional estimated water use
(1.3% reduction) due to the smaller community center. There would be a slight increase in
open turf area, and the size of the swimming pool, which would increase the water demand for
these uses. As shown in Table 5-11, the total additional water demand would be
approximately 43.7 afy.
Table 5-11. Estimated Additional Water Demand
Unit

Water Duty
Factor
(afy)

Estimated Water
Demand
(afy)

Community Center1

14,000 square feet

0.00007

0.98

Sports Fields (Turf)2

10.0 acres

2.7

27

10,000 square feet

0.00046

4.6

4.05 acres

2.7

10.9

4 toilets

0.058

0.232

Facilities

Swimming Pool1
Open Play Area (Turf)2
Restrooms 1
Total
1

Monterey Peninsula Water Management District

2

County of Santa Barbara
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The area proposed for development, and associated drainage improvements, would be the
same as the proposed project. Overall, the effects to water resources would be similar to the
proposed project. All impacts would be mitigated to less than significant (Class II).

Violation of Water Quality Standards
Similar to the proposed project, implementation of major grading, such as site preparation for
the sports fields, would necessitate preparation of a Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan
(SWPPP). Due to the location of the project, implementation of the project would not result in
direct effects to surface or groundwater. Future grading activities would disturb soil, and
potentially result in off-site sedimentation and/or clogging within existing and proposed
retention basins. Standard erosion and sedimentation control measures and preparation and
implementation of a SWPPP would ensure avoidance of adverse effects to water quality.
During operation of the project, discharge of sediment, hydrocarbons, and other pollutants into
stormwater and drainage infrastructure (which eventually discharge into surface waters) would
indirectly affect water quality. Implementation of BMPs consistent with LUO §§22.10.155.G.7
and 22.10.155.G.8., incorporation of LID consistent with LUO §22.10.155.G.1 would avoid or
minimize the project’s contribution to water quality issues affecting surface water bodies in
Nipomo and the South County area (refer to mitigation measures WAT/mm-1 through
WAT/mm-3).

Discharge into Surface Waters or Alter Surface Water Quality
The NCP is not located in close proximity to surface waters. As discussed above, grading and
construction activities may result in sediment and pollutant transport and discharge offsite,
which may eventually affect offsite surface waters. Mitigation is recommended to address
these effects (WAT/mm-1, WAT/mm-2, and WAT/mm-3).

Change the Quality of Groundwater
The project would continue to manage wastewater via onsite septic systems and leach fields,
consistent with existing regulations and Basin Plan requirements. Based on compliance with
these existing regulations, this alternative would not adversely affect groundwater quality.

Change the Quantity or Movement of Surface or Groundwater
Similar to the proposed project, this alternative would continue to use water supplied by the
NCSD (refer to analysis in following section). The proposed project would result in
approximately 12.2 acres of additional impervious surfaces, including approximately 4.6 acres
of facilities and paved trails and 7.5 acres for infrastructure. The remaining additional acreage
would include pervious surfaces, such as sports fields. Onsite stormwater management is
proposed to avoid adverse effects both within the park and offsite. Incorporation of LID
strategies is recommended to avoid potential effects to stormwater flow and offsite effects
related to flood control and stormwater management (refer to WAT/mm-3).

Adversely Affect Community Water Service Provider
Implementation of Alternative Master Plan A would result in an increase of irrigated areas and
facilities, and would require additional water supplied from the NCSD. Similar to the proposed
project, this alternative would be constructed in phases, and supplemental water would need
to be secured prior to construction of the new sports fields and open turf areas. As described
in EIR Section 4.12, Water Resources, the NCSD has demonstrated adequate water supply to
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serve the future needs of the park. This additional service is contingent on the implementation
of improvements to the existing irrigation system to reduce current water supply, consistent
with measures to target reducing consumption for high-use customers. In addition, future
irrigation needs may be met by applying recycled water from the Southland Wastewater
Treatment Facility (approximately 100,000 to 245,000 gallons/day). Implementation of water
conservation measures would be required for this alternative (refer to WAT/mm-4, WAT/mm-5,
and WAT/mm-6).

5.4.2.12 Climate Change
Implementation of Alternative Master Plan A would result in similar greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions as the proposed project. Overall, this alternative would have similar effects related
to GHG emission and climate change as the proposed project. All impacts would be less than
significant (Class III).

Generation of GHG Emissions
GHG emissions directly generated during construction of the project will be a short-term
increase. As noted in EIR Section 4.2, Air Quality, operation of the project would exceed
combined ROG and NOx thresholds. Estimated CO2 emissions would be 6,766.52 lbs/day
during construction and 3,190 lbs/day during operation. Mitigation is identified to reduce
operational emissions for these precursors to ozone, including energy efficiency measures,
use of landscaping to minimize energy use for heating and cooling, use of green building
materials, and incorporation of engineering and design (i.e., insulation, windows, lighting) to
minimize energy demand (AQ/mm-2). In addition, the project includes several actions that
would reduce regional generation of GHG emissions, including improved safe alternative
access to the park, including safer pedestrian and bicycle crossings, and improvements to
existing public facilities within an urban area.

Conflict with Plans and Policies
This alternative will not conflict with an applicable plan, policy, or regulation adopted to reduce
GHG emissions. Air quality, energy efficiency, and water conservation measures are identified
to mitigate identified impacts; implementation of these measures would also reduce
operational GHG emissions. In addition, the project would be consistent with goals to reduce
vehicle miles traveled by providing recreational opportunities and alternative transportation
linkage within an urban area, and in close proximity to residential areas, and by promoting
walking and bicycling by improving safe access into the park and providing path linkages to
bike paths and sidewalks.

5.4.2.13 Consistency with Project Objectives
This alternative would meet all the project objectives.

5.4.3 Alternative Master Plan B
Alternative Master Plan B would have a smaller footprint than the proposed project and Master
Plan Alternative A. This alternative does not include sports fields, expanded open turf areas,
or a community center. The total additional area would be approximately 8 acres. This
alternative assumes similar drainage, access, and parking infrastructure; however, these
features would likely be reduced in size based on further calculations. This alternative would
further reduce identified impacts by design. Mitigation would be required as indicated, to
reduce potential impacts to less than significant.
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5.4.3.1

Aesthetic Resources

Additional development would be limited to two amphitheater/gazebo structures, basketball,
tennis, and volleyball courts, expanded tennis courts, horseshoe pits, trails, restrooms, and
expansion of the library. These features would be aesthetically compatible with the park
setting. Consideration of fencing and architectural features would be necessary at the design
phase.

5.4.3.2

Air Quality

This alternative would likely generate insignificant levels of additional traffic and associated
operational emissions. During construction, potential impacts would include the generation of
fugitive dust (PM10) and diesel particulate matter (DPM). There is also a potential for asbestos
exposure (natural and material). Implementation of standard mitigation would be required due
to the close proximity of sensitive land uses, including the park itself.

5.4.3.3

Biological Resources

Under this alternative, proposed additional features would be located in close proximity to the
developed area of the park. Improved trails would be located within sensitive habitats,
including oak woodland and maritime chaparral. Mitigation will be required to avoid adverse
effects to special status species and loss of native habitat.

5.4.3.4

Cultural Resources

This alternative includes access improvements similar to the proposed project; therefore
construction monitoring is recommended to avoid potential impacts to cultural resources.

5.4.3.5

Geology, Soils and Drainage

Alternative Master Plan B would result in an approximately 65% reduction in developed area,
compared to the proposed project. This would reduce potential impacts due to erosion and
drainage. Preparation and implementation of a Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan, erosion
and sedimentation control plan, BMPs, and LID strategies are recommended.

5.4.3.6

Hazards and Hazardous Materials

New development proposed within the informal dump area would be limited to expansion of
the library. Additional testing and monitoring of landfill gasses would likely be required.
During construction, standard measures would be required to avoid public exposure to
accidental leaks or spills from equipment.

5.4.3.7

Land Use

Proposed facilities would be located adjacent to the existing developed area within the park,
and would meet County LUO setbacks and height limitations. Potential land use conflicts
related to light, glare, and noise would be avoided due to elimination of the sports fields and
associated lighting. Expanded restroom facilities, including onsite septic systems, would be
constructed consistent with Basin Plan requirements, similar to the proposed project.
Alternative Master Plan B does not include a community center; therefore consideration of an
alternative location within Nipomo is recommended for consistency with Parks and Recreation
Element Table E2, Nipomo South County PA Proposed County Parks, Recreation & Natural
Areas, which requires the County to “provide a community center for recreational activities and
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programming for all ages. This facility may include a new structure, an existing school, or other
similar facility available through a joint use agreement.”

5.4.3.8

Noise

Recreational facilities that would generate noise during use would be located within the interior
of the park, and would not affect adjacent sensitive land uses. This alternative would not
generate traffic trips that would raise the ambient noise level, and proposed uses would not be
adversely affected by transportation noise. No mitigation would be necessary.

5.4.3.9

Public Services and Utilities

Implementation of this alternative would expand existing uses within the park, but would not
include any new uses likely to require additional public services or utilities beyond current
levels. Incorporation of crime prevention design elements is recommended to further
discourage activities that may require emergency response. This alternative may not address
current and future recreational needs within the community of Nipomo, including additional
multi-use sports fields and other active recreation facilities.

5.4.3.10 Transportation and Circulation
Alternative Master Plan B would not include any elements that generate high levels of traffic,
as compared to the proposed project. There would be some increase in traffic trips due to the
availability of additional courts and playground facilities. Incorporation of proposed road
improvements, including realignment and signalization of park entrances, is recommended to
provide safe access for pedestrians and bicyclists. Incorporation of a transit stop is
recommended to accommodate existing and future park visitors, and reduce potential trips on
area roadways.

5.4.3.11 Wastewater
This alternative would include the construction of two additional restroom facilities. Based on
consultation with the RWQCB, review of Basin Plan requirements, and qualitative assessment
of the project site, conditions are suitable to accommodate additional onsite systems.

5.4.3.12 Water Resources
This alternative would result in a substantial reduction in additional water demand. Elimination
of additional turf, swimming pool, and community center would reduce water demand by
approximately 44 afy. Upon implementation of recommended water conservation and
irrigation efficiency measures, it is likely this alternative would not result in an increase in water
demand for the proposed restrooms.
Incorporation of BMPs and LID strategies is
recommended to further reduce potential adverse effects to water quality during construction
of additional elements and park operation.

5.4.3.13 Consistency with Project Objectives
This alternative is not consistent with all project objectives. This alternative does not fully meet
the following objectives:


provide a range of passive and active facilities and use areas to meet the recreational
needs of the community, and



effectively manage current and projected levels of park uses.
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The range of recreational opportunities included in this alternative is limited, and may not meet
existing and future public demand for more intensive uses (i.e., sports fields, skate park).
Current demand and continued population growth within Nipomo and southern San Luis
Obispo County creates additional need for active, public recreational facilities. In the event
these facilities are not included in the Master Plan, this issue would need to be addressed by
the County in the near future, including identification of a site suitable for sports fields and
other active recreational opportunities.
Alternative Master Plan A does not include a community center within the park; therefore,
consideration of an alternative location would be necessary to meet the project objective to
provide a community recreation center within the community of Nipomo.

5.4.4 Community Center Alternative A (Sandydale Drive and Frontage
Road)
The location of this alternative site is at the northern terminus of the Frontage Road, at the
intersection with Sandydale Drive. This parcel is approximately 4.4 acres, and is within the
Commercial Service land use category. The site is currently undeveloped. Surrounding land
uses include residential development, the Nipomo Dog and Cat Hospital, a fitness center, and
a storage facility. Land to the northwest is undeveloped, and US 101 is located to the east.

Photograph 5-1. View to the northwest.
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Photograph 5-2. View to the north.

5.4.4.1

Aesthetic Resources

This location is readily visible from US 101, predominantly from the southbound lanes.
Highway frontage to the north is generally undeveloped, and is dominated by rural residential
and agricultural land uses. The facility would be located within the northern gateway to
Nipomo; consideration of character and visual compatibility would be necessary to avoid
adverse impacts to visual resources, including rural design elements, shielded and/or
landscaped parking areas, use of natural exterior colors, and shielded exterior lighting.

5.4.4.2

Air Quality

Construction and operation of the community center would result in short and long-term
emissions. By itself, this element would not generate emissions exceeding identified
thresholds. Standard mitigation measures to minimize the generation of fugitive dust (PM10)
are recommended.
Due to the close proximity of US 101, preparation of a risk assessment may be required by
SLOAPCD to evaluate exposure to toxic air and soil emissions due to diesel particulates and
heavy metals. Outdoor recreational use would likely be limited (or eliminated) from the
community center design to avoid public exposure.

5.4.4.3

Biological Resources

This site is undeveloped, and supports grassland and coastal scrub habitat. Mature stands of
trees are located immediately offsite. No sources of surface water were observed onsite or in
the vicinity. Seasonal botanical surveys are recommended to verify presence or absence of
special-status plant species Potentially affected species may include nesting birds, foraging
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raptors, and special-status avian and terrestrial species including white-tailed kite, burrowing
owl, Monterey dusky-footed woodrat, American badger, and coast horned lizard.
Implementation of standard mitigation is recommended to avoid adverse effects to these
species, including pre-construction surveys.

5.4.4.4

Cultural Resources

This site is located in an area generally considered culturally sensitive. A Phase One Cultural
Resources Survey is recommended to determine if significant cultural materials are present
within or adjacent to the site.

5.4.4.5

Geology, Soils and Drainage

This site is nearly level, and evidence of geologic hazards, flooding, or adverse drainage
conditions was not observed. Standard mitigation measures, including preparation and
implementation of a SWPPP, BMPs, and LID strategies are recommended to address erosion
and stormwater management.

5.4.4.6

Hazards and Hazardous Materials

No known hazardous sites are present in this location. US 101 is a common route for the
transfer of goods and materials, including hazardous liquid, gas, and solids, although the
potential for an accidental spill or off-road crash is unlikely. Implementation of BMPs to avoid
public exposure to accidental spills or leaks during construction is recommended, due to the
presence of residences and businesses to the west and south.

5.4.4.7

Land Use

Land use impacts may include operational noise associated with the center, including trafficrelated noise and amplified sound and voices during the attendance of large events. Due to
the presence of US 101, the increase may not be significant; however this new use may
require implementation of mitigation to avoid conflicts with adjacent residential uses.
County LUO §22.112.080 (South County – Nipomo Urban Area) standards for the Commercial
Service land use category lists a limitation on allowable uses. Excluded allowable uses
include public assembly and entertainment and sports assembly. Indoor amusement and
recreation facilities would be allowed; however, consistency with this standard may limit use of
the community center in this location in the event it is determined that full consistency is
desired. Since the County is not required to obtain a discretionary use permit, this standard
does not specifically apply to the project; however, the potential land use inconsistency is
noted.

5.4.4.8

Noise

Operation of a community center in this location would generate traffic and other associated
noise (i.e., voices, amplified sound), which may affect residential uses in the immediate area.
Generally, the ambient noise level in this location exceeds thresholds for residential uses, due
to the presence of US 101; therefore, the resulting increase in noise levels may not be
significant. Incorporation of noise mitigation would likely be necessary to meet thresholds for
interior noise. Outdoor use areas, if proposed, could be located on the western side of the
structure to attenuate traffic noise from US 101.
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5.4.4.9

Public Services and Utilities

Implementation of this alternative would require connection to the NCSD water and sewer
system. Operation of the facility would not likely generate an increased demand for
emergency responders; however, incorporation of fire prevention and crime prevention design
elements are recommended to further discourage activities that may require emergency
response.

5.4.4.10 Transportation and Circulation
This site would be accessed from West Tefft Street, Mary Avenue, Juniper Street, and the
North Frontage Road. The facility would generate approximately 824 trips per day, and would
contribute to deficient conditions at the US 101/West Tefft Street interchange. Implementation
of this alternative would require an assessment of existing roads to determine if road
improvements, signalization, striping, or signage are necessary.

5.4.4.11 Water Resources
Operation of the community center would require the use of approximately 2.52 afy of water. It
is likely the NCSD can accommodate the facility. Incorporation of water meters and water
conservation measures for both indoor and outdoor use is recommended to minimize demand.
Development of the site may require disturbance of up to 4.4 acres, not including any potential
offsite road improvements. Incorporation of BMPs and LID strategies is recommended to
further reduce potential adverse effects to water quality during construction, and to avoid an
increase in offsite stormwater flow.

5.4.4.12 Consistency with Project Objectives
This alternative is consistent with project objectives specific to the community center.

5.4.5 Community Center Alternative B (West Tefft Street and Branch
Street)
This site is located at the corner of Burton Street and Mallagh Street, west of West Tefft Street.
The parcel is approximately 2.6 acres in size, and is within the Office and Professional land
use category. The site is currently undeveloped. Surrounding development includes
residential development, the Nipomo Men’s Club, and commercial/retail development along
West Tefft Street.

5.4.5.1

Aesthetic Resources

This location is visible from West Tefft Street, South Mallagh Street, and West Branch Street.
The area is urbanized and developed with a mix of uses. Consideration of character and
visual compatibility would be necessary to avoid adverse impacts to visual resources,
including rural design elements, shielded and/or landscaped parking areas, use of natural
exterior colors, and shielded exterior lighting.

5.4.5.2

Air Quality

Construction and operation of the community center would result in short and long-term
emissions. By itself, this element would not generate emissions exceeding identified
thresholds. Standard mitigation measures to minimize the generation of fugitive dust (PM10)
are recommended.
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Photograph 5-3. View to the northeast.

Photograph 5-4. View to the southwest.
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5.4.5.3

Biological Resources

This site is undeveloped, and supports grassland and coastal scrub habitat. A deeply incised
creek channel crosses under South Mallagh Street near the southern boundary of the parcel.
Seasonal botanical surveys are recommended to verify presence or absence of special-status
plant species. The site is surrounded by development, and is unlikely to support preferred
habitat for special status species, although the nearby creek channel provides an opportunity
for migration, and large trees in the area could provide habitat for nesting birds.
Implementation of standard mitigation is recommended to avoid adverse effects to the creek,
and associated species, including on-site protection measures, BMPs, and pre-construction
surveys.

5.4.5.4

Cultural Resources

This site is located in an area generally considered culturally sensitive. A Phase One Cultural
Resources Survey is recommended to determine if significant cultural materials are present
within or adjacent to the site.

5.4.5.5

Geology, Soils and Drainage

This site is nearly level, and evidence of geologic hazards, flooding, or adverse drainage
conditions was not observed. Due to the presence of sandy soils and a nearby creek channel,
there may be a potential for liquefaction. Standard mitigation measures, including preparation
and implementation of a SWPPP, BMPs, and LID strategies are recommended to address
erosion and stormwater management.

5.4.5.6

Hazards and Hazardous Materials

No known hazardous sites are present in this location. Implementation of BMPs to avoid
public exposure to accidental spills or leaks during construction is recommended, due to the
presence of residences and businesses.

5.4.5.7

Land Use

Land use impacts may include operational noise associated with the center, including trafficrelated noise and amplified sound and voices during the attendance of large events. This new
use may require implementation of mitigation to avoid conflicts with adjacent residential uses.
County LUO §22.30.240 (Indoor Amusement and Recreation Facilities) standards for the
Office and Professional land use category lists a limitation on allowable uses. The list of
allowable uses includes gymnasiums, racquetball, handball, and other similar indoor sports
activities. County LUO §22.112.080 (South County – Nipomo Urban Area) standards for the
Office and Professional land use category include a limitation on use. Excluded uses include
indoor amusements and recreation and public assembly and entertainment. Since the County
is not required to obtain a discretionary use permit, this standard does not specifically apply to
the project; however, the potential land use inconsistency is noted.

5.4.5.8

Noise

Operation of a community center in this location would generate traffic and other associated
noise (i.e., voices, amplified sound), which may affect residential uses in the immediate area.
Transportation noise generated by traffic on US 101 and West Tefft Street contribute to
elevated ambient noise levels in the area. Incorporation of noise mitigation may be necessary
to meet thresholds for interior noise.
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5.4.5.9

Public Services and Utilities

Implementation of this alternative would require connection to the NCSD water and sewer
system. Operation of the facility would not likely generate an increased demand for
emergency responders; however, incorporation of fire prevention and crime prevention design
elements are recommended to further discourage activities that may require emergency
response.

5.4.5.10 Transportation and Circulation
This site would be accessed from West Tefft Street and South Mallagh Street. The facility
would generate approximately 824 trips per day, and would contribute to deficient conditions at
the US 101/West Tefft Street interchange. Implementation of this alternative would require an
assessment of existing roads to determine if road improvements, signalization, striping, or
signage are necessary.

5.4.5.11 Water Resources
Operation of the community center would require the use of approximately 2.52 afy of water. It
is likely the NCSD can accommodate the facility. Incorporation of water meters and water
conservation measures for both indoor and outdoor use is recommended to minimize demand.
Development of the site may require disturbance of up to 2.6 acres, not including any potential
offsite road improvements. Incorporation of BMPs and LID strategies is recommended to
further reduce potential adverse effects to water quality during construction, and to avoid an
increase in offsite stormwater flow.

5.4.5.12 Consistency with Project Objectives
This alternative is consistent with project objectives specific to the community center.

5.4.6 Community Center Alternative C (Orchard Avenue and Division
Street)
This site is located at the intersection of Orchard Avenue and Division Street. The parcel is
approximately 2.85 acres in size, and is within the Commercial Retail land use category. The
site is undeveloped. Surrounding land uses include a 76® gas station and the La Placita
Market and carwash, a strawberry field and fruit stand, and residential development.

5.4.6.1

Aesthetic Resources

The project site is visible from Orchard Avenue and Division Street. The character of the
surrounding area is mixed, and includes a variety of land uses. Consideration of character
and visual compatibility would be necessary to avoid adverse impacts to visual resources,
including rural design elements, shielded and/or landscaped parking areas, use of natural
exterior colors, and shielded exterior lighting.

5.4.6.2

Air Quality

Construction and operation of the community center would result in short and long-term
emissions. By itself, this element would not generate emissions exceeding identified
thresholds. Standard mitigation measures to minimize the generation of fugitive dust (PM10)
are recommended.
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Photograph 5-5. View to the northwest.

Photograph 5-6. View to the southwest.
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5.4.6.3

Biological Resources

This site is undeveloped, and supports disturbed grassland and coastal scrub habitat.
Seasonal botanical surveys are recommended to verify presence or absence of special-status
plant species. No evidence of surface water was observed onsite or in the immediate vicinity.
The site does not appear to support preferred habitat for special-status species; although
potentially affected species may include nesting birds, foraging raptors, and special-status
avian and terrestrial species including white-tailed kite, burrowing owl, Monterey dusky-footed
woodrat, American badger, and coast horned lizard. Implementation of standard mitigation is
recommended to avoid adverse effects to these species, including pre-construction surveys.

5.4.6.4

Cultural Resources

This site is located in an area generally considered culturally sensitive. A Phase One Cultural
Resources Survey is recommended to determine if significant cultural materials are present
within or adjacent to the site.

5.4.6.5

Geology, Soils and Drainage

This site is gently sloping, and evidence of geologic hazards, flooding, or adverse drainage
conditions was not observed. Standard mitigation measures, including preparation and
implementation of a SWPPP, BMPs, and LID strategies are recommended to address erosion
and stormwater management.

5.4.6.6

Hazards and Hazardous Materials

No known hazardous sites are present in this location. A gas station and convenience store is
located across Division Street to the southeast. Implementation of BMPs to avoid public
exposure to accidental spills or leaks during construction is recommended, due to the
presence of a strawberry field, businesses, and residences to the west, south, and southeast.

5.4.6.7

Land Use

Land use impacts may include operational noise associated with the center, including trafficrelated noise and amplified sound and voices during the attendance of large events. This new
use may require implementation of mitigation to avoid conflicts with adjacent residential uses.
County LUO §22.112.080 (South County – Nipomo Urban Area) standards for the Commercial
Retail land use category include standards for delineated “Neighborhood commercial centers”,
including a limitation on use. Limited allowable uses include indoor amusements and
recreation, but do not include public assembly and entertainment. Consistency with this
standard may limit use of the community center in this location in the event it is determined
that full consistency is desired. Since the County is not required to obtain a discretionary use
permit, this standard does not specifically apply to the project; however, the potential land use
inconsistency is noted.

5.4.6.8

Noise

Operation of a community center in this location would generate traffic and other associated
noise (i.e., voices, amplified sound), which may affect residential uses in the immediate area.
Noise sources in the area include vehicles and agricultural transport trucks, and operation of a
car wash at the corner of Division Street and Orchard Avenue. Incorporation of noise
mitigation may be necessary to meet thresholds for interior noise.
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5.4.6.9

Public Services and Utilities

Implementation of this alternative would require connection to the NCSD water and sewer
system. Operation of the facility would not likely generate an increased demand for
emergency responders; however, incorporation of fire prevention and crime prevention design
elements are recommended to further discourage activities that may require emergency
response.

5.4.6.10 Transportation and Circulation
This site would be accessed from Division Street and Orchard Avenue. This intersection is
signalized and striped. The facility would generate approximately 824 trips per day, and may
contribute to deficient conditions at the US 101/West Tefft Street interchange. It is likely that
no additional road improvements would be required for development of this location, aside
from construction of a driveway consistent with County Public Works road standards.

5.4.6.11 Water Resources
Operation of the community center would require the use of approximately 2.52 afy of water. It
is likely the NCSD can accommodate the facility. Incorporation of water meters and water
conservation measures for both indoor and outdoor use is recommended to minimize demand.
Development of the site may require disturbance of up to 2.85 acres, not including any
potential offsite road improvements.
Incorporation of BMPs and LID strategies is
recommended to further reduce potential adverse effects to water quality during construction,
and to avoid an increase in offsite stormwater flow.

5.4.6.12 Consistency with Project Objectives
This alternative is consistent with project objectives specific to the community center.

5.4.7 Community Center Alternative D (Hill Street and Grande Street)
This site is located between Grande Street and Hill Street, approximately 500 feet west of the
Frontage Road. The parcel is approximately 9.6 acres in size, and is within the Residential
Multi-family land use category. A planned unit development and retail development are
proposed to the east, and the property to the west is vacant. Land uses along Grande Street
include residences, greenhouses, and San Luis Bay Apartments. Land uses along Hill Street
include multi-family residential development and a truck parking area.

5.4.7.1

Aesthetic Resources

This location is visible from US 101, predominantly from the southbound lanes. Highway
frontage on the west side of the highway is urbanized and developed, including multi-family,
condominium, and townhome residential uses, and the Vons shopping center to the north.
Construction of a community center in this location would be visually compatible with
surrounding uses; consideration of character and visual compatibility would be necessary to
avoid adverse impacts to visual resources, including rural design elements, shielded and/or
landscaped parking areas, use of natural exterior colors, and shielded exterior lighting.
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Photograph 5-7. View from Grande Street to the northeast

Photograph 5-8. View from Hill Street to the southwest.
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5.4.7.2

Air Quality

Construction and operation of the community center would result in short and long-term
emissions. By itself, this element would not generate emissions exceeding identified
thresholds. Standard mitigation measures to minimize the generation of fugitive dust (PM10)
are recommended.

5.4.7.3

Biological Resources

This site is undeveloped, and supports grassland and coastal scrub habitat. Mature stands of
eucalyptus trees are located immediately offsite. No sources of surface water were observed
onsite or in the vicinity. Seasonal botanical surveys are recommended to verify presence or
absence of special-status plant species. Potentially affected species may include nesting
birds, foraging raptors, and special-status avian and terrestrial species including white-tailed
kite, burrowing owl, Monterey dusky-footed woodrat, American badger, and coast horned
lizard. Implementation of standard mitigation is recommended to avoid adverse effects to
these species, including pre-construction surveys.

5.4.7.4

Cultural Resources

This site is located in an area generally considered culturally sensitive. A Phase One Cultural
Resources Survey is recommended to determine if significant cultural materials are present
within or adjacent to the site.

5.4.7.5

Geology, Soils and Drainage

This topography of the project site is gently to moderately sloping. No evidence of geologic
hazards, flooding, or adverse drainage conditions was observed. Standard mitigation
measures, including preparation and implementation of a SWPPP, BMPs, and LID strategies
are recommended to address erosion and stormwater management.

5.4.7.6

Hazards and Hazardous Materials

No known hazardous sites are present in this location. Implementation of BMPs to avoid
public exposure to accidental spills or leaks during construction is recommended, due to the
presence of residences in the vicinity.

5.4.7.7

Land Use

Land use impacts may include operational noise associated with the center, including trafficrelated noise and amplified sound and voices during the attendance of large events. This new
use may require implementation of mitigation to avoid conflicts with adjacent residential uses.
Pursuant to County LUO Table 2-2 (Allowable Land Uses and Permit Requirements), indoor
amusement and recreation facilities and public assembly and entertainment facilities are not
listed as allowable uses within the Residential Multi-family land use category. Since the
County is not required to obtain a discretionary use permit, this standard does not specifically
apply to the project; however, the potential land use inconsistency is noted.

5.4.7.8

Noise

Operation of a community center in this location would generate traffic and other associated
noise (i.e., voices, amplified sound), which may affect residential uses in the immediate area.
Generally, the ambient noise level in this location is elevated, due to the presence of US 101;
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therefore, the resulting increase in noise levels may not be significant. Incorporation of noise
mitigation may be necessary to meet thresholds for interior noise. Outdoor use areas, if
proposed, could be located on the western side of the structure to attenuate traffic noise from
US 101.

5.4.7.9

Public Services and Utilities

Implementation of this alternative would require connection to the NCSD water and sewer
system. Operation of the facility would not likely generate an increased demand for
emergency responders; however, incorporation of fire prevention and crime prevention design
elements are recommended to further discourage activities that may require emergency
response.

5.4.7.10 Transportation and Circulation
This site would be accessed from Grande Street or Hill Street. The facility would generate
approximately 824 trips per day, and would contribute to deficient conditions at the US
101/West Tefft Street interchange. Implementation of this alternative would require an
assessment of existing roads to determine if road improvements, signalization, striping, or
signage are necessary.

5.4.7.11 Water Resources
Operation of the community center would require the use of approximately 2.52 afy of water. It
is likely the NCSD can accommodate the facility. Incorporation of water meters and water
conservation measures for both indoor and outdoor use is recommended to minimize demand.
Development of the site would not likely require disturbance of the entire 9.6 acres; however,
substantial cut and fill may be necessary to accommodate a building pad. Incorporation of
BMPs and LID strategies is recommended to further reduce potential adverse effects to water
quality during construction, and to avoid an increase in offsite stormwater flow.

5.4.7.12 Consistency with Project Objectives
This alternative is consistent with project objectives specific to the community center.

5.5

ENVIRONMENTALLY SUPERIOR ALTERNATIVE

CEQA requires the alternatives section of an EIR to describe a reasonable range of
alternatives to the project that avoid or substantially lessen any of the significant effects
identified in the EIR analysis while still attaining most of the basic project objectives. The
alternative that most effectively reduces impacts while meeting project objectives should be
considered the “environmentally superior alternative.” In the event that the No Project
Alternative is considered the environmentally superior alternative, the EIR is also supposed to
identify an environmentally superior alternative among the other alternatives. In this EIR the
No Project Alternative results in the fewest environmental impacts, although it does not meet
any of the project objectives.
As proposed, and with the incorporation of mitigation measures, the proposed project would
not result in any significant, unavoidable, adverse impacts. Alternative Master Plan A would
result in similar impacts as the proposed project. Key changes include the location of larger
structures closer to West Tefft Street, as opposed to the interior of the park. Structural
development along the road corridor may appear to be more consistent with the visual
character of the area, and would maintain a more rural character within the park itself.
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Alternative Master Plan B would significantly reduce uses that require water supply exceeding
existing demands. This alternative would also not generate traffic trips and air emissions
associated with higher demand uses, such as sports fields and open turf. Upon sole
consideration of environmental effects, this alternative is the Environmentally Superior
Alternative. While this alternative minimizes potentially significant effects related to aesthetics
(including the creation of light and glare), air quality, noise, and water supply, it does not fully
meet the objectives of the project. Implementation of this alternative would not provide a
range of passive and active facilities and use areas to meet the recreational needs of the
community, and it would not effectively manage current and projected levels of park uses.
In the event Alternative Master Plan B is selected for approval, the County will need to address
current and future public demand for active recreational opportunities and facilities within the
community of Nipomo through other means. In addition, Alternative Master Plan B does not
include a community center within NCP; therefore, consideration of an alternative location
would be necessary to meet the project objective to provide a community recreation center
within the community of Nipomo.
In the event the Parks and Recreation Commission and County Board of Supervisors do not
determine that Alternative Master Plan B sufficiently meets the project objectives, then
Alternative Master Plan A or the proposed project would be the Environmentally Superior
Alternative. Implementation of Alternative Master Plan A or the proposed project would also
be consistent with all County LUO standards specific to the community center.
If Alternative Master Plan B is selected as the approved project, consideration of an alternative
site for the community center is recommended for consistency with project objectives. Two
potential locations for the proposed community center appear to be environmentally superior:
Alternative B, West Branch Street, and Alternative C, Orchard Avenue and Division Street.
These locations could be developed with the least amount of ground disturbance, and do not
appear to be constrained by sensitive environmental resources. Consideration of noise
impacts and the surrounding residential communities may necessitate limits on use (i.e., no
events past 10:00 pm) and amplified sound (interior use only). Further analysis of biological
and cultural resources is recommended. The site between Grande Street and Hill Street may
avoid impacting sensitive land uses.
All alternative locations are potentially inconsistent with the County LUO, primarily related to
South County Nipomo Urban Area limitations on use. Alternative B West Branch Street is
within the Office and Professional land use category; full consistency with the LUO would limit
indoor amusement and recreation, and public assembly and entertainment. Alternative C,
Orchard Avenue and Division Street, is within the Commercial Retail land use category, and
limited allowable uses do not include public assembly and entertainment. In the event it is
determined that full consistency with County LUO standards is desired, this determination may
prevent or limit use of the community center in these alternative locations. Since the County is
not required to obtain a discretionary use permit, this standard does not specifically apply to
the project; however, the potential land use inconsistency is noted.
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CHAPTER 6
OTHER CEQA CONSIDERATIONS
6.1 GROWTH INDUCING IMPACTS
The growth inducing impacts section of this Program Environmental Impact Report (EIR)
addresses the effects the proposed project may have on surrounding facilities and activities by
assessing the ways in which a project could encourage population or economic growth,
increase employment opportunities or employment growth in support of an industry, or the
construction of new housing or service facilities, either directly or indirectly.
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines state that in the preparation of an
EIR, growth inducing impacts that need to be addressed are such that “…foster economic or
population growth, or the construction of additional housing…remove obstacles to population
growth…encourage and facilitate other activities that could significantly affect the environment
either individually or cumulatively” (§15126.2 (d)). An example given is the expansion of a
wastewater treatment plant allowing for increased construction in service areas.
The proposed project is identified in local government planning documents. It is proposed to
address an existing demand for passive and active recreational uses and parkland within the
County, and the community of Nipomo. The project would not create new jobs or require
additional housing. Given its relatively small scale and limited function, the proposed project
would not be considered growth-inducing. Impacts would be less than significant.

6.2 SIGNIFICANT IRREVERSIBLE ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGES
Section 15126.2(c) of the CEQA Guidelines states that use of nonrenewable resources during
the initial and continued phases of a proposed project may be irreversible if a large
commitment of these resources makes their removal, indirect removal, or use thereafter
unlikely. This section of the EIR evaluates whether the project would result in the irretrievable
commitment of resources, or would cause irreversible changes in the environment.
As discussed in the Biological Resources section, Section 4.3, the proposed project would
result in the conversion of coastal scrub and annual grassland to sports fields. While this use
is intended to be long-term, the turf could be removed and the area restored to coastal scrub
habitat with focused effort; therefore this change is not considered significant or irreversible.
Construction of additional features and structures within NCP would result in an aesthetic
change noticeable to the community; however, design standards are recommended to
encourage visual compatibility with the rural character.

6.2.1 Irreversible Commitment of Resources
Non-renewable resources, such as natural gas, petroleum products, asphalt, steel, copper and
other metals, and sand and gravel are considered to be commodities which are available in a
finite supply. As discussed in Section 4.9, Public Services and Utilities, sources of energy
consumption applicable to the project include interior and exterior lighting, interior heating and
cooling, use of maintenance equipment, transfer of water supply, and operation of appliances.
The overall demand for non-renewable resources is expected to increase regardless of
whether or not the project is developed. Increases in population will directly result in the need
for such resources, and they would likely be committed to other projects in the region intended
to meet this anticipated growth. The project is of limited scale and therefore its contribution to
this loss is limited.
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As discussed in Section 4.12, Water Resources, and Section 4.13, Climate Change, the
project would incorporate energy-efficiency measures to reduce water consumption (and
subsequently energy used to transport water to the site) and use of utility-power and energy.
In addition, there will be opportunities to include alternative and renewable energy sources
(i.e., on-site solar panels) on existing and proposed structures within the park. The project also
provides opportunities to reduce “Vehicle Miles Traveled”, and subsequently fuel used for
vehicles, by improving access for pedestrians and bicyclists, and providing additional active
recreational facilities within the urban core of Nipomo.
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CHAPTER 7
MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM
7.1 STATUTORY REQUIREMENT
When a Lead Agency makes findings on significant environmental effects identified in an
Environmental Impact Report (EIR), the agency must also adopt a “reporting or monitoring
program for the changes to the project which it has adopted or made a condition of approval in
order to mitigate or avoid significant effects on the environment” (Public Resources Code
§21081.6(a) and California Environmental Quality Act [CEQA] Guidelines §15091(d) and
§15097). The Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP) is implemented to ensure
that the mitigation measures and project revisions identified in the EIR are implemented.
Therefore, the MMRP must include all changes in the proposed project either adopted by the
project proponent or made conditions of approval by the Lead or Responsible Agency.

7.2 ADMINISTRATION OF THE MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING
PROGRAM
San Luis Obispo County Parks (County Parks) is the Lead Agency responsible for the
adoption of the MMRP. As the applicant, County Parks is also responsible for implementation
of the MMRP, in coordination with other County departments and government agencies. The
County Land Use Ordinance (LUO) exempts the project from permit requirements; therefore,
alternative milestones are identified to ensure proper timing of mitigation and verification that
the measure was implemented.
According to CEQA Guidelines §15097(a), a public agency may delegate reporting or
monitoring responsibilities to another public agency or to a private entity that accepts the
delegation. However, until mitigation measures have been completed, the Lead Agency
remains responsible for ensuring that the implementation of the measure occurs in accordance
with the program.

7.3 MITIGATION MEASURES AND MONITORING PROGRAM
Table 7-1 is structured to enable quick reference to mitigation measures and the associated
monitoring program based on the environmental resource. The numbering of mitigation
measures correlates with numbering of measures found in the Environmental Impact Analysis
chapter of this EIR (refer to Chapter 4).
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Table 7-1. Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program
Mitigation
Measure

Requirements of Measure

Compliance
Method

Verification Timing

Responsible Party

Aesthetic Resources
AES/mm-1

Prior to approval of the final design and development plan, site
plans and architectural plans shall be submitted showing the
community center and gymnasium a minimum distance of 150
feet from the existing park road.

Review and approval
of plans

Prior to final design of
community center/
gymnasium

County General
Services Agency

AES/mm-2

Prior to implementation of the Master Plan, comprehensive
design guidelines shall be developed for the NCP. The design
guidelines shall be developed in conjunction with community
input and shall support the stated goals that park amenities be
aesthetically consistent with the rural regional character of the
area. For park improvements located along West Tefft Street,
the NCP design guidelines shall be compatible with the West
Tefft Corridor Design Plan. The design guidelines shall
specifically describe architectural styles and forms, types,
layouts, materials, colors, and other relevant details relating to
all proposed park elements. The design guidelines shall be
based in part on the following goals:
a. The guidelines shall establish a consistent design
theme for the NCP, addressing the proposed elements
as well as existing features which may need replaced
or refurbished in the future.
b. In keeping with the rural aesthetic goals of the
community, the design guidelines shall strive for an
honest use of materials rather than faux or artificial
applications.
c. Site design and layout of structures and recreational
elements shall be designed to accommodate
substantial landscaping for the purpose of reducing the
visual dominance of the built elements and blending
with the natural setting.
d. Site grading shall be minimized to the greatest extent
feasible. The location, size, and orientation of
structures, recreational features, parking areas, paths,
and walkways shall be laid-out to minimize the need
for earthwork.

Review and approval
of plans

Prior to
implementation of the
Master Plan

County General
Services Agency
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Mitigation
Measure

Requirements of Measure

Compliance
Method

Verification Timing

Responsible Party

e.

Buildings and other structures shall use stepped
foundations and/or partially buried walls where
possible to minimize the need for grading.
f. All visible earthwork shall utilize contour grading and
slope rounding to achieve a natural appearance.
g. The use of visible retaining walls shall be minimized to
the greatest extent feasible. Where retaining walls are
required, their visibility shall be reduced through the
use of materials, color, and planting. Retaining walls
may be appropriate in certain circumstances in order
to protect existing mature trees.
h. Paved areas, including parking lots, recreation
surfaces, and pedestrian areas shall strive for surface
materials and colorings which blend with the natural
ground plane to the greatest extent practical
considering their intended function.
i. The visual prominence of all buildings and structures
shall be lessened through the use of architectural
form, style, external materials, colors and other
appropriate measures.
j. All signage shall have a consistent graphic design
theme. Thematic variations would be appropriate
considering the desired hierarchy of information to be
conveyed, such as informational, directional, safety,
etc.
k. Lighting of signs shall be kept to the minimum required
by safety and functional necessity. If lighting of signs
is required, the signs shall not be internally illuminated.
l. Visibility of proposed and existing wireless
communication facilities and equipment shall be
reduced by coloring all visible components to blend
with the surroundings and by screen planting.
m. All proposed overhead utilities shall be placed
underground to the greatest extent feasible. Where
undergrounding is not feasible, their noticeability shall
be minimized by placement in low visibility areas as
much as possible. Required overhead utility poles
shall be wood or wood-colored metal.
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Mitigation
Measure

Requirements of Measure
n.

o.

p.

q.

r.

s.
t.

7-4

Compliance
Method

Verification Timing

Responsible Party

Existing overhead utilities shall be placed underground
as future funding allows. A systematic strategy shall
be developed for future utility undergrounding based
on aesthetic priorities, opportunities created due to
other construction work, maintenance benefits, and
funding availability.
Lighting within the NCP shall be based on the lowest
level required by safety and functional needs. Light
poles and fixtures shall be consistent with the park's
established design theme. Where appropriate, lowheight bollard style lighting should be used. Motion
detectors should be utilized instead of continuous
illumination for security lighting where appropriate and
feasible.
All site amenities and furnishings such as benches,
tables, shade structures, drinking fountains, bicycle
racks, bollards and road delineators shall be
consistent with the park's established design theme.
Noticeability of required security fencing as well as
general functional-area fencing shall be minimized to
the greatest extent possible through placement and
the use of materials, color, and screen planting as
appropriate. Standard un-coated galvanized chain-link
fencing shall not be used. Razor-wire and barbed-wire
shall not be used. Fencing and railing related to
accessibility and safety shall adhere to Americans with
Disabilities Act and other legally required ordinances.
Landscaping and other planting shall be used
generously throughout the NCP to reduce overall
visibility and noticeability of structures, parking lots and
parked vehicles, paved surfaces, and to visually blend
the built components of the NCP with the natural
setting.
Landscaping shall primarily use native plant material.
Oak tree planting areas as described in the Master
Plan shall be planted as part of the first phase of new
park improvements to the greatest extent possible.
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Mitigation
Measure

Requirements of Measure

Compliance
Method

Verification Timing

Responsible Party

AES/mm-3

Prior to approval of the final design and development plan for
the community center and gymnasium, architectural plans of
the community center and gymnasium shall be submitted
showing the following:
a. All facades should emphasize three-dimensional
articulation to provide vertical, horizontal, and depth
relief.
b. The architectural style shall be consistent with the
Design Guidelines described in mitigation measure
AES/mm-2.
c. Roofs should be varied and lessen the buildings'
apparent height and mass.
d. Roof materials and colors shall complement the
building's architectural style.
e. Roof-mounted equipment shall be screened to not be
visible from public areas at the ground level and areas
at higher elevations.
f. Building colors and materials shall be visually
compatible with the area.

Review and approval
of plans

Prior to final design of
community center/
gymnasium

County General
Services Agency

AES/mm-4

Prior to approval of the final design and development plan for
the community center and gymnasium, landscape plans shall
be submitted for review and approval. The plan shall be
developed and signed by a licensed landscape architect and
shall include the following:
a. Screen planting along the north, south and east sides
of the community center and gymnasium buildings.
b. Screen planting shall reduce the visual scale of the
buildings and visually blend the buildings with the
natural setting.
c. Planting shall visually screen a minimum of 50% of the
community center and gymnasium buildings within
seven years after construction.

Review and approval
of plans

Prior to final design of
community center/
gymnasium

County General
Services Agency

AES/mm-5

Mature trees shall be saved to the greatest extent possible.
Tree protection measures shall be implemented which include
at a minimum the following:

Review and approval
of plans; field
inspection

Prior to final design of
grading and
construction plans;

County General
Services Agency
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Mitigation
Measure

Requirements of Measure
a.

b.
c.
d.
e.

AES/mm-6

7-6

Compliance
Method

Responsible Party

during grading and
construction activities

All mature trees in the vicinity of development shall be
identified on preliminary site plans and final design
plans.
A tree preservation plan shall be prepared to be used
as guidance throughout the life of the project.
Project elements shall be sited to avoid existing trees
to the greatest extent feasible.
Earthwork shall be minimized in the vicinity of existing
trees to the greatest extent feasible.
Tree wells and slope-warping shall be used where
appropriate to avoid impacts to root systems.

Prior to approval of the final design and development plan for
the multi-use sports field lighting, a comprehensive multi-use
sports field lighting plan shall be submitted for review and
approval. The multi-use sports field lighting plan shall be based
on a photometric study prepared by a qualified engineer who is
an active member of the Illuminating Engineering Society of
North America. The multi-use sports field lighting plan shall be
prepared using guidance and best practices endorsed by the
International Dark Sky Association. The multi-use sports field
lighting plan shall include the following in conjunction with other
measures as determined by the illumination engineer:
a. The photometric study shall investigate different
configurations of pole heights, pole spacing, and other
variables which would result in the least amount of
light visibility for the neighborhood south of the park.
b. The point source of all sports field lighting shall be
completely shielded from off-site views.
c. Light trespass from sports field lighting shall be
minimized by directing light downward and utilizing full
cut-off fixtures or shields.
d. Lumination from lights shall be the lowest level allowed
by public safety standards.
e. Any required lighting poles and related fixtures shall
have a non-reflective finish.
f. The lighting plan shall consider effects on wildlife in

Verification Timing

Review and approval
of lighting plan; field
inspection

Prior to final design of
multi-use sports fields;
upon installation of
field lighting

County General
Services Agency
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Mitigation
Measure

Requirements of Measure

Compliance
Method

Verification Timing

Responsible Party

the surrounding area.
AES/mm-7

Prior to implementation of the Master Plan, lighting plans shall
be submitted for review and approval consistent with the
following:
a. The point source of all recreational and exterior
lighting shall be shielded from off-site views.
b. All required security lights shall utilize motion detector
activation where feasible.
c. Light trespass from recreational and exterior lights
shall be minimized by directing light downward and
utilizing full cut-off fixtures or shields.

Review and approval
of lighting plan; field
inspection

Prior to final design of
exterior lighting; upon
installation of exterior
lighting

County General
Services Agency

AES/mm-8

Prior to approval of the final design and development plan, an
erosion control and slope revegetation plan shall be submitted
for review and approval consistent with the following:
a. At a minimum, vegetative erosion control shall be
applied to all areas disturbed by construction.
b. The outer fringe areas of the multi-use sports fields cut
slopes shall be revegetated with dune chaparral to
blend with the adjacent natural landcover.
c. After plant establishment and/or establishment of
erosion control, no or little supplemental irrigation shall
be applied to the multi-use sports fields cut and fill
slopes.
d. Vegetation on the fringe slopes surrounding the multiuse sports fields and the stormwater basins shall not
be mowed other than to comply with California
Department of Forestry and Fire Protection (CAL
FIRE) safety requirements.

Review and approval
of plans; field
inspection

Prior to final design of
the multi-use sports
fields; upon
implementation of plan

County General
Services Agency

Prior to initiation of construction, the General Services Agency
shall ensure that all required PM10 measures are shown on
applicable grading or construction plans. In addition, the
General Services Agency shall designate personnel to insure
compliance and monitor the effectiveness of the required dust

Review and approval
of plans; field
inspection

Prior to ground
disturbance; during
grading activities

County General;
Services Agency, San
Luis Obispo APCD

Air Quality
AQ/mm-1
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Mitigation
Measure

Requirements of Measure

Compliance
Method

Verification Timing

Responsible Party

control measures (as conditions dictate, monitor duties may be
necessary on weekends and holidays to insure compliance);
the name and telephone number of the designated monitor(s)
shall be provided to the SLOAPCD prior to construction. PM10
measures shall include:
a. Reduce the amount of the disturbed area where
possible;
b. Use water trucks or sprinkler systems in sufficient
quantities to prevent airborne dust from leaving the
site. Increased watering frequency would be required
whenever wind speeds exceed 15 miles per hour
(mph). Reclaimed (nonpotable) water should be used
whenever possible;
c. All dirt stock-pile areas should be sprayed daily as
needed;
d. Permanent dust control measures identified in the
approved project revegetation and landscape plans
should be implemented as soon as possible following
completion of any soil disturbing activities;
e. Exposed ground areas that are planned to be reworked
at dates greater than one month after initial grading
should be sown with a fast-germinating native grass
seed and watered until vegetation is established;
f. All disturbed soil areas not subject to revegetation
should be stabilized using approved chemical soil
binders, jute netting, or other methods approved in
advance by the SLOAPCD;
g. All roadways, parking areas, and pathways to be
paved should be completed as soon as possible. In
addition, building pads should be laid as soon as
possible after grading unless seeding or soil binders
are used;
h. Vehicle speed for all construction vehicles shall not
exceed 15 mph on any unpaved surface at the
construction site;
i. All trucks hauling dirt, sand, soil, or other loose
materials are to be covered or should maintain at least
two feet of freeboard (minimum vertical distance
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Mitigation
Measure

Requirements of Measure

j.

k.

l.

AQ/mm-2

Compliance
Method

Verification Timing

Responsible Party

Prior to construction of
community center,
ranger residence,
restrooms, and
swimming pool

County General
Services Agency

between top of load and top of trailer) in accordance
with California Vehicle Code Section 23114.
Install wheel washers where vehicles enter and exit
unpaved roads onto streets, or wash off trucks and
equipment leaving the site;
Sweep streets at the end of each day if visible soil
material is carried on to adjacent paved roads. Water
sweepers with reclaimed water should be used where
feasible;
The General Services Agency shall designate a person
or persons to monitor the fugitive dust emission and
enhance the implementation of the measures as
necessary to minimize dust complaints, reduce visible
emission below 20% opacity, and to prevent transport
of dust offsite. Their duties shall include holidays and
weekend periods when work may not be in progress.
The name and telephone number of such persons shall
be provided to the SLOAPCD Compliance Division
prior to the start of any grading, earthwork, or
demolition.

Prior to construction of the community center, ranger residence,
restrooms, and swimming pool, the following measures (or
similar measures meeting the intent of energy efficiency) shall
be incorporated into the building and landscaping plans to the
maximum extent feasible:
a. Plan for a transit stop and associated amenities (i.e.,
covered turnout, direct pedestrian access, covered
bench, smart signage, route information displays, and
lighting);
b. Incorporate outdoor electrical outlets to encourage the
use of electric appliances and tools.
c. Trusses for south-facing portions of roofs shall be
designed to handle dead weight loads of standard
solar photovoltaic panels. Roof design shall include
sufficient south-facing roof surface, based on
structures size and use, to accommodate adequate
solar panels. For south-facing roof pitches, the closest
standard roof pitch to the ideal average solar exposure
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Mitigation
Measure

Requirements of Measure

Compliance
Method

Verification Timing

Responsible Party

shall be used.
Increase the building energy rating by 20% above Title
24 (2011) requirements. Measures used to reach the
20% rating cannot be double counted.
e. Plant drought tolerant, native deciduous shade trees
along southern exposures of buildings to reduce
energy use to cool buildings in summer and allow for
solar warming in the winter. Maintain trees for the life
of the project.
f. Utilize green building materials that are resource
efficient, recycled, sustainable, and available locally if
feasible.
g. Install high efficiency heating and cooling systems.
h. Orient building to be aligned north/south to reduce
energy used to cool buildings in the summer.
i. Design building to include roof overhangs that are
sufficient to block the high summer sun, but not the
lower winter sun, from penetrating south facing
windows.
j. Utilize high efficiency gas or solar water heaters, and
energy efficient appliances.
k. Utilize double paned windows.
l. Utilize low energy exterior lighting.
m. Utilize low energy efficient interior lighting.
n. Utilize low energy traffic signals (i.e., light emitting
diode).
o. Install door sweeps and weather stripping if more
efficient doors and windows are not available.
p. Install energy-reducing programmable thermostats.
q. Use roofing material with a solar reflectance values
meeting the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA)/Department of Energy (DOE) Energy Star®
rating to reduce summer cooling needs.
r. Use native plants that do not require supplemental
watering once established and are low ROG emitting.
s. Provide and require the use of battery powered or
d.
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Mitigation
Measure

Requirements of Measure

t.

u.

Compliance
Method

Verification Timing

Responsible Party

electric landscape and turf maintenance equipment.
Use clean engine technologies (e.g., alternative fuel,
electrification) engines that are not subject to
regulations.
Provide valet bicycle parking at community event
centers, as feasible.

AQ/mm-3

Prior to initiation of construction, the General Services Agency
shall ensure that all idling restrictions are shown on applicable
grading and construction plans:
a. Staging and queuing areas shall not be located within
1,000 feet of offsite sensitive receptors;
b. Diesel idling within 1,000 feet of sensitive receptors is
not permitted (i.e., the operators shall turn the
equipment off when there is a break in the work that
the equipment is accomplishing);
c. Use of alternative fueled equipment is recommended
whenever possible; and,
d. Signs that specify the no idling requirements must be
posted and enforced at the construction site.

Review and approval
of plans; field
inspection

Prior to ground
disturbance; during
grading and
construction activities

County General
Services Agency, San
Luis Obispo APCD

AQ/mm-4

Prior to removal or demolition of any buildings or utility pipes,
the General Services Agency shall provide evidence they have
contacted SLOAPCD to determine: a) what regulatory
jurisdictions apply to the proposed demolition, such as the
National Emission Standard for Hazardous Air Pollutants
(NESHAP; 40 Code of Federal Regulations [CFR] 61, Subpart
M – Asbestos); b) District notification requirements; c) the need
for an asbestos survey conducted by Certified Asbestos
Inspector; and d) applicable removal and disposal requirements
of the asbestos-containing material.

Submit documentation
to San Luis Obispo
APCD

Prior to removal or
demolition activities

County General
Services Agency, San
Luis Obispo APCD

AQ/mm-5

Prior to initiation of construction, the General Services Agency
shall:
a. Conduct a geologic analysis to ensure the
presence/absence of serpentine rock onsite. The
geologic analysis shall identify if naturally occurring
asbestos is contained within the serpentine rock

Submit documentation
to San Luis Obispo
APCD

Prior to grading and
construction

County General
Services Agency, San
Luis Obispo APCD
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Mitigation
Measure

Requirements of Measure

Compliance
Method

Verification Timing

Responsible Party

onsite; and, if found, the applicant must comply with all
requirements outlined in the Asbestos Airborne Toxic
Control Measures (ATCM). In addition, the applicants
shall work with the SLOAPCD to prepare a SLOAPCDapproved Asbestos Health and Safety Program and an
Asbestos Dust Control Plan prior to development plan
approval.
Biological Resources
BR/mm-1

Prior to all ground-disturbing activities within sensitive areas, a
qualified biologist shall provide pre-construction training to all
workers involved in site activities. This training shall consist of
instruction on special-status species with potential to occur on
the property and their habitats. Workers shall be instructed as
to appropriate contacts and how to proceed if special-status
species are observed on the project site.

Provide
documentation of
training materials and
sign-in sheet

Prior to ground
disturbance within
sensitive areas

Biological monitor,
County General
Services Agency

BR/mm-2

Prior to site disturbance, the General Services Agency shall
prepare a Special-status Plant Mitigation Plan that provides for
the propagation, planting, and monitoring of sand mesa
manzanita at a 5:1 replacement ratio if it is determined that
these specimens cannot be avoided during construction
activities. The mitigation plan shall detail methods for
transplanting, propagating, planting, and maintaining the
special-status plant species that would be impacted. The
replant area should be located at the biological mitigation
receptor site (5.6 acres). To ensure the success of any planted
or transplanted individuals, the mitigation program will include
monitoring and reporting guidelines.

Review and approval
of plan, field inspection

Prior to ground
disturbance within
sensitive areas, during
implementation of
mitigation program

Biological monitor,
County General
Services Agency,
County Environmental
Coordinator

BR/mm-3

A biological monitor qualified to capture and move legless
lizards and coast horned lizards shall be present during all initial
ground-disturbing activities, such as grading, excavation and
vegetation removal. Improvements within the existing park
infrastructure are not expected to impact these species,
however, construction associated with the construction of the
proposed field sport, basins, equestrian facilities, trails, picnic,
and community center areas shall require a biological monitor.
The monitor shall capture and relocate silvery legless lizards

Provide verification of
biological monitor,
provide documentation
of monitoring activities

Prior to ground
disturbance

Biological monitor,
County General
Services Agency
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Mitigation
Measure

Requirements of Measure

Compliance
Method

Verification Timing

Responsible Party

Prior to ground
disturbance within
maritime chaparral
and oak woodland

Biological monitor,
County General
Services Agency

and Coast horned lizards disturbed during tree clearance
vegetation clearing and initial site grading. In addition, the
monitor shall rake loose soil within oak woodlands, coastal
scrub and maritime chaparral prior to excavation to find and
move legless lizards. Efforts shall focus on relocation of silvery
legless lizards and Coast horned lizards to safe habitat outside
disturbance areas.
BR/mm-4

Prior to all ground-disturbance within Maritime Chaparral and
Oak Woodland Habitat for proposed trail work, the following
measures shall be implemented to minimize adverse impacts to
Monterey dusky-footed woodrat. Removal of the woodrat nest
would result in adverse impacts to the individuals occupying the
nests. If future site improvements would impact any of the
observed woodrat nests, the applicant shall implement the
following minimization measures.
a. A County-approved biologist shall assist in the removal
of the nest after September 1 and before February 15.
Nest removal shall be avoided during the breeding
season, to avoid separation of mothers from their
young. Under supervision of the biologist, the
operators should remove all vegetation and other
woodrat shelter within the area that surround the
woodrat nest to be removed.
b. Upon completion of clearing the adjacent woodrat
shelter, the operator should gently nudge the intact
nest with equipment or long handled tools. The
operators should place their equipment within the
previously cleared area and not within undisturbed
woodrat shelter area. The objective is to alarm the
woodrats so that they evacuate the nest and scatter
away from the equipment and into undisturbed habitat.
Once the woodrats have evacuated the nest, the operator
should gently pick up the structure with a front loader and move
it to the nearest undisturbed habitat. The objective of moving
the structure is to provide the displaced woodrats with a
stockpile of material to scavenge while they build a new nest;
consequently, jeopardizing the integrity of the structure is not an
issue.
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BR/mm-5
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Requirements of Measure
Prior to implementation of trail improvements, the General
Services Agency shall develop a Habitat Restoration Plan
(HRP) for review and approval by the CDFG and the County
Environmental Coordinator. The HRP shall be prepared by a
qualified biologist and/or botanist and shall detail the methods
for restoring or enhancing any areas of maritime chaparral
habitat impacted within the NCP. The goal of the HRP shall be
to mitigate any temporary or permanent impacts to maritime
chaparral at the biological mitigation receptor site (5.6 acres).
At a minimum, the HRP shall allow for the following mitigation
ratios, site protection measures, and monitoring requirements:
a. 2:1 restoration ratio for permanent and temporary
impacts to intact maritime chaparral (for every one
acre of intact maritime chaparral that is temporarily or
permanently impacted, the County shall restore or
enhance two acres of maritime chaparral at the
biological mitigation receptor site (5.6 acres) located
within the NCP.
b. The HRP shall include a site maintenance schedule,
including weed abatement strategies and Best
Management Practices.
1. Maintenance shall be conducted bi-monthly for
the first three years or until the County
Environmental Coordinator determines that
further maintenance is not required. The
maintenance period will begin immediately
upon completion of the mitigation planting, and
will continue for a three-year period. At the
end of three years, the appropriate regulatory
resource agencies will review the monitoring
reports, evaluate whether the performance
standards have been met, and determine
whether the maintenance period will be ended
or extended.
2. Water will be supplied to planted materials
during the initial planting period. Supplemental
water will be supplied on an as needed basis
until the Environmental Coordinator determines
that the plantings are self-sustaining.

Compliance
Method
Review and approval
of plan; field inspection

Verification Timing

Responsible Party

Prior to
implementation of trail
improvements, during
implementation of
mitigation program

Biological monitor,
County General
Services Agency,
County Environmental
Coordinator
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Mitigation
Measure

Requirements of Measure
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Compliance
Method

Verification Timing

Responsible Party

Weed control will be necessary to minimize
competition from exotic plants. Additional
weed abatement will be required during the
maintenance period. Weeds shall be removed
by hand or through herbicide applications. If
herbicide applications are necessary, they will
be conducted by an individual holding a valid
Qualified Applicators License. Weeding
activities will be performed bi-monthly or until
the County Environmental Coordinator
determines that the plantings are selfsustaining.
Removal of trash and litter will occur on a
regular basis during the maintenance period.
Non-fruiting organic debris created from hand
removal of weeds may be left on-site if it will
not significantly impact the establishment of
native seedlings. However, noxious weed
debris will be disposed of off-site to avoid
further invasions of the exotic species.
Due to the sites proximity to public access,
vandalism may be a problem. If vandalism
occurs at the site and plants are removed or
trampled, the County will replace the
vandalized plants and take appropriate actions
to prohibit further vandalism.
The County Environmental Coordinator will
adjust specific replanting requirements if
needed, including species, quantities, and
schedules. Species selection will be consistent
with those currently occupying the immediate
area and at the direction of the Environmental
Coordinator. Any replanted vegetation will be
monitored until the County Environmental
Coordinator determines that the plantings are
self-sustaining.
At the discretion of the Environmental
Coordinator, a single application of fertilizer
may be included with the initial plant
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Mitigation
Measure

Requirements of Measure

c.

7-16

Compliance
Method

Verification Timing

Responsible Party

installation. Subsequent applications, while not
anticipated, are at the discretion of the
Environmental Coordinator.
The HRP shall include clearly defined restoration
goals, annual performance standards and final
success criteria.
1. In order to accomplish restoration goals and
objectives, a monitoring program will provide
both quantitative and qualitative data to be
used to determine the success of the mitigation
and restoration areas. The County
Environmental Coordinator will evaluate data
indicating the relationship between actual site
conditions and the performance criteria. Field
monitoring and sampling will be followed by
preparation of annual reports that include
photo-documentation and evaluation of the
success of the mitigation effort based on
whether or not the annual performance goals
for that year were met.
2. The County’s Environmental Coordinator will
perform general monitoring site visits bimonthly during the first three years after
planting, and semi-annually for the last two
years of the monitoring program (refer to Table
4.3-4). General monitoring visits can be
conducted concurrently with maintenance
visits. The focus of general monitoring visits is
to assess the restoration and mitigation area’s
need for water or other maintenance related
issues.
3. The County Environmental Coordinator will
perform biological monitoring data collection
annually throughout the five year monitoring
program. The focus of the biological
monitoring visits is to collect quantitative data
that will provide an assessment of the sites
vegetative cover and plant growth
4. Annual performance standards have been
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Mitigation
Measure

Compliance
Method

Requirements of Measure

d.

Verification Timing

Responsible Party

established to ensure a successful mitigation
effort. The performance standards are based
on the vegetative structure found on-site prior
to construction related disturbances. Table
4.3-4 lists the annual performance standards
for growth and survival of planted species that
are proposed for the mitigation and restoration
areas.
All restoration activities shall be monitored by a
qualified biologist/Environmental Coordinator for a
minimum of five years or until the final success criteria
are attained.
1. At the end of the five-year monitoring period,
the site will be evaluated to determine if the
success criteria have been met. If the program
is determined to be unsuccessful, the County
Environmental Coordinator will recommend
appropriate contingency measures. The
mitigation site will not be considered successful
until CDFG has provided written verification
that the final success criteria have been met.

Performance
Standards

Year
1

Year
2

Year
3

Year
4

Year
5

Total Percent of
Native Cover

20%

25%

30%

40%

50%

Average Vigor
Rating (see
below)

1,2

1,2

1,2

1,2

1,2

Percent of NonNative Cover
(excluding
annual grasses)

<60%

<60%

<45%

<25%

<25%

Plant Survival

90%

85%

80%

80%

80%

Notes:
The mitigation site must be self-sustaining (i.e., no maintenance or
artificial irrigation) for a minimum of two years to be considered
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successful.
Plant survivorship may include original plantings, remedial plantings, or
volunteers.
Any remedial plantings will be monitored for five years from the date of
installation or until the Environmental Coordinator determines that they
are self-sustaining.

2.

3.

4.

7-18

Plant vigor and survival in the restoration and
mitigation area will be monitored annually for
five-years following plant installation. A plant is
considered “surviving” if at least half of the
foliage (or stem if deciduous) is green and
flexible. Plant vigor will be measured as
follows:

1 = excellent – vigorous healthy
plant (no necrotic or chlorotic leaves)

2 = good – plant healthy with limited
signs of vigorous growth

3 = adequate – plant healthy with no
signs of vigorous growth and some
necrosis or other damage present

4 = poor – low vitality, or main stem
dead but basal sprouts emerging

5 = dead – no evidence of recovery
Plant survival calculations will be based on the
number of individual plants installed. Percent
survival will be obtained by counting the
number of surviving plants and dividing the
result by the number of plants installed (initial
and remedial installations).
Percent cover of native species will be
obtained annually throughout the five year
monitoring program. Percent cover
calculations must be determined by a
documented and field proven vegetation
monitoring method such as Daubenmire,
Braun-Blanquet, line-intercept, or similar.
Another important monitoring activity is to
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5.

6.

7.

8.

Compliance
Method

Verification Timing

Responsible Party

detect the presence and advance of invasive
plant species, such as introduced pioneer
species commonly found in disturbed areas.
Russian thistle, perennial mustard, or other
non-native species can also invade the
restoration areas if left unchecked. Monitoring
activities will determine the presence of such
species and if action is required to control their
advance.
All wildlife observed in and around the
restoration will be documented as to species,
number, and functional use of habitat (i.e.,
feeding, nesting, etc.). Observations of the
general habitat quality will be documented.
Permanent photo points will be established
throughout the mitigation site to assist in
tracking the success of the mitigation program.
Permanent photo points will be established
during the preparation of the as-built planting
plan, and ground view photos will be taken
during each monitoring year from the same
vantage point.
Typically, CDFG requires a mitigation and
restoration completion report to be submitted at
the end of three years. The applicant is
responsible for preparing and submitting the
report to CDFG within 30 days of the end of the
three year maintenance program. The report
must include photo documentation and detail
the progression of the revegetation efforts.
The annual reports must quantify growth and
progress of the restoration plantings to
determine if the performance criteria have
been met. All three of the required reports
must include photographs that document the
revegetation progress over time.
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BR/mm-6

Prior to implementation of trail improvements, the General
Services Agency shall retain a qualified biologist/botanist to
supervise the implementation of the HRP. The qualified
biologist/botanist shall supervise site preparation,
implementation timing, species utilized, planting installation,
maintenance, monitoring, and reporting of the
revegetation/restoration efforts. The qualified biologist/botanist
shall prepare and submit four annual reports and one final
monitoring report to the County for review and approval by the
County Environmental Coordinator. The annual and final
monitoring reports shall include discussions of the restoration
activities, project photographs, and an assessment of the
restoration efforts attainment of the success criteria.

Submit annual reports
and final monitoring
report

Annual during
implementation of
monitoring program

Biological monitor,
County General
Services Agency,
County Environmental
Coordinator

BR/mm-7

Prior to site disturbance and grading activities, the General
Services Agency shall submit an Oak Woodland Protection and
Restoration Plan to be reviewed and approved by the County
Environmental Coordinator. Oak woodland restoration shall be
accomplished through one of three options: 1) replanting of oak
trees removed from the oak woodland at the biological
mitigation receptor site; 2) providing for the protection of oak
woodland habitat in perpetuity through acquisition or donation
of a conservation easement that includes at least 2,000 square
feet per tree removed; or 3) providing funds to the California
Wildlife Conservation Board to be used for the purchase of Oak
Woodland Conservation Easements If Option 1 is selected, it
may account for no more than 50% of the required mitigation
required for oak woodland impacts and a conservation
easement (or similar measure) shall apply. The biological
mitigation receptor site is 5.6 acres.

Review and approval
of plan

Prior to ground
disturbance

County General
Services Agency,
County Environmental
Coordinator

BR/mm-8

The Oak Woodland Protection and Restoration Plan shall
include the following:
a. For onsite planting and protection purposes, oak trees
removed shall be replaced at a minimum 4:1 ratio, and
impacted trees shall be replaced at a 2:1 ratio.
b. Replacement oak trees shall be from regionally or
locally collected seed stock grown in vertical tubes or
deep one-gallon tree pots. Four-foot diameter shelters

Review and approval
of plan; field inspection

Prior to ground
disturbance, during
implementation of
protection and
restoration plan

Biological monitor,
County ParksGeneral
Services Agency,
County Environmental
Coordinator
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shall be placed over each oak tree to protect it from
deer and other herbivores, and shall consist of 54-inch
tall welded wire cattle panels (or equivalent material)
and be staked using T-posts. Wire mesh baskets, at
least two feet in diameter and two feet deep, shall be
use below ground. Planting during the warmest, driest
months (June through September) shall be avoided.
The plan shall provide a species-specific planting
schedule. If planting occurs outside this time period, a
landscape and irrigation plan shall be submitted prior
to permit issuance and implemented upon approval by
the county.
Replacement oak trees shall be planted no closer than
20 feet on center and shall average no more than four
planted per 2,000 square feet. Trees shall be planted
in random and clustered patterns to create a natural
appearance. As feasible, replacement trees shall be
planted in a natural setting on the north side of and at
the canopy/dripline edge of existing mature native oak
trees; and on north-facing slopes. Replanting areas
shall be either in native topsoil or areas where native
topsoil has been reapplied. A seasonally timed
maintenance program, which includes regular weeding
(hand removal at a minimum of once early fall and
once early spring within at least a 3-foot radius from
the tree or installation of a staked “weed mat” or weedfree mulch) and a temporary watering program, shall
be developed for all oak tree planting areas. A
qualified arborist/botanist shall be retained to monitor
the acquisition, installation, and maintenance of all oak
trees to be replaced. Replacement trees shall be
monitored and maintained by a qualified
arborist/botanist for at least seven years or until the
trees have successfully established as determined by
the County Environmental Coordinator. Annual
monitoring reports will be prepared by a qualified
arborist/botanist and submitted to the County
Environmental Coordinator by October 15 each year.
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BR/mm-9

To mitigate the balance of the oak woodland impact, one of the
following measures, or a combination thereof shall be used:
a. Prior to site disturbance and grading activities, the
General Services Agency shall record a conservation
easement that protects 2000 square feet of existing
oak woodland habitat for each tree removed from the
oak woodland in perpetuity. The conservation
easement shall be controlled by a qualified
conservation organization approved by the County
Environmental Coordinator. Potential conservation
organizations include but are not limited to: The Nature
Conservancy, San Luis Obispo Land Conservancy, or
the Cambria Land Trust. This mitigation measure may
be used to satisfy the mitigation requirement for oak
woodland impacts.
b. If the County is not able to establish a conservation
easement, the applicant shall provide funding to the
California Wildlife Conservation Board or other Countyapproved entity to be used for the purchase of Oak
Woodland Habitat Conservation Easements (currently
established at $970.00 for each tree removed and
$485.00 per impacted tree). This mitigation measure
may be used to satisfy the mitigation requirement for
the oak woodland impact.
If the County is not able to establish a conservation easement,
or provide funding as noted in (b) above, the County may use a
grant awarded pursuant to the Oak Woodlands Conservation
Act (Article 3.5 [commencing with Section 1360] of Chapter 4 of
Division 2 of the Fish and Game Code) to prepare an oak
conservation element for a general plan, an oak protection
ordinance, or an oak woodlands management plan, or
amendments thereto, that meets the requirements of Senate
Bill 1334.

Provide
documentation of
easement, provision of
funding

Prior to ground
disturbance

County General
Services Agency,
County Environmental
Coordinator

BR/mm-10

Prior to site disturbance and grading activities, the General
Services Agency shall prepare an Oak Tree Inventory,
Avoidance, and Protection Plan as outlined herein. The plan
shall be reviewed by a County-approved biologist and/or
arborist, and shall include the following items:

Review and approval
of plan; field inspection

Prior to ground
disturbance within
sensitive areas, during
implementation of
mitigation program

Biological monitor,
County General
Services Agency,
County Environmental
Coordinator
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Comprehensive Oak Tree Inventory. This shall include
the following information:
1. An inventory of all oak trees at least five inches
in diameter at breast height within 50 feet of all
proposed impact areas. All inventoried trees
shall be shown on plans. The species,
diameter at breast height, location, and
condition of these trees shall be documented in
data tables.
2. Identification of trees that will be retained,
removed, or impacted. This information shall
be shown on plans and cross-referenced to
data tables described in item a.
3. The location of proposed structures, utilities,
driveways, grading, retaining walls,
outbuildings, water and wastewater facilities,
and impervious surfaces shall be shown on
maps. The applicant shall clearly delineate the
building sites/building control lines containing
these features on the project plans.
Oak Tree Avoidance Measures. Grading and
development within proposed project shall avoid the
removal of oak trees to the maximum extent possible.
Such activities shall minimize potential disturbance to
oaks and their associated root zones to the maximum
extent possible.
Oak Tree Protection Guidelines. Tree protection
guidelines and a root protection zone shall be
established and implemented for each tree to be
retained that occurs within 50 feet of impact areas.
The following guidelines shall be included:
1. A qualified arborist shall determine the critical
root zone for each retained tree on a case-bycase basis, based upon tree species, age, and
size. This area is generally defined as 1.0 to
1.5 times the distance from the tree base of the
average measurement taken from the tree
base to the edge of the canopy/dripline. At a
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Compliance
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Responsible Party

minimum, the critical root zone shall be the
distance from the trunk to the drip line of the
tree.
All trees to remain within 50 feet of
construction or grading activities shall be
marked for protection (e.g., with flagging) and
their root zone fenced prior to any grading.
Grading, utility trenching, compaction of soil, or
placement of fill shall be avoided within these
fenced areas. If grading in the root zone
cannot be avoided, retaining walls shall be
constructed to minimize cut and fill impacts.
Care shall be taken to avoid surface roots
within the top 18 inches of soil. If any roots
must be removed or exposed, they shall be
cleanly cut and not left exposed above the
ground surface. The project arborist shall
approve any work within the root protection
zone.
Unless previously approved by the county, the
following activities are not allowed within the
root zone of existing or newly planted oak
trees: year-round irrigation (no summer
watering, unless “establishing” new tree or
native compatible plants for up to seven years);
grading (includes cutting and filling of material);
compaction (e.g., regular use of vehicles);
placement of impermeable surfaces (e.g.,
pavement); disturbance of soil that impacts
roots (e.g., tilling).
The County shall minimize trimming of oak
trees to remain onsite. Removal of larger
lower branches should be minimized to: 1)
avoid making tree top heavy and more
susceptible to “blow-overs,” 2) reduce having
larger limb cuts that take longer to heal and are
much more susceptible to disease and
infestation, 3) retain wildlife habitat values
associated with the lower branches, 4) retain
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shade to keep summer temperatures cooler
(retains higher soil moisture, greater passive
solar potential, provides better conditions for
oak seedling volunteers), and 5) retain the
natural shape of the tree. The amount of
trimming (roots or canopy) done in any one
season shall be limited as much as possible to
reduce tree stress/shock (10% or less is best,
25% maximum). If trimming is necessary, the
applicant shall use a certified arborist when
removing limbs. Unless a hazardous or unsafe
situation exists, major trimming shall be done
only during the summer months.
BR/mm-11

Removal of vegetation and pruning of trees shall be conducted
in the fall and winter (between September 1 and February 28), if
possible, after fledging and before the initiation of avian
breeding activities. If construction activities are scheduled to
occur during the typical bird nesting season (from March 1 to
August 31) a qualified biologist shall be retained to conduct a
pre-construction survey (approximately one week prior to
construction) to determine presence/absence for tree and
ground nesting birds. If no nesting activities are detected within
the proposed work area, noise-producing construction activities
may proceed and no further mitigation is required. If nesting
activity is confirmed during pre-construction nesting surveys or
at any time during the monitoring of construction activities, work
activities shall be delayed within 300 feet (500 feet if raptors) of
active nests until the young birds have fledged and left the nest.
In addition, the results of the surveys shall be passed
immediately to the CDFG and the County, possibly with
recommendations for buffer zone changes, as needed, around
individual nests. Tree removal in riparian zones shall be
monitored and documented by the biological monitor regardless
of time of year.

Field verification

Prior to vegetation
removal, tree removal,
or tree trimming

Biological monitor,
County General
Services Agency,
County Environmental
Coordinator, California
Department of Fish
and Game (if required)

BR/mm-12

If tree removal occurs between September 1 and March 1,
within seven days of ground disturbance or tree
removal/trimming activities, a survey for wintering raptors shall
be conducted. If surveys do not locate wintering raptors,

Field verification

Prior to tree removal
or tree trimming

Biological monitor,
County General
Services Agency,
County Environmental
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construction activities may be conducted. If wintering raptors
are located, construction activities shall observe a 500-foot
buffer for the wintering location(s). A pre-construction survey
report shall be submitted to the County Environmental
Coordinator immediately upon completion of the survey. The
report shall detail appropriate fencing or flagging of the buffer
zone and make recommendations on additional monitoring
requirements.
BR/mm-13

Within two weeks prior to tree removal, a qualified biologist
shall conduct a pre-construction survey for pallid bat and/or
other roosting bats. If bats are not found, tree removal can
proceed. If bats are observed, bat exclusion measures shall be
instituted prior to disturbance. If maternal bat colonies are
found they shall not be disturbed until young bats have left the
site. Subsequently bat exclusion measures shall be instituted
prior to disturbance.

Responsible Party
Coordinator, California
Department of Fish
and Game (if required)

Field verification

Prior to tree removal
or tree trimming

Biological monitor,
County General
Services Agency,
County Environmental
Coordinator, California
Department of Fish
and Game (if required)

Review and approval
of monitoring plan

Prior to ground
disturbance within
sensitive area

County General
Services Agency,
County Environmental
Coordinator

Cultural Resources
CR/mm-1

7-26

Prior to construction, the General Services Agency shall submit
a monitoring plan, prepared by a subsurface-qualified historical
archaeologist, for the review and approval by the Environmental
Coordinator. The monitoring plan shall include at a minimum:
a. List of personnel involved in the monitoring activities;
b. Description of how the monitoring shall occur;
c. Description of frequency of monitoring (e.g. full-time,
part time, spot checking);
d. Description of what resources are expected to be
encountered;
e. Description of circumstances that would result in the
halting of work at the project site (e.g. What is
considered “significant” archaeological resources?);
f. Description of procedures for halting work on the site
and notification procedures; and,
g. Description of monitoring reporting procedures.
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CR/mm-2

During all ground disturbing construction activities, the General
Services Agency shall retain a qualified historical archaeologist
(approved by the Environmental Coordinator) to monitor earth
disturbing activities within the documented historical site, per
the approved monitoring plan. If any significant historical
resources are found during monitoring, work shall stop within
the immediate vicinity (precise area to be determined by the
historical archaeologist in the field) of the resource until such
time as the resource can be evaluated by the historical
archaeologist or any other appropriate individuals. The
historical archaeologist shall be allowed the time and funds
necessary to document and retrieve any significant cultural
materials that are unearthed.

Field inspection,
documentation of
monitoring activities

During ground
disturbance within
sensitive site

Archaeological
Monitor, County
General Services
Agency, County
Environmental
Coordinator

CR/mm-3

Upon completion of all monitoring/mitigation activities, and prior
to final inspection (whichever occurs first), the consulting
historical archaeologist shall submit a report to the
Environmental Coordinator summarizing all
monitoring/mitigation activities and confirming that all
recommended mitigation measures have been met.

Submit monitoring
report

Upon completion of
monitoring activities

Archaeological
Monitor, County
General Services
Agency, County
Environmental
Coordinator

CR/mm-4

In the event archeological resources are unearthed or
discovered during any construction activities, the following
standards apply:
a. Construction activities shall cease, and the
Department shall be notified so that the extent and
location of discovered materials may be recorded by a
qualified archaeologist, and disposition of artifacts may
be accomplished in accordance with state and federal
law.
b. In the event archeological resources are found to
include human remains, or in any other case when
human remains are discovered during construction,
the County Coroner shall be notified in addition to the
Department so proper disposition may be
accomplished.

Include measure on
grading plans, field
inspection

During ground
disturbance

County General
Services Agency,
Environmental
Coordinator
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Geology, Soils, and Drainage
GSD/mm-1

Prior to initiation of each phase of development for major
amenities requiring structural improvements and/or major
grading (i.e., sports fields, parking, amphitheater(s),
playgrounds, restrooms, pre-school and administration building,
gymnasium, recreation center, pool, skate park, and courts),
and as required by the County Environmental Coordinator, the
General Services Agency shall prepare project-specific geotechnical reports. The reports shall investigate subsurface
conditions within areas proposed for structural development
and the findings and recommendations shall be incorporated
into grading and construction plans, as appropriate.

Submit report, review
and approve plans,
field inspection

Prior to grading and
construction of major
amenities, during
construction

County General
Services Agency

GSD/mm-2

Prior to initiation of construction, the General Services Agency
shall prepare a site-specific erosion and sedimentation control
plan. The plan shall include measures addressing short-term,
construction related effects, and long-term soil stabilization.
Grading and construction shall be conducted during the dry
season (April through September) if possible. In the event
grading occurs during the wet season (October through April),
the following measures shall be incorporated into applicable
grading and construction plans, and implemented prior to
ground disturbance:
a. Incorporate the use of silt fences, straw bales,
perimeter ditches, water bars, temporary culverts and
swales, sediment traps, minimal grading concepts, and
similar techniques appropriate for the site.
b. Erosion and sediment transport control structures shall
be in place prior to the onset of seasonal rains.
c. Restoration and re-vegetation of graded areas and
unprotected slopes shall be completed as soon as
possible following site disturbance.

Review and approve
plans, field inspection

Prior to ground
disturbance, during
construction

County General
Services Agency

GSD/mm-3

Prior to implementation of the first phase of the Master Plan, the
General Services Agency shall prepare a stormwater drainage
plan in consultation with Public Works, for inclusion in the
Master Plan. The plan shall include a schedule for regular
maintenance checks, and incorporate additional improvements

Review and approve
plans, field inspection

Prior to ground
disturbance, during
construction

County General
Services Agency
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to existing facilities, including the installation of trash gates on
drainage pipes, interception and dissipation of stormwater flow
from impervious surfaces, and installation of storm drain inlets
and engineered drainage courses.
Hazards and Hazardous Materials
HM/mm-1

Prior to initiation of construction, the General Services Agency
shall ensure that all required BMPs are shown on applicable
grading or construction plans. In addition, the General Services
Agency shall designate personnel to insure compliance and
monitor the effectiveness of the required BMPs, which shall
include:
a. Prior to construction, staging and refueling areas shall
be designated on applicable plans.
b. Equipment refueling shall be done in non-sensitive
areas at least 100 feet from any residence, school,
and library, and such that any spills can be easily and
quickly contained and cleaned up. Any necessary
remedial work shall be done immediately to avoid
surface or ground water contamination.
c. Prior to commencement of grading/construction
activities, the County shall ensure that a plan is in
place for prompt and effective response to any
accidental spills. All workers will be informed of the
importance of preventing spills and of the appropriate
measures to take should a spill occur.

Review and approve
plans, field inspection

Prior to ground
disturbance, during
construction

County General
Services Agency

HM/mm-2

Prior to initiation of ground disturbance or construction within
400 feet of the edge of West Tefft Street, within the Nipomo
Community Park, the General Services Agency shall ensure
compliance with the following measures:
a. Upon identification of a structure footprint or area of
disturbance, exploratory trenches or borings shall be
excavated to determine the presence or absence of
dumped materials. Samples of the debris and soil
shall be collected for laboratory analysis to evaluate
whether the materials present any health or
environmental concerns.

Prepare report
documenting testing,
results, and
remediation actions (if
necessary)

Prior to ground
disturbance within
identified site

County General
Services Agency
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Prior to expansion of
Nipomo Library, test
noise level prior to
operation

County General
Services Agency

Soil gas testing shall be conducted in and around any
proposed building footprint to determine whether
landfill gas is present, and whether it could accumulate
in the finished building. Depending on the results of
the soil gas testing, it may be necessary to incorporate
design features that will prevent gas accumulation.
Measures may include controlling the gas pressure
(i.e., passive or active venting to reduce gas
concentrations under the structure, venting around the
perimeter of the structure, and crawl- space venting);
eliminating available entry pathways or leaks (i.e.,
improving plumbing and caulking to reduce cracks and
gaps will reduce entry pathways, install a lowpermeability liner around the underground portion of
the structure); and, installation of a landfill gas
monitoring system.
Prior to removal or relocation, soil and debris shall be
tested for contaminants of potential concern to identify
disposal or placement restrictions. Testing shall
include analysis for metals, long-chain (semi-volatile)
hydrocarbons, and semi-volatile organic compounds.
Additional testing may be required depending on the
specific nature of the materials to be removed from the
site.

Noise
N/mm-1

7-30

Prior to expansion of the Nipomo Library, the proposed plans
shall include the following or similar acoustical design measures
to attenuate interior noise by 7 decibels, resulting in a
measured interior noise level of 45 decibels or less:
a. Air conditioning or a mechanical ventilation system.
b. Windows and sliding doors mounted in low air
infiltration rate frames (0.5 cfm or less, per American
National Standards Institute (ANSI) specifications).
c. Solid core exterior doors with perimeter weather
stripping and threshold seals.
d. Exterior walls consist of stucco or brick veneer. Wood

Review and approval
of plans, field
inspection
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siding with a 0.5-inch minimum thickness fiberboard
(soundboard) underlayer may also be used.
Use of dual paned or soundproof glass for windows
facing West Tefft Street (or similar measure).
Roof or attic vents facing the south, north, and east
shall be baffled.

N/mm-2

Prior to construction of the skate park, the design plans shall
incorporate the following noise reduction measures, achieving a
maximum average hourly noise level of 65 decibels as
measured 25 feet from the edge of the skate park:
a. In-ground concrete design to minimize noise
generation during use.
b. Earthen berm between the skate park and the noise
sensitive land uses.
c. Fence and lock-able gate surrounding the skate park
facility.

Review and approval
of plans

Prior to construction of
skate park

County General
Services Agency

N/mm-3

During operation of the park, events and activities shall only be
permitted during operating hours (6:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.).
Mowing, use of equipment, and other maintenance activities
shall be limited to daytime hours, unless an emergency
situation exists. Noise generated by loudspeakers and
microphones shall be directed towards the interior of the park,
away from surrounding residential areas.

Document in Master
Plan, memorandum to
park ranger, and
include on event
permits/rental
agreements

During operation, upon
hiring of new NCP
employees, upon
issuance of event
permits/rental
agreements

County General
Services Agency

N/mm-4

In the event substantiated noise complaints are received by the
County, and the presence of the onsite ranger and/or park host
is not sufficient to address received complaints, County Parks
shall develop a park monitor program. The program may
include volunteers or paid staff and shall provide for presence
during key operations of the skate park to restrict playing of
loud music and the use of loud voices. The monitor may be
present during operating hours in the summer, and on
weekends and afternoons during the winter. To prevent use of
the skate park and pool during nighttime hours when the park is
closed (10:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m.), County Parks shall install a
fence and locked gate around the skate park or community
pool.

Retain copies of
substantiated
complaints, document
response to
complaints

Upon receipt of
substantiated
complaint

County General
Services Agency
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Review and approve
plans, field inspection

Prior to final design of
park facility

County General
Services Agency,
County Sherriff

Public Services and Utilities
PSU/mm-1

7-32

While in the planning stages for development of any facility
proposed in the Park Master Plan, and prior to any site
disturbance activities related to development of such facilities,
the General Services Agency shall coordinate with the Sheriff’s
Department for implementation of design strategies and safety
measures to prevent and reduce crime, including “Crime
Prevention through Environmental Design” standards and
“Lighting and Lighting Systems” guidelines, including the
following:
a. After-hours access points to the park and community
center should be protected with adequate security. As
admission is necessary for emergency personnel,
combinations to locks/lockboxes should be provided to
Sheriff’s Department Dispatch;
b. Visible signage with hours of operation and any type of
regulations should be strategically placed throughout
the park, and properly maintained;
c. Proper illumination should be provided inside
structures, exterior doors, designated parking areas,
entry and walkways to deter property crime and
provide increased personal safety. Lights should be
on timers, and a manual overrides should be available
in case of a greater need for light. Proper care should
be taken to ensure exterior lighting is properly shielded
to prevent illumination that would affect the ambient
level of light in the nighttime sky;
d. County Parks shall provide the Sheriff’s Department
with accurate information indicating what park
employees have access to which areas of any
structures or access points;
e. During construction periods of any significant
proposed park facility or amenity, the construction site
shall be temporarily fenced off, with signage indicating
that the area is off limits to the general public;
f. All construction equipment shall be secured at the site
after hours, with a complete recorded inventory kept
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Mitigation
Measure

Requirements of Measure

g.
h.
i.

j.
k.

Compliance
Method

Verification Timing

Responsible Party

on file;
Adequate lighting of the construction areas shall be
implemented;
Special care should be taken to avoid creating “hiding
places” in alcoves or entry areas;
Facility design should facilitate a clear view of the
exterior of structures from the interior, and vice versa,
to allow increased observation of any suspicious
activity in either location;
Sufficient lighting should be installed on the exterior
and interior of any structures; and,
All exterior doors should meet all safety requirements,
should be solid core, and have adequate locks.

Transportation, Circulation, and Traffic
TR/mm-1

Upon implementation of the NCP Master Plan, the General
Services Agency shall coordinate with the Regional
Transportation Authority, and establish a transit stop within
Nipomo Community Park, if appropriate.

Document
coordination efforts

Upon implementation
of Master Plan

County General
Services Agency

TR/mm-2

Upon development of high-traffic generating uses, including
tennis courts, sports fields, amphitheater, and community
center, a during periodic review of the Nipomo Community Park
Master Plan, the General Services Agency shall re-assess the
project’s effect on the US 101/West Tefft Street interchange.
a. In the event the project would have a significant traffic
impact, the County shall adopt Transportation Demand
Management (TDM) measures for implementation, as
necessary, during peak times (Monday through Friday,
4:00 – 6:00 pm) including, but not be limited to:
requiring reservation for specific uses, staggered
scheduling of starting times for the sports fields, and
limiting the size of community center events.
b. County Parks shall coordinate with County Public
Works to determine the appropriate South County
Road Improvement Fee Area 1 fees at the time
development is proposed. In the event South County

Prepare traffic study
update

Prior to final design of
high-traffic generating
uses (i.e., tennis
courts, sports fields,
amphitheater,
community center)

County General
Services Agency
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Mitigation
Measure

Requirements of Measure

Compliance
Method

Verification Timing

Responsible Party

Road Improvement Fee Area 1 fees are determined to
be appropriate by Public Works in accordance with
Title 13.01 of the County Code, the General Services
Agency shall provide the fees prior to development of
high-traffic generating uses (i.e., tennis courts, sports
fields, amphitheater, and community center).
Water Resources
WAT/mm-1

During any project resulting in ground disturbance, the General
Services Agency shall ensure that BMPs are included on all
grading and construction plans, and implemented during
grading and construction activities as suggested by the County
LUO. BMPs shall include, but not be limited to, the following:
a. Staking or flagging of grading footprint to minimize the
area of disturbance;
b. Designation of staging areas, including equipment and
materials storage;
c. Fueling of major equipment shall not occur on-site due
to nearby sensitive receptors;
d. Erosion control barriers shall be applied, such as silt
fences, hay bales, drain inlet protection, and gravel
bags;
e. Existing vegetation shall be preserved to the maximum
extent feasible;
f. Disturbed areas shall be stabilized with vegetation or
hard surface treatments upon completion of
construction in any specific area.
g. All inactive disturbed soil areas are required to be
stabilized with both sediment and temporary erosion
control prior to the onset of the rainy season (October
15 to April 15).

Review and approve
plans, field inspection

Prior to ground
disturbance, during
construction

County General
Services Agency

WAT/mm-2

Prior to major grading (ground disturbance exceeding one
acre), the General Services Agency shall prepare and submit a
SWPPP to the RWQCB for review and approval. A copy of the
plan shall be on-site during all major grading and construction
activities.

Review and approve
plans, field inspection

Prior to major grading
(area exceeding one
acre)

County General
Services Agency,
Regional Water
Quality Control Board
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WAT/mm-3

Prior to construction of drainage infrastructure, the General
Services Agency, in consultation with Public Works, shall
prepare drainage plans incorporating BMPs and LID strategies
suggested by the County LUO to minimize stormwater flow
rates and off-site transport of pollutants, including sediment,
hydrocarbons, and equestrian waste. BMPs may include, but
not be limited to:
a. Minimize parking area by incorporating striped and
painted “compact-vehicle” spaces.
b. Incorporate grassed swales in lieu of paved curbs and
gutters.
c. Incorporate the use of alternative pavers, including
gravel, cobbles, wood mulch, brick, grass pavers, turf
blocks, natural stone, pervious concrete, and porous
asphalt.
d. Construct bio-retention areas (or raingardens) near
parking areas and access roads.
e. Incorporate the use of swales to convey stormwater
into retention basins (i.e., grassed channel, dry swale,
wet swale, biofilter, or bioswale).
f. Incorporate the use of infiltration basins in lieu of
conventional detention or retention basins.
g. Install cisterns or rainbarrels near structures (i.e.,
library, community center, restrooms) to collect and
filter stormwater from roofs and gutters and re-use for
nearby landscaping.

Review and approve
plans, field inspection

Prior to construction of
drainage
infrastructure, upon
construction of
drainage
improvements

County General
Services Agency,
County Public Works

WAT/mm-4

Prior to expansion or addition of irrigated turf and landscaped
areas, the General Services Agency shall conduct a water
survey of existing irrigated turf and landscaped areas, in
consultation with the NCSD, that shall include, but not be
limited to, the following:
a. Quantify irrigated areas based on vegetation type (i.e.,
turf, ornamental landscaping, trees).
b. Inspect and inventory the irrigation system, including
timers, distribution lines, storage, and other
infrastructure, and document needed maintenance and

Review and approve
water survey
evaluation

Prior to expansion of
irrigated areas

County General
Services Agency,
Nipomo Community
Services District
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c.
d.
e.
f.

WAT/mm-5

7-36

Compliance
Method

Verification Timing

Responsible Party

Prior to expansion of
irrigated areas, upon
implementation of
water savings
measures

County General
Services Agency,
Nipomo Community
Services District

repairs.
Develop irrigation schedule by month, based on
precipitation rate and local climate.
Document irrigation system performance and
landscape conditions.
Review irrigation schedule.
Summarize water survey evaluation results and
identify water savings recommendations, which shall
achieve a minimum 50% reduction in current water
use.

Prior to expansion or addition of irrigated turf and landscaped
areas, the General Services Agency shall demonstrate
compliance with the water survey evaluation water savings
recommendations, and shall submit documentation to the
NCSD for verification. Water savings recommendations shall
be applied to existing and additional irrigated turf and
landscaped areas, and may include, but not be limited to the
following:
a. Computerized irrigation controller that can estimate
cumulative evapo-transpiration losses to establish the
most efficient and effective watering regimes.
b. Avoidance of close mowing, overwatering, excessive
fertilization, soil compaction and accumulation of
thatch.
c. Programming watering times for longer and less
frequently rather than for short periods and more
frequently.
d. Installation of tensionmeters at different depths to
measure moisture status, which will allow for better
estimates on irrigation needs.
e. Linking irrigation of the park to the California Irrigation
Management Information System (CIMIS) station
located at the Woodlands golf course to maximize
irrigation efficiency.
f. Implementation and maintenance of the most efficient
and effective water regime for park irrigation consistent
with best management practices, such as measures

Review and approve
water savings
evaluation, field
inspection
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Mitigation
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Requirements of Measure

Compliance
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Review and approve
plans, field inspection

Prior to construction of
new restroom facilities

County General
Services Agency

identified by the California Urban Water Conservation
Council and/or similar recognized organizations.
g. Incorporation of recycled water from the Southland
WWTF.
e.h. Consultation with NCSD prior to implementation of
major planned replacement, renovation, or
construction of water-using facilities.
WAT/mm-6

Prior to construction of additional restrooms, the General
Services Agency shall retrofit existing toilets and sinks with lowflow appliances within the NCP. All new appliances shall be
low-flow (1.6 gallons per flush).
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CHAPTER 9
RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
The Response to Comments chapter of the EIR presents responses to comment letters that
were received on the Draft EIR for the Nipomo Community Park Master Plan (NCPMP). These
comment letters were received from multiple entities including federal, state, and local
agencies, non-agency organizations, and the general public. In accordance with CEQA
Guidelines Section 15132(d), this Final EIR presents the County of San Luis Obispo’s
response to comments submitted during the Draft EIR review and consultation process.
The letters of comment are in chronological order with the responses following the individual
letters. Letters of comment are reproduced in total, and numerical annotation has been added
as appropriate to delineate and reference the responses to those comments.

9.1

AGENCY COMMENT LETTERS AND RESPONSES

The following agencies have submitted comments on the Draft EIR.
Respondent
State of California
Office of Planning and Research
State Clearinghouse and Planning Unit
Letter dated: May 1, 2012
San Luis Obispo County
Department of Public Works
Letter dated: March 7, 2012

San Luis Obispo County
Air Pollution Control District
Letter dated: April 30, 2012

Nipomo Community Services District
Letter dated: May 1, 2012
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Contact Information

Page

SCH

1400 10th Street
Sacramento, CA 95812
www.ceqanet.ca.gov

9-2

PW

County Government Center, Room 207
San Luis Obispo CA 93408
Contact: Glenn Marshall, Development
Services Engineer

9-5

APCD

3433 Roberto Court
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
Contact: Gary Arcemont, Air Quality
Specialist

9-9

NCSD

148 South Wilson Street
Post Office Box 326
Nipomo, CA 93444-0326
Contact: Michael S. LeBrun, General
Manager
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9.1.1 Response to State Clearinghouse Online Announcement of Filing
Comment
No.
SCH-1

9-4

Response
Standard response letter noting filing. No changes to the EIR are necessary.
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9.1.2 Response to Letter from San Luis Obispo County Department of
Public Works
Comment
No.

9-8

Response

PW-1

Comment noted. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

PW-2

The EIR has been clarified to identify that the County General Services Agency is responsible for
implementation of identified mitigation measures. Please refer to clarified mitigation measures:
TR/mm-1 and -2; GSD/mm-3; BR/mm-2, -5, -6, -7, -9, and -10; and WAT/mm-1 through -6. This
clarification does not affect the impact determinations identified in the EIR.

PW-3

County Public Works is correct; The County General Services Agency will initiate early
coordination with County Public Works, and no changes to the EIR are necessary.

PW-4

Please refer to EIR Section 4.5.1.1 (Geology, Soils, and Drainage, Geologic Setting, Drainage),
which identifies a small-unlined infiltration basin within the Nipomo Native Garden Area. This
basin is located to the north of an existing trail, which would be improved as part of the NCPMP.
As noted in EIR Section 4.5.5.4 of the EIR (Geology, Soils, and Drainage, Rates of Soil
Absorption, or Amount or Direction of Surface Runoff), and as required by mitigation measures
GSD/mm-3 and WAT/mm-3, the project would not result in adverse impacts to historic drainage
patterns or basin capacity, and County Public Works would review proposed drainage
improvements prior to construction.

PW-5

As noted in EIR Section 2.3.3.1 of the EIR (Project Description, Access), implementation of the
project will include widening of Osage Street and installation of a multi-use path. These
improvements would result in the removal of oak trees and oak woodland habitat, which is
addressed in EIR Section 4.3.6.2 of the EIR (Biological Resources, Native or Other Important
Vegetation). No changes to the EIR are necessary.

PW-6

The proposed modification to the NCPMP can be accommodated to address County Public
Works’ concerns regarding the crosswalk as proposed the Draft EIR. The existing raised
crosswalk and entrance to the Nipomo Native Garden would remain in place. This change to the
Master Plan does not affect the impact determinations identified in the EIR.

PW-7

Please refer to EIR Section 2.3.3.1 of the EIR (Project Description, Access), which identifies
installation of a traffic signal at the re-aligned Pomeroy Road/Juniper Street intersection as a part
of the proposed NCPMP. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

PW-8

These recommendations have been incorporated into the EIR where appropriate, and as
indicated in response to comment PW-2 above.

PW-9

EIR Figure 4.1-4, Conceptual Grading Plan for the Multi-Use Sports Fields and Stormwater
Basins, is a conceptual plan intended to aid understanding and visualization of proposed
improvements. All structures and stormwater management features would be constructed and
maintained consistent with County Public Works standards and State Codes. As noted in EIR
Section 4.1.5.2, Stormwater of the EIR (Aesthetic Resources, Effect on Visual Character and
Quality, Visual Compatibility), fencing may be required around the proposed basins (also see
representative photograph in Figure 4.1-16, Examples of Different Types of Stormwater Basins).
This clarification does not change the impact determinations identified in the EIR.

PW-10

The EIR has been clarified to specify that the existing and proposed stormwater basins would be
“retention” basins (refer to Section 4-1 Aesthetic Resources, Section 4-5 Geology, Soils, and
Drainage, and Section 4-12 Water Resources, and mitigation measure WAT/mm-3). This
clarification does not change the impact determinations identified in the EIR.
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9.1.3 Response to Letter from San Luis Obispo County Air Pollution
Control District
Comment
No.

Response

APCD-1

Comment noted. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

APCD-2

Comment noted; please refer to responses below.

APCD-3

Please refer to AQ/mm-2, which includes 21 measures that would mitigate the potentially
significant impact related to operational ROG and NOx emissions. The intention of the list is to
provide options for various proposed uses (i.e. energy efficiency, use of transit, clean engine
technologies) as the NCPMP is implemented. In addition to these 21 measures, the project as
proposed incorporates eight measures that would address this impact. No changes to the EIR are
necessary.

APCD-4

Comment noted; the County General Services Agency intends to comply with APCD rules. No
changes to the EIR are necessary.

APCD-5

Comment noted. No changes to the EIR are necessary.
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9.1.4 Response to Letter from Nipomo Community Services District
Comment
No.

Response

NCSD-1

Comment noted. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

NCSD-2

Comment noted. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

NCSD-3

Comment noted. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

NCSD-4

Comment noted. The EIR has been clarified to summarize recent events affecting the
Supplemental Water Project, Water Intertie (please refer to EIR Section 4.12.1 Existing
Conditions, Potential Future Water Supply). This clarification and summary of new information
does not affect the impact determinations identified in the EIR.

NCSD-5

Comment noted. Please refer to responses to specific comments below.

NCSD-6

As noted in the EIR (refer to Section 4.11.5.1 Violate Waste Discharge Requirements or Central
Coast Basin Plan Criteria), in the event the County cannot demonstrate compliance with the Basin
Plan, connection with the NCSD would be necessary. At this time, and upon review of current
regulations, the proposed additional septic systems would be consistent with the Basin Plan and
County Title 19 (Private Sewage Disposal Systems) design criteria. Therefore, while County
General Services Agency is not required to connect to the NCSD sewer collection system, the
project allows for future connection in the event it is either required based on applicable
regulations or if County General Services Agency seeks this method of sewage collection and
treatment (refer to EIR Section 4.11.5.3 Adversely Affect Community Wastewater Service
Provider for a discussion of this option). No changes to the EIR are necessary.

NCSD-7

As provided in Table 4.12-1, Historic Water Delivery – NCP, 1999-2011, existing water demand
has generally been consistent (with a few noted exceptions) over the past 12 years. The primary
demand for water consists of irrigation of approximately 9.2 acres of open turf area and 5.3 acres
of sports fields (approximately 46 acre-feet over the past three years). Table 4.12-2 presents the
estimated additional water demand “worst case scenario”, which represents the demand prior to
implementation of conservation measures.
EIR Section 4.12.5.5 Adversely Affect Community Water Service Provider, has been clarified to
show how recommended water conservation measures would affect overall water use. The
following summary has been added to the discussion, to further clarify why the residual impact
would be less than significant: “Water conservation measures identified by the NCSD and
incorporated into the mitigation measures above would reduce existing water demand by 50
percent. As noted in Table 4.12 1, Historic Water Delivery – NCP 1999-2011, the average annual
water demand over the past 12 years is approximately 48 afy (excluding year 2009 when a meter
failed). Application of these mitigation measures would result in a 24 afy reduction in water use for
existing uses, and a 22 afy reduction in future anticipated water demand. Based on
implementation of identified water conservation measures, the total anticipated demand would be
approximately 46 afy (no net demand for additional water).”

NCSD-8

Section 4.12 (introductory paragraph) of the EIR has been updated to include the 2nd through 4th
NMMA Technical Group Annual Reports. EIR Section 4.12.1 Existing Conditions has been
updated to note the preparation and submittal of these annual reports. Please note the most
current Annual Report (3rd) at the time was reviewed during preparation of the EIR, and is cited in
Chapter 8, References.

NCSD-9

Section 4.12 (introductory paragraph) of the EIR has been clarified to include the San Luis Obispo
County Master Water Plan (January 2012).
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Comment
No.

Response

NCSD-10

Table 4.12-1, Historic Water Delivery – NCP, 1999-2011, has been retitled and updated to include
additional information regarding water use during the years 2009, 2010, 2011. This additional
information shows that water use has been generally consistent over the past 12 years, with some
exceptions noted in the table. These clarifications do not change the analysis or impact
determinations presented in the EIR.

NCSD-11

EIR Section 4.12.1 Existing Conditions has been corrected by removing “Rural Water Company”
from noted NMMA Technical Group representatives. This is a minor clarification.

NCSD-12

EIR Section 4.12.1 Existing Conditions has been corrected as follows: “The service area consists
of one distribution system…” (as noted in italics). This is a minor clarification.

NCSD-13

EIR Section 4.12.1 Existing Conditions, Water Conservation has been clarified to note that the
NCSD “has implemented water conservation measures, including a 4-tier residential “water
conservation” rate (November 1, 2011) and California Urban Water Conservation Council
(CUWCC)-approved BMPs. Additional measures include development standards and target
reducing consumption for high-use customers (such as the NCP).” Changes to the EIR are noted
in italics. This is a minor clarification.

NCSD-14

Pismo Creek, Arroyo Grande Creek, Lopez Creek, and Tar Springs Creek are identified in EIR
Section 4.12.1.1 Surface Water Resources and Watersheds because they are located within the
Main Groundwater Basin. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

NCSD-15

Please refer to mitigation measures WAT/mm-4 and WAT/mm-5, which include measures for
water efficient irrigation systems and incorporation of recycled water. No changes to the EIR are
necessary.

NCSD-16

Due to the long-term nature of the NCPMP, the intent of the mitigation measures (WAT/mm-4 and
WAT/mm-5) are to allow for a range of options (including use of recycled water) that would result
in a reduction in water use for both existing uses and future anticipated demands. The General
Services Agency will coordinate with the NCSD to incorporate the use of recycled water to the
maximum extent feasible. The following language has been added to WAT/mm-5 to clarify this
process: “h. Consultation with NCSD prior to implementation of major planned replacement,
renovation, or construction of water-using facilities.” This additional clarification does not change
the impact determination identified in the EIR.

NCSD-17

As noted in response to comment NCSD-16 above, the County General Services Agency intends
to incorporate water conservation measures, including the use of recycled water, to minimize
existing and future water demands. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

NCSD-18

Mitigation measure WAT/mm-4 has been modified to require 50% reduction in current water use.
This modification is agreeable to The County General Services Agency, and does not affect the
impact determination identified in the EIR because it proposes a greater level of water
conservation, further achieving the intent of the mitigation to reduce overall water demand.

NCSD-19

Mitigation measure WAT/mm-5 has been modified to state (refer to italicized text for
modifications): “Prior to expansion or addition of irrigated turf and landscaped areas, the General
Services Agency shall demonstrate compliance with the water survey evaluation water savings
recommendations, and shall submit documentation to the NCSD for verification. Water savings
recommendations shall be applied to existing and additional irrigated turf and landscaped areas,
and may include, but not be limited to the following…” and the addition of the following: “.f.
Implement and maintain the most efficient and effective water regime for park irrigation consistent
with best management practices, such as measured identified by the California Urban Water
Conservation Council and similar recognized organizations”. This modification is agreeable to The
County General Services Agency, and does not affect the impact determination identified in the
EIR because it proposes an additional water conservation measure, further achieving the intent of
the mitigation to reduce overall water demand.
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Comment
No.

Response

NCSD-20

Comment noted; no changes to the EIR are necessary.

NCSD-21

Exhibit A Depiction of Nipomo Mesa Water Conservation Area has been reviewed. This exhibit
was previously reviewed during preparation of the EIR, and does not include new information for
inclusion in the EIR analysis. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

NCSD-22

Exhibit B Key Wells Index was reviewed, and the figure does not include new information for
inclusion in the EIR analysis. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

NCSD-23

Additional water supply information for years 2004, 2009, 2010, and 2011 has been incorporated
into EIR Section 4.12, Table 12-1, Historic Water Delivery – NCP, 1999-2011. This additional
information does not affect the impact determinations presented in the EIR.
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9.2

NON-AGENCY ORGANIZATIONS COMMENT LETTERS AND RESPONSES

The following non-agency organizations have submitted comments on the Draft EIR.
Respondent

Code

Contact Information

Page

CNPS

1530 Bayview Heights Drive
Los Osos, CA 93402
Contact: David Chipping, CNPS-SLO
Conservation Chair

9-27

Nipomo Off-leash Recreational Area, Inc.
(Nipomo Dog Park)
Email dated: March 30, 2012

NDP

jetspirit@gmail.com
Contact: Linda Walden, Founder and
President

9-31

South County Advisory Council
Parks & Recreation Subcommittee
Comments dated: April 8, 2012

PRS

PO Box 1165
Nipomo, CA 93444

9-33

Council Officers and Members

9-35

P.O. Box 2042
Nipomo, CA 93444-2042
Contact: Harry F. Walls, President

9-66

California Native Plant Society
Letter dated: March 28, 2012

South County Advisory Council
Attached report and individual comments
Nipomo Parks Conservancy
Letter dated: April 30, 2012
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9.2.1 Response to Letter from California Native Plant Society
Comment
No.

Response

CNPS-1

Comment noted; no changes to the EIR are necessary.

CNPS-2

Comment noted. EIR Section 4.3.7 Biological Resources, Cumulative Impacts, has been
expanded to further clarify cumulative habitat loss in the South County area. This clarification
does not affect the impact determination presented in the EIR.

CNPS-3

Please refer to response to specific comment CNPS-6 below.

CNPS-4

The intent of the EIR is to assess the project as proposed, identify potentially significant effects,
and present mitigation measures and alternatives to avoid or minimize identified significant
impacts. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

CNPS-5

Comment noted; no changes to the EIR are necessary.

CNPS-6

The EIR applies an adopted and accepted method for vegetative classification (Holland 1986)
(refer to Section 4.3.1.2 Biological Resources, Plant Communities and Habitat Types). While the
underlying soils consist of older dune sand, the vegetation is dominated by coyote brush and
California sagebrush, which are not typically dominant species identified in the central dune scrub
vegetative classification. Therefore, the coastal scrub vegetative classification is appropriate for
the project site. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

CNPS-7

As noted above, based on vegetative classification (Holland 1986) the habitat type was identified
as coastal scrub, which is not a sensitive plant community. Therefore, no mitigation was identified.
No changes to the EIR are necessary.

CNPS-8

The EIR documents existing conditions as noted upon initiation of the environmental review
process. Also, as noted in response to comment CNPS-6, the dominant plant cover indicates a
coastal scrub classification. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

CNPS-9

EIR Section 6.2 Other CEQA Considerations, Significant Irreversible Environmental Changes has
been clarified for consistency with Section 4.3 Biological Resources, and to further state that
focused effort would be necessary for restoration efforts if ever proposed (note clarifications in
italics): “As discussed in the Biological Resources section, Section 4.3, the proposed project
would result in the conversion of coastal scrub and annual grassland to sports fields. While this
use is intended to be long-term, the turf could be removed and the area restored to coastal scrub
habitat with focused effort; therefore this change is not considered significant or irreversible.”

CNPS-10

The EIR evaluates the potential impacts of the project on the environment, pursuant to the CEQA
Guidelines. Mitigation measure BR/mm-5 (Habitat Restoration Plan), item b (weed abatement
strategies) and item d.4 (invasive plant species) include measures requiring monitoring,
identification, and management of weeds and invasive plant species. While this measure only
applies to the proposed restoration area (as a mitigation requirement for the loss of sensitive
habitat), it does not preclude application of invasive plant identification and eradication within
other areas of NCP. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

CNPS-11

As stated on the comment, the EIR notes the additional water demand for development of
additional sports fields. While the turf is not considered native, several measures are identified to
reduce water demand for both existing and proposed turf areas (refer to WAT/mm-4 and
WAT/mm-5). Also, please note mitigation measures WAT/mm-4 and WAT/mm-5 require a 50%
reduction in current water use, and similar water conservation measures for proposed uses, with
the intention of achieving a “no net” increase in water demand beyond current conditions. The use
of turf areas is, and will continue to be, shared by the public. Other landscaping would consist of
native and drought-tolerant species (refer to mitigation measures AES/mm-2, item s; AQ/mm-1,
item e; AQ/mm-2, items e and r). No changes to the EIR are necessary.
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Comment
No.

Response

CNPS-12

The County agrees that the project would require the use of water and energy to construct and
operate, and the creation of additional parking areas and structures would reduce currently
vegetated areas. However, as noted in Chapter 4.13 Climate Change, the development of these
additional facilities would result in a decrease in vehicle miles traveled (VMTs), which is a key
contributor to greenhouse gas emissions, and the primary source of emissions in San Luis Obispo
County. In addition, the NCPMP includes additional native restoration within NCP, including an
expansion of the existing oak woodland. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

CNPS-13

Comment noted; no changes to the EIR are necessary.
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NDP-2
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9.2.2 Response to Letter from Nipomo Off-leash Dog Park, Inc.
(Nipomo Dog Park)
Comment
No.

Response

NDP-1

The County General Services Agency, County Parks facilitated several scoping meetings during
development of the NCPMP in 2004, 2006, 2007, and 2009, including design workshops and
opportunities for public comment (refer to Chapter 1 Introduction, Section 1.3 Scoping and Notice
of Preparation Process, and Chapter 2 Project Description, Section 2.1.3 Initial Scoping, Section
2.1.4 Public Workshops and Scoping Meetings, and Section 2.1.5 Initial Study). The currently
proposed location of the dog park was presented in the Notice of Preparation and associated
scoping meeting.

NDP-2

Based on further review of potential hazards related to dogs escaping from the proposed dog
park, the County finds that no significant impact would occur. The County Park Ranger has not
documented any instances of escaped dogs associated with the existing dog park. The proposed
dog park near the Pomeroy/Juniper park entrance will be enclosed by fencing and a double-gated
entry similar to the existing dog park near the intersection of West Tefft and Pomeroy. Prior to
development of the additional dog park, the County would coordinate with Nipomo Off-leash
Recreational Area, Inc. (Nipomo Dog Park) regarding specific amenities including fencing. No
changes to the EIR are necessary.
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PRS-2

PRS-3

PRS-4

PRS-5

PRS-6

PRS-7
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9.2.3 Response to Comments from South County Advisory Council
Parks & Recreation Subcommittee
Comment
No.

Response

PRS-1

Please refer to responses to specific comments below.

PRS-2

The EIR’s analysis of aesthetic resource impacts, including the effects of lighting and impacts on
the night sky, was conducted based on a worst-case scenario, including use of the multi-use
sports fields between the hours of 6:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m. (refer to EIR Section 4.1.5.3 Effects
of Light and Glare). Mitigation measure AES/mm-6 addresses potentially significant impacts
resulting from use of lighted multi-use sports fields, based on this worst case scenario. No
changes to the EIR are necessary.

PRS-3

Referenced mitigation measure AES/mm-5 is included to require the protection of all mature trees,
regardless of age or species type, to the maximum extent feasible. The intent of this measure is to
preserve the aesthetic benefit provided by established trees and vegetation within NCP. No
changes to the EIR are necessary.

PRS-4

The intention of the NCPMP is to avoid removal of oak trees to the maximum extent feasible.
Existing and future conditions related to circulation and traffic safety necessitate improvements,
which would require the removal or impacts to mature oak trees. All oak trees with a diameter
greater than 5 inches (as measured at breast height) are considered sensitive, regardless of age.
No changes to the EIR are necessary.

PRS-5

As discussed in EIR Section 4.9.5.1 Public Services and Utilities, Effect Upon or Result in New or
Altered Public Services, the development of additional facilities within NCP, including a community
center, may create an additional demand for police response. Mitigation is recommended to
reduce the potential need for police response (refer to mitigation measure PSU/mm-1), and an
alternative (Alternative A) is assessed, which locates the community center adjacent to West Tefft
Street (refer to EIR Section 5.3.2.1 Alternatives, Alternative Master Plan A). While specific event
types and other details (i.e. alcohol, security) are not included in the NCPMP at this time, the EIR
considers a worst-case scenario, within the bounds of existing laws and regulations, such as park
closure (10:00 pm) and the County General Services Agency permitting system, which currently
includes restrictions and requirements related to noise, alcohol, and security. No changes to the
EIR are necessary.

PRS-6

Please refer to mitigation measure PSU/mm-1, which incorporates relevant standards and
guidelines identified in the Crime Prevention through Environmental Design (CPED) document.
Compliance with adopted mitigation measures is required regardless of the status of the
ordinance. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

PRS-7

As noted in EIR Section 4.8.5.1 Exposure to Noise Levels Exceeding County Thresholds,
Stationary Noise, additional sources of noise within NCP includes amplified sound. Use of
amplified sound is allowed at the discretion of the Count General Services Agency, and as
required by mitigation measure N/mm-3, the use of microphones or loudspeakers shall be
directed towards the interior of the park. In addition to the presence of the park ranger (daytime)
and park host (nighttime), mitigation measure N/mm-4 includes a requirement for a park monitor
program if necessary. These measures were proposed to address identified potentially significant
impacts to sensitive noise receptors, including the residents along Tejas Street. No changes to
the EIR are necessary.

PRS-8

Please refer to responses to specific comments below.
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9.2.4 Response to Comments from South County Advisory Council
Officers and Members
Comment
No.

Response

R.W.Wright

SCAC-1

While it is true that San Luis Obispo County does not currently have an ordinance in place,
mitigation measure PSU/mm-1 incorporates relevant standards and guidelines identified in the
Crime Prevention through Environmental Design (CPED) document. No changes to the EIR are
necessary.

SCAC-2

While specific event types and other details (i.e. alcohol, security) are not included in the NCPMP
at this time, the EIR considers a worst-case scenario, within the bounds of existing laws and
regulations, such as park closure (10:00 p.m.) and the County General Services Agency
permitting system, which includes restrictions and requirements related to noise, alcohol, and
security. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

SCAC-3

Mitigation measure PSU/mm-1 includes safety design standards, which are applicable to all
development related to NCP or an off-site location for the proposed community center. At the time
a specific proposal is considered by the County, the design will be required to incorporate these
standards regardless of location. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

SCAC-4

Please refer to EIR Section 4.6.1.5 Hazards and Hazardous Materials, Potential for Crime, Table
4.6-1, Offenses Known to Law Enforcement – San Luis Obispo County. While this table does not
specifically identify crime statistics for parks with or without community centers, it presents
documented offenses within the County. This section of the EIR also notes that Nipomo has a low
crime index, compared to the state. Crime rates within parks are influenced by the crime rate
within the surrounding area and community; therefore, comparing crime statistics in other areas
may be arbitrary and would not benefit the discussion in the EIR. No changes to the EIR are
necessary.

Comments from T&C

SCAC-5

The 2009 traffic counts establish a reasonable baseline for review, as this is the time the EIR was
initiated (refer to CEQA Guidelines Section 15125 Environmental Setting). The NCPMP is longrange plan, and traffic and road conditions are expected to change over time; therefore, mitigation
measure TR/mm-2 requires a re-assessment of traffic conditions prior to development of hightraffic generating uses. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

SCAC-6

Based on the traffic analysis conducted for the project, no significant, adverse, project-specific
transportation or circulation impacts would occur (refer to EIR Section 4.10.6.1 Increase in Traffic
and Level of Service). The study noted that a transit stop is not currently located in close proximity
to NCP; therefore mitigation is recommended requiring further coordination with the Regional
Transportation Authority, as noted in the comment. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

SCAC-7

As noted in TR/mm-2, in the event future re-assessment of traffic impacts identifies a significant
impact, The County General Services Agency would implement Transportation Demand
Management (TDM) measures to reduce trip generation during peak traffic periods. This measure
is proposed in addition to the assessment of payment of “in-lieu” fees to specifically address the
project’s potential contribution to significant cumulative traffic impacts. No changes to the EIR are
necessary.
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SCAC-8

Please refer to EIR Section 2.4.1 Project Description, Project Phasing and Funding. The NCPMP
does not include a phasing plan; however, as noted in the EIR, the timing, type, and extent of
infrastructure extensions, offsite improvements such as traffic signals, and earthwork would
depend upon the type and extent of the first new facilities to be implemented. EIR Section
2.3.3.1 Access has been expanded to include the following language, which clarifies that road
improvements would be implemented prior to high-traffic generating uses, as follows: “The
NCPMP does not include a specific phasing plan because amenities would be constructed as
funds are available. The Public Works Department was consulted to assess the appropriate
timing for implementation of road improvements. The Public Works Department determined that
major road improvements would be required prior to construction and operation of any high-traffic
generating facility, including the permanent pre-school and administration building, sports fields,
community center, amphitheater, swimming pool, and skate park (Richard Marshall; March 7,
2006). Proposed uses that would not generate a substantial amount of new trips may be
constructed prior to implementation of access and road improvements, such as open turf areas,
playgrounds, dog park, handball courts, tennis courts, basketball courts, internal roads, parking
areas group picnic areas, trails, restrooms, and stormwater improvements. “ In addition, EIR
Section 4.10.6.1 Transportation, Circulation, and Traffic, Proposed Intersection and Roadway
Improvements has been clarified as follows (additional text in italics): “As part of the NCP Master
Plan project, various on- and off-site circulation infrastructure improvements will be constructed
prior to construction and operation of any high-traffic generating facility, including the permanent
pre-school and administration building, sports fields, community center, amphitheater, swimming
pool, and skate park.” In addition, the following language has been added to EIR Section 4.10.7.3
Transportation, Circulation and Traffic, Cumulative Intersection Operations, to clarify the proposed
uses that may generate traffic trips triggering the South County Road Improvement Fee (Area 1):
“Proposed facilities and amenities that may trigger the South County Road Improvement Fee
(Area 1) include the permanent pre-school and administration building, sports fields, community
center, amphitheater, swimming pool, skate park, open turf, playgrounds, dog park, handball
courts, horseshoe pits, tennis courts, and basketball courts.” These clarifications do not affect the
analysis or determinations of the EIR.

SCAC-9

County Public Works has reviewed the Draft EIR, and any future road improvements (including
traffic signals) would be reviewed and approved by a County Traffic Engineer, and approved by
the Board of Supervisors. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

SCAC-10

NCP currently charges park admission during high-use seasons of the year; therefore no
additional significant impacts are anticipated. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

SCAC-11

Please refer to response to SCAC-9 above. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

SCAC-12

Level of Service (LOS) relates to delay times and road congestion. Based on review of the
affected road network surrounding NCP, County Public Works noted that Osage Road is not
constructed in compliance with the County Road Standards. Therefore, widening of Osage Road
is proposed as part of the proposed NCPMP. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

SCAC-13

As noted above (SCAC-12) County Public Works reviewed the NCPMP proposal and assessed
the adjacent road network, similar to other private development projects. The assessment
includes an evaluation of compliance with County Road Standards. The EIR includes an
assessment of potential environmental impacts related to ground disturbance and biological
resources. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

SCAC-14

Please refer to Figure 2-5, Nipomo Community Park Master Plan. The proposed path will be
within the park boundaries. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

SCAC-15

EIR Section 2.3.2 Proposed Facilities has been clarified to include the following: “an additional 3
acres of paved and unpaved trails/walkways including a separate equestrian trail” (note change in
italics).
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SCAC-16

The NCPMP is a long-range (20-year) plan for NCP. While the current transit system does not
include a transit stop at NCP, the NCPMP includes provisions for a transit stop in the future, in
anticipation of additional growth and increased local use of NCP. The County will coordinate with
RTA in order to ensure the future transit stop is appropriately sized, designed, and located for
effective incorporation into the existing transit route. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

SCAC-17

Based on the traffic analysis conducted for the project, no significant, adverse, project-specific
transportation or circulation impacts would occur (refer to EIR Section 4.10.6.1 Transportation,
Circulation, and Traffic, Increase in Traffic and Level of Service). The project includes measures
to address project-related traffic (i.e., realignment of intersections and installation of traffic
signals), and no other project-specific measures were determined to be necessary. The study
noted that a transit stop is not currently located in close proximity to NCP; therefore mitigation is
recommended (TR/mm-1). No changes to the EIR are necessary.

SCAC-18

In addition to the noted comment, the EIR states that the project would not generate trips
exceeding identified thresholds based on existing and forecasted conditions at the US 101/West
Tefft Street Interchange; therefore a significant adverse project related impact would not occur. In
addition, expansion of alternative transportation opportunities and the provision of additional and
improved public facilities within the Nipomo urban area would result in a beneficial effect on the
generation of localized traffic, including trips generated to the east and west of the US 101/West
Tefft Street Interchange, such as reduced regional and local trips, and shorter trip lengths. No
changes to the EIR are necessary.

SCAC-19

Comment noted; no changes to the EIR are necessary.

SCAC-20

Based on the Mitigated Negative Declaration that was adopted for the Community Health Center
(County Project DRC2010-00027, adopted October 27, 2011), the project would not result in a
project-specific or cumulative traffic impact. The project was within the generally envisioned uses
expected for the property, as considered in the South County Traffic Model Update. The Update
was applied to assess cumulative transportation, circulation, and traffic impacts in the EIR;
therefore, the EIR analysis adequately considered this use when assessing cumulative effects. No
changes to the EIR are necessary.

SCAC-21

Please refer to response to comment SCAC-7.

SCAC-22

Based on the long-term nature of the NCPMP (approximately 20 years), it is reasonable to include
proposed road improvement projects under the cumulative development scenario. In addition, the
County notes that conditions may change, and re-assessment of traffic conditions is required
pursuant to mitigation measure TR/mm-2. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

SCAC-23

Please refer to response to comment SCAC-22 above.

SCAC-24

A summary of the potential Alternatives in Section 4.10.7 of the EIR is included for informational
purposes only. As noted in the EIR, Alternatives 1, 2, and 3 (US 101/West Tefft Street
Interchange) are not designed or funded at this time, and are not included in the baseline
cumulative scenario. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

SCAC-25

Transportation Demand Measures would apply to high-traffic generating uses, including events
and use of the multi-use sports fields. These types of uses would be approved by The County
General Services Agency, including hours of operation and game schedules. No changes to the
EIR are necessary.

SCAC-26

As noted above, the mitigation proposed under TR/mm-2 is not limited to South County Road
Improvement Fee Area 1 (“in lieu”) fees, but includes Transportation Demand Measures to avoid
or reduce high trip generation during peak periods affecting the US 101/West Tefft Street
Interchange. No changes to the EIR are necessary.
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SCAC-27

Please refer to response to comment SCAC-16.

SCAC-28

Based on the traffic analysis conducted for the project, no significant, adverse, project-specific
transportation or circulation impacts would occur (refer to EIR Section 4.10.6.1 Transportation,
Circulation, and Traffic, Increase in Traffic and Level of Service). The project includes measures
to address project-related traffic (i.e., realignment of intersections and installation of traffic
signals), and no other project-specific measures were determined to be necessary. The study
noted that a transit stop is not currently located in close proximity to NCP (TR Impact 1); therefore
mitigation is recommended (TR/mm-1). No changes to the EIR are necessary. TR Impact 2
identifies a potentially significant cumulative impact at the US 101/West Tefft Street Interchange.
In addition to mitigation measure TR/mm1 (transit stop), mitigation measure TR/mm-2 is
recommended, including incorporation of Transportation Demand Measures and payment of “in
lieu” fees. Mitigation measure TR/mm-2 addresses the project’s contribution to a significant
cumulative traffic impact. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

SCAC-29

Please refer to above response to SCAC-28, including an explanation of TR Impact 1, mitigation
measure TR/mm-1, and TR Impact 2 and mitigation measure TR/mm-2. No changes to the EIR
are necessary.

Community Meeting Minutes
SCAC-30

Comment noted; no changes to the EIR are necessary.

SCAC-31

Please refer to 9.3.9 Response to Letter from Jacqueline Sue Walls.

SCAC-32

Please refer to Section 4.1.5.3 Aesthetic Resources, Effects of Light and Glare of the EIR.
Mitigation measures AES/mm-6 (addressing multi-use sports field lighting) and AES/mm-7
(addressing all other lighting within the park) include requirements for shielded light fixtures, and
directing light downward to minimize effects to off-site land uses and the night sky. No changes to
the EIR are necessary.

SCAC-33

Please refer to 9.3.9 Response to Letter from Jacqueline Sue Walls.

SCAC-34

The County does not have discretion over maintenance of personal vehicles; however, the EIR
recognizes that leaks from vehicles and other equipment may occur. Please refer to EIR Section
4.12.5.1 Water Resources, Violation of Water Quality Standards, WAT Impact 2 (During operation
of the project, discharge of sediment, hydrocarbons, and other pollutants into stormwater and
drainage infrastructure would directly affect water quality). In addition to the presence of a park
ranger, who would be onsite to response to incidental leaks or spill, mitigation measure WAT/mm3 includes measures to contain and filter pollutants within and adjacent to parking areas. No
changes to the EIR are necessary.

SCAC-35

Please refer to EIR Section 4.4 Cultural Resources of the EIR. Based on a Phase I Surface
Survey conducted within NCP, no evidence of cultural resources, (aside from the historic dump
site described in this section of the EIR), including historic evidence of charros (Mexican
horsemen or cowboys) was observed. Please note that mitigation measure CULT/mm-4 includes
a requirement to halt construction activities in the event archaeological (including historic)
resources are discovered. No changes to the EIR are necessary.
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SCAC-36

Please refer to mitigation measure AES/mm-2, goal (s): “Landscaping shall primarily use native
plant material.” Also see mitigation measure AQ/mm-1, item (e): “Exposed ground areas that are
planned to be reworked at dates greater than one month after initial grading should be sown with
a fast-germinating native grass seed and watered until vegetation is established” and mitigation
measure AQ/mm-2, item (e): “Plant drought tolerant, native deciduous shade trees along southern
exposures of buildings to reduce energy use to cool buildings in summer and allow for solar
warming in the winter. Maintain trees for the life of the project” and item (r): “Use native plants that
do not require supplemental watering once established and are low ROG emitting”. Please note
that all biological resources mitigation, including restoration and replanting of habitat and
individual species such as oak trees, requires the use of native species. Please refer to mitigation
measures BR/mm-5 (Habitat Restoration Plan) and BR/mm-7 (Oak Woodland Protection and
Restoration Plan). No changes to the EIR are necessary.

SCAC-37

As noted in EIR Section 4.3.6.2 Biological Resources, Native or Other Important Vegetation, all
oak trees with a diameter greater than 5 inches (as measured at breast height) are considered
sensitive, regardless of age. Based on implementation of recommended mitigation measure
BR/mm-7 (Oak Woodland Protection and Restoration Plan), which includes protection of existing
oak trees and replanting additional oak trees onsite, and establishment of an easement to
preserve the restoration area, potential impacts are considered less than significant. No changes
to the EIR are necessary.

SCAC-38

The intention of the NCPMP is to avoid removal of oak trees to the maximum extent feasible.
Trees proposed for removal are primarily located within or adjacent areas proposed for access or
road improvements. Avoidance of oak trees would be implemented to the maximum extent
feasible. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

SCAC-39

The County would be responsible for obtaining and applying the funds required for a biological
monitor. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

SCAC-40

Oak tree removal would occur primarily within areas proposed for access or road improvements.
Trails would be routed around mature oak trees (greater than 5-inch diameter at breast height) to
preserve biological and aesthetic resources within NCP. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

SCAC-41

As noted in the EIR, biological surveys were conducted over a two-day period in March 2010. This
data was added to previous survey efforts conducted in 2004 (refer to EIR Section 4.3 Biological
Resources introduction paragraphs, and EIR Section 4.3.2 Biological Resources, Survey Methods
and Results). The EIR recognizes that NCP provides habitat for a variety of special-status and
other wildlife species (refer to Section 4.3.1.2 Plant Communities and Habitat Types), which area
assumed to be present based on documentation during field surveys, suitable habitat conditions
and noted observations from the public. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

SCAC-42

As noted in EIR Section 4.3.1.2 Biological Resources Plant Communities and Habitat Types, the
project site supports habitat suitable for coyotes, which are considered a common species. The
County recognizes the importance of the coyote to noted members of the public; however, the
species is considered common to the area, and no significant adverse effects to coyote were
identified during preparation of the EIR; therefore, no significant impacts are presented in the EIR.
No changes to the EIR are necessary.

SCAC-43

Removal of existing infrastructure would occur pursuant to existing regulations; therefore, no
significant adverse impact was identified, and no mitigation is necessary for this action. No
changes to the EIR are necessary.
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SCAC-44

Please refer to EIR Section 4.6.5.1 Hazards and Hazardous Materials, Risk of Explosion, Release
of, or Exposure to Hazardous Substances. Volatile organic vapors were not present in the area
including the existing dog park near West Tefft Street; however, as noted in HM Impact 2
disturbance of the former [more recent] dump site along West Tefft Street may result in the
disturbance or exposure of non-volatile hazardous materials including metals, long-chain
hydrocarbons, or asbestos). Please refer to associated mitigation measure HM/mm-2, which
establishes guidelines and requirements for further study of this area prior to ground disturbance.
The older dump site, located closer to the Juniper Street park entrance is shallow, and observed
materials are generally non-organic; therefore, no significant impacts related to hazards or
hazardous materials were identified in this location. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

SCAC-45

Comment noted; no changes to the EIR are necessary.

SCAC-46

EIR Section 4.7.5.1 Land Use, Consistency with Land Use, Policy/Regulation, Land Use
Setbacks, states the following: “Construction of a barrier within 25 feet of the edge of the skate
park will reduce the noise level...” The noise berm would be constructed within 25 from the edge
of the skate park, and the actual height of the berm will be contingent on the final design of the
skate park. Based on an in-ground design, the vegetated noise berm would likely be
approximately four feet in height parallel to the skate park, which would not significantly obstruct
views along West Tefft Street. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

SCAC-47

Please note planning area standards and West Tefft Corridor Design Plan design principles,
policies, and standards are included in Table 3-2, Consistency with Plans and Policies. These
standards would be applied to the final design of all structures, such as the community center,
pursuant to mitigation measure AES/mm-2. These policies and standards would be used as
guidelines for future development; therefore, the proposed project appears to be consistent with
applicable policies and standards. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

SCAC-48

Development of soccer fields at Nipomo High School is within the discretion of the Lucia Mar
Unified School District. In the event another jurisdiction (such as the school district) develops
public sports fields in the future, the County would re-assess the need for additional fields in the
community. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

SCAC-49

The Lil Bits Preschool is currently operating as a temporary use in NCP under a permit issued by
General Services, under a lease issued to the Nipomo Area Recreation Association. The permit
was issued with the intention of authorizing management of uses with NCP, as part of the overall
park program. The 2004 permit identified uses including a youth-oriented community recreation
and child care program, and coordination of sports activities, clubs, and events within NCP. The
County recognizes that conditions may have changed since the permit was originally issued in
2004; therefore, the NCPMP fulfills the vision of the original lease, and includes a method for
resolving the issue of the temporary pre-school by identifying the need for a Conditional Use
Permit prior to establishment of a permanent facility within NCP. No changes to the EIR are
necessary.

SCAC-50

Please refer to Section 4.8 Noise of the EIR, which includes an assessment of noise impacts. No
changes to the EIR are necessary.

SCAC-51

As discussed in EIR Section 4.8.1.2 Noise, Existing Noise Environment, Short and Long-term
Ambient Noise “noise is generated by park users, including voices, portable radios and music
players, use of courts and ball fields, and internal traffic”. The use of portable radios is considered
part of the existing noise environment, and is expected to continue pursuant to existing park rules,
under the observance of the park ranger. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

SCAC-52

Please refer to response to comments SCAC-1 through SCAC-4.
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SCAC-53

Please refer to EIR Section 4.12 Water Resources, Table 4.12-2, Estimated New Water Demand,
for estimated swimming pool water demand (3.86 acre-feet/year). Treatment and discharge of
swimming pool water would occur consistent with existing regulations mandated by the Regional
Water Quality Control Board. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

SCAC-54

Please refer to response to comment EE-24.

CNPS and Nipomo Native Garden
SCAC-55

Please refer to response to letter 9.2.1 Response to Letter from California Native Plant Society.

Jackie Walls
SCAC-56

Please refer to 9.3.9 Response to Letter from Jacqueline Sue Walls.

Susan Cholakian
SCAC-57

Please refer to response to individual comments below.

SCAC-58

This is correct, as noted in the EIR (refer to Section 4.9.1 Public Services and Utilities, Existing
Conditions). No changes to the EIR are necessary.

SCAC-59

No evidence or correspondence from local or state emergency responders regarding inadequate
setbacks has been received by the County. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

SCAC-60

A noise berm is recommended to reduce noise generated within the proposed skate park, which
may partially block direct views into the skate park as seen from West Tefft Street; however, a
locked gate and fence would be constructed to limit use to daytime hours. No changes to the EIR
are necessary.

SCAC-61

Please refer to Section 4.12 Water Resources of the EIR. Section 4.12.1 Existing Conditions
summarizes the existing water supply overdraft conditions, and Potential Future Water Supply
summarizes options under consideration by the Nipomo Community Services District (NCSD).
One such option includes improvements at the existing Southland Wastewater Treatment Facility
(SWWTF) to allow for distribution and use of recycled water. While this system is not currently
constructed, use of NCP for recycled water distribution is included in the adopted plans for the
SWWTF. The NCPMP is a long-range plan (20 years), and build-out of the plan will depend on
funding and availability of additional water resources issued by the NCSD. In addition, please note
mitigation measures that require a 50% reduction in current water use (WAT/mm-4), and
applicability of water conservation measures to future uses (WAT/mm-5). No changes to the EIR
are necessary.

SCAC-62

The NCPMP includes restoration of “spur” or volunteer trails, and includes a separate equestrian
trail (refer to Figure 2-5, Nipomo Community Park Master Plan). No changes to the EIR are
necessary.

SCAC-63

Please refer to mitigation measure BR/mm-7 (Oak Woodland Protection and Restoration Plan),
which includes protection of existing oak trees and replanting additional oak trees onsite, and
establishment of an easement to preserve the restoration area. The County recognizes that the
loss of mature oak trees would be noticeable in the short-term; however, the planting of new oak
trees within a conservation easement will mitigate the potentially significant impact in the long
term. No changes to the EIR are necessary.
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Barbara Verlengiere
SCAC-64

Please refer to 9.3.6 Response to Email from Barbara Verlengiere.

Cherie Dodds
SCAC-65

Please refer to 9.3.7 Response to Email from Cherie Dodds.

El-Jay Hansson
SCAC-66

9-66

Please refer to 9.3.4 Response to Letter from El-Jay Hansson.
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NPC-1

Please refer to response to individual comments below.

NPC-2

The Lil Bits Preschool is currently operating as a temporary use in NCP under a permit issued by
General Services, under a lease issued to the Nipomo Area Recreation Association. The permit
was issued with the intention of authorizing management of uses with NCP, as part of the overall
park program. The 2004 permit identified uses including a youth-oriented community recreation and
child care program, and coordination of sports activities, clubs, and events within NCP. The County
recognizes that conditions may have changed since the permit was originally issued in 2004;
therefore, the NCPMP fulfills the vision of the original lease, and includes a method for resolving the
issue of the temporary pre-school by identifying the need for a Conditional Use Permit prior to
establishment of a permanent facility within NCP. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

NPC-3

Based on the analysis of aesthetic impacts (refer to Sections 4.1.5.1 Effect on Scenic View and
4.1.5.2 Effect on Visual Character and Quality, Visual Compatibility), and incorporation of mitigation
measures AES/mm-1 through AES/mm-5, potential impacts would be reduced to less than
significant. These measures have been prepared and reviewed to verify feasibility. The EIR
acknowledges that the project would change the existing visual setting; however, key scenic views
would be maintained. Therefore, potential impacts would be less than significant, and no changes to
the EIR are necessary.

NPC-4

The EIR’s analysis of aesthetic resource impacts, including the effects of lighting and impacts on
the night sky, was conducted based on a worst-case scenario, including use of all the multi-use
sports fields between the hours of 6:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m. (refer to EIR Section 4.1.5.3 Effects of
Light and Glare). As noted in the EIR, the number of lights was estimated based on the design of
existing sports fields in San Luis Obispo County. Mitigation measure AES/mm-6 addresses
potentially significant impacts resulting from use of lighted multi-use sports fields, based on this
worst case scenario, and includes requirements for a lighting plan that would shield all lights and
reduce adverse effects to off-site land uses. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

NPC-5

The EIR’s analysis of aesthetic resource impacts included a worst-case scenario, which includes
use of sports field lighting, and all other lighting within the park, including courts, parking areas, the
community center, and other amenities (refer to AES Impact 6). Mitigation measure AES/mm-7
includes standards to reduce off-site light and glare, applicable to all other lighting in the park. While
the discussion in the EIR is separated to allow for impact analysis and more specific mitigation
based on use, identified mitigation (AES/mm-6 and AES/mm-7) would reduce the adverse effects
resulting from exterior lighting throughout the park as a whole. No changes to the EIR are
necessary.

NPC-6

As discussed in Chapter 1 Introduction, the proposed NCPMP is a long-range plan (20 years);
therefore the appropriate level of CEQA review is a Program EIR. Use of a Program EIR allows for
an analysis for a larger project as a whole (such as the NCPMP), while allowing for more specific
evaluation of program elements at a later date when more information is available. At this level of
review, information regarding significant environmental effects is disclosed and mitigation is
provided based on available information. Regarding referenced AES Impact 2 and associated
mitigation measure AES/mm-2, The County General Services Agency will be required to develop
additional design guidelines consistent with identified performance goals. Consistency with the
identified goals would reduce potential impacts to less than significant. No changes to the EIR are
necessary.

NPC-7

As noted in the comment, implementation of AES/mm-3 and AES/mm-4 would not reduce the
overall size of the structures; however, the mitigation includes standards that would create visual
articulation and improved visual consistency with the surrounding landscape. The proposed
mitigation directly addresses the significant impact identified in AES Impact 3 (monolithic form,
architectural style, and exterior colors and materials). No changes to the EIR are necessary.
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NCP-8

The oak trees proposed for removal are located adjacent to existing internal and adjacent
roadways. No oak trees would be removed along the dense oak woodland ridge through the center
of the park. The County recognizes that the loss of mature oak trees would be noticeable in the
short-term; however, the planting of new oak trees within a conservation easement will mitigate the
potentially significant impact in the long term. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

NCP-9

The 21 mitigation measure options listed in AES/mm-2 are included in the San Luis Obispo County
Air Pollution Control District CEQA Handbook (December 2009), as effective measures to reduce
the effects of ROG and NOx generated by transportation and stationary uses. Emissions generated
from vehicles in parking areas are affected by air temperature, and planting trees within parking
areas provides a cooling effect, and thus reduces vehicle hydrocarbon emissions. Therefore, this is
an effective measure to reduce operational emissions generated by the project. Providing trails and
paths within and adjacent to the park contributes to use of alternative sources of transportation,
such as walking and use of bicycles, which in turn reduces emissions. As noted in the comment,
numerous mitigation measures are recommended, which would have a beneficial effect when
combined. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

NCP-10

In the long term, the NCPMP includes the planting of additional trees of varying native species
onsite, which would have a long-term beneficial effect to air quality. No changes to the EIR are
necessary.

NCP-11

Please refer to response to comment NCP-9 above.

NCP-12

Please note that the referenced bulleted list noted in the EIR (refer to Section 4.2.5.1 Air Quality,
Violate Air Quality Standard or Exceed Emission Thresholds, Emission Quantification), includes
features currently included in the NCPMP, and are not part of the 21 mitigation measures identified
under AQ/mm-2. This list is provided to show how the NCPMP incorporates various measures
recommended by the APCD. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

NCP-13

Mitigation measure AES/mm-1 recommends locating the proposed community center a minimum of
150 feet from the existing park road, which would be approximately in the same location as
proposed, but shifted more to the west to preserve views. No air quality mitigation measures would
require location of the structure at the Dana School property line. No changes to the EIR are
necessary.

NCP-14

Please note under AQ Impact 2, Residual Impacts that “implementation of identified mitigation
would not eliminate air emissions…the concentration of pollutants would be reduced to below
identified thresholds”; therefore impacts are considered less than significant. No changes to the EIR
are necessary.

NCP-15

Please refer to response to comments NCP-9 through NCP-14 above. No changes to the EIR are
necessary.

NCP-16

While only one occurrence of white-tailed kite was observed during field surveys conducted for the
EIR (refer to Table 4.3-2, Special-status Wildlife Species Evaluated for Occurrence on the Project
Site), the EIR recognizes that NCP provides roosting and foraging habitat for this species. The
County appreciates additional documentation evidence provided by members of the public and
other organizations in order to improve public knowledge and disclosure of species occurrence,
which has been added to Table 4.3-2. Occurrence on the Project Site has been updated to reflect
that the potential for occurrence of white-tailed kite is “Moderate to High”. Please refer to section
4.3.6.4 Biological Resources Impacts to Nesting Birds and Roosting Bats, and BIO Impact 4 for a
discussion of potential impacts to white-tailed kite and other bird and bat species. Noted
clarifications do not elevate the impact determination identified in the EIR because this species was
documented by the EIR biologist, and the analysis assumes continued presence of this species
within NCP.
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NCP-17

As noted in EIR Section 4.3.1.2 Biological Resources, Plant Communities and Habitat Types, the
project site supports habitat suitable for coyotes, which are considered a common species. The
County recognizes the importance of the coyote to noted members of the public; however, the
species is considered common to the area, and no significant adverse effects to coyote were
identified during preparation of the EIR; therefore, no significant impacts are presented in the EIR.
No changes to the EIR are necessary.

NCP-18

Loss of habitat for special-status species and wildlife is considered in the EIR (please refer to EIR
Section 4.3.6.1 Biological Resources, Unique or Special Status Species or their Habitats). Based on
the analysis of habitat loss, the NCPMP’s proposal to restore “spur” or volunteer trails, and
identification of mitigation measures including restoration of habitat for noted species (refer to
BR/mm-2, BR/mm-5, BR/mm-6, and BR/mm-7), potential impacts are considered less than
significant. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

NCP-19

Please refer to response to comment NCP-8.

NCP-20

While it is true that San Luis Obispo County does not currently have an ordinance in place,
mitigation measure PSU/mm-1 incorporates relevant standards and guidelines identified in the
Crime Prevention through Environmental Design (CPED) document. No changes to the EIR are
necessary.

NCP-21

The EIR considers emergency response and evacuation at full project build-out. As proposed, there
are two options for ingress and egress (Pomeroy Road and West Tefft Street), as shown in Figure
2-5, Nipomo Community Park Master Plan, consistent with CALFIRE guidelines for access. In the
event of a major disaster, US 101 is identified as a key evacuation route, and implementation of the
project would not impede or interfere with mass evacuation (refer to EIR Section 4.6.5.2 Hazards
and Hazardous Materials, Emergency Response or Emergency Evacuation Plan). Therefore, no
significant impact would occur. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

NCP-22

As noted in the County Land Use Ordinance, Table 2-2, Allowable Land Uses and Permit
Requirements, “child day care centers” are identified as an allowed use within the Recreation land
use category, and require issuance of a Conditional Use Permit. Please refer to response to
comment NCP-2, which notes that a Conditional Use Permit is required for permanent
establishment of this use. The NCPMP would fulfill the intention of the 2004 lease by incorporating
the pre-school into the overall uses within NCP. Mitigation is required based on the assessment of
all proposed uses identified in the NCPMP, and use of public funds to implement identified
improvements and mitigation is not considered an environmental effect under CEQA. The EIR
includes an assessment of the environmental effects resulting from implementation of
improvements and identified mitigation, as is appropriate. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

NCP-23

Please refer to EIR Section 4.7.2.2 (Land Use, Local Policies and Regulations) of the EIR. Pursuant
to County Land Use Ordinance Section 22.06.040, the NCPMP is exempt from land use permit
requirements, such as waivers. The EIR discloses the potential inconsistency with the setback
standards identified in the Land Use Ordinance, presents estimated noise levels that would be
generated by the skate park use (73 decibels), and presents mitigation that would reduce the
estimated noise level below identified thresholds of significance (5 to 10 decibel reduction at the
noise barrier), resulting in a noise level of approximately 57 decibels at the noise-sensitive use
(residential area on the opposite side of West Tefft Street) (refer to EIR Section 4.7.5.1 Land Use,
Consistency with Land Use, Policy/Regulation), and adding approximately one decibel to the
ambient noise level in the affected location. The actual design of the noise barrier will depend on
the design of the skate park. Mitigation measure N/mm-2 has been clarified to state the following
(additional standard noted in italics): “Prior to construction of the skate park, the design plans shall
incorporate the following noise reduction measures, achieving a maximum average hourly noise
level of 65 decibels as measured 25 feet from the edge of the skate park”. This addition does not
change the impact determinations of the EIR, and this impact remains less than significant.
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NCP-24

At this time, the use of the sports fields is currently undetermined. The “reasonable worst case
scenario” identified for the EIR analysis is six youth soccer fields (refer to EIR Section 2.3.2 Project
Description, Proposed Facilities). The noise measurements were conducted during an actual soccer
tournament, in order to obtain a realistic estimate, and the results were applied to an anticipated
situation at NCP, assuming a reasonable worst case scenario. At this time, bleachers and amplified
sound are not specifically included in the proposal for the NCPMP; however, the EIR considers that
some amplified sound may occur. Mitigation is identified to direct any amplified sound towards the
interior of the park and away from adjacent noise sensitive uses (refer to N/mm-3). Therefore, this
impact remains less than significant, and no changes to the EIR are necessary.

NCP-25

NCP currently employs a park ranger (daytime) and park host (nighttime) to supervise activities
within the park. Monitoring compliance with park rules, and other regulations, is effective and
feasible. Mitigation measure N/mm-4 is recommended in the event substantiated noise complaints
are received by The County General Services Agency, and additional monitoring is necessary to
support park staff. This impact remains less than significant, and no changes to the EIR are
necessary.

NCP-26

At this time, specific, engineered grading plans are not included in the program-level review of road
improvements on Osage Road. The EIR analysis identified the anticipated affected area, in order to
determine affected acreage, tree removals, sand mesa manzanita removals, and impacts to native
vegetation. Such impacts are identified, and mitigation is recommended including restoration and
conservation within an easement area (refer to BR/mm—2 and BR/mm-5 through BR/mm-10).

NCP-27

Please refer to EIR Section 2.3.3.1 Project Description, Access, which states that the paved
walkway would be located within the County Right of Way. The improvements would be located
within the existing roadway and extend onto County property; therefore, no cuts and fills would
occur on private property. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

NCP-28

As noted above in response to NCP-27, improvements to Osage Road would occur within County
Right of Way. Preparation of road plans, including drainage management, would be conducted in
coordination with County Public Works to ensure appropriate management of drainage and
connection to the County drainage system. The General Services Agency will coordinate with Public
Works to minimize grading and avoid oak tree removal to the maximum extent feasible. The EIR
has been clarified to explain this process (Section 2.3.1.1 Project Description, Access): “The County
General Services Agency will coordinate with the County Public Works Department prior to
preparation of construction plans for road improvements in order to confirm that road improvements
will meet the standards applicable at the time of actual development. In addition, there may be
opportunities to incorporate design features that would avoid or minimize ground disturbance, and
associated impacts to mature oak trees, drainage infrastructure, and the community.” This
clarification does not change the analysis or determinations presented in the EIR.

NCP-29

The EIR has been clarified to summarize recent events affecting the Supplemental Water Project,
Water Intertie (please refer to Section 4.12.1 Existing Conditions, Potential Future Water Supply):
“The NCSD initially proposed an assessment district to provide funding for the Supplemental Water
Project, Waterline Intertie, which required approval by vote. In June 2012, a majority of property
owners voted against the assessment district proposal, and the NCSD determined that construction
of a pipeline (as currently proposed) to provide the supplemental water could not be funded by
existing funds. The NCSD issued a moratorium on the issuance of new will serve letters while
considering other options for supplemental water, which may include other funding sources and/or a
scaled-down project.” As noted in the EIR, provision of additional water by NCSD “is contingent on
the implementation of improvements to the existing irrigation system to reduce current water supply,
consistent with measures to target reducing consumption for high-use customers” (Section 4.12.5.5
Water Resources, Adversely Affect Community Water Service Provider). In addition,
recommendations provided by the NCSD are incorporated into mitigation measures WAT/mm-4
(water survey for irrigated turf and landscaped areas, requires a 50% reduction in existing irrigation
water use) and WAT/mm-5 (compliance with water survey recommendations and water
conservation measures, and incorporation of recycled water for irrigation). Implementation of these
measures would achieve a no net gain in additional water demand; therefore, the residual impact
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remains less than significant.

NCP-30

Comment noted; no changes to the EIR are necessary.
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GENERAL PUBLIC COMMENT LETTERS AND RESPONSES

The following members of the general public have submitted comments on the Draft EIR.
Respondent

Code

Contact Information

Page

Bill Deneen
Email dated: March 8, 2012

BD(a)

1040 Cielo Lane
Nipomo, CA 93444

9-75

Nora Jenae
Email dated: March 12, 2012

NJ

692 Beverly Drive
Nipomo, CA 93444

9-77

Istar Holliday
Letter received: March 14, 2012

IH

577 Sheridan Road
Arroyo Grande, CA 93420

9-79

El-Jay Hansson
Letter dated: March 15, 2012

EJH

2315 Idyllwild Place
Arroyo Grande, CA 93420

9-81

Stephanie Greene
Letter dated: March 28, 2012

SG

1075 Cheyenne Court
Nipomo CA 93444

9-87

Barbara Verlengiere
Email dated: March 28, 2012

BV

PO Box 503
Nipomo, CA 93444

9-90

Cherie Dodds
Email dated: April 5, 2012

CD

rcdodds@sbcglobal.net

9-94

BD(b)

1040 Cielo Lane
Nipomo, CA 93444

9-96

Jacqueline Sue Walls
Letter received: April 10, 2012

JW

410 Tejas Place
Nipomo, CA 93444

9-98

Cindy Jelinek
President, Nipomo Native Garden
Email dated: April 23, 2012

CJ

cjelinek@calpoly.edu

9-117

Vincent McCarthy
Email dated: April 26, 2012

VM

vincemcc@att.net

9-119

Jane Peterson
Letter dated: April 26, 2012

JP

355 Via Vicente
Nipomo, CA 93444

9-121

Dan Woodson, PE
Email dated: April 26, 2012

DW

william_woodson@hotmail.com

9-125

Ed Eby
Email dated: April 29, 2012

EE

520 Camino Roble
Nipomo, CA 93444

9-131

Harry F. Walls
Letter received: April 30, 2012

HW

410 Tejas Place
Nipomo, CA 93444

9-139

(no contact information given)

9-147

Bill Deneen
Comment card received: April 10, 2012

“BLME”
Comment card received: (undated)
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N

Contact Information
(no contact information given)

Page
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9.3.1 Response to Email from Bill Deneen
Comment
No.
BD(a)-1

Response
Comment noted; no changes to the EIR are necessary.
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NJ-1
NJ-2
NJ-3

NJ-4
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9.3.2 Response to Email from Nora Jenae
Comment
No.

Response

NJ-1

Comment noted; no changes to the EIR are necessary.

NJ-2

Please note that parks may include a variety of uses, both passive and active. The County
recognizes the commenter’s noted preference. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

NJ-3

Please refer to mitigation measures BR/mm-5 (Special-status Plant Mitigation Plan), BR/mm-5
(Habitat Restoration Plan) and BR/mm-7 through BR/mm-10 (Oak Woodland Protection and
Restoration Plan), which require substantial restoration and protection of vegetation within NCP. No
changes to the EIR are necessary.

NJ-4

Please note Alternative Master Plan A (refer to EIR Section 5.3.2.1 Alternatives Analysis,
Alternative Master Plan A and Figure 5-1, Alternative Master Plan A), which locates the pre-school
and community center near West Tefft Street. No changes to the EIR are necessary.
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IH-1
IH-2

IH-3
IH-4

IH-5

IH-6
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9.3.3 Response to Letter from Istar Holliday
Comment
No.

Response

IH-1

Please refer to responses to individual comments below.

IH-2

The County General Services Agency would be responsible for all facilities within NCP. Contractors
may be retained by the County to prepare construction and design plans. Organizations, such as
the Nipomo Native Garden, may be issued a lease or permit to administer and manage facilities and
other improvements within NCP at the discretion of the County. The County will take liability for
uses, or assign liability, as designated in the permit or lease for the specific use. No changes to the
EIR are necessary.

IH-3

Aside from the 2004 use permit issued by the County General Services Agency, no other
agreements or leases have been issued to the Nipomo Area Recreation Center by the County for
improvements identified in the NCPMP, and no agreements have been made regarding the
community center. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

IH-4

Comment noted; no changes to the EIR are necessary.

IH-5

As noted above in response to comment IH-2, the County General Services Agency would be
responsible for all facilities within NCP. While a community center within NCP may be managed by
an organization (pursuant to an issued permit or lease), the center would be a public facility.
Identification of potential financial costs related to problems or incidents would be identified in the
associated permit or lease, and at this point providing an assumption regarding such future costs is
considered speculative and outside the scope of the EIR. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

IH-6

Comment noted; no changes to the EIR are necessary.
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9.3.4 Response to Letter from El-Jay Hansson
Comment
No.

Response

EJH-1

Please refer to response to individual comments below.

EJH-2

Comment noted; no changes to the EIR are necessary.

EJH-3

Yes, the 27.5 acres includes all paving. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

EJH-4

Trail removal is proposed to restore spur “volunteer” trails, and focus trail use in designated areas.
As noted in Table 2-2, Master Plan Existing and Proposed Amenities, approximately 127,373
square feet of additional trails is proposed as part of the NCPMP. No changes to the EIR are
necessary.

EJH-5

Potential impacts, including ground disturbance and vegetation and tree removal are identified in
the EIR. Please refer to EIR Section 4.3.6.2 Biological Resources, Native or Other Important
Vegetation, Oak Woodland.

EJH-6

As discussed in EIR Section 4.12 Water Resources, recycled water would be provided by the
NCSD upon implementation of improvements to the Southland Wastewater Treatment Facility. The
EIR has been clarified to summarize recent events affecting the Supplemental Water Project, Water
Intertie (please refer to EIR Section 4.12.1 Existing Conditions, Potential Future Water Supply):
“The NCSD initially proposed an assessment district to provide funding for the Supplemental Water
Project, Waterline Intertie, which required approval by vote. In June 2012, a majority of property
owners voted against the assessment district proposal, and the NCSD determined that construction
of a pipeline (as currently proposed) to provide the supplemental water could not be funded by
existing funds. The NCSD issued a moratorium on the issuance of new will serve letters while
considering other options for supplemental water, which may include other funding sources and/or a
scaled-down project.” As noted in the EIR, provision of additional water by NCSD “is contingent on
the implementation of improvements to the existing irrigation system to reduce current water supply,
consistent with measures to target reducing consumption for high-use customers” (EIR Section
4.12.5.5 Water Resources, Adversely Affect Community Water Service Provider). In addition,
recommendations provided by the NCSD are incorporated into mitigation measures WAT/mm-4
(water survey for irrigated turf and landscaped areas, requires a 50% reduction in existing irrigation
water use) and WAT/mm-5 (compliance with water survey recommendations and water
conservation measures, and incorporation of recycled water for irrigation). Development of NCP is
not dependent on the NCSD’s Supplemental Water Project, but rather on water conservation
measures that would result in a no net gain in additional water demand. No changes to the EIR are
necessary.

EJH-7

Impact significance is determined based on environmental analysis and use of identified thresholds
of significance. Although significant impacts are identified, mitigation is proposed that would reduce
noted impacts to less than significant. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

EJH-8

The County assumes commenter is referencing the proposed playground near Camino Caballo.
Based on surveys conducted for the project, no hazardous waste or historic artifacts were
documented within this location. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

EJH-9

Comment noted; no changes to the EIR are necessary.

EJH-10

Comment noted; no changes to the EIR are necessary.

EJH-11

Please refer to mitigation measure BR/mm-8 (Oak Woodland Protection and Restoration Plan). This
measure notes that replacement oak trees would be seedlings, transplanted from one-gallon pots.
No changes to the EIR are necessary.
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EJH-12

Legal use of herbicides may occur during revegetation and maintenance activities. No changes to
the EIR are necessary.

EJH-13

NCP is a public facility, and would be maintained and patrolled by existing County resources. No
changes to the EIR are necessary.

EJH-14

The County, or an assigned organization, would remain responsible for restoration and
maintenance of vegetation. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

EJH-15

One gallon pots are used to facilitate successful restoration. Larger trees have a lower rate of
success when transplanted. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

EJH-16

Mitigation measure BR/mm-9, item (c) (Oak Woodlands Conservation Act grant), presents one
option, out of three, to mitigate loss of oak woodland, pursuant to Senate Bill 1334, Oak Woodlands
Conservation Act. In the event this option is selected, the County would be responsible for obtaining
the grant and implementing subsequent actions funded by the grant, such as an oak tree ordinance,
general plan element, or oak woodlands management plan. At this time, the amount is not
determined. The County would be required to satisfy mitigation measure BR/mm-9 prior to ground
disturbance in areas affecting oak woodland (refer to Chapter 7, Table 7-1, Mitigation Monitoring
and Reporting Program). No changes to the EIR are necessary.

EJH-17

The County would be responsible for the park monitor program. No changes to the EIR are
necessary.

EJH-18

As noted in EIR Section 4.8.5.1 Noise, Exposure to Noise Levels Exceeding County Thresholds,
Stationary Noise, a park host is present during night hours. In addition, construction of a six-foot tall
fence with vertical slats (similar to existing fencing surrounding the skate park at the Los Osos
Community Park) would prevent climbing and unauthorized use of skate park facilities. No changes
to the EIR are necessary.

EJH-19

Comment noted; no changes to the EIR are necessary.

EJH-20

The Lil Bits Preschool is currently operating as a temporary use in NCP under a permit issued by
General Services, under a lease issued to the Nipomo Area Recreation Association. The permit
was issued with the intention of authorizing management of uses with NCP, as part of the overall
park program. The 2004 permit identified uses including a youth-oriented community recreation and
child care program, and coordination of sports activities, clubs, and events within NCP. The County
recognizes that conditions may have changed since the permit was originally issued in 2004;
therefore, the NCPMP fulfills the vision of the original lease, and includes a method for resolving the
issue of the temporary pre-school by identifying the need for a Conditional Use Permit prior to
establishment of a permanent facility within NCP. Issuance of the Conditional Use Permit would
clarify the facility’s role within NCP as a secondary use relative to the overall uses and public benefit
provided by the NCP. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

EJH-21

The Mesa Meadows area is included in the NCPMP, but it will remain “as is” (please refer to Figure
2-5, Nipomo Community Park Master Plan). No changes to the EIR are necessary.

EJH-22

The County assumes that the commenter is referencing the oak trees located within the Osage
Road right-of-way. These trees are located within and adjacent to oak woodland, and the County is
unable to clearly discern between trees that were planted, and “volunteer” oak trees. The EIR
assessed all oak trees, regardless of the method of establishment. No changes to the EIR are
necessary.

EJH-23

Preparation of the EIR included review of the Southland Wastewater Treatment Facility Master Plan
(NCSD 2009), which includes a description of the standards required for use of reclaimed water.
The California Code of Regulations (CCR) Title 22, Division 4, Chapter 3, Section 60301 through
60355 are used to regulate recycled wastewater and are administered jointly by the California
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Department of Health Services and the Regional Water Quality Control Board. Disinfected tertiary
recycled wastewater requires a level of treatment that meets the most stringent requirements for
allowed uses, including parks and playgrounds (NCSD 2009). Based on these existing regulations,
use of tertiary treated recycled water (as proposed in the Southland WWTF Master Plan) would be
acceptable to ensure public safety, including children. No changes to EIR are necessary.

EJH-24

Comment noted; no changes to the EIR are necessary.

EJH-25

Please refer to section 4.9.1.3 Public Services and Utilities, San Luis Obispo County Sheriff, which
also notes this existing deficiency in law enforcement personnel. No changes to the EIR are
necessary.

EJH-26

As noted, the setback for the skate park (as measured from the nearest noise-sensitive use) is 120
feet, across West Tefft Street. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

EJH-27

Average rainfall in the Nipomo Mesa area is 15.52 inches (NMMA 2009), and the average rainfall in
water (or fiscal year) 2007, as measured from the Nipomo CDF station was 7 inches. Therefore,
additional irrigation was likely required to supplement the lack of rainfall. As noted in EIR Section
4.12.1 (Water Resources, Existing Conditions), the NCSD “requests that the County implement
recommended water conservation measures within existing facility areas and incorporate the use of
recycled water to minimize the anticipated demand for new uses.” Water conservation measures
are identified to reduce existing and future anticipated water demand for NCP, which would reduce
adverse effects to the NCSD and community at large (refer to EIR Section 4.12.5.5 Water
Resources, Adversely Affect Community Water Service Provider, mitigation measures WAT/mm-4
and WAT/mm-5). No changes to the EIR are necessary.

EJH-28

Please refer to response to comment EJH-6. Pursuant to mitigation measures WAT/mm-4 and
WAT/mm-5, the primary source of additional water for irrigation would be recycled water. No
changes to the EIR are necessary.

EJH-29

Comment noted; no changes to the EIR are necessary.

EJH-30

The equestrian staging center identified in Alternative Master Plan A includes seven pull-through
spaces, similar to the proposed NCPMP (please refer to Nipomo Community Park Master Plan
CEQA Review Draft, Table 2.0, Parking Tabulation; Firma, May 2009). No changes to the EIR are
necessary.

EJH-31

The objectives of the NCPMP include providing “a range of passive and active facilities and use
areas to meet the recreational needs of the community” and “maintain and upgrade existing
recreational and community facilities and amenities” (please refer to EIR Section 2.2, Project
Description, Project Objectives). Improving the trail system will allow for multiple uses and
restoration of areas disturbed by “spur” trails. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

EJH-32

No changes to current park hours are currently proposed. No changes to the EIR are necessary.
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9.3.5 Response to Letter from Stephanie Greene
Comment
No.

Response

SG-1

Please refer to EIR Section 4.2 Air Quality, and Section 4.12 Water Resources, which address
stormwater runoff, oil leaks, and emissions (fumes) from vehicles and construction equipment. No
changes to the EIR are necessary.

SG-2

Please note that AQ Impact 1 (fugitive dust) and AQ Impact 2 (ROG and NOx) can be reduced to
less than significant upon implementation of mitigation measures AQ/mm-1 and AQ/mm-2 (refer to
EIR Section 4.2.5.1 Air Quality, Violate Air Quality Standard or Exceed Emission Thresholds). No
changes to the EIR are necessary.

SG-3

Please note that while the project would result in significant impacts to aesthetic resources, noted
impacts can be reduced to less than significant upon implementation of mitigation measures (refer
to EIR Section 4.1 Aesthetic Resources. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

SG-4

Comment noted; no changes to the EIR are necessary.

SG-5

Please refer to response to comment SG-2 above.

SG-6

Please refer to mitigation measures BR/mm-5 (Special-status Plant Mitigation Plan), BR/mm-5
(Habitat Restoration Plan) and BR/mm-7 through BR/mm-10 (Oak Woodland Protection and
Restoration Plan), which require substantial restoration and protection of vegetation within NCP. No
changes to the EIR are necessary.

SG-7

As shown in Figure 2-5, Nipomo Community Park Master Plan, the project includes a separate
equestrian trail within NCP. Reviewer is unsure about reference to “activities available at schools”.
No changes to the EIR are necessary.

SG-8

As noted in Table 2-2, Master Plan Existing and Proposed Amenities, approximately 127,373
square feet of additional trails is proposed as part of the NCPMP. No changes to the EIR are
necessary.

SG-9

Please refer to EIR Section 4.3.2.2 Biological Resources, Special-Status Species, which provides
the following definitions for special-status wildlife:
“Animals listed or proposed for listing as threatened or endangered under the ESA (50 CFR
17.11 for listed animals and various notices in the Federal Register for proposed species).
 Animals that are candidates for possible future listing as threatened or endangered
under the ESA (Federal Register Vol. 73, No. 238, pp. 75175-75244, December 10,
2008).
 Animals that meet the definitions of rare or endangered species under the CEQA (State
CEQA Guidelines, §15380).
 Animals listed or proposed for listing by the State of California as threatened and
endangered under the CESA (14 CCR 670.5).
 Animal species of special concern to the CDFG (Remsen 1978 for birds; Williams 1986
for mammals).
 Animal species that are fully protected in California (California Fish and Game Code,
§3511 [birds], §4700 [mammals], and §5050 [reptiles and amphibians]).
Please note that the alligator lizard, coyote, and egret are not designated special-status species
(the Panamint alligator lizard is a Special Animal, occurring in Inyo and Mono counties). EIR Section
4.3 Biological Resources, Table 4.3-2, Special-status Wildlife Species Evaluated for Occurrence on
the Project Site, has been updated to reflect that the potential for occurrence of white-tailed kite is
“Moderate to High”, based on public responses that these species has been observed within NCP.
The EIR noted the presence of this species, identified potential impacts to this species in addition to
other avian species (refer to BIO Impact 1 and BIO Impact 4) and includes mitigation to avoid
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adverse effects to this species. Please refer to BR/mm-1 (worker education and training), BR/mm11 (avoidance or pre-construction survey for nesting birds), and BR/mm-12 (pre-construction survey
for nesting birds). Therefore, this clarification does not elevate the impact determination identified in
the EIR. Regarding silvery legless lizard, coast horned lizard, pallid bat, and Monterey dusky-footed
woodrat, the EIR notes the occurrence of these species and/or presence of suitable habitat. The
occurrence rankings are appropriate based on observances, public comment, and noted habitat
conditions.

SG-10

The Lil Bits Preschool is currently operating as a temporary use in NCP under a permit issued by
General Services, under a lease issued to the Nipomo Area Recreation Association. The permit
was issued with the intention of authorizing management of uses with NCP, as part of the overall
park program. The 2004 permit identified uses including a youth-oriented community recreation and
child care program, and coordination of sports activities, clubs, and events within NCP. The County
recognizes that conditions may have changed since the permit was originally issued in 2004;
therefore, the NCPMP fulfills the vision of the original lease, and includes a method for resolving the
issue of the temporary pre-school by identifying the need for a Conditional Use Permit prior to
establishment of a permanent facility within NCP. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

SG-11

Comment noted; no changes to the EIR are necessary.

SG-12

Please refer to Appendix A of the EIR, which includes the Nipomo Community Park Master Plan,
CEQA Review Draft (Firma, May 2009). This document includes the results of public surveys (refer
to Attachment A). All public comment is filed in the Administrative Record for the EIR. The EIR is a
public information document, and it will be considered along with public testimony and other
comments provided by the public during review by the Parks and Recreation Commission (PRC)
and Board of Supervisors (BOS). The Commission and Board will ultimately determine what
elements are included in the NCPMP. No changes to the EIR are necessary.
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9.3.6 Response to Email from Barbara Verlengiere
Comment
No.

Response

BV-1

Comment noted; no changes to the EIR are necessary.

BV-2

Please refer to EIR Section 4.10 Transportation, Circulation, and Traffic, which includes an
analysis of traffic conditions, including the project’s effect on Tefft Street. Based on the analysis,
no project-specific significant impacts are identified; however, the project will contribute to
cumulative traffic conditions (refer to TR Impact 2). Mitigation is recommended to reduce the
project’s effect on the US 101/West Tefft Street interchange, resulting in a less than significant
impact (refer to mitigation measure TR/mm-2). No changes to the EIR are necessary.

BV-3

Comment noted; no changes to the EIR are necessary.
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9.3.7 Response to Email from Cherie Dodds
Comment
No.

Response

CD-1

Please refer to responses to individual comments below.

CD-2

Comment noted; please note the NCPMP includes an equestrian staging area and designated
equestrian trails (refer to Figure 2-2, Nipomo Community Park Master Plan).

CD-3

Comment noted; no changes to the EIR are necessary.

CD-4

Comment noted; no changes to the EIR are necessary.
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9.3.8 Response to Comment Card from Bill Deneen
Comment
No.

Response

BD(b)-1

Comments noted; no changes to the EIR are necessary. Such elements may be included in future
restoration efforts within NCP, and volunteers with the Nipomo Native Garden provide a good
resource for these improvements within NCP.

BD(b)-2

Comment noted; no changes to the EIR are necessary.
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9.3.9 Response to Letter from Jacqueline Sue Walls
Comment
No.

Response

JW-1

Please refer to responses to individual comments below.

JW-2

Horseshoe pits were installed within NCP near West Tefft Street to temporarily address
community requests; however the NCPMP includes a permanent location for the horseshoe pits
southwest of the Juniper Street entrance (refer to Figure 2-5, Nipomo Community Park Master
Plan). No changes to the EIR are necessary.

JW-3

The two horseshoe pits are approximately 1,800 square feet, or 0.04 acre. Including this acreage
under the existing column in Table ES-1 (also Table 2-2), Master Plan Existing and Proposed
Amenities, would increase the existing developed area within NCP (not including Mesa Meadows)
from (specifically) 10.88173 percent to 10.91189 (difference of approximately 0.030 percent). The
EIR rounds this number to 11 percent, therefore this specification does not result in a change to
the calculated percentage presented in the EIR. As noted in EIR sections Executive Summary
C.1. Existing Facilities, and 2.31 Project Description, Existing Facilities, the existing developed
area is approximately 15 acres (the specific calculation is 14.908 acres). Inclusion of the 0.04-acre
horseshoe pits would increase this calculation to 14.948 acres, which is then also rounded to
approximately 15 acres. Therefore these specifications do not result in a change to the developed
area acreage or percentage presented in the EIR. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

JW-4

The Mesa Meadows area (22 acres) is included as part of the NCPMP because the trail system
connects to NCP. This acreage was not included in the total acreage of land available for
development, because no changes, improvements, or additional amenities are proposed within
the Mesa Meadows open space area. All new facilities and amenities would be located within
NCP (137 acres). If the Mesa Meadows open space area were to be included in the calculation,
the percentage of existing developed area would decrease to 9.4 percent. Please note that the 11
percent developed area identified in the EIR is calculated by dividing the acreage of existing
recreation area (8.18 acres) and NCP infrastructure (6.72 acres) (total14.9 acres) by the total
acreage of NCP (137 acres). No changes to the EIR are necessary.

JW-5

Please refer to response to comments JW-2 and JW-3 above. No changes to the EIR are
necessary.

JW-6

As noted in Table ES-1, use types listed under “Open Space” include Open Space (undeveloped),
Open Play Area (turf), and Trails (dirt). These distinctions are presented to show the loss of 25
acres of Open Space (undeveloped). The additional Open Space Play Area (turf) will consist of
areas without structures or facilities. The amenities listed under “Recreation” include active use
areas and structural facilities. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

JW-7

The pre-school is listed under “Infrastructure” similar to the Nipomo Library. No changes to the
EIR are necessary.

JW-8

A Program EIR is the appropriate level of review for this type of project, because the NCPMP is a
long-range conceptual plan, including various elements that would be implemented in different
stages in the future. The intent of the Program EIR is to assess the potential impacts of the project
as a whole, while identifying where additional analysis may be necessary in the future to assess
specific elements (i.e., community center). Where information was not available, a reasonable
worst case scenario is identified. Proposed mitigation measures include measurable standards
and review requirements to verify compliance. The Program EIR was prepared consistent with
CEQA Guidelines Section 15168 (Program EIR). No changes to the EIR are necessary.

JW-9

Please refer to response to comment JW-2 above.

JW-10

In Table 2-1, Master Plan Existing and Proposed Use Types, the Use Type column has been
clarified as follows (changes shown in italics): Recreation Area & Designated Trails; Open Space
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& Trails (dirt); Open Play Area Turf; Infrastructure. This clarification does not affect the impact
determinations of the EIR.

JW-11

Please refer to response to comment JW-4 above. Trails/walkways (paved/unpaved) are included
under the “Recreation Area” category. All other undeveloped areas (i.e., no structures or trails) are
included under “Open Space”. Plant restoration and demonstration areas within the Nipomo
Native Garden are considered “Open Space” uses. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

JW-12

The four basins within Mesa Meadows are included under “Open Space” because the basins are
vegetated depressions within a designated “Open Space” area. No changes to the EIR are
necessary.

JW-13

Please refer to response to comment JW-5 above.

JW-14

As noted in the County Land Use Ordinance, Table 2-2, Allowable Land Uses and Permit
Requirements, “child day care centers” are identified as an allowed use within the Recreation land
use category, and require issuance of a Conditional Use Permit. A Conditional Use Permit is
required for permanent establishment of this use. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

JW-15

Table 3-1, Surrounding Land Uses, includes “school” in the row describing uses to the south of
NCP. The described land uses has been clarified to include “health center”. This clarification does
not affect the impact determinations of the EIR.

JW-16

In Table 3-2, Consistency with Plans and Policies, Framework for Planning (1.F.) has been
clarified to note (in italics) that “The NCP is currently the only developed public park in Nipomo.
Other opportunities for park improvements in the community include the recently approved Jack
Ready Park, Jim Miller Memorial Park, and private developments.” This clarification does not
change the consistency determination identified in the EIR.

JW-17

In Table 3-2, Consistency with Plans and Policies, San Luis Obispo County General Plan, Parks
and Recreation Element, Recreation Goal, Objectives and Policies, General Recreation, Policy
3.1 has been clarified to state (note clarification in italics): “The project proposes new and
expanded recreational uses and facilities at the only existing developed park serving the Nipomo
community, consistent with this policy. Other opportunities for park improvements in the
community include the recently approved Jack Ready Park, Jim Miller Memorial Park, and private
developments.” This clarification does not change the consistency determination identified in the
EIR.

JW-18

In Table 3-2, Consistency with Plans and Policies, San Luis Obispo County General Plan, Parks
and Recreation Element, Recreation Goal, Objectives and Policies, General Recreation, Policy
3.2 has been clarified to state (note clarification in italics): “The project entails new and expanded
open space and recreational uses at Nipomo’s only existing developed park, consistent with this
policy.” This clarification does not change the consistency determination identified in the EIR.

JW-19

In Table 3-2, Consistency with Plans and Policies, San Luis Obispo County General Plan,
Conservation and Open Space Element, Policy E 1.3, Proposed Action, has been clarified to state
(note change in italics): The NCPMP is a conceptual plan, and does not include renewable energy
facilities…”. This clarification does not change the consistency determination identified in the EIR.

JW-20

In EIR Section 3.4 Cumulative Study Area, Table 3-3, Cumulative Projects List, has been updated
to include the mixed use project under construction at 239 Tefft Street (east of US 101). The
cumulative development scenario for the traffic analysis was based on the South County Traffic
Model, which includes a Future Conditions Model. The cumulative traffic analysis identifies the
projected traffic conditions at year 2025, which would include the noted project. The inclusion of
this project in the list of “recently approved projects” does not affect the impact determinations of
the EIR.
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JW-21

Please refer to EIR Section 4.1.6 Aesthetic Resources, Cumulative Impacts, which addresses the
resulting effect of total NCPMP build-out. The EIR recognizes that the visual character of NCP
would be affected by proposed major elements (refer to AES Impact 8). No changes to the EIR
are necessary.

JW-22

Based on the analysis of aesthetic impacts (refer to Sections 4.1.5.1 Effect on Scenic View and
4.1.5.2 Effect on Visual Character and Quality, Visual Compatibility), and incorporation of
mitigation measures AES/mm-1 through AES/mm-5, potential impacts would be reduced to less
than significant. These measures have been prepared and reviewed to verify feasibility. The EIR
acknowledges that the project would change the existing visual setting; however, key scenic views
would be maintained. Therefore, potential impacts would be less than significant, and no changes
to the EIR are necessary.

JW-23

The EIRs estimate of 8-10 lights would cover three adult soccer fields (or six youth fields), based
on comparison with local multi-use and soccer fields in the area. No changes to the EIR are
necessary.

JW-24

The EIR recognizes that the proposed sports fields would substantially alter the south-central
portion of NCP; however, the majority of the park area would not be affected. Mitigation including
restoration with native vegetation is recommended to minimize the potential for erosion and
exposed earth (AES Impact 7, mitigation AES/mm-8), which would reduce the long-term
noticeability of the sports fields. Although the change would be visible, the residual impact would
be less than significant. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

JW-25

Please refer to impacts analysis EIR Section 4.1.5.3 Aesthetic Resources, Effects of Light and
Glare, which states: “Lighting would also likely be required elsewhere as part of NCP
improvements….Security lighting may be necessary at the community pool, skate park, tennis and
basketball courts, and other areas”. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

JW-26

Please refer to response to comment JW-8, regarding applicability of Program EIRs. In lieu of a
defined plan, a reasonable worst case scenario was identified and assessed in the EIR. This
scenario was applied to photo-simulations presented in 4.1-18 through 4.1-23. No changes to the
EIR are necessary.

JW-27

Please refer to EIR Section 4.1.6 Aesthetic Resources, Cumulative Impacts, which addresses the
resulting effect of total NCPMP build-out. The EIR recognizes that the visual character of NCP
would be affected by proposed major elements (refer to AES Impact 8). As noted in the comment,
implementation of mitigation measures would not reduce the overall size of the structures;
however, the mitigation includes standards that would create visual articulation and improved
visual consistency with the surrounding landscape (refer to AES/mm-3 and AES/mm-4). The
proposed mitigation directly addresses the significant impact identified in AES Impact 3
(monolithic form, architectural style, and exterior colors and materials). Mitigation measures
AES/mm-7 and AES/mm-7 include standards to reduce off-site light and glare, applicable to the
proposed sports fields all other lighting in the park. The combination of these measures would
mitigate the project’s effect on aesthetic resources to less than significant by incorporating rural
design elements and minimizing adverse effects to the public viewshed, including changes to
visual character. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

JW-28

Comment noted; no changes to the EIR are necessary.

JW-29

Please refer to response to comment JW-27 above.

JW-30

Please refer to response to comment JW-27 above.

JW-31

The oak trees proposed for removal are primarily located adjacent to existing internal and
adjacent roadways. No oak trees would be removed along the dense oak woodland ridge through
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the center of the park. The County recognizes that the loss of mature oak trees would be
noticeable in the short-term; however, the planting of new oak trees within a conservation
easement will mitigate the potentially significant impact in the long term. No changes to the EIR
are necessary.

JW-32

In EIR Section 4.2 Air Quality, Table 4.2-8, Estimated Operational and Area Source Emissions,
includes the emissions generated by all proposed uses within the park (refer to Appendix C Air
Quality Background Information for complete summary of emission model results), pursuant to the
San Luis Obispo County Air Pollution Control District CEQA Handbook (December 2009). Uses
that would not typically generate high levels of traffic as a single-destination type use are grouped
within the “City Park” category. The emissions generated by vehicles would be dispersed along
the travel route, including roads within and adjacent to NCP (i.e. Pomeroy Road and West Tefft
Street). No changes to the EIR are necessary.

JW-33

Existing uses, such as the Dana Elementary School, generate emissions, which are considered
part of the environmental baseline and contribute to air pollutant emissions in the area. As noted
in EIR Section 4.2.1 Air Quality, Existing Conditions, “motor vehicles are the primary source of air
pollutant emissions and greenhouse gases” and in 2008, state ozone standards were exceeded
(as measured from the Nipomo air quality monitoring station). Park access, trails, and road
improvements may contribute to a reduction in trips generated by adjacent uses by providing safe
options for alternative transportation.
In EIR Section 4.2 Air Quality, Table 4.2-8, Estimated Operational + Area Source Emissions,
identifies the estimated emissions that would be generated by various elements included in the
NCPMP, which would not include the medical center. Cumulative impacts are addressed within
EIR Section 4.2.6 Air Quality, Cumulative Impacts. Based on the Mitigated Negative Declaration
that was adopted for the Community Health Center project on October 27, 2011 (County project
number DRC2010-00027, Environmental Determination number ED10-193), the project would not
generate a significant level of air pollutants during construction or operation. Potential air quality
impacts include the generation of fugitive dust during construction, potentially affecting nearby
residences and resulting in a nuisance, and the use of diesel equipment near sensitive receptors.
Standard mitigation was adopted for the project, consistent with APCD guidelines. The NCPMP’s
contribution to the cumulative generation of air pollutants in the area was determined to be less
than significant, based on elements incorporated into the NCPMP, which are consistent with the
APCD’s Clean Air Plan, and incorporation of additional mitigation measures to reduce projectspecific emissions. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

JW-34

Please refer to response to comment JW-32 and JW-33 above.

JW-35

The 21 mitigation measure options listed in AES/mm-2 are included in the San Luis Obispo
County Air Pollution Control District CEQA Handbook (December 2009), as effective measures to
reduce the effects of ROG and NOx generated by transportation and stationary uses. Providing
trails and paths within and adjacent to the park contributes to use of alternative sources of
transportation, such as walking and use of bicycles, which in turn reduces emissions both within
the park and surrounding area. Although traffic is not generated from trips within the park,
community members may elect to ride their bicycles or walk to the park, or traverse the park using
improved paths en-route to an offsite destination. Emissions generated from vehicles in parking
areas are affected by air temperature, and planting trees within parking areas provides a cooling
effect, and thus reduces vehicle hydrocarbon emissions (which is the intent of the mitigation
measure). Therefore, this is an effective measure to reduce operational emissions generated by
the project. In the long term, the NCPMP includes the planting of additional trees of varying native
species onsite, which would have a long-term beneficial effect to air quality. As noted in the
comment, numerous mitigation measures are recommended, which would have a beneficial effect
when combined. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

JW-36

Please note that the referenced bulleted list noted in the EIR (refer to Section 4.2.5.1 Air Quality,
Violate Air Quality Standard or Exceed Emission Thresholds, Emission Quantification), includes
features currently included in the NCPMP (such as the existing ranger residence), and are not
part of the 21 mitigation measures identified under AQ/mm-2. This list is provided to show how the
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NCPMP incorporates various measures recommended by the APCD. No changes to the EIR are
necessary.

JW-37

Mitigation measure AES/mm-1 recommends locating the proposed community center a minimum
of 150 feet from the existing park road, which would be approximately in the same location as
proposed, buts shifted more to the west to preserve views. No air quality mitigation measures
would require location of the structure at the Dana School property line. No changes to the EIR
are necessary.

JW-38

Based on the analysis of air quality impacts, which was conducted consistent with the APCD’s
CEQA Handbook (December 2009) and considered full build-out of the NCPMP as proposed, all
potentially significant impacts can be mitigated to less than significant. In addition the project is
consistent with the APCD’s Clean Air Plan (refer to EIR Section 4.2.5.4 Air Quality, Consistency
with SLOAPCD Clean Air Plan), which identifies land use and transportation guidelines to achieve
state and federal air quality standards. The intention of identified operational mitigation measures
is to reduce trip generation, increase energy efficiency, and apply the use of alternative energy
and fuels to reduce the project’s emissions, which affect adjacent land uses and regional air
quality. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

JW-39

Please refer to response to comments JW-32, JW-33, and JW-35 above. Use of bicycle valet
parking is not intended to reduce all trips, but provide an incentive for the public to ride their
bicycle to an event rather than drive a vehicle. Please note under AQ Impact 2, Residual Impacts
that “implementation of identified mitigation would not eliminate air emissions…the concentration
of pollutants would be reduced to below identified thresholds”; therefore impacts are considered
less than significant. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

JW-40

In the event the Lil Bits pre-school is relocated, the septic system would be removed and
reconstructed pursuant to existing regulations. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

JW-41

Comment noted; no changes to the EIR are necessary.

JW-42

In EIR Section 4.3.1.2 Biological Resources, Plant Communities and Habitat Types, Oak
Woodland has been corrected to eliminate a duplicate species “poison oak”. This change is minor
and does not affect the impact determinations of the EIR.

JW-43

In EIR Section 4.3 Biological Resources, Table 4.3-2, Special-status Wildlife Species Evaluated
for Occurrence on the Project Site, has been updated to reflect that the potential for occurrence of
white-tailed kite is “Moderate to High”, based on public responses that these species has been
observed within NCP. The EIR noted the presence of this species, identified potential impacts to
this species in addition to other avian species (refer to BIO Impact 1 and BIO Impact 4) and
includes mitigation to avoid adverse effects to this species. Please refer to BR/mm-1 (worker
education and training), BR/mm-11 (avoidance or pre-construction survey for nesting birds), and
BR/mm-12 (pre-construction survey for nesting birds). Therefore, this clarification does not elevate
the impact determination identified in the EIR.

JW-44

As noted in Table 4.3-2, Special-status Wildlife Species Evaluated for Occurrence on the Project
Site, NCP does support suitable habitat for pallid bat. Other common species of bat may also be
present. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

JW-45

Please refer to Table 4.3-2, Special-status Wildlife Species, which has been clarified to include
community-noted occurrences of Monterey dusky-footed woodrat, silvery legless lizard, Coast
horned lizard, and Class Aves (multiple bird species). These species were either observed, or
assumed to be present based on habitat conditions; therefore, this clarification does not affect the
impact determinations of the EIR.

JW-46

Please refer to EIR Section 4.3.1.2 Plant Communities and Habitat Types, which notes observed
species or suitable habitat conditions for a variety of special-status and common wildlife species,
including coyote, fox, and bobcat. Under the description of Oak Woodland, the following statement
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has been added to clarify additional common wildlife species observed by the public: “Additional
occurrences noted by the public include rabbits and mountain lion.” This clarification does not
affect the impact determinations of the EIR, because these species are not considered
endangered, threatened, or species of special concern.

JW-47

In EIR Section 4.3.6.1 Biological Resources, Unique or Special Status Species or their Habitat,
identifies the potential loss of varying types of habitat and vegetation types within NCP, ranging
from oak woodland and maritime chaparral to grassland and ruderal/ornamental. The NCPMP
generally focuses development in one section of NCP, to allow for contiguous habitat areas for
noted species and common wildlife. Restoration activities are proposed within NCP, including a
5.6-acre biological mitigation receptor site for maritime chaparral (sand mesa manzanita) and oak
woodland, which would improve habitat conditions for special-status species. Mitigation measures
BR/mm-5 (Habitat Restoration Plan) and BR/mm-7 through BR/mm-9 (Oak Woodland Protection
and Restoration Plan) include measures that would provide a long-term benefit to plants and
wildlife within NCP. Therefore, potential impacts are considered less than significant, and no
changes to the EIR are necessary.

JW-48

Mitigation measure BR/mm-3 (silvery legless lizard and Coast horned lizard), including soil raking,
is an acceptable and feasible measure to locate and capture these species for transfer outside of
the construction area. This measure also includes onsite monitoring during all initial ground
disturbing activities. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

JW-49

Mitigation measure BR/mm-4 (Monterey dusky-footed woodrat), including relocation of nests (if
necessary), is an acceptable and feasible measure to avoid adverse effects to these species.
Nest relocation may occur during the day; however, upon evacuation the woodrat individual(s)
would likely scatter along known routes into adjacent habitat areas. Based on the presence of
adjacent habitat and suitable cover, these activities would not have a significant adverse effect.
No changes to the EIR are necessary.

JW-50

Mitigation measure BR/mm-9, item (c) (Oak Woodlands Conservation Act grant) presents one
option, out of three, to mitigate loss of oak woodland, pursuant to Senate Bill 1334, Oak
Woodlands Conservation Act. The County recognizes that maturation of oak trees within the
restoration area will not be immediate; however, mitigation includes replanting and maintenance
within a conservation area, which will mitigate potentially significant effects to less than significant.
No changes to the EIR are necessary.

JW-51

Please refer to mitigation measure BR/mm-10 item (b): “Oak Tree Avoidance Measures. Grading
and development within the proposed project shall avoid the removal of oak trees to the maximum
extent feasible”. The EIR identifies a reasonable worst case scenario regarding tree impacts and
removal. As final plans are developed, the County will locate trails and roads to avoid oak trees to
the maximum extent feasible, such as curving around established trees, as noted in the comment.
No changes to the EIR are necessary.

JW-52

When considered with the cumulative development scenario (projects recently approved or under
development in the area), the project’s impacts to biological resources is not considered
cumulatively considerable because the project primarily avoids areas identified as sensitive
habitat (i.e. oak woodland) and includes restoration and conservation within the park. No changes
to the EIR are necessary.

JW-53

EIR Section 4.5.1.1 Geologic Setting, Drainage, has been corrected per your comment, as follows
(note correction in italics): “In the northwestern section of the park, near the intersection of Osage
Street and Camino Caballo…” This clarification does not change the impact determinations of the
EIR.

JW-54

The Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) Guidelines do not specifically
state that youth facilities should be located on main roads; however a CPTED strategy notes that
“Gathering areas or congregating areas need to be located or designed in locations where there is
good surveillance and access control”. The project is generally consistent with this guideline,
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because the community center would be located in close proximity to the internal park road and
park ranger residence. The NCPMP was reviewed by the San Luis Obispo County Sheriff (refer to
Appendix B, Notice of Preparation Comment Letters, letter dated December 3, 2009). All
suggestions provided by the County Sheriff’s office, which incorporate CPTED measures, are
listed in mitigation measure PSU/mm-1 (refer to EIR Section 4.9 Public Services and Utilities).
Based on the project’s incorporation of these measures, potentially significant impact related to
adverse effects to police and emergency services would be less than significant, and no changes
to the EIR are necessary.

JW-55

Please refer to EIR Section 4.1.5.3 (Aesthetic Resources, Effects of Light and Glare), which states
that “Safety regulations and guidelines require lighting for parking areas, pedestrian uses, and
buildings” and “Security lighting may be necessary at the community pool skate park, tennis and
basketball courts, and other areas”. The EIR analysis considered all types of lighting that would
either be proposed or included per existing regulations and recommended guidelines, and
includes mitigation to shield and direct light towards its intended target and purpose, as noted in
mitigation measure AES/mm-7. These standards have been considered by the County Sheriff, as
noted in their response to the Notice of Preparation, dated December 3, 2009 (refer to Appendix B
of the EIR), and are incorporated into mitigation measure PSU/mm-1, item (c), including the
following: “Proper care should be taken to ensure exterior lighting is properly shielded to prevent
illumination that would affect the ambient level of light in the nighttime sky”. Therefore, potentially
significant impacts can be mitigated to less than significant, and no changes to the EIR are
necessary.

JW-56

Pursuant to Section 15131 (CEQA Guidelines, Economic and Social Effects): “Economic or social
effects of a project shall not be treated as significant effects on the environment. An EIR may
trace a chain of cause and effect from a proposed decision on a project through anticipated
economic or social changes resulting from the project to physical changes caused in turn by the
economic or social changes….The focus of the analysis shall be on the physical changes”. This
Section of the CEQA Guidelines further states that “Economic, social, and particularly housing
factors shall be considered by public agencies together with technological and environmental
factors in deciding whether changes in a project are feasible to reduce or avoid the significant
effects on the environment identified in the EIR”. Based on analysis of the project, and
incorporation of recommended mitigation measures (PSU/mm-1), economic or social changes will
not occur, resulting in an adverse physical effect. Please refer to EIR Section 4.6.1.5 (Hazards
and Hazardous Materials, Potential for Crime), which refers the reader to EIR Section 4.9 Public
Services and Utilities “for further discussion of the potential for additional crime within the project
area”. This potential environmental impact is appropriately analyzed under EIR Section 4.9 Public
Services and Utilities, including incorporation of recommended CPTED guidelines, under the
following threshold of significance: “Have an effect upon, or result in the need for new or altered
public services in any of the following areas…Police protection (e.g. Sheriff, CHP)”. Therefore,
potentially significant impacts can be mitigated to less than significant, and no changes to the EIR
are necessary.

JW-57

EIR Section 4.6.5.1 Hazards and Hazardous Materials, Risk of Explosion, Release of, or
Exposure to Hazardous Substances, Exposure to Hazardous Emissions, has been clarified to
state (note changes in italics): “The NCP is located immediately adjacent to the Dana Elementary
School”. This clarification does not change the analysis or impact determinations of the EIR,
because this impact is considered under HM Impact 1 (which considers all actions within NCP at
varying distances from Dana Elementary School) and would be mitigated by incorporation of
mitigation measure HM/mm-1 (which also applies to all actions within NCP at varying distances
from Dana Elementary School).
Regarding air quality, and exposure to toxic air emissions, the potentially affected area includes
sensitive uses within 1,000 feet, which would include Dana Elementary School (refer to EIR
Section 4.2.3.2 Air Quality, SLO APCD CEQA Air Quality Handbook, Special Considerations for
Construction Activity, Sensitive Receptors and EIR Section 4.2.5.2 Air Quality, Expose Sensitive
Receptors to Substantial Pollutant Concentrations). No changes to the EIR are necessary.
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JW-58

EIR Section 4.6.5.2 Hazards and Hazardous Materials, Emergency Response or Emergency
Evacuation Plan refers to community-wide and regional evacuation. Regarding project-specific
emergency response and evacuation, the NCPMP includes two vehicle ingress/egress
opportunities on Pomeroy Road and West Tefft Street and several access points for pedestrians
and bicyclists. Based on review by CALFIRE, the project does not include design or access
components that would be inconsistent with general planning guidelines for emergency
evacuation and response. The County is required to comply with the State Fire Code for all
structures and facilities (including capacity limits), and prior to development, a Fire Prevention
Plan (including emergency access) will be required for review and approval by CALFIRE prior to
operation of any major facilities (refer to EIR Section 4.6.5.4 Hazards and Hazardous Materials,
Fire Hazard Risk). No changes to the EIR are necessary.

JW-59

Please refer to response to comment JW-2 above. No changes to the EIR are necessary

JW-60

EIR Section 4.7.1.2 Land Use, Land Use of Adjacent Properties has been clarified to state (note
changes in italics): “There are also two parcels at the southeast corner of the project area within
other designations: a Public Facility parcel at the location of Dana Elementary School and an
Office Professional parcel with some general office buildings and a community health center
expansion (under construction)”. This clarification does not change the impact determinations of
the EIR.

JW-61

Please refer to Chapter 3 Environmental Setting, Table 3-2, Consistency with Plans and Policies,
which includes an assessment of the project’s consistency with specific plans and policies. Please
note that the decision-makers (County General Services Agency and Parks and Recreation
Commission [PRC] and Board of Supervisors [BOS]) will consider and provide the final
recommendation and determination regarding the project’s consistency with plans and policies. As
noted in Table 3-2, the project appears to be consistent with the policies referenced in the
comment, because the project includes equestrian-use parking and trails within NCP, provides
contiguous open space and undeveloped area, avoids sensitive habitats and species to the
maximum extent feasible, includes restoration of habitat within the park, and preserves highly
scenic areas within the park (i.e., oak woodland ridge). Regarding equitable distribution of parks
and acquisition of additional parkland, the project does not interfere or conflict with implementation
of this standard. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

JW-62

The project includes designated equestrian trails and a parking area, and therefore, does not
result in a significant loss of equestrian use areas. Provision of additional recreational
opportunities for the community is consistent with the Parks and Recreation Element. Specific
impacts to the environment related to the physical changes that would occur upon implementation
of the NCPMP are addressed in the EIR. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

JW-63

The mitigation suggestions identified by the commenter would apply to higher level of park
planning, outside of the scope of the EIR for the NCPMP. These suggestions are appreciated by
the County, and will be considered by County management and appropriate decision makers,
such as the County General Services Agency, PRC, and BOS. No changes to the EIR are
necessary.

JW-64

The actual design of the noise barrier will depend on the design of the skate park. Mitigation
measure N/mm-2 has been clarified to state the following (additional standard noted in italics):
“Prior to construction of the skate park, the design plans shall incorporate the following noise
reduction measures, achieving a maximum average hourly noise level of 65 decibels as measured
25 feet from the edge of the skate park”. This addition does not change the impact determinations
of the EIR, and this impact remains less than significant.

JW-65

EIR Section 4.8.1.1 (Noise, Identified Sensitive Land Uses), has been clarified to state (note
addition in italics): “Existing noise sensitive uses within, adjacent to, and in the vicinity of NCP
include residences, Dana Elementary School, Little Bits Preschool, Day Springs Preschool,
Nipomo Library, Community Health Center (expansion under construction), and NCP itself.” This
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minor clarification does not change the impact determinations of the EIR.

JW-66

Based on data obtained from the South County Traffic Model, estimated trips in this location
would be reduced under community build-out conditions (year 2020) (likely due to the construction
of other roadways in the area). Please refer to EIR Section 4.10 Transportation, Circulation, and
Traffic, which includes an analysis of existing, existing plus project (i.e., build-out of the NCPMP),
build-out (of the community), build-out plus project (i.e., build-out of the community and build-out
of the NCPMP). As shown in Table 4.8-7, Estimated Traffic Noise Level Increase (Existing Plus
Project), the project would add approximately 202 trips at the Pomeroy/Juniper intersection.
Based on the traffic study, the trips generated on Pomeroy would not equal that of Tefft Street
(refer to EIR Section 4.10 Transportation, Circulation, and Traffic, Table 4.10-9, Existing and
Existing with Project Street Roadway Segment Daily Traffic Conditions). Please note that all park
entrances would be signalized, and there is no evidence that proposed improvements and
additional signalization would result in increased “cut-throughs” within NCP. No changes to the
EIR are necessary.

JW-67

At this time, the use of the sports fields is currently undetermined. The “reasonable worst case
scenario” identified for the EIR analysis is six youth soccer fields (refer to EIR Section 2.3.2
Project Description, Proposed Facilities). The noise measurements were conducted during an
actual soccer tournament (including crowd and coaching-related noise and whistles), in order to
obtain a realistic estimate, and the results were applied to an anticipated situation at NCP,
assuming a reasonable worst case scenario. At this time, bleachers and amplified sound are not
specifically included in the proposal for the NCPMP; however, the EIR considers that some
amplified sound may occur. Mitigation is identified to direct any amplified sound towards the
interior of the park and away from adjacent noise sensitive uses (refer to N/mm-3). Therefore, this
impact remains less than significant, and no changes to the EIR are necessary.

JW-68

The multi-use sports fields would be located approximately 350 feet from school facilities (the
uses are separated by an existing ball field associated with the school), and a minimum of 200
feet from the Community Health Center property boundary. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

JW-69

The actual height of the berm will be contingent on the final design of the skate park. Based on an
in-ground design, the vegetated noise berm would likely be approximately four feet in height
parallel to the skate park. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

JW-70

As documented in the EIR, the NCPMP has been designed to avoid exceedance of the noise
standard by incorporating setbacks from noise sensitive land uses, and taking advantage of
natural barriers such as West Tefft Street and the Dana Elementary School ball field. The EIR
analysis considers “reasonable worst-case scenario” situations, such as a multi-field soccer
tournament. In addition, the County recognizes that there may be times when the public engages
in activities that generate unwanted noise affecting other users within NCP and adjacent noisesensitive uses. For this reason (in addition to others), the County has a park ranger and park host
present onsite to monitor conditions during both open and closed park hours. This existing method
has proved effective to address unwanted situations, and could reasonably continue to address
any future conditions requiring remediation. In addition, The County General Services Agency has
the discretion to issue and revoke permits for use of amplified sound, and could do so in the event
of documented noise violations. Mitigation measure N/mm-4 is included in order to address any
situations that do not prove to be addressed by the park ranger or park host. No changes to the
EIR are necessary.

JW-71

The actual height of the berm and fencing will be contingent on the final design of the skate park.
Based on an in-ground design, the vegetated noise berm would likely be approximately four feet
in height parallel to the skate park, which would not significantly obstruct views along West Tefft
Street. Pursuant to AES/mm-2, standard, uncoated, galvanized fencing would be avoided.
Potential options include dark-coated fencing to improve the appearance, and vertical bars to
avoid climbing. The height of the fence would likely be approximately six feet. No changes to the
EIR are necessary.
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JW-72

Please refer to EIR Section 4.8 Noise, Table 4.8-6, Maximum Allowable Noise ExposureStationary Noise Sources, which includes measurable noise thresholds. The Noise Element does
not require that noises cannot be heard, but establishes limits to the level of acceptable exposure.
The EIR recognizes this fact, as noted in N Impact 2 Residual Effects: “Operation of new uses
within NCP would increase the noise levels both within and surrounding the park. Implementation
of recommended mitigation would reduce anticipated noise levels to a level below identified
County thresholds; however, persons within and adjacent to NCP may experience noise levels
above current levels during higher levels of use (i.e. sports field tournaments, summertime use of
skate park)”. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

JW-73

Please refer to response to comment JW-70.

JW-74

Please refer to response to comment JW-69 and JW-71. Construction of an approximately fourfoot high berm and six-foot fence (vertical posts) would not significantly block surveillance views.
No changes to the EIR are necessary.

JW-75

Based on the Mitigated Negative Declaration that was adopted for the Community Health Center
project on October 27, 2011 (County project number DRC2010-00027, Environmental
Determination number ED10-193), the project would not generate significant levels of noise during
operation, and restrictions on construction activities was identified to further reduce temporary
noise impacts. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

JW-76

Please refer to EIR Section 4.10 Transportation, Circulation, and Traffic, which includes an
analysis of cumulative traffic counts, based on documented trip generation estimates and the
County-adopted traffic model. No changes to the EIR are necessary.
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CJ-1

Please refer to response to individual comments below.

CJ-2

The NCPMP will be adjusted to show the current location of the Nipomo Native Garden parking
area. In addition, the Parks and Recreation Commission (PRC) and Board of Supervisors (BOS)
will review the NCPMP, EIR, public comments, and testimony, and provide recommendations and
direction regarding the type and location of specific facilities and amenities. No changes to the
EIR are necessary.

CJ-3

The proposed modification to the NCPMP can be accommodated to address the commenter’s
concerns regarding the crosswalk as proposed the Draft EIR. The existing raised crosswalk and
entrance to the Nipomo Native Garden would remain in place. No changes to the EIR are
necessary.

CJ-4

This modification to the NCPMP will be considered by the County General Services Agency, PRC,
and BOS. No changes to the EIR are necessary.
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VM-1

Please refer to EIR Section 4.10 Transportation, Circulation, and Traffic, which includes a
comprehensive traffic analysis. Please refer to responses to individual comments below.

VM-2

At this time, The County General Services Agency is not aware of potential drainage basins that
could be used for public parks within the community of Nipomo. These basins provide open space
when not functioning as part of a stormwater management system; however, they could not be
developed with amenities or other uses. Please note that based on the traffic analysis conducted
as part of the EIR (refer to EIR Section 4.10), the project would not result in a significant amount
of traffic adversely affecting the immediate area. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

VM-3

Please refer to EIR Section 4.10 Transportation, Circulation, and Traffic, which includes an
assessment of the p.m. peak hour (i.e., typical weekday evening traffic congestion period referred
to in the comment). The NCPMP includes road improvements, which would address existing and
anticipated operational traffic issues, such as the need for additional traffic signals and pedestrian
crosswalks. Based on this analysis, implementation of the proposed NCPMP would not result in a
significant, project-specific adverse traffic impact related to congestion (refer to EIR Section
4.10.6.1 Transportation, Circulation, and Traffic, Increase in Traffic and Level of Service). No
changes to the EIR are necessary.

VM-4

The County recognizes the funding challenges currently facing public projects; no changes to the
EIR are necessary.

VM-5

The EIR includes an assessment of the project as proposed, and identifies Alternatives to the
project that would avoid or reduce identified significant impacts. As noted in response to comment
VM-2 above, the use of drainage basins as public parks may not be feasible for the development
of recreational amenities. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

VM-6

Please note that the County General Services Agency, Parks and Recreation Commission, and
County Board of Supervisors will review all public comments when considering approval or
modification of the NCPMP (as currently proposed) and certification of the Final EIR. No changes
to the EIR are necessary.

VM-7

Comment noted; no changes to the EIR are necessary.
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Response to Letter from Jane Peterson
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JP-1

Please refer to responses to individual comments below.

JP-2

Please refer to responses to individual comments below.

JP-3

Comment noted; no changes to the EIR are necessary.

JP-4

These suggested modifications to the NCPMP will be considered by the County General Services
Agency, Parks and Recreation Commission (PRC) and Board of Supervisors (BOS). No changes
to the EIR are necessary.

JP-5

This suggested modification to the NCPMP will be considered by the County General Services
Agency, PRC, and BOS. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

JP-6

The EIR acknowledges that implementation of the NCPMP would result in additional lighting, what
would be visible, and have an effect on surrounding land uses and the night sky (refer to EIR
Section 4.1.5.3 Aesthetic Resources, Effects of Light and Glare). As noted in the comment,
mitigation is required, including use of shields, timers, and directional lighting to minimize offsite
effects to the maximum extent feasible. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

JP-7

The County recognizes that there may be times when the public engages in activities that
generate unwanted noise affecting other users within NCP and adjacent noise-sensitive uses. For
this reason (in addition to others), the County currently has a park ranger and park host present
onsite to monitor conditions during both open and closed park hours. This existing method has
proved effective to address unwanted situations, and could reasonably continue to address any
future conditions requiring remediation. In addition, The County General Services Agency has the
discretion to issue and revoke permits for use of amplified sound, and could do so in the event of
documented noise violations. Mitigation measure N/mm-4 is included in order to address any
situations that do not prove to be addressed by the park ranger or park host. No changes to the
EIR are necessary.

JP-8

Please note that approval of the NCPMP as proposed does not preclude further discussions
between the County and the Lucia Mar School District. The County General Services Agency,
PRC, and BOS may consider this option when reviewing public comments. No changes to the EIR
are necessary.

JP-9

Please refer to EIR Section 5.3.2.1 Alternatives Analysis, Alternative Master Plan A, which
considers the suggestion option to locate the community center near West Tefft Street. The
NCPMP includes road improvements such as signalization and crosswalks to improve vehicle
access into NCP, and improve safety for pedestrians, including school children, accessing NCP
and surrounding uses. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

JP-10

Suggested options are considered in EIR Chapter 5, Alternatives Analysis; no changes to the EIR
are necessary.

JP-11

Suggested options are considered in EIR Chapter 5, Alternatives Analysis, and further reduced
options or varying combinations of uses may be considered by the County General Services
Agency, PRC, and BOS. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

JP-12

Comment noted; no changes to the EIR are necessary.
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Response to Email from Dan Woodson, PE

Comment
No.

Response

DW-1

Comment noted; please refer to responses to individual comments. Your letter was received as an
attached report in a packet from the South County Advisory Council. Please refer to response to
comments SCAC-5 through SCAC-29.

DW-2

Please refer to response to comments SCAC-6 and SCAC-7.

DW-3

Please refer to response to comments SCAC-7 and SCAC-22.

DW-4

Your letter was received as an attached report in a packet from the South County Advisory Council.
Please refer to response to comments SCAC-5 through SCAC-29.
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EE-1

Please refer to responses to individual comments below.

EE-2

Noted coverpage of comment letter; please refer to responses to individual comments below.

EE-3

Please refer to responses to individual comments below.

EE-4

Please refer to mitigation measures BR/mm-7, BR/mm-8, BR/mm-9, and BR/mm-10 (Oak
Woodland Protection and Restoration Plan), which include feasible mitigation measures that
address potentially significant impacts to oak woodland and individual oak trees. These mitigation
measures would be implemented prior to development within the park that would impact oak
trees, and include measurable performance standards and verification measures. In addition, the
NCPMP includes identification of suitable area within NCP for biological mitigation and restoration.
Specific comments regarding potential alternatives are addressed below. No changes to the EIR
are necessary.

EE-5

As noted in the EIR and correspondence between the County General Services Agency and
County Public Works (initiated by a referral response to the Initial Study in 2005), Osage Street is
not currently constructed in compliance with County Road Standards, and improvements are
necessary to bring the adjacent road system into compliance. The affected area includes the
County road right-of-way adjacent to NCP. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

EE-6

Specific comments regarding water supply are addressed below.

EE-7

Please note that affected oak trees are primarily located in areas where major road improvements
are proposed or required, such as the widening of Osage Street and realignment of the park
entrance at Juniper and Pomeroy Roads. No oak trees would be removed for the construction of
trails or picnic areas. For these reasons, oak tree removal and other impacts are avoided to the
maximum extent feasible. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

EE-8

Please refer to response to comment EE-5 regarding the required for the widening of Osage
Street.

EE-9

Please refer to mitigation measure BR/mm-7 (Oak Woodland Protection and Restoration Plan),
which includes protection of existing oak trees and replanting additional oak trees onsite, and
establishment of an easement to preserve the restoration area. The County recognizes that the
loss of mature oak trees would be noticeable in the short-term; however, the planting of new oak
trees within a conservation easement will mitigate the potentially significant impact in the long
term. . Implementation of BR/mm-7 is not deferred mitigation, because the EIR identifies potential
impacts to oak trees, and the mitigation is specific to the loss of individual oak trees and oak
woodland, based on the conceptual plan, and assuming a “worst-case” or maximum development
scenario. The County is required to implement the mitigation prior to site disturbance and grading
activities, which is a specific milestone. Requirements for oak woodland restoration have not been
in place for 75 to 100 years; however, the mitigation as proposed includes standards such as use
of young seedlings, hand-weeding to remove invasive plants, irrigation, and implementation of a
minimum seven-year monitoring program to ensure successful establishment. Requirements for a
conservation easement would protect the restoration area in perpetuity. Therefore, potential
impacts are considered less than significant, and no changes to the EIR are necessary.

EE-10

Please refer to response to comment EE-9 above. Based on implementation of identified
mitigation measures, the effects would not be permanent. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

EE-11

Please refer to response to comment EE-7 above.
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EE-12

Please note that the cited section (4.10.6.2 Transportation, Circulation, and Traffic, Create Unsafe
Conditions) includes an assessment of the project’s effect on the road system, and specifically
determines that the project would not include any features that would result in a traffic hazard.
Impacts related to biological resources are discussed in EIR Section 4.3 Biological Resources,
and impacts related to slope stability and soil erosion are discussed in EIR Section 4.5 Geology
and Soils. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

EE-13

Potential adverse impacts to individual oak trees and sand mesa manzanita are documented in
EIR Section 4.3 Biological Resources. Biological mitigation is typically not implemented within
County road right-of-way, specifically because the County reserves the right to develop the rightof-way to bring roads in compliance with adopted road standards. The proposed mitigation would
replace all removed oak trees at a 4:1 ratio (refer to BR/mm-8), and all sand mesa manzanita
plants at a 5:1 ratio (refer to BR/mm-2). No changes to the EIR are necessary.

EE-14

At this time, specific, engineered grading plans are not included in the program-level review of
road improvements on Osage Road. As noted in EIR Section 2.3.3.1 Project Description, Access,
that the paved walkway would be located within the Osage Road right-of-way. The EIR analysis
identified the anticipated affected area within the Osage Road right-of-way, in order to determine
affected acreage, tree removals, sand mesa manzanita removals, and impacts to native
vegetation. Such impacts are identified, and mitigation is recommended including restoration and
conservation within an easement area (refer to BR/mm—2 and BR/mm-5 through BR/mm-10). No
changes to the EIR are necessary.

EE-15

Please refer to EIR Section 2.3.3.1 Project Description, Access, which states that the paved
walkway would be located within the County right-of-way. The improvements would be located
within the existing roadway and extend onto County property; therefore, no cuts and fills would
occur on private property. Preparation of road plans, including drainage management, would be
conducted in coordination with County Public Works to ensure appropriate management of
drainage and connection to the County drainage system. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

EE-16

Please refer to response to comment EE-15. No cuts or fills are proposed outside of the road
right-of-way.

EE-17

Please refer to response to comment EE-15. No cuts or fills are proposed outside of the road
right-of-way.

EE-18

Please refer to response to comment EE-15. No cuts or fills are proposed outside of the road
right-of-way.

EE-19

Please refer to response to comment EE-15. No cuts or fills are proposed outside of the road
right-of-way.

EE-20

Preparation of road plans, including drainage management, would be conducted in coordination
with County Public Works to ensure appropriate management of drainage and connection to the
County drainage system. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

EE-21

Currently, Osage Road is narrow, and does not meet County Road Standards for average daily
trips. Based on review of the project by County Public Works, improvements to Osage Road are
required along the park frontage because additional development is proposed within the NCP,
which will contribute additional daily trips on this sub-standard roadway. Therefore, improvements
are required by County Public Works. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

EE-22

Please refer to response to comments EE-5 and EE-21 above.

EE-23

Please refer to responses to comments above.
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EE-24

The EIR has been clarified to summarize recent events affecting the Supplemental Water Project,
Water Intertie (please refer to EIR Section 4.12.1 Existing Conditions, Potential Future Water
Supply): “The NCSD initially proposed an assessment district to provide funding for the
Supplemental Water Project, Waterline Intertie, which required approval by vote. In June 2012, a
majority of property owners voted against the assessment district proposal, and the NCSD
determined that construction of a pipeline (as currently proposed) to provide the supplemental
water could not be funded by existing funds. The NCSD issued a moratorium on the issuance of
new will serve letters while considering other options for supplemental water, which may include
other funding sources and/or a scaled-down project.” As noted in the EIR, provision of additional
water by NCSD “is contingent on the implementation of improvements to the existing irrigation
system to reduce current water supply, consistent with measures to target reducing consumption
for high-use customers” (EIR Section 4.12.5.5 Water Resources, Adversely Affect Community
Water Service Provider). In addition, recommendations provided by the NCSD are incorporated
into mitigation measures WAT/mm-4 (water survey for irrigated turf and landscaped areas,
requires 50% reduction in existing irrigation water use) and WAT/mm-5 (compliance with water
survey recommendations and water conservation measures, and incorporation of recycled water
for irrigation). While recycled water is not currently available, the EIR identifies measures that can
be implemented to address existing water use. In addition, implementation of the NCPMP would
be phased over the next 20 years, and by the time the sports fields can be funded, recycled water
may be available and incorporated into the irrigation system (pursuant to WAT/mm-5).
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No.

HW-1

9-144

Response to Letter from Harry F. Walls
Response
The Lil Bits Preschool is currently operating as a temporary use in NCP under a permit issued by
General Services, under a lease issued to the Nipomo Area Recreation Association. The permit
was issued with the intention of authorizing management of uses with NCP, as part of the overall
park program. The 2004 permit identified uses including a youth-oriented community recreation
and child care program, and coordination of sports activities, clubs, and events within NCP. The
County recognizes that conditions may have changed since the permit was originally issued in
2004; therefore, the NCPMP fulfills the vision of the original lease, and includes a method for
resolving the issue of the temporary pre-school by identifying the need for a Conditional Use
Permit prior to establishment of a permanent facility within NCP. No changes to the EIR are
necessary.
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9.3.16
Comment
No.

Response to Comment Card from “BLME”
Response

BLME-1

Comment noted; no changes to the EIR are necessary.

BLME-2

Please refer to EIR Section 4.6.1.5 Hazards and Hazardous Materials, Potential for Crime and for
Section 4.9.5.1 Public Services and Utilities, Effect Upon or Result in New or Altered Public
Services, Police Protection. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

BLME-3

Please refer to EIR Section 4.12 Water and Section 4.11 Wastewater. No changes to the EIR are
necessary.

BLME-4

The County General Services Agency is responsible for maintenance of the park facilities, and
securing funding for improvements and maintenance.

BLME-5

Please refer to Section 4.10 Transportation, Circulation, and Traffic. Please refer to Section 4.8
Noise. An American Disabilities Act (ADA) trail system is not specifically proposed as part of the
NCPMP; however, the plan does not preclude the development of ADA-compliant facilities. No
changes to the EIR are necessary.

BLME-6

Please refer to Chapter 2, Table 2-2, Master Plan Existing and Proposed Amenities. An
additional 1,490 square feet of restrooms and an additional 422 parking spaces are proposed as
part of the NCPMP. All festivals and events at NCP will occur pursuant to existing guidelines and
temporary event permit requirements, as issued by County General Services. No changes to the
EIR are necessary.
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9.3.17
Comment
No.

Response to Comment Card from “Neighbor”
Response

N-1

Please refer to EIR Section 4.12 Water Resources. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

N-2

Please refer to EIR Section 2.3.2 Project Description, Proposed Facilities. The proposed project
includes a 4,000-square foot expansion of the library near West Tefft Street. No changes to the
EIR are necessary.

N-3

Please refer to Section 4.10 Transportation, Circulation, and Traffic. No changes to the EIR are
necessary.

N-4

The Lil Bits Preschool is currently operating as a temporary use in NCP under a permit issued by
General Services, under a lease issued to the Nipomo Area Recreation Association. The permit
was issued with the intention of authorizing management of uses with NCP, as part of the overall
park program. The 2004 permit identified uses including a youth-oriented community recreation
and child care program, and coordination of sports activities, clubs, and events within NCP. The
County recognizes that conditions may have changed since the permit was originally issued in
2004; therefore, the NCPMP fulfills the vision of the original lease, and includes a method for
resolving the issue of the temporary pre-school by identifying the need for a Conditional Use
Permit prior to establishment of a permanent facility within NCP. No changes to the EIR are
necessary

N-5

Comment noted; no changes to the EIR are necessary.
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ADDITIONAL NON-AGENCY ORGANIZATIONS COMMENT LETTERS AND
RESPONSES

The following non-agency organizations have submitted comments on the Draft EIR.
Respondent
South County Advisory Council
Attached report and individual comments
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9.4.1 Response to Additional Comments from South County Advisory
Council Officers and Members
Comment
No.

Response

Jacqueline Walls – Park Meeting
ASCAC-1

Comment noted. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

ASCAC-2

Comment noted. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

ASCAC-3

The referenced language regarding “Ridgetop Development” is a policy from the County’s Parks
and Recreation Element, and is not a specific mitigation measure identified in the EIR (refer to
EIR Section 4.1.3.2 Aesthetics, Consistency with County of San Luis Obispo Plans and Policies).
Mitigation measure AES/mm-1 requires relocation of the community center within 150 feet of the
existing, internal park road, consistent with this policy. This location is not adjacent to the school,
residences, or new medical addition, and would be consistent with all setback requirements
related to land use and noise. The reference to “1/4 mile” in the EIR (Section 4.2.5.1 Violate Air
Quality Standard or Exceed Emission Thresholds) is taken from the Air Pollution Control District’s
Clean Air Plan land use policies, which recommend provision of recreational facilities within one
quarter-mile of residential areas and schools. As noted in the EIR, the project is consistent with
this policy. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

ASCAC-4

As noted in Section 4.1.6 Cumulative Impacts, the EIR analysis considered the cumulative
development of all proposed elements of the NCPMP, in addition to development in the area.
Mitigation is recommended (AES/mm-1 through AES/mm-8), which would address each
component, and the NCPMP as a whole. The EIR recognizes that new facilities and amenities
will be visible to the public; however, based on implementation of these measures, cumulative
impacts would be less than significant. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

ASCAC-5

Please refer to EIR Section 4.1.5.3 (Aesthetic Resources, Effects of Light and Glare), which states
that “Safety regulations and guidelines require lighting for parking areas, pedestrian uses, and
buildings” and “Security lighting may be necessary at the community pool skate park, tennis and
basketball courts, and other areas”. The EIR analysis considered all types of lighting that would
either be proposed or included per existing regulations and recommended guidelines, and
includes mitigation to shield and direct light towards its intended target and purpose, as noted in
mitigation measure AES/mm-7. These standards have been considered by the County Sheriff, as
noted in their response to the Notice of Preparation, dated December 3, 2009 (refer to Appendix B
of the EIR), and are incorporated into mitigation measure PSU/mm-1, item (c), including the
following: “Proper care should be taken to ensure exterior lighting is properly shielded to prevent
illumination that would affect the ambient level of light in the nighttime sky”. Therefore, potentially
significant impacts can be mitigated to less than significant, and no changes to the EIR are
necessary.

ASCAC-6

The Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) Guidelines do not specifically
state that youth facilities should be located on main roads; however a CPTED strategy notes that
“Gathering areas or congregating areas need to be located or designed in locations where there is
good surveillance and access control”. The project is generally consistent with this guideline,
because the community center would be located in close proximity to the internal park road and
park ranger residence. The NCPMP was reviewed by the San Luis Obispo County Sheriff (refer to
Appendix B, Notice of Preparation Comment Letters, letter dated December 3, 2009). All
suggestions provided by the County Sheriff’s office, which incorporate CPTED measures, are
listed in mitigation measure PSU/mm-1 (refer to EIR Section 4.9 Public Services and Utilities).
Based on the project’s incorporation of these measures, potentially significant impact related to
adverse effects to police and emergency services would be less than significant, and no changes
to the EIR are necessary.
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ASCAC-7

In EIR Section 4.2 Air Quality, Table 4.2-8, Estimated Operational and Area Source Emissions,
includes the emissions generated by all proposed uses within the park (refer to Appendix C Air
Quality Background Information for complete summary of emission model results), pursuant to the
San Luis Obispo County Air Pollution Control District CEQA Handbook (December 2009). Uses
that would not typically generate high levels of traffic as a single-destination type use are grouped
within the “City Park” category. The emissions generated by vehicles would be dispersed along
the travel route, including roads within and adjacent to NCP (i.e. Pomeroy Road and West Tefft
Street). No changes to the EIR are necessary.

ASCAC-8

Existing uses, such as the Dana Elementary School, generate emissions, which are considered
part of the environmental baseline and contribute to air pollutant emissions in the area. As noted
in EIR Section 4.2.1 Air Quality, Existing Conditions, “motor vehicles are the primary source of air
pollutant emissions and greenhouse gases” and in 2008, state ozone standards were exceeded
(as measured from the Nipomo air quality monitoring station). Park access, trails, and road
improvements may contribute to a reduction in trips generated by adjacent uses by providing safe
options for alternative transportation. In EIR Section 4.2 Air Quality, Table 4.2-8, Estimated
Operational + Area Source Emissions, identifies the estimated emissions that would be generated
by various elements included in the NCPMP, which would not include the medical center.
Cumulative impacts are addressed within EIR Section 4.2.6 Air Quality, Cumulative Impacts.
Based on the Mitigated Negative Declaration that was adopted for the Community Health Center
project on October 27, 2011 (County project number DRC2010-00027, Environmental
Determination number ED10-193), the project would not generate a significant level of air
pollutants during construction or operation. Potential air quality impacts include the generation of
fugitive dust during construction, potentially affecting nearby residences and resulting in a
nuisance, and the use of diesel equipment near sensitive receptors. Standard mitigation was
adopted for the project, consistent with APCD guidelines. The NCPMP’s contribution to the
cumulative generation of air pollutants in the area was determined to be less than significant,
based on elements incorporated into the NCPMP, which are consistent with the APCD’s Clean Air
Plan, and incorporation of additional mitigation measures to reduce project-specific emissions. No
changes to the EIR are necessary.

ASCAC-9

Please note that the EIR does not include a mitigation measure to locate the community center
(recreation facility) adjacent to the school and residences. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

ASCAC-10

The 21 mitigation measure options listed in AES/mm-2 are included in the San Luis Obispo
County Air Pollution Control District CEQA Handbook (December 2009), as effective measures to
reduce the effects of ROG and NOx generated by transportation and stationary uses. Providing
trails and paths within and adjacent to the park contributes to use of alternative sources of
transportation, such as walking and use of bicycles, which in turn reduces emissions both within
the park and surrounding area. Although traffic is not generated from trips within the park,
community members may elect to ride their bicycles or walk to the park, or traverse the park using
improved paths en-route to an offsite destination. Emissions generated from vehicles in parking
areas are affected by air temperature, and planting trees within parking areas provides a cooling
effect, and thus reduces vehicle hydrocarbon emissions (which is the intent of the mitigation
measure). Therefore, this is an effective measure to reduce operational emissions generated by
the project. In the long term, the NCPMP includes the planting of additional trees of varying native
species onsite, which would have a long-term beneficial effect to air quality. Numerous mitigation
measures are recommended, which would have a beneficial effect when combined, and would
reduce potential impacts related to air quality to less than significant (Class II). No changes to the
EIR are necessary.

ASCAC-11

Please refer to response to comment ASCAC-3 above. No changes to the EIR are necessary.
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ASCAC-12

Regarding emissions from existing surrounding sources, please refer to response to comment
ASCAC-8 above. Regarding air quality, and exposure to toxic air emissions, the potentially
affected area includes sensitive uses within 1,000 feet (refer to EIR Section 4.2.3.2 Air Quality,
SLO APCD CEQA Air Quality Handbook, Special Considerations for Construction Activity,
Sensitive Receptors and EIR Section 4.2.5.2 Air Quality, Expose Sensitive Receptors to
Substantial Pollutant Concentrations). Mitigation measures apply to any sensitive uses within
1,000 feet, which may include existing and future uses (refer to AQ/mm-3). No changes to the
EIR are necessary.

ASCAC-13

Please refer to response to comment ASCAC-10 above. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

ASCAC-14

As noted in EIR Table 3-2 Consistency with Plans and Policies (Chapter 3 Environmental Setting),
the proposed project is consistent with all applicable policies and goals. With incorporation of
mitigation measures identified in Section 4.1 Aesthetics, development of the NCPMP would not
have a long-term, significant, adverse effect on visual character. As noted in the EIR (Table 3-2),
“the South County Inland Area Plan of the LUO indicates that the South County Inland Area
averages almost twice the annual growth rate of the rest of the County in general, with the
Nipomo urban area experiencing the majority of new development. The project proposes new
and expanded recreational uses and facilities at the only existing developed park serving the
Nipomo community”, which is consistent Recreation Policy 3.1 to provide an equitable distribution
of recreation. The NCPMP includes preservation of open space, areas considered highly scenic,
and sensitive environmental resources (such as the oak woodland ridge). The EIR does assess
alternative locations for the community center, as noted in Chapter 5, Alternatives Analysis. No
changes to the EIR are necessary.

ASCAC-15

As noted in EIR Table 4.3-3 Habitat Impacts (Section 4.3 Biological Resources), areas affected by
the NCPMP include coastal scrub, annual grassland, and ruderal (disturbed) areas. A majority of
the 130 acres of oak woodland habitat and 14.6 acres of maritime chaparral habitat would be
preserved (1.12 acres would be affected primarily by road improvements). No changes to the EIR
are necessary.

ASCAC-16

Please note that approval of the NCPMP as proposed does not preclude further discussions
between the County and the Lucia Mar School District regarding shared use of school facilities.
The County General Services Agency and BOS may consider this option when reviewing public
comments. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

ASCAC-17

As shown in EIR Figure 2-5, Nipomo Community Park Master Plan, the project includes a
separate equestrian trail and staging area within NCP. No significant impact to recreational
resources and opportunities would occur. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

ASCAC-18

The County may consider further discussions with the Lucia Mar School District regarding shared
use of school facilities, assistance with CPTED measures at school facilities, and further
development of other parks in the area. The County General Services Agency and BOS may
consider these options when reviewing public comments. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

Dan Gaddis

ASCAC-19
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ASCAC-20

The County General Services Agency would be responsible for all facilities within NCP.
Contractors may be retained by the County to prepare construction and design plans.
Organizations, such as the Nipomo Native Garden, may be issued a lease or permit to administer
and manage facilities and other improvements within NCP at the discretion of the County. The
County will take liability for uses, or assign liability, as designated in the permit or lease for the
specific use. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

ASCAC-21

No significant impacts related to environmental hazards specific to the playground were identified
during preparation of the EIR. Fencing is installed around the park boundary, and caution will
need to be practiced near all roadways surrounding the park, similar to existing conditions. Public
comment regarding the location and type of facilities included in the NCPMP will be considered by
the Board of Supervisors.

ASCAC-22

As noted in the EIR and correspondence between the County General Services Agency and
County Public Works (initiated by a referral response to the Initial Study in 2005), Osage Street is
not currently constructed in compliance with County Road Standards, and improvements are
necessary to bring the adjacent road system into compliance. The affected area includes the
County road right-of-way adjacent to NCP. Potential adverse impacts to individual oak trees and
sand mesa manzanita are documented in EIR Section 4.3 Biological Resources. The No changes
to the EIR are necessary.

ASCAC-23

The summary of the July 12, 2004 meeting states that the NCAC recommended that
environmental review be conducted on a more intensive plan, not that the NCAC was
recommending approval of the more intense plan. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

SCAC – Meeting on April 23, 2012
ASCAC-24

Comment related to other project. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

ASCAC-25

Comment noted. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

Istar Holliday

ASCAC-26

Please note that all potential impacts related to the NCPMP, including the community center and
other passive and active recreational amenities identified in the plan, have been assessed based
on resource topics and County adopted thresholds of significance. Based on this analysis, no
significant, unavoidable, adverse impacts were identified. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

ASCAC-27

The County General Services Agency would be responsible for all facilities within NCP. While a
community center within NCP may be managed by an organization (pursuant to an issued permit
or lease), the center would be a public facility. Identification of potential financial costs would be
identified in the associated permit or lease. No changes to the EIR are necessary.

ASCAC-28

Comment noted, and will be considered by the County BOS.

ASCAC-29

The summary of the July 12, 2004 meeting states that the NCAC recommended that
environmental review be conducted on a more intensive plan, not that the NCAC was
recommending approval of the more intense plan. No changes to the EIR are necessary.
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1 – Introduction
1.1 Purpose and Background
The purpose of this Master Plan report is to establish the long range
plan for the park. The County’s Draft Parks and Recreation Element
(PRE) includes a policy that requires new development at parks to be
consistent with an approved Master Plan.
Nipomo Community Park currently consists of about 140 acres of
land situated at the corner of Tefft Street and Pomeroy Road. The
park is only partially developed with about 23 acres of traditional
park land including turf, sports fields, parking, etc.
In 2001, the County added 22 acres of passive open space
developed with a path as part of the Mesa Meadows subdivision.
This land is contiguous to the park along Osage Road. With this
addition, the total park area is about 159 acres1 comprised of four
parcels.
When the existing park improvements were made in the 1970’s and
early 1980’s the land surrounding the park on the west, southwest
and northwest was undeveloped. Today, in addition to Dana School
to the south, all the lands around the park are developed with
residences.
As the community has grown, the developed portion of the park has
intensified in use. Recently, a pressing need for more sports fields
has been met at the new Nipomo high school. However, many park
and recreation needs remain unmet. This Master Plan is the result of
a process of determining needs and priorities in the community and
translating them into a park plan for the future.
1.2 Environmental Constraint Study and Design Responses
As part of the creation of this Master Plan, the County retained the
Morro Group to prepare an environmental constraints analysis. This
study is a prelude to preparation of the CEQA document for the
Master Plan and is incorporated by reference into the Master Plan.
The key findings of the Constraints Analysis as they relate to the
Master Plan design are summarized below:
1

The park acreage calculation is gross acres to existing surrounding paved roads since some existing and proposed

paths are in the rights of way. The Assessor’s parcel maps indicate the four parcels total 153.95 acres.
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• The site contains areas of important and sensitive native plant
communities that serve as wildlife habitat, including Oak Woodland
and Maritime Chaparral. No endangered species were found on the
property. The Master Plan design avoids removing any substantial
portion of these plant communities.
• The park site receives stormwater from nearby developed areas
and percolates the water into the ground in a series of basins.
Most of the park also drains to the basins and any increase in
runoff form new paving or buildings in the park will impact that
area. The Master Plan design proposes to capture the increase in
stormwater runoff in a new basin in the center of the park that is
shallow and attractively landscaped.
• The Tefft Avenue and Pomeroy Road has significant amounts of
existing traffic. In addition, both existing park entrances off these
streets are poorly located and need to be shifted for safety reasons
as shown on the master Plan. Further, the proposed Master Plan
uses will increase traffic and may require signalization at the new
park entry aligned at Juniper Street.
• New and intensified recreation activities on the property have the
potential to increase noise in the neighboring residential areas.
The Master Plan locates activities that generate noise away from
nearby homes. For example, the proposed sports fields are
situated at least 100 feet away for residential property lines and 25
to 35 feet lower in elevation to attenuate noise increases.
• The park obtains water for domestic and irrigation purposes for
the Nipomo Community Services District (NCSD) under an allocated
agreement. Current park water use meets or exceeds this
allocation. Development of new facilities at the park may be
limited until the NCSD augments its water resources.
1.3 Community Survey
The County commissioned a public survey to find out what the
citizens of Nipomo think about their parks and what additions or
improvements may be needed. The survey was sent to 3000
households in Nipomo and Oceano. Responses were received from
552 households, which provides a good level of statistical accuracy.
The survey found that, for the recreation opportunities currently
provided, people wanted more walking trails, park restrooms,
playgrounds, picnic areas, parking and sports fields. When asked
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what new recreation facilities they want most respondents favored a
community recreation center, swimming pool, amphitheater and
skateboard park.
The Master Plan includes all the facilities that ranked high in the
survey as well as many lower on the list of facilities. Appendix A
includes the Community Survey results tabulated in their entirety.
1.4 Public Workshops
Four Public workshops were conducted in two sets, at the initial
stage and later to review the Conceptual Park Alternatives.
Workshops one and two included an exercise to let groups of
participants draw ideas on a park plan. The tabulated results of the
workshops are presented in Appendix B. The facilities with the
highest degree of consensus included:
• Preserve existing park facilities
• Preserve existing oaks and open space
• Retain existing multi-use trails
• New community center / recreation building
• Additional sports fields
• Multi-use path around park perimeter
• Equestrian staging area and multi use arena
• Enhance safety at both park entrances
The second set of workshops presented three alternative park
designs. These conceptual alternatives include a range of park
development intensities as well as options for the locations of some
key elements. Appendix C includes the three alternative concept
plans presented. The workshop participants did not arrive at a full
consensus as to the level of development or precise locations for
some elements, however most participants favored Scheme 1, the
most intense alternative.
1.5 Conceptual Alternative Plans
The three Conceptual Alternative Plans were presented to the
Nipomo Community Advisory Council (now the South County
Advisory Committee, SCAC) in July 2004. At the meeting the Council
took public testimony from about thirty persons before an audience
of about 120 people. The SCAC recommended that the County
proceed with the environmental (CEQA) review and land use permits
for Scheme 1 with the understanding that 1) Scheme 1 represented
to highest utilization of the park, 2) the CEQA document analyze an
alternative to locate the community center to the Tefft Street
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frontage, and 3) the community would have an opportunity for more
input upon completion of the CEQA document. There was consensus
that it is preferable to plan for the most use and determine at
phased increments whether all the Master Plan elements ultimately
need to be built.

2 - Master Plan Project Description
2.1 Overview of Proposed Park Facilities
The Master Plan presented here is a refinement of the preferred
Scheme 1 alternative, as revised in 2009. The Master Plan Alternative
Project includes an alternative location on the site for the proposed
community center complex, as described below.
Table 2.1 lists all the proposed Master Plan facilities and their
approximate respective land areas, along with the existing facilities
and areas to be substantially left undeveloped. The existing
undeveloped knoll in the northwest end of the park would remain
natural. The existing unimproved horse trails in that area would
remain as they are now.
The Master Plan identifies an area for multi-use sports fields. This
are is viewed as a mid- to long-term holding area for active sports
fields. The type of sports to be accommodated would be determined
at the time the need for added fields arises. The maximum intensity
of use would likely be youth soccer. The area could accommodate
about 6 youth soccer fields. The fields are not shown to be lighted.
Improvements to make Osage Street consistent with County road
standard A-1(d) is shown on the Master Plan2. The improvements
include a 6 foot wide path would link to the park path system
creating a loop around the park.
The detailed list of Community Recreation facilities envisioned by
the Nipomo Recreation Center (2004) is listed in Appendix D.
2.2 Park Programs and Operational Activities
In addition to the proposed facilities shown on the Master Plan map
and on Table 2.1, the following activities and facilities are part of the
project description for the Master Plan:
• Removal of diseased trees and replacement tree planting
program.
• Utility infrastructure additions and maintenance.
2

The existing pavement width is 24 feet with AC dikes, which meets the road standard. The path is required to meet

the standard. The standard allows the path to be attached or detached; both are shown on the Master Plan in response
to topographic conditions.
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• Cellular communication repeater station.
The Tree Replacement Program is needed because many of the
existing park trees are Monterey Pine (Pinus radiata) which are
highly susceptible to devastating disease. Trees need to be
evaluated and removed and replaced on a regular, planned basis.
Replacement trees need not await a removal to be installed. The
Tree Replacement Program should be developed as a basis to fund
regular removal and planting. The Program should identify suitable
replacement trees. Examples of suitable park trees are California
Live Oak, California Sycamore, California Pepper, Coast Redwood
and Monterey Cypress.
2.3 Alternative Community Recreation Center Location
The Alternative Project shows a different location for the Community
Center Recreation facilities. The SCAC requested that the
environmental review analyze an alternative that shifts these
facilities to the Tefft Street frontage area. However, not all the
facilities envisioned for the Community Center Recreation Facilities
can be accommodated at this location. The facilities that can be
accommodated at the location represent less than half of the total
facilities originally envisioned by the Nipomo Recreation Center. The
facilities included, based on the priorities of the Nipomo Recreation
Center, are limited to:
• Gymnasium with locker rooms and restrooms (10,000 s.f)
• Preschool and small play area (4,400 s.f.)
• Teen Center (5,000 s.f.)
• Administration office (1,000 s.f.)
Table 2.2 shows all the proposed Alternative Project facilities and
their respective land areas, along with the existing facilities and
areas to be substantially left undeveloped.
2.4 Alternative Sites for Community Center Recreation Facilities
The community desires the County to study potential alternative
sites for the Community Center recreation facilities. In 2008, the
program of possible facilities where reevaluated and the needed
land area estimated. It was determined a site of at least two acres is
required. If the site is constrained by slope, lot configuration or
access more acreage would be needed.
If the Community Center Recreation facilities are located on an
alternative site in the community, the Master Plan core area would
not include these facilities and the adjoining passive and active park
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areas would shift “inward” to the core. The resulting increase in park
open space would be about 3 acres.
The Alternative Master Plan shows the Community Center Recreation
facilities along Tefft Street instead of the core area in the park. If
these are located to another site in the community, the more active
facilities on the Alternative Plan shown in the core area (pool or
skate park) could be shifted to the Tefft Street area, similar to the
Master Plan scheme.
2.5 Parking Tabulation
The County Land Use Ordinance (LUO) contains the parking
requirements for new development. However, for many of the
proposed recreation uses there is no established standard. As a
result, the parking requirement has been determined by applying
the LUO where possible and referring to other park projects and
traffic trip generation reports for similar uses and facilities. In
addition, some double use is assumed. The various recreation
activities provided in the Master Plan would rarely, if ever, all be
used to the maximum capacity all at the same time. For example,
evening use of the gym would not overlap with the day use of the
ballfields, therefore the full parking requirement for both facilities
need not be provided. Table 2.0 tabulates the parking provided for
each proposed use.
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Table 2.0 Parking Tabulation
Facility or use

Master Plan

Alternative Project

Sports fields (calc’d for
6 AYSO size soccer)

159 spaces

159 spaces

Community
facilities

150 spaces

135 spaces

Pool or skatepark

20 to 56 spaces

20 to 56 spaces

Amphitheater

24 spaces

24 spaces

Play / Picnic area

24 spaces

24 spaces

Horseshoe area

12 spaces

12 spaces

Dog park

4 spaces

4 spaces

Basketball 2 courts

4 spaces

4 spaces

Tennis 2 courts

4 spaces

4 spaces

Handball 4 courts

8 spaces

8 spaces

Total

379-415 spaces

364-400 spaces

Equestrian trailer

7 pull-through

7 pull-through

Recreation
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3 - Master Plan Implementation
3.1 Project Phasing
At the time of the Master Plan adoption, the basic priorities derived
from the community were to construct a gymnasium and other
community recreation buildings, establish a multi purpose trail
around the park, develop sports fields and expand play, picnic and
horseshoe facilities.
The Master Plan does not establish a phasing plan. The timing, type
and extent of infrastructure extensions, off site improvements such
as traffic signals, and earthwork would depend upon the type and
extent of the first new facilities to be implemented. Conversely, the
choice of which facilities to implement first, second or third may be
influenced by the kinds of infrastructure and earthwork that must
accompany the recreation facilities.
The overall cost to construct the Master Plan is shown in Appendix
E. The cost for each element is based on conceptual design
characteristics, therefore the cost for any particular element could
go up or down once the more detailed design is developed.
The Nipomo Recreation Center, a non-profit community
organization, is envisioned as a possible partner in the development
of the community recreation buildings planned for the park. The
cost to construct these facilities is identified as a separate item on
the construction cost breakdown (2003 dollars) in Appendix E.
3.2 Master Plan Amendment
The Master Plan is intended to guide development of the park to an
envisioned “build out” some undetermined years in the future. While
the purpose of a Master Plan is to guide decisions over a number of
years, it is recognized that as time passes community needs and
priorities may change and the Master Plan may need updating and
revising.
The Master Plan should be updated at ten-year intervals to ensure
that it remains viable and relevant as a guide for meeting the park
and recreation needs of the community.
The Master Plan may be amended at any point along the way if new
ideas or pressing needs warrant a change in the Plan. The process
for amending the Plan would involve community workshops and
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SCAC input and review and approval by the County Parks and
Recreation Commission.
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SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTY

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
Paavo Ogren, Director
County Government Center, Room 207 • San Luis Obispo CA 93408 • (80S) 781-5252
l-'ax (805) 781-1229

email address: pwd@co.slo.ca.us

MEMORANDUM
Date:

November 20, 2009

To:

Ms. Ellen Carroll, Environmental Coordinator
San Luis Obispo County Planning & Building Department

From:

Glenn Marshall, Development Services Engineer^iia^A

Subject: Notice of Preparation - Nipomo Community Park Master Plan, San Luis Obispo County
Thank you for the opportunity to provide information on the Notice of Preparation of an Environmental
Impact Report for the subject project. It has been reviewed by several divisions of Public Works, and this
represents our consolidated response.

1.

Contact person: Glenn Marshall, County Government Center Room 207, San Luis Obispo CA
93408. (805) 781-1596, gdmarshall@co.slo.ca.us.

2.

County Public Works will review required public improvements including streets and utilities, as well
as drainage and flood hazard, under the provisions of the Real Property Division Ordinance and the
Land Use Ordinance.

3.

For our use, the report must address project anticipated impacts to traffic and circulation, drainage
and flood hazard. The Initial Study Summary-Environmental Checklist appears to adequately cover
these topics.

4.

A list of "Standard Conditions" is available from our office and available upon request. Minimum
conditions would include road improvements, circulation improvements, drainage improvements,
utility improvements, and maintenance requirements of the new improvements.

5.
6.

We do not have any alternative projects to suggest for evaluation.
Reasonably foreseeable Department projects, programs or plans in the area of this proposed
development may include:
a. Ongoing scheduled maintenance operations within the public right of way.

7.

b.

US 101 and Tefft Street interchange Project Study Report (PSR).

c.

Realignment and extension of Willow Road.

The following information may be relevant for consideration in the EIR:

a.
b.

San Luis Obispo County Public Improvement Standards.
County Traffic Impact Study Policies (revised 3/26/07)

c.
d.

County of San Luis Obispo July 2008 Pavement Report.
County of San Luis Obispo National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Phase If,

e.

County Code (Title 22) Sections 22.52-Grading & Drainage, and 22.14.060-Flood Hazard

Stormwater Management Program (County Code Section 8.68)
Area
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, Sain Luis_Obispo_County_

8.

Nov 20, 2009

Public Works has no further comments on the Notice of Preparation.

Please provide us notification that the Draft EIR is available for review via the web and the related web
address where the document may be viewed. If you have any questions or comments I can be contacted
by phone at 805/781 -1596, by email at (qdmarshall(5)co.slo.ca.us), or at the above address.
Cc:

Frank Honeycutt, Transportation and Roads Division Manager

V:\_DEVSERV Referrals\_Referral Responses\EIRs\Nipomo Community Park\NOP response 20091120.doc
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MEMORANDUM
San Luis Obispo County Department of Public Works • Utilities Division
County Government Center, Room 207 • San Luis Obispo, California 93408
ph: (805) 781-5252'fax: (805)781-1229

Date:
To:
Cc:
From:
SUBJECT:

November 25, 2009
Glenn Marshall, Development Services Engineer
Jill Ogren, Hydraulic Planning Engineer
Nola Engelskirger, Hydraulic Planning Staff Engineer
Nipomo Community Park Master Plan EIR
Drainage Comments
'

Glenn:
We have some general comments relevant to drainage and in accordance with the Nipomo
Drainage and Flood Control Study prepared by RMC (April 2004).
The proposed community park is located at the corner of Pomeroy and Tefft Street. According to
the 2004 Flood Study, there are no reported drainage issues in that specific area of the Nipomo
Mesa.
The Mesa's typical problem includes water ponding at road intersections, road shoulders and on
private property. Due to the undulating topography of the area, the Mesa was not planned with a
centralized gravity driven storm water management system. Therefore, runoff must be directed to
retention basins shared by a number of properties in larger land developments, or to small
retention basins on each property.
In order to mitigate the typical drainage problems we are recommending that:
1. Development plans include analysis of existing drainage routes with grading plan
submittals. Plans should identify where drainage routes currently exist and identify
changes proposed in drainage due to site development.
2. Drainage improvements should be planned with proposed development. Regardless of
whether drainage problems exist prior to development, mitigation should be planned as not
to increase the severity or frequency of problems. Such mitigation could include on-site
retention/detention of run-off, thereby preventing the increase of runoff onto lower lying
properties.
3. To control erosion, runoff from impervious surfaces should be collected and retained onsite, or released to the public right of way through a drainage system approved by the
County Public Works Department. In general, the new development should achieve the
following:
a. Increase vegetative ground cover, to the maximum extent possible, as a means of
reducing stormwater runoff.
b. Install on-site natural drainage channels or detention basins to retain runoff from
impervious surfaces prior to reaching the public right of way.
4. Divert runoff from impervious surfaces to landscaped areas, swales, or infiltration basins
where water can percolate into the ground. This can greatly reduce runoff to streets.
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Of course, all Public Works Standards and typical drainage conditions for new development
should also be incorporated and adhered to by the project developers.
We understand that many of these comments may not be appropriate for preparation of the
EIR and would be more appropriate at the time of future development, but wanted to provide
them in advance to assist with any preliminary planning efforts.
Please contact me at 788-2100 if you have any questions.

V:\Hydraulic Planning Unit\Flood Control\Nipomo\Development Referrals\Nipomo Community Park EIR drainage comments 11-25-09.doc
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Shawna Scott
From:

smcmasters@co.slo.ca.us

Sent:

Saturday, December 12, 2009 1:11 PM

To:

Shawna Scott

Subject: Fw: NOP for Nipomo Community Park Master Plan Program EIR

-----Forwarded by Steve McMasters/Planning/COSLO on 12/12/2009 01:10PM ----To: "'smcmasters@co.slo.ca.us'" <smcmasters@co.slo.ca.us>
From: "Hackett, Jeff" <JHackett@CIWMB.ca.gov>
Date: 12/10/2009 03:52PM
cc: 'Thea Tryon' <ttryon@waterboards.ca.gov>, "Friedlander, Randy"
<RFriedlander@CIWMB.ca.gov>
Subject: NOP for Nipomo Community Park Master Plan Program EIR
Hi Steve,

Attached is California Integrated Waste Management Board staff’s comments on the subject NOP. If you have any
questions regarding the comments, please contact me. If you have any trouble opening the attachment, let me know and I
will fax or mail you a copy of the letter.

Sincerely,

Jeff Hackett, Supervisor
MSW Facilities and EA Inspection and Enforcement B
Compliance Evaluation and Enforcement Division
CA Integrated Waste Management Board
916.341.6413
jhackett@ciwmb.ca.gov

[Scanned @co.slo.ca.us]

1/22/2010

LINDA S. ADAMS
SECRETARY FOR ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION

CALIFORNIA I NTEGRATED
WASTE M ANAGEMENT B OARD

ARNOLD SCHWARZENEGGER
GOVERNOR

1001 I STREET, SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 95814• P.O. BOX 4025, SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 95812-4025
(916) 341-6000 • WWW.CIWMB.CA.GOV

Via E-Mail

MARGO REID BROWN
CHAIR
MBROWN@CIWMB.CA.GOV
(916) 341-6051

December 10, 2009
Mr. Steve McMasters
smcmasters@co.slo.ca.us

SHEILA JAMES KUEHL
SKUEHL@CIWMB.CA.GOV

(916) 341-6039

JOHN LAIRD
JLAIRD@CIWMB.CA.GOV

San Luis Obispo County
Department of Planning and Building
976 Osos St., Room 300
San Luis Obispo, CA 93408-2040
SUBJECT:

(916) 341-6010

Notice of Preparation (NOP) – Draft Environmental Impact Report,
Nipomo Community Park Master Plan Program EIR

Dear Mr. McMasters:
CAROLE MIGDEN
CMIGDEN@CIWMB.CA.GOV

California Integrated Waste Management Board (CIWMB) staff appreciates receipt of the
NOP for the proposed project and have the following comments:

(916) 341-6024



ROSALIE MULÉ
RMULE@CIWMB.CA.GOV

(916) 341-6016




As stated in Section 7. – Hazards & Hazardous Materials, a historic
dump/disposal site is present in the park. According to limited documentation on
file at the CIWMB, the disposal site is noted as being one acre in size and
operated from 1965-1972. However, there is no documentation on file at the
CIWMB that describes the exact location, extent, or nature (e.g., types of waste
disposed, burn dump, etc.) of the disposal area. Although the exact extent of the
disposal site is not well documented, CIWMB was previously informed that the
disposal site is located on the southeastern portion of the park near the Nipomo
Library. As a result, the former Local Enforcement Agency (San Luis Obispo
County Environmental Health Department) and CIWMB required that the
Nipomo Library be equipped with a continuous combustible/methane gas sensor
system in 1996.
The closed disposal site is required to be maintained by the owner and is
inspected by the CIWMB annually to evaluate compliance with applicable
requirements of Title 27, California Code of Regulations (27 CCR), Chapter 3.
The project applicant must be informed that any proposed change in postclosure
land use of the closed disposal site is required to be submitted to the CIWMB,
Regional Water Quality Control Board, local air district and local land use
agency for review and approval in accordance with 27 CCR Section 21190,
excerpt below, and can be viewed on the CIWMB's web page at
http://www.ciwmb.ca.gov/Regulations/Title27/ch3sb5.htm#Article2.

ORIGINAL PRINTED ON 100 % POST-CONSUMER CONTENT, PROCESSED CHLORINE FREE PAPER
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CIWMB staff supports the completion of a focused Phase One ESA and investigative test pits
within the park as indicated in the NOP. Completion of such an investigation will assist the
CIWMB in reviewing any subsequent proposed land use change(s) on or adjacent to the closed
disposal site. The CIWMB's Closed, Illegal, and Abandoned Disposal Site Program web page
includes information regarding site investigations of closed disposal sites, which can be reviewed
at http://www.ciwmb.ca.gov/LEACentral/CIA/.

Please provide CIWMB staff with any subsequent documentation regarding the focused Phase One ESA
and draft Environmental Impact Report for review and comment.
If you have any questions regarding this correspondence, please contact me at (916) 341-6413 or
jhackett@ciwmb.ca.gov.
Sincerely,

Jeff Hackett, Supervisor
MSW Facilities & EA Inspections & Enforcement B
Compliance Evaluation and Enforcement Division
cc via e-mail:
Thea Tryon, Central Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board
ttryon@waterboards.ca.gov

Excerpt from Title 27 CCR 21190:
21190. CIWMB - Postclosure Land Use. (T14:Section 17796)
(a) Proposed postclosure land uses shall be designed and maintained to:
(1) protect public health and safety and prevent damage to structures, roads, utilities and gas monitoring and
control systems;
(2) prevent public contact with waste, landfill gas and leachate; and
(3) prevent landfill gas explosions.
(b) The site design shall consider one or more proposed uses of the site toward which the operator will direct its
efforts, or shall show development as open space, graded to harmonize with the setting and landscaped with
native shrubbery or low maintenance ground cover.
(c) All proposed postclosure land uses, other than non-irrigated open space, on sites implementing closure or
on closed sites shall be submitted to the EA, RWQCB, local air district and local land use agency. The EA shall
review and approve proposed postclosure land uses if the project involves structures within 1,000 feet of the
disposal area, structures on top of waste, modification of the low permeability layer, or irrigation over waste.
(d) Construction on the site shall maintain the integrity of the final cover, drainage and erosion control systems,
and gas monitoring and control systems. The owner or operator shall demonstrate to the satisfaction of the EA
that the activities will not pose a threat to public health and safety and the environment. Any proposed
modification or replacement of the low permeability layer of the final cover shall begin upon approval by the EA,
and the RWQCB.

NOP – Nipomo Community Park Master Plan
December 10, 2009
Page 3 of 3
(e) Construction of structural improvements on top of landfilled areas during the postclosure period shall meet
the following conditions:
(1) automatic methane gas sensors, designed to trigger an audible alarm when methane concentrations are
detected, shall be installed in all buildings;
(2) enclosed basement construction is prohibited;
(3) buildings shall be constructed to mitigate the effects of gas accumulation, which may include an active gas
collection or passive vent systems;
(4) buildings and utilities shall be constructed to mitigate the effects of differential settlement. All utility
connections shall be designed with flexible connections and utility collars;
(5) utilities shall not be installed in or below any low permeability layer of final cover;
(6) pilings shall not be installed in or through any bottom liner unless approved by the RWQCB;
(7) if pilings are installed in or through the low permeability layer of final cover, then the low permeability layer
must be replaced or repaired; and
(8) periodic methane gas monitoring shall be conducted inside all buildings and underground utilities in
accordance with section 20933 of Article 6, of Subchapter 4 of this Chapter.
(f) The EA may require that an additional soil layer or building pad be placed on the final cover prior to
construction to protect the integrity and function of the various layers of final cover.
(g) All on site construction within 1,000 feet of the boundary of any disposal area shall be designed and
constructed in accordance with the following, or in accordance with an equivalent design which will prevent gas
migration into the building, unless an exemption has been issued:
(1) a geomembrane or equivalent system with low permeability to landfill gas shall be installed between the
concrete floor slab of the building and subgrade;
(2) a permeable layer of open graded material of clean aggregate with a minimum thickness of 12 inches shall
be installed between the geomembrane and the subgrade or slab;
(3) a geotextile filter shall be utilized to prevent the introduction of fines into the permeable layer;
(4) perforated venting pipes shall be installed within the permeable layer, and shall be designed to operate
without clogging;
(5) the venting pipe shall be constructed with the ability to be connected to an induced draft exhaust system;
(6) automatic methane gas sensors shall be installed within the permeable gas layer, and inside the building to
trigger an audible alarm when methane gas concentrations are detected; and
(7) periodic methane gas monitoring shall be conducted inside all buildings and underground utilities in
accordance with Article 6, of Subchapter 4 of this chapter (section 20920 et seq.).
Note:
Authority cited:
Sections 40502 and 43020, Public Resources Code; and Section 66796.22(d), Government Code.
Reference:
Sections 43021, 43103 and 44105, Public Resources Code; and Section 66796.22(d), Government Code.

Shawna Scott
jdileo@co.slo.ca.us
Monday, November 30, 2009 9:52 AM
smcmasters@co.slo.ca.us; Shawna Scott
Fw: Nipomo Community Park

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Our first comment....
Jan Di Leo
Parks Planner
SLO County Parks
(805) 781-4089

http://www.slocountyparks.org

----- Forwarded by Jan DiLeo/GenSrvcs/COSLO on 11/30/2009 09:53 AM ----From:

Bill Denneen <bdenneen@kcbx.net>

To:

<jdileo@co.slo.ca.us>

Date:

11/25/2009 06:39 PM

Subject:

Re: Nipomo Community Park

Hi Jan,
I hope to be at this meeting.
Nipomo Park should NOT be
"developed" (invaded). At one time it was proposed for Nipomo High School-----yuk. I jog
there almost daily. We need a hint of what
Nipomo was before being invaded by LA-slurbanization.
Build your
Rec-Center by the High School----not in our wonderful Nipomo Community Park.
Bill Denneen, Executive Director, Friends of Nipomo
Park, PO# 73, Nipomo, 93444
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

FROM: STEVEN MCMASTERS, PROJECT MANAGER
SUBJECT: NIPOMO COMMUNITY PARK MASTER PLAN PROGRAM ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT REPORT (EIR) -- NOTICE OF PREPARATION
A Program EIR is being prepared for the Nipomo Community Park Master
Plan (NCMP). The NCMP is proposed by San Luis Obispo County Parks and
would result in the phased construction of recreation facilities and
related infrastructure over a 20-year timeframe. At this point a
Notice of Preparation (NOP) is being circulated for comments. The NOP
is the vehicle by which agencies (Federal, State and Local) can
comment on the proposed scope of the EIR and inform the County as to
what if any permit authority they may have over the proposed project.
While the NOP is primarily addressed to governmental agencies, it also
provides an excellent opportunity for the public and other
non-governmental groups to comment on the proposed scope of the EIR as
well. The County encourages any interested party to review the
information in the NOP and provide comments to the County. The NOP and
supporting documents can be accessed at the County Planning Department
website:
PUBLIC MEETING:
The County will also hold a public EIR scoping meeting on December 1,
2009 from 6:30 – 8:30 pm, at 148 South Wilson Street in Nipomo, San
1

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Luis Obispo County, California. The public scoping meeting is an
additional avenue for commenting on the scope of work for the EIR.
If you need more information about this project, please contact Steven
McMasters at (805)781-5096 (or e-mail:
_smcmasters@co.slo.ca.us)_, or Jan DiLeo at (805) 781-4089 (or
e-mail: _jdileo@co.slo.ca.us_).
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Shawna Scott
jdileo@co.slo.ca.us
Wednesday, December 02, 2009 12:39 PM
smcmasters@co.slo.ca.us
Shawna Scott
Fw: Nipomo Park Build Out

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

A comment!
Jan Di Leo
Parks Planner
SLO County Parks
(805) 781-4089

http://www.slocountyparks.org

----- Forwarded by Jan DiLeo/GenSrvcs/COSLO on 12/02/2009 12:39 PM ----From:

Ernie DelRio/GenSrvcs/COSLO

To:

Jan DiLeo/GenSrvcs/COSLO@Wings, Curtis Black/GenSrvcs/COSLO@Wings

Date:

11/30/2009 01:37 PM

Subject:

Fw: Nipomo Park Build Out

FYI

*********************************************************
Ernie Del Rio, Park Superintendent
San Luis Obispo County Parks
(805) 781-5200 Visit: http://www.slocountyparks.org
----- Forwarded by Ernie DelRio/GenSrvcs/COSLO on 11/30/2009 01:37 PM ----From:

SLOParks General Services/GenSrvcs/COSLO

To:

Ernie DelRio/GenSrvcs/COSLO@Wings, Mark Wagner/GenSrvcs/COSLO@Wings

Date:

11/30/2009 12:57 PM

Subject:

Fw: Nipomo Park Build Out

Sent by:

Anna Diaz

-----------------------------------------------------------------------San Luis Obispo County Parks
1087 Santa Rosa Street
San Luis Obispo, CA 93408
(805) 781-5930
http://www.slocountyparks.org
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- Forwarded by Anna Diaz/GenSrvcs/COSLO on 11/30/2009 12:57 PM ----From:

"robert dodds" <rcdodds@sbcglobal.net>
1

To:

<sloparks@co.slo.ca.us>

Date:

11/25/2009 03:50 PM

Subject:

Nipomo Park Build Out

To Whom it may concern: I live very close to Nipomo Park and over the last ten years
have watched all the new development that has gone in surrounding it. Most of the animals
that used this area for habitat were pushed out. Many have been killed on Camino Caballo,
Pomeroy, and the other streets outlining the park. This is one of the last remaining
greenbelts left in Nipomo. So many animals use it for their home, I would hate to see them
pushed out and their last chance for survival. It is a wonderful spot for everyone to use
for dog walking, human retreat, and equestrians. We the surrounding neighbors feel it is
perfect!
We all agree that there needs to be a recreation center for the children and adults
of Nipomo but I haven’t seen any other areas actively pursued. I would think that there
would be plenty of land available at Nipomo High School for a center that could be used by
the High School and the rec. dept. It could be a win/win situation for all. It would also
be cost effective as the kids from the high school wouldn’t have to drive to it, and the
kids from the elementary schools could be bused there for care if it was used for that
purpose. Please do not take our last open space
left.
Sincerely, Cherie Dodds

2

Shawna Scott
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

jdileo@co.slo.ca.us
Monday, December 21, 2009 9:03 AM
smcmasters@co.slo.ca.us; Shawna Scott
hansson@verizon.net
Fw: Nipomo Community Park Master Plan Program EIR

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Red

Steve,
Below are comments I received on the Notice of Preparation.
Jan Di Leo
Parks Planner
SLO County Parks
(805) 781-4089

http://www.slocountyparks.org

----- Forwarded by Jan DiLeo/GenSrvcs/COSLO on 12/21/2009 09:02 AM ----From:

"Hans & El-Jay Hansson" <hansson@verizon.net>

To:

<planning@co.slo.ca.us>

Cc:
"Dan Gaddis" <silverwings1@sbcglobal.net>, "Jan Di Leo"
<jdileo@co.slo.ca.us>, "Katcho Achadjian"
<kachadjian@co.slo.ca.us>
Date:

12/20/2009 05:10 PM

Subject:

Nipomo Community Park Master Plan Program EIR

After reviewing the draft EIR, there are a number of items that disturb us.
1. The 2004 survey, we have yet to identify any participants, which leads us to believe
the range was very limited. Also why was Oceano involved in the survey? 1.2.1)
2. With so many other more appropriate venues such as Kaminaka, and the smaller Nipomo
parks, why would you want to ruin the rural ambiance of this pristine property? It sems
logical to spread out the facilities while you still can, before all available land has
been developed. (1.2.2)
3. The SCAC, which is supposed to represent the community and those that will have to
live with any decision you make, objected to this ambitious plan, requesting a more rural
approach. (1.2.3)
4. To pave over another 183,388 square feet, is leading us to the "concrete jungle" we
want to avoid. (1-12)
5. How is removing 84,276 square feet of trail going to help us maintain a rural setting?
(1-12)
6. If future gang activity takes over this park, it will leave nothing for the regular
youths in our area. Thus the argument that we spread out facilities around (do not put
1

all the eggs in one basket).
7. How about water and waste management?
with the current drought.

The EIR does not seem to address this properly

Thank you for your consideration.
Hans & El-Jay Hansson

[Scanned @co.slo.ca.us]
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Urbemis 2007 Version 9.2.4

Combined Annual Emissions Reports (Tons/Year)
File Name: P:\15000\15542 Nipomo Community Park Master Plan Program EIR\Reports\A Working EIR\Air Quality\Nipomo AQ Screening\NCP
Emissions Screening.urb924
Project Name: Nipomo Community Park Construction Emissions Screening
Project Location: San Luis Obispo County APCD
On-Road Vehicle Emissions Based on: Version : Emfac2007 V2.3 Nov 1 2006
Off-Road Vehicle Emissions Based on: OFFROAD2007

Page: 2
11/8/2011 1:51:00 PM
Summary Report:
CONSTRUCTION EMISSION ESTIMATES
ROG

NOx

CO

SO2

PM10 Dust PM10 Exhaust

2007 TOTALS (tons/year unmitigated)

0.06

0.46

0.26

0.00

1.32

2008 TOTALS (tons/year unmitigated)

0.38

1.75

1.37

0.00

0.54

PM10

PM2.5 Dust

PM2.5
Exhaust

PM2.5

CO2

0.03

1.35

0.28

0.02

0.30

36.40

0.12

0.66

0.11

0.11

0.23

169.07

AREA SOURCE EMISSION ESTIMATES

TOTALS (tons/year, unmitigated)

ROG

NOx

CO

SO2

PM10

PM2.5

CO2

0.02

0.00

0.25

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.46

ROG

NOx

CO

SO2

PM10

PM2.5

CO2

3.03

4.29

34.66

0.03

5.19

0.99

2,672.09

ROG

NOx

CO

SO2

PM10

PM2.5

CO2

3.05

4.29

34.91

0.03

5.19

0.99

2,672.55

OPERATIONAL (VEHICLE) EMISSION ESTIMATES

TOTALS (tons/year, unmitigated)

SUM OF AREA SOURCE AND OPERATIONAL EMISSION ESTIMATES

TOTALS (tons/year, unmitigated)

Page: 3
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Area Source Unmitigated Detail Report:
AREA SOURCE EMISSION ESTIMATES Annual Tons Per Year, Unmitigated
Source

ROG

NOx

CO

SO2

PM10

PM2.5

CO2

Natural Gas

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Hearth

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Landscape

0.02

0.00

0.25

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.46

Consumer Products

0.00

Architectural Coatings

0.00

TOTALS (tons/year, unmitigated)

0.02

0.00

0.25

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.46

Area Source Changes to Defaults

Operational Unmitigated Detail Report:
OPERATIONAL EMISSION ESTIMATES Annual Tons Per Year, Unmitigated
Source

ROG

NOX

CO

SO2

PM10

PM25

CO2

City park

3.03

4.29

34.66

0.03

5.19

0.99

2,672.09

TOTALS (tons/year, unmitigated)

3.03

4.29

34.66

0.03

5.19

0.99

2,672.09

Operational Settings:
Does not include correction for passby trips
Does not include double counting adjustment for internal trips
Analysis Year: 2013 Season: Annual
Emfac: Version : Emfac2007 V2.3 Nov 1 2006

Page: 4
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Summary of Land Uses
Land Use Type

Acreage

City park

Trip Rate

Unit Type

No. Units

Total Trips

Total VMT

3,058.00

acres

1.00

3,058.00

16,513.20

3,058.00

16,513.20

Vehicle Fleet Mix
Vehicle Type

Percent Type

Non-Catalyst

Catalyst

Diesel

Light Auto

41.6

0.7

99.1

0.2

Light Truck < 3750 lbs

18.8

1.6

92.0

6.4

Light Truck 3751-5750 lbs

19.9

0.5

99.0

0.5

Med Truck 5751-8500 lbs

8.0

0.0

100.0

0.0

Lite-Heavy Truck 8501-10,000 lbs

2.1

0.0

71.4

28.6

Lite-Heavy Truck 10,001-14,000 lbs

1.2

0.0

50.0

50.0

Med-Heavy Truck 14,001-33,000 lbs

1.0

0.0

20.0

80.0

Heavy-Heavy Truck 33,001-60,000 lbs

0.3

0.0

0.0

100.0

Other Bus

0.1

0.0

0.0

100.0

Urban Bus

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Motorcycle

5.2

53.8

46.2

0.0

School Bus

0.1

0.0

0.0

100.0

Motor Home

1.7

0.0

88.2

11.8

Travel Conditions
Residential

Urban Trip Length (miles)

Commercial

Home-Work

Home-Shop

Home-Other

Commute

Non-Work

Customer

13.0

5.0

5.0

13.0

5.0

5.0

Page: 5
11/8/2011 1:51:00 PM
Travel Conditions
Residential

Commercial

Home-Work

Home-Shop

Home-Other

Commute

Non-Work

Customer

Rural Trip Length (miles)

13.0

5.0

5.0

13.0

5.0

5.0

Trip speeds (mph)

35.0

35.0

35.0

35.0

35.0

35.0

% of Trips - Residential

32.9

18.0

49.1

5.0

2.5

92.5

% of Trips - Commercial (by land use)
City park

Page: 1
11/8/2011 1:50:30 PM
Urbemis 2007 Version 9.2.4

Combined Summer Emissions Reports (Pounds/Day)
File Name: P:\15000\15542 Nipomo Community Park Master Plan Program EIR\Reports\A Working EIR\Air Quality\Nipomo AQ Screening\NCP
Emissions Screening.urb924
Project Name: Nipomo Community Park Construction Emissions Screening
Project Location: San Luis Obispo County APCD
On-Road Vehicle Emissions Based on: Version : Emfac2007 V2.3 Nov 1 2006
Off-Road Vehicle Emissions Based on: OFFROAD2007

Page: 2
11/8/2011 1:50:30 PM
Summary Report:
CONSTRUCTION EMISSION ESTIMATES
ROG

NOx

CO

SO2

PM10 Dust PM10 Exhaust

2007 TOTALS (lbs/day unmitigated)

9.74

61.80

35.74

0.01

120.04

2008 TOTALS (lbs/day unmitigated)

13.48

76.96

49.52

0.01

120.05

PM10

PM2.5 Dust

PM2.5
Exhaust

PM2.5

CO2

3.76

123.79

25.07

3.46

28.53

4,942.74

4.92

124.96

25.08

4.52

29.60

6,766.52

AREA SOURCE EMISSION ESTIMATES

TOTALS (lbs/day, unmitigated)

ROG

NOx

CO

SO2

PM10

PM2.5

CO2

0.12

0.02

1.55

0.00

0.01

0.01

2.81

ROG

NOx

CO

SO2

PM10

PM2.5

CO2

15.46

21.47

180.22

0.14

28.42

5.45

14,903.09

ROG

NOx

CO

SO2

PM10

PM2.5

CO2

15.58

21.49

181.77

0.14

28.43

5.46

14,905.90

OPERATIONAL (VEHICLE) EMISSION ESTIMATES

TOTALS (lbs/day, unmitigated)

SUM OF AREA SOURCE AND OPERATIONAL EMISSION ESTIMATES

TOTALS (lbs/day, unmitigated)

Page: 3
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Area Source Unmitigated Detail Report:
AREA SOURCE EMISSION ESTIMATES Summer Pounds Per Day, Unmitigated
Source

ROG

NOx

CO

SO2

PM10

PM2.5

CO2

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Landscape

0.12

0.02

1.55

0.00

0.01

0.01

2.81

Consumer Products

0.00

Architectural Coatings

0.00

TOTALS (lbs/day, unmitigated)

0.12

0.02

1.55

0.00

0.01

0.01

2.81

Natural Gas
Hearth - No Summer Emissions

Area Source Changes to Defaults

Operational Unmitigated Detail Report:
OPERATIONAL EMISSION ESTIMATES Summer Pounds Per Day, Unmitigated
Source

ROG

NOX

CO

SO2

PM10

PM25

CO2

City park

15.46

21.47

180.22

0.14

28.42

5.45

14,903.09

TOTALS (lbs/day, unmitigated)

15.46

21.47

180.22

0.14

28.42

5.45

14,903.09

Operational Settings:
Does not include correction for passby trips
Does not include double counting adjustment for internal trips
Analysis Year: 2013 Temperature (F): 75 Season: Summer
Emfac: Version : Emfac2007 V2.3 Nov 1 2006
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Summary of Land Uses
Land Use Type

Acreage

City park

Trip Rate

Unit Type

No. Units

Total Trips

Total VMT

3,058.00

acres

1.00

3,058.00

16,513.20

3,058.00

16,513.20

Vehicle Fleet Mix
Vehicle Type

Percent Type

Non-Catalyst

Catalyst

Diesel

Light Auto

41.6

0.7

99.1

0.2

Light Truck < 3750 lbs

18.8

1.6

92.0

6.4

Light Truck 3751-5750 lbs

19.9

0.5

99.0

0.5

Med Truck 5751-8500 lbs

8.0

0.0

100.0

0.0

Lite-Heavy Truck 8501-10,000 lbs

2.1

0.0

71.4

28.6

Lite-Heavy Truck 10,001-14,000 lbs

1.2

0.0

50.0

50.0

Med-Heavy Truck 14,001-33,000 lbs

1.0

0.0

20.0

80.0

Heavy-Heavy Truck 33,001-60,000 lbs

0.3

0.0

0.0

100.0

Other Bus

0.1

0.0

0.0

100.0

Urban Bus

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Motorcycle

5.2

53.8

46.2

0.0

School Bus

0.1

0.0

0.0

100.0

Motor Home

1.7

0.0

88.2

11.8

Travel Conditions
Residential

Urban Trip Length (miles)

Commercial

Home-Work

Home-Shop

Home-Other

Commute

Non-Work

Customer

13.0

5.0

5.0

13.0

5.0

5.0

Page: 5
11/8/2011 1:50:30 PM
Travel Conditions
Residential

Commercial

Home-Work

Home-Shop

Home-Other

Commute

Non-Work

Customer

Rural Trip Length (miles)

13.0

5.0

5.0

13.0

5.0

5.0

Trip speeds (mph)

35.0

35.0

35.0

35.0

35.0

35.0

% of Trips - Residential

32.9

18.0

49.1

5.0

2.5

92.5

% of Trips - Commercial (by land use)
City park
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Urbemis 2007 Version 9.2.4

Combined Winter Emissions Reports (Pounds/Day)
File Name: P:\15000\15542 Nipomo Community Park Master Plan Program EIR\Reports\A Working EIR\Air Quality\Nipomo AQ Screening\NCP
Emissions Screening.urb924
Project Name: Nipomo Community Park Construction Emissions Screening
Project Location: San Luis Obispo County APCD
On-Road Vehicle Emissions Based on: Version : Emfac2007 V2.3 Nov 1 2006
Off-Road Vehicle Emissions Based on: OFFROAD2007
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Summary Report:
CONSTRUCTION EMISSION ESTIMATES
ROG

NOx

CO

SO2

PM10 Dust PM10 Exhaust

2007 TOTALS (lbs/day unmitigated)

9.74

61.80

35.74

0.01

120.04

2008 TOTALS (lbs/day unmitigated)

13.48

76.96

49.52

0.01

120.05

PM10

PM2.5 Dust

PM2.5
Exhaust

PM2.5

CO2

3.76

123.79

25.07

3.46

28.53

4,942.74

4.92

124.96

25.08

4.52

29.60

6,766.52

AREA SOURCE EMISSION ESTIMATES

TOTALS (lbs/day, unmitigated)

ROG

NOx

CO

SO2

PM10

PM2.5

CO2

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

ROG

NOx

CO

SO2

PM10

PM2.5

CO2

18.94

27.61

209.30

0.14

28.42

5.45

14,118.66

ROG

NOx

CO

SO2

PM10

PM2.5

CO2

18.94

27.61

209.30

0.14

28.42

5.45

14,118.66

OPERATIONAL (VEHICLE) EMISSION ESTIMATES

TOTALS (lbs/day, unmitigated)

SUM OF AREA SOURCE AND OPERATIONAL EMISSION ESTIMATES

TOTALS (lbs/day, unmitigated)
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Area Source Unmitigated Detail Report:
AREA SOURCE EMISSION ESTIMATES Winter Pounds Per Day, Unmitigated
Source

ROG

NOx

CO

SO2

PM10

PM2.5

CO2

Natural Gas

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Hearth

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Landscaping - No Winter Emissions
Consumer Products

0.00

Architectural Coatings

0.00

TOTALS (lbs/day, unmitigated)

0.00

Area Source Changes to Defaults

Operational Unmitigated Detail Report:
OPERATIONAL EMISSION ESTIMATES Winter Pounds Per Day, Unmitigated
Source

ROG

NOX

CO

SO2

PM10

PM25

CO2

City park

18.94

27.61

209.30

0.14

28.42

5.45

14,118.66

TOTALS (lbs/day, unmitigated)

18.94

27.61

209.30

0.14

28.42

5.45

14,118.66

Operational Settings:
Does not include correction for passby trips
Does not include double counting adjustment for internal trips
Analysis Year: 2013 Temperature (F): 50 Season: Winter
Emfac: Version : Emfac2007 V2.3 Nov 1 2006
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Summary of Land Uses
Land Use Type

Acreage

City park

Trip Rate

Unit Type

No. Units

Total Trips

Total VMT

3,058.00

acres

1.00

3,058.00

16,513.20

3,058.00

16,513.20

Vehicle Fleet Mix
Vehicle Type

Percent Type

Non-Catalyst

Catalyst

Diesel

Light Auto

41.6

0.7

99.1

0.2

Light Truck < 3750 lbs

18.8

1.6

92.0

6.4

Light Truck 3751-5750 lbs

19.9

0.5

99.0

0.5

Med Truck 5751-8500 lbs

8.0

0.0

100.0

0.0

Lite-Heavy Truck 8501-10,000 lbs

2.1

0.0

71.4

28.6

Lite-Heavy Truck 10,001-14,000 lbs

1.2

0.0

50.0

50.0

Med-Heavy Truck 14,001-33,000 lbs

1.0

0.0

20.0

80.0

Heavy-Heavy Truck 33,001-60,000 lbs

0.3

0.0

0.0

100.0

Other Bus

0.1

0.0

0.0

100.0

Urban Bus

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Motorcycle

5.2

53.8

46.2

0.0

School Bus

0.1

0.0

0.0

100.0

Motor Home

1.7

0.0

88.2

11.8

Travel Conditions
Residential

Urban Trip Length (miles)

Commercial

Home-Work

Home-Shop

Home-Other

Commute

Non-Work

Customer

13.0

5.0

5.0

13.0

5.0

5.0

Page: 5
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Travel Conditions
Residential

Commercial

Home-Work

Home-Shop

Home-Other

Commute

Non-Work

Customer

Rural Trip Length (miles)

13.0

5.0

5.0

13.0

5.0

5.0

Trip speeds (mph)

35.0

35.0

35.0

35.0

35.0

35.0

% of Trips - Residential

32.9

18.0

49.1

5.0

2.5

92.5

% of Trips - Commercial (by land use)
City park

Appendices

Master Plan Operational and Area Source Emissions

Nipomo Community Park Master Plan
Program Environmental Impact Report

Appendices

Nipomo Community Park Master Plan
Program Environmental Impact Report
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Urbemis 2007 Version 9.2.4

Combined Annual Emissions Reports (Tons/Year)
File Name: P:\15000\15542 Nipomo Community Park Master Plan Program EIR\Reports\A Working EIR\Air Quality\06-14-11 Nipomo Park Urbemis
Operational & Area Calcs\6-15-11 NCP.urb924
Project Name: Nipomo Park EIR Updated AQ Calculations
Project Location: San Luis Obispo County APCD
On-Road Vehicle Emissions Based on: Version : Emfac2007 V2.3 Nov 1 2006
Off-Road Vehicle Emissions Based on: OFFROAD2007
Summary Report:
AREA SOURCE EMISSION ESTIMATES
ROG

NOx

CO

SO2

PM10

PM2.5

CO2

TOTALS (tons/year, unmitigated)

0.53

TOTALS (tons/year, mitigated)

0.53

Percent Reduction

0.00

NaN

NaN

NaN

NaN

NaN

NaN

ROG

NOx

CO

SO2

PM10

PM2.5

CO2

2.78

3.39

28.09

0.00

3.48

0.66

1,816.95

ROG

NOx

CO

SO2

PM10

PM2.5

CO2

3.31

3.39

28.09

0.00

3.48

0.66

1,816.95

OPERATIONAL (VEHICLE) EMISSION ESTIMATES

TOTALS (tons/year, unmitigated)

SUM OF AREA SOURCE AND OPERATIONAL EMISSION ESTIMATES

TOTALS (tons/year, unmitigated)

Both Area and Operational Mitigation must be turned on to get a combined mitigated total.

Page: 2
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Area Source Unmitigated Detail Report:
AREA SOURCE EMISSION ESTIMATES Annual Tons Per Year, Unmitigated
Source

ROG

NOx

CO

SO2

PM10

PM2.5

CO2

CO

SO2

PM10

PM2.5

CO2

Natural Gas
Hearth
Landscape
Consumer Products
Architectural Coatings

0.53

TOTALS (tons/year, unmitigated)

0.53

Area Source Mitigated Detail Report:
AREA SOURCE EMISSION ESTIMATES Annual Tons Per Year, Mitigated
Source

ROG

NOx

Natural Gas
Hearth
Landscape
Consumer Products
Architectural Coatings

0.53

TOTALS (tons/year, mitigated)

0.53

Area Source Changes to Defaults

Page: 3
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Operational Unmitigated Detail Report:
OPERATIONAL EMISSION ESTIMATES Annual Tons Per Year, Unmitigated
Source

ROG

NOX

CO

SO2

PM10

PM25

CO2

Single family housing

0.01

0.02

0.15

0.00

0.02

0.00

10.47

Day-care center

0.02

0.01

0.12

0.00

0.01

0.00

6.66

Library

0.55

0.62

5.19

0.00

0.60

0.12

315.62

City park

0.02

0.01

0.10

0.00

0.01

0.00

6.68

Racquet club

0.76

0.85

7.14

0.00

0.84

0.16

441.52

Racquetball/health

0.15

0.16

1.37

0.00

0.16

0.03

84.48

Baseball/softball fields

0.13

0.17

1.37

0.00

0.18

0.03

92.99

Basketball courts

0.41

0.56

4.57

0.00

0.60

0.12

309.97

Handball courts

0.08

0.11

0.91

0.00

0.12

0.02

61.99

Tennis courts

0.21

0.28

2.28

0.00

0.30

0.06

154.92

Sports fields (soccer)

0.44

0.60

4.89

0.00

0.64

0.12

331.65

TOTALS (tons/year, unmitigated)

2.78

3.39

28.09

0.00

3.48

0.66

1,816.95

Operational Settings:
Includes correction for passby trips
Includes the following double counting adjustment for internal trips:
Residential Trip % Reduction: 0.00 Nonresidential Trip % Reduction: 0.00
Analysis Year: 2012 Season: Annual
Emfac: Version : Emfac2007 V2.3 Nov 1 2006
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Summary of Land Uses
Land Use Type

Unit Type

No. Units

Total Trips

Total VMT

9.57 dwelling units

1.00

9.57

63.94

4.48

1000 sq ft

4.05

18.14

39.34

56.24

1000 sq ft

11.13

625.95

1,904.71

1.59

acres

6.24

9.92

40.88

Racquet club

22.88

1000 sq ft

36.00

823.68

2,673.17

Racquetball/health

15.76

1000 sq ft

10.00

157.60

511.48

Baseball/softball fields

30.00

acres

4.00

120.00

572.76

200.00

acres

2.00

400.00

1,909.20

Handball courts

40.00

acres

2.00

80.00

381.84

Tennis courts

33.32

acres

6.00

199.92

954.22

Sports fields (soccer)

71.33

acres

6.00

427.98

2,042.75

2,872.76

11,094.29

Single family housing

Acreage

Trip Rate

0.33

Day-care center
Library
City park

Basketball courts

Vehicle Fleet Mix
Vehicle Type

Percent Type

Non-Catalyst

Catalyst

Diesel

Light Auto

41.6

1.0

98.5

0.5

Light Truck < 3750 lbs

18.8

2.1

91.5

6.4

Light Truck 3751-5750 lbs

19.9

0.5

99.0

0.5

Med Truck 5751-8500 lbs

8.0

1.2

98.8

0.0

Lite-Heavy Truck 8501-10,000 lbs

2.1

0.0

71.4

28.6

Lite-Heavy Truck 10,001-14,000 lbs

1.2

0.0

50.0

50.0

Med-Heavy Truck 14,001-33,000 lbs

1.0

0.0

20.0

80.0
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Vehicle Fleet Mix
Vehicle Type

Percent Type

Non-Catalyst

Catalyst

Diesel

Heavy-Heavy Truck 33,001-60,000 lbs

0.3

0.0

0.0

100.0

Other Bus

0.1

0.0

0.0

100.0

Urban Bus

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Motorcycle

5.2

57.7

42.3

0.0

School Bus

0.1

0.0

0.0

100.0

Motor Home

1.7

0.0

88.2

11.8

Travel Conditions
Residential

Commercial

Home-Work

Home-Shop

Home-Other

Commute

Non-Work

Customer

Urban Trip Length (miles)

13.0

5.0

5.0

13.0

5.0

5.0

Rural Trip Length (miles)

13.0

5.0

5.0

13.0

5.0

5.0

Trip speeds (mph)

35.0

35.0

35.0

35.0

35.0

35.0

% of Trips - Residential

32.9

18.0

49.1

Day-care center

5.0

2.5

92.5

Library

5.0

2.5

92.5

City park

5.0

2.5

92.5

Racquet club

5.0

2.5

92.5

Racquetball/health

5.0

2.5

92.5

Baseball/softball fields

2.0

1.0

97.0

% of Trips - Commercial (by land use)
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Travel Conditions
Residential
Home-Work

Home-Shop

Commercial
Home-Other

Commute

Non-Work

Customer

Basketball courts

2.0

1.0

97.0

Handball courts

2.0

1.0

97.0

Tennis courts

2.0

1.0

97.0

Sports fields (soccer)

2.0

1.0

97.0
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Urbemis 2007 Version 9.2.4

Combined Winter Emissions Reports (Pounds/Day)
File Name: P:\15000\15542 Nipomo Community Park Master Plan Program EIR\Reports\A Working EIR\Air Quality\06-14-11 Nipomo Park Urbemis
Operational & Area Calcs\6-15-11 NCP.urb924
Project Name: Nipomo Park EIR Updated AQ Calculations
Project Location: San Luis Obispo County APCD
On-Road Vehicle Emissions Based on: Version : Emfac2007 V2.3 Nov 1 2006
Off-Road Vehicle Emissions Based on: OFFROAD2007
Summary Report:
AREA SOURCE EMISSION ESTIMATES
ROG

NOx

CO

SO2

PM10

PM2.5

CO2

TOTALS (lbs/day, unmitigated)

2.92

TOTALS (lbs/day, mitigated)

2.92

Percent Reduction

0.00

NaN

NaN

NaN

NaN

NaN

NaN

ROG

NOx

CO

SO2

PM10

PM2.5

CO2

17.13

21.80

173.25

0.09

19.12

3.69

9,608.05

ROG

NOx

CO

SO2

PM10

PM2.5

CO2

20.05

21.80

173.25

0.09

19.12

3.69

9,608.05

OPERATIONAL (VEHICLE) EMISSION ESTIMATES

TOTALS (lbs/day, unmitigated)

SUM OF AREA SOURCE AND OPERATIONAL EMISSION ESTIMATES

TOTALS (lbs/day, unmitigated)

Both Area and Operational Mitigation must be turned on to get a combined mitigated total.
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Area Source Unmitigated Detail Report:
AREA SOURCE EMISSION ESTIMATES Winter Pounds Per Day, Unmitigated
Source

ROG

NOx

CO

SO2

PM10

PM2.5

CO2

CO

SO2

PM10

PM2.5

CO2

Natural Gas
Hearth
Landscape
Consumer Products
Architectural Coatings

2.92

TOTALS (lbs/day, unmitigated)

2.92

Area Source Mitigated Detail Report:
AREA SOURCE EMISSION ESTIMATES Winter Pounds Per Day, Mitigated
Source

ROG

NOx

Natural Gas
Hearth
Landscape
Consumer Products
Architectural Coatings

2.92

TOTALS (lbs/day, mitigated)

2.92

Area Source Changes to Defaults
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Operational Unmitigated Detail Report:
OPERATIONAL EMISSION ESTIMATES Winter Pounds Per Day, Unmitigated
Source

ROG

NOX

CO

SO2

PM10

PM25

CO2

Single family housing

0.08

0.12

0.91

0.00

0.11

0.02

55.39

Day-care center

0.09

0.09

0.77

0.00

0.07

0.01

35.24

Library

3.45

3.95

32.42

0.02

3.28

0.64

1,669.71

City park

0.07

0.08

0.63

0.00

0.07

0.01

35.33

Racquet club

4.65

5.46

44.42

0.02

4.61

0.89

2,335.45

Racquetball/health

0.89

1.04

8.50

0.00

0.88

0.17

446.86

Baseball/softball fields

0.77

1.08

8.37

0.00

0.99

0.19

491.58

Basketball courts

2.57

3.60

27.88

0.02

3.29

0.63

1,638.59

Handball courts

0.52

0.72

5.58

0.00

0.66

0.13

327.72

Tennis courts

1.29

1.80

13.94

0.01

1.64

0.32

818.97

Sports fields (soccer)

2.75

3.86

29.83

0.02

3.52

0.68

1,753.21

17.13

21.80

173.25

0.09

19.12

3.69

9,608.05

TOTALS (lbs/day, unmitigated)

Operational Settings:
Includes correction for passby trips
Includes the following double counting adjustment for internal trips:
Residential Trip % Reduction: 0.00 Nonresidential Trip % Reduction: 0.00
Analysis Year: 2012 Temperature (F): 50 Season: Winter
Emfac: Version : Emfac2007 V2.3 Nov 1 2006
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Summary of Land Uses
Land Use Type

Unit Type

No. Units

Total Trips

Total VMT

9.57 dwelling units

1.00

9.57

63.94

4.48

1000 sq ft

4.05

18.14

39.34

56.24

1000 sq ft

11.13

625.95

1,904.71

1.59

acres

6.24

9.92

40.88

Racquet club

22.88

1000 sq ft

36.00

823.68

2,673.17

Racquetball/health

15.76

1000 sq ft

10.00

157.60

511.48

Baseball/softball fields

30.00

acres

4.00

120.00

572.76

200.00

acres

2.00

400.00

1,909.20

Handball courts

40.00

acres

2.00

80.00

381.84

Tennis courts

33.32

acres

6.00

199.92

954.22

Sports fields (soccer)

71.33

acres

6.00

427.98

2,042.75

2,872.76

11,094.29

Single family housing

Acreage

Trip Rate

0.33

Day-care center
Library
City park

Basketball courts

Vehicle Fleet Mix
Vehicle Type

Percent Type

Non-Catalyst

Catalyst

Diesel

Light Auto

41.6

1.0

98.5

0.5

Light Truck < 3750 lbs

18.8

2.1

91.5

6.4

Light Truck 3751-5750 lbs

19.9

0.5

99.0

0.5

Med Truck 5751-8500 lbs

8.0

1.2

98.8

0.0

Lite-Heavy Truck 8501-10,000 lbs

2.1

0.0

71.4

28.6

Lite-Heavy Truck 10,001-14,000 lbs

1.2

0.0

50.0

50.0

Med-Heavy Truck 14,001-33,000 lbs

1.0

0.0

20.0

80.0
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Vehicle Fleet Mix
Vehicle Type

Percent Type

Non-Catalyst

Catalyst

Diesel

Heavy-Heavy Truck 33,001-60,000 lbs

0.3

0.0

0.0

100.0

Other Bus

0.1

0.0

0.0

100.0

Urban Bus

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Motorcycle

5.2

57.7

42.3

0.0

School Bus

0.1

0.0

0.0

100.0

Motor Home

1.7

0.0

88.2

11.8

Travel Conditions
Residential

Commercial

Home-Work

Home-Shop

Home-Other

Commute

Non-Work

Customer

Urban Trip Length (miles)

13.0

5.0

5.0

13.0

5.0

5.0

Rural Trip Length (miles)

13.0

5.0

5.0

13.0

5.0

5.0

Trip speeds (mph)

35.0

35.0

35.0

35.0

35.0

35.0

% of Trips - Residential

32.9

18.0

49.1

Day-care center

5.0

2.5

92.5

Library

5.0

2.5

92.5

City park

5.0

2.5

92.5

Racquet club

5.0

2.5

92.5

Racquetball/health

5.0

2.5

92.5

Baseball/softball fields

2.0

1.0

97.0

% of Trips - Commercial (by land use)
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Travel Conditions
Residential
Home-Work

Home-Shop

Commercial
Home-Other

Commute

Non-Work

Customer

Basketball courts

2.0

1.0

97.0

Handball courts

2.0

1.0

97.0

Tennis courts

2.0

1.0

97.0

Sports fields (soccer)

2.0

1.0

97.0

Page: 1
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Urbemis 2007 Version 9.2.4

Summary Report for Summer Emissions (Pounds/Day)
File Name: P:\15000\15542 Nipomo Community Park Master Plan Program EIR\Reports\A Working EIR\Air Quality\06-14-11 Nipomo Park Urbemis
Operational & Area Calcs\6-15-11 NCP.urb924
Project Name: Nipomo Park EIR Updated AQ Calculations
Project Location: San Luis Obispo County APCD
On-Road Vehicle Emissions Based on: Version : Emfac2007 V2.3 Nov 1 2006
Off-Road Vehicle Emissions Based on: OFFROAD2007

AREA SOURCE EMISSION ESTIMATES
ROG

NOx

CO

SO2

PM10

PM2.5

CO2

TOTALS (lbs/day, unmitigated)

2.92

TOTALS (lbs/day, mitigated)

2.92

Percent Reduction

0.00

NaN

NaN

NaN

NaN

NaN

NaN

ROG

NOx

CO

SO2

PM10

PM2.5

CO2

14.26

16.99

144.25

0.09

19.12

3.69

10,129.97

OPERATIONAL (VEHICLE) EMISSION ESTIMATES

TOTALS (lbs/day, unmitigated)

SUM OF AREA SOURCE AND OPERATIONAL EMISSION ESTIMATES

TOTALS (lbs/day, unmitigated)

ROG

NOx

CO

SO2

PM10

PM2.5

CO2

17.18

16.99

144.25

0.09

19.12

3.69

10,129.97

Both Area and Operational Mitigation must be turned on to get a combined mitigated total.

Appendices

Alternative Master Plan A
Air Emissions Screening Analysis

Nipomo Community Park Master Plan
Program Environmental Impact Report

Appendices

Nipomo Community Park Master Plan
Program Environmental Impact Report
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Urbemis 2007 Version 9.2.4

Combined Annual Emissions Reports (Tons/Year)
File Name: C:\Documents and Settings\sscott\Desktop\NCP Alternatives Master Plan A.urb924
Project Name: NCP Alternative Master Plan A Screening Analysis
Project Location: San Luis Obispo County APCD
On-Road Vehicle Emissions Based on: Version : Emfac2007 V2.3 Nov 1 2006
Off-Road Vehicle Emissions Based on: OFFROAD2007

Area Source Unmitigated Detail Report:
AREA SOURCE EMISSION ESTIMATES Annual Tons Per Year, Unmitigated
Source

ROG

NOx

CO

SO2

PM10

PM2.5

CO2

Natural Gas

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Hearth

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Landscape

0.02

0.00

0.25

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.46

Consumer Products

0.00

Architectural Coatings

0.00

TOTALS (tons/year, unmitigated)

0.02

0.00

0.25

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.46

Area Source Changes to Defaults
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Operational Unmitigated Detail Report:
OPERATIONAL EMISSION ESTIMATES Annual Tons Per Year, Unmitigated
Source

ROG

NOX

CO

SO2

PM10

PM25

CO2

City park

0.65

0.92

7.41

0.01

1.11

0.21

571.47

TOTALS (tons/year, unmitigated)

0.65

0.92

7.41

0.01

1.11

0.21

571.47

Operational Settings:
Does not include correction for passby trips
Does not include double counting adjustment for internal trips
Analysis Year: 2013 Season: Annual
Emfac: Version : Emfac2007 V2.3 Nov 1 2006
Summary of Land Uses
Land Use Type

Acreage

Trip Rate

Unit Type

No. Units

Total Trips

Total VMT

654.00

acres

1.00

654.00

3,531.60

654.00

3,531.60

City park

Vehicle Fleet Mix
Vehicle Type

Percent Type

Non-Catalyst

Catalyst

Diesel

Light Auto

41.6

0.7

99.1

0.2

Light Truck < 3750 lbs

18.8

1.6

92.0

6.4

Light Truck 3751-5750 lbs

19.9

0.5

99.0

0.5

Med Truck 5751-8500 lbs

8.0

0.0

100.0

0.0

Lite-Heavy Truck 8501-10,000 lbs

2.1

0.0

71.4

28.6

Lite-Heavy Truck 10,001-14,000 lbs

1.2

0.0

50.0

50.0
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Vehicle Fleet Mix
Vehicle Type

Percent Type

Non-Catalyst

Catalyst

Diesel

Med-Heavy Truck 14,001-33,000 lbs

1.0

0.0

20.0

80.0

Heavy-Heavy Truck 33,001-60,000 lbs

0.3

0.0

0.0

100.0

Other Bus

0.1

0.0

0.0

100.0

Urban Bus

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Motorcycle

5.2

53.8

46.2

0.0

School Bus

0.1

0.0

0.0

100.0

Motor Home

1.7

0.0

88.2

11.8

Travel Conditions
Residential

Commercial

Home-Work

Home-Shop

Home-Other

Commute

Non-Work

Customer

Urban Trip Length (miles)

13.0

5.0

5.0

13.0

5.0

5.0

Rural Trip Length (miles)

13.0

5.0

5.0

13.0

5.0

5.0

Trip speeds (mph)

35.0

35.0

35.0

35.0

35.0

35.0

% of Trips - Residential

32.9

18.0

49.1

5.0

2.5

92.5

% of Trips - Commercial (by land use)
City park
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Urbemis 2007 Version 9.2.4

Combined Winter Emissions Reports (Pounds/Day)
File Name: C:\Documents and Settings\sscott\Desktop\NCP Alternatives Master Plan A.urb924
Project Name: NCP Alternative Master Plan A Screening Analysis
Project Location: San Luis Obispo County APCD
On-Road Vehicle Emissions Based on: Version : Emfac2007 V2.3 Nov 1 2006
Off-Road Vehicle Emissions Based on: OFFROAD2007

Area Source Unmitigated Detail Report:
AREA SOURCE EMISSION ESTIMATES Winter Pounds Per Day, Unmitigated
Source

ROG

NOx

CO

SO2

PM10

PM2.5

CO2

Natural Gas

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Hearth

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Landscaping - No Winter Emissions
Consumer Products

0.00

Architectural Coatings

0.00

TOTALS (lbs/day, unmitigated)

0.00

Area Source Changes to Defaults

Page: 2
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Operational Unmitigated Detail Report:
OPERATIONAL EMISSION ESTIMATES Winter Pounds Per Day, Unmitigated
Source

ROG

NOX

CO

SO2

PM10

PM25

CO2

City park

4.05

5.90

44.76

0.03

6.08

1.17

3,019.49

TOTALS (lbs/day, unmitigated)

4.05

5.90

44.76

0.03

6.08

1.17

3,019.49

Operational Settings:
Does not include correction for passby trips
Does not include double counting adjustment for internal trips
Analysis Year: 2013 Temperature (F): 50 Season: Winter
Emfac: Version : Emfac2007 V2.3 Nov 1 2006
Summary of Land Uses
Land Use Type

Acreage

Trip Rate

Unit Type

No. Units

Total Trips

Total VMT

654.00

acres

1.00

654.00

3,531.60

654.00

3,531.60

City park

Vehicle Fleet Mix
Vehicle Type

Percent Type

Non-Catalyst

Catalyst

Diesel

Light Auto

41.6

0.7

99.1

0.2

Light Truck < 3750 lbs

18.8

1.6

92.0

6.4

Light Truck 3751-5750 lbs

19.9

0.5

99.0

0.5

Med Truck 5751-8500 lbs

8.0

0.0

100.0

0.0

Lite-Heavy Truck 8501-10,000 lbs

2.1

0.0

71.4

28.6

Lite-Heavy Truck 10,001-14,000 lbs

1.2

0.0

50.0

50.0
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Vehicle Fleet Mix
Vehicle Type

Percent Type

Non-Catalyst

Catalyst

Diesel

Med-Heavy Truck 14,001-33,000 lbs

1.0

0.0

20.0

80.0

Heavy-Heavy Truck 33,001-60,000 lbs

0.3

0.0

0.0

100.0

Other Bus

0.1

0.0

0.0

100.0

Urban Bus

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Motorcycle

5.2

53.8

46.2

0.0

School Bus

0.1

0.0

0.0

100.0

Motor Home

1.7

0.0

88.2

11.8

Travel Conditions
Residential

Commercial

Home-Work

Home-Shop

Home-Other

Commute

Non-Work

Customer

Urban Trip Length (miles)

13.0

5.0

5.0

13.0

5.0

5.0

Rural Trip Length (miles)

13.0

5.0

5.0

13.0

5.0

5.0

Trip speeds (mph)

35.0

35.0

35.0

35.0

35.0

35.0

% of Trips - Residential

32.9

18.0

49.1

5.0

2.5

92.5

% of Trips - Commercial (by land use)
City park
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Urbemis 2007 Version 9.2.4

Summary Report for Summer Emissions (Pounds/Day)
File Name: C:\Documents and Settings\sscott\Desktop\NCP Alternatives Master Plan A.urb924
Project Name: NCP Alternative Master Plan A Screening Analysis
Project Location: San Luis Obispo County APCD
On-Road Vehicle Emissions Based on: Version : Emfac2007 V2.3 Nov 1 2006
Off-Road Vehicle Emissions Based on: OFFROAD2007

CONSTRUCTION EMISSION ESTIMATES
ROG

NOx

CO

SO2

PM10 Dust PM10 Exhaust

2007 TOTALS (lbs/day unmitigated)

9.98

62.41

35.93

0.01

137.64

2008 TOTALS (lbs/day unmitigated)

13.72

77.53

49.69

0.01

137.65

PM10

PM2.5 Dust

PM2.5
Exhaust

PM2.5

CO2

3.78

141.42

28.75

3.48

32.23

5,007.70

4.94

142.59

28.75

4.54

33.29

6,831.48

AREA SOURCE EMISSION ESTIMATES

TOTALS (lbs/day, unmitigated)

ROG

NOx

CO

SO2

PM10

PM2.5

CO2

0.12

0.02

1.55

0.00

0.01

0.01

2.81

ROG

NOx

CO

SO2

PM10

PM2.5

CO2

3.31

4.59

38.54

0.03

6.08

1.17

3,187.25

OPERATIONAL (VEHICLE) EMISSION ESTIMATES

TOTALS (lbs/day, unmitigated)

Page: 2
11/9/2011 1:30:09 PM
SUM OF AREA SOURCE AND OPERATIONAL EMISSION ESTIMATES

TOTALS (lbs/day, unmitigated)

ROG

NOx

CO

SO2

PM10

PM2.5

CO2

3.43

4.61

40.09

0.03

6.09

1.18

3,190.06
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Plant Species Observed within Nipomo Community Park
Common Name

Scientific Name

Native

Species Status / Notes

Vascular Plants nomenclature follows “ The Jepson Manual” and http://ucjeps.berkeley.edu/interchange.html

PTERIDOPHYTES
Dryopteridaceae

Wood fern Family

Dryopteris arguta

coastal wood fern

Pteridaceae

Brake family

Adiantum jordanii

California maiden-hair

Yes

Pentagramma triangularis

goldback fern

Yes

Taxodiaceae

Bald cypress family

Sequoia sempervirens

coast redwood

Yes

Yes

landscaped/developed
areas

Yes

landscaped/developed
areas

Yes*

landscaped/developed
areas

GYMNOSPERMS
Cupressaceae

Cypress Family

Hesperocyparis macrocarpa

Monterey cypress

Pinaceae

Pine family

Pinus radiata

Monterey pine

ANGIOSPERMS (DICOTS)
Aizoaceae

Fig-marigold family

Carpobrotus edulis

ice plant

Anacardiaceae

Sumac family

Rhus integrifolia

lemonadeberry

Yes

Toxicodendron diversilobum

poison oak

Yes

Apiaceae

Carrot family

Conium maculatum

poison hemlock

No

Daucus pusillus

rattle snake weed

Yes

Asteraceae

Sunflower family

Achillea millefolium

yarrow

Yes

Anaphalis margaritacea

pearly everlasting

Yes

Anthemis cotula

mayweed

No

Artemisia californica

California sagebrush

Yes

Baccharis pilularis var. consanguinea

coyote brush

Yes

Carduus pycnocephalus

Italian thistle

No

Nipomo Community Park Master Plan
Draft Program Environmental Impact Report
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Scientific Name

Common Name

Native

Centaurea melitensis

tocolote

No

Encelia californica

California brittlebush

Yes

Ericameria ericoides

mock heather

Yes

Eriophyllum confertiflorum

golden yarrow

Yes

Gnaphalium luteo-album

cudweed

No

Helianthus annus

sunflower

Heterotheca grandiflora

telegraph weed

Yes

Hypochaeris glabra

smooth cat’s ear

No

Hypochaeris radicata

rough cat’s ear

No

Lessingia filaginifolia

beach aster

Yes

Senecio vulgaris

ragwort

No

Silybum marianum

milk thistle

No

Sonchus asper

prickly sow-thistle

No

Sonchus oleraceus

common sow-thistle

No

Taraxacum officinale

dandelion

No

Brassicaceae

Mustard family

Brassica nigra

black mustard

No

Cardamine californica

milk maids

Yes

Hirschfeldia incana

short-pod mustard

No

Raphanus sativus

wild radish

No

Caprifoliaceae

Honeysuckle family

Sambucus mexicana

blue elderberry

Yes

Lonicera involucrata

twinberry

Yes

Caryophyllaceae

Pink family

Cardionema ramosissimum

sand mat

Chenopodiaceae

Goosefoot family

Chenopodium californicum

California pigweed

Cistaceae

Rock-rose family

Helianthemum scoparium

broom rose

Crassulaceae

Stonecrop family

Dudleya lanceolata
Gourd family

Marah fabaceus var. fabaceus

wild cucumber

D-2
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Nipomo Botanical Garden

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Cucurbitaceae

Species Status / Notes

Nipomo Botanical Garden

Yes
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Common Name

Scientific Name

Native

Ericaceae

Heath family

Arctostaphylos rudis

sand mesa manzanita

Euphorbiaceae

Spurge family

Croton californicus

croton

Yes

Euphorbia peplus

petty spurge

No

Fabaceae

Pea family

Acacia longifolia

golden wattle

Lathyrus vestitus var. vestitus

Yes

No

Species Status / Notes

1B.2

landscaped/developed
areas

Yes

Lotus scoparius

deer weed

Yes

Lupinus arboreus

yellow bush lupine

Yes

Lupinus bicolor

miniature lupine

Yes

Lupinus chamissonis

dune lupine

Yes

Lupinus nanus

sky lupine

Yes

Lupinus succulentus

Arroyo lupine

Yes

Melilotus alba

white sweetclover

No

Melilotus indica

sourclover

No

Vicia sativa

spring vetch

No

Fagaceae

Oak family

Quercus agrifolia

coast live oak

Geraniaceae

Geranium family

Erodium cicutarium

red-stemmed filaree

No

Erodium botrys

filaree

No

Geranium dissectum

Yes

No

Grossulariaceae

Gooseberry Family

Ribes sanguineum

red flowering currant

Hydrophyllaceae

Waterleaf f family

Eucrypta chrysanthemifolia

common eucrypta

Yes

Phacelia parryi

Parry’s phacelia

Yes

Lamiaceae

Mint Family

Salvia mellifera

black sage

Yes

Salvia apiana

white sage

Yes

Salvia spathacea

pitcher sage

Yes

Malvaceae

Mallow family

Nipomo Community Park Master Plan
Draft Program Environmental Impact Report
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Nipomo Botanical Garden

Nipomo Botanical Garden
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Scientific Name

Common Name

Native

Species Status / Notes

Malva parviflora

cheeseweed

Myricaceae

Wax Myrtle Family

Morella (Myrica) californica

California wax myrtle

Yes

Nipomo Botanical Garden

Eucalyptus globulus

blue gum eucalyptus

No

windrows, landscaped
areas

Eucalyptus camaldulensis

red gum eucalyptus

No

windrows, landscaped
areas

Onagraceae

Evening primrose family

Camissonia cheiranthifolia

beach primrose

Yes

Camissonia micrantha

small primrose

Yes

Clarkia purpurea ssp quadrivulnera

purple clarkia

Yes

Epilobium canum

California fuchsia

Yes

Oxalidaceae

Oxalis family

Oxalis pes-caprae

Bermuda buttercup

Paeoniaceae

Peony family

Paeonia californica

California peony

Papaveraceae

Poppy family

Eschscholzia californica

California poppy

Plantaginaceae

Plantain family

Plantago erecta

California plantain

Yes

Plantago lanceolata

English plantain

No

Plantago coronopus

cut leaf plantain

No

Plantago major

common plantain

No

Polemoniaceae

Phlox family

Leptodactylon californicum

prickly phlox

Polygonaceae

Buckwheat family

Eriogonum fasciculatum

California buckwheat

Yes

Rumex acetosella

sheep sorrel

No

Rumex crispus

curly dock

No

Portulacaceae

Purslane family

Calandrinia ciliata

redmaids

Yes

Claytonia perfoliata

miners lettuce

Yes

Platanaceae

Sycamore family

No

Myrtaceae
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Common Name

Scientific Name

Native

Platanus racemosa

western sycamore

Primulaceae

Primrose family

Anagallis arvensis

scarlet pimpernel

Rhamnaceae

Buckthorn family

Ceanothus cuneatus

buck brush

Yes

Ceanothus thyrsiflorus

blue blossom ceanothus

Yes

Ceanothus impressus var. nipomensis

Monterey ceanothus

Yes

Rhamnus californica

coffeeberry

Yes

Rhamnus crocea

holly-leafed redberry

Yes

Rosaceae

Rose family

Adenostoma fasciculatum

chamise

Yes

Cercocarpus betuloides

buck brush

Yes

Heteromeles arbutifolia

toyon

Yes

Horkelia californica

horkelia

Yes

Prunus ilicifolia

holly-leafed cherry

Yes

Rosa californica

California wild rose

Yes

Rubus ursinus

California blackberry

Yes

Rubiaceae

Madder family

Galium aparine

goose grass

Yes

Galium californicum

California bedstraw

Yes

Salicaceae

Willow family

Salix lasiolepis

arroyo willow

Scrophulariaceae

Figwort family

Mimulus aurantiacus

sticky monkey flower

Yes

Penstemon centranthifolius

scarlet bugler

Yes

Solanaceae

Nightshade family

Solanum douglasii

purple nightshade

Yes

Solanum xanti

white nightshade

Yes

Violaceae

Violet family

Viola pedunculata

Johnny jump-up

Yes

Species Status / Notes
Nipomo Botanical Garden

No

Yes

Mesa Meadows

Yes

ANGIOSPERMS (MONOCOTS)
Cyperaceae

Sedge family

Carex praegracilis

Nipomo Community Park Master Plan
Draft Program Environmental Impact Report
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Scientific Name

Common Name

Scirpus californicus

Native
Yes

Liliaceae

Lily family

Asphodelus fistulosus

asphodel

No

Chlorogalum pomeridianum var.
pomeridianum

soap plant

Yes

Dichelostemma capitatum ssp.
capitatum

blue dicks

Yes

Poaceae

Grass family

Avena barbata

slender wild oats

No

Avena fatua

Wild oats

No

Bromus diandrus

ripgut brome

No

Bromus hordeaceus

soft chess brome

No

Bromus madritensis ssp. rubens

Red brome

No

Cortaderia jubata

pampas grass

No

Cynodon dactylon

Bermuda grass

No

Ehrharta calycina

veldt grass

No

Hordeum marinum ssp. gussoneanum

Mediterranean barley

No

Leymus condensatus

giant wild-rye

Muhlenbergia rigens

deer grass

Yes

Nassella pulchra

purple needle-grass

Yes

Vulpia myuros

rattail fescue

No
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Wildlife Species Observed within Nipomo Community Park
Scientific Name

Common Name

Comment

Birds

Elanus leucrus

white-tailed kite

Observed flying over large coastal
scrub area west of ball fields.

Charadrius vociferus

killdeer

Ball fields

Thryomanes bewickii

Bewick’s wren

Aphelocoma californica

Western scrub jay

Cyanocitta stelleri

Steller’s jay

Corvus brachyrhynchos

American crow

Calypte anna

Anna’s hummingbird

Falco sparverius

American kestrel

Buteo lineatus

red-shouldered hawk

Sialia mexicana

Western bluebird

Callipepla californica

California quail

Psaltriparus minimus

bushtit

Tyrannus verticalis

Western kingbird

Passerina amoena

lazuli bunting

Buteo jamaicensis

red-tailed hawk

Accipiter cooperi

Cooper’s hawk

Observed foraging in oak woodland
habitat

Bubo virginianus

great-horned owl

Observed in eucalyptus windrow
along the mesa meadows bike path.

Circus cyaneus

northern harrier

Observed flying over the coastal
scrub area located west of Dana
School.

Colaptes auratus

northern flicker

Mimus polyglottos

northern mockingbird

Junco hyemalis

dark-eyed junco

Poecile rufescens

chestnut-backed
chickadee

Baeolophus inornatus

oak titmouse

Toxostoma redivivum

California thrasher

Vireo huttoni

Hutton’s vireo

Melanerpes formicivorus

acorn woodpecker

Nipomo Community Park Master Plan
Draft Program Environmental Impact Report
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Scientific Name

Common Name

Comment

Picoides nuttallii

Nuttal’s woodpecker

Sturnella neglecta

western meadowlark

Sturnus vulgaris

European starling

Power lines

Euphagus cyanocephalus

Brewer’s blackbird

Power lines

Melospiza melodia

song sparrow

Zonotrichia leucophrys

white-crowned sparrow

Dendroica coronata

yellow-rumped warbler

Zenaida macroura

mourning dove

Sayornis nigricans

black phoebe

Sayornis saya

Say’s phoebe

Pipilo crissalis

California towhee

Pipilo maculatus

spotted towhee

Passer domesticus

house sparrow

Mammals

Lynx rufus

bobcat

Canus latrans

coyote

Puma concolor

mountain lion

Spermophilus beecheyi

California ground squirrel

Urocyon cinereoargenteus

gray fox

Observed by Ride Nipomo equestrian
group

Observed by Ride Nipomo equestrian
group

Reptiles

Sceloporus occidentalis

western fence lizard

Uta stansburiana

side-blotched lizard

Cnemidophorus tigris

coastal whiptail

Phrynosoma blainvilii

coast horned lizard

D-8

Observed commonly by Ride Nipomo
equestrian group during the Summer
months.
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PHOTO 1:
View of maritime
chaparral habitat
located along a
spur trail within
the NCP. Note
oak woodland
habitat behind
maritime
chaparral
vegetation (refer
to arrow).
Picture taken on
March 05, 2010.

PHOTO 2:
View of several
sand mesa
manzanita
specimens
located along
Osage Street
(refer to arrows)
Picture taken on
March 05, 2010.

PHOTO DOCUMENTATION
Nipomo Community Park Master Plan
Draft Program Environmental Impact Report
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PHOTO 3:
View of several
mature coast live
oak trees observed
in close proximity to
the north entrance
to the park and
within the
ornamental/develop
ed areas of the
NCP.
Picture taken on
March 05, 2010.

PHOTO 4:
View of coastal
scrub habitat
located along the
south boundary of
the NCP. Note
mock heather and
coyote brush
shrubs.
Picture taken on
March 05, 2010.
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PHOTO 5:
View of annual
grassland habitat
located west of the
ornamental
/developed
portions within the
NCP. Note gopher
spoil piles in the
photo (refer to
arrow). The active
recreation /
community center
is proposed in this
area of the NCP
Picture taken on
March 05, 2010.

PHOTO 6:
View of ruderal
habitat located
east of the of the
annual grassland
habitat shown in
Photo 5. This area
receives regular
disturbance from
equestrian and
park visitors.
Several bicycle
jumps were
observed in this
area.
Picture taken on
March 05, 2010.
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Noise Study Report

INTRODUCTION

An outdoor noise assessment has been conducted for the Nipomo Park Master Plan
Environmental Impact Report (EIR), in the community of Nipomo, CA (refer to Figure 1). Karl
Mikel, PE, and approved County of San Luis Obispo acoustical noise consultant has prepared
this report at the request of Ms. Shawna Scott of SWCA Environmental Consultants (SWCA).
The project site is located in a semi-urban area of Nipomo, adjacent land uses consist of
undeveloped lots, commercial, residential, and a school (Dana Elementary). This report has been
prepared in support of the EIR for the proposed project to address the future noise environment
of the area resulting from development of the proposed NCP facilities. Specifically this report
presents collected noise measurements from similar proposed park facilities (i.e., local skate
park, soccer field, etc.) to estimate stationary noise levels expected by the proposed project. This
analysis includes noise data generated from existing peak-hour traffic on Tefft Street, Orchard
Road, Pomeroy Road, Juniper Street, Camino Caballo, and Osage Street at potentially affected
locations to compare to future noise levels due to project generated traffic. This acoustical
analysis is required to determine if proposed facilities development would impact surrounding
sensitive noise receptors (residential) located in close proximity to the NCP.

II.

APPLICABLE NOISE STANDARDS

The County of San Luis Obispo Noise Element of the General Plan provides a policy framework
for addressing potential and existing noise impacts during the planning process. Its purpose is to
minimize future and existing noise conflicts. Among the most significant polices found in the
Noise Element are numerical noise standards that limit noise exposure within noise-sensitive
land uses resulting from transportation sources. An increase in the ambient stationary noise level
surrounding the project site would result from the addition of the new facility, which could
potentially result in a stationary noise impact that would exceed the thresholds defined in the
County Noise Element.
A.

TRANSPORTATION NOISE SOURCES

Policy 3.3.2 of the Noise Element states that “new development of noise-sensitive land uses shall
not be permitted in areas exposed to existing or projected future levels of noise from
transportation noise sources which exceed 60 dB Ldn or CNEL for outdoor activity areas and 45
Ldn or CNEL for interior spaces unless the project includes effective mitigation measures to
reduce noise in outdoor activity areas and interior spaces to or below the levels for the given land
use,” (refer to Tables 1 and 2).
Policy 3.3.3 of the Noise Element states that “Noise created by new transportation noise sources,
including roadway improvement project, shall be mitigated so as not to exceed the levels
specified in Table 1 within the outdoor activity areas and interior spaces of existing noise
sensitive land uses.
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Source: Google Maps

Figure 1: Nipomo Regional Park
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TABLE 1
Maximum Allowable Noise Exposure-Transportation Noise Sources
Land Use

Outdoor Activity Areas1
Ldn/CNEL, dB

Interior Spaces
Ldn/CNEL, dB
LEQ, dB2

Residential (Except Temporary)

60 3

45

−

Bed and Breakfast, Hotels, Motels

60 3

45

−

Hospitals, Nursing and Personal Care

60 3

45

−

−

−

35

60 3

−

45

Churches, Meeting Halls

−

−

45

Schools, Libraries, Museums

−

−

45

Outdoor Sports and Recreation

70

−

−

Public Assembly and Entertainment
Offices

Notes:
1. Where the location of outdoor activity areas is unknown, the exterior noise level standard shall be applied to the property
line of the receiving land use.
2. As determined for a typical worst-case hour during periods of use.
3. For other than residential uses, where an outdoor activity area is not proposed, the standard shall not apply. Where it is not possible to reduce noise in
outdoor activity areas to 60 dB Ldn/CNEL or less using a practical application of the best-available noise reduction measures, an exterior noise level of
up to 65 dB Ldn/CNEL may be allowed.

Source: Noise Element, County of San Luis Obispo, General Plan

TABLE 2
Land Use Compatibility For New Development Near Transportation Sources
Land Use

Exterior Noise Exposure, Ldn or CNEL (dB)
55
60
65
70
75
80

Residential, Public Assembly, Entertainment

Bed and Breakfast, Hotel, Motel

Schools, Libraries, Museums, Hospitals

Outdoor Sports and Recreation

Offices
Acceptable, no mitigation required
Conditionally Acceptable, Mitigation required
Unacceptable, mitigation may not be feasible
Source: SLO County Noise Element, Policy Document
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STATIONARY NOISE SOURCES

Policy 3.3.4 of the Noise Element states that “new development of noise-sensitive land uses shall
not be permitted where the noise level due to existing stationary noise sources would exceed the
noise level standards included in the Noise Element unless effective noise mitigation measures
have been incorporated into the design of the development to reduce noise exposure to or below
the levels specified.” The hourly daytime stationary noise standard for a residential development
is 50 dBA, while the maximum is 70 dBA. The hourly nighttime stationary noise standard for a
residential development is 45 dBA, while the maximum is 60 dBA (refer to Table 3).
TABLE 3
1
Maximum Allowable Noise Exposure-Stationary Noise Sources
Level
Hourly Leq, dBA2
Maximum Level, dBA2
Maximum Level, Impulsive Noise dBA3

Daytime
(7 a.m. to 9 p.m.)
50
70
65

Nighttime
(9 p.m. to 7 a.m.)
45
60
60

Notes:
1. As determined at the property line of the of the receiving land use.
2. Sound level measurements shall be made with slow meter response.
3. Sound level measurements shall be made with fast meter response.
Source: SLO County Noise Element, Policy Document

Policy 3.3.5 of the Noise Element states that “new proposed stationary noise sources or existing
stationary noise sources that undergo modifications that may increase noise levels shall be
mitigated as follows and shall be the responsibility of the developer of the stationary noise
source. Policy 3.3.5 can be found in its entirety on page 3-3 of the County Noise Element,
applicable standards from Policy 3.3.5 are provided below as follows:
b) Noise levels shall be reduced to or below the noise level standards in Table 3-2 (refer to Table
1 in this report) where the stationary noise source will expose an existing noise-sensitive land
use (which is listed in the Land Use Element as an allowable use within its existing land use
category) to noise levels that exceed the standards in Table 3-2.
c) Noise levels shall be reduced to or below the noise level standards in Table 3-2 where the
stationary noise source will expose vacant land in the Agriculture, Rural Lands, Residential
Rural, Residential Suburban, Residential Single Family, Residential Multi-Family, Recreation,
Office and Professional, and Commercial Retail land use categories to noise levels that exceed
the standards in Table 3-2.
Note: This policy may be waived when the Director of Planning and Building determines
that such vacant land is not likely to be developed with a noise sensitive land-use.
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The procedure used to assess noise resulting from this project focused on measuring noise levels
at similar events and facilities such as soccer games at multi-use sports fields and skate parks to
estimate noise levels that could be expected by these types of uses at the NCP. Ambient preproject noise levels are measured at select locations to determine if recreational development
would result in a stationary noise impact. The expected noise levels are then compared to
published threshold values in the County’s Noise Element to determine if a significant change in
the noise environment would occur and if an exceedance of the threshold value would be
expected. The one-hour Leq threshold outlined in the Noise Element is 50 dBA at the property
line of the nearest sensitive receptor location, with a maximum noise level of 70 dBA allowed
for short periods of time so long as the hourly average is maintained at 50 dBA Leq.
B.

TRAFFIC NOISE ASSESSMENT

The procedure for assessing vehicular traffic noise impacts included measuring the peak-hour
noise levels at select locations around the NCP while counting the traffic generating the noise
during the period of measurement. The measured peak-hour noise levels are then adjusted
logarithmically to determine the “future” noise levels by using the estimated traffic volume
predictions for various road segments. Logarithms are used because they produce linear
correlations, which can then be used to more readily evaluate future noise levels. Generally
speaking, doubling the traffic volume will produce a 3 dB increase in the ambient noise
environment.
From a practical standpoint, the peak-hour Leq noise level is essentially equivalent to the Ldn
noise level (generally yielding results within 1-2 dBA of each other). The Ldn is the standard
measure used for evaluating community noise impacts in the County Noise Element. For most
situations involving noise originating from vehicular traffic, the peak-hour Leq can be used as
the Ldn level in situations where there is little nighttime traffic or significant heavy truck
volumes. Peak hour Leq was the methodology used in evaluation of traffic noise impacts for the
proposed project. Noise measurements were taken for a duration of 15 minutes at each location.
Further analysis is based on the average noise levels (Leq) as discussed in this report.
General guidelines for determining community noise impacts typically include:
•
•
•

A three-dB change is barely perceptible, and is the minimum most people will notice in
most environments.
A five-dB change is a readily perceptible increase or decrease in sound level.
A ten-dB increase in sound level is perceived as an approximate doubling of the loudness
of the sound and represents a substantial change in loudness.
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IV.

MEASURED NOISE LEVELS

A.

GENERAL INFORMATION

The subject noise investigation was conducted using a Bruel and Kjaer (B & K) Model 2231
precision integrating sound level meter. The meter internally computes a new Leq from the
sound pressure level and updates the digital display once each second. The meter was calibrated
externally at the beginning of each period of measurement using a B & K Model 4230 acoustic
calibrator. In combination, these instruments yield sound level measurements accurate to within
0.1 decibel (dB). All models fulfill standards of relevant sections of IEC (International
Electrotechnical Commission) 651 and ANSI (American National Standard) S1.4.1971 for Type
1 (precision) integrating sound level meters. All noise readings were conducted in the Aweighted decibel range. The A-weighting correlates well with how humans hear sounds, deemphasizing very high and low frequencies.
B.

STATIONARY NOISE MEASUEMENTS AT SIMILAR FACILITIES

To help assess expected stationary noise levels resulting from development due to the project,
similar noise sources and events were monitored. Noise was measured on November 19, 2010 at
the Damon Garcia Sports Complex during a youth soccer tournament, and at the Templeton
Skate Park on November 21, 2010 (Figures 2 & 3).
The measurement set conducted at Damon Garcia consisted of a multi-game youth soccer
tournament. Three games were being played at the same time, measurement Location 3 was the
combination of all three games being played at once. There was no amplified sound at any of the
games; most of the noise measured from the games resulted from the crowd cheering during
exciting plays. Very little noise is actually generated by participants or action on the field. Table
4 presents the results of the monitoring conducted during the soccer event.

TABLE 4
Noise Summary, Damon Garcia Sports Complex
Location
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Distance from
Center of Field
(Feet)

Noise Levels
(dBA)
Leq
Max

1
2
3

25
50

66.5
59.1

76.6
75.1

100

54.0

73.1

4

10

66.4

79.1
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Figure 2: Damon Garcia Sports Complex

4

1
3
2

Noise Measurement Location: Damon Garcia Sports Complex
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Figure 3: Templeton Skate Park

1
2
3

Noise Measurement Location: Templeton Skate Park
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The skaters primarily generate the skate park noise when they are actively skating within the
confines of the concrete at the facility. The noise environment around the park is subject to
multiple impulsive types of episodes when the skaters fall off their boards and the boards bang
around on the concrete. When the skaters are on their boards and skating through the facility, the
sound of the skate wheels and trucks are quite noticeable in close proximity to the park. Table 5
presents the results of the monitoring conducted at the skate park.

TABLE 5
Noise Summary, Templeton Skate Park
Location

1
2
3

C.

Distance from
Center of Field
(Feet)

Noise Levels
(dBA)
Leq
Max

25
50

73.5
68.4

82.9
79.6

100

62.2

74.4

TRAFFIC NOISE MEASUEMENTS AROUND THE NCP

The level of traffic noise depends on the following three factors: (1) the volume of traffic; (2) the
speed of the traffic; and, (3) the number of trucks in the traffic flow. Generally, heavier traffic
volumes, higher speeds, and the greater numbers of trucks increase the loudness of traffic noise.
Any condition (such as a steep incline) that causes heavy laboring of motor vehicle engines will
also increase the resultant traffic noise levels. Vehicle noise around the NCP is a combination of
the noise produced by the engines, exhausts, and tires.
Higher levels of existing noise resulting from automobile and truck traffic characterize the
perimeter portions of the existing NCP site, especially adjacent to the West Tefft Street and
Pomeroy Road corridors. Although higher levels of noise are found along the existing
transportation corridors surrounding the NCP; noise levels rapidly attenuate as one moves
towards the interior of the site because of the varying topography and in some locations the
presence of dense thick wooded vegetation. A field investigation was conducted on November
23, 2010, noise measurements were conducted from approximately 3:30 PM to 5:45 PM to
determine traffic related ambient noise levels around the perimeter and within the proposed NCP
site (refer to Figure 4). Each of the short-term sites was measured for a duration of 15 minutes
while vehicle volumes were classified. The hourly counts are then normalized from the data
generated.
Generally speaking, the loudest traffic noise levels are associated with sites monitored adjacent
to West Tefft Street and Pomeroy Road, which are the primary noise sources in the general area.
There are a variety of commercial and retail areas to the north and east of the NCP (including
Highway 101), which are additional noise generators in the immediate area. Most other areas
surrounding the NCP are residential and do not have significant traffic volumes or excessive
traffic noise levels. Table 6 presents the results of the sites monitored.
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Figure 4: Nipomo Regional Park

6

5
1

2

3
4

Traffic Noise Measurement Locations: Nipomo Regional Park
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TABLE 6
Measured Traffic Noise Levels

Location*

Period of
Measurement

Noise
Levels
(dBA)

Traffic Volume,
Measured

Leq

Number

Vehicles/
Hr

1
2

3:30-3:45 pm
4:00-4:15 pm

63.8
64.5

228
240

912
960

3

4:30–4:45 pm

61.0

150

600

4

5:00–5:15 pm

57.1

118

472

5

5:15–5:30 pm

55.6

70

280

6

5:30–5:45 pm

63.0

195

780

*Refer to Figure 4 for Measurement Locations

V.

PROJECT IMPACTS

A.

STATIONARY SOURCES

The project area is a mix of hardscaped surfaces, undeveloped fields, commercial/retail uses, and
residential development. The topography surrounding the NCP is characterized as a “hard”,
which means that it would tend to be more reflective than absorptive of sound pressure waves.
Hard sites generally do not have absorptive ground surfaces such as soft dirt, grass, or bushes
and trees to attenuate noise levels.
Existing vegetation at the NCP consists of annual grassland, scattered herbaceous vegetation, and
small clumps of brush and oak woodland habitat. The existing project site would be
characterized as a “soft site”, meaning that excess attenuation of sound pressure levels would be
observed due to the ground cover and vegetation. After project development, more of the site
would be hardscaped, decreasing the project areas natural noise attenuation capabilities. When
added to the natural geometric spreading of sound pressure waves, this would result in an overall
noise drop-off rate of approximately 6.0 dBA/(doubling distance) for a stationary source.
If one were to assume a conservative drop-off rate of 6 dBA per distance doubled, a safedistance offset could be estimated in order to determine how far way from the nearest sensitive
noise receptor location new facilities must be sited. Referring to Table 4, for a hypothetical nonamplified multi-game soccer event, the nearest field would need to be no closer than 200 feet
from the closet receptor location to meet County exterior noise thresholds. Referring to Table 5,
for a skate park, the active skating area should be no closer than 400 feet from the nearest
receptor location. This evaluation is based on average conditions, with no loud music playing,
and assumes only the sounds from voices and skateboards.
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TRAFFIC SOURCES

To determine the traffic noise level increase due to project generated trips, the Traffic Impact
Analysis (March 2010) was used in order to determine buildout traffic conditions with the
additional NCP Master Plan uses included for future traffic conditions. Expected noise increases
resulting from implementation of the NCP Master Plan resulting from additional vehicle trips are
presented in Table 7. All estimated noise increases have been rounded to one decimal place.
TABLE 7
Estimated Future Traffic Noise Level Increase

Location*

Baseline
Buildout
ADT

Buildout Plus
Project
ADT

Estimated Noise
Level Increase
(dBA) Leq

1

8,400

8,602

0.1

2

19,200

19,510

0.1

3

9,350

9,564

0.1

4

3,100

3,122

0.0

5

1,300

1,322

0.1

6

6,700

6,764

0.0

*Refer to Figure 4 for Measurement Locations

As seen in Table 7, due to the relatively low number of expected additional trips, estimated noise
level increases due to project generated traffic are expected to be negligible. Under controlled
conditions in an acoustics laboratory, the trained healthy human ear is able to discern changes in
sound levels of 1 dBA when exposed to steady single-frequency (pure tone) signals in the midfrequency range. Outside such controlled conditions, the trained ear can detect changes of 2
dBA in normal environmental noise. It is widely accepted that the average healthy ear, however,
can barely perceive noise level changes of 3 dBA (Caltrans Technical Noise Supplement, 2009).
Since the expected noise level increase would be less than 1 dBA, traffic noise impacts are not
expected to occur due to buildout of the NCP uses.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The traffic report presents an evaluation of the potential impacts associated with the Nipomo
Community Park (NCP) Master Plan. The NCP Master Plan includes Mesa Meadows and a variety
of new recreational facilities to be constructed over 20 years. New recreational facilities include
additional park and playground area, a community recreation center and gymnasium, an
amphitheater, a skate board park, a swimming pool, sporting fields, basketball and handball courts,
tennis courts, a dog park, restrooms, trails and walkways, etc. The infrastructure improvements
include a realignment of the existing access road at West Tefft Street and Pomeroy Road. The
existing access road connection to West Tefft Street will be realigned to the north side of the
Nipomo Public Library opposite Orchard Avenue. The existing access road connection to Pomeroy
Road will be realigned opposite Juniper Street and a traffic signal will be installed. The NCP Master
Plan also includes a project “alternative” that represents a reduced project scope.
Project trip generation estimates for the NCP Master Plan were derived using data contained in the
ITE Trip Generation publication and other sources. The trip generation estimates included
quantifying the “net” increase in trips associated with the buildout of uses defined in the NCP Master
Plan and NCP Master Plan Alternative. Buildout of the NCP Master Plan will generate a total of
3,058 daily trips; which is a “net” increase of approximately 1,258 daily trips (+70%). The NCP
Master Plan Alternative will generate approximately 48% fewer daily trips than the NCP Master
Plan (+654 daily trips). During the PM peak hour the NCP Master Plan will generate a total of 500
trips, which is a net increase of approximately 247 trips (+98%). The NCP Master Plan Alternative
will generate approximately 20% fewer PM peak hour trips than the NCP Master Plan (+196 PM
peak hour trips). Trips associated with the NCP Master Plan and Alternative were distributed on the
local street system based on a review of peak hour travel patterns and traffic demands included in the
South County Traffic Model Final Report.
The traffic analysis scope was developed in consultation with staff at San Luis Obispo County
Public Works. The evaluation of potential impacts includes an analysis of traffic operations along
West Tefft Street and Pomeroy Road. An analysis of average weekday afternoon peak hour
operations is also provided at selected study intersections. At the request of County staff, the
analysis also includes a qualitative evaluation of potential impacts at the US101 and West Tefft
Street interchange. The evaluation of existing conditions indicates that existing daily traffic volumes
on the study roadway segments are within acceptable limits (LOS C or better). Daily traffic volumes
along West Tefft Street (Mary Avenue to Pomeroy Road) and on US 101 are also within acceptable
limits. The evaluation of PM peak hour operations indicates that vehicle delays at the study
intersections are also within acceptable limits. However, information in the South County Traffic
Model Final Report indicates that vehicle delays at the US 101 / West Tefft Street interchange
southbound ramps are within the LOS E range during the PM peak hour. The primary reason for the
excessive delays is the current intersection configuration.
The evaluation of potentially significant impacts associated with the NCP Master Plan and NCP
Master Plan Alternative was based on “level of significance” criteria defined by San Luis Obispo
County and the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). An evaluation of the “existing plus
project” scenario demonstrates that daily volumes on the study area roadway segments will remain
within acceptable limits with the buildout of the NCP Master Plan or NCP Master Plan Alternative
(LOS C or better). Vehicle delays at the study intersections will also remain within acceptable limits
i
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with the buildout of the NCP Master Plan or NCP Master Plan Alternative. However, delays at the
US 101 / West Tefft Street interchange southbound ramps are currently within the LOS E range
during the PM peak hour (documented in the South County Traffic Model Update Final Report). It
is anticipated that buildout of the NCP Master Plan or NCP Master Plan Alternative could add 10-15
trips to this intersection during the critical PM peak hour. However, the US 101/Willow Road
“grade separated” interchange is currently under construction. The traffic operations report included
an evaluation of the potential benefits to the US 101/West Tefft Street interchange. The Willow
Road Extension Final SEIR analyzed the benefits associated with the “preferred” alternative. The
analysis of 2030 traffic conditions demonstrated that the US 101/Willow Road interchange would
reduce delays at the US 101/West Tefft Street interchange ramp intersections by about 40% during
the PM peak hour. Therefore, buildout of the NCP Master Plan or NCP Master Plan Alternative will
not have a potentially significant impact on existing PM peak hour traffic operations.
The evaluation of baseline buildout conditions was conducted using data contained in the South
County Traffic Model Final Report. This scenario represents long-term future conditions and traffic
forecast for the Year 2025. The buildout transportation network also includes various roadway
improvements. It should also be noted that the County is evaluating various operational
improvements for the US 101/West Tefft Street interchange. However, these improvements are not
designed or funded at this time, and therefore, are not assumed to be completed under the baseline
buildout. Discussions with County staff indicate that the “preferred” alternative could achieve
acceptable levels of service under buildout conditions.
An evaluation of the buildout plus project scenario demonstrates that daily traffic volumes on the
majority of study area roadway segments will remain within acceptable limits with the buildout of
the NCP Master Plan or NCP Master Plan Alternative (LOS C or better). However, daily traffic
volumes near the US 101 interchange are projected to be within the LOS E range. Completion of the
US 101/Willow Road interchange is anticipated to reduce daily traffic on West Tefft Street (west of
US 101) by about 20-25%. The Willow Road Extension SEIR analysis indicates that the benefits
associated with the project are estimated to improve the buildout LOS E to an acceptable LOS C
(27,200 ADT) on West Tefft Street (near US 101 interchange). Therefore, it is concluded that
buildout of the NCP Master Plan or NCP Master Plan Alternative will not significant impact future
daily traffic operations. The analysis of buildout plus project conditions identified a potentially
significant project impact at the US 101/West Tefft Street interchange during the PM peak hour.
The appropriate mitigation measures are presented for the potentially significant impacts attributable
to the project. Development of additional recreational facilities included in the NCP Master Plan or
NCP Master Plan Alternative will occur over the next 20 years. It should be noted that the analysis
of potential project impacts represents a “worst case” scenario (ie: all facilities being used at peak
levels simultaneously). Implementation of “transportation demand management” (TDM) measures
would reduce the potentially significant impact to a level of “less than significant” for the existing
plus project scenario. TDM measures should include, but not be limited to, reducing the number
tennis court and/or sporting fields, delay the library expansion or construction of amphitheater, etc.
In addition, game starting times at the baseball / softball and sporting fields should be scheduled to
avoid generating a significant amount of “regional” traffic during the PM peak hour (4:00-6:00 PM).
Implementation of TDM measures will reduce the potential impacts at the US 101 / West Tefft
Street interchange to a level of “less than significant”.
ii
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In addition, to reduce the potential impacts to a level of “less than significant” the buildout of the
recreational facilities included in the NCP Master Plan or Alternative should be limited until the
County has completed a design, secured funding and established a formal schedule for the future
operational improvements at the West Tefft Street/US 101 southbound ramps intersection. Future
improvements at this intersection identified by the County could provide acceptable levels of service.
Once this project becomes part of the long range infrastructure improvement plans in the South
County Traffic Model they can be assumed to mitigate the potentially significant project impact at
this intersection. It should also be mentioned that the “roadway improvement” fees defined in the
South County Traffic Model Final Report provide a funding mechanism for long range infrastructure
improvements in this portion of the County, and therefore, payment of the County “roadway
improvement” fees serves at the project mitigation.
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